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BURMA LAW REPORTS
FULL BENCH (APPELLATE CIVIL1.
Before Sir B,z U, Actiug C/zief Justice, Mr. Justice E Matwg and
Mr. Jtt~·tice Kyaw Myinl.

MAUNG SAN B\iVINT· AND

1947

ONE (APPELLANTS)

v.
lVIA THAN SEIN

Nov. 3

(RESPONDE:!'JT).*

Bttrmese Buddhist Law-Divorce by multta/ consent-One of tiie parties
prct·iottsly m<irried-Titc oliicr 1zot Previously man-ied-Atctpa Prapc,·ty of
iheformcr-Jj tiivisible.
Held by the Full Bench: That on divorce by mutual <:onsenVbetween a
Burmese Buddhist couple, one of whom was previously married and the other
had not been so married, the atdpa property of the party previously marri<>d,
should be divided on the prim:iplc of nissaya and 11isszta provided that no
property had been acquired by the couple after their marriage.
MaE Nyzm v. Maxmg Toll Pyzt, 2 U.B.R. (1897-190lj (Civ,) 39; /ofa Ngwe
lbzit v. Aiaung Po Hmn, 11 L.B.R. 52, followed.
C.T.P.V. Clzetfy Firm v. Ma Tha Hlaitzg, LL.R. 3 Ran. 322; Ma uug Hme v.
Ma Scin .. 9 L.B.R. 191; N.A.V.R. Cheftyar Firm ,v. 11fatt11g · Thmt Dai11g,
I.L.,R. 9 Ran. 524 ~t p. 539; West Ham U1~ioa v. Ed111onton Union, L.R. (1908)
A.C. 6 , Stourbridge• Uttiott v. Droilwich U1tion, L.R. 6 Q.B. 769, 774,;
ltfa D1~11 Mat v.· Maung San Tun, (1938)-R.L.R. 229; U Sin v.. Ma MaLay,
(1941) R.L. R. 14, referred to.
..
Per E MAUNG, J.-The ~ule should not be extended t_o a divorce which is
not in fact by mutual consent but which for the purposes of partition on
divorce is by a legal fictiqn deemed to have been as if by mutual <:onsent.

The following order of reference w.as made
Mr. Justice E Maung on the 10th ]ul.Y~~947 : ·

·~y

E MAUNG, ].- This appeal arises out of a suit instituted by the
·plaintiff-respondent for· recovery-of, a piece· land, a house: and
a granary. with the sites on which they. st.anci, one b~llock and· a
cart. Thorigh the plaintiff-re~pondent indign~~tly ·di~claims al!

of

*Civil -Reference No. ; ·6 ~of 1947 of the ·;High Gourt' "{)f Judicature at
Ran~oon arising out of CiviH!nid A.ppeai·.'N'o. 9.7 of 1947.
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relationsbip with the 1st defendant-appellant it is clear that the
1st defen~tmt-appellant's case that at some time previous, he and
the plaintiff-respondent had been husband and wife according
to the Burmese Buddhist Law is fully established.
v.
i\IA THAN
There is indisputable evidence on the record that almost
SF.IN.
immediately following the death of U Po Ye, the lst husband of
1lAUNG, J. ihe plaintiff-respondent, she eloped \vith the 1st defendantappellant and that they lived together as husband and wife for
about five years treating each other and being treated by the
neighbours in the village as such. There is clear evidence of
· reputation necessary for a valid·marriage.
The 1st defendant-appellant before he eloped with the
plaintiff-respondent was for several years an employee of the
1st husband U Po Ye and the plaintiff-respondent. Before the
plaintiff and the defendant became husband <md wife, the
defendant was a bachelor. He did not bring any property to the
marriage. All the property brought to the marriage was the
'' Atetpa "property of the plaintiff such property being inherited
by her from her 1st husband.
About the end of 1944 or the beginning of 194St the parties
seemed to have disagreed for some reason or other. The
1st defendant claimed that the differences between them arose
from his discovery of the fact that the ~wife had contracted an
illicit liaison with one Maung Po Chein (D.W. 7). The wife who
throughout the proceedings repudiated the allegation of marriage
between herself and the 1st defendant-appellant naturally did <not
give her version of how the disagreement arose. But it is clear
that whatever the cause of the disagreement may have been there
was, in January 1945, a separatiofl by mutual consent followed by
the 1st defendant-appellant taking to himself the 2nd defendantappellant as his ·wife and the respondent taking to herself
Maung Tun (P.W. 5) as her husband. The separation of the
p~rties being by mutual consent out of Court it is .not material for
tne purposes of this appeal to determine the question whether
the origin of the quarrel was the respondent entering into iliicit
relation'S with Maung Po Chein or not. The decisions of this
Court in Ma Me Hla v. Marmg Po Thon (1), Ma Dun Ma£ v.
Maung San Tutt (2} and U Sin v. M~ Ma Lay (3), are quite clear
on the point. Still it would ·not be out of place for me to say

MAUNG SAN
BWINT
AND ONE
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(1) I.L.R. 7 Ran. 98;

(2} (19_38) R.L.R. 229.
(3). (1941) R.L.R. 14.
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that on -materials on the record the view taken by the lower
Appellate Com·t that the allegation of adultery with :l\'laung Po
Chein has not been satisfactorily established appears justified.
Following the separation by mutual consent which had been
accepted by both the husband and the wife as affecting a dissolution of the marriage, there was what the lst appellant claimed to
be a partition of the joint estate by free consent of the parties.
The respondent, however, claims that the transaction relied upon
by the 1st appellant was nothing but an act of arbitrary and high
handed disposition by a Japanese military officer then residing in
the area. I should have said that this took place just on the eve
of the Japanese evacuation of the area which bad been in enemy
occupation. This Japanese officer, it is clear on· the evidence,
was on friendly terms with the 1st appellant and that it was by
exercise of coercion and abuse of his authority that he managed to
impose on the parties what had been described by the 1st appellant as a partition of the property of the marriage. I am in full
agreement with the lower Appellate Court in accepting the
plaintiff's version of this matter in dispute. The evidence of
Tun Shein (D.\V. 6) who acted as the interp,reter to this Japanese
military officer clearly supports the finding arrived at by the
lower Appellate Court.
The result is that on the facts I must hold that in 1940 the
plaintiff, a widow and the 1st defendant, a bachelor became
husband and wjfe under the Burmese Buddhist Law; that to that
marriage the husband brought nothing ; and that the wife brought
to~ it " Atetpa" property which she had inherited from her
1st husband who had died very shortly before her re·marriage ;
that early in 1945 they effected a divorce by mutual consent ;
and that there has not been a partition of property between the
erstwhile husband and wife at the date of the suit now under
appeaL It is on these facts that the question ari.ses if the plaintiff
is entitled to sue for the suit properties taken away by the
1st defendant as a consequence of the act of interferenpe by the
Japanese military officer. In this form the case neatly raises the
question whether, where an eitzdamzggyi marries a bachelor or a
spinster as the case may be, the bachelor or the spinster on a
divorce by mutual consent is entitled to a share in the '' Atetpa "
of_ the einda~mggyi husband or wife. The earliest .case on "this
point is that of MaE Nyun v~ Mau1lg Tok Pyu ,(1). The decision
{1) 2 U.B.R. (1897-1901) (Civ.) 39.
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in this case was followed in the later case of Ma Ngwe Htlit v.
Mam(i{ Po' Hnm and others (1). These two cases \Yere referred to
by the two learned Judges of this Court in C.T.P.V. C/zetty Firm
and others v. JYJ atmf!. Tha HlaiH.~ and others (2). At page 328 of
'II.
-·MATHAN
the Heport in the Chctty Firm's case (2), IVIaung Gyi J. after
SEIN.
referring to the two previous cases and without any furlher
E M.WNG, J,
con!:iideration of the point at issue merely said, " This is, I think,
settled law." Carr J., on the other hand, at pages 346-347 of the
Report after a short discussion of the point, stated that he \vas
not satisfied with the Jaw as laitl clown in the two cases above
referred to.
In MaE Nytm's case (3) the husband who was an ezndactlli!.P.Yi
at the time of the marriage executed a deed whereby he bound
himself to abstain from drinking and gambling and made over all
his property to the spinster wife as " k=mwin." The deed,
however, was not registered and it was on this ground only that
the disposition of the property as " kanwin " could not be proved
and what was clearly intended to be made'' kamvin "remained the
husband's" Atetpa." The husband after the marriage ill-treated
the wife and rehpsed into his former bad habits as a drunkard
and g1mbler. It was on these facts that Thirkell \Vhite, Judicial
Commiss1oner, took the view that '' it would obviously be
inequitable that a wffe driven to seek a divorce by her husband's
ill-treatment, should be e~titlecl m erely to a bare div01:ce because
there happen to be no jointly acquired property." In the course
of his judgiuent, the Judicial Commissioner further slated th e
proposition which formed also the basis of· the decision cin
Ma NP,we H1zit's case (1) that '' it is certainly unjust to give the
husband the benefit of his.previous marriage and to deprive the
wife of the benefit of her previous maidenhood.'' From these
considerations the learned Judicial Commissioner deduced the
rule : " It may, however, be laid down with certainty that the
decision is within the law, that the rules regulating the divorce of
· a husband and wife not previously married sho11ld be applied to
cases· in which one of the parties to .the marriage has been
previously married and the other has not- been married before."
In .Ma NJ!.we Hnit's case again (1), when negotiations.for a
marr~g_e'betweeJ;l U Ma La, an old man of 70 years of age, who
-h;\d peen, previously married and Ma Ngwe Hnit, a spinster,

. MAUN(> SAN
BWINT
AND .ONE

(1)· 1-1-LB.R,-52.
(2) I.L.R. 3 Ran. 322 .
. . .(3) 2 :U.B.R. -(1!!97~1901) (Civ.) 39.
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aged 38, were in progress, it appeared to have been agreed that a
substantial " kan win " should be s.ettled on tb e wife. O.n the day
of the marriage, however, the original promise to g1ve 4:0 acres of
paddy land was not implemented and U I\la La merely sent over
Rs. 450. On this the bride objected and the elders who arranged
the marriage went to U Ma La and obtained from him a document
purporting to transfer about 44 acres of paddy land to the bride
in consequence of which the marriage took place. This
-document, however, was not registered and it was held in the
case that the wife could not rely on this document for any purpose.
It was against this background that when subsequently follO\ving
a divorce on mutual consent, the wife claimed a share in the
'' Atetpa " of the husband a Bench of the late Chief Court of Lower
Burma, adopting the principle enunciated by Thirkell "\Vhite,
Judicial Commissioner, in ilia E Nyzm's case (1) allowed the
wife a share in the '' Atetpa '' of the husband on the basis of the
rule of 11issa>·a and nissita. In both these cases the learned Judges
took the view that the Dhammalhats clicl not provide for partition
on divorce between the parties to a marriage one of whom had
been previously married and the other has not been so previously
married.
In C.T.P.V. Chetty's c1se (2) Carr }., again on page 346 of
the Report, assumed that " the intermediate case in wliich one
has been 1m.rriecl before and the other has not, is not dealt with
in the Dltammailzats.'' He went on to say that '' where the rule
in the two extreme cases is the same, there is no difficulty in
hl!llcling that it applies al~o to th~ middle case.' 1 The learned
Judge then proceeds,
'
" I wish to say that l am ~1ot satisfied that \vhere the rules
differ the one to be applied to the intermediate
case is that for the case where neither party has
been previously married. That has been held in
MaE Nyzm v. Mazmg Tok Pytt (1), but the reasoning
of Sir H. Thirkell White ir\: that case seems to me to
be b ased on a misconception of the reason for the
differences in the rules. This decision was followed
in Ma Ngwe Hnit v. Mqtt1tf! Po Hmu (3), but there
were special circumstances in that case which
rendered the decision at least equitable."
(1) 2 U.B.R. (1897-1901) (Civ.) 39.
(2) l.L.R. 3 Ran. 322.
(3). l1 L.B.R. 52.
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Earlier in the same case, Carr ]. at page 343 said m respect
of the rulE:s in the Dhammatlzatsrelating to partition,
BWlNT
" Th~y thus disclose a very strong community of interest in
AND-ONE
v.
the case of a first marriage and indicate that all
MATHAN
property
is joint, though the respective interests may
SEIN
vary in amount. This is entirely in accord with
E MAUNG, J.
present day Burmese sentiment, which regards the
union of a couple neither of whom has been married
before (nxe lin 1zge maya) as much more perfect and
intimate than any other marriage."
Later, at pages 345-346 the learned Judge distinguished the
case of a previously married couple from that of a previously
unmarried couple and assigned reasons which, if I might be
permitted to say so, are very cogent :
'' It is to be noticed that these rules indicate a much lower
degree of community of interest than in the case of a
previously unmarried couple. This may be accounted
for in part by the sentiment already mentioned, but
there are other obvious reasons for the diffe1·ence.
In the case of a first marriage there are no interests to
be considered other than those of the husband and
wife and of their childt·en. But when either or both
has been married before, it is likely that there will be
children of the first marriage and their ~nterest also
have to be considered. That is a very good reason
for not giving to each spouse the same rights in the
:jayi11 property of the other as are given on a fir~t
marriage."
The actual decisions in MaE Nyun's and Ma Ngwe Hnit's
cases [(1) and (2)] may have been on the special facts equitable.
The representation by a wealthy eindamz~RYi bride-groom to the
impecunioua maiden bride that he would give her a part of nis
u Atetpa" property as '' kanwin" and the-failure to implement the
representation by a registered document coupled in Ma E Nyuu's
case (1) with . the fact that because of cruelty which forced the
wife to se~k ~relie£ in a divorce may be justification for denying
the husbanP.. share of the <I Ah~tpa ,, but the further principle
deduced from the bard facts that the rules of division applicable
to a virgin __Cot1.P.Ie also apply to the intermediate case is, in _my
IliAUNG SAN

a

(1) 2· U.B.R. (1897--1901) (Civ.) 39.

(2) 11 L.B.R. 52.
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opinion, not justified. vVhilst at the bar I had occasion to appear
in a suit where an impecunious adventurer who had been married MAUNG SAN
BW!NT
before got himself married to an elderly spinster of soine wealth
AND ONE
and the husband by taking another wife against the
of his
t·.
·wealthy \vife and ~upporting that new wife out of the funds MA THAN
SElN.
provided by his senior wife-forced the wife to sue for a divorce.
The divorce in such a case would be as laicl down in the case of E l\IAUNG, J.
Mmt11/{ Hme v. Ma Sein (1) on the basis of one by mutual consent.
To accept therefore the rule in Ma E Nyun's case (2) or
Ma Ngwe Hnit's case (3) would be to allow the husband to have
the benefit of the wife's previous maiclenhoocl.
On the text it appears to me that sections 261 and 262 of
Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, Volume II, contain clear provisions for
the intermediate case in so .far as the division of the '' Atetpa" of
the eindatt11R.![Yi husband or wife is concerned. In the official
translations of the texts, in sectioi1 267 I consider that the words
'' to repudiate" is not quite a proper trans1ation of the corresponding Burmese terms. It is quite clear from the Burmese version
of the Digest that in sections 261 and 262 the Dhammathal texts
were dealing with divorce. It appears to me clearly deducible
from these texts that in the intermediate case of a couple, one of
whom only had been married previously, the " Atetpa " of the
~i11darmggyi should not be partitioned but that if there had not
been afty lettelpv:a property of the marriage an obligation is
imposed on the eindar&iiRgyi to give a reasonable portion to the
other spouse.
,. In this state of authorities, it seems to me that an authoritative
decision is desirable. I therefore refer to a Bench or Full
Bench as my Lord the Chief Justice may direct the following
question:
'' On divorce by mutual consent between a Burmese
Buddhist couple one of whom had been . previously
married and the other has not been so married, is the
' Atetpa' property of the party previously married
divisibk and, if so, in what proportion ?"

''"ill

Kyaw Thou.n g for the appellants.

Respondent was not represented .
(1) 9 L.B:R. 191.

. .(2) 2 U.B.R. (1il97:-1901)"(Civ:) 39.
L.B.R. 52.

(3) 11
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IS

'' On divorce by mutual consent between a Burmese Buddhist
couple one of whom had been previously m<,lrried and the other
had not been so married, is the ' Atetpa ' property of the party
previously married divisible and, if so, in what proportion?"

This is not the first time that this question arose for
solution. Over 47 years ago this question arose for
consideration in Upper Burma in the case of M a E
Nyun v. Maung Tok Pyu (1) before Sir Herbert
Thirkell vVhite and the learned Ju.dicial Commissioner
made the following observations :
'' Again, there is :1 ·fair amount of authority as to th e c:lse
in which a previously married man, not long after his marriage
with a maiden, divorces her before any p1·opedy has ueen
acquired. According to section 396 of the AtlathatJkepa, the
wife is entitled to compensation and similar rules are to be
found in se.ction 261 of the Digest. In the case of such a
marri1ge, it wou~d obviously be inequitable that a wife driven to
s.eek divorce by her :husband's ill-treatment, . should be entitled
met·ely to ·a bare divorce because·A:here happen to be no jointly
acquired property.
It· would, I think, be an equitable rule and in accordance with
<.'
the spirit of the law to allow the wife, in a case of this kind,
somewhat more ~avourable terms than in the· case where either
party has been married before. It is certainly unju'lt to give the
husband the benefit of his previous marriage and to d~prive the
\Vife of the benefit of .l;ler pr;evioul> maidenhood. Nor is. there any
warpu,1t for so doing. But, without assuming the province of the
Legislature, it is not ·possible for· this Court to say what more
favourable tet{TIS should be copce(led to the wife in this case. It
may, however, be laid down with certainty that the decision is
within the law, that the rules regulating the divorce of a husband
and wife not previously married should be applied to cases in
·which one of the parties to. the marriage has been previously

.married..and.th.e..nther: has not b.een..married before.''
(1) 2 U.R.R. · (1897-1901) (Civ.) 39.
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About 20 years later, a similar question arose in
Lo·wer Burma in the case of Ma Ngwe Hnit :v. MattHlt
Po Hmu and others (1) and the learned Judges,
Sir Sydney Robinson C.J. and Sir Benjamin Heald J.,
who dealt with the case, accepted the la'\v as laid
down by Sir Herbert Thirkell White as good law.
Sir Sydney Robinson who wrote the main judgment
gave the following additional reasons why that law
should be followed :
" It appears to me that there is considerable force in the
suggestion of Sir George Shaw that the rule laid down in the
i\Ianukyc as regards persons both of whom had been previously
married was based on the assumption that both brought propel"ty
to the marriage. Further, there seems to be no justification
for applying a different ri.1le where the relation of 1xissaya and
nissiia existed in the case of a woman who had not been man·ied
before because the husband had been previously m arried. Under
section 261 of the Digest a provision is made for the case of
a man who had previously married marrying a spinster and
divorcing her not long after the marriage and before there was
time for any property to have been jointly acquired by them. It
allows the wife compensati()jl, and it appears to me that all these
provisions point to a reco~nition of the necessity of making a
husband, who is able to cto so, provide for a wife who comes to
i'hc marriage with nothing."

Three years after the establishment of this Court, a
similar question arose indirectly for discussion in the
case o( C.T:P.V. Chettj Finn. and others v. Maung
Tha Hlaing (2). In that case Maung Gyi J., with
whom Sir Sydney . Robinson C.J; agreed1 accepted th~
_law as laid down in the cases cited above as good
law but ~arr J. struck a discordant note. The learned
ludge said :
'' The intermediate. case, in which one has bee.n ~arried
before and the other has not, is notd~alt-wi~h in the l)l~ammathals ;
....... ..:..-...·.- -- ·-·--- -.. · --- .. .. ,.·
(2)_·l.~·~· ·3 ~!ln. 322,

· ~ ·-··

~

·(1) 11 L.B,R. 52.
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but where the rule in the two extreme cases is the same, there
is
no diffic:ulty in holding that it applies also to the middle
MAUNG SAN
BWINT
case. It is. not necessary, therefore, to decide \Vhich of two
ANO ONE
different rules is to be followed, but I wish to say that I am not
'11·
MATHAN
satisfied that where the rules differ the one to be applied to the
SEIN.
intermediate case is that for the case where neither party has
BA U, A.C.J. been previously married. That has been held in MaE Nyun v.
Matmg Tok P~llt [U.B.R. (1897-1901) (Divorce) 1939], but the
reasoning of Sir H. Thirkell White in that case seems to me to be
based on a misconception of the reason for th.e differences in the
rules. This decision was followed in Ma Nr<we Hllit v. MmmJ!.
Po H11m (11 L.B.R. 52), but there were·special circumstances in
that case which rendered the decision at least equitable."

Because of the doubt thus thrown by Carr J. over
the correctness of the decisions given in the Upper
Burma case of Ma E Nyun (1) and the Lower Burma
case of Ma N gwe Hnit (2), this case was referred to this
Bench.
In spite of Carr J. 's doubt, the law as laid down in
the above-mentioned two cases is still good law and it
has stood the test of time for nearly half a century in
Upper Burma and nearly ,30 years in Lower Burma·
P eople know and understand it. To change it now,
without having strong and compelling reasons for
doing so, would be to introduce chaos and uncertainty
into th~ family, social and commercial life of the
Burmese peop-le. Are there now strong and compelling reasons to change the law ? Carr J. saiq " .
I wish to say that I am not satisfied that 'wh~re the rules
differ th e one to be applied to the intermedia~e case is
that for the case where neither party has been previously
married.'' In the absence of any rule applicable to the·
intermediate case, what rule is then to be applied if the
rule applicable
the case where neither party has
been previously married is not to be applied ? The
onir rule ·l~ft to be applied i~'. t~e rule ·~PI?.~~cable to the

to

(1)

'i

U.B.R: (1897-1901) (Civ.l 39!

·· (2} .11

L,B.R.

52.
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case where both the parties had been previously
married. If such a rule applies, then the position
would be that on divorce by mutual consent the parties
.would take back his or her atetpa property, if there be
any, on the division of property ; but, then Carr J. did
not say so. On the ·contrary, what he soid with regard
to the decision given in the Lower Burma case of
Ma Ngwe Hnit \1) was that the decision applying the
rule relating to the cas.e where neither party had been
married before was an equitable decision. Why it was
equitable, according to the learned Judge, was because
of the special circumstances of the case. The special
circumstances were that an old widower of 70 years of
age asked a spinster, young enough to be his daughter,
to marry him promising that he would give her
40 acres of lan d as kanwin property. The promise
was never kept and he made the llfe of the young
wife somewhat unhappy. The wife was subsequently
granted a divorce and one-third share of the payin
property. Now, interpreting the remarks of the learned
Judge in. the light of these circumstances what appears
to m e, with great ·respect to the learned Judge I say it,
i~s that in hard cases the rule applicable to the divorce
of a virgin couple should be applied but in others the
rule applicable to the case of eindaunggyis should be
applied. This would make· the confusion, aga.in I
say with great respect to the learned Judge, worse
confounded.
Burmese Buddhist Law is to be found in the
Dhammathats and these Dhammathats were compiled
some hundreds of years ago. Even the most authoritative of the Dhammathats, the M anukye, was compiled
some 200 years ago. They were framed and c·ompiled
in accordance. with the customs and habits of the
people the~ .prevailing in those days ; but the customs
(ll 11 L.B.R. 52.
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and the habits of the people have been through the
process of change almost everyday. The Burmese
Buddhist 'Law has accordingly to be moulded and
adapted to suit the changing conditions of Burmese
society, keeping the fundamental principles as enunciated in the Dhamnzathats intact. This was well
recognized by some of the European Judges who had
made a special study of Burmese Buddhist Law and
the customs, habits and manners of the Burmese
people. Sir John Jardine says : " \iVe cannot apply
the principle or practice of the Dhammathats to the
changed society without modification ; :wd in the
mouiding of the law, it is of great importance that the
Judges should modify the old rules in the line of
present customs and opinion than in that of a bygone
day." See May Oung's Buddhist Law, page 102.
Rigg J. in a Full Bench case of Mau1·1.~ Hme v.
M a Seif~ (1) said : " The law to be administered
is the Burmese Budqhist Law as laid down in the
Dham.m alhats unless such law has been clearly modified
by custom or is repugnant· to equity, justice and good
conscience." In the case of N.A. V.R. Chettyar Finn
v. Maung Than Daing (2) Page C.J. made the following
most pertinent and, if I may say so, wise remarks :
" Now, the customary law of the 'Burmese Buddhfsts is the
common la\V of Burma, and a fundamental .and . wholesome
characteristic of the common law is that it is
rigid and
inelastic like a. Code, but can be. ffiOl,llded to conform to the
custorps and needs of the people as they change fron: age to age·
It appears to me that the progress of the Burmese nation along
the road to civilization has been so. rapid in recent y:ears that the
conventions and habits of the people n.ave outr:un ~he principles of
law and rules of conduct which embody the customary law of the
Burmans, and by which iit times gone by Burman Buddhists
were co~J.tent to b~ goverried and controlled. That, no doubt, is

rio't

(2} I.L.R. 9 Ran. 524 at p. 539.

...~
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a he?.lthy sign of the times, for in the life of a nation as in the life
of an individual to stand still is to retrograde. But as Burma
prog;·esses the common law should be ' broad-based upon her
people's will ' and ' from precedent to precedent ' adapted to
meet new conditions as they arise."

That is exactly what the learned Judges did in
deeding the cases of !VIa E Nyun and Ma NgE'e
Hnit. They knew of the existence of the rule relating
to the intermediate case in sections 261 and 262· of
U Gaung's Digest but the rule propounded therein \:vas
so obsolete and archaic t.bat it could not be applied to
the modern· conditions of life. For instance, the
Rajabala, one of the Dhanzmatlzats cited in section 261
states, inter alia, as follows :
'' A previously married man marries a spinster, and before any
property is yet acquired _and without any cause of complaint
against her, desires to divorce her. If he is inferior On ran.k) to
her, he shall give her a pair of earrings, because her parents_gave
her to him notwithstanding their lmowled~e of his J?DSition and
circmnstauces. If they are equal in rank, he shall give her the
slaves who accomp;inied the marriage procession, the sedan chair,
elepbants, ponies, etc., used in the ceremony, and the clothes and
ornaments worn at the time of marriage. I'! there is no such
property, he shall give her a male slave. Jf she is pregnant, he
shall give her sufficient money to defray the expenses of her
accouchement and a female slave to serve as nurse. If they are
related by blood to each other, he shall give her a male and a
female slave wh~ther she is pregnant or not.
If, on the other hand, the wife says, that she .desires to
repudiate the busband although he is in no way blameworthy, she
shall give him a suit of man's clothes consisting of a Paso, coat and
turban, and a male slave attendant. If they havl.! no property, let
them separate as if they had each been married previous 1:o the
present union."

Other Dhammathats cited therein laid down the law
more or less in· a similar strain. Now such a rule of
la_w as. poi11te<:J out <!90ve cannot_ !J~ appli~d)~~O: th~
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modern condition of life. Therefore it must be
moulded so as to make it conform thereto. How is
it to be moulded ? As what the Dhamma.tltats intended
to provide against was that if before any property had
been acquired by the couple the party who bad not
been married before were to be driven out of the
house, without any fault on his or her part, he or sheas the case may be-should not be driven out
without having any means provided for his or her
maintenance. The Judges who dealt with the aforesaid
two cases knew this intention of the 1Jlzam1nathats and
moulded the law accordingly. In so moulding it they
followed the most fair and equitable method of dividing
the atetpa property by applying the rule of nissaya and
nissita.
This method of division was also attacked indirectly
by Carr J. by making the following observations :
" 1t is to be noticed· that these rules indicate a much lower
degree of community of interest than in the case of a previously
unmarried couple. This may be accounted for in part by the
sentiment already mentioned, but there are other obvious r easons
for the difference. In the case of a first marri.age there are no
interests to be considered other than those of the husband and
wife and of their children. But when either or both has been
married before, it is likely that there will be children of the first
marriage and their interests also have to be considered. That is
•a very good reason for not giving to each spouse the same rights
in the payitl property of the other as are given on a first
marriage."

In making these observations the learned Judge, with
due respect to him, has, in my opinion, gone entirely
wrong· in o"verloc;>king the vested rights of atetpa
ch~ldren.
If an eindaunggyi who has children by his
previous marriage rnarries a spinster then his children
acquired a vested right in the · property acquired by
their father and deceased mother. on the remarriage of
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their father. Therefore their share will not be subject
to partition on the diyision of the atetpa property
between their father and his wife, their step-mother,
on divorce by mutual consent. If the eindazmggyi has
no children by his previous marriage then the whole of
his atetpa property will be subject to partition. The
same ruie. applies in the case of an eindaunggyi marrying
a bachelor. Therefore I am strongly of opinion that
without taking in to account hard and exceptional cases,
the law as laid down in M a E Nyun' s case and
MaN gwe H nit's case is still good law ; but it requires a
slight modification. The learned Judges vvho decided
those cases gave a clear indication of when and under
what circumstances the atetpa property of an eindaunggyi should be divided. They said that if no property
had been acquired after marriage by an eindaung{!.yi
and his or her spouse who had not been previously
married the atetpa property of the eindaunggyi should
be divided on the principle of nissay'a and nissittl.
Thi~ is exactly what sections 26_1 and 262 of U Gaung's
Digest and section 396 of the Atta~anl?hepa say.
For all these reasons I would give the following
~answer to the question propounded :
''On divorce by mutual consent between a Burmes~ Buddhist
couple, one of whom had been previously married and the other
had not been so married, the atdpa property of the party
previously married should be divided on the principle of nissaya
and 1'issita, provided that no property had been acquired by the
couple after their marriage.''

E MAUNG, J.-In the order of reference in Civil
2nd Appeal No. 27 of 1947, I have given an indication
of the views tentatively h~ld by.me on the point referred
to the Full Bench. I have sine~ heard U Kyaw Thoung
on behalf of the applic~nt and also have had the
advantage of reading the judgment which has just been
delivered. by my Lord.
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\Vith great respect, I must say that if the matter had
been res integra I would haye had no difficulty in
coming to the conclusion that where an eindaunggyi
v.
married
a bachelor or a spinster the payin of either
MA THAN
SEIN.
does not form part of the joint property of the marriage
E MAUNG, J and that such payin is not divisible on a divorce
between the couple.
The scheme of the Dhammathats on the
subject of division of property on divorce seems
i.o me to be clear and consistent. Where neitber
the husband nor the wife had been married before
property brought by either to the marriage or acquired
subsequently by either cr both form the joint property
of the marriage. As such these properties are all
divisible on dissolution of the marriage. The shares
falling to each spouse may vary according to 'the. origin
or the nature of the. property and the circumstances
under which the dissolution of the marriage was
brought about.
.
Where both the husband and the wife are
eindauntJgyis the payin of neither goes inio the joint
property of the marriage. The payin. even of a wife.
found guilty of adultery, the supreme matrimonial faul~
for a wife, is not forfeited and the wife in default takes
it back.
It is against this background that the provisions in
sections 261 and 262 of Kinwun Mingyi's Digest,
Volume II, deserve to be studied. The texts d~al ?with
the extreme case of a divorce at c~price where~the party
desiring the divorce cannot point to any fault on the
part of the unwilling party. Instead
divesting the
party desiring the divorce of aH·his, or bee, in~erest in
the payin as would have happen if the couple.had.been
a virgin couple and· aiso inst~ad of allowing ·that party
·to -take hack 1_his,· or- her, ..payin uniinpa:iied as . would ·
have happened in the case of ari~· eind()ullggyi couple~
MAUNG SAN
BwiNT
AND ONE
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"the Dhammathats sought a via media which is
·perfectly intelligibl~ and logicaL
I have, however, to remember, as my Lord has
:poin,ted out in his · judgment, that Ma E Nyun's
·case \1) was decided over 47 years ago and th.at the
·decisions of the Courts in Burma to this day had been
:in the same sense on th,is particular point : Communis
.error facit jus.
The Earl of Halsbury in the case of West Ham
Union v. Edmonton Union (2) has said :
'' The only difficulty is that one has to consider a decision of
as long ago as the.year 1842. I do not think that is an absolute
·reason against a reversal of that decision, but undoubtedly it is an
undesirable thing to upset any canon of construction or principle
-of law which ha~ been settled !for so long that people may be
:supposed to have acted according to it for a considerable time."

.

The Lord Chancellor in the same case has
enunciated the same principle in a slightly different
;form:
" Great importance is to be attached to old authorities, on the
strength of which many transactions may have been apjusted and
rights determined.
But where they are plainly -wrong and
.,especi'ally where the subsequent course of judicial decisions has
disclosed weakness in the reasoning on which Jhey. wer.e based
and practical injustice in the consequences that . must fl~w fr~~
:them, I consider it is the duty of this House to overrule them, if
it has not lost the right to do so by itself expressly affirming
them."
·

Lord Blackburn in Stourbridge Union v. Droitwich
.[Jnion {3) expiessed himself as follows:
" The case is governed by ~ long series . of decisions from
:Reg v; Tipton (3 Q.B. · 215) to Reg v. St. Martitz 1 New Sarum
·(9 Q.B. 241). Looking ·at the reasons for those ·decis.ions, ·I .t hink
·.they were fo~nded on a mistake 1 but we . ought ~ot lightly to
.Overrule them."
' · ·

6:

. (1) 2 u.~.R. (1897-19.01) (Civ.} 39. . · !2).L.R. (1908) A..c.
"(3rL.R. 6 Q.B.769, '74.". ·. ·
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Applying these tests it seems tQ me that though,
in my opinion, the rule enunciated in Ma E Nyun's
.8\Vl"T
AND ONE
case ( 1) was foun ded in error, I would not be justified
l4A ;;JV\K in dif£ering froni the rule enunciated. This decision
· ~·
has been acted upon for nearly half a century and upon
E ~!Atiill, J. the basis of th(( rule rights have been r:egulated and
arrangements as to proper~y made.
I am not satisfied that I can bring this case within
t,he exc~ptio:q,.. contemplated by the Lord Chancellor in
West Ham Union v. Edmonton Union (2). It does.
seem to me that the earlier decisions were based on.
faulty reasoning but I cannot say that " practical
injustice in the. consequences that must flow " from
them is such as to counterbalance the dislocation that
will be caus.e d by the law being enunciated in a
different sense after a passage of SO years.
I tpust, however, enter a ~aveat. The· rule in Ma g
N,yun's case and: the later cases which followed it are in
terms enunciated in respect of a partition where the
di.vorce had been in fact by mutual consent. The rule
cannot and should not be extended to a divorce which
is not in fact by mutual consent but which for the
purposes of partition on divorce is by a legal fiction
deemed to have been as if by mutual consent.
With this reservat~on I am content to accept the·
answ_(!r prqpq~I:J.ded by my Lord.
1947

1.fA,iii<~S..tN

~

~

I

•

J.-I have had the advantage of
reading the drafts of the judgments intended to be
delivered by my Lord the Acting Chief Ju$tice and my
learned brother E Maung J. f have nothing· to add.
to their observations and agree that the answer to
th~ q~t?stion ref~rred should be as propounded by·
my'Lord.
KYAW MYINT,

(1)~

U.B.R. (1897-19.01) (Civ.) 39.

{2) L.R. (1908) A.C. 6.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mr. Justice Ba U t!1Zd Mr.

Jt~slice

E .Mamzg.

MA· PU (APPELLANT)

1947'
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SePt.16.

D A w AYE MYA AND OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).*
BuTmese Bfldd/tisl La:w-AdoPtiotz-Proof-· Dactemmt admitiedly sigtzed by
natural parents of the child-lis admissibtlity--.Cancellation of adoption.
H cJd: That where ki/Uma adoption is established, adoptive parents cannot
disown the kittmza adopted child for eloping with and marrying a person
whom the adoptive parents do not approve. In any case one of the adoptive
parents alone cannot cancel the adoption.
Ma I{yitz Seitz v. lllmmg Kyin Htaitz, (1940) R.L.R. 783, followed.
Htld per BA, U, ].-Where an unregister~d deed of adoption ti s proved to
have been signed by the nat'ural parents of the adoptedchiJd·but the alleged
signatures of adoptive par(n!s are not proved to have been made, at that time~
the document is still admissible for a collateral purpose, viz. for proving the
reliability and trustwqrthiness of witnesses to prove a course of conduct and
notoriety of the relationship of the adopted child with the adoptive parertts.
Parbaii Chnran Mnkheyjce v. A. N. Bltaffacliarjce, l.L •.R. 5'3 Cal. 418,
followed.
Per E MAUNG, J .-The document c.f adoption having been proved to have·
been executed in presence of severa I pers·ons would be slffficien t to esta:blish
kittima status of tlie gjrl adopted.
Ma }.In v. U Nyzm, I.L.R 12 Ran. 634, followed.

Chan Htoon for the appellant.
Dr. Thein for the respondents.

BA U, J.-We must allow this appeal. It appears
to us that the learned District Jucfge has allowed his
judgment to be unduly influenced oy Exhibit 2. If he
* Civil 1st Ap1=eal No. 9 o£1947 againslthe decree of the District Court of
Mag.we in Ci1,:U Regillar No..l of(1946,dated the 19th November 19461

t The Regist.ratiqn ·of' KiWma ·.A:doptiC:n.Actl 1941, wa.s-. not· appliea:bte in
th'•present case.
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had viewed Exhibit 2 in its true perspective in its
relation to Exhibit A,_ we are sure that he would have
come to a correct decision in this case.
The facts are these. U Chit Tha and · Daw Min
Myaing alias Daw Myaing, who were Burman
Buddhists, were husband and · wife. They lived
permanently in Myenekin QJ.Iarter, Yenangyaung.
During the time o.f the war they moved to a small
village called Thab'yebin and lived there. While living
there th~y died one after the other at an interval of
seven days. U Chit Tha died on the 5th January,
while his wife died on the 13th January 1945. They
left surviving them no natural issue of their own. But
U Chit Tha left one younger sister, Ma Aye Mya,
surviving him, while Daw Min Myaing left two younger
brothers, U Ba Din ~nd U Ba Y e, surviving her.
The fight now for the possession of the estate of
the deceased couple is between Daw Min Myaing's
younger broth~r, U Ba Ye, and her ·niece, Ma Pu, who
is the natural daughter . of U Ba Din. Ma Pu alleges
that she is the kittima daughter of the deceased cotrple,
U Chit Tha and D4w Min Myaing, and, as such, she
is the only person entitled to inherit their estate.
She accordingly applies for letters to administer their
estate. U Ba Ye denies the alleged adoption 'o f Ma Pu
by U Chit Tha and Daw Min Myaing and claims
letters for himself. Ma Pu's natural fathe~ '(fi Ba Din
supports the claim of Ma P~, but In 'flie' case of
Daw Aye Mya, she opposes the claims of .!Joth Ma Pu
a~d U Ba Ye and says that as she was ,the younger
sister ~f U Chit Tha, she is the·· only person entitled to
inherit them. · Sh~ does not; however, apply for letters.
The whole. quesHonfor deCisiordn. this case is whether
Ma Pu is·able to prove her adoption as a kittima child
by the--deceased couple satisfactorily er not l'f sh~ is
able fo do it, she must get letters.
·
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To prove her adoption by the deceased couple,
Ma Pu relies on the follovving :
( 1) A specific act and occasion when she was
given by her natural parents and taken in adoption by
the deceased couple ;
(2) The declarations made by the deceased
cou,ple to their friends and relations ;
(3) The course of conduct of the deceased couple
towards her ; and
(4} The notoriety of her relationship with the
deceased couple.
As regards the first point, Ma Pu relies on the
evidence of. some people alleged to be present at the
time of tbe adoption and mention of the execution
of the document, Exhibit A.
Before we examine the evidence of the witnesses
alleged to be presen.t on the occasion in question, we
should, in my opinion, examine the legal effect of the
document, Exhibit A.
The document is in the following terms :
''On the 7th waxing of Nattaw 1283 B.E. Ma Pu Gyi,
daughter of Ko Ba Din and Ma Tha Me of Myenikhin
Village, is given to elder brother Ko Chit .Tha and elder sister
Ma Myaing for the purpose of adopting Ma Pu Gyi as daughter of
father Ko Chit Tha and mother Ma Myaing with right to inherit
from them for good or bad. Agreeing to the terms of the said
document, Ko Ba Din and Ma Tha Me sign the document
in the presence of the witnesses and give daughter Ma Pu Gyi
to Ko Chit Tha and Ma Myaing outright as their daugl).ter.
(Sd.)

(Sd.)
'(Sd.)

MAUNG CHIT THA.
MA MYAING.
MAUNG BA DIN.

X mark of Ma Tha Me."
Witnesses(Sd.) (Undecipherable,)
(Sd.) ·MAUNG SEIN.

Written by. (Sd.) MAUNG Po HTAIK.
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Now, if the document is accepted as genuine, and if
admissible in evidence, the adoption of the plaintiffappellant Ma Pu must be held to be proved.
Of the two witnesses who signed the document, the
name of one witness alone is decipherable and the name
is Maung Sein. He is a witness in the case. The
other witness, according to Maung Sein and others, is
U Chit. U Chit is a witness. The writer, U Po Htaik,
is also a witness. All these three witnesses agree that
the document, Exhibit A, .was executed by U Ba Din
and his wife and also U Chit Tha and his \vife. They
are related to both parties more or less in the same
degree and so they have no reason to side ·\~fith the one
as against the other.
But the learned trial Judge has rejected their
evidence on the strength of what the deceased
Ma Myaing said in the deed, Exhibit 2. This deed
(Exhibit 2) was signed by Ma Myaing and attested by
her husband. By this deed Ma Myaing gave away her
half share in the oil-wells owned by her and her husband
to her younger brother U Ba Ye, respondent. The deed
recites inter alia : "\Vhereas I, the donor Ma Myaing,
having no heir, i.e. son and daughter, and whereas I,
donor, having had love and affection as my own child
for Maung Ba Ye, my own youngest_brother, do hereby
convey out and out half of the oil-well site, etc.".
The' learned trial Judge made much of the abovementioned statem~nt and said that if Ma Pu had really
been adopted, Ma My:iing would not have said what
she had, that is to say, Ma Myaing' would not have said
that she had no son or daughter to inherit her property.
This finding is in effect a finding that the two attesting
witnesses 1 Maung Chit and Maung Se.i.n, -and the writer,
U Po· Htaik, .. are perjured witnesses. Why these
witnesses should have purposely perjured themselves for
the. sake of Ma Pu, the learned trial Judge has not
I
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explained satisfactorily. The learned advocate for
U Ba Ye has not even ventured to suggest this,
but what he submits is that the signatures of
Maung Chit Tha and Ma :Myaing have been put in
very recently and that, therefore, the document,
Exhibit A,. is inadmissible. Vile have examined the
documen.t carefully and we are . not satisfied that
the names of U Chit Tha and Ma Myaing were put
in only recently. It is true that the ink with which
·these two names were written is somewhat darker
·than the ink with which the names of other executants
and attesting witnesses were written. 'Because of
the difference in colour of i.he ink alone we cannot hold
that the names of the deceased C<?uple were recently
put in. The stamp-paper on which the document was
written is an old stamp-paper and it has all the signs
of age. Even assuming for the sake of argument that
·the names of the deceased couple were put in recently,
it does not render the document inadmissible for the
purpos~ of proving a cbllateral fact.* For instance,
it is in my opinion admissi-ble for the purpose of
proving the reliability and trustworthiness of witnesses
·called to prove the course of conduct between the
deceased couple and the present claimant Ma Pu and
the notoriety of their relationship. The law · on this
point is fully explained in Parbati Charan Mukherjee v.
A. N. Bhattacharjee (1) and the cases cited therein.
Now, take _the evidence of the witnesses called
'to prove the admissions made by both or either- of the
deceased couple that they had adopted Ma Pu as their
adopted kittima child. I would first deal with the
·evidence of two witnesses, namely, u: Ardeiksa and
U Kethaya (P. Ws. 3 and 4).
* "u was admitt~d that" signature . and cross mark of natural parents of
.Ma Pu, ;;e. of U Ba Din arid Ma Tha Me were genuine-Ed.
(1) I.L.R. 53 Cal. 418.
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U Ardeiksa says :

MAPu

"About 20 or 25 years ago on the invitation of U Chit Tha.>
and
Daw
Min Ivlyaing. I had meals in their house at Myenekin about
MYA~ND
OTHERS.
three or four times. On those occasions I have seen the plaintiff
Ma Pu in their house. On one of those occasions I was invited
BA U,J.
by them to give a sermon at night in their house and I went to
their house ancf gave a sermon. After the sermofl was over,.
Daw Min Myain~ told me thus: 'I have adopted a daughter of my
brother Ba Din with a view to inherit. She is Ma Pu Gyi , •·
· * * * "ll * . .At that time there were several people present
* * * * '*.,, cJJ?t.w Min Myaing told me on that morning when..
she invited me 'f6.2.breakfast that she wanted me to give a :sermon.
in her house that evening for two reasons, namely, to avert evil
things and also to publicly announce the adoption by them of
Ma Pu Gyi as their own daughter."

""·

DAW AYE

In the case of U Kethaya, he says :
''Whenever Daw Min Myaing visited the monastery to keep
sabbath, the plaintiff used to come along \vith her. One day, I think
about 20 · years ago, U Chit Tha and Daw Min i\iyaing together·
with Ma Pu came to our monastery to keep sabbath. Seeing the
plaintiff always with them when they came to the monastery,_
I asked them who she was, and they told me that they had
adopted her 'with a view to inherit."

If the evidence of these two witnesses is believed,.
then it is clear that the deceased couple admitted at.

least on two occasions that they had adopted Ma Pu as,
their kjttima daughter. There is no reason why the
evidence.of these two witnesses should not be believed,,.
seeing th~ftboth of them are members of the order of
Sangha. One is 64 an.d a presiding monk, and the:
other ..is .46. If further evidence is needed on this
point, I might refer tq the evidence of Saya Phe (P.W. 5)..
Saya .Phe says: _

,,

.
(
My house was about 600 feet from that of U Chit Tha and~
Daw Min-: My~ing at Mye~eki~. · I used to visit their house once
or twice iU: a month. About I think 20 years ago when I. visited
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their house, U Chit Tha and Daw Min Myaing told me that they
had adopted Ma Pu Gyi as their daughter with a view to inherit.
No one was present then. I used to see her in their house whenever I go (went) there. She was treated like their own."
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This witness, Saya Phe, is a twi1~za and aged 70.
He is not related to either party and evidently held in
respect by the people of the quarter. Therefore, we
cannot expect to get a more independent and impartial
witness than Saya Phe.
Again, there is the evidence of U Ko Ko Gyi
(P.W. 11) to consider. U Ko Ko Gyi is now a SubInspector of Police, but before he joined the Police
Force he was a teacher in .the B.O.C. School at
Yenangyaung and while he was there, Ma Pu was a
pupil in his class. He says that he always looked
upon Ma Pu as the natural daughter of U Chit Tha and
Daw Min Myaing in view of the way they treated her.
He came to know that she was not their natural
daughter but only an adopted daughter when she
eloped with her present husband.
Next, there is the evidence of U Ba Din (P.W. 1}
to consider. He says that he and his wife gave their
daughte~ Ma Pu in adoption to U Chit Tha and
Daw Min Myaing.
Now, that is where the document, Exhibit A, comes
into play. Assuming, as contended by the learned
counsel for the respondent U Ba Ye, that the names of
U Chit Tha and Daw Min Myaing were put . in only
recently, though we do not agree with him on this
point, the said document is admissible to corroborate
U Ba Din's evidence, as pointed out above. If so
believed and there is no reason why
should not
accept U Ba Din's evidence, what becomes clear is.
that the giving of Ma .Pu by ter natural parents to
U Chit Tha ~n.d___Ma Myaing. becomes established~

we

BA

u, J.
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beyond any ·controversy. As a corollary, the taking of
Ma Pu in adoption by the deceased must be held to be
proved. In fact, it must be held to be proved by the
evidence cited above.
The learned trial Judge has not considered this
aspect of the case ; nor has he gone into the question of
1he trustworthiness or reliability of the witnesses of the
plaintiff-appellant He relies on document, Exhibit 1,
but if the document, Exhibit 1, is considered in the
light of the abbve circumstances, what Daw M yaing
meant by saying therein that she had no heir, i.e. son
or daughter, becomes quite clear. She meant to
disown Ma Pu as her kitlima adopted daughter. She
did so because she was angry with Ma Pu as the latter
eloped with her present husband who in the opinion
of Ma Myaing was not a good match for Ma Pu. This
is quite dear from the evidence on the record. ·
There is no authority which we know of, .which
allows an adoptiye parent to disown a kittima adopted
child under such circumstances as are obtaining in the
present case. Nor do we know of any law which
allows on~ adoptive parent alone to cancel the adoption.
F or all these reasons' I would allow this appeal, set
aside the judgment and decree of the low.er Court and
direct the issue of letters t9 Ma Pu on her paying the
Court-fees as prescribed by law and on furnishing
security in the sum of ~s. 30,000 _wi_thin one month
from the date of the receipt of thi_s order by the trial
Court. The respondent shall pay tl;le costs of this suit
both in this Court and the lower Co~rt.
E MAuNG, · J.-Once the genuineness of the
document, Exhibit A, is established there is an end of
the case. Mg 'Mu · v~• U Nyim (1) is definite authority
that.the execution of
document of adoption in the

,.

a.

(1) I.L.R. 12 Ran. 634.
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.presence of several persons would be sufficient to
establish the status of a kittima child. I agree with
my Lord that there can be no reason to doubt the
_genuineness of the document, Exhibit A. It purports
to be executed on the 7th waxing of N adaw 1283 B.E.
This corresponds, though not so specified in the
document, to the 6th December 1921. The stamp
sheet on which it is written bears an endorsement by
the stamp vendor, indicating that the stamp sheet was
issued by him to the purchaser on the 20th August
1921.
U Chit \P.W. 2), Ivlaung Sein (P.W. 6) and U Po
Htaik {P.W. 7), whose signatures appear on t!1e 'face of
this documept, Exhibit· A, have testified to the due
execution of it by U BaDin {P.W. 1) and his deceased
wife Daw Tha Me as well as by U Chit Tha and
Daw Min Myaing. U Ba Din also has spoken to
;having executed the document.
If the document had been a recent fabrication, it is
·not at all likely that it would have borne the Burmese
date only on it or that the date given according to the
Burmese era -w_ould have followed so closely the date of
the issue of the stamp sheet by the stamp vendor. As
my Lord has pointed out, there is nothing on the record
to suggest that U Chit, Maung Sein and U Po-Htaik
·have perjured themselves or that they or any of them
had any reason to perjure th ~mselves in support of the
.appellant's case. What purports to be the signatures
-of U Chit Tha an~ Daw Min Myaing on Exhibit _A have
been compared by me with the admitted signatures of
these two persons appearing on E x hibit 2. I do not
claim to be an expert in handwriting but I have not
·been able to see any indication which would enable me
to say that the signatures on Exhibit A of these two
persons ·are forgerie~.... ·fact my impression is to
the contrary.

In
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The suggestion that Ba Din, being the natural father
of the appellant Ma P~ would support her overlooks
'II.
the consideration that Ba Din's interest in the matter
DAW AYE
MYA AND
of
the estate of Daw Min Myaing runs counter to that.
OTHERS.
of the appellant. U Chit Tha died on the 5th January
E MAUNG, J.
1945 and Daw Min Myaing died nine days thereafter~
Accordingly, the exceptional rule of joint disaster could
not apply and U Chit Tha's brothers and sisters, if any,_
would be excluded by ~aw Min Myaing's brothers and
sisters if the couple ·had not been survived by a child,.
natural born or adopted. I cannot conceive of Ba Din
falsely giving evidence in favour of Ma Pu when.
Ma Pu, if she had succeeded in this litigation, would.
have taken the whole estate, whereas if Ma Pu had
failed, Ba Din and his brother Ba Ye would have
divided the estate in equal shares. Ma Pu successfuL
might at most make to Ba Din ex gratia payment
which I cannot conceive of anything e·x ceeding half
the estate of Oaw Min Myaing; whereas with Ma Pu
defeated, Ba Din would have ex debito justitire a half
interest in that estate.
It is not necessary for the purposes of this case to.
embark on an enquiry why in Exhibit 2 Daw Min
Myaing is purported to have declared that she had nochild ~ving. Several explanations are possible. It isno part of the case for the respondents that if Ma Pu
had been adopted the adoption had been .subsequently
cancelled, either unilaterally by the adoptive p~rents orby the adopti,v e pp.ren~s with Ma Pu's consent The
law relating to th~ termination of the kittitna relation~hip, once -createtl,c. has been fully disctiss.ed . by a.
Bench of this Co,t,Irfin Ma Kyin Sein v. .Maung Kyin·
Htain (1). I h~ve. no reason whatsoever to think that.
the law ' as laid ;dowri in that case requires further1947

MA PtT

(1) (1940). R.L.R 783.
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consideration. Tested by that case there can be no
·question of Ma Pu having lost the kittima status which
she acquired as a result of the document of adoption,
.Exhibit A, since the 6th December 1921.
I agree with the order proposed by my Lord.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before Mt·. Justice Sharpe aud Mr. f11stice Gledlzill.
1947

Dec. 10.

IN THE MATTER OF

U KHANT,

Ex-f:{rGHER GRADE

PLEADER OF KYAUKSE (APPLICANT).*
L ega/ Pmctiticmers Act, s. 13-Plcader sfmck off tire Roll~· for appearittg
i1r dnmkett co11difi01t i11 Com·t-Applicattou for rciustateme11t itt tile rollPrittcipies appUcablt.
Ileld: That the High Court has inherent power to reinstate a legal
practitioner if it is satisfied that the delinquent has reformed his character and
has for a sufficiently long period acted in such a way that h e can be entrusted
notwithstanding his previous delinquency, with affairs of client~ and admitted
to an honourable profession without tlJe profession suffering degradation.
But where there is no repentance or regret for his past conduct and the
evidence of his good conduct after his dismissal from practice, is meagre, he
should not be reinstated.
Jn re Abtrudditt Ahmed, 38 Cal. 309 ; /11 the matter of Mathm·a Pmsad,
1 Pat. 684 ; Mohammad Yuwf H11sai1t l(!wn v. Emperor, A.I.R. 11934) Oudh
140; Itt re Pyke, 34 L.J. Q.B. 220, followed.

GLEDHILL, J.-This is an apP.lication
by U Khant.
p
of Kyaukse for reinstatement as a Higher Grade
Pleader.
In his application, the applic.ant, who is now
66 years of age, says that he passed the Lower Grade
Pleadership Examination in 1910 and was promoted as
a Higher Grade Pleader in 1915.
The second paragraph of his application I will
reproduce in full ; it runs as follows :
'' 2. That while I was practising thus as a Higher Grade·
Pleader, the Sessions Judge (Gilliat) without making any special.
enquiry ._took back my licence on the· w-ritten report made by
Aktmwun U Maung·Mating Gyi in the year 1927 that I appeared
before him drunk and so I am very much aggrieved.''
* Civil Misc. Application No. 46 of 1947-application for reinstatement
in the ·_Roll of the Higher Grade PJ~aders.
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Various difficulties arise in this case. The first is
1947
that we have not before us the records of the proceed- IN THE
OF
ings in the course of which tbe applicant was dismissed MATTER
U KHANT,
or suspended from practice. However, it does not E-"-HIGHER
GRADE
appear into which class the records of proceedings PLEADER OF
against a Pleader for misconduct, under the Legal KYAUKSE.
Practitioners Act, would be categorized by Order LTV GLEDHILL, J.
of the Civil Procedure Code. There is no residuary
class, and cases of this kind do not come within any of
the kinds of cases referred to under the several classes.
I think that probably what would have happened in a
District Court would have been that the Record-keeper
would have marked the case as '' Class II~ '·', and in
that case the record would have been destroyed after
12 years, i.e. in 1939.
I do not think, however, that there is any reasonable
doubt, on the records before us, that the applicant was
either dismissed or suspend'ed for appearing in a
drdnken condition before the Akunwun at Kyaukse or
Mandalay, and this order could: only have been passed,..
under section 13 of the Legal Practitioners Act, by the
High Court.
Anothe.r difficulty is that the only Pleader on the
Rolls of this Court who might co11ceivably be identical
with the applicant is Serial No. 502 on the Roll of
Second- Grade Pleaders, but the Pleader there referred.
to is '' Maung Po Kan aiias Maung Kan ",whereas the
applicant calls himself U Khant, and it appears that hewas admitted as a Secon,d Grade Pleader irt the year
1923, whereas, according to the 'first paragraph of his
own application, he was promoted to be a Higher Grade
Pleader in 1915. However, the Registrar of the District
Court at Kyaukse has held" an enquiry and examined
witnesses, _£torn which I think that there can be no-reasonable doubt that the individual whose entry on the
Roll I have refe_i:T.ed to above is identical with · the:
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applicant, and that he was struck off the Roll in the
year 1927.
IN THE
MATTE:R OF
The next question we have to consider is whether
U KHANT,
Ex-HIGHER
we
have the power, assuming that the applicant has
GRADE
PLEADER OF been dismissed (and I think we
must make this
KYAUKSE.
assumption, because, had be merely been suspended,
·GLEDHILL, J.
he would not have wait~d twenty years to apply for
reinstatement), to reverse a decision dismissing a
,Pleader unQ.er section 13 of the Act.
I have not been able to find any case in which it
has been held that this Court has not got the power
which it is to- the applicant's interest to urge that it
has, but there seems to me to be ample authority
for the view that this Court has the power to
reinstate a Pleader
who has been dismissed under
.
section 13.
I would first cite the case of !11- re Abiruddin
Ahmed (1). This is a Bench decision, in wh~h
Mr. Justice Mookerjee (as he then was) went thoroughly
into this question, citing a very large number of
English, American and Indian authorities for the view
that a legal practitioner whose name had been removed
from the Rolls might, .at the discretion of the Court,
be re-admitted if the High Court was satisfied
that, during the interval, he had borne an unimpeachable character, and might, with propriety, be
allowed to' return to the practice of an honourable
profession.
..
I also wish to refer to the case of In the matter of
M-athura Prasad (2), in which In
Abiruddin
.Ahmed (1) was referred to, where if ,was held that
th.e High · Court had· inherent pow:er · to reinstate a
legal practitioner who had been dismissed from
the profession.
1947

.

re

-

(1) 38 Cal •. 309.

{2) 1 Pat. 684.

>
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I also wish to refer to a decision of a Special Bench
before the Oudh Chief Court [Mohammad Yusuj
Husain [{han v. Emperor (1)J. This \~·as a case under
section 41 of the Indian Legal Practitioners Act, but in
which precisely the same considerations apply as in
a case coming under section 13 of the Burma Act,
inasmuch as there is no provision in either of the
Legal Practitioners Acts comparable to the provisions
of sec.tion 12 (6) of the Bar Councils Act.
In the case last cited, reliance was not so much
placed upon the inherent powers of the Court as upon
the provisions of section 21 of the General Clauses Act.
Now, that section in the Burma Act runs as follows:
'' 21. Where by any. Act a power to issue notifications,
orders, rules, or bye-laws is conferred, then that pr.wer includes
a power, exercisable in the like manner and subject to the like
sanction and condition:> (if any), to add to, amend, vary or rescind
any notifications, orders, or bye-laws so issued."

With great respect, I have doubts as to whether an order
directing a Pleader's name to be struck off the Rolls is
the kind of order referred to in section 21. It seems
to me that the word 1 ' orders'' there must be sui generis
with "notifications, rules and bye-laws."
However, it seems to me to be quite clear that
there is ample authority for the proposition in In re
Abiruddin Ahmed (Z) that the Court has inherent
power to permit, in a proper case, a Pleader who has
been struck off the Roll to return to practice.
Lastly comes the question whether we should be
justified, on the m~terials .before us, in exercising our
discretion in this matter in the way in which the
applicant hopes we woul.d exercise it.
In this connectio~, I ·woul9, refer to what Cockburn
C.J. said i~ In ;e Pyke (3) 'tliat ·the test is whether the
(1} A.I.R~ (1934) Oudh 140, . .: . .
(2)
(3) 34 ·Lj. Q .B. 220.

3
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sentence of exclusion has had the salutary effect of
awakening in the delinquent a higher sense of honour
IN THE
MATTER oF
and
duty, and whether, in the interval, his conduct
U KHANT,
Ex-HIGHER
had been so irreproachable that, notwithstanding a
GRADE
PLEADER OF delinquency in early life, he might be safely entrusted
KY,\UKSE.
with the affairs of clients and admitted to an honourGLEDHILL, J.
able profession without that profession suffering
degradahon.
In the s~u;ne counection, I wish to reproduce the
following extract from the head-note in Mathura
Prasad's. case {1}, already referred to above :
1947

'' Before exercising such power the Court must be convinced
not by mere protestations of repentance or regret, but by actual
facts, that the delinquent has reformed his character and has for
a sufficiently long period acted in such a \vay that be can be
trusted to act in future as a worthy member of his profession.''

Now, if these tests are applied to the application
before us, I am of the opinion that the application
must fail.
·
There do not appear to ~e to be even protestations
of repentance or regret ; ttwre is a reluctant admission
that a complaint was made that the applicant was
drunk, and the suggestion in the second paragraph of
the application which I have repro¢-uced above, is that
the enquiry was not properly held, that the· applicant
was summarily deprived of his lieence and there was
no fair finding on the merits.
That the applicant has a regrettable past seem~
quite clear from the two certificates which he has filed
in support of his application. One is by an Honorary
Ma,gis~ra\e and the other by th_e Headquarters Magis~
trate of Kyaukse. The .former says that he has known
the 9-PPii~ant for many years ; he has often seen him
tal~~ng' ~fibbath ~t the pongyi kyau,z,f!. ; " ~-n short he is
wellb-~.:tJ.~_yW._g JJOW." Th~.· Bead.quarters. Magistrate's
(1) 1 P~t: ·~s4.' · ·
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certificate is similar ; he merely says that he has known
the applicant for tbree years, has often seen him taking
sabbath, and 'c In short he is wetl behaving now." It
is difficult to decide from this for what period the
applicant has been behaving well, and it would be
quite impossible to say, on these certificates, that we
are satisfied that the 3.pplicant, in the interval between
his removal fror;n the Rolls and the filing of his present
application, had displayed irreproachable conduct, nor,
from the application itself, would I be prepared to say
that I am satisfied that the fact of his having been struck
off the Rolls has had the salutary effect of a'wakening in
the applicant a higher sense of honour and duty.
In my opinion, therefore, this application must be
dismissed.
SHARPE, J.-I have ha:d the benefit of reading the
judgment which is about to be d.elivyred by my learned
brother and propose to content myself with saying
that I agree not only with the conclusion which he has
reached, but also with the reasons which led him to
··
his decision.
I will, however, just add this. There cannot, to my
mind, be any hardship whatever to the applicant as a
result of our refusing to take the course he has urged
us to do. At 66 years of age, he is well past the time
when professional men in this country normally retire,
let alone com,mence to practice. In any event, to
attempt to start up again in practice after the lapse of
twenty years would, even at a younger age, be to
embark upon a most hazardous enterprise which would
have little or no prospect of success. Accordingly
I cannot bring mys·elf to think that the applicant ever
really wanted to resume his pract.ice in the Courts ;
~e. i.s n,ot, th~~efonh going to. S\lffer ~s a r~st.U.t of
~our decision.
\
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Sir Ba U, Acfi11g Chief Justice.

1947

MAUNG PE (APPELLANT)

Sept. 18.

v.
THE KING (RESPONDENT).*
Peual CQde, ss. 300, 302-Diffcrcncc bdween the first /!tree clauses of s. :jOO
a1ld4tll claztsc-lufenfion wltdlzcr essential ingt·ulieut under clnttse 4.

Held: That intention is mentioned as an essential ingredient in the fir~t
three clauses of s. 300, Penal Code, but not under clause 4. If a person does a
rash or reckless act without any excuse and he knows that the act is so
imminently dangerous to humau life that in all probability it would cause
death then the act comes within this clause. The view is made quite pJain by
illustration {d} to s. 300, Penal Code.
Held further: That conviction should have been under clause 3 of s. 300 and.
not clause 4.
Shwe Ein v. King-Empcrot·, 3 L.B .R 122; Nga Na Batt v. King-Emperor,
Vol. I (Cr.) (1904-06) U.B.R. 33; Mmzi11dra LaJ Das v. The Emperor, I.L.R.
41 Cal. H87, followed.

Choon Foung (Government Advocate) for the Crown.

BA U,

A.C.J.-Appe~lant

' Maung Pe is a Chin; sowas the deceased Po Sawt. They were members of an
armed guard employed by the Bombay-Burma Trading
Corporation; Limited 1 at Ywamaton, Thayetmyo District.
On the morning of the 28th January 1947 they were
detailed. for sentry duty. They were given an
American rifle and ~5 rounds of ammunition. The
appellant was to be on duty from 6 a.m. to 12 noon and
the deceased from 12 noon to 6 p.m. At about 9 a.m.
the appellant and the deceased indulged in horse-play
by tickling and pulling each other about. Then the
~ppellant aime.d his rifle at the deceased. The deceased
• Crimlnal Appeal ~o. 1200 of 1947 being appeal from the order of the
1st Special " Judge of Thayetmyo, dated the 30th April 1947. in Criminal:
Regular Trial No. 26 of 1947.

19~8]
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asked him not to do it and turned his back on the
appellant. At that moment the rifle went off, the bullet
going through the left and right thighs and injuring
part of the scrotum. The wound at the tip of the left
hip bone was, according to the medical evidence,
necessari,ly fatal.
These facts are, in my opinion, conclusively proved,
and on these facts the learned Special Judge held
that the case fell within the 4th clause of section 300
of the Penal Code and sentenced the appellant to
.transportation for life.
The learned trial Judge did not apparently under·stand the purport and meaning of the said clause.
If we examine section 300 of the Penal Code we shall
find that intention is an essential ingredient in so far as
·the first three clauses are concerned, namely,
(i) an intention to cause the death of a certain
person,
(ii) an intention to cause such bodily injury to a
certain person which the offender knows to
be likely to cause the death of the person
injured, and
(iii) an intention to cause to a certain person such
an injury as is sufficient in the ordinary
course of nature to cause death ;
and in all these cases death ensues. Now, if we turn
to the 4th clause we find that intention is not
mentioned therein. In so far· as this clause is
concerned, intention is not an essential ingredient.
We shall also find that it is not mentioned therein who
.the injured person is to be. Where and how this clause
.applies is this : a person does· a rash- or reckless act,
without having any excuse for doing it, and he knows,
though he has no intention of causing the death of any
person, that the act is· so imminently dangerous to
human life that in qll probability it must cause death,
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and death in fact ensues, the act so committed constitutes
an offence within the meaning of this clause. This is
made quite plain by illustration (d) to section 300,
Penal Code. The same view was held by Fox J. (as he
then was) in Shwe Ein v. [(inf!,-Emperor (1) where the
learned Judge said :
"I accept the learned Judge's view as correct in every detail,
but would add that the c'l.sei! stated in section 299 and section 300
in which ' knowledge ' is made the determining 'constituent of
the offence, appea1· ,to me to refer to cases in which the doer of
the act constituting ''{ilci. crime had no intention of injuring any
one in particular, but i.n which he has caused de'ath by doing a
reckless or rash act, which he must have known would either
in all probability endanger human life, or would be likely to
endanger human life. The 4th clause of section 300 must, I
think, be read as a whole, and the last words of it, viz. 'and.
commits such act without any excuse for incurring the risk of
causing death or such inj ury as aforesaid,' appear to me to show
that that clause was intended for a case of the nature I have·
referred to above."

This view was accepted by Shaw, Judieial Commissioner, in the case of Nga Na Ban v. King-Emperor (2)~
The Calcutta High Court in the case of M anindra Lal
Das v: The Emp~ror (3) took the same view. In that
case the learned Judges -observed :
"The fourth part of section 3001 I.P.C., applies- only to
cases where the person committing the act has no intention of
causing injury to an~_-particular individual.''

Viewing the ficts of the present case in the light of
the law thus explained, I have no doubt in my mind
that the case comes within the purview of the3td clause of section 300 of the Penal Code and not
within the purview of the 4th clause as held by lhe

learned

lti~l

Judge.
(2) Vol. I (Cr.) (1904-o61 U.B.R. 33.

(1) 3 L.B.R. 122.

(j)

t.L.R. 4i taL 1187.
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As the appellant was correctly convicted under
section 302 of the Penal Code and as, in the
circumstances of the case, he has been given the
appropriate sentence, I do not propose to interfere.
The appeal is dismissed.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Jlir. Justice Ba U.

1947
Dec.

H\VE EYE HAIN

zz.

AND ONE (APPELLANTS'!

V.

THE KING

(RESPONDENT).*

Ptmal Code, s. 193-S 476 of Crimiu,Tl Procedure Code-Principles 011 w/1ich
complain/ slzottld be filed.
Held: \Vhere there has been inordinate delay in making application for
action under s. 476 of the Criminal Procedure Code the Court should not
entertain such an application. Complaint should not be filedt ;unle~s there
is a reasonable probabi!ily of conviction.
M atmg Shwe Plte a11d five otllers "· Ma Me Hmoke, I.L.R. 3 Ran, 48 ;
RahimadullaSahib v. EmPeror, I.L.R. 31 Mad. 140; Begtt Singh v. Emperor,
I.L.R, 34 Cal. 551; Ba!Jad1tr "· Emdalttlloh Mallick, I.L.R. 37 Cal. 642,
followed.
Jadu Na11dan Singh v. Emperor, I.L.R. 37 Cal. 250, r efened to.

Foy for the appellants.
Ba Han for the respondent.

BA Uz J.. This is an appeal from a complaint
laid by the 1st Additional Magistrate, Rangoon, under
section 193 of the Penal Code against the two
appellants.
The facts, reduced to essentials, are these. On the
4th September 1940, the 1st appellant, Rwe Eye_ Rain,
as the managing partner of the firm of War Cheong
Lone had leased the.firm's rice mill situated in Dalla
and_ll '{iaddy gigs to one Sei Sheng. The gigs
w~j-e .ti.lih1bered· serially, from 1 to 13, leav.ing out
tWo,tliJt{pbers, 3 and S. When the war broke out
H\v¢]Ey~ 'ft:~in left for China. Sei Sheng also left for
China -iii·::or about the same time as Rwe Eye Rain,
leavi.ng~:~~~e mill .and the ·gigs in charge of n?body.
• Criminilt;:i*li..Peal No. 2021 of 1947 from the order .of U San Dun,
rst Additional Special Power •Magistrate of Rangoon,_dated the 22nd Sepiember
1947, passed in Criminal ~t~~~N;q_. 81 of 19.47. ·
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\Vhen the Japanese occupied Rangoon, Hwc Ngwe
Chew who for the sake of convenience may be called
the respondent took possession of tile mill and five
paddy gigs. In 1945 H we Eye Hain returned from
China and found the respondent still in possession.
The respondent apparently to legalize his possession
took a lease of tbe miU from the 1st appellant. On
the expiry of the lease the 1st appell-ant tried to get
possession of the mill but he apparently failed ;
whereupon he filed a complaint against the respondent
for misappropriating a paddy gig which belonged to his
.firm by selling it to one P o Thaw. T he complainf·was
·sent to the police tor enquiry and report. On receipt
,of the report the complaint was dismissed under
:section 203 of the Criminal Procedure Code. When the
District Magistrate was moved in revision, the ord er of
the Magistrate was set aside and the case was sent
.to the 1st Additional Magistrate for furth er enquiry.
In the course of his evidence given before the
.1st Additional Magisltrate the 1st appellant said :
" On return to Rangoon that day I met Ah Hein and he told
me 'Hui Ngwe Htui sold one cargo buat and some coils of belts
of the mill.' Lye Khy Sein also told me 'Hui Ngwe Htui (Chew)
sold one cargo boat.' I found on enquiry that U Po Thaw of
Tadaywa b ought that cargo boat."

ln the course of cross-examination h e said :
" Ah \Vain and Ah Hein told m e it was No. 5 that was sold
.after the n umber being altered to No. 6. I did not go to
U Po Taw (should be Thaw) to sa~isfy myself that the boat sold
to him was originally No. 5."

In the. case of the 2nd appellant, Ah Wain, who
was cited as a witness.by the lst appellant; he said :
''The Chinese characters on the cargo Qoats were' .Cl War
Chan L one.' I do not know that it was· Kaung Tat's. duties to
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keep a register of those cargo boats. * * * After the accused
took possession he removed ihe Chinese characters and altered
them to 'Ko Kyu Cl, Ko Kyu C2, Ko Kyu C3, Ko Kyu C4,
Ko Kyu CS, Ko Kyu C6.' He aitered them shortly after he took
possession. I altered No. 5 to No. 6. I asked accused why he
was altering the number and he replied' Not your business.'"

He added : '' I told the ~olice officer about my
repainting of the cargo boat and altering its number and
the sale of it to U Po Thaw but he had not recorded the
same."
There was plenty of evidence to prove that the
respondent did sell one cargo boat to U Po Thaw while
he was in possession of the mill. But the case of the
respondent was that the cargo boat which he sold
to U Po Tha'v was his own and not the property of the
mill.
On these facts the Magistrate recorded the following
finding :
"The disposal of the cargo boat seems to be a matter for civil
a ction if Hwe Ngwe Chew was no more a partner; and, if he is.
still a· partner, foi· him to account for to the other partners under.
the terms of the deedrof partnership."

The Magistrate accordingly discharged the
respondent by an order dated the 4th November 1946.
When the case was taken up to the learned Sessions
Judge on revision praying for further enq~iry, the
learned Judge said, though not in so many words, that
the sale ofa cargo boat by the respondent to Po Thaw
was ~proved but it \vas not proved that the boat
sdld was NG. .5 as alleged. The learned Sessions Judge
passed· the -· order on the lOth February 1947. The.
matter rested , till 12th September 1947 when the
respondeijtimoved the learned 1st Additional Magistrate
to prosecute the appellants under section 193 oftlie Penal ·Gode in that they made false statements
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that he, respondent, sold cargo boat No. 5 when
they knew full well that cargo boat No. 5 was not one
of the 11 cargo boats leas_ed to Sei Sheng and that
therefore he, respondent, was never and, in fact, could
never be in possession of cargo boat No. 5. In support
of his application the respondent filed a certified copy
of the lease deed executed by Sei Sheng in favour of
War Cheong Lone. In the deed, as pointed out at the
beginning of the judgment; only 11 cargo boats were
leased to Sei Sheng and they were numbered serially
from 1 to 13 but the numbers 3 and 5 were not there.
The M~gistrate was evidently impressed by this fad
and he accordingly laid a tomplaint.
Now, the first point that will be noticed was
the inordinate delay ih making the complaint.
Section 476, Criminal Procedure Code, does not fix any
time limit within which a complaint should be
made but the .1-,~por ~nd the spirit of the languag_e of the
section indicate clearly that prosecution for any of the
offences set out in section 195, Criminal Procedure
Code, should be made at the termination of the
proceeding in which the offence alleged has been
committed or soon after the termination of the said
proceedings. This is the opinion of this Court and
some of the· High Courts in India.
In Maung Shwe Phe and .five v. Ma Me Hmoke
(1) Carr J. said :
·
" On the question of delay there has not in my opinion been
any undue delay in filing the application ·i n this case. It was filed
in little over a fortnight and that it was in the first instance
misconceived, was 1.he fault of the plead_er.':

M aung

Gyi J.

said. in the same case :

· '' I shouid like to note, however,
. applicati~ns shollld be m3.de promptly."
(1)

I.L.~ .

3 Rail.

~8

that in such

cases.
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In a Full Bench case of Rahtnzadulla Sahib v.
Emperor {1) Sir Arnold \i\Thite C.J. said :
''The conclusion at whi~h I have arrived is that it was
the intention of the Legislature that an order under the
section (section 476) should be made either at the close of
the proceeding or so shortly thereafter that it may be reasonably
said that the order is part of the proceeding."

In the case of Begu Singh v. Emperor (2) a Fnll
Bench of the Calcutta High Court expressed the same
opinion as in the above two cases. This opinion was
repeated by another Full Bench in the case of
Bahadur v. Eradatullah Mallick \3).
The explanation given by the respondent why
he could not move the Court to take action under
section 476, Criminal Procedure Code, earlier is because
he did not know that the 1st appellant leased the mill ·
and tte gigs to Sei Sheng by a deed and that the
numbers of the gigs were given therein. This
explanation is on the face of it most unsatisfactory. If
he had made any attempt to enquire, he · would
have found out about the .e xistence 'Of the deed during
the pendency of the case against him. In any event
what is clear from the respondent's own explanation is
that it was never apparent to the mind of the Magistrate
either during the pendency of the case or soon after
that ·the two appellants had committed perjury. In the
Cal_cutta case cited above Geidt J. said :
''It ~vas never intended that when the proceedings had
terminated, the attention of the Court should be subsequently
drawn by some private person to the facf that in those
proceedings there had been committed some offence in contempt
of the Court's authority or against public justice which deserved
punishment."
(1) I.L.R.·31 Mad,·140. (2) I.L.R. 34 Cal. 551.
(3) I.L.R. 37 Cal. 642.
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Therefore the delay in taking action under
section 476, Criminal Procedure Code, is in my opinion
fatal to the case of the respondent. The respondent
apparently did not move the machinery of the law so as
to vindicate His Maj esty but to satisfy his private
grudge.
There is also another point which is fatal to the
case of the respondent. As pointed out above, there
was plenty of evidence to prove that the respondent
sold one cargo boat to one U Po T haw. Therefore,
the statement made · by the 1st appellant that the
respondent sold one cargo boat or gig to U Po T ha·w is
not false. As regards ~he statement that the number of
the cargo boat so sold was 5, it was made on information
received by him from the .2nd appellant and others.
Therefore it cannot be said that the 1st appellant
intentionally gave false evidence. Therefore so far as
the 1st appellant is concern-ed, it is very doubtful
whether the prosecution will be successful.
As regards the 2nd appellant, he undoubtedly
said that he had t~ alter the number of the cargo boat
from 5 to 6 under instructions of the respondent.
There is only . the statement of the respondent to
contradict the 2nd appellant's statement. Therefore,
it is a case of- the word of one person against that
of another.
· Furthermore, there is evidence on the record to
prove that . at the time of the lease of the mill and
11 cargo boats to Sei Sheng, there were two unserviceable ·gigs lying near the mill, and it is the· case-of
the 2nd appellant that one of those two cargo· boats
was rep_aired by the respondent and then after it.had
been repaired it was sold t0 Po Thaw. There is in my
opinion a good deal of substance in this st~tement of the
2nd appellant~ _Therefore in _his ~as~ also the prose. cution is, in my opinion, . not-likely to be successful.
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In the case of]adu Nandan Singh v. Emperor ll)
Mookerjee and Chatterjee JJ. observed, "No sanction
should be granted unless there is a reasonable
probability of conviction." What it means in terms of
section 476 is that no complaint should be made unless
there is a reasonable probability of conviction.
For all these reasons I allow the appeal and direct
the withdrawal of the complaint.
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APPELLATE CIVIL
Befon: Mr. Justice B/,lgden.

DA\N' TOKE

AND ONE tAPPELLANTs)

v.
MAUNG PO CHA

AND OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).*

Arbi!mtiot~

Act, 1944, ss. 32, 33.

Held: In view of ss. 32 a.ud 33 of the Act no suit lies on any ground
whatsoever for a decision upon the ,·alidi ty of an award or to set it aside.

The procedure laid down in the Ad must be followed.

Saw Hla Pru for the appellants.
Kyaw Htoon for the respondents.
BLAGDEN, J.-This is an appeal from an order
of the District Judge of Meiktila reversing an order of
the 2nd Subordinate Judge of that District sitting at
Thazi. The suit was commenced by a plaint in the
latter Judge's Court on the 22nd of October 1946 and
the plaint set out a previous suit between the parties, a
reference to. arbitration, and the making of an award,
and proceeded to allege misconduct by the arbitrators
and to pray for cancellation of the award, costs and
further or other reliefs.
The Court of First Instan ce dismissed the suit on its
merits and the learned District Judge reversed that
·decision and made an order as prayed for.
'
The Arbitration Act, 1944, came into force by
virtue of a notification on fh'e 1st of March 1946 and
.section 32 of that Act provides (omitting immaterial
words) that 11 no suit shall lie on any ground
'whatsoever for a decision upon the validity of an award,
nor sh_all any award be set aside or in any way affected
" Ci'vil 2nd Appeal No. 84 of 1947 against the decree of the District

<:ouit of Meiktila in Civil Appeal No. 7 of 1947.

Dec. 9.
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otherwise than as provided in this Act." The following
section, 33, contemplates questions of the kind
raised in this suit being decided by the Court as
v.
MAUNG Po
a
general rule on affidavits and section 44 ,empowers
CHA
AND OTHERS.
the High Court to make rules consistent with the
BLAGDeN, J. Act for the purpose of all proceedings in Court under
the Act.
It seems to me clear that, for some reason, the
Legislature intended to' bar suits such as the present suit
and that the plaintiffs ought to have applied to the Court
in a summary' inanner on affidavits. To my regret,
therefore, I have no option but to tallow the appeal on
this technical ground and restore the order of the
learned trial Judge.
The appellants are entitled to their costs here
and in the District Court. Advocate's fee before
me five gold mohurs.
DAWTOKE
AND ONE
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before M1. Justice Thein Mtrw:g.

TUN KHA

AND OTHERS (APPELLANTS)

1947

v.

THE KING

Oct. 15.

(RESPONDENT).*

Crimittal p,·octdttre Cod:, ss. 164, 364-Admissibrlily ojconfe~sion.
Held: \:Vhere a confession has been recorded by a 2nd Class
Magi3trate who has not been empoiVered by the Government to record

confessions, such confession is not admissible in evidence.
cannot give oral evidence of the confession.

The Magistrate

N:z~ir Allmad v. The King EmPeror, (1936) L.R. 63 I A. 372 .:
Saw Min, A.I.R. (1939) Ran. 219, followed.

The Ki11g v.

Po D~oe and otticrs v. The Emper-or, A.I.R. (1934) Ran. 78, deemed to be
-overruled by the Privy Council.

THEIN MAUNG, J.-I shall deal in this judgemni
with Criminal Appeals Nos. 1500, 1501, 1502, 1503 and
1520 of 1947 and Criminal Revision No. 234A of 1947,
as all of them have arisen out of one and the same trial.
. Tun. Kha, Aung Kyin, Hla Maung, Maung Than
.and M a Aye, the appellants, in the said appeals, and
KY<~;W. Sein, the re~pondent in thH .~P.-isl r~vi~ipn ca~)e,
hav.e been convicted.,of,an offence ,unden ;section -395
of the Penal G.ode, and each one of th em, except
~a Aye, has b~~n sent~nced to five years' rigorous
irnprisonment, where;1s Ma Aye has been sentenced,
vn"~r the sam,e ; se<;:tion, to thre~..·' years' . rigorous
imprisonm,e,nt on~y. . . ;
~.
~11 . of ~~er:l, ~X~ypt,)vJ~ ·A.ye1.. :rpape ·. conf~ssions
,b~f<?,r:~; U A:q,ng , l\1q1 , ::1\>,V~ns~ip ; /Yl<,lgist~3.t~,. P<J.daung
~:P-WL~5), .9t:l ,C).Il:~ ,a:p.pi t4~, ,!?flflly ~4flY. :; .anq ~all of therp,
~x~e,~.t.~ay,T;}g ,J'pfln ,ap.ji .M:a A,y~ 1 :)?.~ve~ pJe~ded, g~ilty.
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'· -~Criminal Appeals Nos.: 1500--:1503 and, 1520of. 1947 ; Criminal Revision
No~ 234A 'ofi 947
Uie ofd~~
3rd ' Sjfecii~l 'J~dge of' Proi:ne,· dated the
30th June 1947, passed in Criminal Regular irrial No. 21 of/1947.
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Moreover, all of them, except Ma Aye, have
TuN KHA
produced articles which have subsequently been
AND OTHERS 'd
'fi
.
.
.
b
v.
1 enh ed at tdenhficahon parades
y their respective
THE KING. owners
t'
h.
1
as proper tes w tc 1 were t a k en away b y
THIIIN
the dacoits.
MAtiNG, J.
According to Maung Htwe, S.I.P. {P.\N. 5~, the
appellant Tun Kba produced a Japanese nfle, 21 live
Japanese cartridges, 2 misfired cartridges, 24 rifle
cartridges and several pieces of clothes in the presence
of witnesses on the 27th April, 1947, i.e. within five
days after the dacoity ; and his evidence is supported
by the evidence of Maung Pu and ten-house gaung
Thein Aung, who attested the search lists (Exhibits
B, C and D). Tun Kha, who has now retracted his
confession on the ground that he was beaten by three
or four policemen to make him confess, does not know
the men who beat him. He has alleged in his evidence
on eath that the police officer and Thein Aung
"searched themselves and brought the rifle." However, he did not cro,ss-examine Thein Aung and
Maung Pu at all, and he did not cross-examine
Maung Htwe with a' view to substantiation of
the said allegation. Some of the clothes produced
by him like the cotton blankets, exhibits 2 and 3,
and the woollen blanket, exhibit 6, have been
identified at an identification parade by Maung Mya
and his sister Ma Than (P. Ws. 1 and 2) as their
properties. · However, he did not cross-examine
Maung Mya at .all and he cross-examined Ma Than
just to fi•n d out if she identified them in the presence of
elders conducting the identification parade. She told
him that she did so in their presence, and ten-house
gaung Mauhg Thai (P.\\r. 12), who supervi~ed at
the identification parade and . gave evidence of its
having been · c<;mducted properly, was not crossexamined by hiQJ. at all.
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He merely called v;itnesses to prove that on the
night of the occurrence he was at his house with them
as his sisler-in-law Ma Hla Saing fell from the house.
Ma Hla Saing (D.W. 13) herself does not remember
the date on which she fell from the house. However,
the other witnesses, namely, Hla Maung, Ma Hla Mai,
Maung Toe Sh'in and U Hla Pe (D.vVs. 11, 12, 13 and
14) agree that he was arrested by the police on the
following day. Now, according to U Than Pe, P.S.I.
(P.W. 17), he was arrested on the 6th April 19+7, i.e.
on the fourth day after the dacoity. So if Ma Hla
Saing fell down from the house at all, it must have been
on the 25th April1Y47, and not on the 22nd April1947,
which is the date on which the dacoity was committed.
It will thus be seen that he, Tun Kha, must be
convicted even if his own confession and the
confessions of his co-accused must be left out of
consideration on the ground that they are not admissible
in evidence.
As for the appellants, Hla Maung, Aung Kyin and
Maung Than, who have not only made confessions, but
also pleaded guilty, their appe~tls need be considered
under section 412 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
only as to the extent or the leg;tlity of their sentences.
The same remarks apply to the case of the respondent
Kyaw Sein who has" declined to submit appeal against
the conviction and sentence passed upon him." They
do not deny h((Ving taken part in the commission of the
dacoity, but they plead that they were compelled to
do so by Tun Kha and Ma Aye, who were then armed
with a rifle and a hand gren<Lde respectively. Only
one of them, namely, Hla Maung, has chosen to give
evidence on oath to that eff ~ c t, and he has stated,
under cross-.examination by counsel for Tun Kha and
Ma Aye, that he did not knvw them before. It is
difficult to believe that Ma A.ye and Tun Kha would
6
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have compelled a man, whom they did not know
before, to join them in committing a dacoity. Besides,
Hla Maung and his companions appear to have had
v.
THE KING.
ample opportunity to leave Tun Kha and Ma Aye on
THEIN
the
way as he himself has stated '' Ma Aye let us
MAUNG, J.
from the front when going to the place where we
were to commit dacoity. Before we set out on
mission Ma Aye, Aung Kyin, Maung Than and I
remained in a kaing jungle while Tun Kha went to
fetch the' ;ifle •n< * ~i' * Tun Kha left at about dusk
and returned about h~·o hours later. Kyaw Sein was
also with us in the !wing jungle.'' It further appears
from the above extract from his evidence that Ma Aye
alone was with Hla Maung and his companions who
were altogether four in number and that they could
easily have overpowered her if they wanted to . His
companions, namely, Aung Kyin, Maung Than and
Kya:v Sein have not given evidence on oath in support
of their case that they had to join in the dacoity under
compulsion. It is true that they have made statements
about it in their confessions to U Aung Moe but these
confessions were made on one and the same day after
they had been in custody togethu for several days.
Besides they are now contending that these confessions
should. not be admitted in evidence. Under these
circurn~tances I am of the opinion that they have
f~iled t~!: P~oy~. thatt~?-.e.y did not join in the dacoity
volunta~qyt 1 .apc:J.~, t~at !t~~y have failed to .establish
extenuating circumstapc~s , for interference with the
senten~~s which. have .b~ert ',p~~~~d on. them . .
T~ ,1urn now .t o Ma .Aye's:.ap.f?,e al ~~hi~·h stands on a
,different {o<;>ting altogether. ;She was .arrested only on
-~4-~ . 9th ;l\~ay, 1947, l?ro~ably on ac"c ount of her having
9~~n, . ~q~ri:mi,n~ted by the 9ther appell?,nts and the
r~SPRIJ?xq.t; J{yaw Sein ·i~ their confessions; and she
has ..been.convicted on the strength of those confessions

TUN KHA
AND OTHERS
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and the evidence of Tun Kyaing (P.W. 16), who was
examined by U Than Pe, P.S.I:, five days after her
arrest. Now it has been laid down in AhPhut and
othe1-s v. The King tl) that the confession of a
co-accused can only be treated as lending assurance to
other evidence against the co-accused and that it
cannot be relied upon as the mai1l evidence ; and the
fact that these are the confessions of five co-accused
against her does not make any difference inasmuch as
the ·confession of one co-accused cannot sufficiently
support the confession of another co-accused as against
her. (Cf. Takanalz v. The Emperor, 10 C.vV.N. 16.)
The confesc;ions can just lend assurance to
the evidence of. Tun Kyaing; and Tun Kyaing's
evidence is not very helpful. He merely says that on
tbe night of dacoity at about lamp lighting time as he
was relurning from Taungbwe village he saw Ma Aye
and five men belween pongyi kyaung at Seik-te and
Thanbandin village. Now his village, according to
him, is about two hours' journey from Yewin where
the dacoity was commit•ed. He did not see any
weapon ·with Ma Aye and her companions and he
cannot say whether Tun Kha was among her
companions a1thongh he has known Tun Kha for many
y~ars. Even if be did see Ma Aye with five men · it
was at a great distan.ce from Yewin and it was about
lamp lighting time although, according to Hla Maung,
he and his companions set out :with Ma Aye apq
Tun Kha af about 8 p.m. only. Besides Tun Kyaing
has admitted t~at he smoked opium although he · has
added at the same time that he brought th.e dpiu·m
from Ma Aye an'd that he smoked it when he was ill.
He has also admitted that he was examined by the
police ''for this case." Under these circumstances
(l] (1940) RL.R. 104.
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I am of the opinion that the prosecution has failed
prove its case against Ma Aye and that she is
AND oTHERS
•
.
enht1ed to an acqutttal.
11 •
Tat: KING.
For the above reasons I dismiss the appeals of
THEJM
Tun Kha, Aung Kyin, Hla Maung and Maung Than
M.o\UNGI,J.
and I refuse to take any action in the Criminal
Revision in favour of Kyaw Sein. However, I set
aside the conviction ·and sentence of Ma Aye and
acquit her. She shall be released so far as this case is
concerned.
I have been able to decide all the above cases
without coming to a definite decision as to whether ihe
confessions made before U Aung Moe were admissible
or not, as it will not make any difference (1) in favour
of Tun Kha, Aung Kvin, Hla Maung, Maung Than and
Kyaw Sein even thaugh their confessions are left out of
consideration altogether, and (2) against Ma Aye even
if all the confessions be regarded as admissible
evidence against her. However1 it will not be proper
for me to leave the question as to the admissibility in
evidence of these confessions open.
U Aung Moe has admitted that he is only
2nd Class Magistrate and that he has not yet been
empowered by · Government to record confessions.
So the questions for consideration are tl) whether a
confession which has been recorded by a 2nd Class
Magistrate who has not been er:npowered by Government to record confe3sions is admissible in evidence,
and ( 2) whether in ·the case of the record of the
confession itself being inadmissible. in evidence the
Magistrate can give oral evidence of the confession.
I am of tbe opinion that both questions must be
answered in the negative in view of the· ruling in
Nazir Ahmad v. The King-Empcr.or (1). That was a
1947

Tu-;KHA
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a

(1) (1936) L.R. 63 l A. 372.
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case in which the Magistrate 1 who was empowered to
record confessions, did not make any attempt to comply
with the requirements of sections 164 and 364 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure in recording the confession,
.and their Lordships held that the Magistrate's evidence
.of the atleged confession was inadmissible. Their
Lordships observed in the course of their judgment:
"On the matter of construction ss. 164 and 364 must be
looked at and construed together, and it would be an unnatural
construction to hold that any other procedure was permitted than
that which is laid down with such minute particularity in the
sectic,ns themselves. Upon the construction adopted by the
Crown, the only effect of s. 164 is to allow evidence to be put in
a form in which it can prove itself under ss. 74 and 80 of the
Evidence Act. Their Lordships are satislied that the scope and
·extent of the section is far other than this, and that it is a sec~tion
conferring powers on magistrates and delimiting them. lt is also
to be observed that, if the construction contended for 'by the
Crown be correct, all the precautions and safeguards laid down
by ss. 164 and 36~ would be of such trifling value as to be almost
idle. Any m3gistrate of any rank could depose to a confession
made by an accused.so long as it was not induced by a threat or
promise, without affirmatively satisfying himself that it was
made voluntarily and without showing or reading to the accused
any version of what he was suppose :t to have said, or asking for
the confe~sion to be vouched by any signature. The range of
magisterial confessions would be so enlarged by this process that
the provisions of s. ' 16-t would almost inevitably be widely
disregarded in the same m 1nner as they were disregarded in the
present case. .
As a matter o[ good sense, the position of accused persons
and the position of the magistracy are both to be considered .
.An examination of the Code shows how carefully and precisely
defined is the procedure regula tin~ what. may be asked of, or
done in tLe matter of examination of, accused persons, and as to
how the results are to be recorded and what use is to be
made of such records. 4 * * "' * So with regard to the
magistracy : it is for obvious reasons most undesirable
.t hat magistrates and judges should be in the position of
•dtnesses in so far as it can be avoided. Sometimes it
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cannot be avoided, as under s. 533 ; but where matter can
be made of record and therefore admissible as such there
are the strongest reasons of policy for supposing that the
Legislature designed that it should be made available in that form
and no other. In their Lordships' view, it would be particularly
unfortunate if maRistrates were asked at all generally to act
rather as police-officers than as jL1dicial persons ; to be by reason
of their position freed f<·om the di3ability that attaches to policeofficers under s. 16'2 of the Code; and to be at the same time
freed, notwithsbnding their position as magistrates, from any
obligation to make reconls under s. 164. 1n the result they would
indeed be relegated to the rosition of ordinary citizens as
witnesses, and then would be required to depose to matters
transacted by them in their official capacity unregulated by any
statutory rules of procedure or conduct whatever. Their
L ordships are, however, clearly of opinion that this unfortunate
position cannot in future :J.rise because, in their opinion, the effect
of the., statute is clearly to prescribe the mode in which confessions are to be dealt \Vith by magistrates when made during an
investigation, and to rend er inadmissible any attempt to deal with
them in the method proposed in the present case."

This ruling has been followed by this Court m
Tlze Ktn!!, v. SazrFMin ll), where it was held :
'· If a Magistrate has made no attempt to comply with the
requirements of ss. 164 and 364 in 1·ecording the confession of an
accused person, such a confession is not admissible in evidence.
Where such an attempt has been made, but there is a formal
defect in the p rocedure thereof, then it will become curable
under s. 533."

It i.s true that the present case is not one in which
the learner:!" Magistrate himself has failed to comply
with the requirements of sections 164 and 364 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure. It is a case in which
·a Magistrate, who ' is not empowered to record
confessions, . has recorded· confe.ssions, making every
att~~P.t' to corp.ply with the requirements of the said
sec"tions. . However, the fact that he has not been so
I

-

. ,

'

,

.. .

'.

,

(I) A.I.R (1939) Ran. 219.
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empowered cuts at the very root of the proceedings.
It is not a case of mere irregularity in recording
confessions. It is a case of their having been recorded
without any power to do so. It is similar to the case
of a magistrate baving acted without jurisdiction and
the entire proceeding must be regarded as a nullity.
Otherwise in the words of their Lordships of the
Privy Council "all the precautions and safeguards laid
down by sections 164 and 364 would be of such trifling
value as to be almost idle ", "any magistrate of any
rank could depose to a confession made by an
accused ", and magistrates v>ould " be relegated to the
position of ordinary citizens as witnesses."
The _learned Special Judge bas admitted the
confessions and the oral evidence of the magistrate
who recorded them, on the authority of Po Dw1: and
others v. The Emperor \1) but this ruling must be
deemed to have been overruled by Nazir Ahmad v.
T,he King-Emperor {2 supra) and it has been. expressly
dissented from in The King v .. Saw Min (3 supra).
The other authority which has been relied upon by
the learned Special Judge is Erttperor v. Dha11ka
Amra l4) which related to a confe~sion recorded by a
magistrate in a native state. Thi.s . ruling however
is distinguishable inasmuch as the confessions in
the present case have been recorded by .a . mere
2nd Class Magistrate in Burma who cannot . record
confessions und.~r section 164 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure.

{11 JU.R.ll934) Ran. 78. ·
{2) [1936) ·L.R. 63 I.A: 372.

(3) A.I.R. (1939) Ran. 219.
(4) (1914) 16 Born. L.R. 261.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. lttslict Tltei1z ilfMmg.
1947

KHWE DI AUNG

Oct. 21.

(APPELLANT)

v.
THE KING

(RESPONDENT).*

Pmal Code, s. 395-S. 32 t3) of tlte Evide1ue Act-Admissibility of statements
made as against otfter accusei-Necessity of conoborafio11 of material
Particulars of such statement.
Fhld: Th:1t the said incrirnin'ltinJZ statement made by a person who was
one of the ctacoits was not ad'Tli~sible \1Uder s. 32 {J) of the Evidence Act
against another inasmuch as it did not relate to the cause of his death or to
any of the circumstances of the transanction which resulted in his death. Under
s. 32 13) of the Evidence Act it could not be admitted in this case on the
ground that he must have known that he was dying, and exposure to a criminal
prosecution for the dacoity cannot under the circumstances be taken seriously
At any rate, he must be treated to be an accomplice and his statement require d
corroboration on some material particulars so as to satisfy tile court of its·
truth in so far as it implicates the appellant.

Nga Te at~d others v. King-EmPeror;7 L.B.R. 33, followed,
Hari Ram v. The Crown, {1934) I.L.R 15 Lati. 693, applied,

J.-The appellant Khwe Di Aung
has been found guilty of having committed dacoity at
Sinboke Village, Kyaukpyu Township, at about dawn
on the 14th March 1947 and he has been senten~ed to
seven years' rigorous imprisonment under section 395
of the Penal Code .
. He has been convicted solely on his having b een
incri~inated by Than Khe, since deceased. Than Khe,
who was one of the dacoits, was caught by the villagers
in the house which was attacked by the dacoits. He
received se~eral injuries at the hands of the villagers
before he was actually arrested by them and he died
THEIN MAUNG,

• Criminal Apreal No. 1374 of 1947-appeal from the order of Specia
Judge of Kyaukpyu, dated the 7th June 1947, in Criminal Regular Trial No. 31

of1947.
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.about one rice pot boil after he had been examined by
Po Nyun (P.W. 9).
The learned S"pecial Judge has observed in the
-course of his judgment :
"It is, therefore, obvious that before Nga Than Khe died,
Nga Than Khe informed the villagers that the accused
Khwe Di Aung was in the p:u·ty though Kh we Ui Aung did not
come otctually into the village. The point for consideration is
whether this statement of N ga Than Khe should be accepted
as evidence agaipst the accused Khwe Di Aung. Possibly
Nga Than Khe was then in fear of the villagers, but he must
have known that he was dying ·and l do not see wby
N ga Than Kbe should falsely implicate the accused Khwe Di Aung,
because, Nga Than Khe not only implicated the accused
Khwe Di Aung but also others."

The ]earned Special Judge has not stated under
what section of the Evidence Act Nga Than Khe's
statement is a9-missible in evidence as against the
appellant. In Nga Te a11.d others v. King-Emperor (1),
a similar statement was held not to have been admissible
in evidence. In the course of the judgment therein
Mr. Justice Hartn<?ll observed that sub -section (1) of
section 32 of the Evidence Act "refers to statements
made by a person as to the cause of his death or as to
any of the ci1'cumstances of the tratz.saction which
resulted in his death in cases in which the cause of that
person's deal h comes into question. The present case is
one concerned with who were the dacoits * * * * *
and it can hardly be said that the cause of
Po Thaw Gyi's death comes into question in it directly,
though it may come indirectly and incidentally ; but
the trial is clearly not one into_ the circumstances
of his death as to who caused it and whether an
offence was committed by some one in causing it.''
CU 7 L.B.R. 33.
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Than Khe's statement may be admissible in
evidence under sub-section (3) of section 32 of the
Evidence Act on the ground that it would have
exposed him to a criminal prosecution for the dacoity.
However, the learned Special Judge himself has found
that Than Khe must have known that he was dying and
exposure to a criminal prosecution for the dacoity
cannot under the circumstance be taken seriously.
At any rate, Than Khe must have been an accomplice
and his statement requires corrohoration on some
material particulars which will satisfy the Court of
its truth in so h.r as it implicates the appellant.
[See H ari Rmn v. The Crown (1).l And there is no
independent corroborative evidence to connect the
appellant wiih the crime.
I accordingly set aside the conviction and sentence
of Khwe Di Aung. He is acquitted and he shall be
released so far as this case is concerned . .

(1)

(1934) I.L.R..lS Lah. 693.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mt. Justice Theitt Marmg.

B. RAJANA (APPELLANT)

1947

v.

Oct. 21.

THE KING {RESPQNDENT).*
Perial Code, s. 408-Disfi1sctio11 behveen a civil 1uro11g aud crimi11al off&uce.

Appellant, a tindal of a boat in the employment of Port Lighterage
Department, was entrusted with a 1,000 baf!s of rice on 27rh November 1946
to be loaded on S.S, "Stagen ". On 29th November 1946 the appellant
loaded the rice bags and when loading was over 12 bags were found short.
He w;~;s convicted of criminal breach of trust in respecl. of the 12 bags and
sentenced to six 111onths' rigorous impris.onrnent.
Held: That there was nothing to show that the shortage was due to
dishonest misappropriation or con version by the appellant. Every breach of
trust cas e gives rise to a s uit for cta'mage but it is only wl1en . there is
evidence of a mental act of fraudulent misappropriation that an offence under
ss. 408 and 409 can arise.
Katthaiya Lall v. Emptror, 38 Cr.L.J. 491, followed.
Held jm·fher: Mere failur e to deliver the full quantity of goods is insufficient
to prove dishonest 1nisapproprJalion or conversion.

Ramaya and others v. The Crown, 1 Cr.L.J. 908, applied.
So11a ,',leah v. Kir~g-EmPero', (1924} I.L.R. 11 Ran. 476, distinguished.

Hla Gyaw for the appellant
THEIN MAUNG, J.-The.:appellant: .Rajana has been
found guil.ty of a criminal breach of trust in .respect of
12 bag~ of ri~e and has been ;Sentenced to six. months'
rigorous .imprisoQment under section 408 o£ th.e Penal
Co.de ..
The case :fqr the pro~ecution is that the appellant
\,Vas . t4~ tindal of. t~e cargo ;Q'oat<t8Rd56; :in ,the
erpp~o_yme1.1.t of Port Li.gQ.ter<~g~,;(Qepq,rJm.ent . .of .:the
Port C9mmissi9rw.rs and .that. in;J11s-~capacity as, such
he. was eQtrust~d by. th-e ,ABC ~ ;Ri~e Mill, ,Upper
" Criminal . Appeal No. 1780 of 1947-appeal from the order of
1st Additilmal M,a_gis~rat~ j~,[l79\al ~q'?'er) of Rjmgoon, dated th~ 9th· S¢ptember
1947, passed in Crimin~l .Reg11lar Trial No: 6 ofl947.
·
' l ~
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Pazundaung, of which the complainant J. S. Forrest is a
Director, with a thousand bags of rice on the
#,
THE KING.
27th November, 1946, as per Exhibit A, to be loaded
on board the S.S. "Stagen ''. The appellant loaded the
THEIN
MAUNG, J.
rice bags on the S.S. "Stagen" on the 29th November
1946 and Than Maung (P.W. 2), who was a shipping
clerk employed by the said· company, check.ed the
loading thereof. '\Vhen the loading was over1
Than Maung found that there were only 988 bags and
that there was a shortage of 12 bags. Than Maung
then informed the appellant of the shortage and also of
the fact " that the totals of the loading as noted by the
ship's clerk and the ship's tally clerk also showed that
12 bags of rice were short." The appellant then
deni<td that there was· any shortage at all. So
Than Maung made a report to the company with the
result that on the 2nd December, 1946, Mr. Forrest
complained of the shortage to the Commissioners for
the Port of Rangoon and forwarded copies of his
complaint to the Police Superintendent, River Division,
inter alia.
The case for the prosecution rests almost entirely
on the evidence of Than Maung and his record of
loading, Exhibit B. ,Although he has stated that the
totals of the loading as noted by the ship's clerk and
the ship'& tally clerk also showed that 12 bags of rice
were short, neither the ship's clerk nor the ship's tally
clerk has been called as a witness for the prosecution,
and.jhe riotes which are alleged to have been made
b:y t~eiJ:l have not been produced. Than Maung has
merely,stated, "I looked up the totals of the loading in
the records prepared by those· clerks." He does not
say fhaHtliese notes were shown to and checked ?Y the
a ppell;ip.f aJ~o.
· ·.
· Ardia, who probably is the same person as Addiyya
mentioned in the charge, was called to give corrobora1947

B.
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tive evidence, either as the ship's clerk or the ship's
tally clerk, but it is quite clear from his evidence
that he had nothing to do with the loading of the rice
bags by the appellant on S.S. 11 Stagen ''. He does not
even know the ·appellant and Than .Maung.
According to Than Maung's own statement, the
appellant denied that there was any shortage at all then
and there. So one would have expected him to have
asked the appellant to check his note E~hibit B with
the notes of the ship's clerk and the ship's tally clerk,
or to have asked either or both of those clerks to
certify that his record was correct at least by countersigning on it, but he did nothing of the sort. He has
not even noted the names of those clerks, and it is not
known whether he made a report to the company
before S.S . " Stagen '' left Rangoon so that the rice bags
could, if necessary, be unload ed for the purpose of
checking.
Moreover the prosecution has not produced any
receipt granted by the mate or other officer in charg~ of
S.S. 11 Stagen" for the rice bags which were shipped on
it, and it is not known to which place the rice bags
were consigned and how many bags of rice were
actually received by the consignee.
Under these circumstances I am of the opinion that
Than Maung's evidence, even though it is supported
by his note Exhibit B, is no't conclusive evidence of
there having really been a shortage of 12 bags of rice.
Even if there was such a shortage there is nothing
to show, that the shortage was due to dishon est
misappropriation or conversion by the Iappellant.
Nanavutty J.. has observed in Kanhaiya Lall · v.
Emperor (1):
" The distinction between a civil wrong, which gives rise to
a _suit for damages for th<\l wrongful . act or tort, and a criminal
{1) 38 Cr.L.J. 491.
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offence punishabl e tmder. the Indian Penal Code is very clear.
Every breach of trust gives rise to a 5uit for damages, but it is
only when there is evidence of a mental act of frau dulent
misappropriation that the commission of embezzlement of any
sum of money becomes a penal offence punishable as criminal
breach of trust under ss. 408 and 409 of the Indian Penal Code.
It is this mental act of fraudulent misappropriation that clearly
demarcates an act of embezzlement which is a chri] \Hang or
tort, from tlie offence of criminal breach of trust punishable
under s. 40S, Indhn· Penal Code. This is clearly brought out
in the observation's of Coleridge J. in R ex v. f{.Tilliams-0856)
7 C.P. 338-and in R. v. Ly11ch-6 Cox C.C. 445."

Fox J. bas also held in Ramaya and others v. The
C1·own (1) that the mere failure to deliver the full
quantity of goods was not sufficient to support a
conviction of the tindal of a cargo boat for having
dishonestly misappropriated or converted the missing
quantity to his use. The facts proved in that case
were that 200 hides and other goods were entrusted to
the tindal of a cargo boat to be carried to a steamer.
On delivery o.n the steamer 22 hides were missing but
th.ere was no evidence as to what became oJ them. It
will thus be seen that the facts are similar to the facts
in this case.
.
The case of Sona Meah v. King-Emp e1·or (2) is
distinguishable. In that case the appellant Sona Meah
W£!.s.e,n:t~usted; wit~ 4,~80 gunnies with instructions to
d~l-~y~~-. *y~-.~EJ~~f~tn~,pla~~s: On the d_ay .following
the .entru,~tt;n~pt:; tl~;·ryp~~;t<:;c;l nto ,th~ ,co,mp~.a,inai).t th.a t
~1f.<? sampar1,-;ha<;i co
ipJ<;>. ~p);l,i~ign. witl;t ,a sajJir:tg. boat
_witP.: tbe r~su~t ·~hat it cap~~z.~~ a_nfl a:!L; ;t h~;( gunni~s
\\:ere th,row~ .i~t~· the. rive~ .an<;i lq&t ; rflJ!4. ri:&ntaign~. J. ·
.obseryed
of ·his-.jud,gr:p.,ent .:. i '
. . . .in the
.. .course
..

we

,,

.

:

: t

\; ..

..

The . only· reasonable inference that I can draw from this
Jailpredct.~.alve ;'the ,g.u nnies!is>eithedhat 'the .stoiy -is :a ·faise one

··' ··-· ···(tl~; qr~:L.J.:9~s.<

. , ~ · .(2) (11Jf4) I.L.R.ll Ran. 476.
•
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ancl that the appellant was not upset at all cr that l:e intentionally let the gunnies drift awar, presumably in order that his
accomplice~ might pick up the gunn;es.
On either aspect the
inference to he drawn would be en..:: as to the guilt of the
appellant.''

In the present case the appdlant has not given an
account ·of the loss of the 12 bags of rice which is
shown to be false and incredible. He does not even
admit that there has been a shortage of 12 bags of rice
and he has denied that Than Maung informed him
then and there or at all of the alleged shortage.
Cases relating to failure to account for money
entrusted are also distinguishable as the rice bags could
not be kept under lock and key and they had as a
matter of fact to be kept in th e cargo boat from the
27th November 1946 up to about 3 p.~n. on the
29th November 1946.
For the above reasons · I set aside tr{e..:. conviction
and sentence of the appellant Rajana. I acquit him
and direct that he shall be released so far as this case
is concerned and that his bail bond be cancelled.

5
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Bcf.;rc Mr. Jztslice Tllei·n Mazmg.

TUN KY AING
v.

1947
Oct. 24.

THE KING
Right

of Private defence-How

(APPELLANT)

\RESPONDENT).*'
exists-Existi1zg riglzt-Err·or of

long

judgme11t.

When the deceased struck the appellant with. a wooden yoke pin and the
latter wrenched it from his hand and both were struggling and the appellant
gave a blow on thejhead of the deceased with it as a result of which the other
man died.
Held: That as parties were struggling-right of private defence was not
gone and he must have inflicted the blow not only on grave and sudden
provocation but also in exercise of the right or private defence. It is not
possible for a person under such circumstances to weigh what maximum
amount of force is necessary to keep within that right. · The sentence was
therefore reduced to one of one year's rigorous imprisonment.
The Kiug v. F/la MazmJ!., (1946) R.L.R. 50 at p. 55 ; Blmt Nath Dave v.
King-Empuor, l3.·C.\:V .N. 1180 ; Radhcy a1td oflten v. EmPeror, 24 Cr.L.J.
735; Quee~~ v. Fuzza Meeall, (1866) 6 W.R. (Cr.) 89 ; Q~teen v. Slwnker Siug,

(1864)1 W.R. (Cr.) 34, followed.

Tun Maung for the Crown.
THEIN MAUNG, J.-The appellant Tun Kyaing has
been found guilty of having caused the death of
Tun Yin while he was deprived of the power of selfconi;rol by grave and sudden provocation, and he has
been sentenced to undergo seven years' rigorous
impriso_nment under section 304 of the Penal Code.
He has appealed to this Court for reduction of the
sentence on the ground that
acted in self~defence
while he was terror-stricken ; and his appeal has been
admitted by my brother Mr. Justice Ba U with the
remark " On the facts found I am not sure whether the
. sent~ri.ce is not somewhat severe.''

he

" criminal ~ppeal No. 1782 of 1947 bein~ appeal from order of Special
Judge of Henzada, dated the 15th ~ugust 1947, passed in Special Judge Trial
No. 36 of 1947.
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The facts which have been_ found by the learned
Special Judge are that the appellant made a report
TUN
against the deceased to the village elder Maung Sint KYAING
v.
(P .W. 2) one day before the date of the incident as the THE KING.
THEIN
deceased had removed a post from his fencing. On
MAUNG, f.
the day of the incident, the appellant, the deceased
.and some other villagers were having tea in Maung Sint's
house after they had helped Maung Sint in roofing his
house. While they were having tea there, the deceased
picked a quarrel with the appellant for having made
the said report, picked up an untrimmed wooden yoke
pin and went towards the appellant in a threatening
manner ((uttering deadly threats." As the deceased
struck at the appellant with the yoke pin, the latter
~..vrenched it from his httnd and gave him a blow on the
head with it. Thereupon the d eceased fell on the
ground and the appellant ran away with the stick.
Dr. John (P.W ..8) found two contused wounds on
the right side of the head of the deceased with fractures
of the skull bone underneath and, according to him,
each injury by itself was sufficient in the ordinary course
of nature to cause death.
Although. the doctor found two injuries as stated
above, the eye-witnesses Maung Sint, Po Nyan, May Doe,
• Gan Gaw and Tun Thin (P.Ws. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6), are
unanimous that the appellant delivered only one blow
and the doctor also has stated " If the weapon used
was of irregular sh_ape 7 bot!; injuries could have been
causec;l by the infliction of one blow." Under these
circumstances, the learned Special Judge has found
that only one _blow was delivered by the appellant.
The learned Special Judge has also found that the
.provocation given 'by the deceased to the appellant was
-grave and sudden ; but he h~s held that the appellant's
.Plea of self-def~nc:e is. c;learly un.tenable. He has
•'Observed in the course of his judgment" After he had

BURJ\'IA LA\tV REPORTS.
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deprived the deceased of the use of the stick, the
accused was no lon ger in danger of being grievously
assaulted by the latter and with several friends looking
on close by, there was really no threat of danger to his
life when he yielded to the sudden impulse of delivering
the murderous blow on the d~ceased's head."
The plea of self-defence may be untenable in the
sense that the appellant has exceeded his right of
private defence ; but it is not quite correct to say that
the appellant after h e had deprived the deceased of the
yoke pin was no longer in danger of being grievously
assaulted by him . The appellant who has given
evidence on oath in his own defence has stated that
he struck the blow as the deceased tried to snatch
the yoke pin back from h~m, and the probabilities are
that the deceased did try to get ihe yoke pin back from
him with a view to further assault on him. Besides,.
nothing turns on there having been " several friends
looking on close by " since none of them bas given
evidence of any attempt having been made by anyone
of them to restrain the deceased, or to prevent him
from assaulting the appellant any further.
In his judgment in 'The King v. Hla Maung (1),
Mr. Justice Ba U has quoted with approvai the eminent
jurist Mayne who said:
" But a man who is assaulted is not bound to modulate his
defence step by step, according to his attack; before there is
reason to believe the attack is over. He is entitled to secure his
"Victory, as l9ng as tne contest is continq~q. He is n.ot obliged to
retreat, but ma.y pursue his adversary till he finds himself out of
danger ; and if, in a conflict betw~en {hem, ~e P,appt;p.~ to kill, such
killjng IS justifiable.· And, course, where th~ assault has once
assumed a dangerous form every allowance should be made for
one, who, w~tP, th,e dnstinct of self~preservation strong upon him,
pl,lr~t;l-~5.. ~~ d~~itC~~ tittle further than to a perfectly cool bystander-

or

(!) (1946) R.L.R. 50 at p.

SS.
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would seem absolutely necessary. The question in such cases \Vill
be, not whether there was an actually eontinuing danger, but
whether there was a reasonable apprehension of such danger."
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THE KING.

So the question really is not whether there was an
actually continuing danger but whe_ther there was a
reasonab1e apprehension of such danger ; and I am of
the opinion that the appellant \vas not out of danger
so long as the deceased was struggling with him for
possession of the yoke pin [cf. Queen v. Fuzza Meeah (1)
and Farida v. Emperor {2)].
So the appellant must be held to have inflicted the
blow not only on grave and sudden provocation but
also in exercise of the right of private defence although
he has exceeded the right of private defence in
delivering the blow with such force as to cause
fractu res of the skull.
With reference to the question of sentence, the
·Court must take into consideration not only the grave
and sudden provocation and the right of private defence
but also the facts that the appellant struck the deceased
with the very yoke pin with which the deceased was
going to strike him, that he struck the deceased only
one blow and that the yoke pin is only 1t cubits long.
In this connection the Court must also bear in mind
the reJ:?arl<:s of Jenkins C.J. and Ryves.. J. Jenkins C.J.
·observed in Bhut Nath Dave v. King-Emperor (3) :
''A man in the predicament of the acc used could not be
·expected to judge too nicely. 11

Ryves J. observed in Raclhcy and others v. Emperor {4 )" When exercising the right of private defence it is difficult
:to expect the rerson to weigh 'with golden scales' what maximum
:amount of force is necessary to keep with that right."
·--=.
(1) {1866):6 W.R: ICr.) 89.
(2) 35 Cr.L.J. 174.

(3) 13 C.Wot-f, 1180.
(4) 24 Cr.L.J. 735.

THEHi
MAUNG,

J.
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My brother Mr. Justice Ba U has also remarked in
The King v. Hla Maung (1):

TUN

KYAING

v.
THE KING.
THEIN

MAONG,
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"Every allowance should in my opinion be made for the
stress, danger and excitement under which he labours."

J,

So I am of the opinion that the sentence of seven
years' rigorous imprisonment is too severe. I find that 1•
in Queen v. Fuzz aM eeah (2), the facts in which are more
or less similar ·tq. the facts in the present case, the
sentence wass"·!;teduced from three years' rigorous.
imprisonment to one year's rigorous imprisonment. r
also find that in Queen v. Shunker Sing (3), which is a
case of an affray respecting land wherein one party ·was
the aggressor and the other party {had the affair not
ended fatally) woqld have been in the legal exercise
of the right of defence of property, the sentence was.
reduced to one year's rigorous imprisonment.
I accordingly reduce the appellant's sentence from
seven years' rigorous imprisonment to one year's.
rigorous imprisonment only.

.---· -

·'

.

..

(1) (19"16) R.L.R., 50

at p. 55.

(2! (1866) 6 W .R. (Cr J 89.
(3) _(186:4) 1 W .R. (Cr.) 34.
~
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before .Mr. lttsfice E M mmg.

MAUNG HLA BAW (PHAW) (APPLICANT)

v.
MA OH ZA (RESPONDENT).*
C1·imi1ral Procedure Code, s. 490-Effect o{re-ttmOt: ojllusba11d and wife upotz an
order for mai11tet1ance.
A wife had an order for maintenance : subsequently there was a re-union of
the husband and wife. The wife asked for execution of the order for
maintenance up to re-union.
Held: That she was entitled to the same. The order for maintenance may
remain in suspension for the period during which they live together and
during such period the husband may apply to have the order cancelled under
s. 488 (5) or 489, Criminal Procedure Code.
Judgment of Doyle J., 8 Ran. 460, doubted.
Kmzaganm:al v. Pmzdara Nadar, 50 Mad. 663; Pearey Lal v. Narai11i,
58 All. 379 ; Coelho v. Coel!to, (1937) Nag. 230, followed.

E MAUNG, J.-I cannot accept the recommendation
of the District Magistrate of Kyaukpyu 1n his Criminal
Revision No. 63 of 1947.
It is true that in U Po Shein v. Ma Sein Mya {1)
Doyle J. at page 462 of the report has said that the
re-union of the husband and the wife after the making
of an order of maintenance must be., interpreted as
removing the basis on which the order of the Magistrate
rests and as therefore vacating the order. But this
decision, even if it is correct, does not go to the extent
of denying the wife the arrears of maintenance that had
accrued to her before the re-union. The vacation of the
order, if there can be a vacation at all, by a mere
re-union between the husband and the wife would take
effect only as from the date of the r~-union. The rights
• Criminal Revision No. J69B of 1947 being a review of the order of the
Township Magistrate, Kyaukpyu, in Cri~inal Mhc. No.5 of 1947.
(1) 8 R~n- 460.
·

1947
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under the order prior to that date, which tiU that date
was in force, cannot be taken away in the absence of
any express provlSlon m the Code of Criminal
v.
MA OH ZA.
Procedure.
E i\lAUNG, J.
It is not necessary for me, in this case, to pursue the
matter of the effect of a re-union between the husband
and the wife on an order of maintenance made prior to
such re-union. I shaH not therefore refer this matter to
a Bench to h:we the correctness of Doyle J .'s decision
tested. I must, however, say that, in my opinion and
speaking with the greatest respect to Doyle J., there is
a great deal to be said for the contrary view. The
decisions in Kanagammal v. Pandara N adar ( 1),
Pearey Lal v. Naraini (2) and Coelho v . Co elho (3)
should, in my opinion, be followed. As has been said
in the Allahabad case, the order of maintenance may
· remain in suspension for the period during which the
husband and the wife, after the re-union, live together
and that during the period of suspension the husband
may apply to have the order cancelled under
s ection 488 (5) or section 489 of the Code of Criminal
.P rocedt1re. If it is not so cancelled and if the re-union
should turn out to be a failure and the wife is turned
out again, t do not see' why she should not take
advantage oi an order made by a competent Court
which has not b een sef aside in due process of law.
In this case, the st1trt wh.ich is claimed by the wife,
wht{ is the tespohdent before me, is the sum which had
ac~i\!68. ntiebef&e the re-union of the husband and the
Wit~? '' 1 'c annot also overlook the fact that when the
app1!<?inf }4aung Hla l3aw appeared before the Town~hipDNJ£gistrate on the 19th May 1947 he promised to
·p~y,]R~(6o rlh the 3rd June 1947. It was only on the
latter.-a_at~ Jhat
cha~ged ·his mind and stated his

IIJAUNG HLA
BAW (PHAW)

he

(2) 5 8 All. 379.

(3) (1937! N;tg. 230.
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intention to apply to the District Magistrate, Ky:>.ukpyu,
in rev1s10n.
I accordingly reject the recommendation of the
District Magistrate, Kyaukpyu, and uphold the order
of the Township Magistrate, Kyaukpyu.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Justice E Mmmg.
1947

TUN KYAING

(APPELLANT)

v.

Sept, 19.

THE KING

(RESPONDENT).*

Pmal Code. ss. 366, 366A-" Sedtlced to illicit inlercottrse ", mumiug of-·
Whether co1widion undet· s. 366 of Pwal Code cau be altered into oue·
under s. 7 of Suppression of Brotllt:ls Act.
Held: 'Vhere a girl below the age of 18 years was living a life of prostitution in a brothel and she was induced, without any force or deceit, by the
appellant to leave the brothel and live with l1im as his concubine he could
not be convicted under ss. 366 and 366A of tl1e Penal Code.
Held further: "Seduced to illicit intercour~e" is something different from
"seduction" in its popular seuse. It means induced to surrender or abandon
a condition of purity from unlawful sexual intercourse. 'Vhere the !'(irl
was already living a life of prostitution, she could not be said to have been
seduced to illicit intercourse.
S!zaheb Ali v. Emperor, I.L.R. 60 Cal. 1457; EmPeror v. Baijuath, 54 All.
756; Nura v. EmPcror,35 Cr.L.J. 1386, followed.
King-Emperor v. Nga Ni Ta, (1902'-03) 1 U .B.R. (Penal Code) 15 ; Kitlg-Emperor ,.. Nga Nge, (1904-06) 1 U.B.K (Cr.) 17; Crown v. Chat~ ltfya, 1
L.B.R. 297, di~sented from.
Baltadr1r v. The Empress, (1881) P.R. (Cr.) 7,referred to.
Held further, S. 7 of Brothels Act was the proper section but the
conviction could not be altered into one under that section as this is a.
special law and s. 237, Criminal Procedure Code, is not applicable.

S. N_ Sastry for the appellant.

Ti1a Maung (Government
respondent.

Advocate)

for

the

E MAUNG, J. -The facts, which are not in dispute
in the case from which tp.is appeal arose, are that
Ma Tin Yi (P.W. 4), whose age has been estimated by·
the medical witness Dr. Matharu (P.W. 11) at about.
16 years and who in her own deposition stated that she
~Criminal Appeal No. 1699 of 1947-appeal from the order of 5th Addi-·
flonal Magistrate· of Rangoon, dated the 11th June 1947, in Criminal Regular
Trial No. 739 of 1946.
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was born about April 1930, had, sometime prior to
t947
September 1946, been an inmate of what clearly was a TuN~AINc
v.
brothel at No. 93, 22nd Street, Rangoon, maintained by THE KING.
a person named Hoke Kyu and that her position in E MAt.UW,J
that brothel was as a prostitute serving the visitors to it.
The evidence of Ma Kyin Saing (P.W. 7), herself a
prostitute and an inmate at one time of the same
establishment, and that of Thein Maung (P.\\7 • 8),
Clearly proves, these facts.
One day in September 1946 ,the appellant visited
Ma Tin Yi at the establishment in 22nd Street and
following that visit Ma Tin Yi was removed to a house in
Sparks Street and from there to a house, No. 76, Fraser
Sheet, which was in the occupation of the appellant.
Ma Tin Yi remained in the house in Fraser Street till
the 23rd November 1946 when U Hla Maung (P.W.l),
Officer-in-charge of Anti-Vice Squad, Rangoon, visited
the premises, arrested the appellant and took her away
from it.
It has been claimed on behalf of the prosecution
Lhat Ma Tin Yi was taken away by force from the
establishment in 22nd Street and that after having
taken her 9-way first to Sparks Street and then to Fraser
Street, the appellant forced her to continue a life of
prostitution in the latter place for his pecuniary benefit..
It is also alleged that before forcing the girl to continue·
a life of prostitution the appellant committed several
acts of rape on her. On these allegations and also on
the allegation that the appellant would not allow the
girl to leave the premises ir which he kept her after
her removal from the 22nd Street establishment, the
appell~nt was sent up for trial under sections. 344, 366
and 376, Penal Code.
The 5th Additional Magistrate, Rangoon, in his
Criminal Regular Trial No.· 73_9 of 1946 found the
appellant guilty of an offence ·under section 366 of the
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v.
THE KING.

E i\IAUNG,J.
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Penal Code and sentenced him to three'! years' r~gorous
imprisonment. The appellant appeals to this Court
against this conviction and sentence.
I may say at once that if I had been able to confirm
the conviction, I could not have seen my w2.y to
interfere with the sentence at all. I agree with the
learned trial Magistrate that if the facts had been as
were found by him, the appellant is deserving of at
least three years' rigorous imprisonment.
On the facts, however, I find myself unable to agree
with the learned trial Magistrate. Indeed it is difficult
to discover from his judgment what definitely he
found the appellant did so far as getting the girl
Ma Tin Yi to remove herself from 22nd Street to Sparks
Street is concerned. It appears to me that the learned
Magistrate was unable to make up his mind \vhether
the girl. was made to leave the 22nd Street establis·hment under . a threat, as alleged by her, of physical
injury or by an act of deceit which, however, appe;:trs
to be hobody's case. The learned Magistrate relied for.
his decision on the case of Bahadur v. The Empress {1).
A study of that case Would appear to suggest that the
learned Magistrate rejects the prosecution story of the
girl Ma Tin Yi being compelled by force to go away
from the 2-2nd Street establishment and go with the
appellant to Sparks Street and later to Fraser Street
house. There the accused, concealing froh1 the parents
·6f the girl and herself that he was a kanjar, and falsely
repre~enting himself to be subedar of his brother's
regifueht, induced the girl to marry him and to leave
het·h:ome an·d accompany him to Kohz.t and on arrival
there 1fe- instigated her to prostitute herself. The
drcumstances of that case also were such that the
learn'¢a J\i.tl'g~,s of the Punjab Chief Court could have
drawii'a .~ir~li~eE~!l~e. that t?e ~~cused ih~ended;. wheln
. • " . '

(1) (lBBl) P.R. (Cr.i 7
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he married the girl, to n1ake her a prostitute. It is not
a correct interpretation of the decision in that case to TUN KYAIN(1
V.
say, as the learned trial Magistrate by implication said, THE KING,
that where a person on the promise to make a girl his E Il:fAUNG, J
wife induced her to go away with him, he would be
gmlty of an offence under section 306 of the Penal
Code if, though he made her his wife, he intended
nevertheless to induce her to continue to live a life of
prostitution after the marriage with him.
In the present case, as I have already said, the prosecution case is not that there was any concealment of
facts or misrepresentation which operated on the girl's
mind so as to make her come away from the 22nd
Street establishment. The prosecution case was qui1.e
plain and unequivocal : it is that the appellant, armed
with an open clasp knife and threatening to use it on
the girl, forced her to come away with him from that
establishment. It is therefore necessary to consider if
that story, and that story alone, is· substantiated in this
case.
.
Ma Tin Yi (P.W. 4) says that tl;le aQduction took place
at about 10 a.m. while she was in Hoke Kyu's lodging
rooms in 22nd Street. According to her there was in
the premises at the time a .Chinese cook known to her
as ['lumbar". The man's proper name appears to be
Wan Law and he is the 5th witness for the prosecution.
Ma Kyin Saing (P.W. 7) who, as I have already said,
was another prostitute living in that es.tabli{Shment,
claimed that .she was in the room next to that o~cupied
by Ma Tin Yi. These th.~;ee witne~ses speak to
Ma Tin Yi being taken away under th:rea,.ts of physical
injury to be done to her 1£ she did n,Qt comply.
Ma Tin Yi's, story 1s that while she was in her roorh the
appellant came in and raped her but that as he had a
dagger with hi!Il sh~t did not shout for help as she was
afraid of physical' ~njury at his hapds. She then go~:,;.

BURMA LAW REPORTS.
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on to say that after the act of rape the appellant took
her out by force to a frishaw which was waiting outside
TJ.
the house. There she saw another trishaw occupied
THR KING.
by two other persons, one of whom was Thein Maung
E MAUNG, J.
tP.vV. 8). She says the appellant was holding the
dagger all the time in one hand and with the other he
held her. She got into the same trishaw as the
appellant, the appellant taking the front seat and she
the back seat. The hvo trishaws then moved off and
as it was raining then, the appellant put a rain coat over
her head and body while they were travelling. She
says that she was crying all the time.
Wan Law (P.W. 5), who calls himself a tea-shop
assistant but who obviously was actively engaged in the
management of the brothel kept under the euphemistic
·name of lodging rooms by Hoke Kyu, says that the
appellant entered Ma Tin Yi's room and stayed there
for about one hour before he took her away "embracing
her body with his hands." He said that be did not
interfere as he was afraid of the appellant and his
-companions one of whom was Thein Maung (P.W. 8).
From this man's evidence it appears that the. appellant
was no stranger to the lodging house kept by Hoke
Kyu for he says : "I have se-en Tun Kyaing one or two
times before the occurrence. He used to come once
or twice to Hoke Kyu's lodging room."
Ma Kyin Saing (P.vV. 7), who on the same day and
-soon after Ma Tin Yi was removed from Hoke Kyu's
Jq~ging rooms shifted to the appellant's house in the
-c6_nipany of one Maung Thein and his wife, claims that
sbe ·heard Ma Tin Yi saying : " I do not want to go with
-youi' ~1!4 that when she peeped through the door .of the
·roorhwliere
Ma Tin Yi was then,. she saw the appellant
•.
,.
;>
·taking !1-"er out of the room pointing a dagger at her.
-It ml!st be'remembered that 22nd Street, Rangoon,
:at 10 a.m.: iri"the ·morning· is a very busy thoroughfare·

TUN KYAI~G
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It must also be remembered that the route from 22nd .. .. 1947
Street to Sparks Street lies in a crowded area of the TtiN KYAING
v.
city where the girl could easily have sought assistance THE KlNG.
from the police or other persons on the road. E MAU!"G, J.
Moreover, according to the girl, tbe appellant was
seated in the front seat and she at the back seat and
she could easily have dropped off from the trishav:.r.
On the evidence of Ma Tin Yi, Wan Law <.nd Ma Kyin
Saing I cannot accept the story of her being compelled
by threats of physical injury to accompany the appellant to the Sparks Street establishment.
But the matter does not rest there. It is admitted
by Ma Tin Yi that she went to the cinema show at
-Kandawmeik Hall twice while she was living in Sparks
Street with the appellant. The first visit to the cinema
was soon after noon of the day she came away from the
22nd Street establishment. The evidence of Ma Bi
(P .W. 9) is quite clear on this point. U Ohn Maung
{D.W. 1) and Ma Hnin Yin lD.\V. 2) his wife, against
whom nothing whatsoever has been suggested, speak
of the appellant and Ivla Tin Yi visiting their house once
-as husband and wife during the rainy season of last year.
Moreover, when the house in Fraser Street was visited
by a party led by Bo Tin Maung {P. W. 2), who describes
himself as a leader of P.V.O., Bagayataik, they met
the girl Ma Tin Yi at the house and though this party
was bent on rescuing girls who were reported to them
as forced to -earn their livelihood as prostitutes, they
did not take away Ma Tin Yi then because both the
-appellant and Ma Tin Yi said that they were husband
.and wife. It was only on a subsequent raid by U Hla
Maung (P.W. 1) that Ma Tin Yi for the first time
reported to- any person in authority that she had been
-kept unwillingly in the appellant's house. It- is signifi·cant in this connection that U Hla Maung, though an
'Officer-in-charge of Anti-Vice Squad, alloweq himself
. '10
~
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to be led by the P.V.Os. For instance he says: u I
examined Yebaws Bo Tin Maung, Ko Nyunt Shein and
v.
Ko Hla Han on 26th November 1946. I examined
TH& KlNG.
\iVhen I went to
E !l;lAUNG, J. Ma Tin Yi on 27th November 1.946.
examine Ma Tin Yi, Yebaw Bo Tin Maung handed over
a ~tatement made by her to the elders." Ma Tin Yi
and Maung Nyunt Shein {P.vV. 6) soon after the
"rescue" of Ma Tin Yi began to live as husband
and wife.
In these circumstances, the conviction under section
366 of the Penal Code cannot be sustained. I lla ve,
however, to consider whether the appellant has committe.d any other offence for· which I can rightly convict
him in respect of the acts disclosed from and established
by the evidence at the trial Court. I have to do so
because it appears to me that the police, when they
sent up the case, had not been able to make up their
mind ·what, offence it was that they were to charge the
appellant with, as many witnesses have been examined
who would have been totally out of place if the trial
had been in respect of an offence under section 366 of
the Penal Code. Persons \:vho claim to have visited
the establishment in Fraser Street where Ma Tin Yi
received male visitors in prostitution and persons who
speak of several other girls being maintained in the
same place to earn their living as prostitutes, ,were
~xamined ~t the trial. I have therefore to consider if
on this t}vjden.ce it wquld be possible for me, whilst
aqquitt\ng the appellant of an offen ce under section 366
of t\le. :r~;mal Gode, to convict him either under section
366A of tht(} :Penc;tl Code or one of the televant provisiQn~ o.( the $1,1ppression of Brothels A.ct
Seotiqp. ~ ..~66A of th~ Pen~l Cqde m;:~.k~s it an·
offe.n.c~ Ao ·indl,lGe a minor gi:rl under the. ag~ of 18
years, py,.f:llny m~ns whatso~vei;, tq go freD). ~n,y place
with. intefit fh:J\t such girl may be, or knowing that it ts.

TUN KYAING
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likely that she will be, forced or seduced to illicit
intercourse. In this case the girl is clearly under 18. TuN KYA.lNG
v.
For reasons already given by me, I cannot believe that TH~ Kn;G
she was forced to live a life of prostitution in the house E MAUNG, J.
of the appellant, though I am prepared, on the materials
before me, to hold that the appeHant did connive at
her living that life and profited by her earnings. 1£
the law has been correctly laid do~.vn in King-Emperor
v. Nga Ni Ta (1) it is clear that the appellant has
committed an offence under section 366A. At
page 16 of the report it has been said :

" I am unable to hold that the words in 5ection 366 ' seduced
to illicit intercourse ' refer only to the iirst act of seduction or
the surrender of chastity. To ' seduce' as dcliriecl in Webster's
Dictionary is to draw aside from the path of rectitude and duty in
any manner, to entice to evil, to lead astray, lo tempt and lead to
iniquity. l think that it would be a monstrous proposition, and
one that would strike at the very roots of social and moral
rectitude to hold, that because a man had induced a girl while in
the custody of her pa1:ents to surrender her ch;:stity, he committed
no further act of seducing to illicit intercourse, when he persuaded
her to live with him in a condition of concubinage not
sanctioned by marriage."

If the principle has been rightly statec in that case,
the fact that the girl Ma Tin Yi was a prostitute and
living in prostitution at the 22nd Street establishment
when the appellant induced her to go away from that
place with the intent that she should continue her life
of prostitution in another place, would not make it any
the less seduction to illicit intercourse within the
meaning of section 366A. That decision, however,
does not stand alone even as far as Burma is concerned.
There is_ a decision, militating to some extent' against
that, in King-Emperor v. Nga Nge {~). There is also a
11) 11902-03) 1 U.B.R. (Penal .Code) 15.

6

(2) (1904-06) 1 U.J:l.R. (Cr.} 17.
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decision of the Chief Court of Lower Burma in Crown
v. Chan llfya (1). In my opinion, the decision of a
v.
Bench of the Calcutta High Court in Shaheb Ali v.
THE KING.
E MAUNG J. Emperor (2) states the true rule. The head-note 1 which
correctly sums up the decision of Lort-Williams J.,
may be reproduced here:

TUN KYAING

1

,. The phrase' seduced to illicit intercourse 1 within the meaning
of section 366 of the Indian Penal Code is intended to indicate
~omething different from 'seduction' in its popular, usual or
oi·dinary sense and cannot be restricted to inducing a gid to
1
surrender her chastity for the first time. It means induced to
surrender or abandon a condition of purity from unlawful sexual
intercourse.' Therefore; an accused cannot be convicted of this
offence unless the girl was leading a life pure from unlawful
sexual intercourse at the time when the kidnapping took place.
This does not mean that it is necessary to prove th;,tt the girl has
never at any time surrendered her condition of purity from
unlawful sexual intercourse. She may have surrendered it in the
past, and thereafter have resumed a life of purity. On the other
hand, if she is already leading a life of indulgence in unlawful
sexual intercourse, it cannot be said that she was kidnapped 'in
order that she might be seduced to illicit intercourse.' "

The Allahabad High Court's decision in Enzpaor
v. Baijnath (3) is also in the same direction. The
Lahore High Court in Nura v. Er-nperor (4) also
supports the same view. A comparison of section 366
or 366A with section 498 of the Penal Code clearly
supports the view taken by the Calcutta High Court
in Shah_eb Ali v. Empe1·or (2). When the Penal Code
contemplates the continuation of illicit intercourse,
Wliich began prior to the enticement, it did not employ
in the definition of the. offence any word signifying

secluclion.
':: :,ijf~~th~se circumstances and holdir1g as I do that

Mi·'¥1f{Yi.;
who was living
a· life of prostitution in Hoke
:
. :;j.-' . _;
,
- •
~

(1) 1 L.B.R. 297.

(2) I.L.R, 60 Cal. 1-457.

(3) 54 All. 756.
(4) 35. Cr,L.J.1386.
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Kyu's lodging rooms, was induced, without force or
194 7
deceit, to remove herself to the premises occupied by TuN KHrNG
the appellant to live as his wife or concubine and at TH/Kn<G.
the same time to continue her life of prostitution, I E MAUSG, J•
cannot convict the appellant under section 366A of the
Penal Code. Section 7 of the Suppression of Brothels
Act appears, prima facie, the provision under which
action should have been taken against the appellant on
the allegations in this case. I cannot, however, alter
the conviction in this case into one under that section
It has been held that section 237 of the Code of
·Crimipal Procedure is not applicable where of the two
offences one is under the Penal Code and the other is
under a special law.
Considering that the appellant had been in custody
· since the 26th · November 1946, I do not propose
directing his re~trial under the appropriate provisions
of the law. It must be remembered that Ma Tin Yi,
her present husband Maung Nyunt Shein, Ma Kyin
Saing and Wan Law have greatly exaggerated the case
against the appellant and because of this exaggeration
the appellant has been in custody for nearly a year. On
the record, assuming everything against the appellant,
as far as an offence under section 7 of the Suppression
of Brothels Act is concerned, is proved, this is not a
case out of the ordinary and the appellant, if convicted,
might not be sentenc~_d to more than a year's r1gorous
imprisonment. That ~he· has already suffered, in
.antidpation, under a wrong charge. ·
I accordingly allow the appeal and acquit the
appellant. His bail bond will be cancelled.
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CHANNA SAMMA

tAPPLICANT)

l'.

Sept. 22.

SANKARAYA

(RESPONDENT).*

Crillzitzal Proud II>"< Code. s. 523 (1)-Ameudinf:! Act t addiu!! a f>ro:•iso.- Po<cer of
l 'olice Officer to delit•t:l}' to auy terson.
Held: That addition of proviso to s. 523 (1) l1as altered the law.
In respect of a light or portable article the police have no power to make any
disposition, but when cattle, paddy or rice, boat or other bulky articles are
concerned, subject to the review by fhe I\Iagistrate, t~1e police may.at any lime
before the termination of the trial, dispo>e of the property in the WAY provicted
in the proviso.

The Court and the police should in each c:~se consider wh0 was in apparent
lawful possession of the goods at one particular tnoment. It may vary
according to the circumstances of tl~e case. This does not mean that the goods
should be delivered to a thief or a dacoit because be was last in possession.
P.R.V.N. Valiappa Clzeit:y v. S. Joseph, 2 B.L.J. 85 ; Laxmicliatld
Rajmal v. Gopikisan Balmuk1111d, 60 Bom. 183, referred to.

B. C. Paul for the applicant.

G. N. Bane1ji

fo~·

the respondent.

E MAUNG, J.-The facts necessary for the purposesof this revision application lie 1.vithin a very short
compass. One Hussein lodged a report ·with the
Taunglonbyan polic~ on the 27th June 1947, charging
the respondent with theft in respect· of two rickshaws
which Hussein claimed were taken away from his
godovvn. The police started investigation arid seized the
two rickshaws from L~wis Street ·where the respondent
kept them. Having seized the ricksJ1aws and having
completed the investigation, the police sent up the
• Criminal Revision· No. l40B o( 1947 being review of the order of
Eastern Subdivisional Magistrate, Rangoon,
Criminal Regular -Trial No . 187
of 1947.

t Burma Act XI of 1941.
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charge sheet to the Court of· the District Magistrate,
Rangoon, on ihe 30th June 1947
At the time the charge sheet \Yas sent up, the
rickshaws were still in the custody of th~ police i
but on the 1st July 19-l-7 on· the orders of the
Superintendent of Police, East, who purported
apparently to act under the powers given to him under
the proviso to section 523 ll) of the Code of Criminal
Procedure, the Taunglonbyan police returned the two
rickshaws to the informant Hussein. I may note here
that section 523 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, so
·far as it is applicable in Burma, is fundamentally
different from similar provisions originally enacted
when the Code was first passed by the Indian
Legislature in 1898. The additional proviso to
sub-section (1) has made it open to the police in
certain cases to dispose of certain classes of property
pending the orders of the magistrate.
On the 4th July 194o/ and apparently in ignorance
-of the arrangement made by toe police, the respondent
:applied to the Eastern Subdivisional Magistrate, before
whom the trial was pending, for the return to him of
the two rickshaws. The learned trial Magistrate, also
clearly in ignorance of the CJrrangement already made
by the police, summarily directed the return of the two
rickshaws to the responqent on his exe.cuting __~ ?ond
with two suretiesfor Rs--:·s-oo:- .. The -bo~d was e·xec~ted
.and the orders of tnt; Court were communicated ·to the
police who reported ·that the rickshaws in question had
.already been returned to Hussein. On the 25th July
1947 the learned trial Magistrate passed orders directing
·the complainant Hussein to produ~e the rickshaws
before the Court on the 31st July 1947.- On the latier
·date the ·c omplainant failed to produce the rickshaws
and he was given further tl.me till 7th August 1947.
,On the 7th August the complainant asked for another
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postponement and he was granted time till the next
CHANNA
day. On the next day the pre:,ent applicant appeared
SAMMA
in Court, being represented by Mr. B. C. Paul, and filed
v.
SANKARAYA.
a writte'il objection shO\ving cause against the ricksha\vs
E MAUNG, J.
being returned to the respondent. The rickshaws \Yere
at the same time produced before the Court and the
Magistrate directed the Bailiff to take charge of them
pending further orders.
On 11th August 1947, the learned Magistrate
directed that
.. the rickshaws be returned to the
respondent on h~~::.furnishing security for the sum of
Rs. 500 to produce them whenever required by Court.
The order in question is very short.
\Vith great respect, it seems to me that the learned
Magistrate began with a misappreciation of the position.
In the course of his order he said : " Tne police to say
the least has no business to do so " referring to the
police action in returning the rickshaws to Husse~n.
Jn coming to this view, the learned Magistrate appears
to have either ignored the provisions of the proviso to
section 523 (1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure or
took the view that once a charge sheet has been
presented to a magistrate the police become functus
officio and that thereafter no disposition whatsoever can
be made by the police of any of the .exhibits which
should have been submitted to the Court for orders.
Either view is not justified in ~aw. But I must say this
in ail fairn~~~ _ to the learned Magistrate that if
section 523 (l) stood as it was when originally enacted,.
he would be perfectly right. Under the scheme set up
by the Criminal Procedure Code before the Burma
Legislature ins~rted the proviso to sub-section (1) of
the said section, I agree with him that once the charge·
sheet is submitted to the ·court, the police would no"t
have any right to . make any disposal . of the exhibit
property which will have· to be before th_e Court. , ,,
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But because of the great inconvenience which ·would
result from a strict application of that rul"e, the
Legislature in Burma has inserted this provtso.
This proviso reads :

87
1947
CHAN:>< A
SAMMA

v.
SANKA.RAYA.

E MAUNG,

'' Provided that any police officer, who has made a seizure ot
cattle, paddy or ti£!L9I. of __~ bo.~_tm.·..any other bulky artide, mny,
pendhi.g -t he o;de;· ~£the magistrate, -deliv~~:-~uch came or'article
to any person who may appear to be entitled to the possession of
such cattle or article on---his ·exec-uti9g ~ boncl, with or without
~~--·· ~-·~ -·- ___ .....,_' ··-·
sureties, to return or produce such cattle or article at a policestation whenever required."

Now, as I understand the legal position, if the
article falling within sub-section (1) of section 523 had
been a light or portable article, the duty of the police
would be to submit it to tp.~ Court _together with the
charge sheec-- ·Tn. ·:respect of such articles, the police
woufcC. ha~e no power whatsoever to make any
disposition, either before or after the charge sheet has
been submitted. It would be for 'the Court under
section 516A of the Code of Criminal Procedure or
.under section 517, according as to whether the order is
to be made pending the trial or at the termination of
the trial, to pass the necessary orders for the disposal
of the article. But when the article is of the nature
specified in the proviso to sub-section (1) of section 523
of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the police cannot
be expected- to have such articles taken bodily before
the Court and therefore in these cases, subject to the
power of rev_ie~ by the magistrate, the police at any
time--before the termination of the trial can make such
disposition of the article in consonance with the
principies laid down in the said proviso.
The learne_d Magistrate, having misdirected himself
with respect to the powers of the police, proceeded
on the· basis of the d~cision of this Court in

J.
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P.R. Ty.N. F"aliaf)pa Cllett;- v. S. joseph. (1) to direct ihat

the hyo rickshaws be returned to the respondent
san I{araya from whom they h ad been seized by the
v.
SANKAR'AYA. police.
\Nith the principle laid down in that case and
E fiLWNG, J. in other cases, one of whicb for instance Yvould be
Laxmichand Rajmal v. Gopikisa11 Balmukun.d (2} that
the Court, and accordingly the police also, in exercising
the powers under sections 516A, 517 or 523 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure, would have to ignore the civil
rights of the parties and confine their attention to the
question of the present right to possession, I have n.o
quarrel whatever. I agree with the learned Judge who
decided P.R. V.N. Valiappa Chefty's case that \Vhat the
Court, and therefore in this case what the police,
·would have to consider would be a question of fact,
namely, who was in__<tpjJ;:_t,ren.~ l~wful _p9ssession of.. ~!1e
goods at OileparHcular moment ; but, speaking with
_ gre~t-respe.cT;~Tfseems- to me that the learned Magistrate
in applying that rule failed to remember that the
particular moment at which the possession has to be
established must vary according to the circumstances
of the case. When under section 517 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure the Court has to make an order at
the termination of the trial for th'e disposal of the
property, the Court has either convicted or acquitted
the accused or has , discharged him. In each case the
!Court bases its order on the materials which has been
iplaced before it on behalf of the complainant or of the
!accused
or either. Therefore in a case like that the
l
material point of time at which right to possession must
be established is generally in- relation to the moment
when the property was seized from the person who had
been accused or from a person who derived a claim to
the property through the accused. But where, as in
CH.ANNA

SAM~IA

\
(!)

2 B.L.J. 85.

(2) .60 Born. 183.
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this case, the trial is still pending, the relevant moment
is the moment at which the accused person is alleged
to have committed the offence.
In the present case, the charge made by Hussein
was that ·on the 27th June 1947 the hvo rickshaws wet·e
in his possession. That fact is not disputed by the
respondent. What the respondent says is that he took
the two rickshaws away from Hussein because he had
a lawful right to take possession thereof. Now that is
.a matter in dispute ; whereas the other matter that
prior to the respondent taking away the rickshaws
Hussein was in lawful physical possession thereof, is
not at all in dispute. To take the other view, as has
been taken by the learned trial Magistrate, would lead
to this absurd1ty that in all cases of theft and all cases
where theft forms an ingredient of the offence charged,
the property will have, during the pendency of the
trial, to be returned to the accused ; for if the principle
were inflexibly applied that the person last in possession
·of the goods when the police made the seizure sbonld
be given possession, such person can be no other than
the thief or the dacoit or such person claiming through
the thief or dacoit. Accordingly, in this case, as I
have sai:d, on the 26th June 1947 Hussein's possession
was lawful possession and the fact of that possession
was not disputed by the respondent. It may be found
that the respondent , has a higher right to possession
.a fter material evidence is gone into. But pending the
respondent establishing his claim, \vhich may be a
perfectly good one, the person at present shown as
having a present right to possession of the rickshaws
would be Hussein.
It has been urged by Mr. Banerji, who appears for
the respondent Sankaraya, that Hussein is not now in
actual.possession. He says that Hussein, having got
the two rickshaws from the police, has handed them
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over to the applicant who is represented before me
by Mr. B. C. Paul. That, however, is not of any
SAMMA
moment. Hussein has entered into a bond to be
v,
SANKARAYA.
responsible for the two rickshaws and tha~ is what
E MAUNG, J, matters.
Accordingly I set aside the order of the Eastern
Subdivisional l\hgistrate, Rangoon 1 and direct that
Hussein, during the pendency of the trial, retain
possession of the two rickshaws the custody of which
have been given to him by the police.
CHANNA

1948]
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APPELLATE GRIM IN AL.
Before Mr. fttslicc E Mmmg.

MA MYA SEIN (APPLICANT)

v.
THE KING

(RESPONDENT).*

Coguiz:11nce of <111 off~1lce-S.l90 (a) (b) of Code of Criminal Proc~dure-Repor!
of a tlOIS·COgnizable offe/JC& by n Pdice Officer-Ss. 11 (a) a11d 11 \b) at1d 15
of Supprrssion of Brofluls Acl.
H c1d: That after the amendment of the Code of Criminal Procedure in 1923,
a Magistrate under s. 190 (b) of the Code can take co~niz:ance of an offence
upon a report in writing of such facts made by any Police Officer whether the
facts constitute a cognizable or non-cognizable offence.
Bltairab Chm1dra Barua v. EmPeror, 46 Cal. 807; The Public Prosecutor v.
Rat11avtlrt Chclty, I.L.R 49 Mad. 525, followed.

Under s. 15 of the Suppression of Brothels Act only, a Police Station Officer
or officer higher than a Sub-Inspectur was entitled to enter a brothel for
ascertaining whether an offen<.:c under s. 11 has been committed. In the
present case the·entry was by <>.Sub-Inspector but such illt;gal entry does not
vitiate the proceedings if the M:tgistrate takes c:Jgnizance under the report of
the Police.
Emperor v. C/Jamiri Bawoo, 26 Bom. L.R. 12?.5, dissented from.
Ma11ng Salt·Mj'itt v. King-EmPeror, I L.R. 7 Ran. 771 ; Ch~ua Hum Htive
v.King-Emperor, l.L.R. 11 Ran. 107; Am•g f(im Sein v. Tlse KiHg, (19411
Ran. 552, followed.

S. 11 (oj of the Suppression of Brothels Act penalizes a person ·who keeps
or manage$ or assists in the management of a brothel-as the n:port does not
make any such allegations and the report simply suggests prostitution by
some women, no offence under the Act is disclosed.

Leong for the applicant.
Tm Maung for the respondent.

E MAUNG, J.-These four proceedings arose out of
Criminal Regular Trial No. 236 of 1947 of the Court of
the 3rd Additional Magistrate, Rangoon, insti~uted on a
report in writing by the Station \Vriter. Latter Street
Police Station, on the 27th. May 1947. Four persons.
• Criminal Re<:isions Nos. 137B, 211A, 2l2A and 213A of 1947 oeing review
of the 3rd Additional Magistrate oi Rangoon-order passed in Criminal
Regular Trial No. 236 of 1947.

1947
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\vere sent up for trial under sections 11 (a) and 11 (b) of
the Suppression of Brothels -"\ct. Ma Mya Sein, who
SEIN
is
the applicant in Criminal Revision No. 137B of
v.
THE KING.
1947, was charged with an offence under section· 11 lb)
E l\:!AUNG, J.
and the three respondents in Criminal Revision
Nos. 211A, 212A and 213A of 1947 were charged with
offences under section 11 (a) of the said Act.
It is necessary to reproduce here the report thus
made. It runs as follo\YS :
l\1A MYA

" On 26-5-47. at a bout ~-45 p.m. while making rounds in the
jurisdiction along with P.C. 2.1g. Myint of Latter Street P.S. and
vil!age1·s Chit Aung and Than Pe, visited Soon Ngon Hun lodging
room, I 9th street whereby found Mg. Tun Lwin and Ma Tban
Kyi in a room , Ah Mya a nd one unknown Indian, Ma Khin Kyi
with Chinaman Ah Kun. Brought all the mentioned persons and
on beinf.! questioned they replied that they are engaged by the
said persons for sexual intercourse getting Rs. 25, Rs. 60 and
Rs. 30 respectively. Therefore, the said women are arrested to
take action under 11 (a) S.B. Act. Ma Mya Sein, lodging room
keeper was also arrested for taking action under 11 (b) S. B. Act.''

On this report, which was sent by the District
Magistrate, Rangoon, to the 3rd Addi~ional Magistrate,
Rangoon, cognizance was taken against the four persons
n amed and after one witness for the prosecution had
been examined Dr. Maung Thein, who appeared for
Ma Mya Sein, raised a preliminary objection. He
<:ontended that since an offence under section 11 of
the Suppression of Brothels Act is a non-cognizable
-offence and since section 15 of the Act enables only a
police officer in charge of a police station or an officer
:above the rank of Sub-Inspector of Police, to enter
without a warrant any premises for the purpose of
ascertaining whether an offence under section 11 of the
Act has been or , is being commi'tted, the prosecution
initiated. on the- report in ' writing, above .referred to,
is incom·petent.
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This objection was rejected by the learned trial
Magistrate and Ma Mya Sein has come up in revision to MA \IYA
SE!N
this Court. After hearing her counsel as to admission,
v.
I considered it desirable in the interests of justic~ to THE KING.
have all the accused persons before this Court and E MAUNG, J.
directed the opening of revision proceedings in respect
of the other three accused, namely, Ah Mya, Ma Than
Kyi and Ma Khin Kyi. I have since heard Mr. Leong
for Ma M ya Sein and U Tin Maung, Government
Advocate, on behalf of the CrO\:vn. Ah Mya and
Ma Khin Kyi, who appeared in person, had nothing to
say. Ma Than Kyi was absent at the hearing though ·
she had been served.
Mr. Leong's sheet anchor was a decision of the
Bombay Higb Court in Enzperor v. Chandri Bmvoo (1 ).
He also cites a decision of this Court in Jagdeo Panday
v. N. C. Hill (2) in support. His contention, if I
understand him right, is that the repor£ in writing in
this case, being made in respect of an offence not
cO'gnizable by the police (the maximum penalty provided for an offence under the Act being imprisonment
·for one year .or a fine of Rs. 1 ,000), the police could not
investigate into the offence except under the direction
of a Magistrate. H e further says that under section 15
of the Act, only a police officer in charge of a police·
station or an o~cer holding rank higher lhan that of a
Sub-Inspector of Police is competent to make an enq uiry
but that in this case the officer who entered into the
premises for the purpose· of ascertaining whether an
offence under section 11 of the Act has been committed
or was being committed, was only of the rank of a SubInspector o~ Police, and that the illegal entry would, as
was laid down in similar circ.umstances in the Bombay
case, vitiate th e subsequent prosecution.
(1) 26 Born. L.R. 1225.

(2) (1938) Ran. 150.
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Section 190 (b) of the Criminal Procedure Code
allows a Magistrate to take cognizance of any offence
'li.
upon a report in writing of such facts made by any
THE KING.
police officer. Prior to the amendment of this section
.E MA.UNG, } . in 1923, clause (b) read: "Upon the police report of
such facts.'' There was then a conflict of judicial
interpretation on the words " the policecreport ", certain
Courts takiqg the view that the police report must refer
necessarily to cases where the police can take cognizance
and other Courts the vie\V that the police report could
be in respect of non-cognizable offences as well. To
clear up the matter the amendment was made by
Act VIII of 1923 and it has been consistently he1d since
i:hat the effect of the amendment is to enable a
Magistrate to take cognizance on a report in writing
made by a police officer, whether the facts constitute a
cognizable offence or a non-cognizable one. The matter
is so very obvious that authorities are hardly necessary.
I need only mention two decisions here in ·s upport:
Bhairab Chandra Barua v. Em.peror (1) and ·The Public
Prosecutor v. Ratnavelu Chetty (2). It is therefore
against this background that I have to consider the
applicability of the Bombay decision in E-mp.eror v.
Chandri Bawoo (3) to the facts of the present case. At
page 1230.of that report Marten J. said:
MA MYA
SEIN

" I am certainly not inclined to stretch a pqint and hold that
the arrestt though illegally made, did not affect the powers of the
1\'Iagistrate subsequently to hear the case."

Section 10 (1) of the Bombay Prevention of Prostitution Act corresponds in essence to section 14 of the
Burma Act. The arrest in the Bombay case was made
by an unauthoriz~d police officer without the necessary
compliint being made ·to him and thy arrest was therefore, in . that case, an illegal arrest. It is true that in
(1) 46 Cal. 807. .

(2l I.L.R. 49 Mad. 525.
(3} 26 Bom. L.R. 1225.
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the case before me also, if the entry into th,e premises
was made by U Nyunt Din and his suborginates only,
there was in the party no one supyrior iJ;J, r~.~k to that
·of a Sub-Inspector of Police. The entcy \herefore
would be an illegal one and if I can agree with Marten J.
that an il!egal entry would vitiate a subsequent prosecution, the application of Ma Mya Sein must be allowed.
In support of his view that an illegal arrest would
vitiate the consequent prosecution, the learned Judge
said at page 1229 of the report :
,. It is a new Act, and, as I read s. 10, it ,has been deliberately
inserted so as to afford reasonable protection to the public. An
·ordinary police constable is _not to be allowed to arrest any female
in a street unless· a complaint has been made to him of her
conduct, and unless he himself sees the offence committed, and he
cannot discover her name and address. Or, on the other hand,
the constable must .J:>e athorizecl by lhe Commissioner of Police
by a special order to effect an arrest of this description, and one
can quite undersbnd the-reason for this, viz. to ensure that 19-istakes sho uld not be made and that some innocent woman should
not be dragged off to prison or put under arrest in the public
street by any ordinary police constable.
One knows that mistakes of that _ kind by the police in
England have led to strong public criticism. I remember in
:particular many years ago one case at Cambridge where a mistake
.of that nature by the University Proctors led to interference
by Parliament and a public enquiry, f!.S a resull of which the
jurisdiction of the University authorities to arrest ·w omen in the
streets on an accusation of soliciting was taken away from them
.altogether."

With respect, I find myself unable. to agree with
.Marten J. A Judge has to administer the law as he
finds it. · H e may not stretch the law either in favour of
the accused or in favour of the prosecution, upon
_grounds ·of public morals or public e?(pediency. It is
·for the Legislature to say, if it is so advised, that to
ensure that mistakes are not ~ade no police officer
below a certain rank should be competent to institute
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criminal proceedings. This in the case of the Burma
Act the Legislature has not done. The decisions of this
SEIN
Court
in Maung San Myin v. King-Emperor (1), C/m}a
li·
THE KtNG.
Hum Htive v. Kiug-Emperor (2) and Aung Kim SeiH v.
E MAuNG, J. The King (3) are clearly against the' view taken by
Marten J. in the Bombay case. Fawcett'J. in the same
case proceeded on the application of the special
provisions of the Bombay City Police Act. This Act is
not before me but at page 1231 of the report Fawcett J.
stated ''that valid report by a police officer in the toYvn
of Bombay of the kind contemplated by clause (b) of
section 190 can only be made ( i) in the case of a noncognizable offence a~d (ii) when it contains information
of a·cognizable offence which he has been authorized by .
a Presidency Magistrate to investigate." There is no
provision in the Burma Act to correspond.
In these circumstances, I consider that the applica-·
tion of Ma Mya Sein to be premature and accordingly
·
reject it.
Coming to the case of the three other women Ah
Mya, Ma Than Kyi and Ma Khin~Kyi, who have each
been charged with an offence under section 11 (a) of
the Snppression of BrothelsjAct, I do not see any offence·
either under that section or any otber provisions ·
of the Act, made out against them on the facts stated in
the report in writing before the trial Court. The Court
taking cognizance, whether under clause (a) or clause· (b)
or clause (cl of section 190 of the Criminal Procedure
Code must proceed either on a complaint or a report or
information of.facts which constitute an offen<;e. The
learned Magistrate had before him a, report stating.
certain facts· as faf' as these persons are concerned and·
the (acts alleged a gain~t them -were that Ah Mya was·
found with ~n unknown Indian in a bedroom, M~tmg_
MA MYA

(1) I.L.R. 7 ,Ran, 771.
(2! I.L.R. 11 Ran. 107.
.
(3) I.L.R. (1941) Ran. 552.
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Ma Than Ky.i in another bedroom
and Ma Khin Kyi and a China~an in a· third, and that MA MYA
SEIN
on enquiry the three men.said th~t .• ~ach ofthem was in
v.
the comp$\J~Y pf thy nesp~ctive . wg,tilan .toi .,t}:i:e purpose THf: ¥'-lNG.
of sexual intercourse havif!.g paid Rs. 60, Rs. 25 and E M,l.U~G, J.
Rs. 3.0 resp,r::y~iy~+Y fqr th~ serv;j:es qf the woman.
Accepting these facts to be true, as I must for the
purpose of the revision proceedings in hand, what
offence do they disclose ? They ~ert'!-iply qo not
9-t~clos~ an pffeq~e ~n.4~r ~ecttPP. 1l (a) of the
Suppression of Brot~els Act which penalizes a person
who ke~p.s 9f maqag~s <?f ~§~~st~ iq.tp~ mftnagement qf
a brothel. Neither do the facts bring Jhe women
under the provisions of section 4 of the Act. T-here is
no questio~ here o~ s~~icitin.& or J.tlO~esting for the
pl}rpose qf p,rqstitutiop. Th~re is nP Huestipn also at
these three women attracting or endeavouring to attract
~~e attenHon, qf any n.q~ for tJ1e PWP.~se of pr:o~titution.
A:P that t~~ fact~ would e~t?.-plish ~re that tq~s~ thre~
WOf!leq ~re Rrqstitutes, ?,.n$1 that the¥ were pre1~nt ~r
the pr~~pis.~s eRtereq b¥ tp.~ ppl~c~ 9ffi~~r~ ca,rryipg op
the business of prostitution. It :tp..?-¥ 9~· . rna)!' n.o.t p~
4~~~raql~ to !.1?~~51 p.rps~Hut\QI1 p.en~\f 9n thB-t ~ say
p.oth~n& i Jt i~ ~~¥QP.4 ~¥ PrPY.fP~~ <H>·aJ}lqg~~. J?u~ f~
the law, nP,W Sffl!1Ch;, PfO~t!t]lt~qr~ a~ ~qqq i~ flOt ;:t
cr~miq<l;l pfferu::e ~n~ the~~ t.t\r~tr ~pmen. 4-g~~n~t Y.{BPm
BP fact q9-s be~11 ape~~4 which WRp~q fQn~!Ht:t~ a
~rimiq~l PEf~nce'; f11u~t ~E q~~cq~H~~g from ~~rca,~~· I

~nP.

Tun Lwin

4-ccorq~B?.~¥ g~rept ~h~ir dt?~har~~-

7
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MAUNG .KAN NYUNT (APPLICANT)
v.

THE KIKG (RESPONDENT).*
Police Act-Ss. 43 (a) a11d 43 (d)-Protest agaiml an order of ret•ersioiiWhetlter offence und~r s. 43 (ct)-Abse~lce from duty for slrikc-Offtuce
umier s. 43 (a)-sentence.
Hdd: Protest for an order of reversion to the Headquarters Assistant is not
an offence under s. 43 (d) of the Police Act. That section penalizes violation of
duty or wilful breach of any rule or order. That rule or order should relate
to the duties of a police officer in discharge of his function, not a private
protest against an order of reversion.
If a police officer absents himself from duty without leave, by joining a
:;trike, he is guilty of offence under s. 43 (a) of the Police Act.
But where out of 72 strikers only four were selected and sent up for trial
and others equally guilty were not prosecuted at all, nominal punishment
should meet the end of justice.

E MAUNG, J.-This is a joint application by four
persons who had been convicted by the District
Magistrate, Mi"nbu, in his Criminal Regular,Trial ~o. 2
of 1947 of offences under sections 43 (a) and 43 (d) of
the Police Act, 1945.
Maung ;Kan Nyunt, the 1st applicant, had been
found guiJty ·of an offence under section 43 {d) of the
Act and had been sentenced to pay a fine -of. Rs. 65 or
in the alternative to undergo imprisonment for 21 days.
The learned District Magistrate has acquitted him of
the charge under section 43 (a) of the Act and vvith
.;j:hat .order of acquittal I am in entire agreement. I
. must say, however, that I cannot see my way to agree
with the learned District Magistrate in convicting the
applicant Maung Kan Nyunt. of an offence under
section 43 (d) of the Police Act. What has been
• Crimi11.al Revision No. 181B of. 1947 being review of the order of
Mr. G. L. Merrell•, District Magistrate of Minbu, in Criminal Regular Trial
No.2 of 1947.
·
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found established against him is that on receipt of an
order reverting him from the position df a Police
Station Inspector to that qf a Suh-11Jspectbi 7ofPolice,
he in the company of several other, persoils<\Vent to the
Headquarters Assistant (Police) and pro'tested against
the order of reversion. It is not for me to go into the
-question whether the reversion was justified or whetlier
the protest was made for good reasons, but I am clearly
of the opinion that a police officer by merely protesting
against an order of reversion to the Headquarters
Assistant (Police) does not commit an offence under
section 43 (d) of the Po~ice Act. Section 43 (d) of the
-Police · Act penalizes a police officer who is guilty of
any violation of dui.y or wilful breach or neglect of any
-rule or order made by a competent authority.
I
·cannot see that there h~s been any violation of duty or
wilful breach or neglect of any rule or order made by a
competent authority in Maung Kan Nyunt making
a protest against the order reverting him from the post
of a Police Station Inspector. lt seems to me quite
-clear that the words'' any rule or order" in section 43 {d)
of the Police Act do not extend to an order of the
nature in the present case. The rule or order contemplated by the Act in this behalf must be a rule or order
relating to the duties of a police officer in the discharge
·of his functions, namely, maintenance of iaw and order.An order, for instance, made by_a competent authority
-under the Criminal Procedure Code would be such an
order, but a mere executive order reverting a police
_officer from a higher appointment to a lower one is not
such an order and a protest against such an order or a
c.requestto have the order revised cannot fall within the
:,purview: of section 43 \d) of the Acf.
The applicant Maung Kan Nyunt is accordingly
:acquitted. The fine which he has pa~d
be
:;refunded to him. ·

will
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In the ~ase of the other thr~e applicants, however,
it
is
clea,r that they pave been COnvicted On their OWJ;l
. N~u~T
v.
f!.dmissions of having kept awa,y fro¥1 their duty
THE KING. without the nece~sary leave be~ng granted to thep-1 to
lj: ¥AtJNG, J. be ~o 4bsent.
They ?re t11erefpr~ clearly gqilty of the
offence w~der ~ection 43 (a) of the Police Act. But
from th.e wat~riiilp on th~ record I am .qot prepared to
ho-lq th;l.t tpe~e a,pp~icants should hayy been so severely
dea,lt wit.P as they h?Ve been by the trial Magistrate.
~.P fact the learned trial Magistrate himself, in the
co11rse of his judgment, said : "But it appears th?t
there is no reason to penalize them .P~~J.Vily Iperely
because they have peen seleded from a large number
of possible accused persons." As th~ learned
Magistrate pointed out there were no less thq.p. 72 police
co~stables and other officers ~nvolved in the stfi~e, _
~ach of whom had been <J.S guilty as aqy ~f the~e three
~pplicants of an offeq~e under sect;on 43 (a) qf. the
Police Act. The other p9 persop.s h.~ve npi. p~en
prosecuted and no q.ction what~oev~r appeq.rs t!:? have
been taken against th-em. J feel t4er~f!Jre ~qat a.
nominal sentence wo~ld rne~t ~h~ end.~ of justice in the
case of theS.e three appli,qmt~ in th~se ~!rqnpst;:tqces.
I accordingly confirm the conyicti8n of tb,e
applicants Maung Th~n Sh~ir, i\4aJ.Ing Sint a:qd ¥aung.
Thwin under sectiQn 43 (4) ?f the PoJip~ A~t, 194?,
p~t reduce the fine in th~ ~?~e ~£ ~a~h 8f th~m to a
~urn of Rs: 5 only. The d~ff~rence ~etw~~~ t!w a~o~nt.
whi~p each of them h£1.~ p~iq, ~114 Rs~ ~ w picP. i~ pp'f..
imposed on each of them, wiH k~ r~f~9.4~P. to therq ..
1947

MAUNG KAN
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before Mr. Justice E Marmg.

R..:M.lVI.R.M. CHETTYA:R FiRM
v.
MAUNG KYAvv HTU

(APPLICANT)

AND oNE (REsPoNDENTs}.*

.A gricullurat Debts Moratorium Act (Burma Act XXIV OJ 1947)-Ss. 2 (b)
atJd 3-S. 2 lb) when applicable-$. 3 whw applicable to pwding cases.

Htld: S. 3 of the Act does not apP,ly to pending suits. In rending suit the
plaintiff seeks to have defendant's liability declared. Before he can reap the
fruils of that decree he ri1ust apply for execution. It is at that stage that
s. 2, clause \b), comes into play and it would then be for the defendants to
claim that the decree could not be enforced and it must be kept under
.suspension.

tr. S. Vaikatram

fbr the applicant.

E MAUNG, J~--The applicant instituted a suit for
the recovery of Rs. 393-12 on tHe 31st March 1947.
This suit was met with a plea by the deftmdants under
.section 3 of the Agricultural Debts Moratorium Act of,
:1947 (Burma Act XXIV of 1947). The defendants
case was that in view of section 3 of the Act the suit
could not proceed. The learned trial Judge accepting
the defendants' plea accordingly stayed further
.proceedings in the suit. The plaintiff has come up to
-this Court ori revision against this order.
It- must be conceded, as the learned trial Judge
:himself has said in the course of his judgment, the Act
was couched in very unsatisfactory language. Section 3
·of the Act lea..ves much to be desired.
I have not had the advantage of hearing learned
;counsel representing the respondents who were
·defendants at the trial Court i but it see:ms to me
• Civil Revision No. 57 of 1947
Judge's Court of Thego n.

a~ainst

the order of the Subordinate

1941

Nov. 3.
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clear that section 3 of the Act does not apply to
pending suits ; all that the plaintiff in a pending suit
CHETTYAR
FmM
seeks is to have the defendants' liability declared.
M:uNG
Before he can expect to reap the fruits of that decree
KYAw HTu he must apply for execution and it is at the stage when
AND ONE,
he applies for execution that section 2, clause (b), of the
E MAuNG, J. Act would come into play and it would then be at that
stage that the defendants may, if at the time section 3,
is still in operation, claim that the decree of a civil
Court which is to be enforced-would be the debt
which could not:be enforced or must be kept under·
suspension. Till that stage is reached and in the
absence of any specific provision to the contrary, I am
definitely of the opinion that the present suit must·
proceed.
Accordingly, I set aside the order of the trial Court
and direct that the case be proceeded in due course
of law. The applicant is entitled to costs of thisapplication. Advocate 's fee 3 (three) gold mohurs.
1947

R.M.M.R.M.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. Jmtice Gledhill,

F. M. JONES

AND ONE (APPEL~ANT)

v.
THE KING

lRESPONDENT).*

Penat Code, s. 414-A:PPlicc.fi911 of the. doctrine of ejusdem generis rule.
Hdd : That ingredients of an offence under s. 414 of Penal Code are

'' concealing " or" disposing of " or " making away with " properties which
the offenc!er knows or has reason to believe to be stolen. It is not one of the
ingredients of the offence that the person who deals with stolen property
should deal in such a way that it becomes impossible to identify it or use it as
evidence.
Amar Nath v. Em#1'0I·, 36 Cr.L.J,1459; Nga Ym~v. Emperor, (1910-13)
1 U.B.R. 8, dissented from.

The rule of ejusdem gweris has no application in the interpretation of
s. 414 of Penal Code. That rule applies when the words of general meaning
are :followed by words of more particular Ineaning. Here concealin~·
disposing of or making away with C'innot constitute a genus. Disposing
may be a genus of which "concealing ''forms a spE:cies, but ·• concealing " is
not a species of" making away with."

Thein Moung for the appellant.
J.-The appellant was tried jointly with
one Mohamed Ebrahim, who was convicted under
section _408, Penal Code, on his plea of guilty, of
criminal breach of trust .of a Dodge Tipper belongirig~
to the Army. The appellant was convicted urider
section 414, Penal Code, of voluntarily assisting
in disposing of the vehicle, knowing it to be stol~n
property.
,.
Mohamed Ebrahim was a driver in t~e employ of
the Nizami Corporation which had a csmtract with the
Army. To enable the Corporation t,o perform its
contract, several motor vehicles, including the, Dodge
GLEDHILL,

• Criminal .Appeal No. 1710 of .l947 bei~g· appeal from the order of
Western Subdivisional Magistrate, Rangoon, dated the 23rd August 1947,
pasaed in Criminal Regular Trial No. liB of 1947.
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Tipper, were lent by the Army to the Corporation.
One day, either at the end of December 1946 or beginAND ONE
v.
ning of January 1947, the tipper was sent out in charge
THE KJNG.
'of Mohamed Ebrahim, and was not returned.
GLEDHILL, J.
On the 31-d January the appellant sold the vehicle
to a Mr. Trutwein of Yenangyaung for Rs. 2,500, and it
was eventually recovered from him.
The appellant deposed that Mohamed Ebrahim was
brought to hini by Ivlaung kauk (P.W. 3), and introduced as a person in a position to sell a dodge truck,
and two days later Mohamed Ebrahih1 delivered it,
the price agreed upon being Rs. i,SOO. According to
the ~anager of the Nizami Corporation (P.\V. 3) the
truck was worth Rs. 5,000.
The appellant admitted that he made no enquiries
about Mohamed Ebrahim's position in life, and he did
not ask him to prt>duce ariy ddcdments df title or even
ask him wHere he got it fiom.
Maung Kauk's evidence is in many respects
suspicious, but his evidence that he suspected the
truck was stolen, because Mohamed Ebrahim was a
mere driver, and in no position to purchase a truck,
is obviously true.
Trutwein lP.W. 2) says he agreed to purchase the
truck for Rs. 2,500, and the truck was at the appellant's
house. it had then no military or civil number. He
had' ~t painted before he took it to Yenangyaung. The
appeiiant w.as at the time of the crime a foreman in the
Road .Transport Board.
_, Th.ere are other facts indicating the nature of the
~~~s~qtion, but I feel I haye said enough to show· that
e,y~:qrf?..r~ -::·S:.Oncerned in the transaction must. hav~
~~<p)~!i ~y; f;~~ck was stolen property.
_
-- 11--thei:n~Moung's main point in argument ~as that;
~i!#':iit~_ing'f~A ta_as, iht? appeiiant ii_a s nof.co~mitfed the
offencecpimtshable under section 414 of the Penal Code·.
F. M. JoNES

'
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He relies on Amar Nath v. Emperor (1) and Nga
Yan v: King-Emperor (2).
The fotri1er dealt with the case of a person spending
morley which he knew to have been embezzled by
another. It was held that the efusde.rtl generis rule must
be applied to the words ci concealing or disposing of or
making away with the property " in section 414 of the
Penal Code, and it was said that the section was clearly
intended to penalize persons who deal with stolen
property il'i such a way that it becomes impossible, to
:identify it or use it as evidence.
Irt the latter case; the question was whether the
persoh lhot the thief) wild restored stolen property to
~the owner was liable to conviction under section 414.
It was Held he was not. Here again, the ejusdem
_generis rule was applied and it was held that the
section referred to assistance given to a thief to enable
him to conceal the stolen property or to convert it to
.his own use.
For reasons which I hope to make clear, with
:respect, I differ from both these dicta as to the scope
of·_ the section.
With respect, I agree that the person
who re3tores stolen property is not punishable uhder
-settidn 414.
The ejusdem generis rule is applicable when words
of more general meaning follow words of more patti:.
·Cular meaning.
Primarily; every word .in a statute is to be given its
fUll meahihg, as urtderstood ih the Gdurts, lJtit; subject
to the condition that the Courts are not at liberty td
impose tipon the words limitatibris h8t. ealled for by
the sense, objects, or mischief of the ei:iattmErif, \:\rhere
particuiar words are roilowed oy a ·gerH!ral word, the
_gerieral word is presumed to be t~H·ittea to tlie same
til 56 ct.L:J.· f4!;i;_

r2i (i9io--13J·l u.s.R. s.

1947
F. M. JoNES
AND ONE
'II.

THE KtNG.

GLEDHILL,

J.
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genus as the other words. Thus to repeat an example
F. M. JoNES quoted in Nga Yan's case (1) where a statute provided
AND ONE
v.
for a rate on the o;,.vners of " houses, buildings, and
THE KING.
property other thati land" in excess of that imposed on
GLEDHILL, J. land, it was held that " property other than land " must
be restricted to property of the same genus as houses
and buildings, and would not include a railway or
canal.
Now, in considering this question it is necessary toremember that the object of the Act was to provide a
"general penal code ", i.e. to provide a punishment
for all generally known and recognized crimes. It was
intended to punish, not only those who committed the
well known crimes such as theft, but also those who
were so connected with the principal as to come·
witbin the categories described in English common
law as accessories, before and after the fact.
A professional thief, of necessity needs a persont
sometimes described as a " fence ", to dispose of his.
ill-gotten gains, and I cannot think it likely that it was
intended to save him from punishment. Usually his
activities would be punishable under section 411 of the·
Code, but the " fence " might arrange for the disp.o sal
of stolen property for a thief to a 3rd person without.
ever having possession of the property. I cannot
believe it was ever intended that such an act was to go
unpunished . .
If the eiusdem generis rule is to be applied to tbe
words "concealing, or disposing of, or making away
with property ", it must first be ~hown th,at the ·words.
cpn.cep,?ing, disposing oj, ~nd 1na-king away with can:
C().l?-~titute ~ genus .
.J~ qeems to me that the interpretation of these:
word~ .i,n :Amar Nath's case (2) as meaning dealing with.
1947

(1)!~91<1-p)

t G.B.R. 8.

(21 36 Cr.L.J. 1459.
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stolen property in such a way as to make it impossible
to identify it cannot be correct, because this puts a
narr0\:1:er meaning on the words when combined than
is contained in t\le first word, which should be the
most particular if the rule is applicable, and which by
itseif would connote concealment for any purpose,
not merely concealment to avoid the property being
identified.
" Disposing of " may be a genus of which '' concealing " forms a specie~, but " concealing " is not a
species of the genus " making away with ", and
'' making away with ", which comes last is surely a
species of " disposing of." vVhen a more particular
word follows a general word, surely the ejusdem.
generis rule can have no application.
In my opinion, then, each of the expressions
'' co.ncealing ", " disposing of ", and '' making away
with " must be given its full meaning, and I think the
acts of the appellant set out above amount to assisting
in the disposing of, and making away witb the stolen
truck.
I have been asked to reduce the sentence. The
appellant received. a sentence of one year's rigorous
imprisonment, the same as Mohamed Ebrahim
received, and I cannot think it too. much. The
appellant is an Anglo-Indian of 45, in such a position,
and possessed of such knowledge, as to make his
conduct par~icularly blameworthy.
The appeal is dismis~ed.

107
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before Mr. 1t1sticc Gledlrill.

u

1947

Oct. 16.

THEIN

(APPELLANT)

v.
MA KHIN NYUNT (RESPONDENT).~
Crimi11al Pro"durt Code, ~s. 488, 489.

.

Held: Ari order for payment of n"laintenance remains valid and enforceable Lntil it is cancelled or modified according to law. Mere subsequent

cohatitation does not !necessarily revoke the order though it would be
autonlaHcally suspended for the reriod or cohabitation. if the tna•riage
between the,: parties is dissoll•ed by virtue of desertion, on the dissolution of
marriage, the wife i3 not entitled tu tllaintenance.
Pearey Lal v. Nm·ai!ti, 58 All. 379 ; Ka11agamm<1l v. Pat:dara Nadar,
I.L.R. 50 l\Iad. 663: Shaft Al.m lly~s v, Ul[af Bibi, I.L.R. 19 All. 50,
followed .

Kyaw Din for the appellant.
Ba Sein and Thein Matmg for the respondent.

J.- U Thein, the

petitioner in this case,
was the husband of Ma Khi~ Nyunt, the respondent in
this case and the petitioner in the other two cases.
U Thein has· not cohabited with the respondent since
1931. Ma Khin Nyunt obtained an order for maintenance under section 488 (1) of the Code of Cji.minal
Procedure and in Criminal Miscellaneous No. 72 of
1941 of the Headquarters Magistrate, Benzada, on the
1st January 1942, the allowance was enhanced to
Rs. 100 per mensAm. Since then, despite the fact that
Ma Khin Nyunt filed four applications to recover the
maintenance c;iue to her under the order, nothing has
GLEDHILL,

• Criminal Revisions Nos. 15213, 1.588 and 1598 of 194i being review
-of the order of Headquarters Magistrate, Henzada, dated the 31st March 1947,
_passed in CriOiinai·Revision No. 1 of 1947.
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peen paid by U Thein 1 except a sum paiq pnder the
stay order of Wright J. in Criminal Revision No. 174B
of 1947.
· ,
In Criminal Miscellan~pus No. 1 of 1Wf6 of the
Headq~arters Magistrat~, ·f lenzada, Ma Khi~· Nnmt
filed an application to recover arrears of maintenance
·,
-.
for 49 months at .J{s. 100 per mensem, and the applica·
tion was granted.
U Thein upsuccesshlllY appeal<;d to the Court of
Session, but, in Crimlnal J{evlsion 1-fo. 174B of 1946 of
this Court, l held that it WflS op<;n to U Thein to plead
that his marriage wit}1 Mq. J}hin Nyqnt hq.d been
dissolveq qpder the rule ip ~~ction 17 of Bpok V of
Manugye, and I remanded the case fpr hearing the issues
whether, and if so when, the marriage had been
dissolv~d.
The learn~q Magistrate held that the
1st January 1945. Both
marriage was dissolved
parties u~umc~essfully appeq.l~d to tpe Court of Session,
ai?4 botq pa~ties now ·<!.pply tP this Court ~n reyjsiop,.
U Tb.~iq to pave it h~ld thq.t the marriage w~s qissolv~d
in· l935, ?-np Ma J}hin !'fypnt to have it helcl that th~
n,prrjage is ~til! S1Jbsisting.
J qp not wish tp fi1Pf!at 'liY11f.~t .~ have ~aiq in W¥
judgtr1ent jn ~rirqin~l Reyisipn N.o. 174B pf 1946~ bJ.it
bo~h !R:Wf1r ~purt~ havf! ~qqwq a r~h1ct~nce to a~.c~pt
ffiY fHling·ip, }lJiit ~'t~~ 1 wJ1i~p ma~es lt n~q~$~ary tha~ J
shou14 cwpment qp. S!;:nne of the rentarl~s ip. their
' (

on

judg~ent~·
The le~rn~d

Magi~trq.te

aRP~f!.r~

qggri~vep

that
u 'fhejfh PY omitting tP P<t¥ 11J.f.if.ltenftn~@ P.prin~ the
Japan~?~ o~~Hpfttiqn 1 shoulq pe at:;>l~ to pqt h!ql$eH in
a .bet!.er. ER?~tio.n t!vm ~p wo~~d Ae in if h~ h~~ paip ..
11
He ;>~Y~ If the f3~~dhi~t l!fW i~ ..striFtl:y 2:PPH~:q, ~.~
g.on~ .~~ tP~ pre~~~~ PV?~? m~l}¥ wi~ps will pe· ~ep.riv~~
~f th~!! ~!!Q~~~~~· th!-"Q!:!g!! . no f~~lt of theirs. 1 there-fore. trt~~ tPf!:t ~e9tigp. 488,-c_riminai -fro~~giir~

·code,.
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and the rule in section 17 of Book V of M anugye need
consideration.''
U THEIN
V,
The fact that, in unexpected circumstances, a strict
MA KHrN
NYUNT.
application of the law produces curious results, is no
GLEDHILL, J. reason for a Judge assuming
the functions of the
Legislature.
In his judgment, the learned Sessions Judge has
remarked " vVhere the operation of a principle of the
personal law of the parties is bound to result in a
change or abrogation of any provision of law created
by statute and defeat the purpose for which tlie statute
was enacted, it is submitted that public policy demand
that despite the seeming conflict the settled rule of
statute law should be held to prevail."
Now had I held that a rule in the Dhammathats
respecting contract prevailed over a rule laid down in
i:he Con~ract Act, this implied criticism might have
been deserved, but I must point that, in questions
relating to marriage, the Buddhist Law has statutory
force by the provisions of section 13 (1) of the Burma
Laws· Act. There is no conflict between the Code of
Criminal Procedure and the Burma La~vs ACt in this
case. Chapter XXXVI of the Code was intended to
provide for maintenance of wives, not to prevent
divorce. The basis of an order of maintenance, and
its enforcement is that there should be a vali"d marriage
anct' that it should be still subsisting. In deciding
· ·wl;lether that status exists, a Criminal Court must apply
·tlik' law as laid down in the Burma Laws Act.
1
' .: : On·behalf of Ma Khin Nyunt it has been submitted
1
i4~t
~t1W: or.der for payment must reniain valid and
:-_t '"·ilf
·e.nf.orceable until it is cancelled or modified, and
.Pec/r~y?-i'ai.. v. Naraini (1) and Kanagammal v .
.Pandla'Pa<;Ni:iilar (2) have been cited. In both these
1947
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(21 I.L.R. SO Mad, 663.
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cases reference has been made to the general principle
,of law that an order whose term is not fixed, and u TftEIN
v.
whose currency is not made expressly dependent MA KHIN
uoon the continued existence of drcumstancesremains NYUNT.
GLEDHILL, J.
in force until can celled.
I observe, however, that the only provision in
8hapter XXXVI of the Code of Criminal Procedure
for the cancellation of an order passed under section
488 (1) is that set out in section 489 (2) which is only
.applicable when a .decree of a Civil Court affects the
position of the parties.
In the cases cited, the question was whether a maintenance order obtained by a wife was revoked by subsequent cohabitation with the husband, and in both cases
the finding was in the negative, but in both cases it
was held that the order would be automatically
·suspended for the period of cohabitation.
In Kanagammal's case \1) reference was made to
Shah Abu llyas v. Uljat Bz.bi (2), and the judgment was,
in par't, founded upon the decision in that case tbat.it
was the duty of the Court, when a plea of divorce had
been established, to decline to er1force the maintenance
order.
It was chiefly upon the last cited case that I based
my judgment in Criminal Revision No. 174B of 1946.
When an application to enforce a maintenance ordtr is
made under section 488 {3) the respondent is entitled.
to show cause, ·and the magistrate has a discretion to
.refuse to enforce it. What cause can be more sufficient than the fact that the relationship of husband and
wife, the essential basis of the order, has ceas~d to
·exist ?
'"
As for- U Thein's contention that the marriage was
·dissolved in 1935, I think it 1s quite clear from the .

•
(1) I.L.R. SO Mad..663.

{2).I.L.R. 12 All. 50,_
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eviqMnce th~t H cannot b~. ~ustained. It aBpe;us tpat
Thein'~ fg.Jh~r.,. U -Po -S~in, paid the mo-ney., d'J]e
MA KaiN
:qn,d¢t;.: the orP.r£s; prst !nto 9ourt for about two years;.
,.>~~i~T.- a:ncl subseq~~ntly to Ma Jihin Nyunt direct. Puripg
~LEmuLL, J. this per.iqtt,:·:~'V~';n;hein . was ma~ing his fkther an
•

p,fr~uq~
~ ~ ~.:

p

.

.

•

allowance~~':.J}ln:&, l.J

;.I

Po

Sein s~ys that, on one occasion
he ~vrotei·-·t~t'nt'tr'JJ."eih an!f ~sl~ed for an increas~ in the _
al16Wa'~c · · ·s1f, tl}e- . Court had enhanced .iMa Khin.
~Y-~~J·~-;-~L . 2:~i9.~~~-;;. ,·isd~tile, in the fac~ ~f thes~
~.t~t~1nenf-sJ i~~t:-''cqlltend t-h at,JJ · Thein was urt~ware of,
·b'r-·ciid 'ncl;~qui~~o~· in, these pq.ymepts. '~'So long as
the;y confillUecl, th.e marriage tle SUQl)isted.
-. It .seems to .me theh -that,. the starting point of the
;.pefipd ; of three years' desertion required tq bring the
·~ase· within the rufe' ,in section . 17 of :Soolc V of

lt

111a:n~gye<· is

·Jst.ia~4ary ,; r~4?,

~s h~ld , l:?y. th·~ lower
-C.dti~ts·,'· an·d tb~t .,,t he · roaFri<!-ge wtt&. 9is§qlye<;L · on.
_:~\s.t ,r, iT<J.P!.:;ar~~ ~945.: '')3f.be ~qn:sequ~ntial prd~r'_ q£ the:
~)l~arneCl·.Jaagistrate- is: cor[e~t. '
'Tn~..A-PJilications a"fe dismiss~d.
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
Be/ore U Thciu Mamtg, Cllt,;f Justice, l" Tu11 Nyu aud U Sal;.

M/7.1(/lg

JJ

H.C.

BABU SAGARMAL Tf:J3RE\VALA l:\PPELLANT)

1948

v.

Mar. 8.

G. M. LATIMOUR (RESPONDENT).*
Order {or ejcc/mc11l ttu(lcr s. 17 of the Raugoo11 City Civil Cuttl"l ActE.wcution t'f !ltc ord~,·-Obstruclion by a third person-Wltellttr ()nfer 21,
· Rule 97, applies.
Held by lite Full Bmch: Th:;t when a landlord has obtained an order of
ejectment against hi ~ tenant under s 17 of the Hangoon City Civil Court Act
and in courst of the execution of the said· •rder is oh;tructed by a third pe-rson
who is ne;ta party to lh e procee·!ings under s.17, the landlord can avail himseli
of the provision of Order XXI, Rule 9i, of th e Code of Civil Proc:-ed\:re and
obtain an order under Rule 98 tf the facts wo11ld ju~tify such a course. In
view of ss. 36 and 141 oi the Code and s. 23 of the Rangoon City Civil Comt
Act a nd Rule 3. of the Hangoc.n City Civil Court (Recovery of Possession and
Distress) Rult>s, the word "decree" in f<ules 97 and 91:l of the Order XXI of
the Codt includes an " order."
D. H Atchia & Co. v. M. E. Jer.wa, (1924) ~ B.L.J. 263; Ba~giamu:al v.
Appadttrai Grnmany, 6 l.C. 722; MahomedGitous,; S~ltib v. Shaik Molziclecn
Sa/tib, 1\.J.R. (1924) Mad. 7~; Nt~my(lnalye!Jgar v. Dcsika Chariur, (1933! I .I..R.
57 Mad 35; Meredith v. Sat~jiba ui Dasi, (1915) I.L.K 42 Cal. 313; Kilacluwd
Dcvclumcl & Co., Ltd. v. Ajt~dhia Prasad Sukhanaud & Co. a.ud others, 59
Born. 10, referred to

B. K. Dadac/Janji for the appdlant.
Ba Sein for the

re~pondent.

U THEIN MAUNG, C.J.-The question which has
been referred to the Full Bench is as follows :
"When a landlord hal'! 0ptained an ·order o£ ejectment ag:linst
his tenant !Jnder section 17 of the Rang0on City Civil Court Act
anp in the course of the execution of that order is obstructed by a
third person, who was not a party to the proceedings Qnder
section 17, can the landlord avail him~elf of Order XXI, Rule 9{, of
the Code of Civil Procedure to pbt~in re!i~f l?nder Rule 9~ if th~
facts would justify such a course?"
*Civil Refere;;c~ No. '] of 1947 of the High Court of Judicahtre at R:p1goon
but disposed of
High Court of the Union of Hurma.
·

by

R
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The reference has been made as there is some
conflict
of 'authority with D. H. Atchia & Co. v.
BABU
SAGAR~rAL
M. "E.]eewa (1) and S. Periayya v. Kyaw Leong Tong
TIBREWALA
Society
t2) on one side and Baggim1zmal v. Appadurai
v.
G.M.
Gramany (3) and Mah01ned Ghouse 'Sahib v. Slu:tik
LATiMoUR
Mohideett Sahib (4 )'on the· other, and it i!'i desirable
U THEIN
MAUNG, C.J. that there should· be an authoritative decision of this
Court on a matter of such practical importarice.
Th~ an~\ver to the question under reference will
depend onthe answers to the following questions:
~ , ~1) ·w hether an
order of ejectment under
section 17 of the Rangoon City Civil Court Act can be
treated as a decree within the purview of Order XXI;
Rules 97 and 98, of the Code of Civil J?rocedure.
(2) If it Cannot be so treated, whefher it is an
order which can be executed under section 36 of the
1948

••

0

•

.

~~

(3) If it can .be so executed, whether the
provisions of Order XXI, Rules 97 and 98, will apply
in case of resi~tance or ·obstructiqn to delivery of
possess10n.
_
These questions have not been considered in the
cases of D. H . Atchia & <;o. v. M. E. ] eewa (1) and
S: Feriayya v. Kymv Leong Tong Society \2) .. In the
first 'cas~ a Bench of the · High Court of Ju'di~ature at
·Rangoon hyld that where a landlord gets an order of
~jectment 'against: hi~ ten:~nt u_nder section i-7 of ·the
~Rangoon Small C;tuse CQl\rt. A~t ~ndthe· prop~rty is in
the possession of a sub-tenanf,'only' 'syrribolical and riot
ad-ual possession can be ·-granted up:der Qrder XX~;
Rul~ 3.6, of· the .Code of ~ivil . Procedure, as the:-·subwas not a party . to- the proceedings and not
~.d~Hd ~b:y the ,.order. ' In the second · cas.e Wright J.J
0

tenmt

'

(l}:_llt>i4)~:3 -B:L.j. ·26}.
.
12) Civil Re'tl,sion'No~ .14 qf 1947 in the
·

Hi~h 'Cqurt

o.! Judicat_ur~at Rangoon.

-

"

(3) 6, l.C.. 722.
· {4) 1_\.I.R. (192_4} Mad. 74.

BURMA L.: N REPORTS.
who by the way is the Judge who has made tht~ present
reference to the Full Bench, followed the ruling in the
first case anQ. held that RJlx 7 of the f<angoon City CiYil
Court (Recovery of Possc:o:sion and Distress) Hu lo.:s ·was
ultra vtres in so far as it prov!cled that an order of
ejectment under section 17 of the Rangoon City Civil
Court Act shall justify the bailiff in giving possession
of the property after removing, if necessary, not only
the defendant but all other persons in occupation
thereof. He did not go into the question ~s to whether
Order XXI, Rules 97 and 9C\, might not be applicable and
\vhether persons other than the defendant who
were found in occupation of the property might not be
liable to be ejected under the provisions thereof, i.e. as
persons who are not in possession of tbe property on
their own account or on ~ccount of some person other
than the defendant.
Incidentally Rule 7 of the Rangoon City Civil Court
{Recovery of Possession and Distress) Rules has been
amended by deletion of reference to all other persons in
occupation since the case of S. Periayya v. Kyaw Leo1lg
Tong Society (1) was decided by vVright J. [see
Notification No. 11 (General), dated the 8th October
1947, of the High Court of Judicature at I{angoonJ
However, the amendment does not make any difference
·with:regard to the questio? now under reference.
Baggiarmnal v. Appadurai Gramany (2) and
Mahomed Ghouse Sahib v. Shaik Mohideen Sahib (3 1 relate
to orders of ejectment under the Presidency· Small
Cause Courts Act. Such orders are similar to orders
of ejectment under section 17 of the Rangoop City Civil
<::ourt Act. .Such orders are· passed under section 43
of the Presidency Small Cause Courts Act on
applications filej under section 41 thereof just as
(1} Ci vii Revision No. 14 of1947 in the

High Cou·rt of Judicature at Rangoon.

, (2) 6 I. C. 722.
(3). A.I.R. {1924) Mad. 74.
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orders of ejectment under the Ram;oon City Civil Court
Act are passed on applications under section 17-thereof.
BABU
Ba[!.giammal v. Appadurai Gramany {1) is
case in
SAGARMAL
TIBREWAI.-\
which
a
person
who
was
dispossessed
under
an
01 der
v.
G.M.
of
ejectme-nt
objected
under
Order
XXI,
Rule
100,
of
LATI~!OUR.
the Code of Civil Procedure and it was held that the
U THEIN
deal with the 'objection.
MAU:.G, C.J. Court had jmisdiction to
Miller J. obsernd in the course of his judgment therein
" I am ~skcd to hold '"' ii' * "" th~t a person
dispossessL::cl under Chapter VII has no remedy but the
suits given by sectjons 45 and 46. "~' * 'x' * but it
seems to me that the language of section 48 is w;de
enough to give the necessary jurisdiction. The case iS
closely analogous to that of dispossession of a third party
under a decree and Chapter VII makes no express
provision of the procedure to be adopted i:p such a case."
Section 48 of the Presidency Small Cause Courts Act
provides that in all proceedings under Chapter VII of
the Act the Small Cause Court shall follow the pro cedure
prescribed for a Court of First Instance by the Code of
Civil Procedure. Th~re is. no section similar to section
of the Presidency Small Cause Courts Act in Chapter
V of tl;le Rangoon City Civil Court Act, i.e. the chapter
in which section· 17 is enacted. However, u11der
section 32 thereof, the High Court may from time to
time by rules hiwing the force of law reg11late the
procedure of the Gourt ip th~ ex~rcise of its jqri~di~tion
~nder Chapter V ; and according to Ru'e 3 of the
Ra-~goon· City Civil Court (Recovery of Possession and
Distress) Rules wbicb have been maqe by the High
Court'' an applicati.on under-section 17 o.f the Act shall
be in the form of a plaint. i~ which the applicant shall
b~ the plaintiff and the occupant the defenclant a~d the
matter
be treated
as
of
'
. shall
. .
.
. a suit." So section 23
-·
the Act .apelies and the procedure prescribed by the
1948

a

4s

(1) ~ I.C.

722_-
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Code of Ci\'il Procedure must be foLcmd . BesicL~s,
according to section 141 of the Code of :__·tvd l'roced1.1re
"the procedure provided in this Code in re~<~rcl to suits
shall be follO\ved as far as it can be made aprli'-:~:bll: in
:Jl proceedings in any Court of civil jtn·isdic ti~ n."
Mahonzed Glzouse Sahib v. Shaik ilfohtdeen ::>a lab ( 1)
IS a case in which it was held that section +8 c,f the
Presidency Small Cause Courts Act makes the provisions
of the Court of Civil Procedure applicable to
proceedings under Chapter VII of the Act and that the
language of section 48 is wide enough to include a
power to act under Order XXI, l\ule 9R, of the Code of
Civil Procedure. Krishnan J. observed in the course of
his judgment therein : "To hold otherwise \Yould lead to
the extraordinary result that, though Small Cause Court
can pass an order in ejectment against a tenant, its order
could be defeated by the tenant giving over possession
to a thitd party a day previous to the date fixed for
ejectment. The Small Cause Court bas power to remove
any improper obstruction to the carrying out of its
own order." These remarks of Krishnan J. may be
compared with the reh1arks of vVright J; in his order.of
reference ·w herein he has stated 1 ' there are the practical
difficulties which will arise if a tenant can defeat an
order 'tmder sectibn 17 of the Rangoon City Civil Cou rt
Act by making over possession of the property to a
third party a few days before the time fixed for tbe
tenant's eviction."
It will thus be seen that there has been a conflict of
authority as the High Court of Judicature at RaHgoon
ha.s not in the·said two cases considered the questions
a.sto(1) whether an order of ejectment tinder section 17
of the H<l;ngoon City Civil Court Act should
not .be treated as a decree ;
(1) · A.I.R

(1924) iVIad.

7~.
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(2) whether it is not an order which can be
executed in the same way as a decree ; and
BABU
(3) whether Order XXI, Rules 97 a·nd 98, of the
SAGAR~UL
TIBREW"ALA
Code of Civil Procedure will not apply in
!!.
G.:'il.
the case of resistance or obstruction to
LA TIM OUR.
delivery of possession in execution of such
U THElN
an order.
MAUNG, C.J.
Novv, with reference to the first que?tion, as has
already been stated above, Rule 3 of the .Rangoon City
Civil Court {Recoyeq~ of Possession and Distress) f<ules
provides that an applicati~n under section 17 of the
Act shall be in the form of a plaint, and that the matter
shall be treated as a suit, and final orders in ~uits usually
take the form of decrees. So, even though the ru] e
does not 'proceed to lay down that the final order on the
application shall be treated as a decree, it must, in our
opinion, be treated as such. The .distinction between an
order and a decree as defined in section 2, clauses {14)
and {2), is very fine, and there is no reason why the
formal expression of a decision in a matter which must
be treated as a suit should not be treated as a decree.
It has been contended by the learned advocate for the
respondent that, according to section 17 of the Rangoon
City Civil Court Act itself, the Court can pass- only an
order of ejectment of the occupant and for delivery of
possession: of the prop.erty, and that what must be an
order thereunder q.nnot be a decree. However, there
is nothing to prevenJ the order which is not a decree
being ireat€d as a decree, just as the application is
treated as a suit and the respondent thereto is. treated ·
as a defendant.
With reference to the second q.uestion; 'the lea~ned
advocate for. the respondent' h_as . contended that
section 36 of the Code of Civil Procedure refers only
.to orders ~nder the Code itself. However 1 '~order "
has _been:·deflned in section. 2, Clause. (14), of the Code1948
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as d the formal expression of any decision of a civil
Court which is not a decree." The definition does not
contain al)y restriction or limitation to support the
learned advocate's contention. In this particular case
the Rangoon City Civil Court is a civil Couh, and the
order of ejectment is the formal expression of a decision
of that Court. So, if that order be not- a decree, it
must be an order as defined in the Code, and therefore
an order to ~he .execution of which the provisions of the
Code relating to the execution of decrees shall, so far
as they are applicable, be deemed to apply under
section 36 of the· Code
With reference to the
contention that section 36 of the Code i;; limited to
orders mad·e only under the Code, Kania'J. has observed
in Kilachand Devchand & Co., Ltd. v. Ajudhia ·Prasnd
Sukhanand & Co. and others ·(1) : "In my opinion
section 36 is not limited to orders made only under the
Code, but 'is applicable to all orders which could be
included in the definition of the term 1 order' as defined
in section 2 (14). 'lf * * * "* In my opinion, if
· the Court has jurisdiction to make an order, it has
necessarily jurisdiction to enforce the order and the
law .does not allow its machin.ery to be clogged in this
respe<.;:t. "'' "'' *'' "~' 't.< In Narayana Iye,ngar v.
Desika Clzariar (2)' it was held tl1at orice a Court is
·given jurisdiction, -the necessary consequences fto\v ·
from its exercise of. such jurisdiction, without any
express words, and, therefore, the Court's order can be
enforced in the usual way in _which orders m~de by the
Courts are enforced." It has been pointed· out in
Meredith v. Sanjiba1zi Da.si t3) that an order under
section 43 of the Presidency Small Cause Courts Act,
which is similar to ari order of eiectrnent under
·section 17 o( the Rangoon City Ci~ri:I".Court Act, is a
111 {1935) I.L,R. 59 Bom. 10.
{2) (1933) I.L.R. -57. Mad. 35,
.•
·(3) (1915) LL.R. 42 Cal. 3L{
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or warrant for the giving of possession which rnnst
be executed by the bailiff.
The order clearly is an executable order, and not
a mere brutum fulmen. So, under section 36 of the
Code of qvil Procedure, the provisions of the Code
relating to the execution of decrees must be deemed
to apply to the execution of the order.
.
vVith reference to the third question, we are of the
opinion that Order.XXI, Rules 97 and 98, of the Code
of Civil Procedure are applicable in the case of
resistance or obstruction to delivery of possession in
execution of an order of ejectment under: section 17
of the Rangoon City Ci vii Court Act: whether that
order be regarded only as an '' order " under section 36
of the Code or whether it be treated as a decree in
view of Rule 3 of the ·Rangoon City Civil Court
(Recovery of Possession and Distress) Rules and
section 141 of the Code of Civil Procedure. Rules 97
and 98 refer only to " the holder of a decree ", ''.the
execution of a decree " and " a ju_dgment-dehtor.n
However, in view of section 36 of the Cod.e, the
reference to a decree must be deemed to include a
reference to an order also. Besides, a decree-holder
has been defined in section 2, clause· (3), of the Code
as · "any person in whose favour a decree has been
passed or an order capable of execution. has been
made", and judgment-debtor has been defined in ·
clause. (10) thereof as u any person against whom
a decree ·has been passed or an order capable of
executio'n has been made."
In the words of Plowden, ''it is not the words
of the law b.ut the internal .sense of it that makes
the law and our law (like all other) consists of two
parts, namely, of body and soul ; the letter of the law
is the J:Jody of the _iaw _and_ the sense and. r:~ason
of the I~w is the soul .of the law "; and in this case we

\\Tit
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have come to the conclusions which :1av .: been ~,. t
out above by construing the Stalutes and tf •e Rule:;
according to the plain, literal and gt·<anmati..: ..l
meaning of the \Yorcls and our interpretation of ti ·:::
St<:tutes and the Rules bas the advantages of mak;n:;:
the order of ejectment effective and also of prr:Hntiu~
any person from profiting by his O\Vn wrong, Le. ,>f
making it po"sible for the Court to deal undt.:r
Order XXI, Rule 98, of the Code of Civil Procedure
\Yith any person who resisJs or obstructs delivery of
possessiop under the order of ejectment at the
instigation of the judgment-debtor. " On the general
principle of avoiding injustice and absurdity, any
construction would, if possible, be rejected (unless the
policy and object of the Act required it) whicli. enabled
a persori to defeat or impair the obligation of his
contract by his own act, or otherwise to profit by
his own wrong." (IVIaxwell on Interpretation of
Statutes, 9th Edition, page 215.) So our in terpretaiicm of the Statutes and the Rules appears to be in
consonance not only with the language but also the
spirit thereof.
· \iVe accordingly answer the question ,:vhich has
been referred to us in the affirmati v.e.
U TuN BYU, J·:-It has been contendecl . on· behalf
of the respondent that the applicatibns filed under
section 17 of the Rangoon City ·Civil Court Act are
not suits, and they accordingly do not· attract the
provisions of section 23 (1) of the Rangoon City Civil
Court Act. Rule 3 of the City of Rangoon (Reco\;ery
of ·Possession and ·Di?tress) Rules, made under section 32 of the Rangoon City Civil Court Act, prescribes
that an . application under section 17 of the Rangoon .
·City Civil Court Ad is to be made in the form df a
plaint and that the matter .is to be treated as a suit. ·
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It is also contended on behalf of the respondent that
Rule 3 is ultra ~~ires of section 17 of the Rangoon City

·civil Court Act in that it purported to convert wh~t is
called an application under section 17 ,into a suit.
v.
G.M.
This contention cannot be accepted as Rule 3 of the
LATIM OuR.
City of Rangoon ( Hecovery of Possession and Distre:>s)
u TUN BYU,
Rules purports to 'do nothing more than to apply the
J.
Civil Procedure Code to apr.lications made under
Chapt~r V of.the Rangoon City Civil Court Act and to
all proceedings arising out of the applications made
under Chapter V.; and .the H~gh Court has clearly~
under section 32 of the Rangoon City Civil Court Act,
power by means of rules to .regulate the Procedure of
the Court in connection with Proceedings instituted
under section 17 of the Rangonn City Civil Court Act.
The first point is, whetll·er an application under
section 17 of the Rangoon City Civil Court Act, \vhich
i~ included in 'Chapter V ~f that·Act, can be considered:
to be a suit for the purpose ,)f section 23 (1) of that.
Act. The expression '' suit" has not been d efined in
the Code of Civil Procedure or in any o.tber Act, but
there can be no doubt that the expressi~n ,, suit, is
'very comprehensive one. Under Order IV, -Rule J, of
the Code·.of Civil Procedure a suit must be initiated by
a p1ai.nt 1 and Rule 3 of the City of Hangoo'n (Recovery
. of Possession and Distress) Ru'les prescribes that the
application under section I 7 of the Rangoon City CiviL
Court Act must be made in. the form of a plaint. As
Rule Y·I~as also .prescribed that the· application so
initiated is·to be tr~ated as
suit, it seems. to be clear
that the Pl1rport of Rule 3 is .to make . the provisions
·of ·the Code of Civil Procedure applicable to the
applieatioQ.s. made under Chapter V of the Rangoon.
City Civil ~urtAct and to all ptoceedings arising.out
o~ those app!Jcations.. It might also .be obs~rved thatfor the purpose o(Court Fees Act an application under

a

a
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section 17 of the Rangoon City Civil Court Act is,
1948
under section 27 l2}, deemed to be' a stiit. .It could
thus be said that the provisions of the Code of Civil sA:::li~A.L
Procedure have been mad·e applicable tq ,appl1c<:~;t~pns · TtilR~~vAr.A.
filed under s~cti.on 17 of _th:- R:ang~.o-~ City ~ivil Co-u rt ~LA~:,;;~R.
Act and to all pr..acr:-edmgs. ansmg out of· those · . t"
. ~ U TUN BYU,.
app11ca 1<;>ns.
·
J.
If the Civil Procedur('( Code ~pplies to applications
made under section 17 of the Rangoon City ~ivil
Courf Act, it seems to be immaterial whether the order
passed und~r section. 17 amounts to a decree or not,
because under section 36 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, · the prov-isions of the Code of Civil
Procedure apply to orders made under section 17 of
the Rangoon City Civil Court Act. The order made
under section 17 of the Rangoon City Civil Court Act
is clearly an order .which may be required .to be
enforced· or executed, and such order appears to be
v.ritl}in the meaning of section 2 (14) of the Code of
Civil·. Proce_d ure. It is, ho\.vever, contended that
_section 36 of the Code of Civil Procedure -applies only
to -orders that . have been 'm9-de under the Code
· of Civil Procedure, and to no other orders. The
expression '' ord~r" is de.fined in section 2 (14) · of the
Code of Civil :Procedure to mean ·a formal e~pr~s,sion
o1 any decision of ·a civil Court which is not a 'decree,
.but the word Cl order"'' in section 36 oug ht to be given
a meaning consistent with .the definition given in
.·se.ction 2 (14) in the absence of anytl!ing in section 36
tq indicate that the word ".order". _appearing· therein
is·. used in a more J;estrided 'sense ·than ·as defined
iri . section 2 (14). Th'e· . obser~ation 'of <Kania J~
Kitacha_·nd · Devchand . &· co., Ltd. v. Ajudhia
Prasad · ·Su.khanand & Co. mtd others (1) may

in

..

.
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(1) "(1935)' I.L.R. 59 Born,. 10.
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be referred to, and it appears, with respect, to be
correct, and it is as follows :

BABU
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J,

"In my opinion section 36 is not limited to orcle1·s made
under the Code, but is applicable to ail orciers which could be
incluclecl in the clcfinition of the tet·m 'orckr ) as clefineu in
section 2 (H)."

The case of D. H. Atclzta & Co. v. M. E.]eewa (1) does
not throw much ·light on the question under reference
in this case as it does not purport to deal with the
provisions of Rule 97 or Rule 98 of Oi·der 21 of the
Code of Civil Procedure. There the case was decided
solely on the provisions of Order 21, Rule 35, of the
Code of Civil Procedure, but it is clear that tl1e
relevant wordings in Rule 35 are· not the same as
in Rule 97 or Rule 98 of Order 21 of the Code of
Civil Procedure. Under Order 21, Rule 98, it is not
only the judgment-debtor but any person who acts
under the instruction or instigati~n of the judgmentdebtor can be proceeded against, although the latter
person might not be a person who came 1.vitbin
the meaning of the expression '(any person bound by
the decree" in Order 21, Rule 35, of the Code of Civil
Procedure.
The cases of Baggiammal v. Appadurai Gramany (2)
and Mahomed Gh.ouse Sahib y.- Shaill Mohideen Sahib (3)
relate to the construction of certain section of the
Presidency .Small Cause Courts Act,· which is not the
same as in ~he present section 23 of the Rangoon City
.Civil Court Act. ·It seems, however, to be clear that
the provisions of sec.tion 23 (1) of the Rangoon City
Civil Court Act, i( read with Rule 3 of the City of
Rapgoon. (Recovery of Possession and Distressf Rules
and section 36 of 1i1e Code of Civii Procedure show
{1) (194.4) 3 B'.L.J. 263.
12) 6 I.C. 722.
(3) A.I.i~. (1924) Mad. 74.
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the answer to the question propounded
reference must be in the affirmative.
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U SAN MAUNG, J.-I agree with my Lord the Chief
Justice and ~ hav~ nothing to agd to his judgment.
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FULL BENCH (CIVIL).
B.:!ore U Tit em Mauug, c:nc[ Ju,f!co, U Aung T!tn Gyaw a uri U Bo Gyt,! J.

H.C.
1948

Mar.17.

MA. THEIN NU

(APPELLANT)

v.
MA PvVA THIT

Axn ONE (REsPoNDENTs).~'

Bun;zesr: Buddhist L.lw-Grdlltici:' U of parents when divorced-Docs uot
maintain ji/l:zl rd:<lio/l.,lrit ,,-;/!; ouc of its j'>artllfs-IV/zct!rer losrs its
rigid ofiuhenlance of t/zal P<>rcl!/'s parent.
Held. by 1/lc Full Bel/dt : That a child who after the divorce of its parents
who are Bur!nese Bllclclhists, neither lh·es with nor rnailltains filial relationship
with one of ils parents docs not lose its ri~ht of inheritance to the property of
that parent's parent a!1d it is not necessary that filial relationship between
itself and its p:.\fent should be resumed before it can inherit trotn the grandparent.
lili Tflaik v. Mi Tu, (1872-92• S .J.L.B. 184; Na Shwc Ge v. Nga Latz aud
one, (1872-92) S.J.L.B. 296; liia Pan atu! olftu~ v. Maung Po Cha11 a11d o:lters,
(1897-1901) 2 U.B.R Uo; Ma Scin Nyo v. Ma Kywc, ((189Z-96) 2 U.B.R.l59;
MatwP, Paa v. Ma Huyi, (11397-1901) :2 U.B.R. 104; Ma Yi v. Ma G'1ie,
5 L.B.I~.l33; MaE Mev . Mattug Po Nya, 11 _B.L.R. 316; Na lila K<tt. v.
Mmt:tg Chit ~a a uri others, (1910) 3 a.L.T. 109; Mi Nyo v. Jli Nyein T!w,
(1904-06) 2 U.B.R., Buddhist Law of ln)lerilance, p. 15 ; Le Matmg v. Ua [{we,
(1919(10 L.B.R. 107 ; MauHg Dwc aud others v. K!xoo Hat/.llg S!teiu ami oNters,
(1925) I.L.R. 3 Han. 29 ; Mmwg }],,I,lf aud ot!rers v. Jlla Po zo,, (1893-1900)
P.J.L.B. 46') at p. 470; ,lla:mg Pv Tim Dmo v. Mattug !Po T!ta11, [1923) I L.R.
1 Ran. 316 (F. B.) ; U Sci11 v. ilia Bck a~td others, ll \133) I.L.R·ll Ran, 158 ;
Na•wg Paik v. Mar11~g Tlta Slrtm a11d ,wotltC1' (1940) R.L.R 28, referred t~.

Hla Gya'W for the appellant.

Tun Maung for the respondent.
The following judgment of the Full Bench was.
. delivered by·
B THEIN MAUNG, C.J.-Th,e question which has
~ee_~ referred to the Full Be~·ch is as follows :
"Does a· c~ild who, after the .divorce of its parents (being
Burmese Buddhists) · neither lives with, nor m~ihtains fili<J.l
• Civil Reference ·No. 8 a{ 1947 against the decree .o fthe District Court of
Sagaing in Civil Appeal No, ~3 of 1946.
.
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reiations )Vith, one of its parents, lose its rights o£ i11hedtance to
the property of that parent's parents unless anct until filial
relations between itself and that pm·e·nt are resnm'i!d "?"

There is no express provision in tl,le Dlta,mmathats
as tq whether such a child should lose liis· rights of
inheritance to tbe ·estate of the grandparents ~t _pll ;
and the reference has been made to find out \Yhether
the law relating to the rights of inlieritance of ·su~h a
child in respect of the estate of his own parent, with
\vhom he has not maintained filial relations, should or
should not be extended to cover the case.
As has been pointed out by U E Maung (now a_
Judge in the Supreme Court of the Union of Burf!la)
at pag.e 245 of l~is book on Burmese Buddhist Lavv the
Jaw relating to the cb.ildrei1 of divorced parents is
n~ainly case-law. Mi Thaik v. Mi Tu (1) is the leading
case. It decided "where husband and wife divorced
by mutual consent. and the young daughter remained
till her father's 'death in .the house of her mother_ and
her mother!s second husband, and did nof rene\\i filial
connection with her own father, and where there was
no special contract to a contrary effect at the time of
the divorce, the daughter is not entitled to .a share of
the joint -property . acquired by th~ f?ther. and th~
second wife."
the course of his judg~1ent therein
Jardine J.C. -. observed, "The principle applied to 'an
adopted son runs more or less through the whole la\~r
of inheritance. It is presumed that the. children V.rilr
· be dutiful to their parents' even if they -(the children)_
have· married c;tnd received as ~gifts the wherewithal
to set up .separate establishment§·.. In the· 5th section·
of the· Dhammavilasa tl1e _reason why the eldest son
.gets a share. is said to be that ·he with. his pa~ents
had plann_ed and wor1<:ed. In section 1? it is mentioned

In

(1)_.(1872-92) S.J,L.B. 184.
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that the son who lives with his parents is better
able to ·help them in lawsuits and disputes ; and
-MA -THEIN
the written law and present opinion coincide in
Nu
v.
requiring the princ~pal heir to take up the parent's
MA PWA
THI'l'AND
burden on th~ pare?t's de~th. . Section 13 of the
. ONE.
FT'un.nana shows clearly that children who expect to
U THEIN
inherit
should remember their parents jn adversity as.
MAUNG, C.J.
well as in prosperity. If the parent$ become too poor
to support themselves, filial piety \VOuld induce the
childr-en to· sell themselves in order to provide the
means. Sec also sections 9 to 12 of the Mohavicchedani, Notes on Bqddbist Law, VI : 'If tl1~ eldest
son or eldest daughter do ~ot perform the busin-::ss of
their father and mother, the snare of such, son or
daughter shall be forfeited or made less.' "
In Ma Shwe Ge v. Nga La~1- and Nga. On (1),
Ward J.C. observed "Tbe rule (in Mi Thaik v.
M~ Tu), moreover, ~s an equitable rule anq sbould I
think be maintained so long as there i$ no distinct
provision in the Dhamn-zathats which confljcts \:vith it."
And in Ma Pon and f-le-·o others v. lVIqung Po Cfzan a11d
two of hers l2), Thirkell White J.C. cited \~ith approval
the following-·passp.ge from the judgment in Ma Sein
Nyo v. Ma l(ywe (3), "Nmv, it appears to be clearly a
principle of Buqdh~st Law that the child Wl10 is to
inherit must aid anq cherish the paref!t, anq live with
him, or und~r such circumst(tnces as to show th~t filial
duty is discharg~d ~ccording to his wishes and that the
family ti~ is unbroken." And. pe has al;So observed in
the course of his judgment therein, "The intention of
th~ law ~~em!:! t9 be -that on divorc~ separate households should
be constituted
and that
the. members
of
. .
.
'
.
.'
each househ~~d should not r~t?-in tre rlght of sharin·g
in th~ estate of 'the other. _ As ¥r. }4r9-ine obs~rved m,
1948

'

-

.

\

~ ~

(2) (1897-1901) 2 U .B.R. 116.
(3) (1892-:96) 2 p.B."+X. 159.

(1) (1872-92) S.J.L.B. 296.
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a passage already quoted, 'The principle :1pplied to an
adopted son runs more or less through the whole law
of inheritance.' If, as was held in the case of Mamzg
Pan v. M a Hnyi (1 ), the adopted chil~ has no claim to
share in the estate of his natural father, there does not
seem to be any reason why daughters, who separate
from their father's house in consequence and on the
occasion of their parents' divorce, should retain any
claim to their father's estate."
In the leading case the daughter was an adult vd10
bad not maintained filial relations with her father and
the father was a man who had married again after his
divorce. However, the rule has been exter'lded subsequently to cover (i) the case of a person who was a
mere d1ild when its father died and had no opportunity
of exercising any option of renewing filial relationship
vvith him. See J11a Yi v. Ma Gale (2) and 111a E Mev.
Jl1 aung Po JJ1ya (3) and (ii) the claim to inherit the
estate of a father-who did not marry again but lived the
rest of his life with a daughter by an earlier marriage.
[See Ma Hla Kin v. Maung Chi/ Po and two (4).]
Now the question is whether the rule should be
further extended to cover the case of a claim to inherit
the estate of grandparents. The ·rule. may be an
equitable one so far as it relates to a claim to inherit
the estate of the parent with whom a child has not
maintained filial relations, filial relationship being in the
words of U May Oung ' 1 the fundamev.tal requisite in
orqer to qualify a child for inheritance." However)
the rules relating to the incidents of adoption must be
applied with caution. _The analogy is not perfect.· It
is open to the child to renew filial relations and thereby
regain the status of an heir and in the cas.e of a son
conceived in wedlock but ·born after divorce he has a
(1) (1897~1901) 2 U.B,R. 104.
(2) 5 L.B.R. 133.

9

(3) 11 B.L.R. 316.
(4) (1910)3 B.L.T. 109.
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claim upon the estate of his father in the abs~nce of
other heirs. [See Kinwunmingyi's Digest, Vol. I,
ss. 297, 298 and 299 ; 111anuflye, Book X, sections 53
and 55, and J.lii Nyo v. 1Jili Nyein. Tha (1).] A Bench
of the Chief Court of Lower Burma observed in
Le Mmmg v. Ma Kwe (2) "if it were a questio:: of
inheriting from. Maung Le Maung (the father), we
might properly consider the claims of Ma Kwe (a
daughter who was born before divorce) if she -vvere the
only surviving descendant by blood." And in the
case of an adoption, the child cannot have a claim
on the estate of the father even in the absehce of
other heirs.
There is no rule of law which requires grandchildren to live or vvork with grandparents ; and even
in the case of step-grandchildren their Lordships of
the Privy Council have held that failure on the part of
minor step-grandchildren to live with the step-grandmother and their. failure to bury h er did not disqualify
them from inheriting her estate. [See Jv.laun.g Dwe
and others v. [{!zoo H aung Slzei'n and others (3 }.]
Besides a son conceived in wedlock and born aJter
divorce is entitled to inherit the estate of his paternal
grandparents although he has been living with his
mother for the reason that he is a son begotten after
a regular m arriage by the consent of parents-an
excellent child and entitled to inherit. (So:i5i£...1:Go:oSS:§·:m;p
06CS[GOJ'JOJG~::nt§1 ::n'J:@<£1i)G~~OJ~oot§u) (See Kinwunmingyi's
Digest, Vol. I, sections 297, 298 and 299 ; !J1anukye,
Book X, section 55.
It may b~ equitable to hold that a· child removed
from _the father's family and continuously resident with
her divorced mother· acquires or retains rights in her
mother's_or new family's property and loses her rights
U) (1904-06) 2 U.B.R., Buddhist

Law, Inheritance, 15.

(2) (1919) 10 L.B.R 107.

(3) (1925) I L.R. 3 Ran. 29.
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in the family whence she came as she has not liYccl
and planned or worked with the father's family. [Cj.
Mau11g Hmat and two others v. Ma ·Po Zon (1 /.] But
the ratio decidendi in such a case does not apply to a
claim to inherit the e.;;tate of the paternal grandparents,
and it will be against justice, equity and good
conscience to extend the rule to such a claim.
Buddhist Law like . all other systems of law attaches
great importance to blood relationship and the grandchild in such a case claims to inherit in his own right
as a blood relation-as a son begotten after regular
marriage by consent of parents (S:n§t0o1~Go:c8S:@'J:Gpo.;?C6JG:xl'J
OJ'):@oSu)-and not as a representative of the father
or his family. [See Maung Po Thu Daw v. J11azmg Po
Tha11 (2).] Cj. section 38 of the Succession Act.
In U Sein v. IV! a Boll and others (3) it was held that
the rule in Burmese Customary Law relating to the
disinheritance of a dogson does not apply to grandcbildt:en ; and in Mau11fl Pailz v. Mam1g Tha Shun. and
another (4) an out-of-time grandchild by an orasa,
who became a dogson, was held to be entitled to share
the estate of bis grandparents equally with his uncle.
·So the same considerations and requirements do not
apply to the case of a grandchild as to that of a ~hild.
In the words of Jardine J.C. himself in Mi Thaill
v. Mt Tu (5) "There is no reason therefore to apply
the analogy of the one case to the other" ; and it will
be" extremely dangerous to make categorical rules out
of mere inference ' 1 on the analogy of adoption or on
the analogy of a claim to inherit the estate of the father
himself.
We accordingly answer the question which has
beei1 referred to .us in the negative:
(1j (1893-1900) P.J.L.B. 469 at p,470.
(3) (1933) LL.R.ll Ran. 158.
(2) {1923) I.L.R.l Ran. 316 (F.B.}.
(41 (1940) R.L.R. 28.
(5) (1872-92) S.J.L.B. 184.
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SPECIAL BENCH (CIVIL).
Before U Tlrein 11/auur;. Chief lrtslicc, U SMilllatmg aud U Tlw:mg Sciu, fl.

H.C.
19-18

Mar. 17.

MRS. R. JOUBERT BWA lAPPLICANT)
v.
lVIR. JOUBERT B\iVA (RESPONDENT).*
Dhorce-Cotrrmti11iC,1{;vll of ·;:tue;·.:al ch>easc- Wlxetlrer proof <'f IJD!h legal
cruelly a11d adultery-Wire/her slrollfd be doue kwwiugly, <cilfnlly or
ral;les$1)'-Cowlouaticm of offmce-SI!bsequeu/ adullo y-Ret•i•·al
of
afforce
Held: Tlmt mere communication of venereal disease by husband to wife is
prima facie sufficient evidence both of adultery and legal cruelty. Burden
shifts to the husband to rebut the inference. It is not necessary that such
communication should be clone knowingly, wilfully or reclde~sly{

Edna Hardlcss v. Harold Riclraril Hardlc;s, I.L.R 55 All. 134; Brownirl.~ v.
Browniug, L.R. (1911) (P ,D.) 161, followed.

/communication of venereal disease may be condoned by wife ·, bt;l
subsequent adultery has the effect of reviving the former cruelty which has
been condoned-;
Ma Olt v.Mmmg~Atmg Bwa, 14 B.L.R. 173, followed.

The following judgment of the Special Bench was
delivered by
U THEIN MAUNG, C.J .---(fhe fact that a husband
bas communicated venereal disease to his wife is in law
sufficient evidence of adultery ; it also amounts to
legal crueltyj[see Edna Hardless v. Harold Richard
Hard less (1 )j.
In order to establish a charge of legal cruelty against
a husband for communicating a venereal disease to the
wife, it is not necessary to allege or prove t11at
he knowingly, wilfully or recklessly communicated the
disease. It is sufficient for the wife to allege and to
prove that· she was infected by the husband· with a
"Civil Reference No. lof 1948 of the High Court, Rangoon, bting reference
by the District fudge, Amherst, tmder s. 17 of the Burma Divorce Act for
confirmation of the decree of dissolution of marriage.
.
. [1) I.L.R. 55 All. 134.
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venereal disease ; and the burden is upon him to prove
that the disease was communicated in such circumstances as not to amount to legal cruelty' [see Brmcnhzg
v. Browning (1)].
In this particular case, we are satisfied on the
evidence that the husband not only committed adultery
\Vith . prostitutes • but also communicated venereal
disease to his wife. It being common knowledge that
this loathsome disease is highly contagious, it ~.qst be
presumed that respondent recklessly or \vilfully
communicated the disease to his wife, and the husband
has not given any evidence to rebut the presumption
and prove that the disease was communicated in such
circumstances as not to amount to legal cruelty.
The husband and the wife \vere married in
1937, and according to the wife, the disease \vas
communicated to her first four months after the marriage.
So, there may have been condonation. However, the
wife . has proved by the evidence of Maung On Sein,
witness No. 4 for her, that the husband had
committed adultery with prostitutes again about three
months before the hearing of her application. This
subsequent adultery has the effect of reviving . the
former cruelty \Vhich may have been condoned/[see
lv!a. On v. Mamzg Aung Bwa \2)].
'
/The case was heard ex pm-te as against the husband,
and he has not appeared in this Court to show cause as
to why the decree nisi should not be made absolute.
Besides, no one has intervened, and there is no reason
to believe that there has been any collusion between
the husband and wife.
. The decree nisi is made absolute. There will be no
order as to the costs in this Court, as. neither party has.
appeared.
(1) L.R. .(1911) (P.D.) 161.

(2) i4 B.L.R.l73.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U T1tci11 Mau11g, Chicflus/ice, aud L Smt Maung, J.

SAYA U NYO ZEINT

H.C.
1948

(APPELLANT) ,,

v.

Feb. 6.

SAYA SHEIN

(RESPONDENT).*

iujrtncliou-Ordcr .N, RJtle; I <lilri 2, of the Code of Civil Procedureon wl1ich J,·wj;oroll y iujuuc!ion is granted-Proof of Iitle if
H .
.
if a party makes out a tf•ima[c;cie c<;!e, i.~ case o~ a.~
cplour of title as distinguished from proof of real HUe, he is f;!ntillecl to a
temporary injunction if other conchhons arc satisfied.
U1~iversilieo

of Oxford and Cambridge v. Riclzardsdu, 31 E.R., Chancery,

1260, followed.
Sj>olfiswoode v. Clarke, 41 E.R., Chancery, 901, referred to.

H, ld' That in order to obtain temporary injunction restrainin g .the use of a
trade mark or label, the plaintiff must show that the case is of some urgency,
that he has a clear colour of title and the granting of injunction will not cause
irreparable damage to the defendant if it be later proved lhat the defendant
has a right.

Copinger on Copyright, 7th Edn., p. 156, followed.

G. N. Banerji, for the appellant.
The

followi~g

judgment of the Bench was delivered

by
U THEIN MAUNG, C.J.-This is an appeal from an
order under Order XXXIX, Rule 2 (2), of the Code of
Civil Procedure granting a temporary injunction to
restrain the app~llarit and iiis-·servai;{$ an.~Cagents frorn
manufactunng, selling or offerjng for sale any bottle of
tonic with a certain label attached thereto. The said
order has been passed in a §Yif:....filed by the plaintiffrespondent agaiflst the · defend~nt-appeilant for a
perpetual injunction to prevent the defendant-appellant
.

..

~

*Civil Misc. Appeal No. 51 of 1947 against the order of the Original Side
of High Court in C.ivil Regular No. 259 of 1947. ·
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and his servants and agents from using the particular
label and also for damages and accounts, wherein the
defendant-appellant has also claimed that the bbel is
his registered trade mark.
The temporary injunction has been granted as the
learned Judge is sat isfi.ed from the evidence that has
so far been adduced before him ihat the plaintiffrespondent has made out a prima facie case of his
having been using the label or rather the label,
witt1 which the defendant-appellant's label is almost
identical, since the time prior to 1941, i.e. before the
defendant-appellant began to use his label.
The learned advocate for the appellant has
strenuously argued that the temporary injunction
sh ould not have been granted as the plaintiff-respondent
has not yet proved his title to the trade mark and that
the learned Judge's order granting the temporary
injunction amounts to prejudgment of the question
relating to the parties' rights to the trade mark. .
In order to obtain an interlocutory injunction the
plaintiff must show that the case 1s of some.urgency,.
that he has a .clear colour of htle, and that the grantin&_
of the injunction will not cause Irreparable dama~~
to the defendant if it should turn out at the trial that
he was .in the right. (See Copinger on. the Law of
Copyright, 7th Edition, page 156.)
There can be n o doubt that the case is of some
urgency inasmuch as the defendant-appellant has
admittedly been selling his medicine w!~h the labels
which are Claimed by the plaintiff-respondent to have
been colourable imitation of his trade mark.
With reference to the question of title, Cottenham
L.C. has observed in Spottiswoode v. Clarke (1): ((It is
much better, if the legal right is to be litigated, that
{1)

41 E.R., Chancery, 901.
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this Court should abstain from expressing any opmton
upon it in the meantime." However, without expressing
SAY A U NYO
l fi .
. .
l
.
f .
.
zrmn
any c e mte opunon on t 1e question o title at this stage
SAYA vSlfErN. and on .the materials before us, we must say that we
u THEIN agree with the learned Judge on the Original Side that
MAuNG, C.J. the plaintiff-respondent has made out a prima jacf.f_case.
He has established a clear colour of title and it is all
that is ne~essary for him to establish for the pm:pose of
a temporary injunctio].. The following extract from the
judgment of Eldon L.C. in The Universities of Oirford
and Cambridge v. Richardson (1), contains the reply
to the contention of the learned advocate for the
defendant-appellant that a temporary injunction cannot
·be granted unless and until the plaintiff-respondent has
proved that he h as got a title \Vhich is clear at law:
" It is then said, in cases of this sort, the universal rule is that,
if the title is not clear at law, the Court will not grant or sustain
an injunction, until it is made cleu at law. With all deference to
Lord Mansfield, I cannot accede to that proposition so unqualified.
There are many instances in my own memory, in which this Court
has granted or continued an injun ction to the hearing under such
circumstances. * * * -* * This Court has lately said
possession under a colour of title is ground enough to enjoin
and lo continue the injunction, till it shall be proved at law, that
it is only colour and not real title. There have been several
instances of late."

\Ve are also satisfied that nQ irreparable injury will
be caused to .the defendant-appellant and that such
damage as may be caused to him can, in the case of
his being ultimately found to have a be.tt~t right to the
trade mark, be fully compensated inasmuch as the
learned Judge has granted the temporary injun9tion·
(( on condition that the·. plaintiff furnishes security in
the sum of Rs. 5,000 ent~ring.into a bond to pay a sum
to b~· awarded by this Court against him not exceeding
(ll 31 E.R., Chancery, 1260.
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Rs. 5,000 by way of damages to the defendant if
subsequently the suit should fail."
Under these circumstances there is no reason for
us to interfere with the order granting the temporary
injunction. The appeai is dismissed. However, the
hearing of Civil Regular Suit No. 1'59 of 19+71n tllis
Court, which according to I'vir. Banerji is to be
transferred to the Rangoon City Civil Court, and Civil
Regular Suit No. 2311 of 1947 in the Rangoon City
Civil Court might be expedited in the interests of both
parties.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U T!Jeiu ~fmmg, Chief Justice, a11d U San Mazmg, J.

DAvV KYu

H.C.
1948
Mar. 1.

AND oNE {APPELLANTs)

v.
A.S.P.L.V.R. RAMASWAMY CHETTIAR
(RESPONDENT).*
Attachment of ltl111101.'ablt- prctafy-Ortla for sa{( rmder Rule 64oj0rdez· 21Eff,cl of al!admrmf-Snbscqucnl 11101 tg,;ge suif-A/far:hiug creditor 110/
mode farly-Prtrclwse i11 11I01IeY decree-Suit for dcclaraltou t1tal
Prcfimiuary morfgagr. decree j rauduleut-Properties sold umler mortgage
deere,: dunng tire peudeucy of that suit--lis pendcns-S. 52, Trmlsf,;t· of
Property Act-How long lis pendens coutitmes.
H tid: Attachment (unaccompanied by any order for sale) creates a charge
over the property in the general sense of the word but not in its legal sense;
Such general charge does not create any interest in lhe attached property in
favour of the attaching creditor.
B,J,ju Lal il1<11·wari v.Tha!mr Prasad Marwari, I.L.R. 18 Pat. 157; i\Jayne
on Hmclu Law (9th Edn.), p. 450, followed.
Btmsi Kcer v. SltcoProshad Singh, (1879) L.R. 6 I .A. 88, explained.
Moti Lall v. Kanah·ul-tlin, (1879) L.R. 24 I.A. 170 ; Rap,hmtath Das v.
Stmdcr Das Khetri, (1914) L.R. 41 LA. 251; Gwnmidetli A11a1lfapadmauabh,lswami v. Official Receiver, (1933) L.R. 60 I.A. 167; Kristnasawmy llluda!Jar v.
Official AssiP,1lt:e, I.L.R. 26 Mad. 673; Frederick Peacock v. Jltadatl Gopal,
I.L.R 29 Cal. 428 (F.B.), referred to.
Such attaching creditor is not a necessary party in a mortgage suit under
Order 34, Rule 1, of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Baiju Lal lJ!,trwari v. Thakur Prasad Man~Jari, I.L.R. 18 Pat. 157;
Subrat11a11ia v. Simzamnl, I.L.R. 53 Mad. 881 (F.B.); llfa!tauth Singh v.
Arjamlas, AJ .R. (1936) Nag . 209, followed.
Held by Chief Justice: Principle of tis Penttens applies ·to involuntary sales.
Purchaser under a sale in execution of money decree is affected by the
doctrine of lis pendens if he purchased during the pendency of a mortgage suit.
His subsequent suit to declare the preliminary m0rtgage decree as fraudulent
which is later dismissed does not keep alive the right of lis pcndet;s for
hjs benefit.

E. C. V. Foucar for the appellants.
P. K.

Basz~

for the respondent.

"'Civill st Appeal No. 87 of 1941 against decree of High Court of Judicature
at Rangoon in Civil Regular No. 214 of 1940 in its Origiil~l Civil Jurisdiction.
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U SAN MAUNG, J.-This is an appeal against the
judgment and decree of the High Court of Judicatm·e at
Rangoon in Civil Regular Suit No. _214 of 1940. In
that suit, the plaintiff-respondent A.S.P.L.V.R Ramaswamy Chettyar sued one U Ba Tin for a declaration
that he was entitled to redeem the property knol\'n as
No. 15, Insein Road, Kamayut, which was mortgaged to
U Ba Tin by one Daw Thein Mya on the lstJanuary 1935
for a sum of Rs. 5,000 by the deposit of title deeds.
The plaintiff obtained the decree sought for by him,
and the appeal against the decree by the defendant
U Ba Tin was still pending_ in the High ~ourt of
Judicature at Rangoon at ·the time of the general
evacuation in February 1942. Both the original and
the appellate proceedings are no longer traceable now.
Fortunately, the facts, which were said to be not in
dispute, have been fully set out in the judgment dated
11th July 1941. Briefly put, they are as follows :
On the 1st January 1935 the suit property was
mortgaged to U Ba Tin by Daw Thein M ya . as
already mentioned. On the 4th December 1936,_ the
plaintiff obtained a decree against Daw Thein Mya for
Rs. 33,304-7-6, and in execution of that de~ree attached
the suit property. On the 22nd Febmary 1939, before
the suit property could be sold 1 the defendant U Ba Tin
filed a suit (Civil Regular No. 46 of- 1939) against
Daw Thein Mya for the recovery_ of Rs. 8,500 due on
his mortgage, and the usual preliminary decree was
passed on the 13th March 1939. To that suit the
plaintiff was never a party. On the 6th May 1939 the
right, title and interests of Daw Thein Mya were sold
to the plaintiff in ex-e cution· of his decree, and on the
8th December 1939 the plaintiff filed a suit (Civil
Regular No. 246 of 1939) against U Ba rit:t and
Daw Thein M ya to set aside the preliminary mortgage
decree as having- been 'o btained by fraud and collusion.
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On the 26th December 1939 U Ba Tin sent a letter to
the plaintiff to redeem the suit property. This the
D,\W KYU
plaintiff declined, to do on the ground that his last
AND ONE
v.
A.S P.L.V.R. mentioned suit \\'as pending. On the 6th November 1939
RA)!ASWAMY the defendant
U Ba Tin obtained a final decree in his
CHETT!AR,
mortgage suit and in pursuance of that decree the " right,
U SAN
and interests" of the mortgagor (Daw Thein Mya)
title
l\1AUNG J.
were again sold on the 18th May 1940 to the defendant
U Ba Tin himself. The sale was confirmed on the
24th June 1940, and on the 7th August 1940 the plaintiff
offered to redeem the suit property, and with this end
in view asked for particulars of the defendant's
claim. As this offer was refused the plainliff brought
the suit, now under appeal, for a declaration that he was
entitled to redeem the mortgage and for consequential
relief. The defendant contended that in the events
that had happened, the plaintiff had no longer any right
to redeem the suit property of which he (the defendant)
had become the absolute owner by virtue of his
purchase of the 18th May 1940. The suit was decreed
by the trial Judge (Blagden J.) mainly on the ground
that the " right, title and interests " of the mortgagor
Daw Thein . Mya, having been extinguished by the sale
of the 6th May 1939, could not be sold again to the
defendant on the 18th May 1940, and that in any event
the defendant could not have acquired any title ·to tbe
suit property by a purchase which was made during
the pendency of the plaintiff's suit to set aside the
preliminary mortgage decree.
Bence the apr:eal by U Ba Tin, and I ought to
mention that Daw Kyu and Daw Tin; whose names now
appear on the record as appellants, are the assignees of
. the original appellant U Ba Tin.
·
· For the purpose of this appeal, two points appear
to arise for decision i (1) whether the plaintiff obtained
a charge on the suit property by virtue o.nly of his
19-18

1
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attachment thereof, and {2) whether the plaintiff was
a person vvho should have been joined in the mortgage
suit under Order 34, Rule I, of the Civil Procedure Code
as one having an interest in the right of redemption of
the suit property.
As regards (1), it would appear that Mr. Doctor,
who appeared for the plaintiff at the hearing of the suit,
had admitted that tbe plaintiff had obtained no charge
on the suit property by virtue only of his attachment
hereof. In appeal, Mr. Basu for the plaintiff-respondent
contends that Mr. Doctor was in error in making that
admission, and that, in any event, the plaintiff must be
deemed to have obtained a charge on the suit property
after the Court had passed an order for its sale.
As to this latter conteption, it must be pointed out
that there is nowhere in the judgment (which, as I l1ave
already mentioned, is the only document to be relied
upon for the facts of this case} anything to show that, in
fact, the order for sale was passed by the Court on a
date prior to the 22nd February 1939 when the mortgage
suit was filed by U Ba Tin or to the 13th March 1939
when the usual preliminary mortgage decree was passed
in favour of U Ba Tin. Therefor~, it is only necessary
to consider whether the plaintiff obtained a charge on
the' suit property by virtue only of his _attachment
thereof.
Now, in the case of Baiju tal 111atwari v. Thakur
Prasad 111ar·wari (1) where a_ Bench of the Patna High
Court held that an attachment does not create any title
in or charge uponfhe attached:property, Chatterji J..who
wrote the judgment in that case observed that the effect
.of an attachment was merely to prevent private
alienations, that if an attachment did have the effect of
creating Cl:. charge upon the attached property a Court
(1) I.L.R. 18 Pat. 157.
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sale would be affected by such a charge, and that the
contention that an attachment created a charge 1.vas
DAw KYU
inconsistent with the provisions of section 73 and Order
AND ONE
v.
With great
A.S.P.L.V.R. 21, Rule 57, of the Civil Procedure Code.
.RA \!ASW AMY
respect,
I
must
say
that
I
entirely
agree
with the
CHETTlAR.
observations made by him on these points.
U SAN
The learned ·Judge also relied upon the dicta of
MAUNG, J.
their Lordships of the Privy ·Council in the case of
1l1oti Lall v. Karrah-ul-diu (1) and Raghunath Das v.
Sztndet Das Khetri ( 2) for the proposition that attachment
merely prevents private alienation but does not confer
any title. These are also the cases relied upou by the
learned counsel for the appellants. On the other hand,
Mr. Basu for the respondent Chettyar relies upon the
earlier case of Suraj Bunsi Koer v. Shea Prashad Singh
and others (3) for the broad proposition that attachment
creates a charge upon the attas;hed property. He
argues_ that the authority of the decision · in
:Mali Lall v. Karrah-ul-din (1) and Raghunath Das v.
Sunder Das Khetri (2) have been entirely shaken by
the following observation of their Lordships of the
Privy Council in Gumn,~idelli Anantapad1nanabhaswam.i
v. Official Receiver of Secunderabad (4) :
1948

"In Kristttasawmy 1vludaliar v. Official Assi~nec of Madras (5)
the Court appears to have ignorecl ·the opinion expre~sed by this
Board in Sura} 'Rmzsi Koer v. Slzeo Pros!zad Singh (3) which was
cited to them, and to have t1ken a dictum in the judgment of this
Boardin Moti Lall v. Km-rah-ul-ditt (1) from its context and used
it for a purpose which it did not have in view. In Frederick
Peacock v: Madan Gojml (6) the case of Suraj Bmzsi (3) was not
referred to, and the dictum from Moli Lalt's case (1) was similarly
employed. Their Lordships desire to reserve their opinion a s to
the soundness of. the Madras and Ca.lcutta .decisions. The decision
of this Board in Raghzmath Das v. Su11der Das Khetri (2) was also
(1) (1897) L.R. 24 I.A. 170.
(2) (1914) L.R. 41 LA, 251.
(3) (1879) L.R. 6 LA. 88.

(4) (1933) L.R. 60 I.A.167 56 Mad. 405.
(5) I.L.R. 26 Mad. 673.
{6) I,L.R .. 29 Cal. 428 (F.B )
E
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referred to, but that decision p1·oceedecl on an admission by
counsel, the point w;)s not argued and the case of Suraj Hmw ( l)
was not referred to."

In my opinion, the above observation was made
when their Lordships of the Privy Council realized that
the Board had on two separate occasions spoken with
two different voices on the question involved and felt
that the best way of withdrawing from a somewhat
untenable position \vas to take up a non-committal
attitude on the point. It seems to me that when, in
Suraj Bunsi Ko er's case {1), their Lord ships spoke of
an attachment as constituting a "charge" in favour of
the judgment-creditor they were using the term in a
general and not in a_ strictly legal sense. This is the
view expressed by Mr. Mayne, with reference to this
case, iri his treatise on Hindu Law (9th Edition at
page 450).
For these reasons I hold that the plaintiff in the
case under app eal did not obtain a charge on the suit
property by virtue only of the attachment thereof.
l should mention, in passing, that the cases reported
in 26 · Madras and 29 Calcutta referred to by the
Privy Council in Gummidelli Arzantapadmanabhaswami v. Official Receiver of Secunderabad {2)' are
some of the cases relied upon by Mr. Foucar for the
appdlants. · ·
.•
As regards the question whether the plaintiff should
have been made a party to the mortgage suit as a person
having an interest in the right of rede1~1ption of the
suit property wit~in the meaning of Order 34, Rule 1,
of the Civil Procedure Code, the Full Bench case of
the Madras High Cqurt [Subramania v. Sinnamal and
two others (3 )] is of great authority. There it was held
that an attaching creditor is not a necessary party
(l) (1879J L .R. 6 I. A. 88.

(2) (1933) L.R. 60 LA. 167 ,,;56 Mad. 405.
(3) I.L.R. 3 Mad. 881.
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within the meaning of Order 34, Rule 1, Civil Procedure
Code, to a suit by a mortgagee and that if, under the
decree in the mortgage suit to which he is not a party
the property is sold before he redeems it, he loses the
right to redeem \Vhich was given to him by clause (/)of
section 91 of the Transfer of Property Act (since
repealed).
In this connection, I would respectfully adopt the
following observations of Chatterji J. in Baiju Lal
il:Jarwari v. Thakur Prasad Marwari (1) which I have
already cited earlier in this judgmen~ :

'' Under the express provision of the old section 91, clause
(f), an attaching decree-holder would be entitled to redeem or
institnte a suit for redemption. But still the question rem:tins
\.Vhether such right \voulcl amount to an interest in the righ t of
redemption within the meaning of Order 34, Rule 1, of the Civil
Procedure Code. Apparently it may look as if a person who is
entitled to redeem has an interest in the right of redemption.
But upon a compadson of the clauses (b) ~mel (f! of the old
section 91 it will appear tint the Legislature recognized a dislinction which puts an attaching decree-holder in a different position
from a person having an interest in the right of redemption, otherwise the separate provision in clause (f) for the attaching decreeholder, if really he could come under clause (b) as a person having
an interest in the right of redemption, would be quite redundant
Section 91 enumerates the class of persons entitled to redeem and
amongst them those who have an interest in, or charge upon,
the property or the right of redemptio~ are put under clauses (a)
. and (b) of the old Act which correspond· to clause (a} of the new
Act. Such persons only, in my opinion, come under the purview
of Order 3-l, Rule 1, of the Civil Procedure Code. Looking to the
plain phraseology of the different clauses of old section 91 of the
Transfer of Property Act, it is rather difficult to hold that an
attaching creditor coming under clause (f) has the same interest
as a person coming under clause (b) of that section. A fodiot'i an
attaching decree-holder does not fall within the class of persons
contemplated by ·Order 34, l~ule 1, of the Civil Procedure
Code."
(1) I.L.R. 18 Pat.157.
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The decision in the case of Mahan! Amm d ,zs and
1948
others v. ]ailalsao and others (1) is to the same effect.
DAW KYU
This case was distinguished by Blagden J. on the gronnd AND ONE
v.
that the plaintiffs {M ahant Amardas aJtd others) A.S.P.L.V.R.
purchased the mortage property after (and not as in the RA~rA.SIVAMY·
CRETT!AR.
present case before) the final decree for foreclosure.
U SAN
However, the learned Judge had overlooked the fact MAUNG, J.
that the plaintiffs, on realizing the futility of their
second ground that they had a right to redeem the
mortgage as purchasers of the equity of redemption,
abandoned it in the course of the argument and relied
solely 'on the right of redemption arising in their favour
as attaching creditors and that the question which \vas
referred for the opinion of the Bench was, '' \i\Thether
an attaching creditor who attaches property subject to
a mortgage is entitled to redeem the mortgage after he
purchases the prop'¥rty in execution simply on the
strength of his attachment.'' (The ita.licized is mine.)
Mahant Arnardas and others v. J ailalsao and others is
therefore not distinguishable from the present case in so
far as the question involved for decision is concerned.
In my opinion, one of the tests to be applied in·
considering whether a person ha;; an interest in the
right of redemption of a mortgaged property is whether
that person }).as in law, the right. to transfer such an
interest to another by executing a deed of transfer.
Obviously an attaching creditor has no such right
mer~ly by virtue of his attachment and therefore he is
not a person having an interest in the right of redemption within the meaning of Order 34, Rule 1, Civil
Procedure Code.
For these reason..s I hold that the plaintiff-respondent in the case under appeal was not a necessary party
to the mortgage suit filed by U Ba Tin against
Daw ·.Thein Mya.

-

(1) A.I.R. (1936) Nag. 209.
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As the purchase of the suit property was made by
the plaintiff-respondent after the preliminary mortgage
DAw KYu decree vvas passed in the mortgage suit bv
U Ba Tin,.
1
A:o;o o:-;E
v.
the only right which the plaintiff had acquired was that
~;~~~~·~~ which DCl:w Thein l\Iya then bad, namely, the righ t to
CH&nfAR.
redeem· the property before the final decree was passed.
u SAN
T he plaintiff must now abide by t he result of his own
.i\L\l!NG, f.
action in refusing to redeem the property when he v.ras
called upon by U Ba Tin to do so.
In the result the appeal succeeds. The judgment
and decree of the High Court of Judicature at Ran goon
appealed against are set aside and the plaintiff-resp ondent's suit dismissed \Vith costs. Advocate's fees m
this appeal twenty {20) gold mohurs.
H.C.
1948

U THEIN MAUNG, C.J.-1 agree and I have very littl e
to add. The learned Judge ·"vvho decided the case on
the Original Side attached undue importan ce to lhe
purchase by the mortgagee in execution of the final
mortgage decree having been during the pendency of
the respondent's suit (Ciyil Regular Suit No. 246 of
1939) to set aside the preliminary mortgage decrye and.
attached little or no importance to the respondent's
own purchase of the same property having been during
the pendency of the mortgagee's suit (Civil Regular
Suit No. 146 of 1939) in the same Court.
Under section 52 of t_he Transfer of Property Act,
immovable property cannot be transferred or otherwise dealt with during the pendency of a suit so as to
affect the rights of any other party thereto under any
decree or order which may be made therein. However,
the responden t's suit has been dismis$ed and he cannot
claim that any right of his -under the decree therdn h as
been affected by the sale to the mortgagee. On the
other han<~ t!1~ l:"~spon9.~nfs p(lr~h~se dtiring the
pendency of the mortgagee's suit and after the passing.
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of the preliminary decree for sale therein cannot affect
·the rights of the mortgagee under any decree or order
which may be m:.tde in that suit and the mortgagee has
purchased the property in execution of the final decree
therein. Though section 52 itself may not apply to
involuntary sales, the principle of lis pendens applies
to such alienations. {See Mulla's Transfer of Property
Act, 2nd Edition, page 233 and the cases cited
thereat.)
The respondent, who refused to redeem the
mortgage although he was actually called u pan to do so
by the mortgagee, must now take the consequences of
his own failure· to redeem the mortgage in time. [Cf.
Illustration (1) at page 233, ibid, vvhich is an adaptation
of Radhamadhub Holde~ v. Monohur, 15 LA. 97.]
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Tu11 Bytl aud U;Azmg T!ta Gyaw, JJ.

H. C.
1948

Feb.16.

TAN BY.I\N SENG (APPELLANT)

v.
ELLERI.viANS ARRACAN RICE AND TRADING
CQTviPANY, .f.-IMITED AND ONE (REsPONDENTS).*
Transfer of ProPerly Act, s. 69-Power of Sale-Deed gi'Vi11g power to mo1·tgagee
"/o buy in, or rescind Ol' vary tile Contract of Sal~ and to resell witlzoul bdng
responsible for a1zy [oss "-McmJing! of words'' buy iu" ami'' resdl "Power of mortgagee to buy on his awn account-If valid-Mortgagee wit en
~elling mortgaged properly 1mder a power of sale if an ageui-S. 215,
Coulract Act-Rules i11lerprefatioll of legal doct~ments.
H cld :That s. 69 fJ) (4) of Transfer of Property Act does not authorize
the mortgagee exercising power of sale to purchase the property for him self.
The expression "buy in" has acquired a definite meaning and means "to buy
back for the owner at an auction." This expression in effect empowers the
mortJ~:agee at whose instance the auction is held to take the property out of
auction, if adequate price is not obtained. The word "resell " docs not imply
a previous'' effeciive sale.'' It is consistent with sale in outward appearance
by which a mortgagee apparently purchases to save the property from heing
sold at a low price. These expressions do not authorize the mortgagee to buy
the property eitlier directly or indirectly on his own account.

Mulraj Virji v. Nainmal Praiapclzand, l.L.R (1942) Born, 83 at pp. 92-3 ;
Dowues v. Grazebrook, (1817) 36 E. R. 77 at p. 80 ; National Bauk of Australia
v . Tlze Uuit~a Hand-i1L-Ha11d and Ba11k of Hope Company, (1878-79) 4 A.C.
391 ; 11fartiuson v. Clowes, {1882) 21 Ch.D. 857, H~dsou v, Deans, (1903)
2 Ch.D. l'47, followed,
Heldfurilter: That the mortgaJ1:eein exercising the power of sale acts in
-his own right and not as tht; agent of the mortgagor and s. 215 of Contract
Act has no applicalion in a purchase by mortgagee in the exercise of ilis power
of sale.
A•hrdl1a Naidu v. Oakley Bowden & Co .•. I.L.R. 45 i\fad. 1005, refE:rrecl to.
'Held fm·tlrcr: That one who reads a legal document, whether public or
private, should not be prompted to ascr.ibe, should not, without 'necessity or
some sound reason, impute to its language tautology or superfluity, and should
be rather at the outset inclined to suppose each word intended to have some
effect; or be of .. some use.
Difchu v. De11ison, (1856) 11 Moore (P.C.) 325 at p. 337, followed.

• Civil 1st Appeal No. 21 of 1947 being appeal against the decree of the
. Original ~;>ide of tl).e High Court of Judicature at Rangoon in Civil Regular
No ....SS of 1941, dated the 3rd December 1941.
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P. K. Basu for the appellant.
E. C. V. Foucar for respondent No. 1.
The judgment of the Bem:h ;vas delivered by
U TuN BYu, J.-The brief facts are that the
2nd defendant, Tan Byan Seng, who is the appellant,
executed, on the 8th April, 1932, an instrument
which might be described as an anomalous mortgage, in favour of the plaintiff Messrs. Ellermans
Arracan Rice and Trading Company, vvho is the
1st respondent in this appeal, making certain house
properUes, which are situated in Rangoon, as security
for a sum of Rs. 50,000 due by the 2nd defendant.
The mortgage deed of the 8th April, 193-2, confers a
power of sale without the intervention of the Court on
the plaintiff. On the 26th October, 1938, the plaintiff
gave a notice to the 2nd defendant of its intention to
exercise its power of sale without tbe intervention of
the Court in case of default of payment of the amount'
due to it. The plaintiff, in pursuance of its power of
sale, next instructed Messrs. Balthazar & Sons to place
the. mortgaged properties for sale by auction. The first
attempt to sell the mortgaged properties by auction,
which was fixed on the 10th April, 1940, was without
success, but subsequently, on the 17th July, 1940, the
mortgaged properties were again put up for sale by
auction and were purchased by the representative of the
plaintiff, as the highest bidder, for Rs. 8,750. The
plaintiff, by an instrument dated the 9th November,
1940, executed a conveyance of the mortgaged properties to itself, which was registered on the same ·date.
The 1st defendant, who is the 2nd respondent in this
appeal, was a tenant of the 2nd defendant who is the
appellant"_in ·this appeal. The plaintiff, relying on its
title which was said to have been obtained by it under
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the instrument elated the 9th November, 1940, attempted
to get the 1st defendant to attorn as a tenant t.o the
plaintiff, but this was without success i and the
plaintiff, on the 13th March, 1941, filed a suit for
possession of the premises in Canal Street, which was
one of the mortgaged properties, against the 1st defendant, who \<vas at that time in posse.ssion of that premises.
On the 19th June, 1941, the 2nd defendant was added
as a party to the suit. A decree was passed on the
3rd December, 1941, against the defendants with costs.
The 2nd defendant filed the present appeal against the
said decree.
It might be mentioned that the records, both of the
Original Side and of the appeal proceedings, had been
lost-perhaps, during the Japanese military occupation
of Burma. Fortunately, a copy of the judgment of the
Original Side is available, and the judgment appears to
furnish all the materials that are required for the
decision of this appeal.
It is contended on behalf of the 2nd defendant, who
is the appellant in this appeal, that there is nothing in
the mortgage deed of the 8th April, 1932, fo empower
the plaintiff, who is the 1st respondent, to purchase the
mortgaged properties for itself ; and it is also contended
that even if the mortgage deed of the. 8th April, 1932,
had conferred on the plaintiff the power to purchase the
mortgage properties at a sale held without the intervention of the Court, that power to purchase would be
invalid in law, and that the sale contemplated under
section 69 of the Transfer of Property Act is sale to a
·third Farty.
The material part of the mortgage deed of the
8th April, 1932, is as follqws :
"That if the mortgagee (plaintiff) shall serve a notice- in
writing on the mortgagor (2nd defendant) requiring him to pay
up the money for ihe time being owing on' this mortgage and
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H.C.
default shall have been macle in payment of such or some part
1948
thereof for thtee calendar months from the tim~ of :>C!Till..:: ouch
notice it shail be lawful £or the mortgagee to sell the ~aid mor!.g.:<ged lands and premises either by f'Uhlic aLJction or priYatc ..:0n tr<lct
v.
and subject to such stipulations as ;o title or e>tht'T\\·ise as the ELLERMA.NS
ARRACAN
mortgagee may think necpssa:·y and «·itlt p.ru:cr tn b:ty 11! rr re~cincl J(ICE AND
TRADING
or vary any contracts for sale and lo re-sell ·wi//1(111/ l:.:uu.;
Co~rPANY,
responstb/e for any loss occasio11ed thereby and with power abo w
LD!ITED
AND ONE,
sign and register assurances to give effectual receipts for the rnrchase money and do all other acts and things for completing the tl TUN BYU,
s:le wbich the mortgagee shall think p<·oper.''
J.

The most material words are itaticized.
The first point which arises in this appeal is whether
the expression ''with power to bny in'', italicized
above, if read with the context in which that expression appears, means "to buy back for the owner",
as urged on behalf of the appellant ; or· does it mean
as observed by the learned Judge in the judgment
dated the 3rd D~cember, 1941, which is as follows :
"In the ev~nts I have mentioned you may either instruct an
:mctioneer to sell my property or you may sell it your3clf by
private treaty. If you choose the former course you may yourself
bid and purchase : if the latter you may, as far as I am concerned,
cancel or vary (he sale contract : in the forme1· ·event you may
resell it and in the latter you may a.~ain offer it for sale, without
in either case bejng respo:1sible for :1ny resulting loss."

· It is difficult to follow how it can, in this case, be
said that the word " in " in the expression " to buy
in" is superfluous, if the expression "to buy in" ·is
read literally. It has been observed by the Judicial
Committee in the case of Ditcher v . Denison (1 )" It is also a good general rule in jurisprudence that one who
reads a legal document, whether public or private, should not be
prompted to ascribe, should not, without necessity crsome sound
reason, impute to its language tautology or superfluity, and should
{lJ (1856}

11 Moore [J?.C.} 325 at p. 337.
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be rather at the outset inclined to suppose each \vorcl intended to
have some effect, or be of some use;"

TAN BYAN

SENG

This rule of interpretation still holds good, and it is
clearly based on good sense ; and we ought to keep
H.JCI!MID
this rule of interpretation constantly in view when
TRADING
COMPANY,
attempting
to construe what the expression ''to buy
LJMIT.I!D
AND ONE.
in'' means. There does not appear to be anything
tJ TuN BYU, in the ·context which suggests that the expression
J.
'' to buy in " can·'be said to indicate that the word
,, in,, ought to be regarded as a superfluity, particularly
in view of the words that follow it. On the other·
harid, the expression "to buy in " has acquired a
definite meaning-" to buy back for the owner "-so far
as the sale at an auction is concerned. In Chambers'
20th Century Dictionary, the expression ''to buy in , _
means to buy back for the owner at an auction ; in
the King's English Dictionary, the meaning is given
as "to purchase for the owner at the sale by auction ";
. and in Murray's Oxford Dictionary, it means to buy·
back for the oWner, especially at an auction when no
sufficient price has been offered. It will thus be·
observed that the expression "to buy inn has acquired
the meaning " to buy for the owner at an auction
sale_", in so far as the sale at an auction ts
concerned.
The power of sale without the intervention- of the
Courf given in section 69 of the Transfer qf Property
Ad is exercised in this country, more often than not,.
through an auctioneer. The expres~ion "to buy in "
appears lo be also well-known in English law. It
appears in section 11 of Lord Cranworth's Act of 1860,_
in section 19 of the Conveyancing Act of 1881, and
in section 101 (1) of the Law of Property Act, 1925 ..
Thus the expression Cl to buy in " has been used in.
English statutes as far back as 1860.
v.

ELLl!RMANS
ARR3.CA.N
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In this connection the following pass:1~~.: may
also be quoted from Mulraj V£1ji v. Nai·nmui Pratapchand ;1):
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" No mortgagee has a 1·ight to bny the mortgage premises
\Vithout an express :mthority from tlie Ceurt. If he attempted
to buy directly or indirectly, on proof that the transaction was of
that nature, the Courts have alw·ays held that the mortgabc
subsisted and the transaction of sale was a nullity. I do 1'lot
think the expression 'buy iP. ' lns ever been intended to give the
mortgagee that right. It should be realized that if at an auction
sale there are several intending purchasers and the highest bid is
very inadequate, a way has to be found by which the property is
not sold to the highest bidder and cause a tremendous loss both to
the mortgagor a;1cl the mortgagee. The exp1•ession 'buy in ' is
therefore used so th1t in effect the party at whose instance the
.'!uction is held takes the p!·operty aut of the '!uction. The only
way in which the auction can be closed is by such an offer being
given and the property not being knocked down to an outsider.
The expressions used after the W( l"cls ' buy in ' make this position
very clear. The mortgagee is given a right to bt1y b or to rescind,
i.e. to set aside the contract of buying at· vary any contract for
sale ~ncl to resell the same. Therefore when an auction sale is
found not tQ result in t·ealizing the proper value, the mortgagee
may either postpone the sale, or if he finds that he is unable to do,
·so because the anction sale had started, he has to resort w lhe
second way to prevent the propet·ty· being knocked dO\Vfl at an
undervalue and t<? resell tbe s1.me. I do not think, on a true
inte1·pretation, the chuse relating to the PO\\·er of sales gives the
morlgagee:> a right to buy the property foe themselves."

The learned Judge, \Vho tried the present case 7
observed in the judgment that '' If the only effect of
1
buy· in ' is to cancel a proposed sale there never has
been a sale at all, and you cannot ' resell ' what has
never been sold." It is also urged on behalf.of the
plaintiff tha~ .the word "resell" connotes that there is
a prior concluded sale, and the \vord '' in " in the
express10n " to buy in '' is accordingly superfluous
(1)

LL.H. (1942! Bom. 83 at pp. 92-93.
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as that expressi,Jn ought to be given a meaning
consistently with the word " resell " which follows it.
The word (( rese l! " according to-(i) the Chambers,
20th Century Dictionary, means to sell again ; (ii) the
King's English Dictionary, means to sell again ; to sell
what has been bought and sold ; and (iii) Murray's
Oxford ·Dictionary, means to sell again. It is clear
however tl1at, where a property is purchased at an
auction by another person to save the property from
being sold at a low price, there was in that case, at
l~ast in outward appearance, a transaction \.Vhich
amounted to a sale, although the transaction might not
amount to an effective sale. It is therefore difficult to
see how the word " resell " can strictly be said to be
altogether inapplicable to a transaction where a property
is bought by someone to save it from being sold at a
low price. Thus the word '' resell " in the context
\Vhich follows the expression " to buy in " is quite
consistent, or at least not inconsistent, with the
expression_ ii to buy in ", which precedes the word
'' resell ". In the circumstances, it must be held that
the expression '' to buy in "cannot be construed to give
the mortgagee, i.e. the plaintiff, a power to purchase
the property for itself. The omission of tbe word "to "
between the expressions " buy in " and " resell '' in
section 6 of the Trustee and Mortgagee's Powers Act
does not appear to have any real bearing on the
construction of the expression " to buy in " in the
mortgage deed in question.
It has been urged on behalf of the plaintiff that even
if the mortgage deed did not expressly give power to
the plaintiff as mortgagee to purchase the property itself,
the 'pfaintiff could still buy the property for itself
independently of such power, in view of section 69 of
the Transfer of Property Act, read ~ith section .215 of
the Contract Act. Th_e contention is that where a power
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of s,tle is conferred, a mortgagee has also the power to
buy the mortgaged property for himself, and that, in any
case, the power to buy the property should be implied.
It is contended that where the purchaser and the
mortg<1.gee exercising the power of sale: is one and the
same person, the provisions of sub-section (3) of
section 69 of the Transfer of Property Act would sti!l
apply. It appears, however, that sub-section (3) and
sub-section 14) of section 69 of this Ace ordinarily
contemplate the existence of three parties, viz. the
mortg~gor, the mortgagee and the purchaser.
It is thus
difficult to see how it could be said that the provisions
of sub-section (3) or sub-section (4\ give the mortgagee
the power to buy the property over •vbich he had
exercised the power of sale. Such a construction
\vould not be vvarranted by the plain wordings of either
sub-section t3) or sub-s~ction \4) of section 69.
It is further contended that there is nothing illegal,
so far as the law in Burma is concerned, ior the
mortgagee to buy the property sold at an auction sale
under a power of sale given to him under the'
instrument of mortgage in vie\\1 of section 215 of the
Contract Act, which section, according to the plaintiff,
creates a departure from the English lavv under which
a mortgagee who had been given a power of sale could
not at all purchase the mortgaged property for hirrisdf.
The following cases might be mentioned as indicating
that under the English law a mortgagee, who is given
the power of sale cannot purchase the mortgaged
property for himself :

\i) Downes v. Grazebrook (1),
(ii) National Bank of Australia v. The United
Hand-in-Hand
and
Bank of Hope
Company (2),
(1) (t8t7) 36 E.R. 77 at p. 80.

(2) (1878-79) 4 A. C. 391.

H.C.
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{iii) Martinson v. CloY.•es {1) 1 and
(iv) Hodson v. Deans (2).

Section 215 of the Contract Act is as follows :

v.
ELLERM~.NS

ARRACAN
HICE AND
Tl<.A.DlNG
CoUPANY,
LIMITED
AND ONE.
UTUNBYU,

J.

"215. If an agent deals on his own account in the business of
the agency, without first obtaining the consent of his p1·incipal and
acquainting him with all material circumstances which have come
to his O\Yn knowledge on the subject, the principal may repudiate
the transaction, if the case shows either that any material fact has
been dishonesfly concealed from him by the agent, or that the
clealings of the agent have been disadvantageous to him."

There can be no doubt that section 215 of the Contract
Act will apply only where the relationship of ageut and
principal exists, and not othenvise. It is contended
that a mortgagee selling a mortgaged property under a
power of sale can be. ~aid to be an agent of the mortgagor
for the purpose of the sale of the mortgaged property.
It is truel that the relationship of agent and principal
might be inferred from the circumstances of. the case ..
But the question is whether it can be properly said
that the relationship of principal and agent has been
constituted between the mortgagor and the mortgagee
for the purpose of giving effect to the power of sale·
without the intervention of the Court. It seems not.
The mortgagor obvious~y retains no control over the
mortgagee after the mortgage deed vvith a power of sale
is executed, and the mortgagor can issue no direction
whatever to the mortgagee. The words '' without first
obtaining the consent of his principal ap.d acquainting .
him with all material circumstances which have come
to his knowledge on the subject '' in section 215 of the·
Centrad Act are inappropriate to the relationship of a.
mortgqgor and mortgagee with a p6wer of sale, because
no consultation with the mortgagor is at all nec:essary
to enable the mortgagee to effectively exercise his power·
(1) [1882) 51 Ch.D. 857.

(2) (1903) 2 Ch.D. 647.
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of sale given in a mortgage deed. It will also be
-observed that the power of sale given under the
mortgage deed cannot be exercised immediately after
the execution and registration of the mortgage deed are
effected, as the provisions of clause (a) or clause (b) of
sub-section \2J of section 69 of the Transfer of Property
Act will have to be complied with before the power of
sale given in the mortgage deed can be exercised.
Moreover, the power of sale, it must be remembered, is
given, not for the benefit of i.he mortgagor or for the
purpose of advancing the interest of the mortgagor, but
it is more for the purpose of protecting the interest of
the mortgagee, and whereas in the relationship of
agency, it is primarily the interest of the principal
which brings about the relationship of principal
and agent.
The provisions of section 215 of the Contract Act
do not therefore apply to the circumstances of this case,
and as this section does 110t apply to the present case,
it follows that section 202 of the Contract Act also does
not apply in this case. It is difficult to see how the
decision in the case of Achutha ·Naidu v. Oakley
Bowden & Co. ( I ) can be usefully applied to the facts
of this case. The relationship of principal and agent
.is in that case apparent and is indisputable, and it
relates to a transaction entirely different from the
present case.
It must therefore also be held that the provisions
of section 69 of the Transfer of Property Act, read with
section 215 or section 202 and any other section of the
·Contract Act, cannot be construed as permitting or
authorizing- the mortgagee to purchase the mortgag~d
_prope_rty for himself at an .auction .sale. As the
mortgage deed of the 8th April,. 1932, does not pur.po;t
to empower the. mor~gagee to purchase at the auction
{1) I.L.R. 45 Mad. 1005.
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sale ofthe mortgaged properties, it will not be necessary

to deci9e in this case ·whether such power to purchase,
if conferred, is v;tlid in law.
The sale purported to be effected under the
in.strument dated the 9th November, 1940, is therefore
void, and the appeal is allowed with costs, both in this
appeal and the Original Side. The judgment and
decree passed in the Civil Regular No. 58 of 1941 are
accordingly set aside.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Bejvrc TJ Tuu Byu a11d U Aung Tha Gy.r;;•, JJ

SEI SHENG COMPANY

(APPELLANT)

v.

u

THEIN

(RESPONDENT).i.~

Contract Act, ss. 70, 168-CAS(B) Officer i12strucliug a dee t~~iller to repair
boats belougi11g to rwknowu owlu:rs-}Vhetlrcr rice miller eufitled to 1111dtr
s. 70, to co111Pcusation from the owucr,
Held: That there are three essential ingredients for applicatiC'n of s. 70 of
Contract Act :
lil the person claiming compensatiqn must have lawfnlly done something
for another person ;
(ii) he did not intend to do so gratuitously ; and
(iii) such other person enjoys the benefit thereof.
In ascertaining whether anything has been lawfully done, it should be
found out whether the person so acting held such a position to the other as
either directly to create or by implicati9n reasonably to justify the inference
that by the act done for the other verson he was entitled to look fvr compensation for it to the p"rson for whom it is done.
Pr111jabltai v. B!wgwmtdas Kisat1das, l.L.R. 53 Bom. 309, followed.

s. 168 of the Contract Act applies to a finder of lost r;oods. The section
has no app~ication to a person who was handed over a boat by a Government
officer who had found the boat.

S. T. Leong· for the appellant.
Dr. Ba Han for the respondent.

U AUNG THA GYAW, J.- In Civil Regular Suit
No. 14 of 1947 on the Original ~ide of this Court the
respondent U Thein sued the appellant for recovery of
Rs. 6,980 by way of compensation for expenses incurred
by him in the repairs m~cle to three cargo boats
.. Civil 1st Appeal ~o. 49 of 1947 against the decree of the Original Side of
the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon in Civ(J Regular No. 14 of 1947,.
·
dated the 18th July l947. .

H.C.
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belonging to the appellant. · The repairs to the said
boats were alleged to have been carried out in these
Sln SHENG
circumstances.
·
COJ>IPANY
v.
When Rangoon was re-occupied by ihe British in
U THEJN.
May 1945, a certain number of cargo boats were seized
U Amm THA
and
collectecl hy the officers of the Civil Affairs Service
GYAW, J.
[CAS{B)] in charge of Rice Project, and three of the
boats were made over to the respondent, U Thein,
with instructions to use them free of hire charges after
bringing tf1em to a sea-\vorthy condition at his own
expense, which expenses he was to recover later when
the o\.vners turned up to claim their boats. It was
further understood then that the boats were to be used
ex:clusively for the purposes of the said Rice Project.
The appellant evacuated to China during the war
and, on his return to Burma in 1946, he laid his claim
to these three cargo boats then still lying in the
.respondent's possession, and, after an exchange of
correspondence between them, the boats were finally
returned to him. To the subsequent claim made by
the respondent hr the expenses incurred by him in
the repairs done to the cargo boats, the appellant
~neffectually rais~d the defences ihat the repairs done to
his boats were mainly for the respondent's personal
·benefit, that his act amounted to an officious interference with the property of an absentee owner and
that" the respondent's position in law was no better
than that of a 'finder of goods. under section 168 of the
Contract Act, who could not sue for recovery of
compensation for expenses voluntarily incurred by him
in preserving the property.
·
It has again been put forward in this appeal that
section 70 of the Contract Act cannot apply to the
circumstances of this case 1 in view of the fact that the
respondent has not alleged in his plaint that the repairs
to the cargo boats were effected by him for the appellant
H.C.
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and that the respondent, having obtained possession
of the said cargo boats from the CAS(B), ~.-vho were
admittedly the finders thereof within the meanit1g of
section 1()8 of the Contract Act, had no right to sue
for compensation for troubl~ and expenses voluntarily
incurred by him to preserve the said boats, after the
same had been restored to the appellant before the
institution of the suit. The claim in the case was
evidently made on the strength of the law contained
in section 70 of the Contract Act \Vhich reads :
" 70. \Vhere ~ person lawfully does any<hing for anothe1·
person, or delivets a.nything :o him, not intending to (:o so
gr.:ttnitously, and such other person enjoys the be11efit then~of, the
latte r is bound to make compensation to tbe former in res:Ject of,
or to restore, the thing so done or d elivered."

The circumstances in which the three cargo boats
came into the respondent's hands are disclosed in the
evidence of the witnesses Maung Than Daing {P.VV. 6),
U Aung Tin (D.vV. 3) and Mr. Hin Wor (D.vV. 2);
the last named was a civilian gazetted officer in the
Civil Affairs Staff of the area in charge of the Rice
Project. With a view to maintain civil supplies in the
area under British Military occupation, Hin Wor had
to organize the supply of rice for the Project, and he
accordingly contacted the respondent, who happened
to be a rice miller, and on the latter pleading that he
had no boats with which to bring the supplies of rice
and paddy for the ·Project, this officer obtained authoritv from his superiors for the respondent to use these
three cargo boats after making necessary repairs to
them. It was then understood between them that the
expenses inctirred by the respondent were to be
recovered from the oymers when they an:ived back in
the country. These boais were collected by U Aung
Tin {D.W. 3), who held an. appointment as civiJhin
.;

u·
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officer in the Civil Affairs Service (Burma). Out of
twelve boats collected by him, six were handed over to
SEr SHENG
the respondent, all of which were '' very much out of
Co~IPANY
v.
order, some of them being half filled with water."
U THEIN,
Maung Than Daing, who was the appellant's tindal
U AU~G THA
before the war but in the respondent's employ at the
GYAW, J.
time, testifies to the fact that the boats vi.rhich the
respondent obtained from the CAStB) for his usc for
the purposes of the Rice Project, were in need of
substantial repairs. From this evidence it "l.vould
appear that in or about June 1945, the respondent
obtained the three cargo boats No. CAS(B) 95, 149
and 150, all in a state of disrepair, and that he was
asked to carry out extensive repairs to the same to
enable him to use them in the rice and paddy supply
business which he was asked to do by officers of the
CAS(B).
From the evidence of Mr. Hin Wor, it is sufficiently clear that the respondent had no intention
whatever of carrying out the repairs to these boats
gratuitously when the boats were taken over by him.
The fact of their owners being absent from Burma was
sufficiently realized by the respondent, so that the
prospect of recovering the exp enses incurred b y him
in the said repairs was discussed between him and
the said Rice Area Officer. The boats having been
returned to the appellant, the benefit. of the repairs
done by the respondent is now being. enjoyed by the
latter. In all the reported cases to which attention has
been drawn both in this Court and the Court below it
is agreed that to spstain a claim made under the provisions of section 70 of the Contract Act, it has to be
sh own : (1) that the person claiming compensation
must have lawfully done anything for anolher person,
(2)ithat he did not intend to do so gratuitously and \3)
that such other person enjoys the benefit thereof. In
H.C.
1948
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Punjabhai v. Bhagwa11:das Kisandas (1) it \vas pointed
out
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,. that in ascertaining whether an act is la\Ytully done \\·ithin COMPANY
v.
the purview of section 70 of the Indian Contract Act, it must be
U THEIN.
ascertained whether the person so ;1cting held such a rositic a to
Amw THA
the other as either directly to create or by implicaiion reason;,bly U GYAW,
J.
to justify the inference that by the act clone for the other person
he was entitled to look for compensation for it to the person for
\\·hom it was done."

There can be no doubt that in this case, placed in the
position in -vvhich he found himself and in view of the
assurances received from Mr. Hin \iVor, the respondent, when told to undertake the r·epairs to the boats,
reasonably entertained the belief that he was entitled
to look to the appellant for compensation for the
expenses incurred by him. If th e appellant were
present in Burma at the time and be placed in th e
same position as the respondent, he would have
undoubtedly carried out the repairs himself.
The further objection to the claim takeri under the
provi-::ions of section 168 of the Contract l-\.ct~does not
appear to have any merits whatsoever, in view of the
established fact that the respondent did not obtain
possession of the three cargo boats in the capacity of a
finder of lost goods. When the boats came into his
possession, they were already in the custody of the
officers of the CAS{B).
On the question of the actual cost of repai rs
claimed by the respondent, the findi ng arrived at by
the trial Court has been objected to on the ground that
the original accounts in respect of the various items of
expenditure have not been produced in Court. But
instead of entries in the account books, the trial Court
had before it original vouchers and receipts, Exhibits 1
to 9, which have been produced and some of
t .,

11} I.L·R:· 53 Bam. 309.
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them bore the ·signature of the appellant's tindal,
Maung Than Dr:.ing (P.Vi!. 6). The fact that they
~~~~:A~NYG represented genuine transactions has not
been
v.
questioned
by
the
appellant.
Maung
Than
Daing
U THEIN.
made certain admissions as to the substantial nature
U AUNG THA
.
. h
. need
GYAW, J.
o f the repatrs
of wluc
the ·three b oats were m
of. Thus on the facts and circumstances brought out
in. this case, there can be no question that the respondent is entitled to the compens:ltion claimed by him.
The decree passed in his favour must accordingly
be confirmed and the appellant's appeal dismissed
with costs:
H.C.
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Before U Tun Byu ,md U Aur:g Tfla G_•;,lw, JJ.

I.

J.

-DUCKWORTH

(APPELLANT)

v.
Miss D. I. DUCKvVORTH (a) iVIA KHIN THI
(RESPONDENT).*
Succession Act, ss. 229, 230-Grallf of leiters of administration witlzout issuiug
special cilalioll to lite excwtor-W!tel/zer valid-Ejfcd of graut vf
letiers-Order XLI, Rule 27, of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Held: Renunciation by an executor can be made prior to the institution of
proceedings for letters. Under s, 229 of. the Succession Ad a duty is cast on
an applicant for letters of administration to prove satisfactorily that the
·executor has already renounced. When the fact of renunciation by executor
has not been proved the court has no power to grant letters of administration
unless special citation cal!ing upon the executor to accept or renounce his
,executorship has been issued to him. Servic~ of general citation is not
sufficient.
Renunciation of executorship may be made orally befon: a J uclge or by a
writing signed by the executor.
It is not necessary or expedient in an application for a probate or letters
of administration to consider any issue relating to the titie of the testator to,
or his power to dispose of, any property. Grant of probate or letters of
administration. does not confer on the grantee any title tq the property over
which the testatr~x had no right to dispose of. It only perfects the representative title of . the executor or administrator to the property. which belonged
to the testator and over which· he had the disposing power_
Be/wry La/ S<lttdy.!rv. J-uggo Moha-n Gossam, I.L.R. 4 Cal. 1, followed.
Held further : The scope of Order 41, Rule 27(1) (c), of the Code of Civil
Procedure is limited and it is for the court to decide whether such evidence
as is applied to be· adn)itted is necessary to enable the court to pronounce
its judgment and whether there is substantial cause for admitting. it at
that stage_

Thet Tun for the appellant.
P. K.

:sasu for the respondent.

*Civil Misc. Appeal No. 40 of 1947 being appeal from the order of the
District Court of Yamelhin in Civil Suit No. ·1 of 1947, dated the
23rd June 1947.·
·
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delivered by

J.~Miss D. I. Duckworth,

who is the
respondent and I. John Duckworth, who is the
appellant in this appeal, are the children of Daw Shwe
Hie of Pyinmana who died 1n September, 1941leaving
behind a will, in which she appointed one Saya Chit Pe
as exeet~tor, which was filed in the proceedings before
the District Court of Pyinmana as Ex. "A." Miss D. I.
Duclnvorth applied in 1947 for letters of administration to the estate of Daw Shwe Hle in the Court
of the District Judge, Yamethin, making the appellant
I. John Duckworth and three other persons who
were the grandchildren of Daw Shwe Hie, as respondents to the application. Miss D. I. Duckworth in
paragraph 2 of her application for letters ofadministration stated that Saya Chit Pe, who had been appointed
executor to the last will of the deceased Da\v Shwe Hie,
had renounced or failed to accept the executorship
and that he had not taken any steps to prove the
said will. The application was opposed by I. John
Duckworth, who is the appellant in this appeal,·and the
District Judge, after hearing the parties, granted letters
of administration to Miss D. I. Duckworth.
The most important contention so far as the
appellant is concerned is that, as no special citation
required under section 229 of the Succession Act had
been issued, ~he District Judge had no power to issue
the letters of administration to Miss Duckworth in
·view of the explicit provisions of section 229 of the
Succession Act. It is not disputed that no special
citatio"n was issued in this case. It is, however, urged
on behalf of the. respondent Miss Duckworth · that
Saya: 9 .hit ~e pad reno1:1_nce~ th.e e~.ecutorship, and
that it was, accordingly, not necessary to issue the
special c itation required under ·section 229 of the
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Succession Act. The first question vvhich ins to be
determined is, \vhether Saya Chit Pe hacl in fact
renounced the executorship. Miss Duckworth m her
evidence stated as follows :
'' Saya U Chit Pe was appointed executm·, but Sa.ya Chit P~·
shiit-:cl to l\Iyingyan and altogether failed to accept th..: executorship. I clid J,ot call him to prove the will or take any steps."

And in her cross-examination she also stated that
Saya U Chit Pe was still alive, and -vvas residing <~t
Pyinmana and that she had no occasion to ask him to
file: an application in Court to prove the will. It is
clear, therefore, from her o1vn statements made in
Court that Miss Duckworth implied that Saya Chit Pe
had renounced the executorship from tbe mere fact
that he had not taken any steps to prove the will or, at
least, fwm the fact that he had remained inactive.
It is also clear from the record of this case that there
is no evidence to prove that Saya Chit Pe had declared,
whether orally or in writing, that he had renounced
the executorship. There is also no evidence to suggest
that Saya Chit Pe had even informed anybody of his
intention to renounce the executorship. It is urged
that the faihtre of Saya Chit Pe to appear in Court
after the issue of the general citation to him ought also
to be considered as indicating that he had renounced
the executorship. It will however not be proper to
make such a presumption from the mere failure of a
person, who had been appointed executor, to take
steps to prove the will, or because he bad remained
inactive.
The provisions of section 230 of the Succession
Act might be reproduced here, and it is as follows :
"230. The renunciation may be made orally in the presence
of the Judge, o·~ by a writing signed by the person renouncing,
and when made shall preclude him frotn ever thereafter applying
for probate of the will appointing him executor."
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It will be observed that section 230 · of the
Success-ion Act lays down the manner in which the
renunciation of the executorship might be made. It
provides that the renunciation might be made either
by writing, and in which case it is to be signed by the
person making the renunciation, or the renunciation
might be made orally, and in which case it is to be
made in the presence of the Judge, apparently meaning
the Judge before whom the proceeding is pending.
Section 230 does not however say when the renunciation should be made, and thus it might be said that
renunciation could be made even before the citation
is iss ued, and the wording at the commencement of
section 229 does suggest that renunciation could
be made even before any proceeding is instituted.
Section 230 h~s however provided the mode in which
the renunciation of the ~xecutorship might be made,
and tbe provisions of section 230 ought accordingly
to be· regarded as the provisions which must be looked
into for the purpose of considering whether the
renunciation which is alleged to have be-en made is
. effective in law. The Court could also when issuing
the special citation und er section 229 of the Succ~ssion
Act specify in the citation that, after the citation has
been served upon th e person who has been appointed
executor, tbe Court will on his failure to appear within
the prescribed time, assume that he has renounced the
executorship and grant letters of administration with
the will qnnexed to another person. Order 8, Rule 5, of
the Code of Civil Procedure had been referred to, but
Rule 5 of Order 8 does not ·preclude the Court from
scrutinizing the evidence in the case in order to
ascertain whether tqe provisions of section" 229 of the
Succession Act have been complied with. A duty is
.cast upon the applicant to prove clearly that she
had conformed to all the requirements of law before
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the Court can issue the letters of administration to
her. There is moreover no definite evidence, in the
present case, on which it is possible to arrive at a
conclusion that Saya Chit Pe did or had ren(_)unced the
executorship.
The next question to consider is, what is the effect
of the failure to issue tbe special citation und';r
section 229 of the Succession Act, which is as
follows :
" 229. \Vhen a person appointed an executor has not
renounced the executorship, letters of administration shall not be
granted to any other person until a citation has been issued,
calling upon the execntor to accept or renounce his executorship :
Provided that, when one or more of several executors have
proved a will, the Court may, on the death of the survivor of
those who have proved, grant letters of administration withOLl t
citing those who have not proved."

It is thus clear that in this case the Court has nq power
to grant letters of administration unless the special
citation has been issued, except in the cases where i.he
executor had renounced the executorship. The failure
to issu-e the special citation to Saya Chit Pe under
section· 229 of the Succession Act will, in effect, mean
that the order granting the letters of administration
with the will annexed will have to be set aside in vie\v
of the finding that there was no renunciation by
Saya Chit Pe in this case. It might, however, be said
that Saya Chit Pe, the executor, could be c6nsidered
to be a party to the proceedings to prove the will as a
general citation had been issued to him ; and, from the
evidence appearing in this case, it appears that the
will Ex. "A" has been proved, and its validity properly
established. The course which ought to be pursued
will be to set aside lhe order of the Court beTow which
directs the issue of letters of administration · to
Miss D. I. Duckworth in respect ot the estate of
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Daw Shwe Hle and to direct that the Court below
should, when the proceedings are received back, issue
\~~~f~K- the special citation to the executor named in the will
v.
as required by section 229 of the Succession Act, and,
M!SS D. I.
DucKwoRTH in the event of the executor renouncing or declining to
(a]
MA I{HIN accept the executorship within the time mentioned
THI.
for the acceptance or refusal of the executorship in
u Tu~. BYu, the special citation to be issued to him, to grant
leiters of administration \Vith a copy of the will
annexed to Miss D. I. Duckworth.
It might also be mentioned that it has been
contended on behalf of the appellant that there was a
will left by J. I. Duckworth, the husband of the
deceased Daw Shwe Hle, who died in or about 1930
and that th e appellant ought to be allowed to produce
this 1vill as it would show that the deceased Daw Shwe
Hie did not own the immovable properties which she
devised under h er last will to Miss Duckworth; and it
is urged that . the Court of Appeal could under
Order XLI, Rule 27 {1) (c), Code of Civil Procedure,
allow such evidence to be put in. The scope of
Order XLI, Rule 27 (1) (c), is certainly limited, and it
is for the Court to decide whether such evidence is
necessary to enable· it to pronounce judgment or
whether there is a substantial cause for admitting the
document which the appellant no\.V desires to produce.
It does not appear that it is _necess~ry or even
expedient in an application for the grant of a· probate
or letters of administration to consider any issue
relating to the title of the testator to any of the property
i~cluded in the will, or relating to the disposing
power of the testator in respect of such property.
.The grant of letters 9£ administration does not really
confer . any title to th.e property over which the
testatrix had no right to dispose of, and in this connection t~e observatiqn made by Garth C.J. in the case
1948
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of Belzary Lal Sandyar v. ]uggo M oha11 G,Js<:.,mr (1)
appears to be apposite, which is as follow:->
"On the other hand, it is clear tlnt the grant of pr•)bak to
the executor does not confer upon him any tide tn proper:.\·
which the testatrix had no rig:1t to dispose of. It 011ly perEc•:t··
the representatiYe title oE the executor to the property which cUd
belong to the testator and over which he bad the di~posing
power."

Moreover Mr. J. I. Duckworth was said to have
died in 1930, and what is purported to be his last vvill
had also so far not been proved, and apparently what
is intended to be produced before tbe Court now is
merely a copy of the alleged will. What would be the
probative value of such a docum:::nt, if it i~ admissible
at aU, will have to be decided elsewhere, if necessary.
It is obvious that the attempt to introduce such a vvill
under Order XLI, Rule 27 (1 ), even if it can be proved
to exist, caonot be entertained as its production i.s not
ne.:essary or expedient to enable this Court to decide
the matters which are now before it.
The order of the District Judge of Pyinmana
granting letters of administration to Miss D. I.
Duckworth with the v\;ill annexed in respect of the
estate of Daw Shwe Hle is accordingly set aside, and
the case will be sent back to the lower Court for the
purpose indicated earlier in this judgment. The
appellant will be entitled to the costs of this appeal,
but the costs of the Court below \vill be left to he
deciqed by the District Judge at the conclusion of the
hearing before him after the proceedings are returned
to him.

(1) I.L.R.- 4 C:tl. 1 :tt p. 5.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Thein. JJ1mmg, Chief Justice.

H.C.
1\14~

Feb.I9.

u

BA

u

{APPLICANT)

v.

u

YWET

(RESPONDENT).*

Czt"il Procedure Code, s. 115-Din:ctio'l il! tl!e judgmeut regart/wg burdeu of

pr.;oj-Successor gi:·iug dirafiou to f!t.; -::ontmry-lnterference hl Revisioll.
Pdd : That where the jud~nH:nt and decree of the Court gave directions
regardi11g procedure ;tnd burden of proof, and t!1ere was no appeal against the
decree, the ;;uccessor of the Jt;dg;<.! had no jurisdic\ion to alter the directinn
re~arding the burden of proof.
\Vhere a tower Court has failed to take into consider?-tion some material
proposition f!f law or some material fact in evidence, it has acted illegaliy in
the exercise of its jurisdiction and its decision may be revised by the High
Cour t.

F11t C!toug v. Ma.u11g Po Clto, {1929) 1.L.R. 7 Ran. 339, followed.
The High Court will not interfere in revision against an Interlocutory Order
unless some grave injustice or hardship would result from a failure fo do so.
L.P.R. C!tettyar Firm v. R. /(. Balluerji, [1931) I ,L.R. 9 Ran . 71, followed.

Thein Moung for the applicant.
U THEIN IV1AUNG, C.J.-This. is an application to
revise th e order of the District Court of Mandalay, dated
th e 7th August 1947, in which it is stated that th e burden
of proof li es on the present petitioner U Ba U and that
the Commissioner for taking accounts should proce ed
on the basis of the burden of proof being on him. The
main ground for revision is that the learned District
Judge has acted without jurisdiction in passing the said
~rder which is ln direct conflict with the judgment of
the Assistant District Judge, Mandalay, in Civil Regular
Suit No. 14 of 1940, dated the 8th September 1941:
The following is an extract from the said judgment :
"As U Po Thin was Iia~le to render accounts to the piaintiffs
there should be a preliminary decree for taking accounts. The
·plaintiffs should .first produce full evidence of the properties
.. Civil Revision No. SO of 1947 against the order of the District Court of

Ma~dalay in Civil Misc. No. 66 of 1946, da.ted the 7th August 1947.
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(books, documents, moneys, etc.~ handed over to U Po Thin <1 nd~
if they like, produce full evidence of lhe uses made by U Po Thi n
of the said moneys or any portion thereof, e.f{. , in purcha ~ing the
Kankauk land or erectir' g t h-:- b;• rr;:c k. Then t h e defencl.1nt '.nll
produce full evidence in re bu tca l of 1 h e evidence produced by t he
plaintiffs, ;.g., the evide nce ' '' shO\\ i l1 ) that no money was han ded
over to U Po Thin, (b) tlwt th e E:an k mk Janel ,,·as purchased wi <h
U P(• Thin's own money or (c) that U Po Thin did not erect ;m Y
barrack at alL He will render account of the pt·operties han d ed
over or received by U Po Thin. Thus the decree will direct an
enquiry into (i) the properties handed over to U Po Thin as
trustee and treasurer, (ii) the expenditure incurred or payments
nJa('e hy him in such capacity. (iii) the profits received by him
and by the defendan t aftEr bi;; c!e;:dl ancl (iv) ho\v much money is
payable by him (i.e., his esta:e or his legal representative) to
G od o r vice versa an d w h3.t pro pe r ty is or propert ies are reco,•e r able from h im (i .«., h is es tate or his l egal represen tat ive).

{1) (1 929)

I.L.R. 7. Ran. 339_.

(2) . (1931) I.L.R. 9'Ran. 71.
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unless some grave injustice or hardship would result
from a failure so to do. However, in this case I am
satisfied that a grave injustice or hardship will result
from the burden of proof being placed on the present
petitioner con ti:ary to the directions contained in the
said judgment.
The application is allowed with costs, advocate's.
fee three gold mohurs. The order of the District Court
is'set aside and the Commissioner for taking accounts
must proceed in accordance with the directions
contained in the said judgment.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before U Sau il/auug, J.

l\IAUNG CHIT PO

AND ONE (Ap[>.LfcA:q·.:;,)

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA

H.C.
1948

Feb. 6.

(HESPONDENT).'''

Autre foi acquit-S. 403 of the Cudc of Criminal Procedure-Offence lm£hr
s.19 (fJ, Arms Act-Acqui/lalfor want of sanction uude~· s. 29-Whetlter
it b<?YS a subscqueut prcsccutiorr with sa'llction of the Dis{ricf il-lagisfudc.
Held: .That where an acc::~·-·d person was acquitted in a trial for an offence
under s. 19 (jJ of Arms Act, on the ground of the absence of sanction of the
District Magistrate, s. 403 nf the Code of Criminal Proce?tm: does not bar a
subsequent prosecu tion v.;th the sanction of the Di strict Magistrate for the
same offence, as the Conrt was not acting as a Court of compdent ju ri sdiction
when he took cognizance at the time of the first trial with sanction.
S:w Baw all(/ olhers v . Tile Cn>wn, 1 L.B.I...!. 340 (F. B.!; Tile Cro;cn v. Ram
Raklla, I.L.f~. 20 Lah . 373; B. B. !11itra's Code of Criminal Procedure,
10th Edn., p.1273, followed.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-This is a report by the Sessions
Judge, Shwebo, under section 438 of the Code of

Criminal Procedure~ with the recommendation that the
proceedings of the Township Magistrate, Shwebo, in
his Criminal Regular Trial No. 63 of 1947 may _be
quashed. As the facts of the case have been fully set
out in the learned Sessions Judge's report it is not
necessary for me to recapitulate them in detail. It
would appear that in Criminal Regular Trial No. 30
of 1947 of the Township Magistrate, Shwebo, one
Maung Chit Po and Maung Po Htin were prosecuted
under· section 19 {f) of the Arms Act by the police
without the requisite preliminary sanction of the District
Magistrate under section 29 of the Arms Act. The
defect was discovered after charges were framed against
•• Criminal Revision No. 2458 of 1947 being the Review of the Order of the
Township Magisirate of Shwebo in Criminal Regular Trial No. 63·of 1947. on
the recommendation of the Sessions Juclge of Shwebo in his order, dated the
1st No•1ember 19:17, in Criminal R.egular·Trial No. 23 qf 1947.
·
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these two persons, and, on an application made by the
Court Prosecuting Inspector to withdraw the case
against them, they Yrere directed by the learned
Township Magistrate, Shwebo, to be acquitted. L:1ter,
after the necessary sanction was obtained, the police
again prosecuted Maung Chit Po and Maung Po Htin
under section 19 \]) of the Arms Act before the san1e
Magistrate. Then, ,,.·bile the trial (Criminal Regular Trial
No. 63 of 1947) was proceeding before the Township
l\hgistrate, Shwebo1 i\Iaung Chit Po and },faung Po
Htin tiled an application before the Sessions Judge,
Shwebo, contending that the proceedings before tb e
Township Magistrate, Shwebo, were illegal inasmuch
as they could not be prosecuted again while their
previous acquittal remained in full force. It would
appear that they \.vere unsuccessful in their attempt to
persuade th e l earned Magistrate that ihe trial sh ould
not proceed against them. The learned Sessions Judge
held that their plea of autre foi acquits hould be allmvcd
to prevail and that the proceedings of the Township
Magistrate of Shwebo in his Criminal ·Regular Trial
No. 63. of 1947 should be quashed.
Now, section 403 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
provides that a person who has ·once been tried by a
Court of competent jurisdiction for an offence and
convicted or acquitted of such offence shall, while such
conviction or acquittal remains in force, not be liable
to be tried again for the same offence, etc. There is
no dispute regarding the facf that Maung .Chit Po and
Maung Po H tin were again tried in Criminal Reguletr
Trial No. 63 of 1947 for the same offence for which
they were tried in the previous case. However, there
is ample authority for the proposition that when the
Township Magistrate tried it in the previous ca.se he
'~as not acting as a Court oi competent jurisdiction.
Under the head-n~te " Court of competent jurisdiction "
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in the Code of Criminal Procednre by B. B. l\Iitra
the following passage occurs at page 1273 •)f the
1Oth Edition :
"Where the law requires :t preYious sanction (now ·complaint)
under section 195 before n charge can be entertained by :1 Court,
that Court is not a Court of competent jurisdiction until the
sanction has been obtained or the complaint has been made.
Therefore, the dischar~e or acquittal of the accused owing to the
want of such sanction (complaint) does not b1r a subsequent trial
of the accused for the same offence after the requisite complaint
has been made C'r sanction obtained."

In the case of San Baw and nine others v. The
Crown (1), where it was held that an acquittal for
preparation to commit dacoity is no bar to a subsequent
trial on the same facts for collecting men to nrage war
against the King, when authority for the prosecution
under Chapter VI of the Indian Penal Code had not
been accorded at the time of the first trial, Thirkell
White C.J., who delivered the judgment of the Full
Bench, had the following observation to make :
" It seems to me that want of sa-q.ction in a case where
sanction is requisite goes to the root of the jurisdiction of the
Court, and it affects the competency of the Court. In the circumstances stated, the District Ma~istrate could not have framed a
charge against the accused \lncler.section 122 of tht! Indian Penal
Code. If he had clone so, whether be had acquitted or convicted
the accused, his proceeclm~s would have been void unclet·
section 530, clause (p}, of the Code of Criminal Procedure. In
my opinion, it is impossible to hold that the District :Magistrate
was competent to try the o!Tence, when owing tn the \vant of
sanction he had no power to take cognizance of it."

In the case. of The C1·own v. Ram Rakha (2), where
a similar question had to be considered, Tek Chand J.
observed:
''The question for consideration is as to what exactly is
meant by the ' competency ' of the Com·• to h·y an offence. Does
{1) I.L.B.R. 340(F.B.) .

12

'(2) I.L.R 20 Lah. 373.
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f.

offence with "\vhich the accused is subsequently charged or does it
also include \Vithin its purview cases in which the Court, though
otherwise qualified to t1·y the case, could not have done so because
certain conditions precedent for the exercise of its jurisdiction
had not been fufilled? The wording of the sub-section is by no
means as clear as it mi~h t have been, but the preponderance of

judicial authority in this Court as well as the other Courts in
India is in favour of the latter view.''

Now, ·section 29 of the Arms Act )Jrovides that no
·proceeding shall be instituted against any person in
respect of an offence punishable under section 19,
clause (j), without the previous sanction of the District
Magistrate.
Therefore, the Township Magistrate,
Shwebo, in his Criminal Regular Trial No. 30 of 1947,
~as not acting as a Court of "competent jurisdiction "
when he took cognizance of that offence, against
Maung Chit Po and Maung Po Htin, under section 19 (/)
of the Arms Act, without the previous sanction of the
District Magistrate.
For these reasoQs, I\1aung Chit Po and lVhung Po
Htin cannot successfully raise the plea of autr.: joi
acquit in Criminal Regular Trial No. 63 of 1947, and the
proceedings of the Township Magistrate, Shwebo,
in his Criminal Regular Trial No. 63 of 1947 call for no
interferenc~
The recommendation of the Sessions
Judge, Shwebo, to quash these proceedings cannot,
therefore; be accepted.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before U Sa1; Jla;mg, J.

MAUNG NYEI?\f MAUNG ,\ND O~E (APPELL\:\TS)
v.
THE UNION OF BURMA {RESPONDENT).'""'
Criminal

Procedt~re

Code, ss. 190 (1) !a) (c), 235 (1)-Cognizauce of offence
tmde•· joi11der of clutrges- Ss. 302 a11d 323 cj Penal Code.

Held: That when case is sent for trial under s. 302 of Penal Code and the
·Special Judge after heazing the evidence frames charf,!es ·under ss. 302 and 323
of the Penal Code, he takes cognizance of the offence punishable under s. 323
.and under s.l90 (1) (a) a 1cl not 190 (II (c) of the Code of Criminal Procedure
and therefore s. 191 of the Code does not come into operation.
Abdul Rahman v. K.E., I.L.R. 5 Ran. 53 (P.C.); Baldea Prasad v. K.E.,
I.L.R. 12 Pat. 758, followed .
Under s 235 tl) of the Code of Criminal Procedure joinder of two charges
under ss. 302 and 323 of the Penal Code is justified because both the offences
arose out of series of acts so connected together as to form part of the same
transaction.

- U SAN MAUNG, J.-The appellants Nyein Maung
and Maung Kywe were two convict \Varders of
Tharrawaddy Jail who have been prosecuted by the
police for the alleged murder of a prisoner by· the
·name of Chit Sein who was an inmate of cell No. ·7 of
a series of· eight cells \vh1c h·wereknowq. as Punishment
Cells, the principal witness for the prosecution being
Maung Tin (P.vV. 3) who was the· inmate of the
adjacent cell No. 8. Cognizance of the offence was
taken in a police report which only mentioned about
{he fact of murder and not of the assault on Maung Tin
(P.W. 3). · The learned Special Judge, Tharrawaddy,
however; framed charges under section 323 of the
·Penal Code against the appellants for causing hurt ·
to Maung Tin, . ·in addition to the charges under
section 302 of the Penal Cqde for the alleged murder
• Cnminal Appeal No. 2067 of 1947 arising out of Criminal Regular
-rrial No. 21 of 1947 of the Spe.cial Judl{e, Tharrawaddy. ·
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of Chit Sein. E,·entual1y he acquitted the appellants
of the charges of murder, but convicted them of the
MAUNG
offence
of causing hurt to Maung Tin and sentenced
NYElN .
MAU~G
each of them to rigorous imprisonment for eight
AND ONE
v.
months. This appeal \Vas mainly admitb.:c1 to
THE UNION
OF BUR~!A. consider(1) whether the joinder of charges of murder In
U SAN
I\fAUNG, J.
respect of Chit Sein and of simple hurt to
1\{aung Tin is permissible in law, and
(2) whether the learned Judge bas taken
cognizance of the offences under section
323 of the Penal Code under clause (c\ of
sub-section (1) of section 1 SIO, Criminal
Procedure Code, so as to attr<'.ct the
provisions of section 191 of the Code.
The case for the prosecution was that Maung Tin
and Chit Sein who were considered to have been in
joint possession of rifle cartridges were assaulted by
the two appellants in quick succession inside the hvo
adjacent cells in order to have further information
extracted from them, and that while Maung Tin got off
with minor injuries Chit Sein died as a result of the
injuries received. Therefore, what the prosecuti0n
. was attempting to prove by the evidence of Maung Tin
(P.W. 3) and l?Y other circumstantial evidence was
that the murder of Chit Sein took place in course .of
the same transaction as the assault on Maung Tin.
Therefore the joinder against each of the two appellants
of the charges under section 302 of the Penal Code
and section 323 of the Penal Code is justified under
sub-section (1) of section · 235 of the Criminal
Procedure Code. The fact that after a review of the
whole .of the evidence in the case, the learned trial ·
Judge acquitted each of the appellants for the offence
under section 302 of the Peml Code does- not alier·
the case.
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As regards the second question, it is clear \hat
when a Judge or Magistrate takes cognizance under
clause \b) of section 190 (1 ), Criminal Procedure Code,
he takes cognizance of an offence and n9t of the person
charged in t.he rq>ort as the offender. Then:fore, it
does seem at first sight that in :his case, cogniz:1nce
was only taken of the offence of murder since that
was ~he only offence mentioned in the police report.
However, in the case of Abdul Rahman v. I<.E. {1) it
\Vas held that a Magistrate in formulating against the
appellant, after hearing the evidence, a new charge in
plac:.; of one originally framed, was acting under
clause (a), not clause (c) of section 190, sub-section ~ 1 ),
of the Code and that section 191 did not apply. In
the case of Baldco Prasad v. K.E. (2) it was held that
when the Magistrate has before him a police report
disclosing one offence of which he takes cognizance
and if in the course of taking evidence a different
offence is disclosed and he takes cognizance of it, he
vwuld be deemed to have taken cognizance of the
latter offence, not under clause ·(c) of section 190 l 1),
but under clause (b}.
I can see no difference· in principle, between the
case cited above and the present, where the learned
Special Judge to0k cognizance aga~nst the appellants
of an addir'ional offence under section 32-3 of the
Penal Code which he considered them to have
committed in. course of the same transaction as the
offence under section 302 of the Penal Code.
The convictions of the appellants under s~ction 323
of the Penal Code are amply supported by the
evidence adduced. In fact the appellants do not now
deny having assaulted Maung Tin. The sentences
call for no interference.
Appeals dismissed.
{1) IL.RS Ran. 53.(P.C.).

121 l.L.R. 12 Pat.
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Before U Tlzaun!!, Sein, J.

H.C
1948

Mar. 5.

U PAW TUN AUNG & Co. (APPELLANTs)

v.
ABDUL RAZAK (RESPONDENT).*
Plcdg~ of jerull~ry for lo.m-Ss. 176 and 177, Contract Ad- Whether slip!'J,rfion
that Pledg~ wuulci bt:co,;/t irredamable, ;nrlrd-sa/e by pledgee wifltouf
rzotice to the pledgor' COfl~·er.~fon-MeiiSUre of damages-Value
the dale of
the cvnrersion-Ac:crllal of Irztercd (War-Thne Adjusimwt) Acl-W/id/;er
app!ieslo sell led lransactiom.
Held: The rights of pledgor and pledgee are governed by ss. 176 and 177 of
the Contract Act. Pledgee has no right to foreclose, and his remedy is either
to sell the pledged article or to file a suit and retain pledged article as
collateral security. -r:_he stipulation. in the contract of pled~e that if the
pledgor does not redeem by a particular date the pledge will be irredeemable
is void, and the right of pledgee to redeem the pledged article subsists .
If the p];;dgee sells the pledged articles without notice as provided under
ss. 176 and 177 of the Act it amounts to conversion even th01·gh th ere w~s a
contract that after a particular date the pledge will become irredeemable.
The Co-ot>erafive Hiudusthan B,lllk, Limited v. Surc:ndranath D<, 59
Cal. 667, followed.
Dwarikn v. Bagnwati, A.I.R. (1 939) Ran. 41 3, dissented from.

at

Th~ general measure of damages i:1 case of conversion is in general the
value of the .~oods at the time of conversion.
Ratanlal's Law of Torts (10 Ed n.), p 305·; Iyer's Law of Torts 11032 Edn.),
p. 140 ; Couvcrji Umer5ey v. M,•·&ji Vagllji and aiwfller, A.I.R. 11937) Bom. 26,
followed.

Ma Me S!tin v. R.M.R.M.N. Chetfyar Firm. A.I.R. (1 933) Ran. 76 at p. 79,
distinguished.

The Accrual of Interest (\Var·Time Adjustment) Act, 1947 (BtJrma Act XI
of 1947), applies only to outstandin!,( debts and not to settled transactions that
are 'settled before the Act came into force.

P. K. Basu for the appellants.
Tun Sein for the respondent.

U THAUNG·SEIN, J.-On the 17th January 1941 the·
, respondent Abdul Razak borrowed a sum of Rs. 950.
• Civil 2nd Appeal No •. 129 of 1947 agai11st the decree of the District.
Court of Akyab in Civil Appe~l No. 20 of 1947.
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from the appellants U Paw Tun Aung & Cc .. bearing
1948
interest at ten annas per cent per merbcn;, and
U PAW TUN
deposited a certain quartity of gold je•xcllcry as AUNG & Co.
v.
security for the loan. This transaction took place at
ABDUL
RAZAK.
Akyab. However, with the declaration of war by
Japan on the 8th December 1941 there \vas general U THAUNG
SEIN, J.
unrest all over Burma and the respondent evacuated
from Akyab and did not return to that town till 1944.
He then sought to redeem his pledged jewellery but
the appellants were unable to produce the same as it
had been sold away in qr about September 1942. The
respondent. therefore sued the appellants in Civil
Regular Suit No. 19 of 1947 of the 2nd Assistant Judge,
Akyab, for the return of the pledged articles or their
value af~er deducting all moneys due in respect of the
previous loan.
The appellants contested the suit on two main
grounds, 'lliz. that at the time of the loan the respondent had executed a docum~nt (filed as Exhibit A in
C.R Suit No. 19 of 1947) by which he had promised
to redeem th'3 jewellery by about April1941 and failing
which the ownership in the properties was to rass to
the appellants. It \:vas further contended that if t~e
trc-msaction between the parties v.-as foupd to be a
pledge of gold jewellery, then all that the respondent'
could claim was for payment of ·the surplus sale
proceeds of the articles after deducting the amount due
on the loan . .
The learned 2nd Assistant Judge, Akyab, beld that
the transaction in question was a pledge and that the
appellants had sold away the ·a rticles and thus rendered
redemption impossible. He acco"rdingly ~ecreed that
the respondent be allowed to redeem his gold jewellery .
or else be paid a sum of Rs. 2,747-5 being the price
of. the gold ornaments on the date of suit, minus the
sum due in respect of the- loan. The appellants
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appealed to tbe District Court of Akyab against this
decree but without success and they have now come to
this Court to have the judgment and decrees of both
the lower Courts set aside.
There is little or no dispute as to the facts, and the
main grounds advanced in the present appeal are as
follows.
The appellants insist that the transaction between
the parties was one of conditional sale and not a
pledge. In the grounds of appeal, however, it was
contended that the transaction was a mortgage. The
learned counsel for the appellants in his argument
stated that he did not intend to press this ground and
relied mainly on his contention that it was a conditional sale.
The question whether the transaction was a pledge
or a conditional sale depends mainly on the construction to be put on Exhibit A. At the outset I would say
that this document is very vaguely worded and reads
as follows: " If the goods are not redeemed by Tagu
(April) 1302 B.E. U Paw Tun Aung & Co. will
take the same. There \vill be no right to object to
anything." The document does not read as if .it were
a sale deed, and as far as ! can see from the evidence
on record the parties did not regard. it as anything
more than a document of pledge.
The question is : vVhether the undertaking by the
respondent-pledgor in Exhibit A to forfeit his title to
the goods and also his right of redemption on his
failure to redeem it by a certain date is valid ? The
rights and duties of pledgor and a pledgee are set out
clearly in sections 176 and 177 of the Contract Act and
I agree with the learned District.' Jtidge, Akyab, that
the parties cannot contract themselves out of these
sta.tutory rights and ·liabilities. If it were possible to
defeat the statutory provisions of any Act, then there
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could be no object in having such Acts as the Limitation Act or the Transfer of Property ·Act. For in:-:.tance,
parties may agree by mutual consent to transfer orally
immovable property worth more than r<s. 100. This
\voulcl certainlv. be an inva!Jd transaction even though
the parties may iuve mutually agreed on it as there are
statutory provisions in the Transfer of Property Act
which lay down that transfers of immovable property
of Rs. 100 or more must be evidenced by a registered
deed. I note with surprise, however, that there is a
ruling by Mackney J. in Dwarika v. Bagawafi \1 )where it was laid down that an agr~ement that the
pledge should become irredeemable on failure to
redeem within a limited period is. not necessarily
invalid. This case is reported in an unofficial law
report and with all due respects I do not consider that
it correctly interprets sections 176 and 177 of the
Centrad Act. These sections \-rere designed to prevent
any clogs in the way of redemption and parties
canno_t override these statutory provisions by mutual
agreement. In my opinion, the document, Exhibit A,
did in fact create a pledge and nothing else even
though the \Vording in it may be vague.
The transaction between the parties being one of
pledge, the rights and liabilities between them must be
decided by reference to sections 176 and 177, Contract
Act. The learned counsel has sought to distinguish
between these two sections in the following manner.
According to him, where no date is fixed for the
redemption of the articles then uncle; section 176,
Contract Act, the pledgee is required to serve a notice
on the pledgor before the pledged articles are sold.
Where a date is stipulated or fixed for the redemption
of the articles then under section 177, Contract Act,

H.C.
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Tu~
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the pledgee is entitled to sell the property without
notice to the pledgor. The answer to this argument is
by reference to the two sections which read as follows :

'IJ.

ABDUL
RAZAK.

U THAUNG
SEJN,

J,

" 176. If the pa\vnor makes default in payment of the debt
or performance at the stipulated time of the Promise, in respect of
which the goods were pledged, the pawnee may bring a suit
against the pawnor upon the debt or promise, and retain the
goods pledged as a collateral security ; or he may sell the thing
pledged on giving the pawnor reasonable notice of the sale.
If the proceeds of such sale are less th"'.n the amount due in
respect of the debt or promise, the pawnor is still liable to pay
the balance. If the proceeds of the sale are gr.eater than the
amount so due, the pawnee shall pay over the surplus to the·
pawnor.
177. If a time is stipulated for the payment of the debt or·
performance of the promise, for which the pledge is macle, the
pawnor makes default in payment of the debt or perform1.nce of
the ·promise at Lhe stipulated time, he may redeem the goods
pledged at any subsequent time before the actual sale of them ;
but he must, in that case, pay in addition any expenses which
have arisen from his default."

I have italicized the words " at the stipulated lime of
the promise " in section 17 6 to indicate that where a
date has been fixed for the redemption reasonable
notice must be given to the pledgor before the properties are sold. It is evident that whether a time has
been stipulated or not for the redemption of the pledged
articles reasonable notice must be given to the pledgor
before the sale in accordance with section 1~ 6,
Contract Act. In this connection, I would refer to
the ruling in The Co-operative Hindus/han Ba11k,
·Limited v. Sure11drmurth De (1). The following
extract from the head-note of that case will be of great.
assistance in the case under consideration by me :
" Section 176 of the Contract Act, unlike some other sections;
e.lf. sections 163, 171 and 174, does not contain a saving clause·
(1) 59 Cal. 667 (66!!).
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in respect of special contracts contrary to its exprt:ss terms. The
1948
section gives the paw:1ee the tight to sell only as an ~dt~-r.,ative to
the right to have his remedy by snit. Beside:;, secti ):: 177 gives U PAw TuN
.
f
AUNG & Co.
the p1wnot· a right to redeem even atter the stipL1htecl tnne or
v.
payment and before the sale:
ABDUL
· In view of the \\'Orcling of section 176 as compared with the . R,\zAK.
worclin~s of the other sections of the Contract Act t·eferrecl to
U THAUNG
and also in view of the right, which section 177 gives to the
SEJN, J.
pawnor, and in order that the provisions of th<t section may not
be made nugatory, the proper interpretation to put on section 176
is that notwithstanding any contract to the contrary notice has to
be given, which, in the \Vorcls of the section should be 'a reasonable notice of the sale.' "

This ruling goes so far as to say that notice of sale
must be given to the pledgor even if there v,·ere a
contract between the parties to dispense with this
notice.
The above sections of the Contract Act outline the
rights and liabilities of the pledgor and the pledgee.
To put it briefly the rights of a pledgee are to sue for
the moneys due while retaining the pledged articles as
collateral security or to sell the articles _after due
notice to the pledgor. A pledgee has no right of
foreclosure and cannot sell the articles till the expiration of reas')~ubte notice to the pledgor. Applying
these principles· to the present case I am in agreement
with the fi~dings of the lower Courts that the transaction between tbe parties wa·s one of the pledgor and
pledgee and hence under section 176, Contract
Act, notice of the sale should have been served on
the respo:·dent before the jewellery were actually
sold.
There is no dispute that the respondent had
evacuated from Akyab in '1942 atid that no notice was
served on him: In all probabilityJ the appellants, who
were labouring under the impression that according to
th~ document, Exhibit A, they became the owners

of .
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the pledged properties from April1941, sold them a\vay
as their own prop~rties. This act of the appellants is
what is known in law as '' conversion ,., and the real
bone of contention beh een the parties is as to the
compensation which is payable to the respondent:
pledgor for the wrongful conversion. Both the lower
Courts have held that for the purpose of assessing the
damages payable the value to be fixed for the pledged
articles is their value at the date of suit. The appellants,
on the other hand, assert that this value must be the
value at the time of rhe conversion. I have referred to
hvo treatises on the Law of Torts and find the following
annotations as regards the measure of damages in cases
of wrongful conversion of pledged properties. At
page 305 of Ratanlal's Law of Torts (lOth Edition)
there is the following note under the heading
" Damages " :
"The measure of damages is in ge neral the value of the
go:>ds at the time of th e conversion, where no special damage
has been sustained, and the goods have not been tendered and
received back after action. This would be the market value of
the goods at the time of conversion."

The same principles are also -set out at page 140 of
the Law
Torts (1932 Edition) by S. R. Iyer :

of

'' Method of Ascertaimnmt.- The value of the chattel is
ascertained generally as at the time and place of conversion.
But this rule is not a rigid one and must be interpreted in the
light of the circumstances o£ each case. . . . . \\'here f.he
article is wrongfully detained by the defendant and not produced
for assessment of value, the Court will make every presumption
against bir_n and put the highest value on it."

The general rule as to the value to be put on the
goods which have b~en the subject of conversion
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has also been laid down in Cooz'eJji Umersey v.
!r!moji Vaghji and anotlzer (l ). In this case there is
the follovving passage in the head-note :
" The correct measure of damages is the loss \Yhich the
pawnor has actually sustained, taking int0 account the pawnee's
interest in the goods at the time of the conversion."

The learned District Judge, Akyab~ refused to rely
on the principle laid down in this ruling on the ground
that the goods referred to therein were merchandise
whereas in the case before him the pro perf. y pledged
was gold je~vellery. I am unable to appreciate how
any distinction can be drawn between these articles
both of which are easy to dispose of in the open market.
My attention has however been drawn by learned
counsel for the respondent to the case of JJ1a Me Shin v.
R.M.R.M .N. Chettyar Fi.rm (2) as authority for the
principle that the value to be put on the pledged
articles in a case of conversion is the price at the date
of suit. I have read this ruling carefully and note that
there is no general discussion in the body of the
judgment as to the principles by which damages are
to be ascertained in cases of wrongful conversion.
There is, however, the follo·wing passage :
'' I understand that it is agreed by the parties that that being
so, the respondents are entitled to claim the amount due on the
promissory notes after deducting what is a reasonable value for
the jewellery deposited. The value must be taken as the value
at the date of suit, that is 20th June 1930."

As far as I can see, the value of the goods was fixed
by mutual consent in that case as their .value on the date
of suit. This case cannot, in my opinion, be cited as
authority for the rule urged by the learned coun~el {or
the respondent, that the price to be fixed for goods
• (1) A.I.R. (1937) Born. 26.

(2) A.I.R. (1933) Ran. 76

at p. 79.
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which have been the s-ubject of conversion is their
value on the date of suit.
In the present case, the sale of the pledged jewellery
in September 1942 was probably under the bona fide
belief that the ownership in them had passed to the
appellants. Under these circumstances, I am of
opinion that in assc~sing the damages payable by the
appellants the value to be put on the pledged articles
should be in aq:ordance with the genc>ral rule, namely,
their value at the date of conversion. Had the
appellants been guilty of fraudulent retention of the
properties, then I would have held that a departure
from the general rule would be justified and fixed the
value at the price on the date of suit. Both the lower
Courts thus erred in the calculation of damages. The
amount which would be payable by the appellants to
the respondent may be worked out as follows
Amomd dne by responde11f to appellants :

(1} Amount of original loan
(21 'Interest at As. 10 per cent p(;r menscm from
17th January-1941 to 14th September 19-l2
(3) Extra charges for preservation of the gold
jewellery (the 2nd Assistant Judge. Akyab,
has already held that this sum is payable)
Total

Value of the jewellery at the date of conversion, i.e.
on 14th September 1942, for 23 ticals 12 annas
and 4 ratis of gold at Rs. 60 per tical (rate decided
by 2nd Assistant Judge, Aky~b)

Hs. A.
950 0
118 12

47

6

1,116 2

1,425 0

It will be noticed that I have allowed interest on the
loan up to the 14th September 1~42. The Accrual
of Interest (War·Time Adjustment) Act, 1947 (Burma
·Act No ... XI of 1947); applies only to outstanding debts ·
and not to settl~d transactions, i.e. transaction's settled
hefo're the Act c~m.e into force. The amount payable
by the appellants to the respondent for the wrongful
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conversion of the pledged jewellery was there·fore Rs. 1,425. minus Rs. 1,116-2, i.r:. Rs. 308-14
(Rupees three hundred and eight and annas fourteen
only).
· The appeal will accordingly be allowed in this sense,
that the decree of the learned 2nd Assistant Judge,
Akyab, will be modified arid the appellants U Paw Tun
.Aung & Co. shall pay to the respondent Abdul Razak
the sum of Rs. 30R-14. As the appellants have only
been partially successful in this appeal no costs will be
allowed in this Court ; they shall, however, pay propor~tionate costs in both the lower Courts.
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CIVIL REVISION.
B,;f.Jrc U Bo Gyi, J.

H.C.
1948

MAU!\G MOE THI (APPLICANT)

Feb. 9.

MA GYI TAUK (RESPONDENT).*
Riglrl !o drain e>ff. rllllt ?~•,:icr-fiTIJ<fil<r itnnzo;•,:l>/e t1 operty willillt 1/:e
mt'aning C'j Rule> <J7 '"ul (/S vf Order 21 oi fire Code of Ci~ll
Proce<ture-T!te dr:fitlilioll of immo<·ablf property ill Gmcral Clauses A.ct

s. 2, sub-s. (20).

!hid: That t:u!!'e
Procednre Code. S. 2,
property as including
att~ched to the earth
earl h."

is no definition of immovable prop~rty in the Civil
sub-s. 129· , of the General Cla·1ses Act defines immov<:b:e
" lands, benefits to arise out of lands ann things
or permanently fastened to anything ~,ttached to the

The right to drain off r?.in water is an easement and is not immovable
property within the meaning of Order 21, Rules 97 and 98, of the Code of
Civil Proceclure.
Mangaldas v. lewanram aml others, I.L.R. :23 Hom. 673.

B. TTl. Ba Tun. for the applicant.
U Ni forthe·respondent.

U Bo GYI, J.-·The respondent obtained a decree
against Ma Aye Tin and Ma Aye Yin in Civil Regular
Suit No. 73 of 1946 of the Court of the Subordinate
Judge, Myingyan, directing the latter to allow her to dig
a drain between their house compounds and to let off
rain water from her house compound along the drain.
A drain was dug as directed, but subsequently, it
appears the petitioner Maung Moe Thi, the husband of
one of the judgment-debtors, Ma Aye Yin, obstructed
the drain. The respondent thereupon filed an
application before the .C~urt of the Subordinate Judge
" Civil Revision No. I 11 of 1947 against the order of the Subordinate
Judge, Mying yan, in Civil Ex¢cution No .27 of 1946, dated the 2Jrd September·
1947.
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purporting to be under Rules 97 and 98 of Order 21 of
1948
the Code of Civil Procedure.
MAUNG MO.e
The petitioner: objected inter alia that the said Rules
THI
of Order 21 of the Code do not apply to the present MAv.GYl
TAUK.
dispute inasmuch as the right to drain off rain ·water
from the respondent's house compound is not immov~ U Ho GYI, J.
able property within the ambit of the said Rules.
The objections were overruled by an order dated
the 23rd September 1947, and the .Court on the
lith October directed the petitioner to remove the
obstruction to the drain. On the petitioner's failing to
do so, the Court issued several v,·arrants of arrest against
him until the proceedings were stayed by this Court.
The first question is whether the right to drain off
rain water is immovable property witl1in the meaning
of Rules 97 and 98 of Order 21 of the Code of
Civil Procedure. The Code contains no definition of
the term " immovable property " and consequently in
interpreting thi~ term the Court has to fall back upon
the General Clauses Act. Section 2, sub-section (29),
of lhe said Act defines " immovable property " as
including'' land, benefits to arise out of land and things
attached to the earth or permanently fastened to
anything attached to the earth." The question then is
whether the right to drain off rain water which is
an easement is a benefit arising out of land. In the
case of Mangaldas v. ]ewanram artd others {1). it was
held that a right· of way is not immovable property
within the ineaning of section 9 of the Specific Relief
Act. The relief contemplated by section 9 of the
Specific Relief Act is analogous to the relief which may
be granted under Rule 97 et seq of Order 21 of the Code
of Ciyil Procednre. In that both kinds of relief are
to be granted in summary. proceedings in certain
.c ontingencies. Furthermore, an easement, such as the
(1) I.L.R. 23 Born. 673.
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one involved in this case, is incapable of possession
eith~r physical or constructive. I am of opini<;m that a
MAm~a/r'f.oE right to drain off water is not immovable property
11.
within the contemplation of Order 21, Rules 97 and 98.
lli<~. GYI
tA~.nt.
It follows . then that in invoking the law which
U B0 GYI, J • cannot be invoked to enforce a right., the lower Court
assumed a jurisdiction which it did not possess.
I accordingly :>et aside the orders of the lower Court,
dated the 23rd September 19t7 and the 11th October
1947, with costs : advocate's fee two gold mohurs.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Bcf~•e

DAW SAN YI

U Eo Gy£, J.

AND ONE {APPELLANTS)

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENTS).*
Co11jessiot1 bejote tm Exc#~ Officer is no lot1ger •Jdmissible in -view of the
Bm·ma Act 28 of 1940. The de~:isio" it: JVlaung San Myin v. King~
Emperor, IL.R. 7 Rms. 771, is no longer law.

T. K. Boon for the appellants.
U Eo GYI, J.-The appellants Daw San Yi and Ma
Ah Mar Sein have been convicted under section 9 (a}
of the Opium Act for possession of raw opium and
sentenced each to six months' rigorous imprisonment
and a · fine Rs. 1,000, or, in default, a fmther term
of three montbs' rigorous imprisonm ent.
. The undisputed facts are that about 3 p.m. on
August 18th, 1947, an Excise party led by Inspector of
Excise U Maung Maung Tin raided hom,e No. 77,
Windsor Road, Rangoon, under the personal supervision
of the Superintendent of Excise \2) U Tun Kyi and
Assistant Superintendent of Excise U Tha Aung. The
search party were accompanied by two elders, U Yone
and Esoof Ebrahim Khabaidi (P.Ws. 2 & 3). They
foun4 the downstairs front door padlocked on the
outside and shouted for the inmates. The door was of
collapsible rrietal, through. which a young woman,
the 2nd appellant, was seen coming down the stairs.
When told that the party had come to see th(' owner of
the house, she went up again and a little whil~ later the
rst · appellant came down. . She said she was the .
• Cr iminal Appeal No. 1973 of 1947 hein~ a ppeal ag ain~t the: or<Ter of the
Distr ict Magistrate of Ranll:o..n, <latc::d the 10th. .November 1947, passed in
Criminal Reg ul;•r Trial No. 41 ol 1947·.
..
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owner of the house and when the search party apprised
her of the object of their visit she replied that people of
DAW SA~ Y1
.AND ONE
her standing would never have dealt in opium. But
p.
THE UNION she found that the search party were not impressed and
QF Bu~MA.
she shouted to the 2nd appellant to bring the keys.
U BoGYI,J. While the party at the front door were waiting for the
keys, certain members of the Excise party stationed at
· the back of the house shouted that packets were being
thrown down. U Maung Maung Tin, accompanied by
U Yone, rushed towards the back of the house,
and they saw the 2nd appellant on the backstairs of
the house. Sub-Inspector of Excise Maung Pe Thein
(P.'N. 5) had seen the 2nd appellant Bing do\vn
~gunny bag and its contents, St packets, strewn about.
The . packets were seized and the 2nd appellant was
taken upstairs.
.
Meanwhile, those at the front door had managed
to get into the house and had gone upstairs with the
1st appellant. There the 1st appellant was asked to
produce the key of an almirah in the dining room .
. She did not produce it and apparently getting impatient
U Maung Maung Tin tugged at it, when it came away
together with the hasp. Inside the almirah were found
three trunks containing a considerable quantity of raw
opium. These facts have not been challenged.
The real points of controversy are whether, as
alleged by some of the searchers, the 1st appellant
.t~ld them before the aimirah \vas opened-that there was
opittm inside the almirah and \~hether she told them
tb~t thre~ trunks whose contents she did not know had
been ·left with her by one Saw Tun. The authority ·of
the decision in Mauftg San Myin v. Kin)!.-ErnperM (1)
t·hat an admission to an Excise Officer is admi~sible in
e·vidence seems to have been shaken . by section 20A of
t~!e Opiu~ Act, ~hich has been added by Burma
1948

(t l.L.-R. '1 Ran. 771.
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li.C.
Act XXVIII 9f 1940, according to which no confession
1948
made to an Excise Officer empowered thereunder can
be proved as against a person accused of anv offence. DAW SAN Y1
v.
U Maung IVIaunJ,f Tin says that he has been invested THE UNION
with the powers of a Police Station Officer to investigate OF BURMA.
into cases. As to the second point in dispute an U Bo GYJ, J.
overwhelming array of prosecution witnesses have
stated that the 1st appellant ne\·er told them that
the trunks had been left in her care by Saw Tun.
\i\i'hat they do say is that she told them that the trunks
had been left with her by N yi Bu, Ba ];3a Gyi and
Sunny. Those men were arrested forthwith and denied
knowledge of the affair. In her examination she states
that as the Excise party wanted three or four men
to be sent up she mentioned the names that occurred
to her. It is plain that she only mentioned those
three men as the persons who had kept the trunks in
her house, and in these circumstances the evidence of
her witnesses who say that a certain unknovm man left
the trunks in her . house is unworthy of credit.
Furthermore; her story that a person who was
comparatively a stranger to her left three trunks said to.
contain nothing more valuable than medidne and
clothing in an aJmirah which was padlocked is
very improbable on the face of it. Then there is
the fact that two cigarette tins full of opium were fol.ind
on the almirah.
The 2nd appellant iu her examination states that
when she heard that the raiding party would search for
opium she thought t,hat what she saw on the almirah
was all that had been kept by the unknown man
and through fear threw it dO\vn not knowfng it to
be opinm. This statement considered in conjunction
with the evidence .. that she threw out st packets
of opium leaves no room for ·reasonable doubt that she
knew that' there was opium in the house. .
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After a consideration ot all the evic.h:nce} I find that
these two appellants were in possession of the
DAw SAN Yr opium.
Thev were the principal occupants o£ tbe
AND ONE
t~.
house, the other inmates being two minor girls. Since
J:~~~~~~~ 9,597 tolas of opium were found it is clear that the
U Bo GYI,j. appellants were Lrafficldng in opium on a large
scale and accordingly I am not prepared to hold that
the sentences passed upon them} though severe, are
excessive. The appeals are dismissed. The appellants
m~st surrender to their bails.
·H.C.

1948
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G. N. BANERJI (APPLICANT)
v.
THE SUPERINTENDENT, Il'JSEIN JAIL
ANNEXE1 INSEIN ( REsPOl'\liENT).*

194-3

May 10.

[On appeal from the High Court.]
.Dirccliotzs in the nature of habeas corpus-Natttre a11d scope-Powlirs of
Srtpreme Courl-Pt!blic Prop~rty Protection Act, 1947-S. 7 (2), (3), 15),, Officer" authorized·to arrest without warra·nt-Wlzellter Pul•lic Property
Protection Committee is an officer-Natttre of arrest -If power to arrest
ca11 be t;lelegated-Argumc•Jfs as to abs11roi conseqrtctzees-How far
applicable-Rep1wt by officer tmder s. 7 (2) coudition pr eade1tt to action by
President undar s. 7 f3) .
• The writ of habeas corpu~ is an ancient Common Law writ used a~ the
normal procedure for protecting the liberty of the subject against unlawful
:arrests and detainments. It en;lbles the immediate determination of the right
to the applicant's freedom. It is not a proceeding in a suit but a summary
;application by the person detained. The efforts of the Court are invariably
· directed to prevent evasion and delay. The ~xercise of this check, whole and
unimpaired but shorn of antiquated technicalities, has been entrusted to the
Supreme Court by the Constitution of the Union.
Li!iersidge v.SirlohnAt~derson, (1942) A.C. 206, Gree11t v. Secretary Of
. State for Home A!fain, {1942) A.C. 284 at pp. 301-3 i Secretary of Stwfe for
Home Affajrs v. O'Brien, {1923) A.c. 603 atp. 609, referred to.
Under s. 7 (2), Public Properfy Protecti<ni Act,t947, by Notification 131, elated
31st December 1947, the Governor pttrported to authorize the Public Property
Protection Committee to arrest without warrant, persons coming under s. 7 (2)
of the Act suspected of having committed prejudicial acts. An order signed by
the Chairrn:m of the Committee wa• delh·ercd to an Inspector of Police, who
. arrested applicant on 18th February 1948. On 1st March 194S an order
purporting to be under s. 7 (Jj authenticated by a Deputy Secretary to Government, directed dete~tion of applicant fat aix months from 18th February 1948.
On an application for a wfit of hab,as CIJrpus, Held: At<thority under s. 7 121
cannot be invested in a .Committee and the Committee is not an officer who
·-Can arrest. The ad of arrest is a physical act and a Committee of several
persons cannot touch or arrest. The officer has to. entertain a suspicion and a
Commitiec cannnt do so.
G~neral Clauees Act, s. 2 (44), referred to.
Cecil Gi·ay v. The Cantonment Committee o[ Poona, 34 Bom. 583; Vislmomal
·v. Court of Wards, (1928) Sind. 76 ; nwari v. Deputy Ccmmissio11er, Luckrrow, 14
Luck. 351; Ismail Mo!tamcdHajeev. The King, !1941 Ran. 536, distinguished .
.,. Criminal Miec. Application No. S of 1948.
t Preseut: SIR BA U, Chief Justice of the Union of Burma, E
and KYAW MYINT, J,, of the Supreme Court.
.
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Held fttrlhcr : The exercise of lhe p'lwcr of arrest cannot be d<:'Jegated .
There is no provi>ion ins. 7 (2) to have the arrest effected through another, as
in ss 56 and 65 of Criminal Procedure Cude. Further this deprives the person
affeded of an o;lportunit;.· to satisfy the oflicer ,·onccrr.cd. The question of
administrative illconvc:niencc involved in requiritlg high officers to arrest
per~onally cannd outweigh the liberty of the s1,bj~ct.
Ba1unrd v. Gorman, f !941) ..\.C. 378 at pp. 3tlJ-4, ;·eiittd ou.'
The dut.· of Jt!dges is only to hke the wo ·cts .IS they stand, give its natural
meaning and al·P ·r,priate construction, but not cui"<! loopholes in a statute.
Held also: The receipt of a rcp-,rt irom the offi:;t:r arresting is a condition
to the excrds~ o( the powers of the- Governor uncler s. 7 {51. As there was no
repod in this case, the fnrther ord~:r is invalid and not in accor-dance with law,

King-Ewpaor v. Dcslzpandc, 73 i.A L44, arplied.

From the order it appears that U Thd Tin was satisfied and not fhe
President. The Law contemplates that the President should be satisfied.
Greater precision of language shall]d be exercised in dratting documents of
great importanc e involving interference with fundamental rights.

P. K. Basu for the applicant.
U Chan Htoon (Attorney-General for the Union of
Burma) for the respondent.
The judgment of the Court \ras delivered by

E MAUNG, J.-This is an application for directionsin the nature of habeas· corPus made by one
G. N. Bancrji, who had been committed to custody
in Insein Jail for a p eriod of six ml?nths from the
18th February 1LJ48, under the provisions of subsection (5) read with sub-section (3) of section·? of the
Public Property Protection Act, 1947. The rigbt
which by the application it is sought to establish is the
rigbt of personal liberty guaranteed under Article 16·
of the Constitution and it is s4i.d on behalf of the
applicant that his incarce ration in Insein Jail is one
directed other than in due course of law and is
accordingly illegal.
It would not be inappropriate here to state shortly
the history, nature and scope of directions in the'
nature of habeas corpus and for suc_h a statement it
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would be difficult to better the account given by ·such
an eminent jurist as Lord Wright 1n Creme v.
Secretary of State for Home Alfmrs (1) :

S.C.

1948

G N.
BANE WI

v.
THE SUPER•
INTE!'iDENr,

" The wdt of habeas wrpus is an ancien~ common. law writ,
which from about the end of the sixteenth century or the earlier h.;stml JAIL
,\J\NEXE1
years of the seventeenth century came to be used as the not·mal
!~S~ lN.
procedure for protecting the liberty of the subject ag;dnst
E MAUNG, J.
unlawful arrests and detainments, in particular those by onler of
the executive. The history of this great remedial \\Tit is
succinctly but lucidly and accurately described in Sir \Villiam
Holdsworth's History of English Law, vol. ix, 2nd ed., pp. 112 to
124. I am merely eoncernecl here with limited aspects. The
common law adapted the old wril habeas corpus ad suscijuendum
et t·ectPicntllj'l'l to the purpose of securing the subject's right to
immunity from arbitrary arrest and imprisonment save by due
process at la\v. In its eal'lier use, the writ had been from old
days one of the procedural or mesne process wri!s. The right to
freedom which the writ was directed to vindicate was said to be
secured by the famous woJ"Cls of M<1gna Carta, a translation of
which was embodied in the Petition of Hight of 1628, s. 3 : 'And
.where also by the statute called 'The Great Charter of the
Liberties of . England ' it is declared and enacted tint no
freeman may be taken or imprisoned or be disseised of his
Freehold m· Liberties or his Free Customs, or be outlawed
or exiled, or "in any m:~nner destroyed but by the lawful iuclgment
of his Peers or by 1he Law of the Janel.' This proviSIOn was
reiterated in the Petition of Right because of the refusal of the
Court of King's Bench to grant the writ in Darnel's case
(1627 3 St. Tr. I), where the return that the arrest was per sPeciale·
. mandatum domi1zi rerHs was held to be good l'eturn, which meant
that a lawful cause of imprisonment was shown. We are toid,
no clC?ubt with good reason, that the judges were influenced by
the opinion that SOme degree Of prerog:ttive power W().S necessary
to unable the Crown· to deal with emergencies. The decision
and arguments are analysed by Sir \Nilliam Holdsworth, op. cit.,
vol. vi, 2nd ed., p. 34 and seq. But the Petition of Right
cleclarecl such a cause of imprisonment to be unlawful. In the
same way it \Vas enacted, in the Act- of 1640 abolishing the Star
Chamber, that any person Col1).mitted or imprisoned by order of
(1) {1942) A.C. 284 at pp. 301-3.
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the Star Chamber or similar bodies shnrld have his hab.:as
corpus.
It is clear that the writ of habeas corpus deals with the
machinery o£ justice, not tbe substantive law, except in so far as
it can be said that the right to have the writ is itsdf part of
substantive law. lt is essentially a Pl'OCedqral writ, the object of
which is to enfm·ce a legal right. The writ is descl'ibt'd as being
a writ of right, not a writ of course. The applicant must show a
pyima facie case that he is unlawfully detained. He cannot get it
as he would get an original \vrit for initiating an action, but if he
shows a prima 'facie .case he is entitled to it as of right. The first
question, therefore, in any habeas ~orpus proceeding is whether a
prima facie case is shown by the applicant th·tt his freedom is
u'nlawfully interfered with, and the next step is to determine if the
return is good and :;ufficient. A person unlawfully detaired is
entitled as of course to obtain a writ of trespass, but an action of
trespass or false imprisonment does not by itself secure the
immediate or speedy release of the plaintiff, if he is still detained
when he commences his action. As Littledale ]. said in Leonard
Watson's case (9 A & E, 731, 795), 'A party imprisoned has two
modes of proceeding, either by action for false imprisonment or
by application for a hab~as corpus. ln an action for false
imprisonment the defendant must prove his justification, if any
and (except where aJlowed by express provision to give it under
the general issue) he must also se l forth the justification specially
on the record. In the return to an habeas corpus no such
minuteness of detail is necessary, nor in any instance that I can
find has it been considered necessary to support the return by
affidavit.' The incalculable value of habeas corpus is that it
-enables the immediate determination of the r ight to the
applicant's freedom. On this aspect I may refer to the discussion
by Lord Halsbury L.C. in Co.~ v. Hakes (15 App. Cas, 506, 514-).
He said : 'In days of technical pleading no informality was
allowed to prevent the substantial question of the right of the
subject to his liberty being heard and determined.' The right to
an instant dete1·mination as to the lawfulness of an existing
imprisonment, an_d the twofold quality of. such determination
that if favourable to liberty it was without appeal and if
unfavourable it might he :renewed until ea,ch jurisdiction had in
turn been exhausted have from time to time been pointed out by
judges as securing in a marked and exceptional manner the
personal freedom of the subject. It was not a proceeding in a
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suit but \vas a summary application by the person detained. No
1948
other party to that proceeding was necessarily before or
G. N.
repre~ented before the judge except the person detaining and
BANERH
v.
that person only because he had the custody of the applicant and
THE SUPERwas bound to bring him before the judge to e.."plain ;1nd justify, IN1'ENL>ENT,
H he could,· the fact of imprisonment. It w~s, as Lord Coke l:NSEDI JAIL
ANNEXE,
described it, fcstit~um ;emedium.' When in the Habeas Corpus
INSEtN.
Act, 1816, the court was given power, if it sees fit, in the cases to
E MAUNG1 J,
which the Act applies, to inquire into the truth of the facts set
out in the return, it was to be in a summary way, by affidavit or
affirmation ts. 3}. The efforts of the courts aided by the
Legis_Iature by means of lhe Acts of 1679 and 1816, have
invariably been directed to prevent evasion and delay in the
proceedings such as the .-xlias and piudes writ or the cruder·
·course of removing the person detaiiled out of the jurisdiction
and to make them effective in the shortest possible time. I have
adverted to these features of the Habeas Corpus Act because
I sh11I later have to deal with some questions of the procedure.
I have emphasized the use of the writ to secure freedom from
.arbitrary or unlawful arrest by the government, but besides thel)e
J)nblic occasions it was employed in co nnection with private
.arrests and detainments so that the writ applies to indefinitely
wider and more various exigencies, indeed to any case whatever
in which the liberty of the subject is unlawfully interfered with."

Of the writ of habeas corpus ad subjiciendum,
Lord Birkenhead in Secretary of State for Home
Affairs v. O'Bdm U) says :
'' It ·is perhaps the most important writ known to the
constitutional law of England, affording as it does a swift and
imperative remedy in all cases of illegal restraint or confinement·
It is of immemorial antiquity, an instance of its use occurring
in the thirty-third year of Edward I. It has through the ages
been jealously maintaiped by Courts of Law as a check upon the
illegal usu'rpation of power by the Executive at the cost of the

liege."

The exercise of this check, whole and unimpaired
in extent but shorn of antiquated technicalities m
(1) (1923) A. C. 603 at p. 609.
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procedure, bas by the Constitution of the Union been
entrusted to this Court.
The facts essential for the determination of this
application lie \Vit!Jin a narrow compass and are not in
dispute. The applicant G. N. Banerji, an advocate
of the High Court, was at a ·time prior to the
23rd December 1946 a District Supplies Officer at
Mergui. On the 23rd December 1946 he relinquished
his appointment. and handed over his duties to his
succe'ssor 'and thereafter resumed his practice at the
Bar. On the . 16th February 1948 an order for his
detention under section 7 (2) of the Public Property
Protection Act, 1947, was made by U Chan Tha,
Chairman of the Public Property Protection Committee.
This order of detention was for a period of 15 days
from the date his arre~t was effected. This order, it
appears, was delivered to one U Niya, an Inspector of
Police in the Criminal Investigation Department of the
Government of the Union of Burma and the police
offi cer, purporting to act under the order, arrested the
applicant on th e 18th February 1948. Thereafter the
applicant .. was detained at the Kyauktada Police
Station, Rangoon, till the 1st March 1948 when, on the
authority of another order purporting to be under subsections (3} and (5) of section 7 of the Public Property
Protection Act and authenticated by U Thet Tin,
Deputy Secretary to the Government of the · Union
of Burma, the applicant was removed to the Insein
Jail and detained therein. This order of the 1st March
194~ directed the detention of the applicant for a
period of six months from the 18th February 1948,
the daf.e of his arrest.
The relevant provisions of the ·Public Property ·
Protection Act, 1947, read as follo\vs :
'' 7. (2) Any officer .authorized in this behalf by general or
special order by the Govemor rna;~ arrest witho'ut warrant any
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person whom he suspects of having committed, whether before
or after the commencement of this Act, or of committing any
prejudicial act.
(3) Any officer who makes an arrest in pursnance of subsection (J.) or sub-sectio.,n (2) shall forthwith report the fact of
such arrest to the Governor, and pending the receipt of the
orders of the Governor, he may, by an order in writing, commit
.any person so arrested to such custody as the Governor may, by
general or special order, specify:
Provided(i) that no pet:son shall be detained in custody under this
sub-section for a period exceeding fifteen days
without the order of the Governor ;
(ii) that no person shall be detained in custody under this
sub-section for a period exceeding six months.
~
*
*
*
(5) On receipt of any report made under the provisions of
s ub-section (3) the Governor may, in addition to maJ..itig such
orders subject to the second proviso to sub-section (j ) as may
·appear to be neces~ary for the temporary custody of any per.son
arrested under this section, make, in exercis~ of any power:;
conferred upon the Govcmor by any la>v for the time being in
force, snch final order as to his detention, release, residence or
any other matter concerning him as may appear to the Governor
in the cil'cumstances of tile cnse to be reasonable or necess<1ry."

It is not necessary to consider whether the word
"suspects " in section 7 (2) of the Act imports an
arbitrary or irrational state of suspicion ar:d therefore
excludes a justiciable issue. Neither is it necessary
in this . case to consider whether it is open to the Court
to examine the reasonableness of such suspicion and
for that purp0se io discuss the applicability of
Liversidge v. Sir ]olm Anderson (1), Greene y. The
Secretary c,.f State for Home Affairs ( 2) .and Rex v.
Secretary of State for Home Affairs (3).
The learned counsel for the .-applicant contends
that under section. 7 {2) of · the P•1blic Property
(1) {1942) A.C~ ~06.

. IZI tl9421 A.C. 2i4 at pp. 301-3,
(3) ·(1942) 2 K.B. 14.
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Protection Act, the Governor (now the President
of the Union) is empowered to invest the authority
G. N.
to arrest without warrant to an officer only and not
BAJnU!'Jl
v.
Public . Property
THE SuP.aR- to an amorphous body like the
lNTENDI!:NT, Protection Committee and that accordingly N otificalNS.hiN JAIL
ANI\ EX I!,
tion No. 131 of the 31st December 1947, C~mmerce
lNBElN.
and Supply Department, Legislation Branch, purportE MAUNG, J.
ing to authorize the Public Property Protection
Committee to effect the arrest without a warrant of
persons coming within section 7 (2) of the Act is
ultra vires of the Governor of Burma (now the
President of the Union of .Burma).
The leaxned Altorney-General claims that the
provisions of section 2 (44) of the General Clattses Act
ami Cecil Gray v. The CantoHment Com·m itlee of
Poona {1), V1shnomal v. Court of TiVards (2), Tewari
v. Deput·y Commisswner, Lucknow {3) and Is·mail
Mohamed Hajee v. The Ktng {4 are clear authorities
for the view that the word "offi(;er ,. may embrace a
committee. We find it impossible to accept this
contention. The General Clauses Act was enacted,
as is clear from section 1 thereof, to advance brevity
in drafting and certaiPty in interpretation of "all Acts,
Regulations and Ordinances forming part of the law
of Burma, whenever and by whatever authority they
were passed or made.'' Section 2 provides definitions.
of words and is prefaced by the qualification unless
there is anything repugnan.t in the subject or context";
and in section 2 (44) the word ''person" is defined as
including infer aliu a. body of individuals whether
incorporated or not. The learned Attorney-G;.;neral's
contention is that because an officer is dd1ned
judicially as· a person employed to exercise to some
extent and in certain circumstances the delegated
(t

(1) 34 Bom. 583.
(2) (1928} Sind 76. '

(3) 14 Luck. 351.

(41 U 941) Ran. 536.
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functions of the Government, the term " officer " may
ef11brace a committee which is a body of individuals
not incorporated. This arg4ment involves ll fallacy.
It does not follow that because the word " person '' is
to be deemed to include a body corporate or a body of
individuals not incorporated, in the interpretation of
Acts and other statutory enactments, the same extended
definition is to be applied in the interpretation of the
word " person " in contexts other than in such Acts
and enactments. Moreover, thi'3l argument overlooks
the overriding qualification '' unless there is anything
repugnant in the subject or context.'' What under
section 7 (2) of the Act the Governor (now the
PresidP.nt oi the Union) is empowered to authorize is
" to ai n~st without a warrant "and an arrest, as is clear
from section 46 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, is
a ph)sical act; the person making the arrest is required
actudiy to touch or to confine the body of the person to
be arrested, unless there is submission to the custody
by v.:ord or adion. How would it be possible for a
body incorporate, which has only a notional existence
as a legal entity, to effect an arrest ? How would a
committee composed of several individuals exercise
the physical act or arrest ? Would all the members
of the committee· have to attend and each actually
touch or confine the body of the person to be arrested ?
To say that all the members of the committee
~XCC;!pt one may delegate their functions to the remain~
ing m(;mber would not be an answer to the difficulty.
The committee has to entertain a suspicion as a
preliminary to arrest and the entertainment of suspicion
. cannot possibly be delegated to one member of the
committee by the rest thereof.
·. The d~cision in Ismail Mohamed Hajee v. The
King {1) is not relevant to the present case. The other
(1) (1941} Han.

536.
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decisions relied upon by the learned Attorney-General
are in different collocations and cannot possibly be
G.N.
said to be in pari materia with the present case.
BANERJl
:?.->.
tl.
Moreover, these decisions are of doubtful validity in
·THE SUPER·
, lNTENllENT, view of tbe provisions of sections 57 and 58 of the
~ lNSEI to; JAIL
, ANNE 1'.,
Municipal Act and sections 272 and 273 of the
t· !lNilEIN.
Cantonment Act.
E MAUNG,J.
The learned counsel for the applicant goes further.
He says, and rightly v!e think, that even if the Governor
. (now tpe President of the Union} was competent to
authorize the committee under section 7 (2) of the
Public Property Protection ·Act to arrest his client
without a warrant under sub-section (3), the exercise
of the power of arrest could not have been delegated,
as was done in this case, to a police officer. The
learned Attorney-General contends that the maxim
"Delegatus .non potesi delegare" is controlled by the
maxim "Qui facif Per alillm facit per se ''in respect of
all functions which are purely ministerial and not
inv olving the exercise of any judicial or discretionary
powers. He claims that a person who has been
directed to effect an arrest on behalf of another who
himself could have arrested the person concerned, is
merely doing a purely ministerial act. No authority is
cited for this proposition and our researches have not
disclosed any in support thereof.
In fact, both on general principles and on the
analogy of statutes in pari materia it is clear that, unless
em powered by legislation in that behalf, a person who
may effect an arrest is not entitled to delegate that
function to another. Article 16 of the Constitution
requires every interference with the personal liberty of
a citizen to be justified by law. What section 7 (2) of
the Public Property Protecti"on Act justifies is arrest
~tthout warrant by the officer authorized thereu_nder.
That officer is not vested with the power to 1ssue a
1948
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warrant of arrest ; and an officer who can arrest
without a warrant but may not or does not issue a
warrant of arrest requires legislative sanction similar to
that in sections 56 and 65 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure to have the arrest effected through another
person .. There is no such legislative sanction in
relation to an officer acting under section 7 (2) of the
Public Property Protection Act.
Practical considerations also support the view that
the exercise of the power of arrest is one which, save
by legislative sanction, should not be ·delegated. The
right to personal liberty is a fundamental human right
under the Constitution and {:very person arrested on
suspicion has a right, then and there, to give an
explanation which may have the effect of removing a
misunderstanding, if any, that resulted in suspicion
being engendered in the mind of tbe officer entitled to
effect his arrest. To regard the act of arrest as a
purely ministerial one would lead to the situation that
when the person arrested offers to the police officer
arresting him an explanation which might be sufficient·
to expl-1in away the suspicious circumstances existing
against him, the police officer can merely say: "That
has nothing to do with me; come and remain
in detention for 15 days. 11 This is a preposterous
situation.
It is next contended by the learned AttorneyGeneral that section 7 of the Public Property Protection
Act should be interpreted in such a manner as to make .
for the smooth working of the. executive machinery
provided therein. He says that a high Government
official such as tbe Cbp.irman or the P ublic Property
Protection Co.m mittee or a Deputy Commis.sioner, who
normally would be the persons a_u!h~rized ·by the
President of the Union to arrest a person without a.
warrant, cannot be expected to effect. an arrest in
14
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person, and that th e Legislature obviously intended
that such high Government officials must have the
G N.
power to delegate the exercise of actual arrest. Any
BANEllll
v.
other interpretation of the Act, he contends, vwuld
TH2SUi>E!{make the Act unv:orkable or at least would result in
JNTENDENT,
JNS:lllN ]AlL
administrative inconvenience. To the argument based
ANNEX:g,
}NSl!lN.
on administrative convenience we cannot do better
E MAUJ\'G, J. than adopt the words of a learned L aw Lord in
England and say with him: " T he liberty of the
subject and the convenience of the police or any other
executive authority are not to be weighed in the scales
against each other."
Arguments drawn from absurd consequences are no
doubt forceful but in this case we can see no justification
for implementing by forced judicial constr uction the
power of delegation.
In Barnard v. Gorman ~1)
Viscount Simon, the Lord Chancellor, said :
S.C.

1948

"The question is a very serious one, for, on the one hand, it
is rightly stressed that the liberty of the subject is involved, and
if an innocent man is detained under official authority his personal
freedom is for the time being interfered with, even though he may
be treated with all consideration and may, in fact, have suffered
little from being in temporar~· custody. On the other hand, if
officers of customs cannot detain a man who is coming off
a ship and whom they suspect on reasonable grounds of
endeavouring to defraud the customs, but must either let him go
and rely on a subsequent summons being effectually served on
him, or, if not, must arrest him at their own risk, the working of
our customs law is likely to be seriously impeded, and the
question would arise whether it did not require to be amended.
Our duty in the matter is plain. We must not give the statutory
words a w~der meaning merely because on a narrower construction the words might leave a loophole for frauds against the
revenue. If; on the proper construction of the section, that is the
result,· it is not for judges to attempt to cure it. That is the
business o{ Parliament. Our duty is to take the words as they·
stand and to give them their true construction·, having regard to
(1) (1941) A.C. 378 at pp. 383·4.
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the language of the whole section, and, as far as relevant, o( the
whole Act, always preferring the natural meaning of the word
involved, but none the less always giving the word its appropdate
construction according to the context." .

S.C.
1-948
G. N.
BANRRH

v.
THE SUPE:mlNTlrNDENT,
INSlHN JAIL
ANNEXE,
lNSElN.

The learned counsel for the applicant contends that
under section 7 (3) of the Act it is for the officer who
makes the arrest to report the fact of the arrest to the
President of the Union and that sub-section (5) makes E
the receipt of the report of such officer a condition
precedent to action by the President directing the
detention of the person arrested for a period not
exceeding six ·months but exceeding 15 days. That
appears to be so. The learned counsel then claims
that in this case there was no report by the officer who
made the arrest and that therefore the order of
detention of the 1st March 1948 is invalid and not in
accordance with law. We can see no answer to this
contention.
The learned counsel for the applicant sought to
develop an argument in support of the application based
on Article 24 of the Constitution. It is not necessary,
in view of the conclusions we have an-i ved at in this
case, to pursue this argument further and we are relieved
from attempting to resolve the antinomy that faced
Lord Shaw of Dunfermline in The King v. Halliday (1)
between a preventive detention and imprisonment as
also between preventive justice and executive action.
To sum up, our conclusions are that authority under
section 7 (2) of the Public Property Protection Act,
1947, cannot be invested in the Public Property
Protection Committee1 that U Chan Tha had no
authority to act either individually or on behalf of the
Committee, that the police officer who actually effected
the arrest was not authorized in law to arrest the
{1) (1917) A.C, 260.

MAUNG,
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S.C.
1948

applicant, that hi s detention under the preliminary
warrant under H)e hand of U Chan Tha was unlawful,
G.N.
and that there not having been a report to the President
BANRRJI
IJtJ.
THESUPER- by the officer effecting the arrest (in fact, there is in
INTENDEKl',
this case no officer who could have legally made such
INSEIN }AIL
A~NEXE,
a report) the final order of detention of the 1st March
lNSF:IN.
1948 is invalid.
E tl-lAUNG, J.
This, in our opinion, is a stronger case for interference than that which went before the Privy Council
in Kin{!.-Emperor v. Deshpande (1). ·
In view of the findings arrived at by us on matters
of substance, what follows is a matter of minor detail.
Still, as the liberty of a citizen is in issue, we consider
it right to draw attention to matters even of detail.
The warrant directing the detention of the applicant for
a period of six months reads as follows :
''Being satisfied that G. N. Bane1·jee Ex. Supply Officer
Mergui son of hte. Mr. Bannerjee has. committed a prejudicial act,
I, U Thet Tin, Ministry of Commerce, Supply and Transport,
by order of the President of the Union hereby direct that
G. N. Bannerjee be detained in Insein Jail for a period of
six months with effect from the 18-2-48." .

From this order it would appear as if it was U Thet Tin
who was satisfied that G. N. Banerji had committed a
prejudicial act. That is not what the law requires.
Tl}.e law contemplates that the President should be
satisfied. It is to be hoped. that in drafting documents
of grave importance involving interference with
fundamental rights of the citizen greater precision in
the use 'of language would be exercised.
In the result we direct that G. N. Banerji, who is
now in detention in Insein Jail under an order of the.
1st March 19+8 ·of the Government of the Union of
Burmet, M~nistry of Com'merce, Supply and Transport,
{1) 73 I.A. 144.
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,being Order No. 49/PPP48, be forthwith released and
that this order of the Court be forthwith communicated
to the Superintendent of the Jail, Insein Jail Annexe,
Insein.
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SUPREME COURT.
tS.C.
1948

MA MAR MAR (APPLICANT)

v.

Apl. 8.

P.S.O., A.HLONE,

AND DTHERS {RESPONDENTS).i"

[On appeal from the
Unio1~

Hlg~t

Court.]

Judiciary Act, s. 6-Resitluary provisio11s-- TVhe11 can

be used-

CoustiftlfiOII Act, s, 25.

Applicant applied under s. 6 of the tTnion Judiciary Act for special leave to
appeal from an order o[ the High Court t:nder s. 491 uf the Criminal Procedure
Code.
field : That there is an effective remedy it1 s. 25 of the Constitution
whereby the Supreme Court could issue directions in the nature of
l1abeas corpus. S. 6, Union Judiciary Act, provides for cases which do not
come within the purview of s. 5. It is a residuary provi'sion enacted with the
sole intention that n o subject of the Union shall go without redress from the
Supreme eourt if he has a genuine grievance ; but where there is an effective
remedy provided in s. 25 of the Constitution for issue of directions in the
nature of habeas c >rPtls, the application for specia l leave will be refused.
The provision in s. 25 of the Constitution is only an adaptation of the
English Common Law practice in Eshugbayi Eleko v. Officer (ldtnir1isterit11!
file Gouernment of Nigeria m>d arrotlter, (1928) A.C. 459.

Dr. Thein for the applicant.
U Chan Tun Aung {Assistant Attorney·General of
the Union of Burma) for the respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
E MAUNG, J.--This is an application laid under
section 6 of the Union Judiciary Act for special leave
to appeal from an order passed by a Bench of the
High Court under section 491 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure.
*Criminal Misc. Application No. 1 of 1948; appeal from the order of a
Bench of the High Court, Rangoon, dated the 2nd March 1948, pa!sed in
Criminal Mi5c. Application No. 2 o£1948,
t Prcswt: SIR BA U, Chief Justice of the Union of Burma, E MAUNG, and
KYAW MYINT,·JJ., of the Supreme Court.
.
-
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Section 6 of the Union Judiciary Act provides-

215
S.C.
1948

"Notwithstanding anything contained in section 5, the ~h MAR MAR
v.
Supreme Court may, in its discretion, grant speci:t!leave to :tppeal
P.S.O.,
from any judgment, decree, 01· final order of auy Court (whether AHLO!fE, AND
OTHERS,
passed before or after the commencement of the Constitution) in
any civil, criminal or other case."
E MAUNG1 .J.

·By section 5 of the Union Judiciary Act a right of
appeal is granted in cases (a) where a question as to the
validity of any law, having regard to the provisions of
the Constitution, is involved, or (b) where the amount
or value of the subject-matter of the suit and of appeal
is rupees ten thousand or over, or lc) where, even
though the value of the suit and of appeal is rupees
ten thousand or over, but if the decree appealed from
is of the affirmance of the decree of the Court of first
instance, a substantial question of law is involved.
Section 6 of the Union Judiciary Act thus clearly
provides for cases which do not come within the purvi~w
of section 5. It is what we call a residuary provision
of law enact.ed with the sole intention that no subject
of the Union shall go without redress by this Court if
he has a genuine and a weU.founded grievance either
against another subject of the Union or against the
State itself. Being a residuary provision, it can be
made use of only when there is no other remedy open
to an allegedly aggrieved subject of the Union. In
the present case, there is an effective remedy provided
for the applicant in section 25 of the Constitution,
which says 1 infer alia" Without prejudice to the power that may be vested in this
behalf in.other Courts, the Supreme Court shall have power to
issue directions in the nature of Habeas Corpus, mandamus, ·
.Prohibition, quo warratsto tmd Certiorari."

What this means is that, although a subject may
have failed in his att~mpt to mo':e another ·court (i.e. the
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High Court in the present case) for issue of directions
in the nature of habeas corpus under section 491 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure, yet he can still come
v.
P.S.O.,
25 of the
AHLONE,AND to this Court and move it under ·section
OTHERS,
Constitution. This is not a new procedure of law ; it is.
E M'AUNG, J, only an adaptation of the En~lish Common Law practice
in the matter of issue of writs [see Eshup;bayi Eleko v ..
Officer administeri11g the Goz1ermnent of Nigeria and
another (1)].
For all these reasons we do not propose to grant
special leave. The .application is dismissed.
1948

(1) (1928) A.C, 459.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL
Before U Ott Pe, U Sa11 Matmg and U },o Gyi, iJ .

USA \V AND NINE OTHERS (APPELLANTS)

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA

Ma-r.8.

(REsPONDF:NT).'Ii<

Special Crimes (Tribu-nal) Act, 1947 (Burma Act Lll I of 1947), whdher ultra
vires-Governmettl of Bm·ma (TemPorary) Provisio•t$ Acl, 1945, Noiificatiou
No. 94-Proclamnfions of House of Commous tJ1td House of LardsOpportzmily of accused be defctulcd by "pleader "-S 340, Crimi11af
Procedure Code-Collfessions of accused-Admissibility of-S. 24, Evidmce
Ad--Delay in recordin,s,t confession-Recordiug of confesSi(lnS uot itt opett
court or cottrf flotlrs-Effect of COillravtmfiofJ of rules-Value of coujcs·
~ions as evidence--Corrol•oration a11d a•imissibiliiy against co-accuscdS.114 (b), Evidence Act-Examiuatioll of a(C/Ised muler s. 3+2 12), Criminal
Procedrwc Code, <7S amwdtuJ by Burma Act XIII of 1945-Wltdlrer- ca11
be .iake11 into cOilsidera/ion under s. 30, Evidence llct-Bilrma Act XXXIII
of 1947, crimes committed bejon! the Act came into fore~'.

The accused were tried by a Special Tribunal under Burma Act LIII of 1947
and convicted under s. 302 (1) {b) of the Penal Cocle as amended by Burma Act
XXXIII of trJ47 and sentenced to death in connection with the shooting in the
Council Room of the Secretariat, of the Govemm·'s Executive Council presided
over by its Deputy Chairman resulting in the inslant:meous dtath of five
Ministers, a Depety Set.:retary, the death of two other Councillors later and of
the Personal Body-guard of one Minister.
Held: Under s. 1 of the Government of Burma (Temporary) Provisions
Act, 1945, pciblished in the Government of Burma Home Department
. Notification No. 94. dated 24th July 1945, any. proclarnation made after the
passing of that Act varying the previous proclamation of the lOth of December
1942 under s. 139 [3) of the Government of Burma Act, 1935, shall
continue in force, unless revoked , till 9th December 1948, if resolutions in that
behalf are from time to time passed by both the Houses of Parliament, The
House of Commons· on the 2nd of April 1947 approved the procl<unation of the
Governor of Burma and the House of Lords also on the 15th of April1947
approved the continuance of the ~ame. Therefore the proclamation issued by
the Governor nluEt be deemed to be still in force and the Governor must be
deemed to h~ve all the powers vested in the Legislature of Burma.
Hdrl : By the establi~hment of a new court the Governor did not assume
to himself the powers vested in the High Court and he WOl.S entitled to appoint
a Sp~cial Tribunal as the Legislative Assembly in Burma could estahli~h a
new or collateral court and the fact that the High Court was at that time
holding its criminal sessions was irrelevant.
• Criminal Appeals Nos. 3, 4, 7, 11,12, 13 and 14 of 1948 being appeal from
the order of the Special Crimes Tribunal, Rangoon, dated the 30th December

1947.
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Cl:it{lmb111·am v, Til,! King-Emperor, (1947! R.L.R. 66 (P.C.), "PI'Hed and
followed.

S. 34U of the Criminal Proc<>durc Code provides that an accused before a
criminal Court may of right be defended by a pleader. \Vhere accused was
defended by a pleader since the beginning of the Trial and later a King's
Counsel appeared who was given the opportunity to recall prosecution
witnes~('S and he r.:c:allcd some o: tl1.; wilnc~sts for the prosecution for further
cross·examination and did not recall others, the accused can have no gdevance
and the section has been complied with.
The words" appears to the Court" ins. 24 of Evidence Act is aomething
less than pusilive proof that the confession is not voluntary.
Tfte Kingv.Hla bfauug, 11946) Ran. 102, and The Kin{!. v.San Jllyiut, (1939f
Ran. 97, referred to.

The fact that to avoid publicity and en-;ure the safety of lhe life of the
confessing accused, the Ma~istrate recorded the confession and had each
accused brOl·ght before him at 6 a.m. in the Senate Hall of the Law Courts
Building and not in open court alter giving sufficient time for reflection does
not amount to any infringement of the rules framed by the High Court in
Notification No. 6-General, date;d 19th September 1946. The rule refers
that a confes$iOn shou ld ordinarily be recorded in court and during court
hours. In cxception2l circumstances the rule may be relaxed and there was no
deliberate infringement. A contravention of the rules though to be deprecated
did not render th e confession inadmissible.
Emperor v. P_a11cltknuri Duft, I L.R. 52 Cal. 67, referred to and followed.

The confessions are sufficient evidence again•t the confessing accused if
the court is satisfied of their truth ; as against the other co-accused corroboration is required in material particulars acting or tending to connect each of
the accused with the offence.
The Ki1~g v. Nga Myo, [1938) Ran. 190 (F.R), followed,

If by extraneous evidence or matters appearing on the record il is established

that the confessing accused are not in collusion, the cumulative effect may be
sufficient to remove the primafaci' presumption of the individual unworthiness
of credit. S. 114, Evidence Act, illustration (b), referred to.
Statements made by the accused on examination under s. 342 (2), Criminal
· Procedure Code, as amended by Burma Act XIII of 1945 after the accused had
been called upon to enter the defence, cannot be taken into consideration even
if it confca~e$ partl y or wholly his guilt, under s. 30 or the Evidence Ael
against the other accused pen;ons.
Mt. Sttmitra v. Kirrg-Emperor, A.l.R. (1940) Nag. 287, and the caae
mentioned lherein, relied upon.

As regards evidence given on oath by an accn5ed person under s. 342 (lJ,
Criminal Procedure Code, as amended it may be \!sed against the co-accu1ed.
The weight to be given to such evidence will depend on the circumstances of
each case. The admi5sions under s. 342 f2), 'Criminal Procedure Code, as
ailieltded are however valuable as show~ng consistency.
f!.s the act was committed btforo 1st Augutt 1947 on which .date the Burma
Act XXXIII of 1947 came intojorce, the con·viction should be under •· 302 ;md
s. 34 o.r 109 of the Penal Code a s the case may be.
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Slzwe Hla U v. The Ki-~tg, {1941) Ran. 58, referred to :md comp<tred.
There was no circumstance under which the accused could get a lesser
sentence and in any case the question \Vhether mercy ;hotdd be e::dcnded to
:any one of the appellants is a matter with ;··hich thi3 Conrt i5 not cmcerned.
Aw1g Hla v. f{ing.Emj>cror, 9 Ran. 433, referred to.

F.]. Salisbury H avoch for U Saw.
D. ]. Dan.iel for Thu Kha, Khin Maung Yin and
Maung Ni (ai Boni (a) Gani.

U Kya Gamg for Manng Soe 1 Tbet Hnin, Yan Gyi
Aung (a) Hla Tun and Hmone Gyi (a) Maung Hmone.
U Saw H la. Pru for Maung Sein (aJ Sein Gyi (a)
Hla Aung.

U Chan Htoon (Attorney-G eneral of tbe Union of
Burma) for the respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by

U OHN PE, J.-These are appeals under section 410
of the Criminal Procedure Code, read with section 8 of
the Special Crimes (Tribunal) Act, 1947 (Burma Act
LIII of 1947), which enacts that''Save as otherwise provided in this Act, the provisions of the
Code and of any other law f or the time being in force shall, to
such extent as may be applicable, apply to tri:lls before the
Tribuml constituted under this Act, and to appeals from and
confirmations of sentences of such Tribunal . . . .u

The Tribunal, consisting of the Hon'ble Mr. Justice
Kyaw Myint, U Aung Tha Gyaw and U Si Bu, convicted
the appellants, Maung Soe, Thet Hnin, Maung Sein
_.alias Sein Gyi alias Hla Aung, and Yan Gyi Aung alias
Hla Tun, of offences punishable under section 302 {1}
(b) of the Penal Code as amended by the Penal Code
\~mendment) Act, 1947 (Burma Act No. XXXIII. ~f
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1947), and sentenced each of them to death. The
Tribunal also convicted the appellants, U Saw, Thn
NINE oTHxna Kqa, Khin Maung Yin, Maung Ni alzas Boni alias
'l'Hn ~-NroN Gani and Hmone Gyi alias Maung H mone, of the
OF ~MA.
Offence punishable under section 302 tl) (b) Of the
u OHN PE, J. Penal Code, read with section 109, and sentenced them
to death.
The facts, in brief, are as follows : On the morning
of the ! 9th July, 1947, at about 10-30 a.m, while a
meeting of the Governor's Executive Council, presided
over by its Deputy Chairman (The Hon 'ble U Aung
San), was being held, four assassins dressed in jungle~
green uniforms, with 12th Army badges on their
shoulders and armed with automatic weapons, forced
their entry into the Council Room, and after uttering
shouts such as "Don 't get up" or ''Don't run away" or
words to that effect, fired at those seated in conference.
Havin g committed these murd ers, the four assassins
left the Council Room and made for the '· ain Staircase
at the central porch of the western wing of the
Secretariat Building. \Vhile making their withdrawal,
they met one Maung Htwe, the Personal Body-guard of
the Hon'ble Mr. Razak, and one of them shot him down.
The assassins then entered the jeep which was waiting
for them at the foot of the stairs and left the Secretariat
compound in that jeep by the Exit Gate leading out to
Sparks Street. The shooting in the Council Room
resulted in the instantaneous death of tbe Hon'bie
U Aung San, the Hon'ble Thakin Mya, the Hon'ble
U Ba Win, "the Hon'ble Mr. Razak, the Hon'ble
Mahn Ba Khaing, all of whom were Members of the
Governor's Executive Council. It also resulted in the
instantaneous death of U Ohn Maung, Deputy Secretary,
who had just arrived inside the Council Room when
. the shc;)Qting began. The Hon'ble U Ba C~oe and the
Hon'ble Saw San Htun, two other Councillors who
u SAw ANn
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HC.
attended the conference, received fatal injunes which
!94!.!
resulted in their death after their removal to the U SAW ANI)
Rangoon General Hospital. Maung Htwe similarly NINE OTHERS
succumbed to his injuries after his arrival in hospital. THE v.UmOli
Two other Councillors, the Hon'ble U Aung Zan Wai OF BURMA.
and the Hon'ble Pyawbwe U Mya, escaped without u @HN PR,J.
any injury; while the Hon'ble U Ba Gyan received a
bullet-wound on his right ring-finger while he lay flat
<>n the floor of the Council Room. U Shwe Baw, the
Secretary of the Council, was also unhurt.
Among the first arrivals at the Council Room after
the incident were Bo Tun Hla (P.vV. fi\, the then
Personal Assistant to the Hon'ble U Aung San, and
U Aung Chein (P.W. 1), Commissioner of Police,
Rangoon. When they entered the room, they could
still get the smell of gun-powder inside. They saw
empty cartridges; spent bullets and live cartridges
strewn all over the floor, and they also saw a Sten-gun
magazine fully charged with cartridges. U Po Sein
{P.W. 18,) who arrived soon after the arrival of Bo Tun
Hla and U Aung Chein, picked up from the floor
23 empty Tommy-gun cartridges and 8 empty Sten-gun
cartridges exhibited in the case. The Police Station
Inspector, Mr. Bell (P.vV. 59 )1 also assisted U P~ Sein
in picking them up. This officer also picked up the
Sten-gun magazine full of cartridges and handed them
over to U Po Sein. Later, U Po Sein I1and ed over the
empty cartridges, live cartridges and the Sten-gt1n
magazine to U Than Pe (P.W. 19), the then Superintendent of Police, Central, who took them to Botataung
Police Station and handed tbem over to the GuardWriter Maung Aye Pe (P.W. 68), who entered th em
in Register No. VI in the presence of U Than Pe.
U Bla Pe (P.VV. 72) picked up 7 empty Tommy-gun
cartridges, 14 empty Sten-gun cartridges and 3 spen t
l;>ullets, which he later handed over to Maung Su
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~9~8
(P.W, 69), the Guard-vVriter who relieved Maung Aye
u SAw AND Pe. All these empty cartridges were kept at Botataung
NlNE oTHERs Police Station in sealed cigarette tins lExhibits 6 & 6A)~
THE 'tNtoN and they were later taken overbyU Hla Baw (P.W. 30)
oF BvRuA. on the 21st of July, 1947. Two empty Sten-gun
UCJBNPr,J. cartridges were picked np by U Soe Yin (P.W. 53} from
near Maung Htwe's body at the Secretariat, and these
were handed. over by him to Mr. Sant Singh (P.W. 27)
on the 21st July to be taken to U Hla Baw for
examination.
In the meantime, at about 10 a.m, one Hla Tin
(P.W. 47), Clerk of Mr. Khan (P.W. 39), who was
keeping a watch that morning of the house and
compound of the appellant U Saw in 7 Ady Road,
Rangoon, reported to Mr. Khan that he had seen a jeep
go out of U Saw's house, bearing the number RC 1814
and carrying four or five men wearing grey-coats. He
also reported that a little after the jeep had left, he saw
U Saw go up to the gate and whisper something to the
gate-keeper before going back to his house. At about
11 a.m. Mr. Khan left his house to go to his office in
Rangoon. As he came out of his gate, which was
diagonally opposite to that of U Saw, he saw a jeep coming
down Ady Road from the direction of Prome Road
at a great speed. Mr. Khan stopped his car in order to
avoid a collision, as he did not then know whether the
jeep was or was not going into U Saw's compound,
U Saw's gate being nearer to Prome Road than was his.
He then saw the jeep turn hurriedly into U Saw's gate ·
and saw the gate quickly thrown open and closed agait?after the jeep had entered the compound. · Being
suspicious, Mr._ Khan drove up to a spot on the Prome
Road from where he could see the front of U Sa\v'S;
· house, and from that spot saw a group of men clustered
around the jeep somewhere in front of U Saw's house.
He then proceeded to his office in Barr Street,
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which took him approximately about 2.5 minutes by
1948
car. On receiving news of the assassination of the
U SAW AND
Councillors, sometime between 12·a.m. and 12-30 p.m., NrNJ! oruns
he immediately became suspicious of the jeep which THEvUNroN
he had seen entering U Sa\v's house about an hour oF BuRMA.
earlier. He immediately went to the house of U Tun u ouw PB, J
Hla Oung ·(P.W. 38), the then Deputy InspectorGeneral, Criminal Investigation Department, and not
finding U Tun Hla Oung at home, went back to his
office with a view to send a telephone message to
U Tun Hla Oung at his office. U Tun Hla Oung
received the message while he was in conference with
U Ba Maung, the then Inspector-General of Police, and
U Ka Si, the then Chief Secretary to the Government
of Burma. H.e asked Mr. Khan 'to come over to the
Secretariat, and Mr. Khan arrived there at about 1-45 p.m.
After hearing what Mr. Khan had to tell him, U Tun .
Hla Oung reported the matter to the Inspector-General
of Police and the Chief Secretary, and, as a result, an
immediate raid was ordered to be made on U Saw's
house and compound. This raid actually took place at
about 3 p.m., the raiding party being led by U Soe Yin
(P.W. 53), Deputy Superintendent of Police. All the
guns and ammunitions which were seized from U Saw's
house on that day as shown in the Search List
{Exhibit M) were licensed. At about 5-30 p.m., when
U Tun Hla Oung himself visited U Saw's house, he
saw U Saw and the other inmates of the house, who
were under arrest, being put into trucks to be taken
away. Under the portico of the house, parked back to
back, were two jeeps. The one immediately under the
portico had a hood on, .while the other had none.
The one .w ith the hood bor~ the numbers RB 9831 both
·in its front and its rear. . The front .number plate. was a
piece of iron about 3 feet long, tied to the front bumper
with pieces of electric wire. The back number wa~
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painted on the body and the paint was still wet when
U Tun Hla Oung saw the numbers both at the front
U SAW AND
•
•
•
•
NI:o~E oTHERs and m the rear ; the numbers were m whtte pamt. In
THE ~NroN the garagP:
there was a saloon car and a 15-cwt.
OF BURMA.
Fordson Truck bearing the number (' MTLA 183."
u OHN PE, J. While U Tun Hla Oung was still at U Saw's house, he
received the report (Exhibit B) of U Aung Kyaw Sein
(P.W. 31), a C.I.D. officer in plain clothes who had
been deputed to keep a watch over U Sav/s house and
compound since the 16th of July. He also received
the report (Exhibit B3) of Maung Hla Tin (P.W. 47),
Clerk of Mr. Khan~ who was also deputed to watch
U Saw's house and compound. The search inside
the house and lhe compound lasted till about
6-30 p.m., so that no search could be conducted in the
waters which surrc.unded tbe compound. That night,
two officers of the Crim1nal Investigation Department,
Mr. Boon Khine, and another, stayed the whole night
with the members of the Striking Force and the
members of the Insein Armed Police ·who guarded the
house and compound. U Soe Yin (P.W. 53) himself
remained there till midnight and came back again to the
place at about 7 a.m. the next morning. He found the
place guarded and watched as arranged on the previous
night. In the morning a search inside the compound
was made, and after tea-time, with the assistance of the
Striking Force, a search was made in the waters
near and about the shrine. At about 2-30 or 3 p.m., a
box of ·303 ammunition was found in the waters near the
shrine, and when this find was made, U Soe Yin asked the man diving and searching near the brick steps and
the \\"hite corrugated iron hut in the compound to go over
and join the search near the shrine. Maung So-e Thein
(P.W. 24}, a member of the Striking Force; found two
Tommy guns and four cases of "303 ammunition at a spot
on the east of the shrine indicated by the letter "J" in
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the map (Exhibit E). Maung Tin Maung {P.W. 25),
1948
another member of the Striking Force, found four cases
U SAW AND
of· 303 ammunition, two Tommy guns and cne Sten gun NU:E Ol'H:&RS
v.
at a spot near the shrine indicated by the letter " I" THE UNION
in the map (Exhibit E). The search by these members OF BURMA.
of the Striking Force was supervised by Bo Saw U 0HN PE, J.
Thaung (P.W. 26) as well as by U Soe Yin. Soon
after the finding of these arms and ammunition in
the waters near the shrine, Mr. f upp (P .VV. 52), the
then Superintendent of Police, Criminal Investigation
Department, ;urivecl ;nd U Soe Yin reported to him
about the finding of the:se arms and ammunition.
Mr. Jupp saw them on the bank of the lake near the
shrine. He was so pleased that he gave rewards to the
persons who found them. The particulars of these
arms and ammunition were entered in the Search List
(Exhibit N), which was prepared by Mr. Sant Singh
and attested by the search witnesses, Mr. Khan, U Po
Han (P.\i\1. 62} and one TT Thein Gywe. The weapons
\vere as follows :
One Tommy gun No. S266236.
One Tommy.gun No. S138164.
One Tommy gun No. S91401.
One Tommy gun No. S161373.
One Sten gun No. 22847.
These weapons were taken by M-r. Jupp himself to
the Town Lock-up, where they were deposited for the
night with U Maung Maung (P. \V. 29), Police Station
Inspector in-charge of that Lock-up. They were taken
back the next day by Mr. Jupp and handed over
to· Mr. Sant Singh with instructions to take them to
U Hla Baw (P. \V. 30), the Principal of the Detective
Training School, Insein, together with the . note
{Exhibit P). Mr. Sant Singh accordingly proceeded to
V Hla Baw's office and handed over
U Hla Baw
the firearms, along with the exhibit note. He also

to
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handed over to t' Hla Baw two empty Sten gun
cartridges as directed by U Soe Yin, as well as the Sten
U SAW AND
,
NINE oTHERS gun
No. R41157 and the 9 mm. sub-machme gun
THE UNioN No.· B301456, which were the licensed weapons seized
oF ~~rA. from U Saw's house on the 19th of July.
u OHN PE,J.
On the 20th July, as \rell as on subsequent days 1 the
house and compound of U Saw were closely guarded
by the police, as well as by the members of the
Striking Force. On the 29th July, Maung Shein al:as
Yan Gyi Naing and Tin Shwe (cited by the prosecution
but waived) accompanied a police party to U SaY\ 's
place, and there MaungShein pointed out a heap of ashes,
from which the unburnt piece of longyi (Exhibit 8A)
was retrieved. From a place in the water near the
shrine pointed out by Yan Gyi Naing, five soft green
hats and a brick (Exhibit 4} were salvaged. A motor-car
number plate bearing the number RA 3123 (Exhibit 1A)
was found in the waters of the lake at a place pointed
out by Maung Tin Shwe (point [( lVI " in the map,
Exhibit E). On the next day, Scin Maung (cited by
the prosecution but waived 1 pointed out a heap of
burnt cloth in the fireplace inside U Saw's li:itchen,
from which was picked up a half burnt piece of the
12th Army shoulder-badge (Exhibit 24 )-point "N '' in
the map (Exhibit E). On the 31st July, the appelbnt
Khin Maung Yin produced the two tins of white and
yellow paint and the brush (Exhibit 25) from an
almirah in the 1st appellant U Saw's bedroom. All
these articles were found and seized in the presence
of U Ba Kyine (P.W. 37), a Magistrate from Insein,
who was specially deputed by the District Magistrate,
Insein, to witness the searches; They were duly
entered in the Sea~ch List (Exhibits 2A to 2C).
The discoveries mentioned above were followed on
the lst of August, 1947, by the confession (Exhibit J)
of the approver Ba Nyunt, made befo.re U Hla Gyaw
1948
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{P.W. 36), the then 5th Additional Magistrate , Han .~oon.
1948
Appellant Yan Gyi Aung and Thu Kha g:lve th eir
.
(E x l11'b'1ts y an d y 1) b e f ore t J1e same NINE
U SAW
AND
confessiOns
OTHERs
Magistrate on the 2nd August. The next d;:y bein g THE UNioN
Sunday, the confession of ~Iaung Sein (Exhibit Y2) was oF BuRMA.
recorded by the same Magistrate on the 4th August. u OHN PE, J.
On the same day, Tun Shein (cited but waived) pointed
out the spot in the lake n ear the 1st appellant's house,
from where a motor-car number plate (Exhibit 1D)
with tbe number RB 9831 in yellow paint was salvaged
by the diver Pascoe {P.vV. 46)-point '' P" in the map
(Exhibit E). On the Sth August, the appellant Maung
Ni gave his confession before U Hla Gyaw, and on the
same date, appellant Yan Gyi Aung pointed out a
place in the lake, from vvhich the diver Pascoe
recovered the number plate tExhibit 1C) bearing the
number RA 3123-point '' Q" in !he map (Exhibit E).
On !he 6th August, the appellant Khin Maung Yin 's
confession {Exhibit Y4) was recorded by U Hla Gyaw.
A further search in the b ed of the lake in the immed iate
vicinity of the 1st appellant's house was conducted by
Lieutenant Coulson (P. W. 32) and his men, including
Sapper Jit Singh tP. \iV. 33) and Bim Row (P. vV. 34).
The search was systematic and it began on the
6th August. It was continued day to day until the
14th August. The search party started working from
the steps from the point marked " W " in the map
{Exhibit E) and worked towards the north and northwest. When that area was finished, they went over
to the side of the shrine, working eastwards. On the
12th August, they $tarted from the shrine, working
toward s the steps. It was in this tbird area that the
number plate bearing the number RC 1814 ·in yellow
paint on one side and RB 4140 on the other was found
at a spot about .Z2 feet tothe east of the shrine-point
" R" in the map (~xhibit E).
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Meanwhile, on the 8th August, 1947, an i.dentification parade was held in the Town Lock-up, Rangoon,
U SAW AND
NrNE oTHERs under the supervision of U Aung Chein (P.W. 35),
TnE UNroN a Stipendiary ·Magistrate of Rangoon. U Htin Baw
oF BuRMA.
(P.W.. 12) identified the appellant Maung Soe as one of
u O:aN PE, J. the four men in Army uniform whom he saw walking
along the verandah of the west wing of the Secretariat
Building on the morning of the occurrence and entering
the Council Room immediately before the shooting
took place. Maung Thaung Sein \P.VV. 14), the minsay
whose duty ·was to wait at the door of the Hon'ble
U Aung San's room, identified the appellant Thet Hnin
as another of these four men. U Htin Baw and Maung
Than {P.W. 15) identified the appellant Yan Gyi Aung
as the third of the four men. Maung Ohn (P.W. 16)
and Maung Hhve (P.vV. 17) identified the appellant
Thu Kha as the driver of the jeep in which the assassins
escaped after the murders were committed.
Out of the six appellants who gave confessions,
appellant Ba N yunt was granted a conditional pardon
by the District Magistrate, Rangoon, and he was made
an approver in the case. The prosecution sought
to establish by the evidence of the approver, the
confessions of the other five accused in the case, the
evidence of the watchers Maung Hla Tin (P.W. 47)
and Aung Kyaw Sein (P.W. 31), · the evidence of
the witnesses who identified appellants Maung Soe,
Thet Hnin, Yan Gyi Aung and Thu Kha, and the
circumstantial evidence in the case, that the assassinations of the Hon'ble U Aung San and the Councillors
of the Governor's Executive Council took place as a
result of the c.onspiracy which was hatched by the
appellant U Saw as the chief conspirator, and the other
appellants, who were his .followers.
Before the Special Tribunal the approv~radhered to
the story told by him in. his. confession ; so did the
H.C.
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appellants Maung Sein, Thu Kha and Khin Maung Yin.
The appellant Maung Ni tried to vary the statements
contained in the confessions by making statements more
advantageous to him when examined as a \Vitness on
behalf of his own defence. The appellant Yan Gyi
Aung resiled completely from the story told by him in
his confession, and alleged that it was a false confession
which had been extorted from him by the police by
threat and torture. The appellants U Saw, Maung Soe,
Thet Hnin and Hmone Gyi denied their complicity in the
conspiracy or in the murders committed in pursuance
thereof and disclaimed all knovdedge about them.
U Saw's defence was that he was ill in bed on the
morning of the 19th July, 1947. Maung Soe, Thet
Hnin, Yan Gyi Aung and Hmone Gyi pleaded alibis.
The learned Members of the Tribunal, after a careful
examination of the evidence adduced for th e prosecution and for the defence, came to the conclusion that
the appellants should be convicted and sentenced as
.already mentioned above : hence this appeal.
The decision of the Tribunal has been attacked on
the ground that it is wrong both on facts and in law.
At the very outset it has been urged th:tt the Special
Tribunal had no jurisdiction whatsoever to try the case
against the appellant U Saw and the other appellants
in this case, as the Special·Tribunal Act was ultra 7..•ires.
In our opinion, this contention cannot prevail. Now,
section 1 of the Government of Burma (Temporary)
Provisions Act, 1945, which was published in the
Government of Burma, Home Department, Notification
No. 94, dated Simla, the 24th July, 1945, is in the
following terms :
"Notwithstanding anything in the proviso to sub-section (3)
of section 139 of tl1e Govemment o£ Burma Act, 19351 the
Proclamation under that section, made on tbe "tenth day of
December, 19~2, and any prochtmation made after the passing 6£
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B.C.
1948

this Act varying that proclamation, shall not cease lo be in force
by reason only that it has been in force for three years, and any
U SAW AND such proclamation which would, but for this sub-sectionJ cease to
NlN'E OTHERS
be in force for that reason, shall, if the resolutions in that behalf
v.
THE UNION
required by the said proYiso are from time to time p:~ssed by both
OF BT1RMJ!..
Houses of Parliament, continue in force, unless revoked, until the
U OHN PE, J. ninth clay of December, 1948."

The requisite proclamation, which was passed by the
House of Commons on the 2nd of April, 1947, was m
the following terms :
''RESOLVED that this House approves Lhe continuance in
force of the proclamation issued under section 139 of the
Government of Burm1 Act, 1935, by the Governor of Burma on
the 17th October, 1945, a copy of which proclamation was
presented on the 22nd February, 1946."

Hansards Parliamentary Debates, House of
Commons, Volum e 435, No. 81, page 2144).
The Resolution in the House of Lords, which was
passed on the 15th April, 1947, was also in the
following terms :

(vide

"That this House approves the continuance in force of the
Proclamation issued under section 139 of the Government· of
Burma Act, 1935, by the Governor of Burma on the 8th October,
1945, a copy of whicll was presented to this House on February
26th, 1946."

(vide Hansards Parliamentary Debates, House of Lords 7

Volume 146, No. 56).
Therefore, at the time the Special Crimes {Tribunal)
Act, 1947 (Burma Act LIII of 1947), was enacted on
the 30th August, 1947, the Proclamation issued under
section 139 of the Government of Burma Act, 193St
by the Governor must be deemed to be still in force,
and the Governor must be deemed to have all the
powers vested in and exercisable under the Act by the
Legislature 6£ Burma in either Chamber thereof.
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In the case of Chitanzbarmn v. The KinJ;-EmJ:;e r o 1)
vVheTe the main specific objection taken on bth<'d i uf
the appellants was that the Governor had infnn::;ed
the provisions of the proviso to section 131 of the
Government of Burma Act, 1935, by enacting the
Special Judges Act (Burma Act X of 19-+3), because
he had, by that Act, assumed to himself the po\vers
vested in, or exercisable by, the High Court, or had
suspended the operation of the provisions of the Act
in relation to the High Court, it was pointed out by
their Lordships of the Privy Council that the Governor
did not interfere with the High Court or its jurisdiction.
Their Lordships observed that there was nothing to
give exclusive jurisdiction to the High Court, and that
it was a fallacy to say that, by establishing a new
Court, the Governor was assuming to himself the
po\vers vested in the High ECourt, that be was not
making himself the Judge, and that he was entitled to
vest the right to appoint the Judges of the new Court
as he did in the Special Judges Act. It was also
pointed out that there was no law to prohibit the
Legislative Assembly in Burma from establishing a
new or collateral Court. .In our opinion, the observations of their Lordships in regard to the Special Judges
Act (Burma Act X of 1943) apply with equal force to
the Special Crimes (Tribunal) Act, 1947. The fact
that at the time of the setting up of the Special Crimes
Tribunal the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon was
h old ing its Criminal Sessions is quite irrelevant.
The next contention which was raised by the
learned counsel for U Saw was to the effect that the
trial was unsatisfactory because U Saw did not have
the opportunity of having himself defended by a
lawyer of his cho.ice. Now, section 340 of the
Criminal Procedure . Code provides that any person
(1) (1947) R.L.R. 66 (P.C.).
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accused of an offence before a criminal Court, or
against whom proceedings are instituted under the
U SAW A.!ilD
NINE OTHERS Code in any criminal Court, may of right be defended
v.
by a pleader. U Saw was in fact defended by a
THlt U:<ION
OF BURMA.
pleader, Mr. Vertannes, briefed by him right from the
U OHN PE, J. beginning of the trial, which began on the
15th
October, 1947. \Ve have no doubt that n the learned
counsel from England " rderrecl to in the Diary entry
dated the 8th 0-:tober, 19-1-7, was not Mr. Vertannes
but a King's Counsel from England whose services
U Saw was trying to procure. However, it would
appear that U Saw was satisfied with the services
of Mr. Vertannes at the preliminary stages of the
proceedings. The reference to " learned Counsel
from England " again appears in th e Diary entry dat ed
the 4th November, when Mr. Vertannes asked for an
adjournment for a fortnight to. enable the learned
...l ~ ... ~l ~ -- ~·~ ··-~-- .. ' ~·- T T QV"'-""•
-....
Th
Co ''n""'l fr ,......, o.~
.L.I.i..t.b
.._ .... e
hearing was adjourned till the 17th of November, 1947.
On the latter date, th e Court was informed that,
according to a cablegram from one n Gyi ", Mr. CurtissBennett, KC., had lost his priority in respect of
a seat on th e seaplane which he had booked, owing
to the delay in remitting his fees. Mr. Vertannes,
on being asked to communicate by cablegram with
Mr. Curtiss-Bennett, promised to do so, and the case
was adjourned for mention on the 20th November, 1947.
On that day, Mr. Vcrtannes produced a cablegram
from Mr. Gyi stating that both the solicitor and
Counsel would be cabling to him from London, and
the case was again adjourned till the 21st November,
1947. On the next date Mr. Vertannes produced a
cablegram from Mr. Curtiss-Bennett stating that he had
been briefed for the defence of U Saw, that he was
waiting for an Air passage and that he would cable the
date of his arrival in Rangoon as soon as it could
H. C.
1948

.......

UV

J.J.V.L.U

U.J.!~

t.'-"

".t-'}JV G4.L

.I.V.l
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be ascertained. The Court then refused to give any
1948
adjournment further than the 24th November, 1947,
c SAW A:-.ID
on the ground that the date of Mr. Curtiss-Bennett's NINE OTHERS
arrival was uncertain. The case then proceeded from THE v.UNION
day to day from the 24th November, 1947. On the OF BUR~IA.
25th as well as on the 26th, November, Mr. Vertannes U Orm Pr:,J.
applied for an adjournment on the ground that
Mr. c·urtiss-Bennett would arrive on the 5th or the
6th D~cember, but the Tribunal refused to give the
adjournment asked for. Mr. Curtiss-Bennett actually
appeared for the first time on the 8th December, 1947.
It has been strongly urged by the learned counsel for
the appellant that after being definitely told of the date
of Mr. Curtiss-Bennett's arrival, the Tribunal should
have adjourned the case to a date subsequent to
the 6th December, 1947. However, a perusal of
the proceedings would show that many witnesses
fo r thp. pro<><>r-u+<r.n h.,~ ., l,. ~.-,;ly 1-,1',., ,.,,,.,...n"'r\n<>rl
to be examined on the dates subsequent to the
24th Novemb er, 1947, and that
to allow an
adjournment asked for, would mean that all these
witnesses would have to be resummoned. In these
circumstances, and considering that U Saw was still
represented by Mr. Vertannes who appeared for him
from the very b eginning, we do not see how the
Special Tribunal could b e blamed for refu sing to give
any further adjournments. Furthermore, after the
.arrival of Mr. Curtiss-Bennett, the defence was given
every opportunity of 'I'ecalling any of the prosecution
witnesses who had already been examined for the
purpose of further cross-examination. If the defence
did not take full advantage of that concession, the
blame could scarcely be attached to the Tribunal.
The contention that U Saw did not have a fair trial
because he was not given an opportunity of being
.defended by a pleader of his choice is not rea~ly borne
.J.
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out by the facts mentioned above ; in fact, the learned
counsel from England seems to have taken full
advantage of the privilege accorded to him of recalling
such of the prosecution witnesses as he wished to have
for further cross-examination.
The next important point of law which we should
discuss at this stage is whether the confessions given
by lVIaung Sein, Yan Gyi Aung, Thu Kha, Khin
Maung Yin and Maung Ni should be ruled out as
inadmissible under section 2+ of the Evidence Act,
which provides that " a confession made by an accused
person is irrelevant in a criminal proceeding, if the
making of the confession appears to the Court to have
been caused by any inducement, threat or promise
having reference to the charge against the accused
person proceeding from a person in authority and
sufficient in the opinion of the Court to give the
accused person grounds which would appear to him
reas_onable for supposing that, by making it, he would
gain any advantage or avoid any evil of a temporal
nature in reference to the proceedings against him.,
Now, it has been held in The Kiltg v. Hla Maung (1),
following the decision in The King v. San iliyint (2)t
that the phrase " appears to the Court" occurring in
section 24 shows thai something less than positive
proof in the nature of a well-grounded conjecture or
probability though not a mere possibility~ that the
confession is not voluntary, is sufficient.
[The learned
and added:]

Juclges

then discussed the. evidence

We are firmly convinced that by the date the
approver Ba Nyunt gave his confession there was such
a mass of circumst<).ntial evidence connecting the
llJ (1946) Ran .. l02.

(2) (1939) Ran. 97.
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appellants with the crime that the appellant wbc, clid
give the confession realized that the game was up and
that the only salvation, if any, lay in making a c L~~m
breast of the whole affair.
It has been contended on appellant's behalf that the
Magistrate U Hla Gya\v {P.\N. 36) who recorded the
confessions in this case contravened the rules framed
by this Court in its Notification No. 6 (General), dated
the 19th September, 1946, in that the confessions were)
as admitted by the rviagistrate, not recorded in open
Court and during Court hours and the confessors \Vere
not remanded to a jaiL U Hla Gyaw explains that
to avoid publicity and to ensure the safety of the
confessors themselves he had each confessor brought
before him at 6 a.m. in ihe Senate Hall on the top
floor of the Law Courts Building and after giving him
two hours' time for reflection \vould begin recording
his confession at ab~ut 8 a.m. He apparently adopted
the same procedure as regards each and every one
of the confessors and recorded the confessions of
Ba Nyunt, Yan Gyi Aung, Thu Kha, IV'Iaung Sein 7
Mamig Ni and Khin Maung Yin and the statements of
Thet Hnin and Hmone Gyi from day to day from the
1st August, 19+7. Considering the fact that feelings
were running high at the time 1 we are of the opinion
that the Magistrate in taking the precautions he did,
exP-rci~Prl a wisP- rliscr~tion.
AftP.r ~.11, th ~ rnles in
question are in the nature of counsels of prudence
rather than rules of law to be rigidly observed in each
and every case. This is clear from rule 1 of the rules,
which prescribes that a confession should ordinarily be
recorded in open Court and during Court . hours but
that in exceptional circumstances the rule may be
t'elaxed. Regarding the contention that the con[ essors
should have been remanded to a jail, the Magistrate
says in effe.ct that he had no choice in the matter since
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the confessors ,,·ere then under detention under
section 5 of the Public Order Preservation Act, ;_md
U SAW AND
NtNE OTHERS he allowed the police officers who had brought the
"IJ.
confessors before him to take them away after the
THE UNION
OF BumiA.
confessions had been recorded In tile circumstances
u OHN PE,J. mentioned by the Magistrate we do not think that
there was any deliberate infringement of the rules
framed by this Court. In Emperor v. Panchkowri Duft
(1) it \Vas held that a contravention of the rules of the
Calcutta High Court similar to the rules of this Court
for recording the confessions of accused persons,
though to be deprecated, did not render a confession
inadmissible if the Court was satisfied that it was
voluntary.
The next point urged before us is that although,
according to U Thein Ohn {P.vV. 49), it was on the
25th July, 1947, that Khin Maung Yin and Maung Sein
e~p!"PS~'='cl th~tr w!111ngr"I~~S to (""l)nfF;'!'<<:: i they "WE',rl~ not
produced before the Magistrate till the 1st August
following. U Thein Ohn explains the delay by saying
that he immediately reported the matter to his superior
officers and that at the time the situation in the country
was uncertain and there were several matters requiring attention. U Thein Ohn's explanation is not
unreasonable, and in the circumstances of this case
the utmost that can be said against the confessions is
that they should be treated with caution ; and if after
due caution has been exercised we are satisfied that
the confessions are free and voluntary we may proceed
to consider whether they are true also.
:N"ow, the Magistrate has complied with . the
provisions of law embodied in sections 164 and 364 of
the Celde of Criminal Procedure. H.e put questions to
the confessors to ascertain whether they wished to
H.C.

1948

( ll I.L.R. 52 Cal. 67.
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H.C.
confess voluntarily, he gave them time for reflection}
1948
he examined their persons carefully for marks of
U SAW A:-ID
violence, and they told him that they desired to NINE OTHERS
confess having been seized with remorse. That the THE !J.UNwN
precautions taken by the Magistrate were effective in oF BuR~IA.
securing free and voluntary confessions is clearly borne U OHN PE, J,
out by the facts that out of the eight persons produced
before him two men merely contented themselves with
making statements without implicating themselves and
that of the six persons who confessed five including the·
appnver Ba Nyuni lu.ve ;tdhered to their confessions
th1·cughout a!1d the sixth person \vho bas gone back on
his confession, Yan Gyi Aung, is closely related to the
principal appellant U Saw.
F or these reasons we consider th e confessions to be
voluntary.

[The learned Judges then discussed the evidence of
Ba Nyunt and held that his evidence was corroborated
in material particulars.]
The confessions, both retracted and unretracted, are
sufficient evidence as against the confessors if the
Court is satisfied of their truth. However, before
they can be considered as lending assurance to the
testimony of the approver as against the other
co-accused in the case, the ruling in the case of
The King v. Nga Jiyo (1), we consid er, is apposite .
In regard to the co-accused in the case, the corroboration required is corroboration in material particulars
connecting or tending to connect each of the accused
with the offence. It is not enough that the corroboration shows the approver to have told the truth in
matters unconnected with the guilt of the accused.
However, provided that it has been established by
extraneous evidtmce or matters appearinJ!. on the record
(ll (1938)

Ran. 190 (F.B.),
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that the accomplices are not acting in collusion with one
another 1 the cumulative effect of the evidence of bvo or
U SAW AND
f th em may b e suffi c1en
. t t o remove '-!
NINE oTHERs more o
~ 1e pn nza
THE ~NioN facie presumption of the individual unworthiness of
oF BmnrA. credit of their statements, and if this be the ca~·;e, a
uouNPE,J. conviction may legitimately be recorded upon their
statements alone 1 if the Court is convinced of their huth.
The same observation appli:::s to the cumulative effect of
the evidence of an accomplice and the confession of the
co-accused where the presumption of their unreliability
has, in the special circumstances, been rebutted.
Now, by illustration (b) to section 114 of the
Evidence Act "the Court may presume that an
accomplice is unworthy of credit, l1nless he is
corroborated in material particulars." The C.)urt
should, ho\vever, h<we regard to the following facl - . in
considering whether the above maxim does or does not
apply to the particular case before it : A crim(~ is
committed by several persons: A, B and C, three of
the accused are cap tured on the spot and kept apart
from each other : each accused gives an account of the
crime implicating D, and the accounts corroborate
each other in such a manner as to render pre·1ious
concert highly improbable.
The example just quoted is an instance where three
of the criminals gave confessions in such circumstances
as to make previous concert among them highly
improbable.
However, one can easily envisage
circumstances which render previous concert " highly
improbable ", even though the accomplices have not
been kept apart from each other.
In the present case, the approver Ba Nyunt,
the appellant Khin Maurig Yin and the appellant
Yan <;J-yi Aung were, no doubt, kept together for a few
days in Insein Jail after· their arrest and before they
were brought to the Town Lock-up. · Therefore, it
H.C.

1948
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H.C.
cannot be ~aid that they had no opportunity of having
1948
a discussion before they gave confessions in this
case. Nevertheless, in our opinion the circum- NINE
u SAw A.No
OTHRRS
stances are such as to make it highlv improbable for
v.
THE l}NION
Khin Maung Yin and Yan Gyi Aung to have colluded OF BuRMA.
with Ba Nyunt in order to give a confession falsely U OHN PE, J.
implicating the appellant U Saw. U Sa\v's wife is the
own aunt of the appellant Khin Maung Yin, while
Yan Gyi Aung's father is U Saw's own cousin. If, as
has been suggested on behalf of the defence, it was really
Ba Nyunt, and not U Saw, who had been the chief
conspirator in this case, we see no possible reason why
these two appellants should have falsely stated that
U Sa\;.;.' was the chief conspirator. Therefore, we
consider that the confessions of Khin Maung Yin and
Yan Gyi Aung should be taken as in corroboration of
the testimony of the approver Ba Nyunt, even if the
same cannot be said about the confessions of the other
co-accused in the case.

[The learned Judges then discussed the corroborating
evidence in detail and held that Ba Nyunt's evidence
has been corroborated.]
The nine persons whom the approver . Ba Nyunt
had implicated were persons residing with him at that
time 1 inside U Saw's compound. The appellants
Maung Soe, Thet Hnin, Thu Kha and Maung Sein were
occupying the same corrugated iron hut with
Ba N yunt. Khin Maung Yin and his wife occupied a
room in-Jhe small brick building (shown by the letter
"Z" in the map·, Exhibit E), the other room being
occupied by Maung Ni and his wife. Hmone Gyi used
to sleep in the barrack near the gate as he had to act as
a night watchman. Out of the nine appellants five
gave confessions more or less corrQbqrating the
approver's story and only one Yan Gyi Aung resiled
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from it, he l;>eing a close relation b~ blood of the
appellant U Saw. These.and• tbe other circumstances
already mentioned above afford strong corroboration of
the general truth of' the approver's st-ory.
As for the confessions given by the appellants it
will be convenient for us to deal with them when the
case against each of them is considered ; otherwise
there \Vill be unnecessary repetitions. At this stage we
\Voulcl like to lay down the law as we understand it
of the t'lse to be put of the statements made by the
appellants when they were examined under the
provlSlons of sub-section (2) of section 342 of the
Criminal Procedure Code as amended by the Code of
Criminal Procedure (Amendment) Act (Burma Act XIU
of 1945). As regards the law as it stood before
section 342 of the Criminal Procedure Code \Vas
amended, the following observations of a Bench of
Nagpur High Court in the case of Mt. Sum.itra v.
King-Emperor ( 1) seem apposite :
"The qpestion of law which arises for consideration at this
stage is whether these statements made under section 342,
Criminal Procedure Code, can be taken into consideration und~r
section 30. Evidence Act, as if they were confessions recorded
under section 164, Criminal Procedure Code (read with
section 364, Criminal Procedure Coje). In 27 Nagpur Law
Reports 163 it was held that they were admissible under
section 30, Evidence Act. There is however a divergence of
judicial opinion on this point as will be evident from 45 All. .: 23,
54 Born. 531, 54 Mad. 788 and 16 Lah. 651.
In 45 All. 323 Walsh J. held that the expression 'provin~t
a confession' is inapplicable to the procedury where a Judge
asks. questions and an accused person gives explanations under
section 342, Crimin 11 Procedure Code, and that even if that
statement amounts to a clear confession of his own guilt it cannot
be taken into consideration under section. 30, ·Evidence Act,
ag~~st t.l::j~ co-a.c cused. The learned Judge int~rpreted the word
' J?FC>:Vin& '· oc~q~ in section 30, Jt'fidence Act, as. meanin~
(1.1, A~.R . (1940) Nag. 287.
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tendering evidence at the trial th:1t on some previous occasion
H.C.
1948
the accused made a confession.· He also pointed out that to
permit a,ny' material to be Ul$eC1 agamst an accusea sucn ·as a. u SAW AND
~onfessional statement. mad~ by his co-ac~qsed ti1the:~o~k.~ould •u~~:::fJ~t:Ra

:~ha~~~~.tt~~;;:~,~~ ~a~~i~~9~~·io~~. l~4·¥~~~~!~tff~~~tt~r~J~~~~~r~· ;~~:~~f~~~

have 1:1e'en co'iltfmplated J?y ~~~cti8i1 30', ' EvitfgncW''' R~~- u O.H.PE, J.
'inasmuch as it wouid be repugnant. tb' ' 'the . firsf'p'tincipi~l!''bf
·criminal law. This view wa's accepted as sound by Hie! Madras
High Court in 54 Mad. 788 • an'ci A.~.R. {1929) Mad. 28S ' in
pre~e'ren_ce t~ ~he '?PP~site view t~k~~ 1ri Js Ma?· 302.
In 54 · Born. 531, Mirza J. discussed the question at some
'length and 'C'oriduded4'thif' the 'la'n'iiuage
section 30 did not

·riot

of

}~~i:t:~:;~}J~~~~~;i~~~~i~i:

Walsh :T iii.''45 All.323' and
was inclined
to
the view------·Hhit>
·:the
.- -·~\,f? ·S'6_.,._- b:;,.:1c~Y-·- <:"f-'-:"~~-::'=.'--;:-~·::'c:f.~-~-;c·~- ;r-- --'' :;.-_i· ~-=-·-:·
• - '~ - - ~ · ·:·· ·.:. ~..
~- -::·:· ··= ··_-_ ···- ·._
'1arigiiage''of ' S'i.£th)11 30' tvas clearly not 'very· approprilte· to th'e
$taterii~hCrnade or put in fro~ Hi'e docJL ·The 'iearrie'cl Judge
w a_s, however, ·not disposed ·to put a to<?. restricted interpretation
the word ' confes~ion '· and the ' wd~d . Pl"Oaf '
regarded
th~ natiird of seQtion 30, :E vidence· Act,
.wide ·en'otl·gfi'techliibally
to co{7ei.'a'c<?n'f.¢"ssiona.r:stat~me11t made ·or put in· froni tHe dock.
U.:is_clearr';th~Fit ·;was. witli.-~oine .hesitation that. thP.
d~ssente.d.frpiri ~-~ ·
.
·.
"
In'. -16
.

-on

a:n'tr

·as

4:;> ,; ::·:; .

the

evidenc.e.
. . . . :· • . ;
This reason,ini( .i.s. ·not very intelligible. 'I'he.

,

statement

recorded' by ,t~~ ,:~o~-~t,
uh4.s?r.~~e.stiop .3~2,'· c~~rnipal Pro~edur:e
+•. ··
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Code, is indee.d '' , a ~]Iiatter. b~for~ th~ Cpm;t ' and 1hat matter
although it iiaPPeh:~ to be. ·a ·cbn£essfor., '~'bu'i~' ·;e~uit~e . ho ''Pro.~£
whatevei::. . :THere: is ·abvfous~~ . a'.· ~itte~p·~e ;:~~i~ur.: .prco£
a corifes~iti~fa~d proof~£ :a .fact.. .'A c'oi.i!~~~i.o~ ,'f~/~rbiedi · like

:Pf ·any: p~e..t~:uf-;_o,o:qumep~;u:y evidep.c~: ii.g;~ ;jn wlitiilgoOr by i:be
mouth ~f ·iiJfi!,~:s¥s if it ·i{oral. ..9-~:w~e~~i.<»!;}t . i~. w_e.ll.)mQw~. ·!ire
.o~ ~'fo;ki~fJ~~·'jppi~~:~l ~~sJif~t.~ i!l:?ifi~· ~: 1lA~ff~ci~ql.9~-?te!;sion

is

,recordedt£Y:1:lh~J:· ¥flii~tr~~eH ~~,g.· '~f ' J?!'g.y~~. i~~e}J: ,l;?y_yir.il!e. of
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section 80, Evi ·~ence Act. Extra judicial confessions are those
which are made by a party elsewhere than before a Magistrate.
u SAW :AND They are proved by witnesses wfio heard the spe;~ker's words.
NINE OTHERS
constituting the confession. When the fact of the confession is
tl.
THE UNION proved, that itself becomes evidence which serves as a means to·
OF BURMA.
the ascerhinment of the fact in issue. The definition of the word
u 0HN PB,J. ' proved' given in section 3, Evidence Act, relates to proof of a
fact in issue a.nd not a statement recorded by the Court in the
presence of ;th~·.persons under trial. Section 30 speaks of the
proof of~ confessi()n aJld not. proof of a fact in issue. Wh~n the
confession actually recorded by the Court in the presence of
the accused persons it. i!~ such a patent fact that no evidence is
required to prove that the statement was· made. When the
meaning of the words used in section 30 are so cle:tr l.here can
be no room for any interpretation. The word confession used
there clearly means 11uch a confession as is required to be proved
at the trial as a part of the prosecution evidence. It cannot
therefore signify any matter which comes on the record at the
end of the prosecution evidence."
H.C.
1948

ia

Vve have looked at all the cases referred to in the
above observation 'and we entirely agree that t.he

statement made by a co-accused confessing partially or
wholly his guilt \yhen examihed under section 342,
Criminal Procedure CodeJ carinot be taken into
consideration under section-30, Evidence Act, against
the other accused.. All the more so, when as in this
case the examination under sub-section (2) of section
342, as _amended, was only made after the appellants
have. been called upon to enter upon tl?-e defence.
As regards the evidence given by an accused
under sub-section (1} of section 342 of the Criminal
Pt9cedure Code, as amended, it is clear from proviso
(b}"to that section that such evidence may be used
-aga~9:st tbe co-accused -in the case. The weight to be
gi~~;\o~udi evidence will _of course depend upon the
cirdlffi§tances ·of each case.
Thfd'..:~g.·~issions made by the appellants ·" ·hen they
were e:iiininsd under section 342 (2) of the Criminal
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Procedure Code, as amended, are however valuable as
showing that they ba ve been telling a consistent story
u SAW .AND
throughout.
NINE OTHERS
The case against each of the appellants will now be THE v.UNl.ON
OF BC.RHA.
discussed.
U OHN PE,J.

[The learned Judges_ then discussed the evidence
against each of the accused separately and found them
guilty and then proceeded to consider U Saw's case.]
Last but not least we come to U Saw who has
been characterized by the prosecution as the chief
conspirator or the brain directing the assassination
which took place on the morning of the 19th of July
1947. The circumstances which appear 'to us to have
been established against U Saw by the evidence on
record will be stated below :
l1) All the assassins who entered the Council
Chamber on the- morning of the 19th of July to carry
out the assassination resided in his compound.
(2) Three of these men Maung Soe, Thet Hnin
and Maur1g Sein were senior members among those
residing in his compound and Yan Gyi Aung is the son
of his own cousin.
(3) Of the persons who went in the Fordson
Truck Khin Maung Yin is his wife's nephew and,
Ba Nyunt has been Cles.cribed by himself as having
obtained eminence among his followers.
(4) The jeep which carried the assassins to and
from the Secretariat Building was his and it went out of
his compound at about 10-5 a.m. on the 19th of July
to return thereto at about 11 a.m.
(5) The· Fordson Truck which took Ba Nyunt and
others that morning was his. It left his compour1d at
about 8-30 a.m. to return thereto about 5 minutes after
· the returnof the jeep.
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(q) All the v,re~p9ns us~~ by the assassins which
W~B
were discovered i'n the water n'ear bis shrine on the
'NY~tif;~~~s 26th 1J1.Y hav~ been satisr~c·t~rily identified, as those
·-r~~~J~~~~ used iljl t_l;le ass~ssit?:ation:
-~i!B*_tt'MA.
(7) · All the assassins were arrested in his
u ~HN'PF.,·J. compound about four hours after the assassiri~tion .
. (8), Two . of .the ass~ssj_ns gave ,confessions
~mplica:_~!-~g; him, ~o d~d f~';lr ·others implicated in the
cnme.
. ·:(9) Out of the confessors, one turned approver
~n,~ ~our others adhered to their confessions. The one
'whQ resiled is .~is o.wn. nepl;lew. .
(1'01 o·ne th_e confessors (Khin Maung Yin) is
the nephew of his wife while the other is his own.
(q )' The confess1ons' were found to be voluntary
:and true. an·d in 'so far .as the confession-s of
Khin Maung Yin and Van Gyi
Aung. are t concerned it.
.
\Was held that these confessions could not have been
ina<;te'in coilusion wlth the arprover.
· (12)' One 6£ the ·watchers Aung Kyaw Sein saw
him come up to th~ truc~.tQ give .something before the
ir~bk left his' compound thit.niornil).g.
' (13) :All : the conspirators were . under oath. of
aldelify to him.
l t has. ·been strenn<;>~~ly urged on .behalf of this
·appewm.t t~at ~he ~hol~ case has been fabricated by
fhep~Jice ag<J:i,~st hi!n,• ~~ QaS also been suggested that
ifar{y one ofthe in.~ates .of his. compound took part in
<the conspiracy'to murd~r the Executiv:e c ·o uricillors it
was entirbly.'·.whhout his' knowledge and consent . and
thcifb~, w~:mlci''haye disapproved' ~f such a conspiracy
·~~/ ht( had · knoV?n about ;it, It Wfl~· ~lso suggested
·{~~t ~!J..~ . ~hie_f .c:o nspirator was probably ·Ba .. Nyunt,
w'hd after''ha;,;ix,.g cariiea . out . his. nefarious design
attempted to throw the .blame on hi~ in collusion with
·±he other persons who gave confessi~ns. It was alsa
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urged that if U Saw had been the brain of the
enterprise he would not have made such elernentar:y
u SAW AND
errors as to direct the jeep to come out of the NINE OTHER~
Secretariat compou'nd by the. Sp<,lrks ·street gate {which THE v.UNION
would have involved a circuitous route round the OF :gURMA.
south of the Secret<lriat compound to get to Judah u ol-iN Ps; 1.
Ezekiel s·treet) 1 or to allow the assassins to return
his compound after the crime ·was com'mitted.
None of these contentions are, in our opinion,
tenable. There seems no · reason why the police ,
should nave fabricatect·th;! Ca':ic_against u Saw so as to
~xonerate the real leader of the enterprise. Furthermore, in view of the circumstances m entioned it is
impossible for the ass:ts-;ins and the ab ettors to have
~eft'U Saw'~ com.pound and r('turn th ereto without his
knowledg~. Even if Ba _Nyunt wished to foi st a false
case on U Saw it is most unlikely. that Khin Mau11g Yin
and. Yan Gyi Aung would have been a party to it. As
regards the je~p leaving the· Secretariat compound by
the Sparks Street gate it must be remembered that that
g~!f~ was ·the closest to the western porch 'of the
S~cretar'iat B'u ilding and that to leave the c0111p9und by
the Judah Ezekiel Street g~te would haveinvofved ~he
\;'rossi;rtg
tlre quadrangle ' 'between tbe 'west~r~-:
~he eastern wing of tht:. Secretariat. Fur·t~e·r~oret
there is in evidence that the 'offices of the InspedorG ene'ra.l of Police and the C. I. D. were at .the south'eaitetn corner of tlle Secretariat . Build~ng and that in
fact a meeting of high police officers was in progress in
the Chamb'er of the I nspector-Gener;l qf Police at the
't ime of the assassination. As regards the reason why
~he jeep with the assassins was alloV:·ed to return t9
. U·Saw's compound after the assassination, this ~'aS the
safest thing to do. There is in.eviden·ce the fact that
by about 11 a.:m. U Po S~in {P.W. 18) had sent out
hiclio message~ to a:ll . parts of the city to keep a

to
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look-out for a jeep and to· search all moving jeeps.
Such a contingency must have been envisaged by
N?N!A~:;~s U Saw at the time he directed that the jeep should
"'
vu. NION
.
return to his house after committing the crime.
._,HE
oF BuRMA.
Furthermore, it could hardly be envisaged by him that
u OHN PE, J. the police would have raided his house four hours after
the assassina:iion In fact but for the foresight of
U Tun Hla Oung (P.W. 38) in enlisting the help of
Mr. Khan to keep a watch over the house and
compound of U Saw in view of the recent cases of
theft_ of the Bren guns and ammunition in which U Saw
was suspected to be involved, the public spiritedness
of Mr. Khan and the large measure of luck involved
in Mr. Khan coming across the jeep carrying the
assassins back to U Saw's compound,· the probabilities
are that U Saw's house would not have been raided at
all and this crime remain undetected till to-day.
U Saw's defence was that he was more or less
confined to his bed on the-morning of the 19th of July.
In this case he is supported by the evidence of
U Tin Ohn (D.W. 3), Hla Myat Soe (D.W. 5), and
Kyaw Than (D.W. 6). However, these witnesses are
probably friends and adherents of U Saw and the
evidence such as that given by them does not inspire
confidence. ·
U Saw must be convicted of the offence of
abetment of murder on the evidence of the approver,
the confessions of the co-accused especially
Khin Maung Yin and. Yan Gyi Aung and the other
circumstantial evidence on record.
It, now remains to be considered· under what
sections of the Penal Code the appellants should have
been f;OIJv'kted. · ·As the crime was committed before
the 1st of August 1947 on which date Burma Act XXXIII
~f 1947 came into forc e, the conviction should ·be
under section 302 of the , Penal Code read· with
H.C.

1948
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section 34 of the Penal Code or section 302 of the
1948
Penal Code read with section 109 of the Penal Code as U SAW AND
the case may be. In this connection compare the case NINE OTHERS
v.
.Shwe Hla U v. The King (1) where it was held that TH!!: UNWN
of the provisions of Burma Act IV of 1940 which ol' BURM.A .
.amended section 397 of the Penal Code having come u OHN PB, J.
in force only on the 16th of March 1940, the provisions
of section 397 of the Penal Code as they existed prior
to the amendment were applicable to a case in which the
robbery took place before the 16th of March 1940
although the accused was convicted after that date.
The convictions recorded against the appellants by
the Special Tribunal will be amended by the substitution of section 302 of the Penal Code wherever
.section 302 (1) (b) occurs.
As regards sentences we do not see how Hnder the
circumstances obtaining in this case we can reduce the
·sentence on any of the appellants. Each had a vital
part to play in the conspiracy which led to the
assassination of the Hon'ble U A ung San and some of
his colleagues besides U Ohn Maung and Maung Htwe.
It is ·difficult for us ·to. find any judicial reason for
interference and as pointed out by Sir Arthur Page
in Aun~ Hla v. King-Empc1·or (2) the question whether
mercy should be extended to any one of the appellants
is a matter with which this Court is not concerned, the
prerogative of mercy resting in other hands.
·
~efore we leave this case we must again reiterate
our appreciation of the manl)e~ in which the appeal
has been argued by the learned couns~l for the
appellant U Saw. If we did not · mention in this
judgment all the points both large and small raised by
him in his _argument and also set out in his written
.argument it is not . becaus_e we have not carefully
fl) (1941) ~an. 58 .

(2) 9 Ran. 433.
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considered them. On a review of the whole case we
e·
are :firmly of the opinion that the case against all the
li~~~A:.;~~~~ appeUants have been so fully. established by the
TI1E·v\i,N,6 N. prosecution that it is not necessary for us to cumber
oF BuRMA.
these proceedings by writing a lengthier judgment
u o;;"PE, J. than this.
·
We"\vould also like to mention that we have not
~ade ~fl:y-lo~al : 1nspections be~ause we found that it
was not pecessary for the purpose of appreciating the
evidence on record. The Maps and the Memorandum.
?f local inspection recorded by the learned Members.
~f the Special Tribunal were quite sufficient for our
purpose.
In the result the appeals fail. The convictions and
sentences on the appellant U Saw and the other
appellants· w!ll be confirmed except that section .3 02
of the Penal Code will be substituted for section.302·
(1) (b) wherever it occurs. The ·appeals are otherwise:
dismissed.
HiC>
194
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SUPREME COURT.

ts,c.

U SAW AND FOUR OTHERS (APPLICANTS)

,L9.48

v.

Apl. 27

THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).>K'
[On appeal from the High Court.]
Union Jt~diciary Act, ,<s. 5 (a], 6-Principles involved in flranliug-S. 13 of flu;
Co1zslilutiou Aci-Sdti11g np . ~·j>ecial Crimes Tribrmal if amomds to
discrimitratiotr-Fi1rdi1lgs of fact mlerfered with,
Cc'V-'\·-<.,1 ,.,.. ,un

Applicants were tried by a Special Gri!nes Tribuna), Rangoon, consli!uted
under the Special Crimes Tdbnnal Act, 1947. The convktiuns were confirmtd·
by the High Court. In the application for spedal leave it was con\etldcd
{1) That great prejudice l1ad been suffered because the applicant No. 2 was
deprived of his right to be defended by a pleader of his choice ; (2} That by the
Special Crimes Tribuual Act, 1947, the Governor could nol t;~k e away the
inherent right of trial by jury ; t3) That confessions by cert.•in accused which
were admitted were not voluntary anti relev:ml; (41 That the effect of s. 13 of
the Constitution w~s to deprive the Tribunal of its powers:
Held: That many of the rules laid down by the Privy Council-on applicaHons
for sp;e cialleave to appeal in criminal matters are rules of wisd<ml and should
onlinar;ilv act as gt1idance to the Supreme Court in applications under s. 6 of
th'e Union Judiciary Act. An exhauEtive definition of euch limits would be
futile but if the ap-plication raises questions of great and general importance
~hich are likely to occur often or to preYent, wrong precedents for, the
future, the ~upreme Court could interfere by way of appeal by spcciial.lea\·e
in criritinal mafter3 as·deflned in ·Rig v. Bertratid, L.R. 1 P.C. 520; Molti11dar
s·i'!gh , Y. ;'K~ng-Emperor., L.R. ,59 l.A, 233 ; Slreo · Swarup ;:•. K'"g,-Emperor~
L.~.
61 l.A. 39~; Na%ir Ahmad v, King-Emperor, L.R, 63. I..A. 373 ,and
J
t
Pakala Narayan Swanry ii. Kint.·Emperor, l.L.R. 18 ·Pat. 238 (P.C.l; referred
to.
~

~·

,c

{

0

;

~ ~

. JJ~ld further:
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'
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pleader is•defined ·in s.· 4fr) of the;Code ·Of Criminal

Ji',~~.9ure ·and :~. King's Counsel from En)!land w},len granted veqniasion to

appear c9mes within the ae~riitil?n<li the word" pleader" Priorto grallting of
such permission he;waa ~ot a; pleader and the a~cusecl was not deprived of any
right he had in J:.w.
·
·Held also: That tgal by jury allowed by the Criminal Pr:ocedure Code is a
right that can be t.aken away by an Act of the Burma Legislature. ·
Held also: Whether cohfessions are voluntarv and· r elevant depend on
determinations of faCts, and these are questions on which the trbl Court. as also
the High Court on appeal, are fully r.ompetent to decide and it was not for the

Supreme Cou.rt to consider such quesJjons.
• Criminal Mi::c. Applications Nos. 2 ann 3 of 1948.
t Presc11t: Sm BA'U, Chief Justice of the Union of Burma, E MAUNG, J. of
the Supreme Court, and 0 :THEJN MAUNG, Chid Justice of t11c High Court,
.Rangoon.-
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The decision of the Privy Council in Sufto1z v, The Ki11g, L.H. (1933) A.C,
341l at p. 360, followed.
HrJd also: That 1he trial concluded on 30th December 1947 and the

FOUR OTHERS operation of the Constitution was from 4th January 1948 ; a_ completed trial

v.

THE UNION

OF BURMA.

cannot be in~alid .. tcd t ...: post facto on the all cged ground that the setting up of
such a Tribunal amounted to any discrimination and therefore prohibited by
lbe Constitution.

F.]. Salisbury H avock for the applicant U Saw.
[! Kya Gai;-zg for applicants Maung Soe, Thet Hnin,
Yangyi Aung and Hmone Gyi.

U Cl;atz. Htoon (Attorney-General of the Union of
Burma) for the respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by

E MAUNG, J.-These are two applications under
section 6 of the Union Judiciary Act made on behalf of
five persons whose convictions and sentences by the
Special Crimes Tribunal, Rangoon, constituted under
the Special Crimes (Tribun:1l} Act, 1947, had been
confirmed by the High Court in Criminal Appeals
Nos. 7, 11, 12, 13 aRd 14 of 1948.
By section 136 of the Constitution this Court is
made the Court of final appeal and in sub-secfion (3)
thereof it is laid down that 11 the Court shall, •.vith such
·exceptions and subject to such regulations as may be
prescribed by law, have appellate jurisdiction from
all decisions of the High Court
" It is
.necess~;ry to advert to the~c provisions in the Constitution
to clarify the position of this Court in criminal matters
coming before it.
o
. The Privy Council in Engla.nd derives its right to
ii"eview the decisions of the Courts of the.Commonwealth
of -British Nations from the prerogative of the King,
-whenever not-trenched upon by legislation, fo ·correct
miscarriage of justice. The Privy, Council
England
-exercises . such residuary prerogative powers as have

in
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not been taken away by Acts of Parliament or other
·comp~tent Legislature in the British Commonwealth
as the King-the fountain of .zjustice throughout his
dominions-enjoys to enable him to do in the ultimate
resort justice to all his subjects. This Court, however,
is one constituted as a Court of final appeal and its
powers in criminal matters are regulated by sections 5 (a)
and 6 of the Union Judiciary Act.
Though the jurisdiction of this Court and that of
the Privy Council in criminal matters flmv from two
different sources and this difference in the origin of the
jurisdiction of the two courts: is a. ma:tter which must not
be lost sight of, yet it is clear that m~J.1y of the rules laid
.d own by the Privy Council in England in the various
-cases corning before it on applications for special leave
to appeal m crimin<d matters, are rules of wisdom and
should receive from this Court a respectful attention
and should ordinarily act as guidance in the discharge
:Of its functions under section 6 of the Union Judiciary

Act.
Circumstances vary with cases and the .variations
may be so diverse that it would be· futile to make an
exhaustive definition of the limits within "Yhich only
this Court, in its discretion, would grant special leave
to appeal i'n criminal matters. The Privy Council, even
though in such an extr~rne case as M o hitui ar Singh
. v. King-Emperor -(1) it goes so far as to say : "Their
Lordships have frequently stated that they do not sit
.as a Court of criminal appeal. For them to interfere
with a criminal sentence·there must be something so
irregular and so outrageous as to shock the . very basis
of justice ", has neverthel~ss gran ted in Sheo Swarup v.
Kmg-Emperor (2), Nazir Ahmad v. ' King-Emperor
{;3) and Pakula Narayan Swamy v. Kini{-Er:'"pt~·or (t~
·(L) L.R' 59 l A. 233.

(2) L.R 6L I.A. 398.

(3) L.R. 63 I.A·. 373.
(4) I.L.R. 18 Pat. 238. (P.C.) .
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special leave to appeal on questions of the interpret~tion
u ~ \v . .N-o of Indian statutes on which there had been a difference
P'OVR....?'THERS of ·opinion in the High eourts in India, on the principle
THE uN'roN that it js salutary that doubts on matters of great
oF HtiRllr~. importance and of general re.cu~rence should be finally
E MAUNG, J. dissolved.
It would perhaps be sufficient for the purposes of
the present case to say that if the application. for
special leave raises questions of great and general
i'Il;lportance which are likely. to occur often and which
gu·estions, if not rightly answered, would interrupt . .the
di.ie an~ orderly administration of justice or divert the
ad~j~i~ira.t!on of justice into a n~w and erroneous
c6tir'sG:,_creating ~ wrong p~ecedent for the future, this
Court would interfere by way of an appeal. by special
in criminal matters. As has been ·said by the
Privy Council in Reg v. Bertrand (1) it would be the
du'ty of this' Court " to exercise an appellate jurisdiction
witfi' a view 'not only to ensure, so far as may be, the
due administration of justice in the individual case, but
also to preserve the due course of procedure generally."
fn Criminal Miscellane~us A.p.plic~tion No. 2 ot
19~8 il was first s~id on &ehalf o~ _the, applicant 't~a~ he·
suffered· great _ pr.ejudic~ at the trial . f?Y , being _depnved
of 'liis right to l;Je defended by a plea'cfer . of his choice.
This branch of the case was· developed 'in this way.
n \\'as cl~imed on behalf of t4e appt'ica'nt tnat from the'
inception of ·the frial. the ?pplican~ ~xpress,ed his desire·
to be "defend.ed by a King's Counse] from England and
that he was not granted s~fficient time to enable the
King's Couns~l of his choi<;:e 'to be present at the trial
from its beginning. It was· said that accordingly the·
applicant was depriv~4 of his r:ig~t under section 34(}
of the Code of Crimimil Procedure. The.re is i_n faw no

'leave

(II L.R. l P.C. 520,
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substance in this claim. The definition of a ple~qer
appearing in section 4 (r.) of the Code of Criminal
Procedure is as follows :

253
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~OUR.OTHKRS

; 'ii ··:··

" ' Pleader ' us_ed with rc;:ference to any proceeding in any
·Court, means a pleader authorized by any law for the time being
.
J... .
. ... .
'
:,
'
'
in force to practice in the Court, and includes (i) any advocate, of
the High Court so authorized, and1'(ii) an~ other person appointed
with the permission of the Gourl:. to actin such proceeding."

In the course of the tr~~l a King's c·ounsel from
England did appear befo.re the Tribunal and he was
granted permissio:n to act for .the ap-plicant. It is only
from the date o'f the· granting of the permission that
the King's Counsel, for the purposes of the Criminal
Procedu-re Code, · comes within ·the meaning of the
word ({·pleader", and it cannot therefore be said that
the applicant, prior to the Court granting permission to
the King's Counsel' appear qn his behalf before the
Tribunal, was ~eprived 'of any right he had in law.
His right, it must be rememberedJ·was to be defended
by a plead¢i-. 'The argument oq this part of the case
really . amou:p.ts 'to a daiJ;D that the applicant was
·prejudiced by riot being given a special privilege.
This cortteQ.tion must be 'rejected.
,.,
It was next c_orifenaed. that the Governor of Burma
1
·had no righf by tHe· SpeCial Crimes (Tribunal) Act of
1947 tQ take away the inherent rights of a pers<?n in
·Rangoo'il to be tried in appropriate cases by a jury.
This contention also mtist 'be ·rejected. It ·must be
·remembered that trial by jury is a creation of the Code
·of 'Criminal Procedure and the rights given by the
(>(Criminal ·Procedure can clearly be taken· away
'qy ~n · Ac( of the ·BUrma 1~gislahire and accordingly
can 'be taken away by- an Act Qf the Governor made
under section. 139 '·of the ·,g overnment of -Burma
·Ad.' ·'A half-hearted attempt: ' 'was made to -attack
·-the Go~ernoi's. competency in · 1947 ·to acf ·under

to
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section 139 of the Government of Burma Act and it was
suggested
that in 194i it could not possibly be said
U SAW AND
Fou.R oTHERs that "a situation had arisen in which the Government
TaB 'trNloN of Burma cannot be carried on in accordance with
oF BuRuA. the provisions of the Government of Burma Act."
E MAuNG, r. This
argument overlooks the fact that by the
Government of Burma (Temporary Provisions) Act
of 1945 the duration of the administration by the
Governor under section 139 of the Government of
Burma Act had, by the Parliament of the United
Kingdom, been extended for.a further period of three
years.
On behalf of the applicant we were invited to
examine the confessions of persons who were the
applicant's co-accused at the trial and to say that these
confessions were not voluntary and relevant as had been
adjudged by the Special Tribunal and by the Hon'ble
Judges of the High Court. This we must refuse to do;
whether the confessions were voluntary and relevant
depend on determinations of facts, and these are
questions on which the tri<ll ~ourt, as also the High
Court of!. appeal, are fully competent. It is not for
this Court to consider such questions which are within
the competence solely of· the High Court a nd of the
trial Court.
The learned counsel' for the applicant does not
seriously press the allegations in . ground 12 of his.
Grounds of AppeaL Specific mention is made of this
fact · as, if the ground tai{en therein is one of substancer
it would be a matter falling witl:in the purview of this
Court in an appeal by special leave. It was suggested
in that ground that the Hon ' bl~ Judges of the High
Court gave th'e benefit of the doubt, whenever one was
raised, to the prosecution instead of to the accusedBut this contention has not been pressed at the hearing
and is-in fact void of any substance in this. case.
1948
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The learned counsel who appears on behalf of the
1948
applicants in Criminal Miscellaneous Application No.3 U SAW AND
of 1918 takes the point lb.at although the Special Crimes {•"OUR OTHERS
v.
Tribunal was witl~iu the competence of the Governor THE UNION
of . Burma to constitute and was duly constituted OF BURMA.
in 1947, the operation of the Constitution as from the E MAUNG, J
4th January 1948 effects ta depriv~ ex post facto. the
Tribunal of the power to adjudicate on the guilt or
innocence of the applicants. It was said by him that
section 13 of the Constitution supports his claim. It
appears-though it is not so clear from the learned
counsel's argument before the Court-that he wants
to contend that under section 13 of the Constitution,
the setting up of a Special Crime~ Tribunal for the
applicants and persons tried with them and not leaving
them to be tried as other persons committing offences
under similar -provisions of the Code in L~angoon would
be tried before the High Court, amounts to an arbitrary
discrimination between one citizen or class of citizens
_and another and is therefore prohibited l;>y the
Constitution. We can find no authority, and no
authority is suggested by the learned counsel, for the
proposition that a completed trial can tx post facio be
invalidated in this manner. It must be remembered
that the trial came to its conclusion before the Special
Crimes Tribunal on the 30th December 1947.
Moreover, this argument overlooks the provisions of
section 228 of the Constitution.
The learned counsel further invites us to examine
the circumstances under whic h the confessions of t'f1e
applicant's co-accused were given and recorded . He
· claims that if this Court examines such circumstances
it would become apparent that the Special Crimes
Tribunal and the High Court· in appeal were not
justified in holding that these ·confessipns were
voluntary and substantially co~rect accounts of what
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happened so far as they are relevant to the case before
the Courts. We must·re(use to act on t~is s~?:gestion.
U SAW ANU
FOUR ·o THJtRS As has already ·been said once before in the .course of
:; ;; . ,•,
this judgment, these are dependent on dete~minations
1'11Jt ,UK ION
.0)"· HilltMA.
of facts and are matters on which the trial Cq1,1ft and
E MAU~O, J, the High Court in appeal are fully competent.
.A.s has
been said by· the Privy Cou~cil in Sutton T_hc Ki_ng {1) :
I9l4:8

~fi-J

J·

~

v.

)

..

"The question of the credibility of the.. witnesse.s and the
weight to be attached to their· evidence is for the tribunal of fact.
There has been no irregula1~ity of any kind :-th~ evide~ce 'ha::;
been carefully weighed, and considered. with discrimination.
It might reason:lbly pt:ocluce different effect ~n different minds,
as is shown by the juclgmeri. of Fi.tad J., 'who thought that ail
reJ.SOnable. doubt had not been remover!. But the' trial Court
.we~·e not b~l;ll~ d to accept the evidence o~ the ac~used : they had
a case where the accused and the deceased we~e the last two
persons in contact, and whei·e in ,a•few min11tes the deceased was
found suffering from injuries which were consiste~t with assault,
and· where the deceased in evidence that was admi!?sihle said
he had been assaulted by the acciJsed. The defence was a bare
denial, and; th.ere was no sug~estion that the _assault (if ~ade) was
justified. -rhere appears to have b~en a mple .evidence upon which
the trial'Court could f?.nd that the a ccused ass,aulte_d the d eceased
and by the assault caused his death. There is. a t otal absence of
any violation of a~y of the essential princ~ples of ju~tice ~; evokes
the interposition of this Board in crimin~l appeal~. · O,n the
c ontrary, the· accused appears to have had a f~ir trial before a
competent Court : the, conviction .was affirmed i~ a very .careful
judgment . by the appellate G.ourt. :T here was undoubtedly
evidence
uion
which any trib unal .could.
reasonably
. affirm that
.
:
..
.
the accused was gu1lty of the offenqe ~harged, : a.~d there is no
ground upon which this Boa rd could advise interf~r::ence."

a

.

•

•

:

I

1 .

,

<'h this braQch ,of the case we are .in full agreement
with these observations of the Privy Council. ·
In the -rt1sult we :refuse :leave ~ to the applicants in
these two ~pplications to appe_al .by specialleave ,undel'
sect,ion 6. of the ~Union Judic iary Act.
'. (1) L.R. (1933) A.C .·3~8 at

p·. 36~.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Tmt Byu a11d U .dunR Tl!a Gyaw, ]]., and on diff~rcucc between
them before U Tlzcitl .Ma11ag, Chief Just,cc .

D. K. PAREKH (APPELLANT)

v.
THE BURMA SUGAR COMPANY, LIMITED
(RESPONDENT).*
Contract -lT'hctlrer cvurplcte<l-Formal coutract it: wrifi1rg contemplaledWIIdher a couddroll preccdeul-Rults gwdittg deienumatiou-DcpositfV/Jefl•el' /;euefil !1,iVW or 1·ecew ~d under cOI/tract-Coutracl Act, s. ()4Forfeiture of deposit-Terms aud c~ruiilions for - S. 28 of Um'on Judiciary
Act-S. 98 of the Cotfe of Civil Procedure.

Appellant c'epositcd on 25th November 1941 a sum of Rs. 3,750 being half
the valne of 750 tons of molasses at Rs. 10 a ton to be supplied during 1941-42
season and got a receipt. In the previous season, a similar receip t was
followed by a written contract fixing, i11/er alia, terms and conditions of
delivery. The appellant sued for n.covery o f the deposit, claimin g: (1) that
there was no completed contract, (a) as the terms regarding delivery had n ot
been fixed and (b) that the parties contemplated a written contract as a
condition precedent and (2) the amount of deposit, 50 per cent of the total, could
not be forfeited without proof of actual damage as it amounted to a penalty.
As regar ds the second point U Tun Byu and U Aung Tha Gyaw, ]J., aj!reed
and Held : A deposit is not a benefit given or received under the contract and
a stipulation for forfeiture in case of default is not by way of penalty.
Natesa Aiyar v. Appavu Padayachi, 38 Mad.l78, referred to.
!<'or the buyer to recover deposit, it must be shown that seller was in
default.
Mohamed Habihb~tla v. Mohamed Shaft , 41 AIL 324 ; Gowal Das Sidar~y v.
L11chmi Chand Jllawar, 57 Cal. 107; Piari Lal a11d others v. Mina Mal
Bal Kislum Dlls, 50 All 82, relied on and applied.
ltfnralidhar Chatlerji v.lnlenratlonal Film ComPmty, Limited, I.T .. R. (1943}
2 Cal. :.:13 (P.<..:.), distinguished.
Per Chief Justice : Terms of the proviso to s. 28 of the Union Judiciary
Act are wider them that of s. 98 of the Code of Civil Procedure under which
only difference on a point of law can be referred to a 3rd Judge but under the
U nion Judiciary Act not .o nly points of law but also other points can be
referred.
· • Special <.;ivil 1st App~al No. 67 of 1947 against the decree of Chief

J~dge, Rangoon City Civil Court, in Civjl R_eg~lar No. 1803 of 1947. dated
the 24th September 1947.
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As regards the first point two learned Judges differed and the matter was
referred to the Chief Justice who, agreeing wilh U Aung Tha Gyaw, J., Held:
That the terms as to time .and mode of delivery could hardly be of importance
when the parties had the whole season before them and delivery could be
made according to their convenience and tl1e parties did not consider it so
important.
It is a question of construction whether execution of a contract is a
condition or term of the b<trgain or a mere expression of the desire of the
parties as to the manner in which the transaction already agreed will go
through.
Slta~tkarlal Narayandas Mtmdade v. New Nofussil ComPauy, Limited
(Itt Liqzeidatiou). 7:\ 1.A . 98 at p. 107; Hal'ic/tatld 11Jaucharam v. Goviud
Ltl.'l!mmz Gok/ra lc, 50 LA. 25, relied on.

K. R. Ilwkat1·am for the appellant.

Horrocks for the respondents.
U AuNG THA GYAW, J.-This appeal arises out of
a suit brought in the City Civil Court of Rangoon by
the appellant for recovery of Rs. 3,750 deposited by
him v.rith the respondents as security for fulfilment of a
contract for the purchase of 750 tons of molasses. This
deposit was made on the 25th November '1941 under a
receipt made out in terms set out in Exhibit A. The
appellant made this claim on the plea that owing to the
war, a regular contract was not signed between him
and the respondents ; nor was any Supply of molasses
made. to him. The respondents contended that the
parties did enter into a contract on or about the
25th November 1941 for the supply of 750 tons of
molasses during the. season· 1941-42 at the pnce of
Rs. 7,500, but that no supply was made owing to the
appellant's failure to take delivery in breach of the said
contract. In their reply the p[aintiff-appdlant contended that a formal co~ tract was ~ontemplated and agreed
upon to be execut~d between the parties embodying the
terms as specified i~ the previous year's contract,
Exhibit C and that since delivery orders were. never
forwarded by ihe defendant.respon4~pt~ ~s provideq:
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Jor in the said formal contract, there was no breach on
·his part.
The suit went to hearing on the issues as to whether
there was a concluded contract between the parties
and, if so, what its nature was, and whether the
plaintiff-appellant had committed a breach of the same.
The learned Chief Judge of the Rangoon City Civil
Court found these issues against the plaintiff-appellant
.and dismissed his suit. The correctness of this
decision is now disputed by the appellant on the
_grounds that the execution of a formal document was
part of the contract, and that all the material terms of
the said contract had not been settled or arranged
between the parties ; that these terms were essential to
the making of the contract and that they could not be
found in the terms of the deposit receipt, Exhibit A.
The appellant has further contended that the security
deposit could not be forfeited without proof of the
actual damage suffered by the respondents.
The deposit receipt, Exhibit A, was made out in
these terms :
" Received from Mr. D. K. Parekh rupees three thousand
seven hundred and fifty only on account of cost of 375 tons
molasses at Rs. 10 per ton deposited with us as security for
fulfilment of contract for 750 tons molasses for season 1941-42."

The amount deposited represented half of the total
purchase price as did the deposit made in the previous
year under the deposit receipt, Exhibit B, under which
the sum of Rs. 2,700 was deposited against fifty per cent
of the value of molasses contracted to be sold to the
appellant for season 1939-40, at Rs. 9 per ton. The
terms of Exhibit A went further than those of Exhibit B
in that ·mention is made of the fact that the deposit was
effected as security for fulfilment of contract fpr 75.0
tons of molasses.
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It is the case for the respondents that the par+.ies
had entered in to a complete contract when th e deposit
D. K
PJ\REKH
in suit was made by the appellant ; the quantity
THE ~~RMA contracted to b e sold togeth er \Vith the rates per ton
SuGAR
and the season during wh ic h the supc_ ly was to be
C O:.tPANY,
L tbHTEo.
made being all dearly stated in the deposit receipt,
u AuNG TH A In th e pre,·ious year deposit was made in February, and
GYAw, J.
deliYer~· was agre<.:d to be made in the month~ of
February, ~\: <1 r ch and April, the remaining months of
the molasses season. The deposit in suit was made in
the month of November giving the parties five m onths
to arrange for the making and acceptance of the
monthly deliveries that would follow the making of the
contract.
Th e question which then arises is whether this
arrangement of the deliveries that were to be made
under the contract can be considered to be so essential
and material that it would ha:ve required further
negotiation a.nd settlement between the parties. That
this could not be so might be judged from the terms of
clause (5) of the previous year's contract set out in
Exhibit C. This clause lays down the number of
instalments in which deliveries were to be made and
the manner in which the prices were to be paid therefor both by payment in cash and by appropriation of
the money in deposit.
Now, the appellant in his evidence admits that,
when the deposit was made in 1941, he took it that the
terms of the contract would be more or less similar to
those of the previous year, except perhaps, as regards
delivery and that the deposit he had made was intended
to be utilized in the same manner as .. was done in
respect . of the deposit made in the previous year.
Since this mode of utilizing the deposit money in
the previous year \vas inseparably bound up with
the manner in which deliveries were to be made in
1948
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fulfilment of the contract, as shown in clause {5) in
1948
Exhibit C, there is strong reason to think that the
D. K.
terms of the contract relating. to these matters had· PAh'E!CH
already been settled before the deposit in suit TH~: v.BURMA:
SUGAR
was actually made.
CoMPANY,
vVhcn explaining the making of the deposit on 'che LIMITED .
.25th November 11141, the plaintiff-appellant made the U AUNG Ta:A:
further explanation that the understanding 2tt the time GVAW, J.
was that a "formal'' contract was to be drawn up later
containing the tenus of the contract, but that this could
not be done as one Mr. Happel, the defendants'
.Manager, was busy elsewhere. The plaintiff-appellant
was in Rangoon until February 1942 carrying on his
business as usual and the admitted fact that he took no
further steps in connection with his molasses deal with
·the respondent Company would seem to give r ise to the
infere nce that he regarded the said deal as closed, and
the absence of a formal contract, as was drawn up
in the previous year, was not a m~tter of any great
concern to him. Thus both the language contained in
the deposit receipt and the conduct of the appellant
·support the respondents' contention that at the time the
·deposit of half the purchase price was made, there
already existed between the parties a concluded
contract in regard to the purchase and supply of
molasses, and that the formal contract which has been
insisten tly pleaded on behalf of the appellant, was to b e
.a mere formal expression of what had previously been
:agreed upon by the parties. In fact, the question of
delivery or deliveries that were to be made would hardly
·.be a matter of importance when the parties had the
whole of the molasses season before them during which
such deliveries could be made according to their
-convenience. The matter of giving and taking delivery
:·as shown in clause 5 of Exhibit Cwas intertwined with
~hat of the appropriation of the deposit and must in
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all probability have been discussed and settled before
the deposit was made.
The case of A. V. & Son aud another v. Akoojee
] ad wet & Co. ( 1) dealt with entirely different sets
of facts and is of no help to the appellant's contention that, when he made the deposit in terms set out in
the receipt, Exhibit A, the contract between him and
the respondents had not proceeded beyond the stage
of mere negotiation. The decision in the cc.se of
TV.]. Rossiter, George Curtis and others v. Da11iel Miller
(2), referred to in the judgment of the lower Court, is
more to the point and is to this effect-that even if the
parties had expre~sly stipulated that there shall afterwards be a formal agreement prepared, embodying the
terms, this fact by itself would not show that they continue m erely in negotiation. Thus, having regard to the
terms of the deposit receipt, Exhibit A, and the formal
agreement, Exhibit C, executed between the parties in
the previous year and to the ordinary and probable
course of business conduct, it would appear that the
learned Judge of the City Civil Court was right in
arriving at the conclusion that there was a concluded .
contract between the parties in this case.
On the question of the breach of this contract the
learned Judge of the City Civil Court appears to have
based his decision on the admissions m.ade by the
plaintiff-appellant himself in his evidence to the effect
that in view of the circumstances arising out of the
war, he was not prepared to sign a formal contract on
the lines of Exhibit C, if one were presented to him and
that in fact, beyond making some ineffectual attempts
to contact the respondent, he took no step whatever to
fulfil the tertris bf the contract he had already entered
into with the Iatfer. The defendant Company were
· (1)

(i946) R.L.R. 31.

c21 cta79)

3 ..i.e. 11~4:
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producing molasses right up to 1942; thus showing
that they were in a position to fulfil their part of the
contract. The initiative, in the circumstances, thus
resfed with the plaintiff-appellant and since, on his
admission 7 he had made no effort to ask for delivery,
he was rightly held to ha,·e committed the breach.
See also section 35, Sale of Goods Act.
On the next question as to what is to happen to the
deposit made by the plaintiff-appellant, it has been put
forward on his behalf that the respondents are not
entitled to forfeit the sum on the score of the appellant's
breach of the terms of his contract ; that any clause as
to forfeiture should be regarded as in the nature of a
penalty and must attract the application of section 74of the Con tract Act.
The deposit receipt which the appellant had signed
states that the money was paid as security for the
fulfilment of the contract. The formal contract executed
between the parties in the previous year also set out in
clause (10) that the deposit was to be forfeited in the
event of any breach on the appellant's part.
That a deposit is not a benefit given or received
under the contract was pointed out in the case of
N atesa Aiyar v. Appa~w Padayachi (1), and it was
further held that a stipulation for the forfeiture of the
deposit in case of breach is not one by way of penatty.
In Mohamed Habibbula v. Mohamed Shaft (2), it
was held that where the plaintiff had advanced money
to the defendant by way of earnest money and as a
guarantee for the fulfilment of the contract in respect
of which he is suing, he cannot recover the earnest
money where it is found that the breach of the contract
was due to his own default.
A similar deposit, but made by. an auction purchaser at a· Court auction sale, was held to have been
(1) ?B Mad. 178.

t:Z) 41 All. 324.
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forfeited to the decree-holder in the case of Gowal Vas
Sidany v. Luchmi Cha·nd ]!zawar (1).
For the buyer to be entitled to the recovery of the
deposit m·ade by him, it must be shovm that the seller
was in default and was unable to carry out his part of
the contract, see Piari La l and others v. Mina L11al Bal
Kishan Das (2).
This being the state of the law on the question raised
on the appellant's behalf, it is clear that he is not in
this case entitled to the refund of the deposit made by
him. His suit was rightly dismissed and his appeal
must, accordingly, be dismissed with costs.
However, as my learned brother and I have
disagreed on the question of.the existence of a concluded
contract between the parties and have accordingly
arrived at different conclusions as to the merits of the
appeal, I respectfully concur with him in making a
reference to another Judge on the point of law stated
by him.
U TuN BYu, J.-A contract was entered into
between the plaintiff, who is the appellant in this
appeal, and the defendant, who is the respondent,
for the supply of 600 tons of molasses in respect of the
1939-40 crushing season. This contract was reduced
into writing, namely, Exhibit C, where the terms of the
contract are ful1y set out. The dispute, which had
arisen, is in r espect of the 1941-42 season.
Exhibit A shows that on the 25th November 1941
the plaintiff paid a sum of Rs. 3,750 to the defendant
"on account of costs of 375 tons of molasses at Rs. 10
·per ton", which sum was said to be deposited 44 as
security for fulfilment, of the contract for the supply
of 750 tons of molasses for the s~ason .1941-42. No
(1) 57 Cal 107.

(2) 50 All' 82,
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molasses were in fact supplied or taken in respect
of the season 1941-42.
The first point which falls to be determined is
whether there was a complete contract for the supply
o£750 tons of molasses in respect of the season 1941-42
between the plaintiff and the defendant.
The plaintiff's contention, as urged by his advocate,
is that it was contemplated by the parties that there
was to be a written agreement, and that it was a
·condition precedent that there should be a ·· written
agreement, and as no written agreement was executed,
there was no concluded contract between the plaintiff
:and the defendant. It was also contended on behalf
of the plaintiff that in any case there was no complete
··contract arrived at in respect of the contract for the
supply of 750 tons of molasses for the season 1941 -42,
and th e plaintiff is accordingly entitled to the refund
of the Rs. 3,750 paid to the defendant as indicated
in Exhibit A.
The plaintiff had to make a similar deposit in
:respect of the previous-year contract, the receipt of
which was filed as Exhibit B , dated the 5th February
1940. The wording in Exhibit Bisnot quite the same
:as in Exhibit A, but it was apparently intended for the
same purpose as in Exhibit A.
Exhibit A, which, from the point of view of the
·defendant, is very important, is as follows :
" Received from Mr. D. K. Parekh Rupees three thousand
:seven hundred and fifly only on account of cost of 375 tons
molasses at Rs. 10 per ton deposited with us as security for
.fulfilment of contract for 750 tons molasses for season 1941-42."

It is conten.ded on behalf of the defendant that
Exhibit A shows that there was a. complete contract
.between the parties, and that, so far as the delivery
·was concerned, it could be .implied that the delivery
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would be made in reasonable instalments, and it could
accordingly be said that there v.ras a complete contract
between the. plaintiff and the defendant. The payment
of the deposit does not appear to be very significant
wben it is borne in mind that there had been a
contract in writing between the parties for the previous
season. The plaintiff \Vould naturally anticipate that
all the requisite terms of the contract for 1941-42
season could be amicably arranged after the deposit
was paid, and before a formal contract was executed.
The plaintiff in his examination stated :
" On 25th November I 941 1 mac1e a deposit with the
defendant of Rs. 3,750. The· understanding was that a formal
contract was to be drawn up later containing the terms of
the contract. Exhibit A is the receipt granted to me by the
defendant. It is not correct that on the d ate of this receipt
there was a regular contract between us. Formal contract was
not drawn up because Mr. Happel '(meaning, apparently,.
Mr. Hepburn) ' was busy as a Ju ror in the High Court. Twice
or thrice I went to the defendant bul could not find him, and in
December war broke out, and I went to the defendant's office
two or three times but could not find Mr. Happel. I was told
that Mr: Happel w1s in Sahmaw. After the receipt I heard
nothing whatever from t'n e defendant's company. I left Rangoon·
in the week (sic) of February 1942. I came back to Rango on
in 1946."

And on cross-examination he also stated :
"When the .deposit receipt was given the price and tbe-quanfity are agreed. But a formal contract is to be dt·awn up
later. When the deposit 'vas made in 1941 I took it that
the terms of the contract would be more or less similar to
those of the previous ye:ir except perhaps as r egards delivery.
*
If there was a contrilct in 1941 my intention as
r egards Exhibit A deposit was the same."

* * "

Mr. . Hepburn, who apparently negotiated the:
centrad with the piaintiff in respect of the supp~}'
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of molasses for the 1941-42 season, W3S said to be
present in Burma when the suit \vhich gave rise to this
appeal was filed, and it appears that be subsequently
left Burma. In the absence of any evidence by
Mr. Hepburn as to ·what actually took place at or about
the time when the deposit of I~s. 3,750 was paid by the
plaintiff, it seems to me that the Court will have to
accept the statement of the plaintiff that when he paid
Rs. 3,750, the arrangement about the dates of the
delivery and the quantity of molasses to be delivered at
each delivery had not been definitely arrived at. In
any case, no evidence had been given on behalf of the
defendant that any definite arrangement had been
arrived at about the dates of the delivery of the
molasses or the quantity which was required to be
delivered at each delivery. The only person who
could have given evidence on behalf of the plaintiff on
this point was Mr. Hepburn, and he was not examined
before h e left Burma.
It is clear that an agreement, to be binding on
the parties, must be in the nature of a complete
agreement, and Lord Blackburrt's observation on this
matter appears to me to be explicit and appropriate,
in considering the point at present under consideration,
and it was made in the case of TV. f. Rossiter,
George Curtis and oilier'S v. Daniel Miller (1):
"I quite agree with the Lords Justices that (wholly
independent of the Statllte of Frauds) it is a necess1ry part of the·
Plaintiff's case to show that the two parties had come to a final
and complete agreement, £01·, if not, there was no contract.
So long as they are only in negotiation either party may retract ;
and though the parties rtla.y have agreed on all the cardinal points
of the intended contract, yet, if some particulars essential to
the agreement still remain to be settled afterwards, there is.
no contract. The- parties, in such a case, are still only in ·
.

-

.

:' .

:

.

(ll (1877-8)3 A.C .1124 at p. 1151.
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negotiation. Bnt the mere fact that the parties have expressly
stipulated that there shall afterwards be a formal a~reement
prepared, embodying the terms, which shall be signed by the
parties does not, by itself, shew that they continue merely
in negotiation. It is a matter to be taken into acconnt in
construing the evidence and determining whether the parties
have really come to a final agreement or not. But as soon as the
fact is established of the final nmtual assent of the parties so that
those who draw up the formal agreement have not the power
to vary the terms already settleci. I think the contract is
completed."

The first point for consideration is, therefore,
'vhether there was a concluded contract between the
plaintiff and the defendant in this case. No agreement
had been arrived at between the parties as to the dates
on which deliveries could be expected, and also
in respect of the quantity of molasses, which was t.o be
supplied at these deliveries, in so far as the 1941-42
season was concerned. It has accordingly to be
considered whether these particulars can be considered
to be essential or material particulars of the contract
for the supply of molasses for the season 1941-42,
and, if the answer is in the positive, it is clear,
then, that there was no complete contract behveen
the plaintiff and the defendant in respect of the supply
of molasses for 1941-42.
H is contended on behalf of the defendant that
the parties could be said to have intended that the
deliveries should be made in reasonable time and
i:hat the molasses should be delivered in reasonable
instalments. It appears to be clear, however, that
without fixing the dates of and the quantity to be made
.at each delivery, the plaintiff would not be able to
daim delivery of any specified quantity which might be
required ·by him or to clai:ffi that the deliveries should
be made by certain specific _dates. The ·suggestion
ihat the parties had five months, after the deposit was
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specified quantity. It must also be remembered that CoMPANY,
the contract w:Ls in writing in the previotis year, LIMITED,
and there cannot be any doubt that the parties U TUN BYU,.
J.
intended that the contract for the year in dispute
was also to be in writing ; and if it was to be in writing,
it is reasonable to conclude that the parties intended,
after the deposit of Rs. 3,750 was paid, to arrive at
an agreement about the dates of the delivery and
the quantity to be made at each delivery. It would, if
the suggestion made on behalf of the defendant is
accepted, in effect mean that the plaintiff \Vould
have to accept the delivery at such time and .in
such quantity as the defendant might tlJink reasonable.
The word " reasonable" is elastic, and it might
even justify a delivery made a month or more later
than what the plaintiff might have expected, and in
that way it could have led to financial loss, so far
as the plaintiff's business is concerned. It does not
require much foresight to observe that such a state
of affairs was not likely to prove beneficial to the
plaintiff's business. The plaintiff would not in that
case be able to make any advanced contract of sale
with any certainty as respect the date of delivery
and the quantity of each delivery for the molasses
to be received from the defendant for the season
1941-42, as h e could not be certain of the date on
which any delivery of th.e molasses cvuld be expected
from the defendant, or in what exact quantity. The
date and quantity. of delivery must accordi.n gly be
considered to be .a matter of importance to a business
man, . especially when the quantity to be purchased
is as much as 750 tons.
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As regards the contention made on behalf of the
defendant that it could be implied that the molasses
D. K.
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quantity required for the season 1941-42 was not
U TUN BYu, the same as in the previous season. Who is to
J.
determine as to what would amount to reasonable instalments or whether the instalments were to be all in
equal instalments or in varied instalments? It might
be mentioned that the deposit of Rs. 3,750 was paid in
the month of November, whereas the deposit in respect
of the previous season was paid only in the month
of February. The plaintiff, as a business man, would
certainly have preferred to have the quantity and
time of the delivery of each instalment to be made
in accordance with his business requirement. It does
not necessarily follow that because certain dates had
been fixed for the previous contract that those dates
would also be suitable for the plaintiff's business of the
subsequent season.
It would not be correct to assume that the dates
of delivery and the quantity to be supplied at each
delivery had been discussed between the plai.ntiff
and Mr. Hepburn or any person on behalf of the
d efendant in the absence of evidence or to even
suggest that discussion on these points must have
taken place. App·arently· no attempt was made by
the defendant to have Mr. Hepburn, who apparently
negotiated the contract for the sale ·of 750 tons of
molasses with the plaintiff, examined before he left
·Burma. On the evidence on the record it is not
possible to determine with any certainty the q·uantity of
molasses which is· to be supplied at each instalment or
the date by which each instalment is to be delivered.
It will not be proper for the Cpu~ to supply such
1948
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deficiencies in accorpance with its own conception
of what it considers to be reasonable. In such matters
it is the plaintiff's requirement •vhich must first be
considered. The fact that most of the terms of the
contract have been agreed upon will not constitute
a complete agreement unless all the essential or
material terms of the contract have been agreed upon.
The parties in this case contemplated an agreement
in writing, and it appears to me to be clear that the
agreement cannot be properly reduced into writing
without further reference to the parties as to the
quantity to be delivered at each delivery, and the dates
Dn which each delivery might be expected or would
be made.
In the circumstances, it cannot, in this case, be
said that the parties have agreed upon all essential
or material terms of the contr;1ct for the supply of
molasses for the season 1941-42, and on this ground
alone the appeal will have to be allowed. The
judgment and decree of the Rangoon City Civil Court
are set aside, and the appeal is allowed with costs.
The plaintiff will also be entitled to costs in the
Court below.
As my learned brother and I differ oh the first
point to be decided in this appeal, we propose to state
a point of law for reference to another Judge or
such other Judges as the Hon'ble the Chief Justice
may think it proper to arrange, namely,\iVhether on the facts and in the circumstances
of the· case there is in law a complete
contract between the parties.
For the purpose of this reference I ought also
to state my views on the other points arising in this
.appeal. As the place of delivery of the molasses is
Sahmaw, it will be necessary for the appellant to make
.arrangement for ~eceiv~ng the molasses at Sahmaw~
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In view of the fact that no arrangement was made
for this purpose by the appellant I agree that, if
there was a complete contract, it must be held that.
it was the plaintiff who had committed breach of
the contract.
As regards to the deposit, the facts in the case
of Jvluralidhar Clzatterji v. Jntana.iional Film Compa11y,
Limited {1) are not on the same line as the facts in this
appeal. In the Calcutta case the money was not paid
as a deposit for tbe fulfilment of the contract as in this
appeal, and I am accordingly not prepared to take
a view different from what had been so far accepted,
namely, that the buyer must show to entitle him to
recover the deposit that the seller was in default ;
and in view of the finding arrived at by me on the
second issue it must be taken, if there was a complete
contract, that no default was committed by the seller. ·
[As the learned Judges d iffered on one point, the·
case was, under tl\e provisions of section 28 of Union
Judiciary Act, 1948, and section 9~ (2) of the Code
of Civil Procedure, placed before U Thein Maung, C.J.]:
U THEIN MAUNG, C.J.-The following question
has been referred to me as my learned brothers
Tun Byu J. and Aung Tha Gyaw J. who were
members of the Bench that heard the appeal differ
in opinion thereon :
Whether on the facts and in the circumstances
of the case there is it;t law a complete
contract between the parties.
They have stated it as a point of law:[ as they
probably have in mind the proviso to sub-section {2) of
section 98 of the .C ode of Civil Procedure. However,
to be on the safe side,. I propose to deal with ~it
(1) (1943) I.L..R. 2 Cal. 213,
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under the proviso to section 28 of the Union Judiciary
Act, 1948, which applies not only to points of law
but also to all other points.
The question has arisen in connection with the
plaintitf-appelbnt's suit for recovery of Rs. 3,750
the receipt of which has been ,1cknowledgcd by the
defendant-respondent in these terms :
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"Rect>ived from l\lr. D. K. Parekh Rupees three thousand
seven hundred and fifty only on account of cost of 375 tons
mo!r.s;es at Rs. 10 pet• ton deposited with us as security for
fullilment of contract for 750 tons molas:>es for se::tson 1941-42."
(Sec Exhibit A.)

According to this receipt the money was deposited
partly as cost of 375 tons of molasses and partly as
security for fulfilment of contract for 750 tons of
molasse:; for season 19t;l-42. So it appears from
. this rccei pt that there was a contract between the
parties as security for the fulfilment of which the
deposit was being made. Besides, such deposits are
usually made after the respective contracts of sale
ha,·e he(•n concluded. lSce pages 44 and 45 of Pollock
a·n d Mulla's Indian Sale of Goods Act.)
The plaintiff-appellant has also stated in his plaint :
"1. 01 25th November 1941 plaintiff deposited with
defendant Rs. 3, 7SO as security for fulfilment. of a coni ract for the
~uppl~· of 750 tons of ~nolas~ es by defendant to the plaintiff
fot· se ts::m 11.}-H -:l-2. The defendant gnnted a receipt therefor.
which is t1lecl ht>rP.with.
2. 0 .\' in~ .o w;u·, n re:~ular contract was not signed bet...,·een
the p:trt·_e>, nor am· ~npply made.
_
3. The plain iff is entitle.:! to and claim a rebnd of Rs. 3,750
referred to alJ0ve."

In rnra.graph 1 of ihe ptdnt he has admitted ihat
the mon ey w<ts. deposited a!' security for fullllment of a
contract for the supply of 7SO tons of molasses for the
18 .
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season 1941-42. In the secon d paragraph he has
merely stated that a regular contract \Vas not signed on
account of the war. He h.ts not stated therein that
there was no complete agreement betwetn the parties ;
and it would appear from his plaint t.hat he was
claiming a refund of the deposit not because there
never was a complete agreement but because
((a regular centrad" bad not been signed.
The defendant- respondent pleaded in paragraph 2
of his written statement that there was a contract
between the parties and that " the allegation that
a 1 regular' contract was not signed between the parties
is not admitted but is in any event irrelevant." To
that written statement the plaintiff-appellant Hied a
reply, paragraph 1 of which reads :
" 1. \Vith refe1·ence to paragraph 2 of the written statement,
the plain tiff states that a fot·mal contract was con temp laled
_a nd agreed upon to be executed between the parties embodying
the terms, as usual in Defendants' business, as typified in previcus
year's (1939-40) contract. It is not irl'elevant, as alleged but
most material."

In this reply also he did not state that the
p_arties were' still in negotiation and that they had
not arrived at a complete agreement before the deposit
wa-s made. The formal contract which was cont,emplat~d and agreed upon to be executed by the parties
is according to the reply to be a formal contract
embodying the terms as usual in defendants' business.
At the hearing also the plaintiff-appellant merely
stated in the course of his evidence :
"Or, 25th November 1941 I made a deposit with the
defencl:-.nt of Rs. 3.750. The lmderstanding was that a formal
contract was to be drawn up later containing the terms of the
contract. Exhibit A is ·the receipt granted to me by the
defendant It is not correct that on the date of this receipt there
·was a regular contract between us. Formal contract was not
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It will be noticed that he has not stated that on the
date of the deposit any particular term remained for
settlement by agreement between the parties on a
subsequent date and even with reference to a formal
con tract there was only an understanding that it was to
be drawn up later containing the terms of the contract.
He has not stated in the pleadings that the agreement
was to be binding only vvhen a formal contract was
executed and he has not said so in his evidence either.
On the other hand be has admitted under cross~
examination, " when war broke out and circumstances
mad e it impossible I did not want the contract to be
executed, ':' *:' ':'' In November 1941 rny intention
was to enter into a normal commercial transaction."
If the terms relating ·to delivery are so important
that there cannot be a complete agreement between
the parties unless and until they had settled them
and if the agreement had not been complete as they
were outstanding to be settled on a date subsequent
to the date of the security deposit, th·e plaintiffappellant would surely have said so in the pleadings
and in his evidence; but he has not done so.
Besides, the plaintiff-appellant has not offered ariy
explanation as to why the security deposit was made,
if as a matter of fact the parties were still in negotiation
and some material terms remained to be settled by
subsequent agreement between them.
The learned advocate for the plaintiff-appellant
has submitted that in connection with the previous
contract the security deposit was made before the
formal conkact was executed and that it must be
presumed that some of the terms incorporated in ·the
formal contract were settled by agreement only ·after
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the security deposit had been made. However, the
security deposit was made on the Sth February 1940
and the formal contract was executed on the
7th February 19i01 i.e. just hvo days later (see Exhibits
B and C). So it is not inconsistent with the view that
the terms of the agreement which were incorporated in
Exhibit C had already been settled by agreement
before the ~ecurity deposit \Yas made 1 that it only
remained for a legal clraftsman to draw up a formal
con tract incorporating them therein and that the
agreem('nt v:;as intended by both parties to be binding
even before the formal contra(..t was executed.
For th e above reasons I agree with my brother
Aung Tba Gyaw J. tl tat there was a complete
agreement between the par ties before the security
deposit was made.
The only other question that remains for consideration is whether that agreement was to be binding only
after a formal contract incorporating the terms thereoi
had been executed. ~Tith reference to this question
the plaintiff-appellant has mere1y stated 1 ''the understanding was that a formal contract was to be drawn
up later." As I have already pointed out b efore he
does not go further and say that the agreement was not
to be binding till a formal contract !Jad been executed.
"In such cases , as was said by Parker J. las he
then Wa!'), 'it is a question of construction whether the
exec ution of the further contract is a condition or term
of the bargain or \vhether it is a mere expre ssion of the
desire of the parties as to the manner in whi ch the
transaction already agreed to will in bet go through.' "
[See Shankat lal Narnyandas !lfundade v. New Mofussil
Compauv, Limited (In Liquid a ·ion) ( 1 ).] And what
the phti11tiff-appellant has himself described as an
(1) (1946] L .R. 73 I.A. 9ts at p . 107.
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understanding cannot be a condition. It must be a
mere expression of the dcsir(; of the parties. A~; a
matter of fad, the casP- for the plaintiff-appellant, as it
has been argued beiorc me, is that there was no
complete agreement inasmuch as some material terms
retm~incd to be settled afterwards and the plea that if
there was a complete ag:·eement it was not to be
binding till a formal contract incorporating the terms
thereof had been executed is practically abandoned.
Besides, the facts which J have set out above
(especially 1he fact that Rs. 3,7 SO has been paid partly
as the price of 375 tons of molasses and partly as
security for fulfilment of the contract) do net support
the inference tint the parties intended to be bound
only wben a formal <~greement bad been executed.
[CL Jl,u·i:'fwn:l Mancharam v. Godnd Lu;rman
Goldwle (1 ). ]
I accordingly agree with my brother Aung Tha
Gyaw J. and answer the qucdion which has been
referred to me in the affirmative.
Both my learned brothers have agreed that, if there
was a. complete contract, there was no default on
the part of the defendant-respondent 1 that 'there has
been a bre~:ch of contract on the part of the plaintiff~
appe_llant himself and that he is not entitled to a
refund of the deposit. I accordingly confirm Hie
decree of the Rangoon City Civil Court and dismiss
the appeal with costs.

'(1) (1923) L.R. .50 I.A. 25.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U T!Jciu ilf,7llllg, Chief Justice, and U San Mauug, J.

V.E.R.M.

H.C.

1948

KRISHNA·~

CHETTIAR

v.
M.M.K. SUBBIYA CHETTIAR.*

Apl.S.

Occupattou of Bttrma l>y Japa,,·sc-EJJccl ,,n c,,nf,·atfs of agency-Decision of
Supreme Court drtri1lg occup,lliort-·Defcua o/ Bul·ma Act a11d RulesRule 97-ETtg/Isfl Commou L<l<o if at>fltcablc-Doctrme of stare decisisDeclaration af war /;y Burma on Great Britain-Its legal ejf(ct.
Held: Agency of an agent in Burma of a principal residing in, India did not
terminate when Burma was occupied by the Japanese and the agent remained
in occupied Burma though the communication between the principal and the
agent became impossible.
Held: That such question is to be decided in accordance with the
Municipal Law of Burma and not by International Law.
Condition of Burma under Japanese occupation was peculiar and there is
no Common Law authority on the point. The Municipal Law of Burma is in
consonance wilh the American decisions in Kershaw v. Kelsey, (100 Mass. 561)
and Willi'ams v. Paine (169 U.S. 55),
Held : That the courts were always reluctant to upset decisions which

have been accepted by the pnblic as the basis of their transactions for a
length of time and the ruling of the Supreme Cc>urt in Civil Reference No. 2
of 1943·should not be disturbed and should be followed.
Held: That during the Jap;me$e occupation Burma d id not attain the
necessary status to declare war on Gre~t Britain. Therefore the alleged
declaration of war by the then Burmese Government could have no legal
effect.
A.S.N.S. Fn·m by their duly couslilttlcd agw/ Karnppa}•a Pillay v. Mazmg
Po Khin and M a 1'/Jmmg Kywai, Cil'il Reference ~o. 2 of 1943 of' the
Supreme Court of occupied Burma, follo\\'ed.
{J

San Wa v. U Ba Thi11, Ch•il Reference No. 2 of 1947, referred to.

R.M.M.R.M. Perichiappa Cite/liar v. Ko Kya<o.- 1'/l(w, Civil 1st Appeal
No. 34 of 1947, followed.
Sovfracltt's case, (1943) A.C. 203 ; Fretz v. Stove•·, ~2 S .C. \Vall. 98; Cltenr
A bbhcoug v. Mapac.1rai Mof1amcd Row/her a11d eight ofhers, [1946) Mad 768;
Daimler Cnmpany, Limited v. Cowmen tal Tyrc aud Rr~bber Compa11y (Great
Britaitt). Lmzitcd, (1916) 2 A.C. 307; Waghcla Rahrwji v. Sflekh Masludiu,
14 l.A, 89; Thomas Bear & Scms (bulia), Ltd.'v. Prayag Narai1t, 67 l.A,
212; Tirtgley v. Muller, (1917) L.R. 2 Ch. 144; Ma M;ya v. Ma Them, I.L.R.
(19261 Ran. 313 iF.B.) ; Lode-.cyk Jo!tmmes De Jager v .. Tite Atto;ney..Ge1zera.l of

. • Civil Misc. Appeal No. 39 of 1947 against the ordel' of the District Court
of Bassein in Ci\'il Execution No. 2 of 1947.
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. Nafai, (1907) A. C. 3?6; The King v. JfaJtJJ/1 Hmi1> mzd three, (1946) Ran. 1,

ref erred to.
Per U SAN !IIAUNG, J.-Sir Frederick Pollock' s observations" Laws of
every nation are determined by their histodcal c•Jndition not only as to de!:J.ils
but as to structure" should be applied tv the special conditions in Burma
dming occupation.
The agent in Bl!rma coulrl very well look aftc1· the interest of his principal
in India without sup~l)ing the Japan~se wiU1 sinews of war.
Tile growth of English Common Law on the subject is not based on
experience of enemy nccupation of English tcrrib1ry.

Paym.:nt to the a.e-ent would rather tend to increase tlie sinews of war to
the British and the Cou~ts in Burma during occupation have followed the
decision of the Supreme Court of Mas~achusetts.
The question is not res integra and the principle of
.apply.

Beecheno (supported by P.
-appellant.

K.

~tare

decisis must

Basu)

for the

P. B. Sen (supported by D1. Ba Han, S. K. N . Iyer,
P. N. Ghosh, N. I{. Bhattacharya and V. S. Venkatram)
for the respondent.

U THEIN MAUNG, C.J.-This is an app eal from an
order passed by ih e District Court of Bassein in Civil
Execution No. 2 of 1947 allowing the application .of
the respondent M.M.K. Subbiya Chettiar to record
that i.he decree of the appellant V. E .RM. Krishna
Chettiar has been fully satisfied. The payment was
made in accordance with the terms of an agreement
which had been incorporated in a joint application
which was signed by Annamalai Chettiar as agent for
·the appellant and Chocklingam Chettiar as agent for
M.M.K. Kultian Chettiar, the Judgment-debtor, since
d eceased, and filed in Civil Execution No. 7 of 1937.
of the District Court, Bassein, on the 7th February 1942
(see E xhibit A) , The payment was made by
9hockliogam Chettiar as agent of the Judgrrient-deblor
to Annamalai Chettiar as agent of the Decree:-holder _at
Kangyidaung in Bassein District on the ~ 4t~ Sept~111her
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194-l, i.e. during the period cf Jilpanesc occupation of
Burma and therefore in Japanese currency. The
V.E.RM.
Decree-bolder has never been in Burma and the
KRISHNA
CI-IE1TlAR
Judgment-debtor had ev:1cuated himself to India :.:fter
v.
the outbreak of the war- Tt appe:il·s tint both Annamalcli
M.J\'I.R.
S{"BBIYA
Chettia.r and Chockling:-tm Chdtiar were ;-tt tbe time
CHErT•AR;
of the said payment under the impression lhat the
UTHE!N
MAUNG, G.J. Judgmcnt-cltbtor was ali\-e 1 but it has since been found
out that he died in India on the 3rd September 1943,
i.e. Ion'~ before the payment \Vas made.
Before the said payment Annamaiai Chctliar had
applied for execution of tbe decree as nothing l1ad
been realized in accordance with the tern1s of ihe said
agreement and as be was afraid that the claim of ·d1e .
Decree-holder would be time barred. His application
a \Vas against lhe Judgment-debtor through hi s agent
Chocklingam Chettiar." Chockling<tm Cbetti<ir never
appeared in Court, but the appii c:fion \\' clS di~mis~: ed
on the ground that Annamalai CLeiliar's agency had
b~en terminated inasmuch as according to tbe learned
Divisional Judge who dealt \Vith it "Vvar terminates
ag ency if either the principal or the agent is a s ubj1.:ct
of a b elligerent State." (See Exhibit B.}
The only question that bas been raised in this
appeal is the question as to whether Annamalai
Chettiar and Chocklingam Chettiar ceased to be agents
of the D~cree-holder and the Judgment-debtor
respectively for the reason that Burma was occupied by
the Japanese. It has been conceded that nothing turns
on the fact that the Judgment-debtor had died before
the payment was made in view of section 208 of the
Contr~ct Act which provides, "The ter_mination of
the authority of ~n agency does not, so far as regards
the agent, take effect before it becomes known to him,
or, so far· as regards third persons, before it becomes.
known to them."
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With reference to the dismissal of the application
for c\ecution in 1944, the learned advocate for the
respondent has pointed out that the Judgment-debtor
h-td died before the application was filed and no one
was made a party to the application as the legal
representative of the decl'ased Judgment-debtor.
Annamalai Ci1ettiar has also admitted in his Evidence
that Chocklingam Cl1ettiar ne\·cr appeared in Court in
connection with that application. l 1 nder these c.ircumstances the learned advocate for the appellant dces not
seriously contend rhat the question as to whether
Annamaiai Chettiar remains an agent of the Decreeholder ·was res judicata.
The amount which is claimed by the Decree-holder
as oi1tstanding under the decree, i.e. ignoring the
p :tymcnt mtde Ly Chocklingam Chettiar to Annamalai
Chettiar is Hs. 4,601 only. However, there are several
other cases pending both in this Court and in subordinate Courts in \vhicb the same question of law as to
the fact of Japanese occ·u pation of Burma on contract?
oi' agency arises. Several of the advocdcs, who are
appearing in thos-: cases, have asked for permission to
be heard on this question of la\X.' and the learned
advocates for the appellant and the respondent have
no objection to their being heard. So we have heard
tftem all and we must say that we have received
valuable assistance from their arguments. _
In a sense the question is not res integra. The
question as to whether an agent, carrying on' business
on behalf of his principal, a British subject, formerly
residing in Burma and now in India, can sue in a
Court in Burma established by the Commander-inChief of tile Nippon Imperial Ar.rt:ly, in respect of a
cause of, action that has arisen before the British
evacuation, was referred to Full Bench of the Supreme
Court of Burma in Civil Reference No. 2 of 1943

a
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H.C.

(A.S.N.S. Finn by !heir duly constituted agent
Karappaya Ptllrz:y v. M aung Po !Ozin and A1 a Tha.ung
V.E.R.M.
Kywai). The Supreme Court was the highest Tribunal
KRISHNA
CP.ETTIAR
in
Burma during the period of Japanese occupation and
v.
M.M:.K.
it has answered the said question in the affirmative. In
SuBBIYA
CHE:TTlAR.
the course of their judgment their Lordships observed,
" What is thus no\v clear is that the national character
U THElN
MAUNG, C.J.
of Burma and its people remains as it was before ;
consequently the· British Indian subjects living either
in Burma. or in India cannot be treated as 'alien
enemies' of this country. The necessary and in fact
the inevitable corollary that follows from this is that
British Indian subjects residing in India can sue in any
Court in Burma."
This decision of the Supreme Court must be
treated with grf:at respect inasmuch as a Bench of the
High Court of Judicature at Rangoon has held in
U San 1/Va. v. U Ba Thin (1) "that the Supreme
Court established in Burma by the Japanese
Authorities during their occupation was a duly
constituted Court of Law, that decrees and orders rn.ade
by it are now valid in all respecls and are of the same
effect as if they had been made by the High Court of
Judicature at Rangoon either b efore or after the
Japanese occupation here and that the Judges of the
High Court of Judicature at Rangoon are successors to
the Supre~e C::mrt."
The question as to the effect of Japanese occupation
of Burma on a contracl of agency where th e agent was
in Burma and the principal was in British India· was
·also considered and d ecided by a Bench of the High
Court of. Judicature at Rangoon in. R;M.M.R.M.
. Perichtappa Chettim· v. Ko K}'aw Than. (2). In that
~:;ase th e principal had executed a Power of Attorney
1948

(1) Ch'il Reference No. 2 of 1947.

(2) Civil 1st Appeal No. 34 of 1947,
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empowering his agent to take possession of and let his
properties and to do several other things, but the
agent \Vas expressly prohibited from selling or aiienating
any property except \vith the principal's express
consent and in spite of the express prohibition the
agent sold some of the properties ; and the Bench held
that not only was the contract of agency not termin ated
by- the Jaranese occupation of Burma, but -the agent
under the circumstances of war could even act as an
agent of necessity under ~ection 189 of the Contract
Act. In the course of his juJgment in that case
Mr. J~stice Bla~den observed, ((Even however if it:be
-correct to regard it as a setiled and universal rule that
a contract of agency is determined by war where the
principal is an enemy alien, 1t does not necessarily
follo·w that the rule is applicable· in the converse case
which is be(ore us. There is nothing obviously
advantageous to His Majesty's enemy and detrimental
.to His Majesty's belligerent interests in a man's being
employed to look after the property and rights of
His Majesty's unfortunate subjects whose homes have
been overrun by the enemy."
Gledhill J. also observed therein, " In the
American Civil War, there \vas a still nearer approach
to the situation \vith which we are dealing; than that
in Soofracht's case (1). The enemy is, it is 1.rue, a
belligerent, but he is a rebel, and the Federal
Government regards him as one to be reduced again.
to allegiance and to whom it owes more responsibility
than it would to a neutral whose country has been
overrun by the enemy. In consequence, possibly of
this, in cases arising out of the circumstances of the
.-_.Civil 1iilar: the American Courts ·appear
have
-eyolved doctrines more indulgent than those in British
.Courts (s~e McNair, p. 20~), and in the oniy American

to

(1) tt94.3l_A.C.! rzoJ,
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case cited before us, Frd.?. v. Stm·er (1) it was not held
that the outbreak of \YCif necess<:rily termin<Lted an
agency, \.Yhen tbe rrincipal \\'aS in Federal territcTy~
and the ageni \\·ithin c ne of the Confcc:er:1te States
In tht: ~b.sence of authority, I would say
that a British subject in enemy suhjug;-lkd British
territory is not in the category of enemy alien, and that
subjug.~tiOJl docs rot <~bwgatc a contract of agency
between a British subject in the subjugated area and
another British subject \Vho bas e~caped his fate."
A Bench of Madras High Courl bas <llso held in
C!wn rl bbltcon:! v. lvlapacorai Me Tumed Rowilzcr aud
c.:glt! o/}tLTS {2) that a Chinaman who was can ymg on
business in the Federated l\lalay Stai.es wh;ch had b<.:vn
overrun by the Japanese was nut 8n alien em·my
\Vi thin the meaning of section B3 of the C >de of Civil
Pn)Ct·dure, that I.Jenang in rhe FeJcr;tted Malay States
was not t~nemy territory wit.hin tbc meaning of the
Defence of India lml es, and that the Chm:,man was
not an tnemy within the meaning of those l~ules .
However, it ha5 been contended before us tl1at the
said dl'cision s mu st be held to be wrong in view of ( 1) ;
the ruling of the House of Lords in Sov/rncf,f v. Van
Udt1t3 s~heepvaart En Agentuur M aa!schttPflj (3) ; (2)
the provisions of the Defence oi Burma Ad, 1940, and
the Rules thereunder and {3) the English Common
Law relating to intercourse with alien enemies.
In Sozfracl;J's case (3) their Lordships held that a

ship-owning company incorporated under the law of the
Netherlands and having their principal place of

business in Rotterdam was in the position ot an alien
enemy at common law and had ceased to enjoy the
right of resort to the King's courts save by permission
given by royal licence as the Germans had invaded the
(1) 22 S.C. Wall 98.
(2) I.L:R. (1946) Mad. 768.
13) !1943} A.C. 203.
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Netherlands and brought the country entirely under
their control. One of their Lord..,hips, namely,
Lord Porter also held that authority of the solicitors,
who had been retained by the company before it became
an alien enemy to represent it terminated when it
became a tellmical enemy. However, his Lordship's
finding thereon must be regarded as obiter as
Viscount Simon L.C. has remarked (at p. 209 of the
report)" A subsidiary question as to the validity of the
retainer of the solicitors for the respondents becomes
irrelevant if the appeal on the m~dn point were to
succeed" and Lord \Vright bas remarked (at p. 236
of the report)'' The precise q11estion does not, however,
arise f('r deci~ion in this appeal."
It was not a case in which the question as to the
effect of enemy occupation arose in the country under
enemy occupation for decision by the Courts therein.
It was a case in whiL·h the question arose in another
country and \\·as decided in accordance with the
Municipd Law thereof. Besides, as Blagden J. has
pointl'd out in R.M.M.R.M. Pericluaf>pa Clid 'iar v.
[(a· Kyaw Tlzm1 ('1 ), it does not nccess<Jrily follow that
Engli~h Courts themselves v.-ould apply the same rule
to a converse cast".
As a matter of fact there is no English precedent
for a converse case, i.e. for a case like the oPe l::efure
us. Sir Arnold McNair llas ob!'erved at p. 322 of
Legal Effects of \Var, 2nd Edition, " It is a long
time since any British territory was under enemy
{)ccupation thon.t:h this h<tppcncd for a short time in
the South African \Var and we:: are not aware of
English Judicial authority in the matter."
The question as to th~ effect of the outbreak of war
or (nemy ocq1p:tt"ion on CO"tr.~cls must be decided
m accordance with i\lnni ·ip:-J Law. Oppt'nh .. im has
ll} Chit ht Al'p~al Nu. 34 or 1947.
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stated at page 254 of International Law, Volume II,
6th Edition Revised, "The matter is one essentially of
Municipal, as distinguished from International Law ; n
and Webber has pointed out at pages 158-9 of the
Effect of \V.ar on Contracts, 2nd Edition, t946,
that the Sovfrachl case itself "dealt with Municipal
Law and any references to prize la\V were strictly obiter
dicia.'' So what we have to consider is whether the
Indian principals (who are British subiects ), became
enemies of Burma and the inhabitants of Burma
according to the Municipal Law of Burma-not
whether their agents in Burma became enemies of
Britis h India according to the Municipal Law of In dia.
E ven thoug h British subjects in India might h ave to
regard the inh abitants of Burma as their enemies, the
latter may not be required b y their Municipal Law to
regard the former as their enemies.
The Municipal Law of Burma on this question is
to be found in the Contract Act, the Defence of Burma
Act, 1940, and the Defence of Burma Rules which
continued to be in force in spite of enemy occupation.
Section 201 of the Contract Act, which relates to
termination of agency, does not provide that an agency
shall be terminate d by an outbreak of war or by
the principal becoming an alien enemy. However,
section 56 thereof provides that a contract to do
an act which, after the contract is made, becomes
impossible or unlawful shall be void when the act
becomes impossible or unlawful. So we must ·consider
whether as a result of enemy occupation of Burma it
became impossible or unlawful for- the agents in
Burma to act on behalf of their principals in British
India on account of the Defence of Burma Act, 1940,
.and the Rules thereunder.
Now the Defence of Burma Act, 1940,.was enacted
for the d efence of British Burma ; the Rules.
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thereunder were also made for the same purpose; and
neither the Legislature nor the Governor appears to
have contemplated that Burma would be occupied by
Japanese. They ·certainly did not intend to provide in
the Act and the Rules for the defence of Burma while
it was under enemy occupation. Sharpe J. has
observed in T. N. Ahuja v. H. H. Sen Gupta,' Special
Ci vii 1st Appeal No. 2 of 1946, " The object and
intention of the Legislature in passing the Defence of
Burma Act \Va~ the defence of Burma ; when once
Burma was occupied by the Japanese forces, no further
defence of Burma was possible, from the point of view
of His l\'Iajesty and bis loyal subjects. Except for
those very small parts of Burma which ·never passed
into th e hands of the Japanese authorities, th e Act
co uld have no practical application until tb e libcratlon
of Burma by the British force s again ren d ered it
possible to defend Burma on behalf of His l\hjesty.
You cannot defend \Vhat is· held by somebody else."
The object of the Act and the Rules being as
stated above, they do n ot contain any prov.ision as to
whether the inhabitants of Burma should regard the
inhabitants of British India as their enemies in the
case of Burma being occupied by the Japanese ; and
it is fairly obvious that occupied Bm:ma and the
inhabitants thereof cannot be required to regard one
another as enemies in spite of enemy occupation.
As Blagden J. has pointed out in R.M.M.R.M.
Perichiappa Chettiar v. Ko Kyaw Than (1), ''strict
·logic is ·not the only matter that has to be considered
in trying to ascertain what the law is : humanity also
enters into the question, and the maxim lex non co,F!.it ad
impossibilia has to be remembered." So the answer to
the question as to whether the Indian principals· were
enemies of Burma and the inhabitants of Burma must
(1) Civil 1st Appeal No. 34 o(1947.
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depend on whether they were enemies as defined in
Rule 97 of the Defence of Burma Rules, i.e. whether
they themselves were resident in enemy territory as
defined in Rule 2 t2) thereof ; and there can be no
doubt that they were not enemies within the purview
of the said rule as British India, in which they
were resident: was u an area in the occupation of
His Majesty."
"The rule against trading with the enemy is a
belligerent's weapon of protection '' as pointed ont
by Lord Parker in Daimler Comj>uny, Limited v.

Colllineutal Tyre and Rubl>er Company ~Gre.d B1·i·ain),
Limited (i) ; "belligerent nations at times enact laws
forbidding or regulating intercourse of th eir natinnals
with the nationals of enl:!my countries" as stated at
page 255 of Schwarzenberger's International Law,
Volume I ; and British India was an enemy country
so far as the Japanese were concerned. However, the
Japanese never made any law to forbid or regulate
intercourse between the inhabitants of occupied
Burma and the inhabitants of British India.
The contracts of agency did not become il1e.~al as
the principals did not become enemies nor did they
b~come impossible of performance within the meaning
of section 56 of the Con trac t Act.
It has been contended that the contracts of agency
must be deemed to have been terminated as it became
impossible for the principals in British India to give
further directions to their agents in enemy occupied
Burma. However, secti·m 201 of the Contract Act
does not provide that agencies are termin<Jed under
such circumstances . On the other hand ~ecli.:m 211 ·
thereof contains provisions as to how an agent SIIOtlld
conduct his principal;s busiu"ess in the absence of his
(1) (1916) 2 A.C. 307 at p. 344.
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directions and section 189 thereof even gives an ageni:
further authorjty to ad in an emergency.
The English Common Law is not applicable a~
such in civil cases instituted in Courts other than this
Court in its ordinary original jurisdiction, although it
may,-so far as it is applicable to Burmese society and
circumstances, be used as a guide to justice, equity and
good conscience under sub-section (3) of section 13 of
the Burma Laws Act in the absence of any enactment
[see Waghela Rajsanji v. Sheklz 111 asludin {1)]. vVc
cannot deal with the question as to whether English
Common Law is still applicable in cases instituted in
this Court in its ordinary original jurisdiction in spite
of sub-section (2) of the said section and the Letters
Patent of the tate High Court of Judicature having
been repealed as it does not arise in this appeal
which is an appeal froin an order of a District Court.·
Besides it is not necessary for us to do so as (1) even if
the English Common Law be applicable, it cannot
override the Defence of Burma Act, 1940 and the rules
thereunder [sec Chem A bbheong v. M.A.P.M. Rowther
and eight others (2)] ; {2) there is no direct common
law authority on the questions under reference and (3)
conditions peculiar to Burma under enemy occupation
must be borne in mind in applying any doctrine of
English Law [cf. Thomas Bear & Sons (India), Ltd. v.
Prayag Narain (3)].
With reference to the question of justice, equity
and good conscience we find that our view of Burmese
.. Municipal Law is in consonance w.ith that of the
Supreme Judicial Cou:rt of Massachusetts in Kershaw
v. Kelsey (4). There Gray J. observed,
'' Wben·a·creditor, although a subject of t4e enemy, remains
:in the country -of the ·debtor, oJ· has admown a}!.ent lhe,·e.a,sthorjzed
-tll 1X 1:A. 89 a(p'.96::
(2) I.L.R. (1946) .Mad. 768.

19

- · -· -·· (3)

671,A . ..2l2

at p.

(4) lCO Mass. 561.
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to receive the amount of tlu: debt, throughout JhG war (italics ours)
payment there tp such creditor or his agent can in no res.t::ect be
construed into a violation of the duties imposed by a state of war
upon the debtor ; it is not m<~de to an enemy, in contemplation
of international or municipal law ; and it is no objection that the
agent may possibly remit the money to his principal in the
enemy's counh·y ; if he should do so, the offence would be
imputable to him and not to the person paying him the money."

It is also in consonance with the ruling of the
Supreme Court of the United States in Tif/.IUiams v.
Paine (1) which is cited in Tingley v. Muller {2),
11

There a power of attorney gra11ted by an office1· on his wife
resic1en t iu Pensylvania to convey land in the City of Washington
was held not to be revc•ked by the w:1r in which the grantors of
the pmver took an active part with the confederates , but to be
well executed notwithstanding the war.''

Besides our view of Burmese Municipal Law is in
t accordan ce with the principle of stare dedsis. Broom
has stated" It is, then, an est~blishedrule to abide by former precedents,
stare decisis, where the same points come again in litigation,
as well to keep the scale of justice steady, and not lhble to waver
with every new Judge's opinion, as also becallSe, the lnw in that
case being solemnly declared, what before was uncertain and
perhaps indifferent, is now become a permanent rule
"
''for the sake of attaining uniformity, consistency and
certainty, we must apply those rules, where they a re not plainly
um·easonable and inconvenient, to all cases which arise
"
" the Courts are reluctant to upset former decisions, which,
although anomalous, have been accepted by the public as the 1Jas1s
of their transactions for ~ length of time, a rule embodied in
the maxim, comtmmis error facit jus. It is pointed out by
Lord Hatherley in Bain v. FothergJll (3) that the House of
Lords has f requently acted upon the mistaken practice of
conveyancers, and will regard the necessity for following previous
·decisions as more imperative where the common de·llings of
{1) 1()9 U.S, 55.

121 (191 71 L.R. 2 Ch. 144 .at pp. 156-7.
(3] L.R. 7 H.L. lSS at p. 209.
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m.ankind are in question."
Maxims, lOth Edition.)

(See pages 90 to 02 of Broom's Leg:ll

The questions under reference have to be
determined in accordance vvith Burme.,e Municipal
Law as it was in force during the period ·of Japanese
occupation of Burma and a Full Bench of the
Supreme Court, which as the name implies was the
highest judicial tribunal in Burma then, bas held
in A.S.N.S. Firm by their duly constituted agent
[{arappaya Pillay v. Mmtng Po Khin and Ma Thaung
Kywai (1)
" What is thus now clear is that the n.ttional character of
Burma and its people remains a3 it was before ; consequently ihe
British Indian subjects living either in Burma or in India cannot

be treated as 'alien enemies' of this country. The necessary
and, in fact, the inevitabfe corollary that · follows from this is
tln t British Indian Sllbjects residing in India can sue in any Court
in Burma."

This ruling of the Supreme Court must have been
" accepted by the public as the basis of their
transactions for a length of time. '' Even after the
liberation of Burma a Bench of the High Court
of Judicature at Rangoon decided in R.M.M.R.M.
Perichiappa Cheltiar v. Ko Kyaw Than (2) that. a
contract of agency between an agent ill Burma· and his
principal in BritiSh~ India is not abrogated by the
Japanese occupation of Burma and that the agent
"could even act in the emergency under section 189 of
the Contract Act ; and the public must have accepted
the ruling as the basis for many more transactions,
thereby aggravating the necessity for following the
. previous decisions. Besides the necessity to follow
therri is more imperative as the common dealings of
mankind such as payments of debt, satisfaction of
decrees and redemption of mortgages ar~ in question.
(1) Civil Reference No.' 2 of"19'43.' (2) Civil lsi Appeal No. 34 of 1947,
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W. E. Hall, who has always been regarded as most
characteristically British and positivist in his ·exposition
of International Law, has stated at page 579 of his
International Law (8th Edition),

iU;M.'!{,

"Thus judicial acts (kme 11nder the control of the occupant,
when they are not df a political complexion, administrative acts
so done, to the ·extent that they take effect durin~ the continuance
U THEIN
llfAUNG, CJ. of his control, and the various acts done during the same time by
private persons under the sanction of municipal law, remain good.
\Vere it otherwise, the whole social life of a community would be
paralysed by an invasion (that is, occupation) * * * * "
StfiilJI'rA

O"F!:isTTIAR.

Otter

J.

has also observed in In re M a Mya v.

Ji.fa Thein (1)
" It seems to me o£ the greatest importance to bear this
principle (£.c. the principle of stan dt:cisis) in mind in view of the
varied local conditions and customs peculiar to this Province
{Burma).' '

Mr. P. K. Basu, one of the learned advocates who
appeared before us to support the view that the agency
was abrogated by enemy occupation, has also relied on
the " Declaration of war by Burma on Great Britain "
on the 1st August, 1943. He has contended that as a
result thereof citizens of the rest of the British Empire
became enemies of the inhabitants of enemy occupied
Burma. However, a declaration of war is a
communication by one State to another that the
condition of peace between them has come to an end
and a condition of war has taken its place (see
Oppenheim's International Law, Vol. II, 6th ,Edition,
Revised, page 237). So, b efore .Burma can d eclare war
oh Great Britain or any other State, Burma must be a
State and therefore a subject of Internationa~ 'Law, and
-Burma was not a State, not even a Dominion, -at the
time of the alleged · deClaration of war. It was only a
{1) I.L.R. (1926) 4·Ran. 3!3.(F.B.) at p, 346.
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dependency in the British Empire. It is true that the
Japanese pHrported to confer independence on Burrna
after they had occupied it, but they had no powl'r to

do so under International La\v. Oppenheim has
stated at page 342 of his International Law, Vol. II,
6th Edition, Revised,
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a right of administration, he may neither :mnex it, \\'bile tl11' war
continues, nor set it up as an independent State.''

He has also added at page 344, ibid,
" Nor may he compel them to take an oath of a!leghnce.
Since the authority of the occupant is not sovereignty the
in habitants mve no temporary allegiance to him."
Be~ides,

as has beeP pointed out by Lord Lnreburn
L.C. in Lode ~·vk ]ohanne~ De Jager v. The Attorney-

Gweral of Natal (1),
"The protection of :1. State does not cea'>e merc:ly because the
State forces, for strategical or other reasons, are temporarily
withdrawn, so th>t the enemy for the time· exercises the rights
of an army in occupation. On the contrary, when such territory
reverts to the control of its rightful Snvereign, wrongs done
during the foreign occupation are ccgn izable by the ordinary
Courts.· The protection cf the Sovereign has not ceased. It is
continuous, t!:llugh the actual redress of what has been done amiss
may be necessarily postponed until tbe enemy forces have
been expelled."

Moreover, Moot ham J. has also pointed out in The King
v. Maung Hmin, and three others (2),
"The 1 Independent Government of Burma' had of course no
legal status, and fts subordination to the occupying power has
not been disputed."

So, we are of the ppinion that 'Burma never had the
necessary status to declare war on· Great Britain and
that. the all~ged declaratiqn, of war can have po legal
(1) (1907) A.C. 326 at

I'P· 328-9.

(21 (1946) Ran. 1 at p. 27.
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effect, except perhaps to render the person who
purported to dechre war punishable in accordance
with the remarks of Lord Loreburn L.C.
With reference to the acts of the Governments of
the rebel Confederate States the Supreme Court of
America has observed in Texas v. H7zite tl),
'' Acts in furtherance or support c·f rebellion against the
United States * * * 11 and other Acts of like nature must
in general be regarded as invalid and void."

Mr. P. K. Basu has also relied upon Act No. 5 of 1943
which was enacted during the period of the Japanese
occupation by the then ''Head of State.,, Section 2
thereof provides that Indians who are British subjects
and who are resident in Burma should be regarded not
as enemy subjects but as nationals of fri endly countries
in spite of the said declaration of war. Mr. P . K. Basu
contends that the implication is that Indian British
subjects who were resident in British India must be
regarded as enemy subjects. However, the Act does
not say so and, having regard to the circumstances
under which tlw Act was made and promulgated, we
are of the opinion that it will not be safe to infer that
there was any implication as suggested by Mr. Basu.
On the other hand 1 this enactment throws a good deal
of light on, and detracts a good deal from, the so-called
declaration of war, which as we have stated above was
void ab i1t.itio.
For all the above reasons we hold that Annamalai
Chettiar and Chockalingam Chettiar remained agents
of the appellant and M.M.R.. Kuttain Chettiar
respectivelyin spite of the outbreak of war and enemy
occupation of Burma.
One · of ils (viz. U Thein Maung) decided in
K M. Modi v. Mohamed S,iddique and another, Civil
(1) (1868) 7 Wall. 700 at p. 733 ..
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Regular Suit No. 53 of lt>46 in the Orig;nal Side of the
Hi~h Court of Judicature at I-<?-ngoon that a contract
of ag·~ncy betw<;en a principal, who remained in Burma,
and an agent, vvho went over to India after the outbreak
of war, was abrogated by enemy occu patiun of Burma,
following the ruling in Soufracht's case ( 1). However,
there was no issue in that case as to whether the
contract of agency was abrogated by enemy occupation.
The question arose as a subsidiary one in connection
with one of the several issues. So the learned
advocates who appeared in tbat case did not discuss
it fully. They did not refer even to the Full Bench
decision of the Supreme Court of Burma in A.S.N.S.
Firm by their duly cos1sfiluted agmt Karappaya Pillay
v. Mmmg Po Kkin and Ma Thaung Kywai, Civil
Reference No.2 of 1943.
The Special Bench of the High Court of Judicature
at Rangoon which confirmed the decree in the said
suit found it ·unnecessary to deal with the question.
(See the judgments in Civil 1st Appeal No. 22 of
1947.) Hov,·ev~r as we have stated above, a Bench of
the High C0urt of Judicature at Rangoon has come t0
a contrary decision in R.J1.M.R.M . Perichioppa Chett{ar
v. [{o [{yaw Than, Civil 1st Appeal No. 34 of 1947.
and we respectfully agree with them.
The appeal is dismissed with costs. Advocate's fee
in this Court ·five gold mohurs.
U SA~ MAUNG, J.-I am so entirely in agreement
with the reasons given by my Lord the Chief Justice
in his judgment, which I have had the advantage of
reading, that I feel I can add very little to it. The
only question for decision in this appeal is whether
Anna.malai Chettiar and Chockalingam Chettiar ceased
to be the agents of the Decree-holder and the Judgment-

.·

(1} (1943) A C. 203.
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debtor respectively by reasrm of the occupation of
Burma by the Jap<mese at the time their respective
principals were in India. This question must
undoubtedly be answered. in <~ccordance with the
Municipal Law of i3ur.;:a :!!Jd for this purpose we must
look to the Contract Act or the Defence of Burma Act,
1940, and Hules thereunder. Faihng this, the dr:cision
must be based upon justice, equity and good conscience,
which in the generality of cases, mean the English
Common Law. There is no provision in the Contract
.·\ct to the effect that a contract of agency shall be
terminated by an outbreak of \Yar or by the principal
becoming an alien enemy.
Therekre-, it only remains
to be considered whether as a result of the Japanese
occupation of Burma, it became impossible or unlawful
for the agents in Burma to act on beh?..lf of their
pl'incipals in British India on account of the Defence
of Burma Act, 1940, and the Rules thereunder. As
pointed out by my Lord, the DeL ;.ce of Burma Act,
1940, and the Rules framed thereunder were designed
to ensure the public safety and inter~st and the
defence of British Burma. rt could never have been
contemplated that the Act and Rules thereunder
should be fully operative in Burma while practically
the whole of it was under the occupation of the
Japanese. To hold otherwise ·would lead to absurd
consequences, because practically everyone in Burma
would have daily committed offences punishable under
the Defence of Burma Act and Hules, for the whole of
the Japanese occupation period of Burma. Furthermore, the Act and the Rules do not contain any
specific provision as to whether the inhabitants of
Burma should r~gard the inhabitants of British India
as their enemies in the case of Burma being occupied
by the Japanese. Assuming that the relevant provisions
of the Defence of Burma Act and Rules thereunder
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were in operation in Burma during the time it \Vas
occupied by the Japanese, we must look to Rule 97 and
the definition of ''enemy" for the purpose of Pad XV
which relates to Control of Trading with Enemy.
Obviously, to the agent in Burma, his principal in
British India c;mnot be an " enemy'' within the
definition of that I<ule becaus~ he is not an individual
resident in enemy territory, India being ''an area in
the occupation of His Majf'sty." Hence 1t cannot be
considered unl:-ndul for him to act on behalf of his
principal in India..
The question \Vhich remains to be considered is
whether the Engiish Common Law should be looked
to as a guide to justice, equity and good conscience
under sub-section (3) of section 13 of the Burma Laws
Act in the absence of any enactment on the jssue
involved. Now, Sir F. Pollock in his book on "The
Expansion of the Common Law" observes \at pp. 9
and 10) :
"\Ve ha;;e long giwn up tbe attempt to maintain that the
Common Law is the perfection of reason. Existing human
institutions can only do their best with the conditions they
worl{ in. * * * It may perhJ ps be safe to assun1e, in a general
way, that what is reasonable for- Mass:<chusetts is reasonable for
Vermont. It will not be at all safe to assume that everything
reasonable for Massachusetts is reasonable for British India. "' *
* Vve now realiz:e that the laws of every nation are determined
by their O\Vn historical conditions not only as to details, but as to
structure."

The Common Law position as regards the effect of
the outbreak of war upon agency has been summarized
by McNair in his "Legal effects of war", page 206,
Chapter 9 of the 2nd Edition. There he says,
" l£ we look at the matter {rom the poinl of view of principle,
agency is certainly a contract which we should expect to be
abrogated by reason of the prohibition of intercourse with
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enemies in the territorhl sense, and moreo·ver incapable of being
created durin~ the war. Leaving on one side for the present the
American cases, we ll,nd that in Ti11{!ley v. Muller (1) (which we
shall discuss later) Lord Cozens-H;u·dy M.R. s1icl : 'It is trtte
that most agencies, involving as they do continuous intercourse
with an alien enemy. m·e re\·okeJ, or :.tt least suspended.' (The
suspension theory \\·as then at its last gasp.) And in Hugh
Stevenso-n & Sotrs, Ltd. \'. A.ctimgese!lscha{t fw· Carlonnaj!mIndus!rie (2) (a partnership case) it "1.\' as held by Atkin J. and by
the Court of Appeal that both the partnership and the contract of
agency between the partners we1·e ipso fac.fo abrogated by the
outbreak of war which made one of them an enemy in the
territorial sense. In the words of S\;.·infen Eady L.J. (3). ' the
contract of agency \\·as te'rminated by the war.
It was a trading
contract, and war dissolves all contracts which involve trading
with the enemy.'"

The principles to be deduced therefrom are twofold :
(1) As the agency involves intercourse with
enemies, it is abrogated by the outbreak of war by
reason of prohibition of intercourse with the enemy .in
the territorial sense.
(2) If the agency is such that it involves trading
with the enemy it is abrogated by war which dissolves
all contracts involving trading with the enemy.
However, to apply the principles of the English
Common Law regarding the abrogation of agency by
war, to the facts of the present case, a~ in justice, equity
and good conscience, would, in my opinion, be tanta~
mount to an admission that what has been considered
reasonable for England, which since the Norman
Conquest has never experienced enemy · invasion and
occupation of her territory by the enemy, would be
reasonable for Burma which lias had to strive hard
towards normal existenc~ during the long period of
three years for which she had to remain under the
occupation of the Japanese. During that period, and
(l) (1917] 2 Ch. 144, 156.

(2' (1917] 1 K.B. 842; (1918) A.C. 239.

(3) [1917] 1 K.B .. 845·
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only subject to the limitations imposed upon her
people by the war and the fact of enemy occupation,
life in the country had to go on. People must try to
carry on their ordinary avocations or else starve.
Business must prosper, debts must be contracted or
discharged, immovable property must be looked after,
Courts of law must function, and so on. As observed
by Blagden J. in R.M.M.R.JJ1. Peric!ziappa Chettzar v.
Ko Kyaw Than (1),
·
" His Majesty has no right at Common La\v to expect the
unfortunate inhabitants of his territory who have come for the
time under the power of his enemies to denude themselves of
assets, cease from gainful occupation, and starve, just bec11.use he
has been unable to afford them the protection which he had
afforded them. H so, the pllintiff could legitimately have carried
-on his business at H cnz1.da himself, and therefore there was
nothing illegal in his doing: so by an agent."

In fact, in such a time as this, it is to the advantage of
the principal who finds him~elf unable to come to
Burma to look after his business, owing to enemy
occupation, to have an agent . there protectiPg his
interests-and His Majesty cannot possibly object to
him having an agent in Burma for this purpose, if this
could be done without having intercourse across the
line of \var. In the generality of cases this purpo~e
will be achieved without actual communication betwt;en
tqe principal in India and his agent in Burma.
Therefore the contract of agency between them should
not be deemed to be abrogated for the reason that on
the occupation of Burma by the Japanese the intercourse with the enemy in the territorial sense is
prohibited.
The reason behind the prohibition against trading
with the enemy is that by that process the enemy
should, as-far
possible, be deprived of sinews of war.

as

(1) Civil Ist Appeal No.4 of 1946.
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An agent in Burma could very well look after the
interests of his principal in India without supplying the
Japanese \Vitb 'iVhat mZt~; be described as ((sinews of
war." In fact he could manage hiR principal's business
in'such a way as to deprive the Japanese as much as
possible of the benefits accruing therefrom, and thus
achieve the very end which the prohibition of trading
with the enemy intended.
There:ore, English Common Ltw cannot be taken
as a safe gui.de to the determination of the question
involved in this case. The position would be otherwise, if the English Common Law had been enriched
by decisions born of experience of enemy occupation
of English territory. As it is, the growth of English
Common La\v in regard to the subject now u11der
discussion has been stunted ;u'd rot to be comp~1recl
with the Common Ll\V in America, \Vhich though it
came from th e same stock <~s t',1c English Common
Law, has grown in stature owing to the experience
gained during the Civil vVar. Hence the vic\VS of the
Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts in Kerslta?..t1
v. Kelsey (1) and of the Supreme Court of the United
States in Willimns v. Pai1u (2) cited in Tingley V·
M1Jller (3) are far more apposite. In regard to these
views, McNair, in his chapter on Agency, has the
following observations to make:
"English law therefore rejects the lax view expressed in the
Supreme ] udicial Court of Massachusetts in 1868 in Kershaw v.
Kelsey (1) where Gt·ay ]. said : 'When a creditor, although a
subject of the enemy, remains in the country of the debtor, or has

a known aJteut there authorized to receiz,e the amount of Jhe dr:bt,
lhoru~hor<t the war, payment there to such creditor or lzis ag~:nt
can in no respect be construed into a violation of the duties
~mposed by a state of war upon the debtor ;. is it I!Ot made to an

(1) 100
.

M~ss.

56.
(21 16!9 U.S. S:l.
(3) [1917] 2 Ch. 144, 156.
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enemy, in contemplation of international or municipal law ; and
it is no objection that the ~gent may possibiy remit the money to
his principal in the enemy's country ; if he should do so, the
offence would be imputable to him, and not to the person paying
him the ·money.' "

The criticisms against the American decisions are
apparently twofold :
(1) The American Courts are more indulgent
than the English to the agent suing in his own country
on behalf of a principal in the enemy country.
(2) The l).merican Courts overlooked the fact that
by paying a debt due to an enemy tb his agent,
the enemy can increase the sinews of war by raising
money in a neutral country because of his increased
credit.
Both these criticisms would fail when the principle
.laid down in Kershaw v. Kelsey (1) are applied to the
circumstances of the present case, for (a) the Courts in
Burma functioning during the Japanese occupation
period have held following the decision ol the Supreme
Courl in A.S.N.S. Firm by their duly constituted agent
Karappaya Pillay v. Maung Po Khin. and Ma Thaung
Kywai (2), that an agent carrying on business on
behalf of his principal, a British subject in India
could sue in the ·courts in Burma, and (b) payment of
a debt due to a principal in India to his agent in
Burma would rather tend to increase the sinews of war
to the British rather than to the Japanese.
Sovfracht's case (3) has ·been the anchor sheet of
·the argum~nts adduced .on behalf of the appe1lants,
espeCially the observation by Lord Porter at page i54
of the report, which reads,
"·Ordinal'lily, when the principal becomes an ·enemy the
authority of the agehf ceases on the 1{round that it is not
(1) 100 Mas~. 56.

(2) .Chil Reference No.2 o£1943 .
. {3) (1943) A;C, 203.
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permissible to have intercourse with an enemy alien and the
existence of the relationship of principal and agent necessitates
such an intertom·se."

In this connection, I would respectfully adopt the
observations of Giedhill J. in R.M.M.R.M. Palaniappa
Chettim- v. Ko Kyaw Than (1) where the learned Judge
said,
'' In the American Civil \Var, there was a still nearer
approach to the situation with which we fire dealing than in
Sovfracht's case (2). The enemy is, it is true, a belligerent, but he
is a rebel, and the Feder:tl Government regards him as one to be
reduced again to allegiance ancl to whom it owes more responsibility than it would to a neutral whose country has been overrun
by the enemy. In consequence, possibly of this, in cases adsing
out of the Civil Vvar, the American Courts appear to have
evolved doctrines more indulgent than those in British Courts."

Surely 1 had a situation such as the present arisen in
England during the long period of growth of her
Common Law 1 the British Courts could not have
failed to evolve a doctrine even more indulgent than
those of the American Courts in order to protect the
interests of those unfortunate subjects who find
themselves compelled to depend upon their trusted
agents to look after their property which they had to,
leave behind in the enemy occupied territory during
the ·pendency of the war. In Tingley v. Muller {3)
where the Court strove to hold that the agency was still
. subsisting, we are vouchsafed a glimpse of the manner
in which the English Common Law might have evolved
to the benefit of such unfortunate subjects, bad the
course of British History been otherwise. Who can
say that the general rule regarding the abrogation of
agencies by war would not then be so full of exceptions
as to be almost obscured by them ?
(lJ Civil ht Appeal No, 4 of 1946.
(2) Civil Reference No.2 of 1943.
(3) (1943) A.C. 203.
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Finally, as pointed out by my Lord, the question is
not res mtegra, and the principle of stare decisis must
for ever be borne in mind. The-decision of the then
Supreme Court of Burma in A.S.N.S. Firm by their
duly constituted agent Karappaya Pillay v. Maung Po
Khin and Ma Tlzaung Kywai (1) must be treated with
great respect in view of the ruling in U San TVa v.
U Ba Thin (2) that the Judges of the High Court of
Judicature are successors to the Supreme Court. Since
that decision of the Supreme Court became known,
it has been accepted by the public as the basis
of their transactions and for us to come< to a finding
contrary to that decision would result in confusion
worse confounded. ('The Courts are always reluctant
to upset decisions, which, although anomalous, have
been accepted by the public as the basis of their
transactions for a length of time, a rule embodied in
th~ maxim commutlis error facit jus (see page 92 of
Broom's Legal Maxims, 10th Edition).
I agree in the order proposed by my Lord.

(1) Civil ~eferen~e No.2 of 1943.

(2) Civillst Appeal No. 34-of 1947.
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APl. 26.

U Thei11 Mamsg, Chief JusNcl', a11d U Sau Maung . .1.

M. H. ISMAIL
v.

(APPELLANT)

M. E. 0. KHAN ~RESPONDENT).*
Urhau Rent Control Act, s. 14 (3)-S. 11
pective nulur~ of-Condrliolt•
I] sufficzent.

(a) Urba~>

/(1 1-c

Rent

Co1~lrol

Act-Retros-

.<atisficd-Sribstal1tial comtliar.ce

On 20th December 1()46 the Chief Judge of the l{angoon City Civil Court
passed a decree for ejectment of respondent and an ordeJ: for execution wae
passed on 14th February 1947 but the order was not executed. On the 8th
Aqgust the Chief Judge altered the order under s. 14 of the Urban Rent
Control Act. On appeal two contentions were raised [1) that order for
execution having been passed before the amendment of the Act, s. 14 did not
apply and (2) that there has been substantial compliance of s. 11 o{ .the Act,
az in f;~.ct the landlord had given a notice though it was not filed in
Court.
Held : \Vhere mere order for execlltion •>f decree for ejectment has been
pas!ed but the tenant has not been actually ejected and the rooms have not
yet been d elivered, relief could be given to the tenant under s. 14 (3) of the
Urban Rent Control Act.
J. I .. Chowdlm1'Y Bros. v. Sit Taik To11.g Soddy, Civil Miscellaneous Appeal
No. 21 of 1947, followed.
Further that it is not permissible for the landlord under s. 14 (3) to
introduce new matters to supplement those already on record. as it will
amount to allow in~ the landlord to substitute a fresh cause of action. As no
notice of demand by registered post had been sent, an order for ejectment
nnder s. 11 could not have been passed. S. 11 of the Act as amended must be
deemed to be in force at the time of the decree or order for ejectment.

K. R. Venkatram for the appellant.
D. M. Ray for the respondent.
U SAN MAUNG 1 J.-This is an appeal under
se.ction 15 of the Urban Rent Control Act, 1947, as
amended by Burma Ad XIV of 1947, against the order
dated the 8th August 1947, passed by the Chief Judge
• Civil Misc. Appeal No. 47 of 1947 against the Ol'der of the Chief Judge, .
Rangoon City -Cjvil Court, in ·civil ·Regular I\o. ll76 of -1946, ·dated the
3th .'Auguet-t-947.
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of the Rangoon City Civil Court in Civil Regular
No. 117 6 of 1946 of that Court. By that order, which
was purported to be made under section 14 (3) of the
Urban Rent Control Act, 1946, as substituted by
section 2 of the Urban Rent Control (Second Amendment) Act, -1947 (Burma Act XXVI of 1947), ·the
learned Chief Judge altered the order dated the 20th
December 1946 which was passed by his predecessor
for the ejectment of Mr. M. E. 0. Khan (respondent in
this appeal) in the manner indicated in the order now
under appeal. It is not necessary for us to recapitulate the facts \Vhich have been fully set out in the
order dated the 8th August 1947. The two points
raised in this appeal are :
{1) \Nhether the learned Chief Judge of th.e City
Civil Court had jurisdiction under sub-section t3) of
s ection 14 of the Urban Rent Control Act, 1946, to alter
the order of his predecessor in view of the formal order
_granting execution, which appears in the Diary entry
dated the 14th February 1947 in Civil Execution
No. 27 of 1947.
{2) Whether the learned Chief Judge of the City
Civil Court was justified in distinguishing this case
from the case of ]. L. Cho'wdltuty Bros. v. ·Sit Taik
Tong Society (1), where it was held that effective
service of notice sent otherwise than by Registered
Post was sufficient for the purpose of clause (a) of
-section U of the Urban Rent Control Act, 1946, if.rent
had been in arrears :tnd the demand was not complied
with withitt three weeks' from the date of the notice.
As regards (1), it wa~ coritende'd by the learned
-counsel for the appellant M. H. Ismail that in view of
the order- dated the . 14th F ebruary· 1947 in Civil
Execution No; 27 of 1947 the order for th~ ejectment
(1) Ci:vil Misc. Appeal No. 21 of f947'~
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of the respondent M. E. 0. Khan must be deemed to

have been already executed so that the learned
Chief Judge of the City Civil Court had no longer any
v.
M.E.O.
jurisdiction either to alter or rescind the order for
KHAN.
ejectment as provided for in sub-section (3) of
U SAN
MAUNG, J.
section 14 of the Urban Rent Control Act, 1946. This
contention is clearly not tenable in vie\v of the fact that
the rooms from which the respondent M. E. 0. Khan
was to be ejected have not yet been delivered to him in
the manner laid down in Rule 35 of Order XXI of the
Code of Civil Procedure. The learned Chief Judge of
the City Civil Court had, therefore, jurisdiction to
alter or rescind th e order for ejectment if the other
conditions appearing in sub-section (J) of section 14 of
the Urban Rent Control Act, 1946, had been fulfilled.
The second question is a little more difficult. Subsection 3 of section 14 of the Urban Rent Control Act,
1946, so far as is relevant to the case under consideration, is in the following terms :

M. H.

!SMAIL

''Where any order or decree of the kind mentioned in
section 11 is made or given, whether before or after the
commencement of this Act, and the order or decree has not been
executed, and the Court is of opinion that such order or decree
~ould not have been made or given if the provisions of section 11
.were in force or applicable thereto at the time when the order or
decree was made, the Court shall, on application by the tenant
. . . . rescind or alter the order or decree in such inanner
as it thinks fit for the purpose of giving effect to this Act ; a1zd t h.e
·provisions of section 11 shall, for the purpose of such applicati(Jn, be
deemed to be applicable to tlze suil or proceeding in which welt order
or decree was made." (The italics are ours.). .
-

.

or

Turning to section 11, it is dear that in a suit
proceeqing. to which this section applie·s no order· for
ejectment of a tenant can be made unless the rent due
from the tenant, which accrued after the resumption of
civil government has not been paid or deposited in the
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manner laid down therein after a written demand for
:tJi
payment of such rent has been sent to the tenant
by Registered Post and has not been complied with for M. H. !~MAlL
three weeks from the date of such demand. As has ~i::~N?·
been pointed out by the learned Chief Judge of the
U SAN
City Civil Court in the order under appeal 1 the suit MAUNG, J.
filed by the appellant (Molzamed Hashim Ismail v.
M. E. 0. Khan) in that Court was based on a simple
notice to quit. It was neither contended nor proved
therein that the arrears of rent had not been paid
within three \Veeks from the date of the written notice
of demand \Vhich had been sent by Registered Post.
In fact, it was not alleged that any such notice was
given. · No doubt, in the counter-affidavit filed by the
appellant M. H. Ismail in reply to the affidavit in
support of the application under section 14 (3) of the
Urban Rent Control Act, it is alleged that on the
29th June 1946 a notice was served upon the petitioner
calling upon him to pay Rs. 800, being arrears
of rent, and that the copy of the notice filed with the
counter-affidavit was a true copy. The Tespondent
M. E. 0. Khan did not deny in his reply to the counteraffidavit that this was not so. Mr. M. E . 0. Khan's
Qnly contention in the reply to the counter-affidavit
was that the notice sent was not according to law and
·that therefore no ejectment-decree could have been
passed thereon.
However it is clear from the language of sub·section (3) of section 14 of the Urban Rent Control
Act, 1946, that the Court, in dealing with an application
under that section, should · consider whether on the
·material on record a decree· for ejectment would have ·
been passed if the provisions of section 11 of the Act
had· been operative during the pendency of the s\lit or
proceeding -in which the order for ejectment was in
fact passed. Therefore, it is not permissible for a party
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in an application under sub-section (3) of section 14 of
the Act to introduce new matters either by wav of
M. H~~s~wL affidavits or otherwise to supplement those already on
M. E. o.
record in order to show that an order. for eJ'ectment
KHAN.
would have been passed even if the provisions of
u SAN
MAUNG, J.
c:;ection 11 had been applicable to the suit or proceeding.
To hold otherwise would mean that in the majority of
cases whrre ejectment suits had been filed on simple
notices to quit~'it wonld be necessary to go into fresh
matters, e.g. (1) whether an order for ejectment would
have been passed because rent had been in arrears and
not paid within three \veeks from the date of notice of
d emand which had been sent by Registered Post, or
{2) whether any obligation of the tenancy under· the
contract of tenancy or under the Urban Rent Control
Act has been broken or not performed> or t3) whether
any sum representing rent due from a t~nant in respect
of any peripd before the date of resumption of the civil
government and in respect of which an order or decree
has been made or given by a civil Court in favour of
the landlord, has not been paid, or ·(4} whether the
tenant or any otherl;'person holding under him or
residing with him has been guilty of conduct which is
a nuisance or annoyance to adjoining or neighbouring
occupiers, or has been convicted ·of using the premises
or allowing the premises to_-be used for an immoral or
illegal purpose> etc. . This in effect would be tantamount
fo allowing the landlord to substitl,lte ? fre_sh cause
of action for ejectrnent~or the one on which he had
fi·led the original_~suit.
Therefore, as on the material on record there is
nothing to show that the appellant M. H. Ismail had
sent a notice of demand by Registered Post as required
under clause (a) of ·section 11 of the Act> the learned
·Chief Judge of the ~ City Civil Court was quite
H.c.

1948

justified in distinguishing this Gase from the case of
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]. L. Chowdhury Bros. v. Sit Taik Tong Society (1) and
in passing the order which he did under section 14 (3)

of the Urban Rent Control Act, 1946.
Now, even assuming for the sake of argument that
the materials on record show that the appellant
M. H. Ismail had in fact sent a notice of demand for
arrears of rent which had been received but not
complied with within three weeks from the date of the
notice, it is clear that since that notice was not sent by
Registered Post as required by clause (a) of section 11
of the Act he would not have been entitled to an order
for ejectment of the respondent M. E. 0. Khan. The
portion 1vhich we have italicized ·above in subsection (3) of section 14 of lhe Urban Rent Control
Act as substituted by section 2 of Burma Act XXVI of
1947 makes it clear that for the purpose of an
application under sub~section (3) of section 14 of the
Act the Courts must assume that th e provisions of
section 11 of the Act were applicable to the suit or
proceeding in 'Nhich the order for ejectment was in
fact made and under that assumption come to an
opinion as to whether the order for ejectment should
be rescinded or altered. If section 11 had been
operative at the time Ci;vil Regular No. 1176 of 1946 of
the City Civil Court ·\vas instituted there is no doubt
whatsoever that the order for ejectment would not
have been passed by the then Chief Judge of the City
Civil Court.
In the result the appeal fails and must be dismissed
with costs. Advocate's fees two gold mohurs.
U THEIN MAUNG, C.J .-I aJ4ree.

{1) Civil Misc. Appeal No.2~ of 1947.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before U Tltcht Mau11g, Clli£f Justice, and U San Jlfau11g, J.

H.C.

KHA\V TA\V AND ONE (APPELLANTS)

1948
Apt. 2.

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).1.t-.
Evideuc~

,let, ss. 30, 133--C()Itjcs.siofl of a co-a<"cu>cd-i\icaning of the u·ord
" may ln taktu .,Jio coruidcrafiott."

HcJd: That confes::ion of a .;o-2ccused i' not spenfic evidetwe in th<!
seme that conviction on that confession alone cannot stand.
If there is other relevant evidence tending to prove the guilt of the accused
the confession of a co-accused may be t:l.kcn into consideration alcng with the
2aid evidence as lending assurance. to it.
If there is no other evidenc~ or if the other evidence i~ insufficient lo
establish a Prinza facie c.:.asc against the accused the confession oi the
co-accused must be excluded altogether and cannot be taken into consideration.

The confession of a co-accused cannot be added to supplement evidence
otherwise insufficient and in no case can it be used to fill gaps in the
prosecution evidence.
T1H: confession of a co-ac:;usecl is therefore not on the same footing as the
testimony of an a pprover which is substantial evidence (lnd on which alone
conviction can be made under s . 133 of the Evidence Act.

Emperor v. Lalit Molum Clwckerbutty and ••tilers, I.I.R. 38 Cal. 559 at
p . 587; Maw1g Mya and atJolller v. The King, (1938) R.L.R. 30, followed.
Under Special Judges (Third Amendment) Act (Burma Act LXVII of 1947)

s. 5 131 a Special Judge can act on the evidence recorded by !lis predecessor or
predecessors.

P. N. Ghosh for the appellants.
U Tiu

M mmg (Government Advocate) for the

respondent.

U

J.-On

the 28th of June, 194 6,
corresponding to ihe 14th Lazok of N ayon, 1308 B. E.,
a ·motor launch named "Myinetazin" owned by
SAN MAUNG,

• Cr~m~nal APpeal No. 1M of l9tB . •
Cnmmal

~eforcnce

No. 12 or 19!8 1

appeal from the order of th~ 3rd Special

Judge of Insein, dated the 18th Febtmtry 1948, passed in Criminal Regular
Trial No. 135 of 1947.
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Maung Tun Maung (P.\V. 2) of Kemmendine, Rangoon,
was engaged by an Arakanese by the name of
Shwe Tha Aung for a special trip to Phagu near
Dabein for the purpose of loading certain goods which
\vere to have been brought inside 20 or 25 gunny bags.
The nature of the goods was not by that time knovm to
Maung Tun Maung, but, as it subsequently transpired,
they were draperies from illicit sources. Shwe Tha
Aung had three Arakanese as his companions. They
were unkno·v:m to Maung Tun Manug, but it can no
longer be in dispute that these unknown companions
were Maung Than husband of Ma Aye Yi (P.vV. 26),
Shwe Tha Aung partner of !\-hung Than, Hla Baw Tim
the uncle of Maung T~an and Maung Gyi (P.W. 27),
apd Tha Gywe a friend of Maung Gyi. One other
passenger was the accused Shwe Thein, who was to
have acted as a broker at the transaction. The crew of
the motor launcl:i consisted of Maung Aye Maung
(P. W. l ), the assistant of Sein Tun Pe who was the
driver of the engine, the serang Tun Aye and his
assistant Maung Kha. There were also in the launch
Chit Pan and Aye Maung, who were the friends and
companions of the owner Maung Tun Maung (P.W. 2).
The launch with its 12 passengers aboard arrived at
about 3 p.m. at a spot about two miles south of
Ivia-U village. T here it stopped while the accu sed
Shwe Thein and one of the Arakanese went to arrange
for meals. At about 5 p.m. these two came back to the
launch and took away with them Sein Tun Pe,
Aye Maung, Chit Pan, Aye Maung lP.W. 1), Tun
Maung {P.W. 2) and 1he other Arakanese to the house
of Daw Shwe Sein (P.W. 3) where they were fed. At
about 7 p.m. Aye Maung (P.vV. 1), ·chit Pan and one
Arakanese came back to the launch and ordered the
· l~unc~ to proceed. to Ma-U village. This was done
.and, on arrival there, Maung Kha, Tun Aye and the
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other Arakanese who had not had their meals were
taken away. The launch was ]eft in charge of
Tun Maung and Aye Maung (P.Ws. 2 and 1), Aye
Maung, Chit Pan and Sein Tun Pe, while the
four Arakanese traders went with Maung Kha, Tun Aye
and Shwe Thein into Ma-U village taking with them
the gunny bags as well as the valuable properties
belonging to them. At about 4 a.m. Aye Maung
(P.VV. 1) was awakened by Sein Tun Pe and told that
the launch was ordered io be shifted back to its
original position two miles south of Ma-U village for
the purpose of loading goods. This was accordingly
done, and when the launch arrived near the original
position someone from the bank flashed a torch and
ordered the launch to be brought into a small creek.
No sooner had this been done than several shots were
fired from the direction of the men with the torch ~
Aye Maung (P.vV. 1) jumped inlo the water and Maung
Tun Maung (P.vV. 2) did like\vise. Tun !\faung swam
away and hid himself among the bushes in the stream.
Aye Maung (P .W. 1), however, foolishly obeyed the
command which was to the effect that the five men from
the launch must come up the bank. This command
was also obeyed by Chit Pan and the other Aye Maung.
No sooner had they clambered up the bank than the
finng began ~gain. Aye Maung (P.vV. 1) again
ju:rp.ped into the water and swam to the opposite bank.
The other Aye Maung was shot. The fate of Chit Pan
and Sein TunE-who apparently did not go up from
the launch-was only known the next morning when
they were found dead on the bank near the launch
with dah-cut wounds _ Aye Maung (P.W. 1) went to
Daw Shwe Sein's (P.W. 3} house at sunrise and thence
to the headman Maung Way (P.W. 21), to whom he
made a brief report of the night's occurrence. The
headman proceeded to the scene of crime and there
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saw the dead bodies of Aye Maung, Chit Pan and
Sein TunE as already mentioned above. He then sent a
report, Exhibit J, to Dabein police station, and the next
day the launch and the three dead persons were taken
to Dabein whence the dead bodies were sent to Hlegu
hospital where the post-mortem examination was held
by Dr. Dayal Singh (P.W. 23), whose findings are
conclusive on the point that the death of Aye Maung
was due to the gun-shot wounds received by him and
that the deaths of Sein Tun Pe and Chit Pan were due
to the incised wounds, of which there were several on
each of them. After due investigation the case was
sent up by the Dabein police against the appellants
Khaw Taw and Tun Kyaing and three other accused
Shwe Thein, Sein Aung and Nauk Chi for dacoity with
murder, punishable under section 396 of the Penal
Code, and as against Ba Kaing, Ba Au and Tin !\tJaung
under section 412 and/or 414 of the Penal Code for
receiving and/or assisting in the disposal of dacoited
properties. Nauk Chi, Ba Kaing, Ba Au and Tin
Maung were discharged by the Special Judge, Insein
(U Tha Mya}, \Vho first dealt with the case. The same
Judge framed charges under section 396 of the Penal
Code against Khaw Taw, Shwe Thein, Sein Aung and
Tun Kyaing after examining the discharged accused
Ba Kaing, Ba Au and Tin Maung as witnesses for the
prosecution. After some of the witnesses for the
defence were examined he submitted the case to the
Sessions Judge, I nsein, for the purpose of trans.ferring
the same to anoth~r Special Judge in view of certain
observations of the then Chief Justice in Criminal
Appeal
1461 of 1947. The case was then transferred to U Hla Nyun; Special Judge, Taikkyi, sitting
at Insein. Unfortunately U Hla Nyun was not able
to dispose of it before his transfer from Insein
District and hence the case .finally came to the file of
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U Thein Pe, 3rd Special Judge, Insein, who convicted
the appellants Khaw Taw and Tun Kyaing and the
accused Shtve Thein and Sein Aung of offences punishable under section 396 of the Penal Code. Shwe Thein
and Sein Aung, who were only sentenced to transportation for life, have not appealed against the convictions
and sentences and the present appeal was filed
by Khaw Taw and Tun Kyaing who were sentenced
by the trial Judge to U1e extreme penalty provided by
the latv.
The case against the appellants rests mainly upon
the confessions, Exhibits \-V and X, of their co-accused
Shwe Thein and Sein Aung and the fact that on the
31st July 1946, about a month after the dacoity took
place, they and th€ accused Sein Aung sold a set of
gold studs (Exhibit 53~ belonging to Maung Than to
the discharged accm,ed Maung Tin Maung (P.W. 34)
at Tada-U in Mandalay District. Besides, there is
circumstantial evidence which goes to indicate that
they kne\v or had reason to believe that the gold studs
which they had sold were obtained by dacoity. As
against the appellant Khaw Taw, there is also the fact
that the umbrella (Exhibit 12) which was 'found in his
possession at the time he was arrested at Daik- U on the
10th August 1946 was identified to be :Maung Than's
property.
.
Now,. the confession, Exhibit vV, given by Shwe
Thein at Hlegu before U Hla lP.v'V. 25) though s ubsequently retracted, must be considered to be both
voluntary and substantially true in so far as the confessor's own part in the crime is concerned. No doubt,
Shwe Thein tried to exculpate himself of the murder of
Maung Than and other Arakanese traders, but the cir- ·
c umstances belied his ~words. According to him, on the
day of occurrence, the motor launcl1 carrying himself,
the four Arakanese traders 'Maung Than, Shwe Tha
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Aung, Hla Baw Thu and Tha Gywe and the crew of
1948
seven arrived at a spot near Ma-U at about 2 p.r..
TAW
Thereafter, he and Maung Than went to the house o~ KliAW
t,ND ONE
Ma Shwe Sein (P .\l{. 3 l to prepare meals. When ready, THE v.UtUOFo
he and Maung Than went to the launch in a canoe and OF l:WRM~.
brought everyone except two or three men to Ma-U to
U SAN
have their meals. Sbwe Tha Aung and Tha Gywe MAUNG, j,
remained behind with him while the rest of the persons
returned to the launch which was then brought to
Ma-U. Khaw Taw soon arrived to say that the
draperies were ready for inspection. He and Sein
Aung then went to the launch to call Maung Than,
Hla Baw Thu and two of the crew. It was already
dark then. Then, as Hla Baw Thu's feet were sore, he
was left behind at Ma Aye's house while he, Sein Aung
and the five men from Rangoon proceeded in the
direction of Taingkali chaung where the sampan
(apparently carrying the stolen goods) was said to be
moored. However, before that chaung was reached
Khaw Taw shouted out to them to stop and also asked
him to come. He went and en arrival near Khaw Taw 1
saw Tun Kyaing and Nauk Chi alias Nga Pein \vith:
him. He asked Khaw Taw the whereabouts of the
sampan, whereupon Kbaw Ta\v said that they were not
there to sell goods but to rob the traders of their
property. He protested, but in vain. He was even ;
threatened with death, and Khaw Taw and his two
companions were at that time armed with two rifles and
two hand grenades. They took him to where the
traders were. He and Sein Aung again protested
saying that the traders had promised them Rs. 8,000 on
their return, but Khaw Taw was adamant saying that
he was in need of money forth~ purpose of compounding the buffalo robbery case. Khaw Taw then told
Maung Than that they were there not to sell draperies ·
but to commit. robbery. Thereafter, he took away
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Shwe Tha Aung and Maung Than to a short distance
and killed them by hammering them with an axe.
Tun Kyaing and Nauk Cbi remained guarding bim 1
Sein Aung and the three men from Rangoon. Thereafter} the three men from Rangoon were tied with
ropes with the assistance of himself and Sein A ung and
were taken a\vay by Khaw Taw, Tun Kyaing and
Nauk Chi to be murdered likewise. vVhen they
eventually returned, Khaw Tavv brought witb h]m a
diamond ring said to be from Shwe Tha Aung's hand.
Khaw Tav.~ then asked him for the purse said to be
entrusted \Vith him by Maung Than, and he therefore
handed over the purse which Maung Than had in fact
entrusted along with a bundle of diamonds. He did
not give up the diamonds, but told a lie instead.
Thereafter, they came back to Ma-U and Khavv Taw
who counted the money, announced that there \Vere
Rs. 7,000 in all. Then, at the request of Khaw Taw,
he and Sein Aung went to call Hla Baw Thu who came
along \Vith them. Hla Ba\v Thu was also bound with
ropes and taken away by Khaw Tmv and bis two
companions to be murdered. Thereafter, all the five
of themhad dinner at the house of Khaw Tavv's wife,
who was no other tban his O\Vn sister. There, Khaw ·
Taw gave him Rs. 1,500 and Rs. 1,000 to Sein Aung,
saying "Both of you will also have to abscond." At
about 2 a.m. he and Sein Aung went to the launch as
requested by Khaw Taw and Tun Kyaing and ordered.
the launch to proceed to the original stopping place
near Taingkali for the purpose of loading goods. The
launch proceeded there and was ambushed by Khaw
Taw and his companions while he and Sein Aung stood.
and watched the proceedings from a kazin about a field
plot away. Then Khaw Taw and his companions came
back saying 11 All of them are no\v dead-we are now
safe." So saying they all came back .to Ma-U village
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which was reached at about dawn. He and Sein Aung
then went to Daik-U and thence to Mandalay while
Khaw Taw and Tun Kyaing went in a separate group.
He kept the shirt and the watch belonging to Maung
Than, but disposed of the diamonds of the diamond
bangles for Rs. 1,060. He also sold the diamond nagats
through Ba Khaing of Daik- U in whose house he had
put up. He \vas cheated of one pair of bangles by a
man who promised to sell them for him. On his return
from Mandalay, he was arrested by the police at Pegu
al the instance of Ba Khaing's wife.
This Col)fcssion of Shwe Thein is corroborated by
·that of S&in Aung, Exhibit X, which was recorded by
the same Magistrate (P.W. 25) on the same day. It is
further corroborated by the evidence of witnesses for
the prosecution as to the fact that Maung Than and his
three At:akanese companions were taken by Shwe Thein
for the purpose of purchasing draperies from illicit
.sources, that large sums of money and jewelleries were
.also taken away by these Arakanese, that the launch
was attacked in the manner alleged, that Shwe Thein,
Sein Aung, Khaw Taw and Tun Kyaing absconded
-from Ma~U soon after the crime, that Shwe Thein was
in_possession of Maung Than's shirt and watch, and
. that he had sold the diamonds ftom the bangles a:nd
the diamond nagats belonging to Maung Than. It is
not necessary to recapitulate their evidence in detail as
:they have been carefully set out in the }udgtnen:t of the
learned tria:l Judge.
·
Although both Shwe Thein and Sein Aung tried to
make out in their confessions that they were unwilling
spectators at the murder of Maung Than and his
-companions by Khaw Taw, Tun Kyairrg a:nd Na:uk.Chi,
the circumstances of the case make it clear that they
must also. be in the.conspiracy to murder and to r.db
tJ:Ie Arakanese .traders and that as the robbery was
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committed by five persons conjointly, it was a case of
dacoity as defined in section 391 of the Penal Code~
K~~: <;!;~w It is inconceivable that unless Shwe Thein and
v.
Sein Aung were in the conspiracy, they would be
THE UNION
OF BURMA. allowed to escape with their lives.
Then again, if they
were not in the conspiracy, they would have left the
U S.AN
MAUNG,}.
company of the robbers as soon as they could safely
do so. Instead, they carried out the request made
by Kha\\" Taw to bring Hla Baw Thu- for the purpose
o{ being murdered. This man was the one who
remained behind at Ma-U because of hi~ sore feet.
Then again, they decoyed the motor launch to the
place where it was ambushed by Khaw Taw and his
companions by giving a false message to the effect that
the launch was to be moved to the original position
near Tain gkali to be loaded with goods. Lastly, they
absconded from Ma-U immediately after the crime.
What probably happened was that Shwe Thein, as
brother·in-law of Khaw Taw, was assigned the role of
letthauk, and that he successfully carried out the duty
assigned to him by bringing Maung Than and his
companions to Ma-U on the pretext that there was
stolen drapery for sale and that when the robbery was
successfully carried out, he was given the task of
disposing the jewellery obtained from Maung Than.
His contention that the purse containing the money
and the bundle of diamonds (jewellery} was entrusted
him by Maung Than after the latter had had his
dinner, is too improbable to be believed. Shwe Thein
un,do-ubtedly gave his confession in such a way as to
greatly minimize the part played by him in the adventure and to explain away, as far as he could, all the
incriminating circumstances ·appearing · in evidence.
Far from being the result of tuition on the part of the .
police, his confession seems his best effort at avoiding
the death penalty which he thought was in store for
1948
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him. His contention that the confession was extorted
from him by the police must be rejected as untrue.
So must be the contention of Sein Aung in regard to
his confession, Exhibit X.
Unfortunately for the prosecution, the confessions
of Shwe Thein and Sein Aung cannot be used against
the appellants in the same manner as evidence of
approvers. Under section 30, of the Evidence Act,
the confession of an accused can only be taken into
consideration as against the co-accused and as to Lhe
meaning of the words " may take into consideration "
occurring in this section the following observations
of Jenkins C.J. in a Special Bench case of Emperor
v. Lalit .Mohan Chuckerbutty and others (1) seem
apposite:
'' This will be a convenient place at which to deal with the
confessions.
Reliance. has been pr incipally placed on those of the accused
Soilen Das and Susil Biswas, and these the prosecution would
use not only against the persons making them, but also against
the rest of the accused. The warrant for tbis is to be found in
section 30 of the Evidence Act, which provides that, when more
persons than one are being tried jointly for the same offence. and
a confession made by one of such persons affecting himself and
some other of such persons, is proved, the Court may take into
consideration such confession as against such other person as
·well as against the person who makes such confession. The
language ·of the section is guarded, and the history of this Act
leaves me in ·no doubt that this section was designedly framed in
these terms. While admissions, a word which embraces confes-~ions,- are by section 21 relevant, and may be proved as against
the. person making them, all that section 30 provides is, that the
·Court may take them into consideration, as against other persons.
This distinction of language is significant, and it app~ars
:to me that its true effect is, that the Court can only treat a
confession as lending assurance to other evidence agai~st a
co-accused;"
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This observation was approved of by Mackney ]. in
Maung JVJya and another v. The King (1) and we would
KHAW TAW
·
fl1e hme
·
AND oNE
have expecte d th at, smce
Maung ll1ya's case
":).
was reported, Judges and I\1agistrates in Burma would
THE UNION
oF BuRMA.
have no difficulty in interpreting the meaning of the
u SAN
words u may take into consideration " appearing in
MAuNG,J. · section 30 of the E\'idence Act. However, since it
now appears that these Judges and l\Jagistrates are still
finding it difficult to interpret this section, we would
summarize belo~v the law on the subject as expounded
and clarified in the various judicial decisions which we
approve :
.~
(1) The confession of a co-accused is not substantive evidence in the sense that a conviction on that
alone can stand.
(2) If there is other relevant evidence tending to
prove the guilt of the accused, the confession of a
co-accused may be taken into consideration along with
the sai.d evidence as lending assurance to it.
(3) If there is no other evidence, or if the other
evidence in the case is insufficient to establish a prima
facie case against the accused, the confession must
be excluded altogether and cannot be taken into
consideration.
\4) The confession cannot be added to supplement evidence otherwise insufficient, and in no case
can it be used to fill gaps in the prosecution evidence.·
The confession of a co-accused is therefore not on
the same footing as the testimony of an approver which
is substantive evidence in the sense that a conviction
on that alone is legal, vide section 133, Evidence Act,
and which can be used1 when the other evidence in
the case is insufficient to establish . a prima facie case
against the accused, to supplement the evidence other:wise insufficient.
·
H.C.
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: Bearing these principles in mind, we must come J l~fs
to the conclus.ion that in this case the prosecution has
.
.
t
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h"
.
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.
h
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1. KHAW TAW
not succee d e.d· m es a 1s mg 1e o ence pums a 1e AND ONE
under sectiori 396 of the Penal Code as against t.h e T as UNtoN
appellants Khaw Taw and Tun Kyaing. No 4oubt the oF Bun~r.o..
gold studs (Exhibit 59) which the two appellants and
u SAN
th e accused Sein Aung sold to Maung Tin Maung i\IAUl:G, J.
(P .W. 34) at Tada-U about a month after the dacoity
have been satisfactorily identified to belong to
Maung Than. His \vife Ma A.ye Yi gave very cogent
evidence in regard to· them when she said '' These
belonged to my h usband andbe was using these with
the shirt (Exhibit 34) \Yhen he left home. I do not
know \Vhen he bought these, but each stud has the
mark ' T ' at the back. Both he and I made these
marks after he had bought the same four or six months
before he left home. We made these marks so that
there might be n o mistake when we pledged the same
when we needed loans of money." At the identification of properties h eld on the 4th September 1946
under the supervision of U Hla (P.W. 25), Ma Aye Yi
mentioned to the Magistrate, the special mark of
identification alluded to b y her in her evidence.
(See Exhibit Q.) Therefore the learned trial Judge
was quite justified in coming to the conclusion that the
exhibit gold studs were property obtained by dacoity.
The appellants of course denied having sold them to
Maung Tin Maung (P.W. 34·) but Maung Tin Maung
from whose possession these studs were. seized by the
police is supported on the point by Maung Win
(P.\~'. 31) and Maung Kyone (I?. W. 32}. The seller
gave their names as Maung Aye, Maung Kyi and
Tin Maung, tide the receipt, Exhibit Z-1. These were
.the fictitious names assumed by the two appellants and
Sein Aung, Khaw Taw calling himself as Maung Aye
arid Tun Kyaing. calling himself."as Tin lVlaung. The
21
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evidence :on £ecord is theref<>re sufficient tQ estabHsh
as against the appeUants the offence of dishonestly
IUUW TAW
receiving stolen property knowing or having reason to
AND oNE
believe the same _to have been obtained by dacoity.
THE "·
UNioN
OF BURMA.
The fact that the two appellants absconded from Ma-U
soon after the dacoity was committed, that they were
U SAN
MAUNG, n
again in association with the confessors Shwe Thein
and Sein Aung at Dabein when Shwe Thein put up at
the house of Ba Khaing {P. W. 38) and his wife
Ma Than Nyunt lP.'\!V. 39), and again at Amarapura,
and the facts that Khaw Taw was the brother-in-law of
Shwe Thein clearly indicate that, at the very least, the
appellants Khaw Taw and Tun Kyaing knev;,r perfedly
well that Shwe Thein and Sein Aung vvere involn~d in
the dacoity near Ma-U and that the exhibit gold studs
were dacoited property. The fact that when the police
went to ~eize these studs from Mau.n g Tin :\.hung
(P.W. 34), Shwe Thein accompanied the poLe~ is
significant. Shwe Thein must also have been in the
know as regards the pl::tce where the studs \vere sold
by the appellants and Sein Aung.. According to
U Soe Min lP.W. 37), Sub-Inspector of Police, Dabein,
jt was Shwe Thein who took him to the h ouse of
Maung Tin Maung at Tada-U.
As against the appellant Kh<nY Taw there is a
further piece of evidence implicating him of the offence
under section 412 of the Penal Code. This relates
to the finding in his possession of the umbrella
(Exhibit 12} which has been identified to be that of
Maung Than by Ma Aye Yi (P.\V. 26) and Maung Gyi
(P.W. 27). Although the identification of this property
cannot be considered to be so satisfactory as that of
the gold .studs, there seems nothing to disbelieve the
story tlf Ma Aye Yi and l\hung Gyi that they could
recognize the umbrella. The appellant Khaw Taw
.:claimed the umbrella to be his'·and ·his wife Ma Kyin U
1948
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{_D. W. 1) g~ye @Y~deJI1~e to the ~ffe~t that it w~s
purchased b!Y L~aw Taw at Rangoon at the Pagoda
B.aza~r. Bowev~r, we are more incl~pecJ to beljeve
Ma Aye Yi and Maung Gyi as th~r~ ~eems no reason
why they should tell a lie in regard to this umbrella,
which was insignificant in value. Ma Aye Yi (P .\;V. 26)
in particular refused to say that the gold ear-rings set
with white stones (Exhibit 7) \Vere hers and these
ear-rings must have far exceeded the umbrella in value.
For these reasons we cnnsicter that the appellants
should have been convicted of the offence punishable
under section 412 of the Penal Code.
It has been contended on behalf of the appellants
that the order of the Special Judge (U Hla Nyun)
contained in the Diary entry dated 14th November 1947
to the effect that since the Special ] udge's lThird
Amendment) Act, 1947 (Burma Act LXVII of 1947),
had come into force he could make use of the evidence
of ·witnesses Nos. 1, 4, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 22, 24, 27, 29,
30, 33 to 39 examined by his predecessor U Tha Mya
was wrong and that U Hla Nyun should have recalled
and examined these witnesses. This contention is
untenable. U Hla i'.Jyun as a successor of U Tha Mya
was clearly entitled, under sub-.section (3) of section 5
of the Special Judge's Act, 19+6, as inserted by Burma
Act LXVII of 1947, read with section 350 of the
Griminal Procedure Code to act on the evidence partly
recorded by his predecessor and partly recorded by
himself. U Thein Pe who succeeded U Hla Nyun
~ould also act on the evidence recorded by U Tha Mya
and U Hla Nyun;
.
For these reasons we would set aside the convictions
under section 396 of the Penal Code and the sentence
of death passed on the appellant Khaw Taw and
Tun. Kyaing and direct that instead these appellants be
convicted under section 412 of the Penal Code and
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·sentenced to transportation for life. The maximum
penalty provided by that section is clearly merited by
them, when the circumstances of the whole case are
taken into consideration.
U
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c.

AH FONG

AND ONE

(ApPELLANTS)

v.

EPHRAE\1 SOLOMON

AND OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).'"

11ltermcddler-Rcltfiug proj>.·r·ty to tlttrd parly-Payrmmt of rwt-I¥/utilcr a

clc{errcc

agair~st

nglitful owner.

The appellants, 2nd respondent and 3rd respondent and one Tanner were
sued for compensation for use and occupation of a house. The 3rd respondent
had taken possession of tlle ;ame and let tt out to appellants and 2nd
respondent. The tr~al Court had decreed the claim against all. On appeal it
was contended that the appellants were not liable {or the period that rent
Was paid to the 3rd respondent.
Held : Rejecting su~h claim that such a plea cannot be. set up against the
rightful 0\vner. Upon the admission that the property was taken irom an
unauthorized person the occupants are liable to pay standard rent.

U Zeya for the appellants.
M. Ahmed for the 1st respondent.

T. K. Boon for the 2nd respondent.
The judgment of the Bench was delivered by
U AUNG THA GYAW, J.-The two appellants
C. Ah Fong and Sun Vin Leong and the 2nd respondent Chin Hone On and one J. S. Tanner, the
3rd responden.t were sued in the City Civil Court by
the 1st respondent, Ephraim Solomon, for recovery of
Rs. 4,500 as compensation for the use and occupation
.of House No. 297/305, Godwin Road.
The plaint alleged that the 3rd respondent wrongfully and without the knowledge and consent of the
"Special Civil 1st Appe'al No. ·77 of 1947 against the decree of the Chie£
Judge of Rangoon City Civil Court. iri Civil Suit No. 2239 of 1947, dated the
11th "November 1947.
.
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1st respondent took possession of the said properties
and let out the same to the appellants and the 2nd
respondent for the purpose of running a school known
as Hwa Sha Chinese School. The appeiiants and the
2nd responderit admitted renting the properties from
the 3rd respondent on his representation that the
premises were in his charge through the President of
the Je,vish Trust, Rangoon, and that. a monthly rent of
Rs. 250 up to 31st March 1947 had been paid to the
said respondent. They also pleaded that although the
Rent Controller had fixed the standard rent at Rs. 500
per mensem they were liable to pay Rs. 470 only
per month as from the 1st April 1947 ·as part of the
premises known as No. 305, Godwin Road, was
separately let out to one, Mr. A. lVIajee for a monthly
rent of Rs. 30 by the 1st respondent.
The 3rd respondent filed a written statement stating
that he \vas looking after the premises with a view to
obtaining a lease from the owner \vhen contacted and
that he bad conducted certain necessary repairs and
paid all taxes due on the property from October 1945
to December 1946. He also admitted letting out the
properties to the appellants and the 2nd respondent.
On the 11th November 1947, the date on which the
judgment appealed from was passed the 3rd respondent did not put in his appearance, while Mr. Boon
fo -,l

J.L~ ~- ·~ -11 ~.-~- - - - -1 .l.l- - 'l-...1 ~ - - ·~--. -ct-"' · •--...1- ~~ --+ ~ 1.11
Ll.t.V U..l-'_t.JVl.J.U.ill..l .:..... H ..... l.LlV .;,.1J.U .L VVJ:-'Vll\.. \....1H.. .i.l.i..U.U..V l.\....1 t.a.

admissions on behalf of his clients with the result that
the judgment and decree no\v appealed against were
passed. The brief Diary Order records that the
written statement filed on behalf of the appellants and
the 2nd respondent disclosed no defence and that all
Mr. Boon wanted the Court to do was to exempt his
clients from payment of rent for the period for which
payment had already been made to the 3rd respondent,
Mr. Tanner. This Mr. Tanne·r having admitted that
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KC.
he was merely an intei:'meddleT of the property o! ihe
1948
1st respondent, the appellants. .md the 2nd respondent C. AH FONG
who hired the premises from him for the purpose o.f AND ONE
v.
running their school would appear to be rightly liable EPHRAIM
SoLO;roN
to pay compensation to the 1st respondent for the . use A.ND
O'nfERS.
and occupation of these premises. The right to a u At:NG THA
refund of the rent paid to an intermeddler cannot in GYAW,J.
law be pleaded against the rightful owner who claims
this compensation for use and occupation from those
who are in wrongful possession of the property.
Exception haspbeen taken to the statement in the
judgment passed by the lower Court to the effect that
the vvritten statement of the appellants and the 2nd
respondent did not disclose any defence and attention
is drawn to paragraph 4· of the written statement where
they allege that they were liable to pay Rs. 470 monthly
\vith effect from the 1st April 1947 on the ground that
part of the premises known as No. 3051 Godwin Road 1
was let out by the ·1st respondent to a Tea Shop owner
called Mr. A. Majee. On this point Mr. M. Ahmed
for the 1st respondent has filed a certificate issued by
the Rent Controller wherein it is stated that the rent
fixed for the premises known as No. 297 1 Godwin
Road 1 is Rs. 500 per mensem. The premises Nos. 297
and 305 appear to be separate from each other and the
rent received from the tenant of No. 305, Godwin Road 1
C?"mwt be t?.ke!1 it't" ?.Cconnt in conc;ide>:rinr:
the.
u
application of the standard rent fixed for the separate
premises known as No. 297, Godwin Road.
It might be that the act of trespass committed by
the 3rd respondent was antecedent to and independent
of his subsequent letting of the property to the appellants and the 2nd respondent. The question of his
joint liability with the appellants and the 2nd respondent in respect of compensation claimed by the
1st respondent is a matter which does not call for
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consideration in this appeal. The appellants and the
2nd respondent admitted that they ha:ve rented the
1st respondent's property from an unauthorized person
and that they are liable to pay the standard rent fixed
by the Rent Controller whose certificate was produced
before the learned Judge of the lower Court by
Mr. M. Ahmed appearing for the 1st respondent.
There are therefore no substantial grounds \Vhatsoever for interfering \Vitb the judgment and decree of
the lower Court. This appeal will accordingly be
dismissed with costs.
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U Tu11 Byu and U Sa11 Mmwg, I I.

MA OHN NU

(APPELLANT)

v.
I\.IA NYUN

{RESPONDENT).*

Succession Act, s. 298-Burmt·se Buddlttst-Rcpn:stl!fafJOII of-Discrdi011

of Courf to rcjttsc,

Ma Ohn Nn applied for letters to the estate of her aunt, a Burmese Buddhist,
who died on 5th August 1926. She claimed as kiltima adopted daughter. The
application was refused on the ground of delay and as she would still have to
sue for possession.
Held ot1 appeal: That representa'lion for Burmese Buddhist is not compulsory
under the Succession Act.
Observations of E Maung J. in Ma.tmg Scm v. U Po Toke and others tCiYil
1st Appe~l C\'o. 28 of 1946 of \he High Court of Judicature at Rangoon),
referred to.

H c!cl /ttrilter' That L'nder s. 298 oft he Succession Act where the deceased
was a Buddhist the Court has a discretion to refuse letters. The application
in this c2se tt'r!S tn:tde 20 years ~fter tbc d0~th of D~"v I{yin i".t:d l!) y(l>~rs
after the applicant's marriage and the applicant had not explained the delay.

U Hla Tun Pnt for the appellant.

M. Eunoose for the respondent.
U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 1 of
l-947 of the ..,...:1gh Court of Judicature at Rangoon the
appellant, Ma Ohn Nu, applied for letters of administration to the estate of her aunt, Daw Kyin, a Burmese
Buddhist spinster, who died on the 5th of August,
1926. Ma Ohn Nu claimed that, as the kittima adopted
daughter of Daw Kyin, she was the heir of Daw Kyin
to the exclusion of everybody else and was entitled to
letters of administration of Daw Kyin's property which
was in the possession of the defendant Ma Nyun,
widow of U Nyo, who was Daw Kyin's younger brother.
*Civil 1st Appeal N9. 52 of 1947 against the decree o£ the High Court of
Rangoon in Civil Regular Suit ·No. l .o f 1947, dated the 17th June 1947.
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In the objections and the affidavit filed in support
thereof the defendant, Ma Nyunt alleged that the
plaintiff, as a daughter of U Nyun in Civil Regular
Suit No. 315 of 1928 of the High Court of Judicature
at Rangoon, obtained a share in the estate of her
paternal aunt Daw Tsee, that in Civil Regular Suit
No. 316 of the same Court she also obtained a share of
the estate of her paternal grandmother Daw Sone, and
that she was therefore precluded from pleading that she
was not the. daughter of U Nyun. The fact tha:t the
plaintiff did receive the shares aforesaid was admitted,
but the plaintiff stated that, by reason of her minority
and of fraud on the part of U Nyo and others, tbe
decrees in the suits were not binding upon her.
Two preliminary issues, as set out in the jlldgment
appealed against, were framed, and both were
decided in favour of the plaintiff. The learned trial
Judge (Kyaw Myint J.) however refused to grant the
plaintiff's application for letters of administration on
th e ground that there was inordinate delay on her part
in making her application, and that, even if the plaintiff
had been granted letters of administration, she would
still have to sue for the possession of the estate. In
taking this course of action the learned Judge relied
upon a dictum of E Maung J. in the case of Maung
Sein v. U Po Toke and others (1) where the learned
T ,...,,..:J_N O. .---, l ..., ,....nr ..... o ,-.1 ·
J .... ~ .... b .... ..... ~ _, ...... ,:., ' ...........

"The representation of a Burman Buddhist is not compulsory
under the Succession Act , and the application appeared to have
been made to have a decision on the disputed claims of Maung
Sein and also of Daw Hnit settled in a cheap way. I am not
prepared to encourage this method, especially in the circumstances of the present case."

Gledhill J., who was a party to that decision, also
agree4. In this appeal by Ma Ohn Nu against the
.

(1) Civil 1st Appeal No. 28 of 1946 of High Court, Rangoon.
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dismissal of her suit it is urged that the learned trial
Judge erred in law in going beyond the issues that fell
for determination; that the learned Judge had overlooke:i the reasons for the delay which was stated in
Ma Ohn Nu's application and affidavits in support
thereof, and that the circumstances in this case were
entirely different from the case of Jf aung Sein v. U Po
Toke and others (1).
Now, section 298 of the Succession Act provides
that:
" N otwiLhstancling anything hereinbefore contained, it shall,
where the deceased was a Buddhist, be in the discretion of the
Court to make an order refusing, for reasons to be recorded by it
in writing, to grant any application for letters of administration
made under this Act."

Th e application made by Ma Ohn Nu 20 years after the
death of Davv Kyin is prima facie belated. It is therefore incumbent upon Ma Ohn Nu to state clearly in
her petition and in the affidavits in support thereof the
rea·sons for such a delay. In paragraphs 5 and 6 of her
affidavit Ma Ohn Nu states that when her adopted
mother Ma Kyin died at Takaw she was only 11 years
old, that since then her uncle U Nyo kept her at a
school in Rangoon and thereafter at his house at
Pazundaung for a number of years; and that U Nyo
advised her no\: 1.o p1 ess for her sh<Ltc in DJ.\.- Kyin' s
estate as he feared that she might dissipate it. He
also told her that it was his intention to give it to her
sometime, but that, if she sued him for it, he would
oppose her in Court, which would not recognize her
adoption as it was unregistered. It is therefore incumbent on us to consider whether this explanation
sufficiently accounts for the delay in making the ·
tl) Civil 1st Appeal No. 28 of 19~6 of High Court, Rangoon.

H.C.
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application for letters of administration. According
to her o\vn affidavit Ma Ohn Nu was 31 years old at
MA OHN Nu
the time of making her application. Therefore, she
must have attained majority ten yeari> ago. FurtherU SAN
more, it is admitted by her counsel, U Hla Tun Pru,
MAUNG, J.
that she became married since before she attained
majority, and that her husband is still alive. Therefore
even assuming that she was under U Nyo's tutelage
before sbe attained majority or before she became
married, there seems no reason \~/hy she should not have
asserted her rights after she attained majority, or after
·she married her husband. There is a delay of at least
ten years to be accounted for, and the facts stated in
paragraph 4 of her reply to Ma N yun's objection that
U Nyo was a much married man only tends to weaken
her case. Obviously the longer Ma Ohn Nu waited
for the assertion of her rights, the lesser would
be the chances of her ultimate success. Surely
neither Ma Ohn Nu nor her husband could have been
blind to such a fact. Therefore, the delay on the part
of Ma Ohn N u in the making of her application for
letters of administration ·is, in my opinion, sufficient
ground for refusal under section 298 of the Succession
Act. The fact that no issue was framed by the learned
trial Judge·in regard to this delay is not quite material
in this case as Ma Nyun had taken objection to it at
the very first opportunity, and Ma Ohn Nu herself in
her reply to the objection says that the reasons for the
delay in filing her application were to be · found in
paragraph 5 of her affidavit. In any event, where an
application for letters of administration is prima facie
belated, it is incumbent upon the applicant to give full
a·
reasons for the delay. Otherwise, this.-alone may
sufficient ground for the refusal of the Court to grant ·
letters of administration as provided in section 298 of
the. Succession Act.
1948

be
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In the result the appeal fails, and must be dismissed
with costs. Advocate's fees five gold mohurs.

H.C.
1948
MA OliN Nu

U TuN BYu, J.-I agree.

v.
1\1,\ NYUN.

U SAN
M .lUNG, J.
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APP~LLATE CRIMI~A.L.
Before U Thatmg Sei1J, J.

H.C.

MAUNG SEIN

AND ONE (APPELLANTS)

1948

Mar. 29.

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA
Penal Code, s. 304.4. {2)-lol,f a/tack ;c,/11

(RESPONDENT).*

~ticks-Mutual

fig!ri-Right Of

jn·ivate ric·jc11cc-No commv11 wfe11fion-Ca11se alt(t infury likely tv cause

dcath-Rilll offeuce colllmittctl.

The appellants had jointly assaulted with stir.:ks one R who died as a resnlt
of the injuries received. Only one of such injuries was a fatal wound <!nd tllere
was no evidence as to who struck the fatal blow. There had been a tight
between the deceased and the appellants.
Tht':y we1e con ., icted under s . 304A 12) of the Penal Cncle for doing ;1 osh
act with ltnowledge th;tt it was likely to cause death. The lower Court f >nnd
that there was no c om mon intention to cfiuse the death of R.
Held; That t!Je conviction under s. 304A (Z} was not susta inable as it ~ nuld
not be said tbat those who die! not strilte ihe fatal blow contemplated such .t
blow by others and t11ey were not guilty under s. 302.
Gourirlas Namasudra v. Emperor , 36 Cal. 659, applied.
Sul,Iinl<lll v. The King, (1941) Ran. 25S, folio ved .

The common intention was to
guilty under s. 324, Penal Code.

C<tUSe

grievous hurt and the accused was

~.:1..~

U My a Thein (Government Advocate) for the res-

pondent.
U THAUNG SEIN, J.-The two appellants Maung Sein
and Maung Lun have been convicted of offences under
section 304A (2) of the Penal Code and were sentenced
to four years' rigorous imprisonment each by tl1e
learned Special Judge (U Po On), Mergui.
The case against them was that they had taken part
in a joint assault with sticks on one Maung Ret who
died as a result of the injuries received. No less than
five injuries were found on the deceased ·but only one
" Criminal Appeals Nos . 171-2 of 1948 being appeal·fmm the order of
Special Judge of Mergui, dated the 26th January 1948, in Criminal Regular
Trial No. 22 of 1947.
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who ad-pally ~Sfruek th~t fatal blow.
MAUNG SE;m
Th~ incident in que.stion :arose out !(){ a quarrel
4-NP ONE
v.
between the ~pectatorJS at a g~me of top-spinning in the THE.UN~ON
village of Kyauktaung in -the Palaw Township on the OF BitJRhfA,
7th September 1947. It appears that several children U THAV·NG J.
SEIN, J.
were engaged in the game and among the onlookers
were the dec-eased Maung Ret, the appellants
Maung Sein and Maung Lun and several others.
Suddenly one Maung Ba Tun went up to the deceased
Maung Ret and slapped him on the face. The latter
ran into a neighbouring house, apparently with a view
to ann himself.
He came out a few moments later
with a stick in his hand and attacked Maung Ngwe Tin,
the brother of the appellants. As might be expected, l
there was an exchange of blows on both sides and a free {
fight ensued in which the appellants joined in on the
side of Maung Ng\\'e Tin. The fight ended with the
appearance of the mother of the deceased at the scene,
but b:) then Maung Ret had fallen to the ground with
several injuries in the head and was speechless. There
can be little doubt that the injuries on Maung Ret were
the result of the blows delivered by the appellants by
means of sticks. The deceased was rushed to the
hospital, but unfortunately for him he died a day after
his admission.
Although five injuries were found on the deceased,
i.e. three on the head and the remainder on the arm
and shoulders, only bne of those injuries on the head,
which had resulted in the fracture of the skull and
con·c·ussion of the brain, was necessarily fataL
_The evidence on record leaves no room for doubt
·that there had been a fight between the deceased on
-the one side and the appellants on the other. Death
was th~ dire_ct result .of the ;injuries inflicted by the two:
,appellants. But as there was no-thing to suggest that
7

61948
·H.c.
the appellants had any common intention·· to cause the
~
death of Maung Ret -the learned trial Judge correctly
MAu~G s·Em f refrained from· comtictin g them of murder': or: culpable
A.ND ONE

,

•

•

·

homicide not amountmg to murder. However, the
~;~~::~~~ learned trial Judge states that. the deceased Maung Ret
had attacked an unarmed man Maung Ngwe Tin and as
U THAUNG
SEn~, J.
such the appellants who were standing nearby were
entitlen to defe.nd Ngwe Tin. The learned trial Judge
next held that in causing the death of Maung Ret the
appellants had exceeded the right of defence of
N gwe Tin by causing more harm than was necessary in
the circumstances of the case. He accordingly convicted
them under section 304A (2} of the Penal Code, i.e. of
having caused the death of Maung Ret by doing a rash
act with knowledge that it was likely to cause death.
Now, in the firSt place, the learned Special Judge is
apparently unaware that where there is a mutual fight
none of the parties involved in the fight are entitled
to plead the right of private defence. In the present
:::ase the fight started with the slapping of Maung Ret's
face and was a continuous transaction till the mother of
Maung Ret arrived on the sce.ne. The appellants
cannot therefore plead that they acted_ in the defence
of Maung N gwe Tin when they assaulted Maung Ret.
Next the learned Special Judge has remarked that
there was no common intention on the part of the
appellants to cause the death of .Maung Ret. I am
therefore at a:loss to understand how he was able to
convict tile appellants of having cause d the death of
Maung Ret by means of a rash and negligent
act with full knowledge that it was likely to cause
death. The attack \vas, no doubt, a joint one, but the
appellants do not appear to have intended to cause the
death of Maung Ret. Death did, of course, ensue and
the question that ari.ses is as to :the offences for which
the appellants should have been convicted.. The
v.

.
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assaults on the deceased were concentrated mainly on
H,C,
1948
the head and the appellants should at least have known
SEIN
)that severe blows delivered on the head are likely to MAUNG
AND ONE
result in grievous injuries. In my opinion it would be
v.
TUII UNlON
reasonable to presume that the appellan_ts d1d hav~ -- oF ~uA.
comrrcon- mtenhon fo cause gnevous 1iuft when tliey u THAUNG
a-ssaulted--the-deeeased-.---1--ne-te-that-thei.earnea Spectal Srmt, J.
Judge referred to the ruling in Gouridas N amasudra v.
Emperor (1) where it was laid down as follows :

.

I

" Where several accused persons struck the deceased several
blows, one of which only was fabl, and it wa..o:: not found who
struck the fab.l blow, it was held that, in the circumstances, it
could not be said that those who did not strike the fatal blow
contemplated the likelihood of such a blow being struck by the
others in prosecution of the common objec~ and that they were
all guilty under section 326 , and not und(!r section 302, of the
Penal Code."

But, unfortunately, the learned trial Judge did not
apply it correctly to the facts before him and merely
relied on it as authority for the view that the appellants
could not be <;onvicted of murder or culpable homicide
not amounting to murder. The ruling ·clearly explains
that . the appella.nts should have been ·convicted of
causing grievous hurt. The same principles are also
expressed in the case of Sulaiman v. The King (2). I
quote below from th e head-note as follows :
" If the common intention of the accused and his associates
by committing an assault was not to cause injury known to be
likely to cause death, but to cause grievous hurt, though the
combined effect .o£ the injuries actually caused was likely to cause
death; the accused is guilty o; the offence of causing grievous hurt
and not of culpable homicide not amounting to murder."

Applying t}:t,ese principles to the case under considerati~ir· the~ two appellants should have been convicted of
causing grievous hurt under section. 325, Penal Code.
•

(1) 36 Cal 659.

22

{2} (1941) Ran. 258.
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I accordingly alter the convictions to ones under

section 325 of the Penal Code. As regards the
MAuNG SEIN sentence meted out to the appellants in view of tlwir
AND ONE .
l
vu.
'l youth I am of opinion that four years' rigorous imprisonTHE
NlON
oF BuRMA.
mentis too severe. I accordin~ly reduce the sentence
u THAUNG on the two appellants to three years' ngorous
SEIN,

J.

imprisonment each.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before U Thatmg Sein, 1.

THE UNION OF BURM.L\ (APPLICANT)

v.
SAN T[N

(RESPO:\DENT).'i{'

An1lS Act, s. 19 (fl--Sat>ctiou filed tlun11<t tltc course of trial-Evidence
prevwusly l'ccorded if admissi&!c-S. 29, A rn1, .~ ci-Procrcdings insfitulcd:
meauing.
Matrng San Tin was iound in po;session of a hand-grenade nn 6th October
1947 and was sent up for trial under s. 20, Arms Act. The Magistrate aft~r
recording evidence felt that a prima facie ca5e under s. 19 (/). Arm,; Act,
had been made uut. He adjourned the hearing and the sanction was produced
from tl1e D;;;tri.:t Magi$tral.e later. A charge nncler s. 19 lfJ was framed and
the accused pleaded guilty. He w:~s convicted and :m appeal to the Sessions
Judge was di.> n i-;scd; but the proceedings were snbmitled to the High Court.
H, lli. Tilal the proceedings were instituted when the police drew up a
charge shed and sent lhe 'accused for triaL S. 29, Arms Act, forbids
institution except with sanction of the District !v1agistratc. As no j~ttch
sanction was obtained before the accused was sent up the pro.ccedings were
void. The defect is not cured by filing the sanction later. h! re Po Clleit~,
Magrmia, Po At<ttg v. Ki1;£',-Emperor, 8 L.B.R. 452, foliowed.
Kaka v. Ki11g Emperor, 4 L.B.R. 247, not followed.
The proceedings are therefore entirely without jurisdiction and invalid.
The evid ·nl'e recorded prior to the filing of the sanction c0ald not therefore
be used subsequently.

U Ba Sein (Government Advocate) for the applicant.

U

THAUNG SEIN,

J.-The respondent Maung San Tin

was found in pqssession of a hand-grenade on the
6th October 1947 and was sent up for trial before the
learned Special Judge~ Henzada (Mr. Q. Htean Hoe),
charged with an offence under section 20, Arms Act.
The learned Special Judge, after recording the
evidence of 'the prosecution witnesses, felt that a Prima
facie- case had been made out against the respondent

------------------------------------------------* Criminal H.evision No. 25B of 1948 being review.o£ the order of Spt"cial

Judge of Henzada 1 dated the 6th December 1947, passed in Special Judge Trial
No. 4~ of 1947.

H.C.

1948

API. 26.
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under . ~ section 19 (/) and not section 20 of the Arms
Act. Now, under section 29 of the Arms Act, a
T~lt UNION
prosecution for an offence under section 19 (/) can
OF BORM,~
v.
only be lodged with the previous sanction of the District
SAN TIN.
Magistrate. The learned Special Judge, instead of
U THAUNG
discharging the respondent on the ground that no formal
SEIN, J.
sanction for the prosecution had been obtained from
the District Magistrate, Henzada, called upon the Court
Prosecuting Officer to produce the necessary sanction
and adjourned the trial. On a subsequent date the·
Court Prosecuting Officer produced the sanction of
the District MagistrBte, Henzada, and a charge was
framed against the respondent under section 19 (f) of
the Arms Act, and as he pleaded guilty, was convicted
and sentenced to two years' rigorous imprisonment. The
respondent appealed against the conviction and sentence
to the learned Sessions Judge. But unfortunately, as
he had pleaded guilty to the charge in the trial Court,
no appeal lay except as to the extent or legality of the
sentence, vide section 412, Criminal Procedure Code.
The learned Sessions Judge held that the sentence
passed on the respondent was legally appropriate and
dismissed the appeal. However, the learn~d Sessions
Judge was of the opinion th4t there had been material
irregularity in the proceedings before the learned
Special Judge and that there was no legal evidence on
which the respondent could have been convicted.
The proceedings were then submitted to the High
Court under section 439, Criminal Procedure Code,
with the recomt.nendation that the .conviction and
sentence passed on the respondent be set aside and a
retrial ordered.
The real question in this cas& whether the learned
Special Judge could act on the evidence recorded by
him prior ·to the filing of the sanction of the District
Magistrate f<?r the prosecu~ion of the respondent under
H.C.

1948

is
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section 19 (j) of the Arms Act. If the learned Speciai
Judge v.ras not entitled to refer to such evidence 1 then
there was no material on which the respondent could
have been convicted. Section 29 of the Arms Act reads
as follows:

341.
H.C.
1948
THE

UNION

(JF BURMA

v.
SAN TIN.

U THAUNG
SEIN,

"No proceedings shall be instituted against any person in
respect of an offence punish:1ble under section 19, clause (f),
without the previous sanction of the District Magistrate."

The whole question turns on the meaning of the
word "instituted'' in that sanction. Ordinarily, to
'' institute " proceedings against an accused person
means to originate or commence legal proceedings, i.e.
to set the law in motion against the person concerned.
If this definition is accepted, then the institution of the
proceedings against th e respondent in the presen~ case
must be deemed to have begun when the police drew
up a charge sheet against him and sent him up for
trial. It matters very little what section the police
quoted in the charge sheet if in fact the real charge
against the respondent was one under section 19 (!) of
the Arms Act. The learned Special Judge has held
that the offence made out against the respondent was
•one under 8ection 19 (/) of the Arm·s Act and therefore
the police must be deemed to have instituted
proceedings against the respondent und er that section
notwithstanding the mistakenly qu oted section 20.
Section 29 expressly forbids the institution of proceedings against an accused person under section 19 {/)
except with the sanction of the District Magistrate. As
no such sanction was obtained before the case was sent
up, the proceed_ings were void ab initio. This defect .
is not cured by fj.ling ·the sanction of the District
Magistrate during_ the. proceedin.gs. · Sanction ·of the
District Magistrate is a prerequisite for the initiation of
the proceedings. I am fortified in "this view by the

J.
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. oF BmmA

f

v
SAN TIN.

U

Clzein, Magz_.~nfa, Po .dung v.
King-Emperor ( 1), \\·htre it was laid down by a Full
Bench of the Chief C0urt of Lov.rer Burma th?.t in a
case under section · 19 (/) of the Arms Act, \Vhen no
sanction of the District l'vbgistrate has been nbtaineci a
Court is not competent to lake cognizance of or to bold
any proceedings in respect of such offence. and if it
does so its proceedings are entirdy without juri:.sgiction
and invalid. There is, of course, a contrary vie\v in
Kalw v. Kinr-Emi'rror
(2) which lavs
do\vn that in
u
•
•
prosecutions under section 19 (f) of the Arms Act the
sanction of the District Magistrate may be filed at any
stage of the proceedings. The latter case was earlier in
date to the former and was decided by a single Jndge.
'\Vitb all due respect I am of the opinion that the
decision by the Full Bench correctly lays d own the
law and I propose to follow it. Applying the principles
laid down in the former ruling, it would appear that the
learned Specin.l Judge was not entitled to rder to or
act on the evidence recorded by him before the sanction
of the District Magistrate was filed. The correct
procedure which the l earne d Special Judge should
l~a\·e adopted was to have discharged the respondent
and then started a trial afresh.
There seems to be no other alternative in the
present case except to set aside the conviction and
sentence passed on the respondent and to order a retrial.
I accordingly set aside the conviction and sentence
passed on the respondent Maun g San Tin by the learned
Special Judge, Henzada (Mr. Q. Htean Hoe), and direct
that he be retried by another Special Judge to be
selected bv the Sessions Tudee. Henzada.

ruling

1948

THAUNG
SEIN,

J.

r194·8
L

in In re

Pc)

~~--~--~------------------------------~-(1) 8 L.B.R. 452..

(2) 4 L.B.R 247.
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APPELLA..TE CIVIL.
Bej.•1 c l' i'il,wn~ Sein, I.

MA KH I:\ f APPELLANT)

H. C.
1948

MA PU

AND TWO OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).""

Oriler ll, eule 2, Ci6l Proc-:d'a'' Co I·· ·Htd s. 11-Hc~ judicata-Couditians to
be mlisficr/-Firs( s11if for 1·o-J- S,·c 11Cl {vr tii!c agains/ knar1f a11d
other pc:rEons-JrVhc.'htY 'tl!! iJ,n .. (·.[.

Appdl.mt-pl~intiff cl.tinted lo be adOf'iivc dau!?,hler of Daw Thon in Civil
Regular No.') o: t9i • ot th::: A:l.iitioOJal Co lft, i\hn<bhy. H<:!r c!Jim .lS adOiltcd
dau~hter was upheld and she was d:cl<t:ecl ;one of th'" :1eirs. !11 Cidl Regular

No 4 of 1945 of the Assistant J"d.~e. ~r.Lmdalay, she su,·d for rent al:cgin~ that
respondents 1 and 2 were her tenanb. Thi; was dismissed. She 1:\tt'r ftled
Civil hcgtda~ "'o. 27 of 10~6 01 ll~e 2nd A>sist<tr.t Judge, :'l!:md<thv, for
pc~session of those lan cls. and $h-: implcackd the alleged ten::tnts and two
others. I~,·sponde:1ts 1 and 2 contendeJ that the suit w<ts barred as res
jmll(;,da but the suit was dccn:ed; the DL t ·ict Court revers<•d tile decision
oft: ial Cou ·ton appeal.
On second appeal held that the only qnc>tion that need have bee n gone
into in Llie first suit W;J.S whetiH:r rcsponcknb 1 and 2 were tenants. The
first snit w:1s only for rent and the second for title. The parties were also
different. Tu constitute re~ judicafo n' e concli i• ns mr·st be satisfied :
(1) The matter di: eclly and ~ubst~n:i all y 111 iss,·e in the s; bscquent suit
or issue mu~t be the same matter w:1ich was directly o11d mbsf«tilially ill
issue either actu;;Jiy or constn:cth·eh in the former snit.
{2) The former s t it m .. st ba,·e been a suit between f/t( same parties or
betwee•1 parti~s ttllder u:II"m they or '''IY of Ill em claim.
(3) The partie; as :~fore.>:dd m~,t l1a' e Miga!cd 1111der the same title in
the former suit.
(4) The Co\,rt which decided the former snit must have been a Court
compefe,,l to try tile subscqitcttf suit or the suit in which such i!sue is
subsequently raised.
{5) The n1atler directly and substantially in issue in the subsequent suit
must have been heard and fiuatly decided by the Court in the first suit.

Mull:1's Civil Procedure Code, lOth Edn., p. 40, followed.
Held: That in as ·it for rent, the question oi title was not directly and
sub~tanti~lly in issue either actually or constructively. In· the sub~eqt:ent suit
based on title the question of title could not be held to be rll~ judicata.
Further as the parties w ere different there cannot be any res judicata.

* Civil 2nd Appeal No. 98 of 1947 against the decree of the District Courto
~andalay

in Civil Appeal No. 10 of 1947, dated tr.e 12th May 1947. ~.:\.

Mar.S.
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Dwar!umath Roy v. Ram Chimd A ic!t and of !ten, 26 Cal. 428, followed
and applied.

A. C. Rodriguez for the appellant.
A. N. Basu for the ;-c~pondents.
U THAUNG SEIN, J.- This is an appeal against the
judgment and c!ecree of the District Court, Mandalay,
in Civil Appeal No. 10 of 19+7, setting aside the decree
of the 2nd Assistant Judge, Mandalay, in his Civil
Regular Suit No. 27 of 1946. The facts involved in
the pse are ·as follows.
In or about the year 1944, one Daw Thon died leaving
a considerable estate of landed properties among "vhich
w·as alleged to have been included a piece of land ·
knmvn as Holding Nos. 78, 81 \a) and 81 (b) in Nanda
Myauk Kwin. No. 451 and measuring 12 acres. The
appellant-plaintiff who claims to be an adoptive daughter ·
of Daw Then then filed Civil Regular Suit No. 9 of 1944
of the then Divisional Court, .Mandalay, for the
administration of her adoptive mother's estate. It
appears that in that suit she was able to establish her
adoption by Daw Thon and was declared one of tbe
heirs to the estate. This was followed by another suitCivil Regular Suit No.4 of 1945 of the Assistant Judge,
Mandalay-in Which the appellant-plaintiff, both on·
behalf of herself and her minor son Maung Tun Maung,
sued the 1st and 2nd respondents (Ma Pu and
Maung Hla Ma~ng) for the recovery of 215 baskets· of
paddy or their value as rent due in respect of the abovementioned lands. It was alleged that these respondents
had worked the lands as tenants of the appellantplaintiff. The learned Assistant Judge, Mandalay, held
that the appellant-plaintiff had failed to prove that the
lands had been leased by her to the two respondents
·and accordingly dismissed the suit. The · appellantplaintiff then sued once again in Civil Regular Suit
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No. 27 of 19+6 of the 2nd Assistant. Judge, Mandalay,
for possession of those lands. She impleaded the
respondents Ma Pu, Maung Hla Maung and U Ye, and
Ma Ngwe Myaing in that suit and claimed that she was
the sole heir of ihe lands in qu~stion. It was admitted
however that U Ye, Ma Ngwe Myaing and herself were
the heirs of Daw Thon's estate. But the appellantplaintiff alleged that U Ye and Ma Ngwe Myaing had
signed a certain deed of release and as such she was
the sole heir to those lands:. She went on to say that
the respondents Ma Pu and Maung Hla Maung
were tenants· of Daw Thon on those lands and as such
she was entitled to possession. The suit was contested
mainly by the 1st and 2nd respondents (Ma Pu and
Maung Hla Maung) and they asserted that the appellantplaintiff was not an heir of Daw Thon and further that
the present suit was barred by the principles of res
judicata and under the provisions of Ord~r II, Rule 2,
of the Civil ·Procedure Code, in view of the decision
in the former suit (Civil Regular Suit No. 4 of 1945
of the Assistant Judge, Mandalay) between the same
parties. Other defences were also set up, e.g. that the
respondents were in adverse possession, and the trial
Court framed a number of issues which I do not
· propose to reiterate.
As regards the contention that the suit was bmTed
by the principles of res judicata and under Order IIr
Rule 2, of the Code of Civil Procedure, the learned
2nd Assistant Judge framed the ·following issue :
"Whether the. suit is barred by Doctrine of Estoppel
by section 11 and Order II, Rule 2, Civil Procedure
Code, for reasons mentioned in paragraph 9 Cf the
1st defendant's amended written statement?" The
trial Court held that the suit wa~ · riot barred by res
judicata or under the provisions of Order II, Rule 2,
of the Civil Procedure Code, and proceeded to try .it on

345
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IvfA Pu AND
T\VO OTHERS
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U

THAUNG

SErN,

its merits and passed a decree in appellant-plain~iff's
On appeal to the District Court, Mandalay,
this decree was set aside by the learned District Judge
on the ground that the trial Court hc:td e:·;ed in its
findings on the principles of res /udtcala.
In order to understand whether the subsequent suit
(Civil Regubr Suit Xo. 27 of 1946 of tbe 2nd Assistant
Judge, Mandalay) was in fact barred by res judicata or
Order II, 'Rule 2, Ci\·il Procedure Code, it is essential
to study Ci\·il Regular Suit No. 4 of 1945 of the
favour.

MA KHrN

MA Pu

l1948

J.

Assistant Judge, Mandalay, in a little more detaiL
In the latter suit, i.e. Civil I<egular Suit No. 4
of 1945 of tbe Assistant Judge, Mandalay, h\'O plaints
were filed under the follon.· ing circumstances. In
her first plaint fhe appellant-plaintiff who was suing on
behalf of herself and her son claimed that she was an
adoptive daughter of Daw Thon and that the suit lands
had been· gifted to her orally by the adoptive mother.
Later she transferred these lands to her mint_:,r son
Maung Tun 1\.Jaung by mean.; of a registered deed in
accordance ~vvith Dm.v Thon's wishes before her death.
The respondents Ma Pu and Mating Hla l\Jaung were
said to be tenants of Daw Thon and the appellantplaintiff prayed for a declaration that she was an heir
of the deceased Daw Thon and for recovery of a rental
of 215 baskets of paddy or their value. The two
respondents filed written statements denying that the
appellant-plaintiff was an heir of Daw Thon, and pleaded
that the real heirs were U Ye and Ma Ngwe Myaing
and as such these persons sl1ould be added as parties to
the suit. The learned Assistant Judge by a preliminary
order dated the 12th February 1946 held that as tbe

appellant-plaintiff was su~ng as an heir of Daw ThQn
. the other heirs, namely U Ye and Ma Ngwe Myaing,
.should also be brought on to the record as parties.
But the learned tria~ Judge remarked, 1' However if

19+81
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plaintiffs (appellant~) stale that d den dan 1s ;11 e their
tenants and not that of Daw Thon the other h( irs of
Da'iv Thon would ]iayc no say in the maltc:1-," The
apj)ellant-plaintiff ~l;·kcl on this rermrk and firally
in the amended pl;,in;: ~he cLdmed tbaf the n~spondents
were her tenants and prayed for the payment of the
rent due or its value. The vvhole nature of the suit
was thus changed and as it was now a simple rent suit
the other heirs of D:n:v Thon \\-ere not added as parlies.
However, the respondents contended tb:1t these heirs
were necessary parties and U Ye atso fi 1~ clan app1icalion
to he made a party. The trial Court then fr;uncd no less
than six issues while in fact one m;:in issue \vould bave
settled the case. The only question i.hat need have
been gone into was whether the respondents IVIa Pu
and \\faung Hla T\Iaung were the ten<mts of the
appellant-plaintiff. If they were found to be the tenants
of the appellant-plaintiff, then they could not have
questioned the title of the appellant-plaintiff \'l'ide
section 116, Evidence Act). This was, no doubt, in
the mind of the Assistant Judge when he remarked in
his preliminary order that in the event of the appellantplaintiff claiming to have leased out the iands, the other
heirs of Daw Thon would not be necessary parties·
The learned Assistant Judge then went into the question
as to v1ho was the owner of the lands and whether the
appellant-plaintiff had leased them to the respondents.
He held that the lands were part of the estate of
Daw Than and that appellant-plaintiff had failed to
prove that she had leased them to the respondents,
and accordingly dismissed the suit. In my opinion,
the issue as to who was the owner of the land was quite
. unnecessary as the ovmership was immaterial if the
appellant-plaintiff was able to prove that she had
leased the lands to the respondents Ma Pu and
Manng .Hla . Maung. Another_ fact which should be
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noted is that U Ye and rda Ngwe Myaing were not
added as parties after the amended plaint.
.
Civil Regular Suit No. 27 of 1946 ofthe 2nd Assistant
J- u dge,
· lL!
. 11 th
.
man d aJay, out 01' wluc
· e present appea} h as
risen was of an entireiy
different nature to that' of Civil
Regular Suit No. 4 of 1945 of the Assistant Judge,
Mandalay. The appellant-plaintiff, having failed to
prove that she had leased the lands to the respondents,
now sued to establish her title to the property as an
heir of Daw Thon and for possession of the same.
The learned District Juclge has remarked that the land
in both the suits is the same, that appellant-plaintiff
had by her amendment of the plaint in the former suit
(i.e. Civil Regular Suit No.4 of 1945 of tbe Assistant
Judge, Mandalay) abandoned her claim as an alleged
heir, and that the question whether the suit lands
had been gifted to her son should have been the subject
of an 1ssue, and hence under explanation 4 to section 11,
Civil Procedure Code, the latter suit (i.e. Civil Regular
Suit No. 27 of 1946 of the Assistant Judge, Mandalay)
was barred by the principles of res judicata.
I propose to take up first the question whether the
subsequent suit, i.e. Civil Regular Suit No. 27 of 1946
of the Assistant Judge, Mandalay, was barred by the
principles of res judicata, and then go on to consider
whether the appellant-plaintiff had abandoned her
claim to the lands as an heir, v;de Order II, Rule 2,
Civil Procedure Code.
The principles of res judicata are. well known and
they are enumerated under section 11, Civil Procedure
Code. In order to constitute a matter res judicata the
following conditions must be satisfied. I quote below
from page 40 of Mulla's Code of· Civil Procedure,
10th Eclition :
·
"(1) The matter directly and subs~antially in issue .in the
subsequent suit or issue must be the same matter which was
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in issue either actually or constructively
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in the former suit.
(2) The former suit must have been a suit between the same
parties or betwem parties Ufldtr whom they or any of them claim.
{3) The parties as aforesaid must have litigated tmdtf' the
same title in the former suit.
(4) The Court which decided the former suit must have been
a Court competent to try the subsequwt suit or the suit in which
such issue is subsequently raised.
(S) The matter directly and substantially in issue in the
subsequent suit must have been luard a11d ji1Jally decided by the
Court in the first suit.

MA i!:HrN
MA

$u AND

TWo oTHERs.

_Now, Civil Regular Suit No. 4 of 1945 of the
Assistant Judge, Mandalay, was essentially a suit for
rent whereas Civil Regular Suit No. 27 of 1946 of the
Znd Assistant Judge, Mandalay, was one for possession
based on title. The question is whether ''the matter
qirectly and~:)ubstantially in issue" in the latter suit
· was " directly and substantially in issue either actually
or constructively" in Civil Regular Suit No. 4 of 1945
of the Assistant Judge, Mandalay. The learned District
Judge has held that the question whether the
appellant-plaintiff transferred the lands to her son
Maung Tun Maung should have been in issue and
must be deemedto have been in issue by explanation 4
to section 11, Code of Civil Procedure. I have read
Civil Regular- Suit No. 4 of 1945 ofthe Assistant Judge,
· Mandalay, and it was essentially a suit for rent and
_though:the appellant-plaintiff repeated in her amended
plaint that she was the adoptive daughter of Daw Thon
and had received the lands in gift and had in turn
transferred them to her son no issue was in fact
necessary on these matters. As I have pointed out
earlier the real issue between the parties was whether.
the relationship of landlord and tenant existed between ·
them·. Questions of title to the lands could not have
been litigated, vide ~ection 116 of the Evidence Act.

u

THAUNG
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The learned Assist::tnt Judge framed an issue 1 '' vVho
is the owner of the land ? " and decided that they were
MA .KHIN
owned by Da'N Thon. The question of appellant1/.
MA Po AND
plaintiffs title in the bnds was not gone into. If this
TWO OTHERS.
question was nO( dealt with 1 I fail to see how the
U THAUNG
matter directly and substantially in issue '' in Civil
Sll!N, J.
Regular Suit No. 27 of 19+6 of the 2nd Assistant Judge,
Mandaby, could be saicl to be identically the 1111ctter
which \\·as in issue in Civil Hegular Suit No.4 of .1945
of the Assistant Judge, Mandalay.
Next1 were tbe parties in Civil Regular Suit No. ~~
of 1945 of the Assistant Judge, Mandalay, the same
as tho se in Civil Regu lar Snit No. 27 of 1946 of the
2nd Assistant Jud ge, IV1and;:day ? The learned District
Judge, Mandalay, appears to have missed this point
altogether. The parties in Civil Regular Suit No. 4 of
1945 of the Assistant Judge, Mandalay, were the
appellant-plaintiff Ma Khin and her son Maung Tun
Maung versus Ma Pu and her son Maung Hla Maung
(1st and 2nd respondents). An attempt was made
in that suit to bring U Ye (3rd respondent) and
Ma .Ngwe Myaing on the record as parties, but as
pointed out by the learned 2nd Assistant Judget
Mandalay, the suit being one for rent based on. a
tenancy, they were not necessary parties. These two
individuals were not in fact parties to that suit and no
written statements were filed by them. They were
added as parties in Civil Regular Suit No. 27 of 1946
of the 2nd Assistant Judge, Mandalay, only. Where
the parties are different there cannot be any res judicata.
This ]s laid down in the ruling Dwarkanath Roy v.
Ram Chand Aich and others (1). The bead-note of
that ruling reads as follows :
1948

I(

" A decision in a suit for rent brought by a plaintiff against
a person who is alleged to have· been his tenant in respect of ·
(1) 26 Cal. 428.

--------
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certain land, does not operate as res judicata in a s11bscquent
snit brought by the same plaintiff for establishment of his title to
the land, not only a!~aimt 1he alleged tenant but also agJinst the
person whos-e title as landlord the tenant-clcienclant hu.s set up
in the rent suit."

There is, in my opmion, a striking resemblance
between the case tmder consideration by me and the
ruling referred to above. The ruling refers to a case
in which the plaintiff brOllght a suit for rent against
a defendant who was said to be his tenant. The
defendant pleaded th<,t the plaintiff \\'as not the landlord
and referred to some other person as the owner of the
lands. The plaintiff brought another suit ag,tinst the
alleged tenant and the person who was sf\icl to be the
owner in order to establish his title to the land. It
.was held that the subsequent suit was not barred by
res judicata.
Finally, the learned District Judge held th(lt the
appellant-plaintiff had by the amendment of her plaint
in Civil Regular Suit No. 4 of 1945 of the Assistant
Judge, Mandalay, abandoned her claim to the suit lands
as an heir of Daw Thon. Learned counsel for the
respondents has laid great stress on this and says that as
the appellant-plaintiff withdrew part of her claim without leave of the Court to file a fresh suit, under
Order XXIII, Rule 3, of the Civil Procedure Code, she
is precluded from filing any fresh suit in respect of
those lands. The answer to this is that the appellantplaintiff had been declared an heir to the estate of
Da\v· Thon_in Civil Regular Suit No. 9 of 1944 of the
then Divisional Court, Mandalay, and so far as the
respondenis U Ye and Ma Ngwe Myaing are concerned
it was not open to them to re-open this question again.
It· was quite unnecessary for her to establish her title
as an heir and she therefore apparently decided to
sue for rent alone in Civil Regular Suit No. 4 of 1945
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I am in agreement
with the learned Assistant Judge, Mandalay, that by
MA ~HzN
altering the nature of the suit the appellant-plaintiff did·
MA Po:fHAENRo not in fact abandon her title as an heir to the estate
TWO •
S.
of Daw Thon. Accordingly, I am of the opinion that
us~~:,J~G the learned District Judge, Mandalay, erred in holding that Civil Regular Suit No. 27 of 1946 of the
2nd Assistant Judge, Mandalay, was barred by the
principles of res judicata and the appeal will accordingly
be allowed.
I note that the learned District Judge decided the
appeal on a point of law and set aside the decree of the
lower Court. He has not dealt with the case on its
merits. It will therefore be necessary to return the
appellate proceedings to the District Judge in his Civil
Appeal No. 10 of 1947 for a fresh hearing on the facts.
The decree of the District Court is therefore set aside
and Civil Appeal No. 10 of 1947 of the District Court,
Mandalay, will be remanded to that Court to be dealt
with on the merits and according to law. Costs will
abide by the final decision in that appeal.
H.C.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Thaung Seiu, J.

NAZIR KHAN

AND ONE

(APPELLANTS)

v.

MA M A.. LAy

(RESPONDENT).*

Ow11'r of land-Structure otl the laml-Onus of proof regarding oumership
of-Difference betwem English Law and law in India (fnd BunnaBurdcn of proof i11 ejectment suit-stamp Act, s. 36- Umtam ped documwls
admitttd by tri(fl Court-Effect
The respondent was the owner of Holding No. 2. On the land wa5 a
building occupied by appellants. The respondent sued for possession of the
house and land. The appc!l::r.nts asserted that the house belonged to them but
that they were tenants of the land.
The Subordinate Judge held under s. 110 of the Evidence Act, as the
appellants \·vere in possession, the burden of proving title lay on the plaintiff.
Trial Judge admitted in evidence, Exhibits 2 and 4, Lwo nnstamped documents
referrillg: to an ;~.greement to pay rent and a receipt for rent On appeal the
District Judge placed the burden of proving ownership of the house on the
def~ndant and he rejected Exhibits 2 and 4 as inadmissible in evidence and
held that the defendants had not discharged the burden which lay on them.
When the defendant in possession of a house on a land belonging to the
plaintiff which the defendant claims he has taket1 on rent and built the house.
the District Judge erred in placing the burden of proving the title of the house .
011 the defendant. In England no doabt the owne r of the land would be the
owner of whatever is affixed to theeoil on the principle of" Quicquid piat~fatur
sola solo credit" but in Jndia and Burma this rrinciple does not apply.
Thakoo1· Cflwtder Porammtick atld others v. R(fmdl11me Buftaclwrjte,
6 \V.R. 228 (F. B.), Narayan Das Khetlry v. Ja!i11dra Nath Roy Cllowdhttry
and others, I.L.R. 54 Cal. 669 {P.C.) and .Vallablzdas Naranj; v. Dcvelopme1tt
Officer, Bat~dra, 53 Bom. 589 {P.C.), follo1ved.
Held fufiher : That under s. 36 of Stamp Act if documents insufficiently
stamped are admitted in evidence in trial Court such admission could not be
challenged in appeal.
Pedda Ve1tkalla Reddi and atsother v. Vitta Hussain Sctii, I.L R. 57 Mad779; VmkatakrisTma Reddi v. Balclla Reddi, I.L.R. 57 Mad. 783, referred to.
A sale deed though unregistered was admi~sible in evidence to prove the
nature ofthe posseuion of the house though it may confer no title.

P. K. Basu for the .appellants.
U Tun Aung for the respondent.
• Civil 2nd Appeal No.lOB ·of 1941 against the decree of the District Court
of Mandalay in Civil Appeal No. 30 of 1947, dated the 21st August 1947.
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U THAUNG SE:IN, J.-The respondent Ma MaLay
alias
Mediyan Bi is the owner of a piece of land known
KHAN
ONE
as Holding No. 2, Block Nos. 322-24, Sein~Ban
Quarter, Mandalay. On that land there is a building
occupied by the appellants Nazir Khari.andJosami alias
Josephine. The respondent claims that this building
belongs to her and that the apvellants trespassed into
it and she accordingly sued in the Court of the
1st Subordinate Judge, Mandalay, for the possession of
the house and land and for the payment of Rs. 180
as compensation for the use and occupation of the
building. The appellant-defendants contested the suit
and asserted that the house in question belonged to
them and not to the respondent~plaintiff. They went·
on to say that they were the tenants of the respondentplaintiff in respect of the land only and that they
had been paying ground-rent at Rs. 60 per month.
Another plea put forward was that the land and house
are worth more than Rs. 1,000 and hence the 1st Subordinate Judge had no jurisdiction to entertain the
suit. The appellant-defendants th en denied that the
respond ent-plaintiff had any right to oust them from
the possession of the house.
The suit went to trial and the learned Subordinate
Judge fiamed a preliminary issue as regards the value
of the suit properties and held that this did not exceed
one thousand rupees and hence he had jurisdiction to
try the suit. I note that in the present second appeal
one of the grounds raised is as to the jurisdiction of the
·reamed Subordinate Judge, but this matter was not
pressed during the argument. It rnay be taken,
therefore} that the jLtrisdiction of the Subordinate
Judge to entertain the suit is not questioned in· this
appeal.
·
The real issue between the parties was whether the
respondent~plc..intiff ·is the owner of the house m

1948
NAZIR

AND

[1948
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question and whether the appellant-defendants are
trespassers therein. The learned Subordinate Judge
held that the respondent-plaintiff is the owner of the
house and that the appellant-defendants are mere
trespassers and accvrdingly decreed the suit as prayed
for by respondent-plaintiff.
_
On appeal, the learned District Judge, Mandalay,
confirmed the decree of the Subordinate Judge. The
reasons advanced by the Subordinate Judge and the
District Judge for holding that the plaintiff-respondent
is the O\Vner of the house are not quite the same and it
has been urged in tbe present appeal that the learned
District Judge erred in placing the burden of proving
the ownership of the house on the appellant-defendants.
Now, the admitted facts in the case are that the
land on which the disputed house stands is the
property of the respondent-plaintiff. According to the
respondent-plaintiff this house was built by one
M. T. Ali with materials supplied by her and that s he
paid him Rs. 1,000 as building charges. After cowpletion the house was rented out to M. T. Ali for a certain
period and later to one Khalique. In support of this
allegation the respondent-plaintiff filed the agreement,
Exhibit A in the trial record and said to have been
entered into between herself and M. T. Ali for the
erection of the building. The appellant-defenda11ts,
ori the other hand, stated that they bought the house
from M. T. Ali and Khalique for a sum of Rs. 2,000 by
means of an unregistered sale deed filed as Exhibit 3 in
the trial record. They also filed a document, Exhibit 2,
s~id to be an agreement between the respondent~
plaintiff and M. T. Ali for the ground-rent of the land
·on which the house stands. Finally, in order to prove
tbat they 11ad been p aying ground-rent to the
i·espot)dent-plaintiff, tlie appellant-defendants filed
Exhibit 4, a receipt for the stim of "Rs. 60.
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In considering the issue as to the ownership of the
house
the learned Subordinate Judge pointed out that
NAZIR KHAN
~AND oNE under section 110 of the Evidence Act, as the appellant~,~;. \rl LAY. defendantS Were. in pOSSeSsion the burden Of proving
u TnAuNG the title to ·the propert_,, lay on the respondent-plaintiff.
SEIN, J.
However, he went on to say, that since the appellantdefendants allege tb~t ~ they bought it from one
M. T •. Ali and Kh~Hque they should also prove tins
assertion. After discussing the evicj.ence led by both
··s ides. the learne-:! Subordinate Judge held that the
agreement, Exhibit A, between the respondent-p}aintiff
and M. T. Ali was of a ((fraudulent nature and
refused to rely on it. As regards the appellantdefendants' story that they had bought the hou se from
M. T. Ali and Khalique the learned Subordinate Judge
has correctly pointed out that lhe unregistered sale
deed, Exhibit 3, confers no tiile whatsoever on the buyer.
But these were not the only documents relied upon by
the parties. The appellant-defendants filed Exhibit 2
:and Exhibit 4-the former an allegt d agreement as
:regards ground-rent and the latter a receipt for such
:rent- to prove the nature of their possession of the house,
i.e. that they were not the lessees of the respondentplainti~. Both these documents are liable to stamp duty
but unfortunately neither of them bear any stamp. The
.learned Subordinate Judge did not place much reliance
.on these documents on the ground that the respondentplaintiff did not admit her signature on them. On the
·whole, the learned Subordinate Judge held . that the
.respondent-plaintiff was the owner of the suit house and
that the appellant-defendants were not her tenants and
:accordingly decreed the.suit as prayed for.
The appellant-~efendant.s appealed to the District
·Court. Mandalay. against the decree of the trial Court.
'The learned District Ju.d ge did not discuss the evidence
1ed -in any
great detail. · According to ·him,
.
- . the burden
II
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of proving the ownershil.1 of the house lay on the
appellant-defendants and no; on the respondent-plaintiff
as the land on which the building stands admittedly
belongs to the responclent-plaintift. Coming to the
question of the alleged tenancy of the· land by the
appellant-defendants, the learned District Judge
remarked that as Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 4 were
unstamped documents they ·were clearly inadmissible
in evidence. The lower appellate Court was satisfied
that the appellant defendants had not discharged the
burden placed on them by law and accordingly
confirmed the decree of the trial Court.
. In the present second appeal the main ground urged
by the le;::,rned counsel for the appellant-defendants are
as follows. In the first place, it has been stressed that
the ktrned District Judge erred in placing the burden
of proving the ownership of the suit house on the
appellant-defendants. It was also argued that the
learned District Judge was apparently unaware of the
provisions of section 36 of the Stamp Act which clearly
lay down that once an unstamped document has been
admitted· in evidence its admissibility cannot be
questioned again on the ground that it has not been
. duly stamped. The learned counsel for the appellantdefendants therefore contends that the documentst
. Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 4, were wrongly rejecte·d by the
lower appellate Court.
Now, in placing the burden of proof on the
appellant-defendants as regards the ownership of the
house, the learned District Judge was undoubtedly
under the impression that houses standing on any land
belong to the ·owner of that land.
No doubt, in
England the general principle of Quicqutd plantatur
solo solo credit is applied to lands and buildings and
." w~atever is affixed to the soil belongs to the. soil."
But in India and Burma this principle is not applied to
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the fullest extent as is obvious from the following
passage in the case of Thakoor Chunder Poramanick
and others v. Ra;ndhone Buttachm·jee (1) :
II
•
.
•
Buildings cln(l other such improvements made on
land do not, by the mere accident of their attachment to the soil,
become the property of the owner of the soil ; and we think it
should be laid down as a general rllle that, if he \rho makes the
improvement is not a mrre tresp1sser, but is in possession under
any botla fide title or claim of title, he is entitled either to
remove the materials, restoring the land to the state in which it
was before the impro•:ement was made, or to obtain compensation
for the v1lue d the building if it is allowed to remain for the
benefit of the owner of the soiL"

This case has been followed by the Calcutta and
Bombay High Courts in the rulings of Narayan Das
Khettry v. ]alindra Nath RO!' Chowdhury and others
(2) and Vallabhdas Narcmji v. Development Officer,
Bandra (3) and the same principles were laid down
therein. In the former ruling the head-note reads,
"ln India there is no absolute rule of law that whatever is
affixed or built on the soil· becomes part of it, and is subject to the
same rights of property as the soil itself.''

As far as I am aware there is no direct ruling on
this point in Burma, but there can be little doubt that
in ~his country also the same principle as are laid down
in Llle above rulings are applicable.
In the present case the learned District Judge
undoubtedly erred when he placed the burden of
proving the ownership oi the disputed house on the
appellal)t-defendan ts. The learned Subordinate Judge,
on the othtr hand, remarked that though the burden of
proof is on the respondent-plaintiff yet the appellant-defendants must also prove their ownership in the
property. In his judgment the learned Si1bordinate
(1) 6 W.R. 228 (F.B.).
(2) 54 Cal. 669.
{31 53 Botn. 589.
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Judge pointed out that both parties had failed to prove
the ownership of the house, but finally held that the
respondent-plaintiff \vas the o\vner. For instance, the
learned Subordinate Judge referred to the Exhibit A
-agreement and refused to accept it as genuine, and so
also he rejected Exhibit 3 unregistere~l sale deed filed
by the appellant-defendants. There can be little doubt
that he was correct in his findings on those documents.
1t is indeed strange and noteworthy that neither the
;~~i1on~fet;t~~1laintiff nor the appellant-defendants cited
M. T. Ali and Khalique who were alleged lo have
built the housA and later transferred it to the appellantdefendants. The burden of proving the ownership of
the disputed house lay on the respondent. plaintiff and
if she failed to discharge that burden there \Vas no need
to consider the plea put fonvard by the appellantdefendants, as the respondent-plaintiff could not succeed
in the suit unless she was able to prove her title to the
property. On the evidenr.e led and the documents
filed in the case it was clear that the respondentplaintiff was not th e ownpr of the suit house.
The ·appellant-defendants had ::J.lso sought to
·establish that they had been paying ground-rent to the
respondent-plaintiff or in other words that they were
her tenants in respect of the land. They filed an
.alleged agreement between the respondent-plaintiff and
M. T. Ali as regards the ground -rent, which is filed as
Exhibit 2 in the trial record. A receipt for rent paid
was also filed as Exhibit 4. Both these documents are
said to bear the signature of the respondent-plaintiff.
"The learned Subordinate Judge failed to realize that
.these documents ought to have been stamped and
should not have been admitted in evidence. However,
he did admit them in evidence, and the lower ~ppellate
Court was not competent to question the admissibllity.:
·vide section 36 of the Stamp Act and the rulings in
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Pedda Venkatta Reddi and another v. Villa Hussain
Sefti (1) and Ilenkatakrishna Reddi v. Batcha Reddi (2).
The respondent-plaintiff did not specifically• deny that
she had signed the document Exhibit 2, but she denied
•
.•
the stgnature on the documeni Exh1brt 4. The
respondent-plaintiff ought to have known her own
signature and if she did not sign Exhibit 2 she should
have said so. It is futile for her to say, u I do not
know whether the signature made on Exhibit 2
document belongs to me.'' As regards Exhibit 4
there was no clear proof that the respondent-plaintiff
did in fact sign the alleged receipt.
A reference to the Exhibit 3 unregistered sale deed
and Exhibit 2 agreement clearly shows that the
appellant-defendants were not trespassers on the land.
Exhibit 3 sale deed though unregistered was admissible
in evidence, 7Jide section 49 of the Registration Act, to
prove· the nature of the possession of the hous'e by the
appellant~defendants .
It should be remembered, of
course, that this ·unregistered deed confers no title
whatsoever on the appellant-defendants. The learned
District Judge does not appear to have realized this
point and held that the Exhibit 3 sale deed should have
been summarily rejected.
On the whole, both the lower Courts erred in
placing the hurdt:rr of proving the ownership of the
house on the appellant-defendants. It was for the
respondent-plaintiff to have. proved · the ownership
as explained by me above. The responde_nt-plaintiff
failed to discharge the burden of proving the ownershir
of the house, and in addition, there is no reason to hold
that the defendant-appellants were trespassers in the
house in question. The respondent-plaintiff's suit
should therefore have been dismissed and the lower
Courts erred in passing a decree in her favour.
(I) 57 Mad. 7/9.

(2) 57 Mad. 783.
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The appeal is accordilfgly allowed, the judgment
~~
and decree of both the lower Courts are hereby set
. 'ff' s sux"t w1"11 s tan d . NAZIR
as1"d e an d th e respon d en t -pI amh
AND KHAN
oNE

dismissed with costs.

v.

M,\ MA LJ.Y.

U THAUN,;
SEJN, J.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before U Attng Tila Cyaw, J.

H.C.
1948

THE UNION OF BURM :.\ t 1\.PPLICANT)
V.

Mar 8.

AYE MAUNG

(RESPONDENT).*

Pc11al Code, s. 64-Jmfdsoumm/ in de/Mil! of ji11e--S. 35, C1·imi1tal Procedure
c~de--Pou·.-r of Collrf to dircd setztcnces to nm COJICI<t'f'erlfly.

The accused was found guilty of three separate offences under s. 409,
Penal C<:lde. He \vas sentenced in respect of each offence to undergo
one and a balf years' r i~orous imprisonment and to pay a fine of Rs. 150 or
six months' imprisonment in default. The Magistrate directed the sentences
of impri,onment including ~ne in lieu of fine to run concurrently.
Held: That this is clearly opposed to s. 64, Penal Code. The additional
sentence must be in excess of any other imprisonment. Under s. 35, Criminal
Procedure Code, the criminal Court is not competent to direct that such
sentences should run concurrently,

Ka11da Mooflm• {a\ Gopal Naicker, I L.R. (1937} Iliad. 362; King-Emperor v.
Subrao Seslwrao, A.LR. (1926) Born. 62. followed.
Ebrahim v. Kittg-Emperor, Cr.L.J., Vol. XXXll (1931} 637; Tlze. Cro«·n v.
C/tauau Siu_i!,h, I.L.R., Vol. XXI, Lah 11940) 143, referred to.

U AuNG THA GYAW, J.-This is a reference made
by the District Magistrate, Rangoon, in his Criminal
Miscellaneous No. 2 of 1948, calling attention to the
three sentences of imprisonment and fine passed
against tbe respondent by the 5th Additional Magistrate,
Rangoon, in his Criminal Regular Trial No. 334 of
1947. The responrlent was found guilty in respect of
three separate offences under section 409, Penal Code,
and was sentenced in respect of each offence to
undergo one and a half years' rigorous imprisonment
and to pay a fine of Rs. l SO with the option of undergoing six months' rigorous imprisonment in default.
• Criminal Revision No. 10-B of 19~8 being review of the o.rder of the
5th Additional Magistrate, Rangoon, dated the I 5th December 1947; passed in
Criminal Regular Trial No. 334 of 1947.
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The Magistrate further directed thaJsentences of imprisonment were
as also the sentences of imprisoiVISION.
·o f payment of fine.
· no d ou b't th at the liaGyaw,
J.
;
Tl1ere 1s
Magistrate's sentences directiniE SOORATEE BARA
ment imposed in default of ~!TED lAPPLICANTS}
concurrently is clearly opposi
terms of section 64 of the Penal.1rA (R
,*
v1
ESPONDENT).
the Penal Code reads :
'

of material facts in ordcrn every case
of• an o ff ence p um1~ion
.
d-Ob ·
•
'!1ers-lj can be nnpose
7ec1
as well as fine, ln wluch the offende;retioJt by Magistrates.
whether with or without imprisonmagistrate passed an cx-pm·tc ordc;r
offence punishable with imprisonmentlock of the Sooratee Bara Bazaar.
in which the offender is sentenced to; of the case on which it was based,
to the Conrt which sentences such r Company ana the Baz<1ar Unity
sentence that, in default of payment
.
.
. tbe Code of Critninal Procedure
shall suffer 1mpr1sonment for a certam tena
. f acts o f 'h
. ·
l'd
r e case ts mva 1 •
1
shall be in excess of any other imp! the form provided in llie schedule
have been sentenced or to which •mount to a suffici~nt excuse for
commutation of a sentence."
I law and such defect is fatal to its

" I

This provision of Ia w declaD_~an . 294, followed and applied.
competent to impose a senten,·\t in s.144 (2 !, Criminal Procedure
d f lt f
t
f fi
dre (1) in case of emergency and
e au 0 paym en. 0
n e an 1\£ getting re:~pondent.s served with
i m prisonm en t shall be in excess <{the present case.
ment to which the accused may ~nee withthespiritofthesection
Under section 35 Criminal Procc by succ~sive temporary orders.
' t
d. Chelti tuui another, 38 Mad, 489 ;
. t.
C our 1s not compe ent to tre·12, refeiTed to.
imprisonment imposed for def:roachment on persona! liberty for
fine should run concurrenly. ,istrate is not to deprive a man. of
.

.

(

. 1terference with the same. The

(a.has) Gopal N azcker 1), and Ku·breakers and not against peacerut
Sesharao (2).] In the latter ca
convicted under section 380, 124! Pat. 767; Kl:azan Chand v,
in respect of two acts of theft, and h\..
----------------~
suffer rigorous imprisonment
for one d..•ew of the ord er of th e
.
(li LL.R . (1937) Mad·. 362.

(Zl A.f.R. 11926) B'try 194.'1, passed in

365

H.C.
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default to suffer rigorous imprisonCRIMI-.. for each of the two offences,

directed that the two sentences

Befort U

y.

H.c.
1948
Mar B.

·

THE UNION 0 be on a!l fours with the one
must be regarded as good
w now put forward that the
A.YE 1MAU1 the respondent are illegal.
•
Penal Codt, s. 64-JmpriSQJ!IIItlil 'ld in the cases of Ebrahim v.
C<Jde-Po1Nr ofCourttoT!ze CTOWII v. Chanan. Si11gh (2)~
The accused was found guiltide the sentences upon the
Penal Code. He was sentenc
one and a half years' ri~orous 1rt-Y relate to concurrent sentences
six months' imprisonment in default of payment of fines imposed
. of impri~onment including ::>ne i~ that the said sentences of
Held: That this is clearly op~b
th 1
d M g' t t in
sentence must be in excess of any Y
e earne
a IS ra e
Procedure Code, the criminal cnes shall run Consecutively.
sentence.s should run concurrent!··
l{a nda JJfooPml (a\ Gopal Nm
Subrcro Sesl1arM, A.I.R. (1926) l

Ebrahim v. King-Emperor, C
Chauatt Si11gh, I.L. R., Vol. XXI,

u

A UNG

THA GYA'

by the District Magist
Miscellaneous No. 2
three sentences of
against the respondent
Rangoon, in his Cr~
1947. The responclet
I
three separate offencei
and was sentenced .
undergo one and a hal
and to pay a fine of R:
going six month s' rir
5th

" Criminal Revisi\
Additional Magi·

~-----------------------------------Criminal Regular~XXXII (1931) 637. 12) I.L.R., Vol. XXI, Lah: !1940) 413.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before U Aung Tlta Gyaw, J.

THE DIRECTORS OF THE SOORATEE BARA
BAZAAR COMPANY, LIMITED (APPLICANTs)

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA (REsPONDENT).*
·Crimiual Procednre Code, s. 144-.Vo 11t&ntion of material facts it~ ordu·11lvalidrfy-Success•:Jn of temporary orclers-lj can be imposed-Object
of s. 144-PritJcifJes far exercise of discreliO!t by Magistrates,

On the 24th Janu¥y 1948 the District Magistrate passed an ex-pm·te ord~r
applicants from opening" B" Block of the Sooratee Bara Bazaar.
The order was silent as tv the material facts of the case on which it was based,
namel~·. the dispute between the Bazaar Company and the Bazaar Unity
Council.

prohibitin~

Held: That an order under s. 144 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
where no mention has been made of the material facts of the case is invalid.
The mere fact that the order is drawn up in the form providecl in the schedule
to tbe Criminal Procedure Code does not amount to a sufficient excuse for
non-compliance with this requirement of l;~.w and such defect is fatal to its
validity.
Aung Hala v. Dishicl Magrsfra!e, 11939} Ran. 294. followed and applied.

Held further: That the conditions set out in s,144 (21, Criminal Procedure
Code, for the making of an order e:r: parte are (1) in case of emergency and
(2) when the circumstances do not admit of getting respondents served with
notice. Neither of these conditions existed in the present c~se.
Held furtlter: That it was not in conson;mce with the spirit of the section
to impose a restriction of indefinite duration by succe~s ive temporary orders.
Govittda Clwtti a11d eight otlzers v. Perumal Chetli and a no/Iter, 38 Mad. 489 ;
IF. E. Christim~ v. Carter, (1939) A.I.R. Pat. 512, referred to.
The Ol:der under s. 144 is a necessary encroachment on personal liberty for
preventive purposes. The duty ofithe Magistrate is not to deprive a man of
his lawful rights but to restrain illegal interference with the same. The
action should be taken against potential law-breakers and not against peaceful
citizens.
R. E. Blor~g v. King-Emperor, A.I.R. {19241 Pa.t. 767; Khazan Clland v.
Tile Crowu, A.I.R (1927l Lah. 430, applied.

• Criminal Revision Nu. 7-B of 1948 being review of the order of the
Di:itrict Magistrate of Ran~~:oon, dated the 24th January 194:l, passed in
.Criminal Misc. No. 2 of 1948,

H.C.
1948
Apl. 5.
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Foucar for the applicant.

U Tin llfaung (Government Advocate) for therespondent.

U AUNG THA GYAW, ].-In this application the
petitioners,
who are the Directors of the Sooratee
v.
THll: UNION Bara Bazaar Company, Limited, Rangoon, seek the
OF BURMA.
revisional interference of this Court with an order,
dated the 24th January 1948, passed by the District
Magistrate, Rangoon, under section 144 of the
Criminal Procedure Code, prohibiting them from
opening the " B" Block of the Sooratee Bazaar.
The order complained against has since ceased to have
effect through efflux of time, the statutory· limit of
two months during which it could operate having
expired on the 24th March 1948 during the pendency.
of this matter in this Court. A number of grounds
have been urged on behalf of the petitioners against
the justice and validity of the said order and it is
therefore necessary to go briefly into the facts leading
to the unfortunate impasse before dealing with the
points so raised.
This "B" Block of the Bazaar, which has formed
the subject of the prohibition, had been under repairs
in the early part of last year and the completion
certificate from the Corporation of Rangoon was said to
have been obtained in about the month of April 1947.
Arrangements were then made for letting out f.he stalls
·to the Company's tenants. The stalls in this" B" Block
numbered only 407 while the applications received
from prospective tenants numbered nearly 2,000 and in
· about June 1947 the unsuccessful and dissatisfied
· applicants thought that the Company had shown racial
bias in the allotment of their stalls and a number of
~-them \Vith some outsiders constituted themselves into a'
LIMiTED
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council of action known as The Bazaar Unity Council
and proceeded to lay their numerous demands before
the Directors of the Company, one of these demands
being a right to allot the stalls. Some anonymous
threats with which these demands were accompanied
made the Directors hesitate in their proposal to open
out the said '' B" Block of their Bazaar and persuaded
them to appeal to the Commissioner of Police, Rangoon,
for his protection. The Commissioner of Police was
unable to afford the protection asked for and advised
the petitioners to put off the opening of the Bazaar to a
later date, which was to be intimated to them. On the
28th June 1947 the petitioners wrote again and asked
as to when they should open th eir Bazaar under police
protection. They were again told that pending the
setting up of a Joint Board of Enquiry and the negotiations between the petitioners and th e Bazaar Unity
Council it was not advisable to open the 11 B" Section
of the Bazaar. In July, petitioners placed the matter in
the hands of their lawyers, who again wrote to the
Commissioner of Police on the subject and hinted that
if the authorities could not guarantee the safety of the
Bazaar and the tenants, the petitioners would be driven
to institute legal proceedings in Court. The next
communication mad e by the petitioners' lawyers to the
Commissioner of Police 1 Rangoon, on the 17th July
194-7, dealt with a proposed public meeting to be held
by the Bazaar Unity Council in the Bazaar premises
and the need of police protection for the safety of the
Bazaar buildings. The unfortunate events of July last
then inten·ened and the petitioners \vere advised to
withhold their hand in the matter till public excitement
should subside. Petitioners were inrormecLthat should
they decide to open the " B" Section of their Bazaar, a
prohibitory order would be served upon them under
section· 144 ·of the Criminal Procedure Code. I'i1
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subsequent communications made to the Commissioner
of Police in September the petitioners exhibited their
impatience with the restraint imposed on their liberty
of action in the matter and as a result of their talks
with the authorities at a higher level, they decided
to open the '' B ·· Bazaar in the week following the
27th September 1947. The petition~rs were again
advised to withhold action and on the 8th October 1947
they were sen·ed with an order under section 144 of
the Criminal Procedure Code prohibiting them from
opening the'' B '' Block of their Bazaar. Meanwhile,
the differences between the petitioners and the Bazaar
Unity Council remained unresolved and finally on the
13th January 1948 petitioners wrote to the Commissioner of Police stating that as tbe order of the District
Magistrate, Rangoon, under section 144, CTiminal
Procedure Code, had elapsed they saw nc reason why
they should not proceed forthwith to reopen the
Bazaar. They however did not wish to take any course
which would embarrass the authorities and accordingly
asked whether the latter were prepared to allow them
to open the " B " Bazaar. In consequence of this
communication the order now complained of was
passed by the District Magistrate, Rangoon, in these
terms:
"\Vhereas it has been made to appe3.r before me that the
opening of the' B' Block, Sooratee Bara Bazaar, Rangoon, will
tend to cause a breach of the peace or disturbance of the public
tranquillity or a riot or an affray, I , U Po Kye, B.A., District
Magistrate, Rangoon, do hereby prohibit you, under section 144
of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, from opening the said
'B' Block,.Sooratee Bazaar, · Rangoon."

This order as it appears is silent as to the material
facts of the case on which it was passed, namely ·the
dispute between the petitioners and the Bazaar Unity
Council. On the face of ~t the order in question

BURMA LAW REPORTS:'
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H.C.
requires the petitioner to abstain from doing wha1 is
1948
evidently a lawful act, namely management of their
THE
own private property, in the way which best serves DIHECT('RS
OF THE
their convenience. An order of the kind now passed SooRA.TEE
BARA
where no mention has been made of the material facts BAZAAR
of the case has been held to be invalid in the case of Co~JPANY,
LIMITED
Aung Bala v. District Magistrate (1), The mere fact
V\>
THE U~I!ON
that the order has been drawn up on the lines of the OF Bt:JtMA.
form provided in the schedule annexed to the Co~e of U ACNGTHA.
Criminal Procedure does not amount to a sufficient GYAW, J.
excuse for non-compliance \Vi th this requirement of
law. This defect in the order is fatal to its validity.
The order passed against the petitioners on the
24th Tanuary 194~ is an ex-parte order which can be
passed only under two circumstanc,e s, namely (l)>'in
cases of emergency, and (2) when th e circumstances
do not admit of getting th e respondents served with
notices of the action proposed against them. The facts
disclosed in the· affidavits filed in this case and in the
correspondence which passed beh:veen the petitioners
and the Commissioner of Police, Rangoon, do not
indicate that these circumstances existed at the time
the order in ques~ion was. passed. The petitioners
were in constant communication with the authorities
concerned on the question- of the reopening of the
Bazaar, and there could have been no question that
they couid not have been served with the requisite
notice regarding the order proposed to be passed
against them. Nor could the communication the y
made with the authorities on the 13th January be
mad e the basis of the· finding that subsequent to the
making of the same an emergency had arisen to justify
the passing of the order. · In , the letter of the
13th · Januar.y the petitioners merely pointeq out· that
(1 l H939\ Han. 294.
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there were no possible obstacles in the way of the
reopening of the Bazaar, and as they were anxious to
avoid causing enib.u;:,rassment to the authorities they
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by them. The contents
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conditions set out in sub-section ( 2} of section 144 of
the Criminal Procedure Code have been satisfied.
The order passed on the 24th January 1948 ·was
preceded by an earlier one passed on the 8th October
1947 and this fact renders it more necessary on the
part of the authority issuing the order to state clearlY.
his reasons for the continuance of the emergency on
which .he had .first acted in issuing the previous order.
.It would not be in consonance with tpe spirit of the
section to impose upon the pe.tition_erS,':_~;..t;~striction of
indefinite duration by means of st.icte.¥;[~e- temporary
orders of the kind complained against/·' 'see Govinda
Chetti and eight others v. Perumal Clzetfi and· another
(1) and F. E. Christian v. Carter (2).
Again the making of an order under section 144 of
the Criminal Procedure Code is a necessary encroachment upon the personal liberty of the person or persons
affected thereby for the preventive purposes set out
thereiii.' As ·pointed out _in the case of R. E~ Blong v.
'{he ·;_King-E11iz.peror {3) "the object . of sediop. 144,
CriminaLP.rocedure Code,·-is. to -enable a Magistrate in
cases of emergency 'to m~ke~an. immediate order for
the purpose '·of prev~ntirig .an imminent breach of the
peac·e; but it· is not intended to ~elieve the Magistrate
.(1) 38 Mad. 489.
(2) (1939) A.I.R. Pat. 512.
. (3] (1924f A.I.R. Pat. 767.
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of th~ duty ot making a proper enquiry into the
circumstances which made it likely that such breach
·of the peace would occur, if it is found that a man i~
·doing that which he is legally entitle?- to do and that
his neighbour chooses to take offence thereat and to
create a disturbance in consequence, it is clear that
the duty of the Magistrate is not to continue to
deprive the first of the exercise of his legal right, but
to restrain the second from illegally interfering with
that exercise of his legal right."
" \iVhen a breach of the peace is anticipated, action
is to be taken against the potential law-breakers and
not against the peaceful citizens whom, it is expected,
that the law-breakers will molest.''
[See the case of
Khazan Chand v. The Crou:11 \1 ).]
These then are the principles by which the
discretion of the 1vfagistrate is~uing an order under
section 144 of t11e Code has to be guided. It cannot
besaid that on the facts and circumstances disclosed
in th~ presenl case, that d1scretion of the learned
District Magistrate has been so wisely guided and
"if the order complained of was still in operati~n, it
would require to be set aside. However, since it has
lapsed thi s application 1..vill be dismissed .

(l) (1927) A.I.R. Lah. 430.
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SUPREME COURT.
t S.C.
1948
]ffly 12.

BO SAN LIN (APPLICANT)
v.
THE COIVIMISSIONER OF POLICE

AND ONE

(RESPONDENTS). *
[On appeal from the t!igh Court.)
Public l1rt!cr (Prestrva/iott) Act, ,194/-S. 5 ' a l and lb)---S. 9 ( 1\- Po;;·cr of
Cou rt- IFhcthu invalid, Telepilouc mes;., ge by ComttltS.<i<'IIN of p,,f ic~ t ~
Police Station Officer /Q arrest 1j "" order-S11hstquent ord c:r iu ;,·,../iltg
tullcth.:r can validate Pr.: 'ViOtl S rllegal arrcd--Ordr:r &IUIII!CI'<l(wg 71
Perso1tS-Nccessily fOr individual CtJII.<ideralto11.

Held: (1) That if the orders made by the Commissioner of Police under

s. 5 (a) and (b) of Public Order {Preservation) Act, 1947, were invalid and not
in accordance with the requirements of the Act they were not made in exercise
of a power conferred by the Act.
Ki11g-EmPero1· v. Vimlabai Deshpaude, 73 l.A. 144 at p. 155, referred to.
By Article 25 of the Constitution the right conferred on a citizen is
indefeasible and none o{ the contingencies contemplated by sub-s . (3) of
Article 25 arose and the p rovisions of s. 9 of Public Order (Preservation) Act,
1947, if it purports to exclude the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, is void as
being repugnant to the Article 25 of the Constitution. In a proceeding under
Article 25 of the Constitution in spite of s. 9 (I) gf Public Order (Preservation)
Act, 1947, it i~ co~pe~7!1~ f~r ~he Supreme Cburt to consider whether the
action taken by the Commissioner ·of Police is legal or not;
• ,
(2) That though the Commissioner of Police might have had good and
sufficient g rounds for what he did, law requires that he should proceed in a
certnin manner. Unless th'e procedure adopted was in accordance with law
the detention would be illegal. The order contemplated by s . 5 (a) and (b)
i:nust be one in writing and in this c.ase at the outset there was no such order
and consequently the arrest and .detention were illegal.
Hetd jurll:er: The jurisdiction of the Commissioner 6f Police under
s. 5 (a) of the Act arose only on his being satisfied of certain circumstances
and the order in the sase dated 30th June 1948 mentions "I hereby direct
. , . . detention with effect from" previous dates. 'Ex-post-facto detention
under s. 5 (a) of the Act is clearly illegal.
A single order in .re~pect of 71 persons arrested a ! different places
on diffe.rent dates deprecated.

Thein Moung for the applicant.
Chan Tun A-ung (Assistant Attorney-General of the·
Union of-Burma) for the respondlnts.
*Criminal Misc. Application No. 11 of 1948.
t Preswt: SIR BA U, Chief Justice of the l:nion of Burma, E .M AUNG, J.,
and KYAW MYINT, J., of the Supreme Court,
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The judgment of the Bench was delivered by
E MAUNG, J.-Maung Mya Maung, who was
produced betore the Court on the 8th day of J:i..lly 1948
in pursuance of a writ of habeas corpus, was onJ~a_t
date directed to be released and we now proceed to
gi vc our reasons for the order then made.
On the 26th June 1948 at about 12-45 a.m., as appears
from the affidavits in the case, Maung :rviya Maung, a
member of the People's Volunteer Aphwe, Tamn·e
Circle, was t.aken into custody by U Ba Than, Police
Station Officer of Tamv:e. He had since that date
been in custody. The presentappl}cation for directions
in the nature of habeas
.
·.
behalf
by Bo San Lin, Presi
Aplm:e, Tam\ve Circle.
Maung Mya IVfaung that his arrest and subsequent
·detention were illegal and not in accordance with law
and that therefore this Court should, in exercise of the
powers vested in it by Article 25 of the Constitution,
direct his release.
On opportunity being given to the Commissioner
·of Police and the Superintendent of Jail (Annexe ),
Insein, to. show cause why dircGtions should not be
made as sought on behalf of Maung Mya M~ung, f<;mr
.affidavits were filed. From these four affidavits it is
clear that the case for the respondents is tha~ the
arrest and detention of Maung Mya Maung were
purported to have been made in exercise of the powers
under section SA (1} {b) of the Public Order (Preservation) Act, 1947.
The initial question that arises for consideration is
the operation of section 9 (1) of that Act. It reads :
.

-·

"N<? order made in .exercise of any power conferred by or
u_n_der this_Ac.t shall b_e called into question in any Court."

Does this provision bar the j.uirisdjction of this Court ?
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In the first place it may be fairly argued, and \Vas
in fact argued, on the authority of [(ing-E·mpaor v.
Bo SAN LI2" Vimlabai Deshpande (l) that if the orders made by the
"/1,
THE
Commissioner of Police were invalid and not in
CoMliUS·
SlONE~ OF
accordance with the requirements of the Act, they
Por.rcE
·were
not made,in exercise of a power conferred by the
AMD ONE.
Act. It is .. not ..nec~ssary to consider the validity of
E MAUNG, J.
this contenfion as, in any event, the right conferred on
the citizen by Article 25 of the Constitution is one
which is indefeasible except in the contingencies
contemplated in sub-section (3) thereof. There is no
question here of the contingencies contemplated by
sub-section (3) of Article 25 and accordingly, even if
the view taken by the Privy Council in the above
case cannot under ordinary rules of interpretation be
supported, it is clear that section 9 of the Public Order
{Preservation) Act, 1947, if it can be read as purporting
to exclude the jurisdiction of this Court, is, to the
extent it is repugnant to the provisions of Article 25 of
the Constitution, ~oid. We are clearly of the opinion
therefore that in a proceeding taken under Article 25
of the Constitution it is competent for this Qourt to
consider vvhether the action taken by the Commissioner
of Police in purported exercise of the powers under
the Public Order (Preservation) Act, 1947, is legal
or not.
As stated above, the arrest of Ma].lng Mya Maung
~s .~ffycted ;J,t 12:45 a.m. on the 26th June 1948.
ti Aung Cb.ein, th.e
Commissioner of Police, in his
t
affidavit states : ' At about 7-40 p~m. after due
consideration I directed U Ba Than on the telephone .
to' arrest ' the said Maung Mya. Maung under section SA
of the Public Order {Preservation) Act, 1947.''
U Ba Th~n, the Poli~e Station Officer ·concerned,
S.C.
1948

!

~

-.:.:.: • .-. .

,_ -

.. J

••

{1) 73 I.A. 144 at p. 155.
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affidavit states : r, I say tha;t at about
1948
7-40 p.m. I was directed by the Commi$~ioner of
-Bo S~N LIN
Police to arrest Maung Mya Maung under:$¢:ction SA
THE
of the Public Order (Preservatimi) Act, l944£,,.:;1Jis Co:.nusSiONER OF
clear therefore, and indeed as the learned A:: ;;·i~nt
POLICE
ONE.
Attorney-General has told us, it is no part of fh ...;;;:;e
for the respondents that u Ba Than in arre~fii~g I'i: f¥1AUNG, J.
Maung Mya Maung exercised any independent jl.ldg;:; '
ment of his own to bring the arrest within the purview
of section 5 ;)) of the Public Order (Preservation) Act.
The detention, if it is to be justified at all, wiil
have to be justified solely as one made under section SA
of the Act. Section SA reads .,.., ..•VJ.JcV~V

m

ins

!)

A~D

"SA. (1J If the
particular person that
in any manner _- _
.-- ,. . .._ .
_
of public order' it is necessary so to do, the P resident rna); make
an order(b) directing that he be detained .

.

.

."

By section 7 of l:he Act the President may delegate
the powers under section SA to such officer or authority
as he may specify and the Commissioner of Police,
Rangoon, is one of the officers so specified.
It has been said on behalf of the respondents that
from the affidavits and the documents filed before us it
is clear that t,he Commissioner of Police had before him
materials from which he, as a reasonable peroon, could
have come to the conclusion that public safety and the _
maintenance of public order required the detention of
Maung Mya Maung and that though it may be that we
cannot' agree with him on that finding, our powers as a
Court issuing directions in the nature of habeas corpus
are not those· of an appellate authority so that we can
substitute our own findings· on facts for ·those of the
· Commissioner of Police.
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\Ve are in agreement with the contention rais·.::d on
behalf of the Commissioner of Police to this extent
that unless we can find that the action taken was one
demonstrably grouhdless or in ignoran®e or at random
or influenced by considerations extraneous to ihe
subject-matter before himt we must accept the findings
of the Commissioner of Police. We have to remem'ber
that he is the ;fficer
nsible for the maintenance
of public safety
order and, once we are
satisfied on .
us./that he has acted in
'good
reasonable person to act as he did,
we should not go any further into the matter.
But that, however. is not the end of the matter in
this case. The Commissioner of Police might have
had good and sufficient reasons for what he did, but
the law requires that he shoul d proceed in: a certain
manner and unless the procedure adopted by him
in detaining Maung Mya Maung was in accordance
with law the detention order would be illegal. vVe
are clearly of the opinion that in the present case,
\~'batever may have been the merits, the methods
adopted were not such as could have been defended
and that the detention of Maung M ya Maung must
therefore be held to be illegal from its ~_rery
inception.
.
What the law authorizes the Commissioner of Police
in th e circumstances relevant to the present case is to
ma·ke ap order : d~recting that a certain person be
detaindl-.: Itistkad: what. he bas done is. to send a
teleonon·e. mes·sage to l.]' B'a Than, the Police_ Station
Officer, to arrest Maung Mya· Maqng. On that verbal
message Maupg Mya Maung was arrested and on the
28th June 1948 he was delivered to the custody of the
Superintenden·t of Jail (Annexe), Insein. It was not
till the 30th June 1948 that U Aung Chein proceed,ed

as

I
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to make the order necessary under
Public Order {Preservation) Act. The
of the order must here be reprod u
which will become apparent later :
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''I, Aun~ Chein, Commissioner of Police, 'Rangoon,
P<:•L!CE
A~r_:..:·oNE
satisfied that it is necesslry to do so to prevent them from acE::g
in any manner prejudicial to the public safety and maintenance of E. MAUNG, J.
public order hereby direct that the following persons be detained
in Insein Central Jail until further orders with effect from the
elates mentioned against their names . . . ."

Then followed 71 na,mes and it appears that the arrests
were on various dates between the 25th and the
29th June 1948.
It was claimed by the leame.d:•}:A:ssistant Attorney·General on behalf of the resporidents'fhatU Aung Chein
must be deemed by his telephone message to
U Ba Than in the evening of the 25th June 1948 to
have made the order of detention of Maung Mya Maung.
That argument overlooks two things. In the first
place the scheme of sections SA and SB of the Public
Order (Preservation) Act, 1947, makes it clear that the
order contemplated must be one in wtiting ; fort it is
impossible to contemplate a verbal order in relation to
any of the matters specified in these sections. In the
second place, the order of the 30th June 1948 was the
only operative order of detention as is apparent
from the words "I hereby direct." The affidavits of
U Aung Chein and U Ba Than make it clear that the
·order communicated by the former to the latter on the
telephone was to arrest Maung Mya Maung. It is cleai·
therefore that when in the early morning of the
26th June 1948 Maung Mya Mau·ng was arrested by
U · Ba Than, that arrest was illegal. W!aung Mya
Maungtli detention from that time till the issue of the
·order·. of .,tpe -30th Jurte 1948 was beyond question

-conseqtt~~~i.Uegal.
'" .. .-.__...._.<"!'' ~~'
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That brings us to tb·~ question whether, when the
original arrest was manifestly illegal and not in due
Bo SAN LIN
course of law, the subsequent order of detention
v.
TEE
of the 30th June 1948 would legalize the detention of
·COMMISSIONER OF
Maung Mya Iv,faung to this date. Th~ learned Assistant
Por.rcE
AND ONE.
Attorney-General concedes that the order cannot have
It is clear that it must be so. The
E MAUNG, J. that effect.
jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Police to act under
section SA of the Public Order (Preservation) Act
is dependent on aiid arises only on his being satisfied
of the existence of the circumstances set out
in that section. Till then any order of detention
\vould be without jurisdiction. The detention of
Maung Mya l\bung must be taken as a whole,
beginning with his 'arrest in the early hours of the
26th June and continuing to this date. Moreover, the
order of the 30th June 1948 in that it purported to
authorize ex-post-facto the detention under sec.tion SA
of the Act from the 25th June 1948 when the Commissioner of Police gave a verbal order on the telephone
to the Police Station Officer, Tamwe, to effect the
arrest of Maung Mya Maung, is' clearly illegal. '
Though \Ve are prepared to accept the assurance of
the learned Assistant Attorney-General on b~.alf of the
Commissioner of Police that the case of each in<il.ividual
detenu received separate consideration, we think it our
duty to record here that the order of detention, which
to qur notice in this case, is apt 1o give
· ~ch an important matter as.
of Police
1948

pers0ns.
arrested ~t1··different places~d-nii different dates is.
clearly to be deprecated.
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APPELLATE CRlMINA!IEt
I

J.

MA UNG lVIYINT (APPELLANT)
v.
THE UNION OF BURMA lRESPONDENT).
Pc11a! Code, s. 302 read with s. 34-Commort intention uecessary iuf,;rclfc,·Alleratiou of St:1tlcucc 011 apptal,
Held by tile Bench: Essence oi joint liability under s. 34 of the P<!nal Code
is the existence oi a common intention leading to doing of a criminal act in
f~J"ther,mce of such intention.
St1Cb inference of common intention should not
bt rea<.: bed unless it is a necessary infer.ence. "Necessary inference" must
menn the only reasonable inference possible, nnt merely the probable
l:Jkrt:nce; from the rne;·e fact that the accused were all armed it cannot be
Sltd that the only necessary inference was that th~y intende<l to kill as '"ell as
l'ub passengers.
M,:Jtb!l- Sha_
h
Ku~g-Emt;-erar, 72 !_-\.. i4s,'applied .
iJt:g~k~:=i;l:~~~F . iir.;d_·.A·iit.:g ·. Tii"cr"?r and iz1iotlrer, 13 l~an. 210 tF.B.i.
reieif~a

u;;o; .:: ··

Borcwrra Kumar Gltos'r v. Emtcn r, 52 Cal. 197 (P.C.), referrec to.
Hd,/ further: Though conviction under s. 302 read with s. 34 could not
stand the accuseJ could be convicted under s. 394, Penal Code. as jointly

-:oncerned in committing robbery in which hurt was caused by fellow robbers.
The accused could have been separately c_harged unde::r ss. 323, 392 ancl 394.
It would be permissible to alter the offence:: to one under s. 394 of t11e Penal
Code and the appellate Court may alter the chargt;, or findin g .

La/a Ojha v. Q11ew-Empress, 26.Cal. 863,followed.
Conviction altered into one under s. 394 of the Pt:nal Code and accused
s enlen-:ed for transp,Jrtation for life.
Held per Chief I usli" : The true test for alteration of convicti•'n is
whether the facts are s~tch as to give the accused notice of offence for which
he is g-oing to be convicted tho··gh not charged and that the accused is not
prejudiced by the mere absence of a specific charge.
Meller Sheikh and others v. Empero~. A.I.R. (1931) Cal. 414, applied.
Wailu v. The Crown, (1923) I.L.R. 4 Lah. 373, distinguished.
·Begu v. Killg-Emp<Jror, (1925J I.L.R. 6 Lah, 226 (P.C.), referred to.

Ba Soe for the appellant.
Ba Sein (Government Advocate) for the respondent.
"Criminal Appeal No. 217 of 1948 being appeal from the order of
3rd Special Judge of Insei'n, dated lhe 2!!th February 1948, passed in Criminal
Regular Trial No. 120· of 1947.
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U SAN MAUNG, J.-The ~ppellant, Maung iv!ymt
\Vas convicted by the 3rd Special J~dge ~U Thein Pe)
of Insein for an offence punishable under section .:)92
of the Penal Code and vvas sentenced to ten years'
rigorous imprisonment. He was also convicted for
an offence~'punishable under section 302 read witb section 34 of the Penal Code and was sentenced to death.
The robbery and the murder which took place
in the course of the same transaction occurred in a
railway carriage at about 3 p.m. on the 21st February
1947, while the 2-Down train from Mandaby to
Rangoon was travelling bet..»'een Pegu and Dabein.
Ma Khin Sheve ~P.W. 9), one of the passengers of that
carriage, was ·seated near the rear end of that carriage
\Vith her face in a southerly direction, when she l1eard
voices and the sound of firing at a spot behind her.
She turned round to look and saw three men whom
she took to be lusoes standing· close to each other.
One .:was armed \Vith a dagger and a hand grenade
while another had a revolver with him. She did not
know what the third lusoe had. One of the lusoes
ordered . the passengers to raise their hands and she
was one of those who obeyed that command. She
was robbed of three rings and Rs. 65 in cash by the
accused~who was armed with a hand
time he robbed her. When the tr~in subs(!Qtlt~rl,tly
s~owed down, two of the
train arid One of them Was·ci~h.'c.P.<Hl"•'"''n:tl
the police who wert( 'in '
~;·~kl:!¥i:Pf.iJ}'F
remained biding in tbe frorit part
.
arrested and he \:vas recognized by her as···th'e accused
who had robbed her. •
Maung Chit (P.W. 10) was· also seated near the rear
· end of the. carriage wheri the incident occurred. ·:He
di~ not reco"gnize any of the lusoes as he dared J,1pt
look at th.ern, but he knew that one Hamid who .\vas

1948]
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seated behind him was stabbed and slrcif. Ali :\leah
{P.vV. 11 ), who was seated face to face vvith 2\Ia I-:hin
Shwe (P.W. 9) near the rear end of the carriage,
recogniz<;d the accu~ed as the lusoe who robbed him
of his shirt containing Rs. 180 in cash. According to
him, the accused was armed with a revolver at that
time, while of the two companions of the accused one
was armed with a hand grenade and the other, a
revolver. Mutu Rahman (P.W. 12), vvho was!.seated
near Ali Meah (P.W. 11), saw three lusees of whom
qnc was armed with a revolver, the other a hand
grenade, and the third, a dagger. The lusoe with the
revolver shot Harnid, · .
he dagger,
whom he recognized ·
..........·. ··• him£of
Rs. 165. \VJ:iert the frafu<
· two iusoes
jumped down from the back part of the carriage
in an attempt to escape, while the third who sat
do\vn near a door in the front part of the carriage
and was later arrested, was the accused. In crossexamination, this \vitness varied the statement made
in his examination-in-chief, by saying that the
accused was armed with a revolver as well as a
dagger, that the second lusoe was armed with a
hand grenade and that he did not know what the
third lusoe had.
JawalaJ Shariar {P.W. 13) was seated near the
latrine in the middle part of the carriage when, on
hearing the · sound of firing from the rear part of the
train, he ran to the front part of the carriage, which
was .a long one, in an attempt to get as far away from
the scene of incident as possible. Being too fat, he
could notfollow the example of those who sought safety
under the seats. He saw an Indian fall down from
his seat, on being attacked by lusocs. . He also saw
this Indian ·get up and come. to the front. part of the
carriage, bleeding, and fall down again on reaching
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near him. Two of the three lusoes who \Vere in the
carriage were armed with revolvers, and one of tbem,
who appeared to be the leader, went on firing his
revolver, while his hvo companions robbed the
passengers. He himself was robbed of his money
by the accused. .~is coat containing a cheque was
also taken mv<ty:,JJ:$'y
one of the lusoes and it was
..._-::>-... ..
subsequently,
· , ~Il <the person of the lusoe who
was shoL.4 .
>:a:tten:J,pted to escape. The lusoe
who tirec1·. ... . . . . . \ter all 'the time escaped, ·while the
lusoc who robbed him of his money was found hiding
in the carriage and was arrested. This was the
accused. He (witness) cannot say whether the
accused was. armed with a revolver or a dagger.
One witness whose evidence was not made use of
by the t rial Judge l U Thein Pe) is Maung Kyaw Soe
'(P.W. 2) who was examined by hi s predecessor U Hla
Pe. This witness, who was seat ed by the side of
the murdered Indian (Hamid) at the time of the
occurrence and who said that he was roused from
:sleep · on hearing the sound of firing, at first gave
-evidence which goes to suggest that the accused '''as
-one of the two lusoes who were seen struggling with
the Indian. Later, he changed his statement and said,
·''I am unable to say if the accused \VaS the lusoe who
·held the revolver and struggled with the Indian near
me. I saw one man with a. revolver in his hand
:struggling with. the · injui"ed Indian . Another ·tusoe
who struggled with the·injured Indian was armed with
.a dagger and a hand gren9-de. This lusoe .robbed my
properties~ He is not. the accused." He was not
·even definite as to whether the accused was one of the
··three robbers. All he could say definitely was that
·.the a<;:cused who was later found hiding in the carriage
-was denounced by the passengers as the lusoe with the
Jl"evolver.
:.:~

_-:=.-:..·;·"+: . ' - .
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As already mentioned above, when the, trat9 .,sluw:::d
·down, two of the robbers JUmped from 'tb'~,'\:~~~riagc
and 'nade an attempt to escape. This was r?~J,~;: by
Maung Po Thit '(P.W. 1}, Special Sub-Inspec.ifd'~;;})f
Police, Dabc:;in, who \\'as on patrol duty near Raih\1ay
Bridge No. 32 known as Kyonta Bridge, wi~h Gis
Special Police Reserves, Maung San Dok (P.vV. 23),
the Head Constable of the Mandalay Armed Police,
and the Armed Police Railway escort under him, as
well as by Havilda-r Saw Aung Bwint (P.W. 3) of the
Frontier Constabulary Battalion, Taunggyi, and th e
men under him, who were travelling from Thazi to
Rangoon. The com .
the police re~erves .·.
Fronti er Constabulary/·
and killing one df ·t he ;h'vo robbers who attempted to
escape, at a spot about 100-150 yards from the train.
With the robber was found the coat belonging to
Jawalal Shariar (P.W. 13) and a Shan-bag {Exhibit 1)
containing among other things some of the property
robbed from Ma Khin Shwe (P. vV. 9), .Maung Chit
{P.vV. 10), Ali .Meah (P.\i\1. 11) and the decea.s ed
Hamid. ·Two railway tickets for the journey from
Pegu to Dabein, and a handkerchief were also found
near the d ead robber.
The injured passenger (Hamid) was brought to
the General Hospital, Rangoon, in a semi-conscious
·state and he later died of ·the injuries received
by him. The~e consisted of six gunshot wounds
·(of which three were entrance wounds and three exit
wounds) and a stab wound which penetrated the
chest cavity and injured the middle lobe · of the
right lung. Death was due to the stab wound and
the gunshot wound on the chest, each of which
was sufficient m the ordinary ·course of natur:e . to
-cause death.
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On the evidence on record there is no doubt
whatsoever that three robbers attacked the carriage
in which the d eceased Hamid, and the witnesses
Ma Khin Shwe (P. \'\·. 9) and others were travelling, and
that the accused Maung iVIyint was one of them. His
defence that h e was an innocent passenger, who had
boarded the. ~h~in· at Htongyi and who was w1:ongly
accused by. h,~ {~Uo\v passengers) has been rightly
rejected by th e learned trial Judge. It is a matter,
h01xever, for consideration whether the accust..:cl ! ~ as
been rightly convicted of the offence punishable under
section 302/34 of the Penal Code for the murd er of
Hamid in furtherance of common intention. There is
no evidence, whatsoever, to show that he was on e of
the two robbers v.rho actually attacked Hamid with a
revolver and a dagger. (Hamid was obviously shot
three times with a revolver and stabbed once with a
dagger. 1 Th e witnesses are also at a variance as to the
nature of the weapon with which the . accused \yas
armed, at the ti,m~ of the ro(>p~ry. Ma Khin Shwe
(P.W. 9) said that he was arrried: w~th .a; . hand grenade
at the time h e robbed her, while according to Ali
Meah· (P.W. 11 ), who sat opposite her, the accused
was armed with a revolver at the time he robbed him.
Mutu Rahman (P.W. 12) who was seated near Ali Meah
said that he saw a dagger with the accused at the time
the accused robbed him. As it was highly improbable
fortthe.,accused· to have changed his weapon in quick
si1o.e ession .whil~ he robbed these three persons, the
most ,that can b e ,s aid from the evidence 011 r ecord is
that the.accused was armed with some such weapon as
a hand. greil.ad·e , or a revolver, or a dagger, at the time
of the ,n)J:>beny. No weapon was founP. on him at the
time·.of his ·arrest, but he had·with him four Stel)-gun
cartridges, Which -could be used with a ·33 bore revolver
[see the evidence of Maung San Dok (P ..W. 23));
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Now, the question involved is whetht;r in these
circup1stances it is necessary for the Court to infer that
there was a common intention on the part of the
accused and the two other robbers who actually
-committed the murder of Hamid, not only to rob the
passengers in the carriag~, but also to murder them ii
neces.sary. As held by their Lordships of the Privy
'Council in the case of 111ahbub Shah v. KillgEmperar (1), the essence of joint liabiLity under
section 34 of the Penal Code is to be found in the
-existence of a common inten~ion animating the accused
leading to the doing of a criminal act in furtherance of
such intention, and to convict t!J~... a<;<;:M,?,~d of an
offence applying the section, ~t, ~ho!,Itcfbe p.[gved that
the criminal act was done in concert purs~ant to a
pre-arranged plan. Tht!ir Lordships also pointed OLlt
therein, that the inference of common intention within
the meaning of the term in sed:ion 34 should never be
reached unless it is a necessary.. inference drawn from
the circumstances of the case.
The words " necessary inference " must mean the
-only reasonable inference possible, not merely a
·"probable '' inference from the facts
appearing
in
.
\
evidence. Bearing this fact in min,d, it . is to . be
·considered \:vhether on the evidence on record, the
·only possible infe.rence is that the accused in common
with his tw.o companions intended to murder the
passengers as . well as to rob them. There Is no
evidence to show that the accused carne into the
·-carriage at the same time as his companions. Furthermore, there is nothing to show that he had abetted the
•IJ\lurrler of Hamid either by w0rds or by deed. No
<doubt the robbers were armed with such lethai
-weapons as r.evolv'e r, dagger and hand grenade.
(1) 72 I.A. 148.
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However, from this fact alone, it cannot be said that
the only necessary inference is that they intended to
MAUNG
kill as well as to rob the passengers. Some robbers do
MYINT
'1/.
carry such lethal ·weapons with no other intention than
THE lJNION
OF BURUA.
to overawe.
U SAN
No do
,' the case of King-Emperor v. Nga
MAUKG, J.
nother {1 ), a Full Bench of the
. .. ,;,,hile holding that no presump'dr in: hw, arise:s in such cases and
· . ust be·· cfecidecl on · its own facts,
thottght fit" to. observ~: tl1v.t, the ascription of a common
intention to add murder, if necessary to robbery
is not easily avoided, where all, or some to 'the)
knowledge of the rest, of those engaged in the
enterprise are found to have cat:ried firearms and
firearms have been used with fatal effect. However,
it will be noticed that the language used was guarded
and that the learned Judges merely said that '' the
ascription of a common intention to murder is not
easily avoided." This is quite·a different thing from
saying that the existence of such a -comirlon intention
must necessarily be inferred-which is hie standard of
proof which the law now ~equires for this pmpose.
The circumstances in the case of Bi:tte11dra Kunzar
Ghosh v. Em.peror (2), relied ·upon in King-Emperor v.
N ga 1 Aung Thein and anotHer (1), are ·much stronger
tfian ·th'ese:. in ·the present. There, lhe accused who
was~·orte~·0f the men . who attempted to rob the
·pc\.tmisterllat-·Sankatitolla: Post Office, was one of the
thr~ ufilen wnJllt'··entered' the' room and fired at the
:pSsfrn~~t'er, and might : be··the inan- \\rho actually fired
ti<e fafa,l:·~hot;"J
< , , ,; '
, ~·
.:: , . •
•: :' ;f±oti tHese :reasoi1sfWe hold tliattlie· conviction of
Hl"'e' ~cooseiH.thaehiection:;..302 r-ead ; w-it:h section 34 of
{1) 13 Ran. 210 (F.B.).

(:2) 52 CaL 197 (P.y.).
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furtherance of common intention cannot be l aflo·wed
MAUNG
to stand.
MY! NT
The: accused .should have been convicted ohan THE 'VUNION
offence punishable unde~ section 394 of the Penal OF BURMA.
U SAN
Code as one jointly concerned in committing :a
M'AONG. J.
robbery in which burt was caused by his fellmv
robbers, as there can be no doubt that besides
receivmg the fatal wounds Hamid received injuries
which amounted to hurt and to grievous hurt. The
question is whether tile conviction of the accused
under section 302/34 of the: PenaL Code,_..can, .-in; the
circumstances of this· case; bec?}ter~rt~ ag~~alr~o .bne
under sedion '394-,of-;theY';p~;;c;~mf~~';:N!fa'\i•;bfrom
illustration {iii) ta •stib*settti8'in{3·);&F ~'~ etiori 135 ofr'the
Code of CriminalPi?ocedtire',· it is clear that if a person
commits -;I[pbbery . -on another, and in doing so
voluntarily ;;causes hurt to him, that p erson may be
~parately charged with and convicted of offences
u1.11der sections 323, 392 and 394 of the Penal Cbde
although, of course, he cannot, under section 71 of the
Penal Code, be punished with a more sevet>.e -punishment than the Cnurt -vvhich tries him can .award, ffor
any one of such offences. Therefore; as· in tfuJis case,
tht:: accused was wrongly charged and ·convicted
of murd er in furtherance of common intention,
committed in the course of a robbery in wl;tich he was
concerned, it would be permissible· to alter the. offence
under section 302/34'oJ the PenaLCode to one_ under
section 394 of the Penal Code:' , As held by .a .Bench
of the Calcutta High Court· in the case of Lala Ojlza
v. 'Quem-Empress. (1), if the ·prosecution .esfablishes
certain ·aott& : constitu'ting an:.n;fferice. anddhe: ~ .Goupt
misapplies the la:'w )by.: .uh'a:rging .·and Htont\lctingr ~an
accused.ipeusonrior.' an c offenoe htlren~;that3.f thatrttef

' -,um s ri1

:-.J

u:ji ze/t~l~-'863'

;· l J: h -;, :,. ·-r'i . fM rimi;' j
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which he should have been properly charged and if
notwithstanding such error the accused has by his
MA.UNG
MY INT
defence endeavoured to meet the accusation of the
V.
commission of these acts, then the appellate Court
THE UNION
OF BURMA.
may alter the charge or finding and convict him for an
U SAN
offence which those acts properly constitute, provided
MATJNG, J,
the accused be not prejudiced~ by the alteration in
the finding. ; '; '; ,
The learnecl2ounsel for the appellant \vho accepted
notice of·the proposed alteration of the finding by thi_s
Court and was given an opportunity of adducing
arguments against it, said that he had nothirig to say
in the matter. In our opinion, the accused cannot be
considered· to be prejudiced by the alteration in the
finding of the offence under section 302/34 of the
Penal Code to one under section 394, because, even if
a charge under section 394 had been framed by the
trial Court, his defence could not have been otherwise
than· that rais~d in that Court.
In the result, the appeal of the accused Maung
·M yint succeeds in part. The conviction under
section · 302/34 of the Penal Code ;is altered to one
under section 394 of the Penal Code and the sentence
of death is altered to transportation for life. The
conviction under sedion 392 of the Penal Code is
confirmed, but the sentence of ten years' rigorou.s
imprisonme.n t thereunder is set aside as the appellant
cannot· be senteneed; both ·under section 394 of the
Penal Code and under' section 392 of the Penal Code,
r;ide section 71 of the Perial Code.~
1948

U THEIN MAUNG, C.J. - I agree. I am of the
optmon that th~ alteration of the conviction un9er
·section 302/-34 of the· Pena1 Code to one under
section 394 thereof is warranted by the Code .of
Criminal Procedure·· inasmuch as the mhrder with
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which the appellant was charged under section 302/34
was really a part of the same transaction ,w ith the
robbery for which the appellant has also been<c:harged
under section 392 of the Penal Code. As has .been
pointed out in Meher Sheikh and othe-rs v. Emperor{!),
''The true test is whether the facts are such a::; to gi~'e
the accused notice of the offence for \:vhich he 1s going
to b.e convicted though he was not charged with it, so
that he is not prejudiced by the mere absence of a
specific charge."
[n this particular case there can be no doubt that
the accused had notice of the offence fN which he is
going to be convicted,. that is, of the offence of robbery
in the course of which one of the robbers committed
murder.
It has been held in f;T!allu v: Tlze Crown (2) that
where an accused person has been charged only with
murder and has been convicted and the c;onviction is
set aside 'by the High Court on appeal that Court
cannot alter the conviction to one under one· of the
sections of the Penal. Code dealing v,rith offences
against property. However, that case is distinguishable inasmuch as the ·accused there had been
charged only with murder, whereas in the present case ·
the :tppdlant bas been charged not only with murder
but nlso wii.h the offence of robbery in tbe course of
which the murder was committed. [See also Begu
v. [{fng~Emperor (3).]

-\19311 Cal. 414.
(2) {1923) I.L.R. 4 Lah. 373.
)(1925) I.L.R. 6 Lah. 226 CP.C.).
.
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Befort' U TfletJl Mazmg, Chief Justice, a11d U San ,l!armg, I.
H.C.
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KO SAN MYA AND ONE {APPELLANTS)

MaJ• 3.

v.

A.R.$..A.

FIRM

(RESPONDENT).*'

-~~f,~94lr-s .13, cLtitsc (a :-!Vitcther final morl ;tagc dar a fen·
sale cori!d bc 're<}~liizi'fd·mrder-Iiiter~slaffer 8tli Dc:.:emb,~·r 1941-Whclhcr
s. 3, Accn;al C'f b;teres{ (War-Time Ad}us!mcllt) Act, 19}7, applies;,_, dt:crces.

Jlfoney-leuden'

Efeltj;j."{,~r;~ fl,rj~is tt,,lpbjects

peopl~

in . ~n~,ia did not become..alien enewics oi the

ii:t ~Burm:i'\i/Jteri' Burma was' occupied by the Japanese.

·'ir!E.1Ll!. Krishnan Chef!yar v. M.M.K. Subbiya Che/tyar, 1948 Bur.
L:~. :278,

followed.

S. 13 (4) of the i\-Io;tey-lenders' Act, 1945, provides that in an appeal arising
out of a finill decree in a mortgage suit whether filed btfore or after th~ commencement of the Act, the court may reopen the transaction ; in so doing the
court ::an reopen tile preliminar y decree also.
Remtla Bose, Srimati v. Rat ilfaumrdlza Nal/t Bose and otfurj, L.R. 72 I. A.
156, foll~wed and applied.
Held' furthtr: That in respect of the two transactions, dated 30th October
1929 and 112th December 1930, whicll h ad been settled on t4th June 1936 and
thi:apP.eJla!lt ;!greed to p ay in annual instalments, it would not be fair to r eopen
the same as appellant cannot be allo~ved to bcn~fit.by his own wrong.
In reopeni ng the transaction, th e Acc?ual of Interest (\Vat-Time Adjustment)
Act, 1947. could not be considered as disallowing interest afti::r 8th December
1941, as the said Act does not apply to a decree.
8a11k of Cheifillad,Limitc4 v.CimahBtmHock, Civil nfi~c. No. 69 of 1947 ,

followed.

Thein Moung for the appellant.

P. K. Basu for the respondent.
U THEIN MAUNG, C.J.-This is an "ap peal frorri a
final decree for sale of mortgaged properties passed in
Civil Regular Suit No. 6 of 1944 of the Divisi,onal
Court of Myaungmya which was originally Civil Regular
Suit No. 2 of 1941 in the District Court of Myaungrnya.
* Ch:il --1st Aweal No. 69: of 1941--a~ain~t .. the , decree of -the Divi sional
Judge's Court' of; My;t_u ngrnya in <;:ivil Regular S!lit No. 6 of 1944, dated the
Sth Au~ust 1944.
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The appeal itself was pending in the S,t,wr:~,ri;~~t~qurt of
1948
Burma as Civil 1st Appeal No. 21 of i9,44";·:~,;~~1S time
Kn SA:s MYA
of the liberation of Burma it has been treattid - ~sCiYil AND l•:SE
v.
1st Appeal No. 69 of 1947 of this Court.
'" .
A.R.S.A.
F)i<¥.
The principal grounds of appeal 'are to the · ~ffect
that the respondent became an enemy alien within the tr THEIN'
sf.vi:iG, C.J.
mischief of section 83 of the Code of Civil Procedure
as soon ;;~.s Burma declared war on the British Empire,
and that ihe Divisional Court erred in granting him
the final decree as if he still had a locus standi for the
same.
However, in view of the recent q1li11g Py this Bench
in V.E.R.M .. Krisluwn Chettyar v~ 1 j.f..~l,.(i( Subbiya
Chettyar (1) which is to the eff~ct .plat · ln~~~n British
subjects in India did not become aliyp enemies ~nd the
contracts of agency between them and their agents in
Burma were not abrogated in spite of the said declara.tion of war and the enemy occupation of Burma, the
learned advocate for the appellants. does not press the
appeal on this ground at all.
He has merely submitted tha,t we should reopen the
decree and relieve the appellant!;; of all liability in
respect of any interest in exces§ pf 14 per c<?nt per ann urn
under claqse (a), of s,e cti9n1 Jk gf ) ;1;\f? '~pljleY:l~Y:lf~J;§'
.A,ct, 1945. ,·. : :. , ;. , ,· · ·, ! r;·. ;•:i,:: ,,· , .
1
We ha,ve :"~!~rtti'ned his verbal appli~atio!J-. d .o
reop~n t~·v :d!ecree und,er the Act as the learned
fl,dvocate fo.r the respondent admits that he has had
notice of the intention to make the application. In
fact the le~r.ned advocate for the respondent has, n.ot
objecte<;l to the ap,plicq:tio~ hayipg been ~f!:pe orally.
He f1as rp.erely. contended that th~ tourt h<}S no power
to r.eq,pena .finatdecre~ .at .all~ _ . . _ . . .
· , Section 13, cl;n~s~ (~ ), of ,.t~e A.~t .Pr.oyic!e,s.~hat ip my
9-_ppeal <!:~ising o . u~ 9£ ~PY. .§U~t or. piJt<te~<;ling, 'Yht,;lp~r
: •(lt lc9.~!)J~yf)L:R:.f?17~.
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filed before or after the commencement of the Act, in
respect of a loan advanced before the commencement
Ko SA)( MYA
AND ONE
of the Act, the Court may reopen the transaction, take
'II.
an account between the parties, and relieve the debtor
A.R.S.A.
FIRU,
of all liability in respect of any interest in ~xcess of
U THEIN
12 per cent.'simple per annum in tbe case of a secured
MAUNG, C.].
loan. Now this is an appeal arising out of a suit on
loans which were advanced on two mortgages before
the commencement of the Act. So prima facie this
Court has power to reopen the transaction \vhich forms
the basis of the final decree and to relieve the debtor
of all liability in respect of any interest in excess of
12 per cent per annum.
The learned advocate for the respondent has
contended that the Court has no power to reopen a
final decree for sale inasmuch as decrees are not
mentioned in clause (a) and the transaction which the
Court may reopen has been merged in the final decree.
However, he realizes that the provision th at transactions
can be reopened in appeals aris:ing out of suits or
proceedings relating to them would be meaningless
since all transactions must have be~n merged in decrees
so far as appellate Courts are concerned. So h e
concedes that this Court would have had power to
reopen the transact ion if the appeal before it were an
appeal from the Preliminary Decree for Sale of
mor~gaged properfles and not frorn a Final Decree for
Sale thereof. Fo~- this distinction he relies .on section
97 o'f "Hie·: Code
Civil Procedure. However this
section me~ely provides, "Where any party aggrieved
by· :a- Preliminary Decree passed after the commence- ·
nient of this Cod~· does not appeal from such decree,
he shall be precluded from disputing its correctness
:in any a{ip~al which may be preferred from the :Final
Decree.''.- 'in asking the Court to reopen the transaction or rather the Final Decree under section 13 of the

of
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Money-lenders' Act, 19-l-5, the learned ad~bcale for the
appellants is not disputing the correcfhess of the
Preliminary Decree. He merely asks that the appell<mts
may be allowed to have the benefit of the .Ll~ct which
has come into force since the Preliminary Decree and
the Final Decree were passed.
For the above reasons, · \Ve are of the opinion that
for the purpose of reopening a transaction in exercise
of the power under clause (a) of section 13 of the
~vioney-lenders' Act, 1945, an appellate Court can
reopen the decree of which the transaction forms the
basis and in \Vhich tbe transaction may have merged.
The fact that the decree to be:n:g:Jperted is a final one
does not make any difference to thl:::rpbwet:·of the Court
although the fact that there \VaS · ho aJ)peal from a
Preliminary D ecree rqay have to be taken into consideration it! connection with the question whether the Court
sh o.uld exercise its discretion to reopen a transaction or a
decree in a case where The Money-lenders' Act came
into force before the Final Decree was passed. In
Renula Bose, Srimati v. Rai llfanrnatha N ath Bose and
others (1) their Lordships of the Privy Council held that
sub-section 1 of section 36 of the Bengal Money-lenders'
Aci, 1940, empowered tpe appellate Court to reopen a
decree although the sub-section did not · ~specifically
mention judgment or decree as one of the matters
which the -~Court may reopen. One of the reasons
which weighed , with their Lordships \vas that ''the
second proviso to the sub-section enacted that in the
ex~rcise of its powers the Court shall not do anything
which affects any decree of a Court other than a decree
in a suit to. which this Act applies
" And
section 13 of The Money-lenders' Act, 1945, co_n tains
a similar- proviso which reads, 11 Provided that in the
(1) 72 J,A. 156.
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exercise of these powers the Court shall not
{ii) do anything which affects a11V decree of a Court 1n
.

•

,,

'

a preVIOUS SUlf.

There is a prima faci~;; case for reopening the final
Fmr.
decree inasmuch as only Rs. 8,000 out of the decretal
u THEIN amount of Rs. 22,759-8 is the principal.
1\IAUNG, C.J.
T b
h
.
1
o egin ·\Yib,.;there were two mortgages, one datec
the 30th Octob!3]t,:~Ji929 JoikRs. 15,000 with interest at
one .and; a:1lf~t~~~2;;c;~gt per . mens.em compoundable
with 12. modtb~~li:~st~,~; and- the other dated the 12th
December ~930 £or Rs. 10,000 with interest at one and
a half per cent per men~em compoundable annually.
Hov/ever, according to the written statement of tbe
defendants-appellants, the said loans entered a new
phase on the 14th June 1936. On that date, the
defendants-appellants paid Rs. 5,000 towards the
principal amounts due on th e t\vo mortgages and the
plaintiff-respondent agreed to forego such interest as
may accrue thereafter if the defendants-appellants
would repay Rs. 20,000, i.e. the balance of the principal
amounts of the two mortgages, by four or five yearly
instalments of Rs. 5,000 or Rs. 4,000 each. Besides, it
is common ground that all interest due on the hvo
mortgages up to the 2nd April 1935 ,has been paid.
The plaintiff-respondent has had to file :the suit, out
of which the present appeai . has . "arisen, on the
25th October 1941, as the d.efe~dants-:-appellants failed
to pay:.the balanc.~ ,oLth~~priocipaltiamo,unts jn four or
five,, yeadY,".:I rinstalmett"ooza:S£J.2stated:.; above. (Cj. the
Jmdilf.g. oEth:e ·leatned rD.isfiic.tljndge at page 62 of the
triaL .teco:nk~ · , . .. : 1. l-. :r:; u 1 . , .
.· Un'der .these circuril~tance5,- fue transaction falls
.i nto two (.palit~:- iThe first: part has·~· been closed with a
liberal 7offerhoh! ·the ·part ot the·_.plaintiff-respondent to
-forego. i..r1ierest after the H-th __J.une 1936 altogether
which was accepted by the defendants-app~ilants ; and
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the second part of the transaction is really the part
which form the basis of the decree now uncier appeal.
It will not be fair to reopen the first pa,rt of the
transaction inasmuch as the defendants-appellants
cannot be allowed to have any benefit in respect thereof
on account of their own failure to perform their part in
connection with. the second part of the transaction, i .c.
by their own failure to pay the balance of the principal
amounts by yearly instalments. It is a well-known rule
of law that no man can take advantage of his own wrong.
Besides, in this particular case, if the defendantsappellants ha_d not undertaken to repay the principal
amounts by four orfive yeady instalments, the .plaintiffrespondent might have taken imme<;liate; steps for
recovery thereof instead of waiting for about five and <l
half years. .
vVith reference to the second part of the transaction,
·which we ar.e reopening, the plaint itself shows that the
plaintiff-respondent's claim of Rs. 20,000 consists of the
~laim for Rs. 8.,000 only as principal and Rs. 12,000 as
interest. Although the interest claimed in the plaint is
only Rs. 12,000 the total amount of interest which has
accrued due on the two mortgages from the 2nd April
1935 to the 25th October 1941 is Rs. 17,~59. The
.amount o£ interest has been reduceG..to Rs. 1~,POO .only,
as the plaintiff-respondent bas waived his, daim to
Rs. 5,259 .out- of the said amount of interest.
Rs. 17,259 is the amount of interest calculated at one
. and a half per cent per mensem ; so, interest at on~ per
cent per mens em will be :.Rs. 11,506 only and the
~o.unt claimed as interest by the plaintiff-respondent is
Iiq~xcess ,thereof by a sum of Rs. 494.
· ·d~qes, .the lower Court has allowed interest at the
. contract rate_of one a~d a half per cent per I11ensem on
ihe pi"inclpmt-am@nnt of Rs~-.8,000 from the date, of the
institution:rili ilie snit,-:: ui.a.:therr25tll! Ootoqen·i 24-l .up to
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the 31st July 1942, i.e. the date on or before which payment of the amount declared due under the preliminary
Ko SAN MYA
decree is to be made in accordance with the provisions
AND ONE
v.
Order 34, Rule 6 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
of
A.R.S.A.
FIRM.
Interest so allowed amounts to Rs. 1,104. Calculated
UTHEIN
at the rate of one per cent per mensem only such
MAUNG, C.J.
interest will amount to Rs. 736 only. So the amount
that has been allowed -by. the.lower Court in this respect
must be reduced byifhe sum of Rs. 368 only.
Thus the total artiount of interest in respect of \Vhich
we shall relieve the defendants-appellants from liability
under clause (a) of section 13 of' the Money-lenders'
Act, 1946, is Rs. 494 plus Rs. 368, i.e. Rs. 862 in all.
The amount in respect of which they are relieved of
liability may appear at first sight to be somewhat small.
However, it must be remembered that the plaintiffrespondent has already waived his claim to Rs. 5,259
out of the~interest due on the two mortgages.
The preliminary decree must be modified as follO\:vs :
(1) by reduction of Rs. 862 from the amounts
mentioned in the Schedule A thereto as due for
principal· and interest on the two mortgages, and (2)
by consequential reduction of the amount of the Gosts
of the suit which has been allowed to the plai~tiff,
item 3 in the schedule to the prelimina1:y decree only
so fa~ as the advocate's fee is concerned, z.e. by reducing
the advocate's fees from Rs. 750 to Rs. 735 and by
reducing .the costs of the suit from Rs. 1,655-8.
to .Rs. 1,640~s: ~' i::mly, the plaintiff-respondent being
entitled to the full amount of Court fee that he had to
pay under the circumstances of the case and {3) by
reduction of the aggregate of the principal, interest and
costs due to the plaintiff from Rs. 22,759-8 toRs. 21,882-8 only.
.
The·fihal decree also·must be amended accordi!lgly..
..,.VV~ can' reopen the transactions and the decrees which
194$
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are based on them only for the purposes mentioned it•
section 13 of the Money-lenders' Act, 1945. So we
-cannot take advantage of their having been reopened
and proceed to consider vd1ether the decrees require
.any further amendment in the light of the Accrual of
Interest (War-Time Adjustmept) Act, 1947, as regards
interest after the 8th December 19+1. Besides, it has
been held in the Ba11k of Chetfinad, Limited v. Chuah
Bun Hock (1) that section 3 of the Accrual of Interest
\VVar-Time Adjustment) Act, 1947, does not apply to a
decree.
The 10\ver Court has allowed interest at the Court
rate, i.e. at nine per cent per.£Lnnum, from the
1st August 1942 up to the date .· 6f:tealjzation on the
principal amount of Rs. 8,000 only and not on the
.aggregate amount of the principal, the interest and
the costs. However, under Order 34, Rule 6 {b), of the
Code of Civil Procedure, the lower Court had a
discretion in the matter and there is no cross appeal
·or objection by plaintiff-respo!fdent that the lower
Court should have allowed subsequent interest on the
said aggregate. So we do not propose to interfere with
the lml\rer Court's order as regards subsequent interest.
There will be no order as to the costs of this appeal
as the appeal on the grounds set · out in the
memorandum of appeal has really failed, we have
granted relief on a verbal application under the Moneylenders' Act, 1945, which came into force long after the
passing of th~ final decree, the amount in respect of
which we have ,granted relief is comparatively small
and the final decree is to be amended only so far as the
said amourit is concerned.
U
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SAN MAUNG,

J.-I agree.

(1) Civil Misc.' No. 69 of. 19~7 of;this Court.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Thein Jlauug, Chic{ Justice, ancl U Stw Marw g. J.

A.L.M. CHETTYAR FIRM

H.C.
1948

(APPELLANT)

V.
ltJ tty 19.

MA SINT

AND T.HREE OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).':!.<

Litr.italiotz Act, s. 28-Whetltet• c:.:fit~guishcs ri g!Ji:. oc_b_ars remedies to regai~:
posscssiol1 after co11rl sale aml delivery-Specific Relief Act, s. 42-Witcllter
co-owuer.< sho11/d sue for pas.ession-Execu/1otz sale-HTflefho· t/;ird
partie'? ~-ights affedcd-Bttrmese Buddhist Lau:-Nissaya a11<l Nissita.

In execution of a money <lecree ob.tained by the appellant against t he
husband of the 1st respondent, properly in dispute which belonged to the
couple was sold by courf on the· 30th July 1930 ancl purch~sed by appellant and
he obt<!-incd possession through court. At tile tiine of the sale the Full Bench
decision of M a Pai11g v. Jlfmwg Shwe Hpan and others, l.L.R. 5 Ran. 478,
determined the rights of Burmese Buddhist husband and wife. According to
that decision an .e xecution sale against husban-d conv<!yed wife's interest as
well. This decision was later overruled by the Special Bench decision of
N.A.V.R. Chcftyar Firm v. Matmg 1'ha11 Daifl.g, l .L.R.. 9 Ran. 524, and the
effect of that decision was to restore the .old Ia\~ un~er which ~xecuti'on sale in
a decree against the husband did not convey wife's interest. The appellant
remained in possession· of the disputed propertlcs · iju evacuatio~. After
evacuation fll.e respondents got into rossession. After the Britis1i re-occupation,
when the appellant tried to regain possession, the respondents filed a suit for
declaration of title over the whole property and obtained a decree for ll/12th
$hare. This decision was set aside by the District Court but in second
appeal trial Court's decision was restored. In further appeal under s. 31 of
Union Judiciary Act it was contended(o) that no suit for declaration having been filed within aile yeara of the
court sale, a suit under s. 42, Specific Relief Act, was barred.
(b) as the plaintiff could have claimed further relief, the suit for bare
declara~on ,~;as !JOt maintainable,
(c) that the entire property had passed by reason of the ruling in
Jla Paiizg's 'Case,
.
,
(af that in any case, the snare granted by the trial Court waa not correct
and that the claim could "be only for one-half as the property
.brought to the marriage by the wife had changed character ahd
been sold and the price hact· been employed in money lending.
H del: ~hat though pl01intiff-re$ pendent's right< t~ ; su'_e .for a !declaratory
decree before t~_e war had· been time-barred yet titl~~n the prope1:y wu not
extin&uished and when the plaintiff-r~apondent regilined possession within
• Special c_:~v~ AI?.peal No.2 of 1948 under s. 31 Of the Union Judicia!y Act
the ~¢cr~~ of :\he Hon'ble Mr. Ju•tice Blagden in Civil ,lnd Appe&.l
No: 11% o£ 1947 of the High Court of Judicature at ·Rangoon.

a~aimt
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12 years there was a fresh cause of a(hon for a declaraton· decree \l''·.en the
def~ndant disputed her title....,
•

Rajah of Ve11kafagiri v, lsakapnllt Subbiah a11d of!tcr$, (1903 \ I.L.R 16
Mad. 410, referred to.
The relief by way of partition is not a consequential relief,
declaration of title alone lies without a claim for partition.

A suit ior

MA. SUtT

Joy Narayan Sen Uldl v. S1·ikantlw Roy, 26 C.\:V.N. 206, followed.
Hr.!d furi/lcr: That as the wife was not a party to the auction ~ale her
rights 'cann0t be affected and the ruling in Abdul AziE Kl1an Sahib V·
Appayas.mti Naicker and ol/lers, (1904) L.R. 31 l.A. 1, has not the effect of
affecting the rights of third parties.
Held furtfter: That though the wife's Payi11 had chan!!ed character, it
will not make any difference in the application of the principle of Nissaya
and N issita.

May Oung'$ Buddhist Law, p. 60, referred to.
The children of the marriage had no interest during the parents' lifetime
and the decree-holder's share was accordingly held to be one-third and not
on e-twe 1ftb.

K.. R. Vmkatram for the appellant.
Kyaw Din for the respondents.
The judgment of the Bench was delivered by
U THEIN MAuNG, C.J .-This is really a Letters
.Patent Appeal from the judgment and decree of
.Blagden J. in Civil 2nd Appeal No. 112 of 1947 in ·the
High Court of Judicature at Rapgopu, but it has bee.n
·treated under section 31 of th~ ~~i<?P. 1Jg9~~.iary . Act,
1948, as an appeal und~r section ~Q tf"WJ;yqf as it was
pending immediately before the corrH.Ilg-i,Aio -operation
of the Constitution.
In the said Civil 2nd Appeal, Bl~g4eQ.,J. ~~t asiqe the
,decre·e of the District Court of Magw~ i.P. 'Civil Appeal
No. 16 of 19'47 and restored the 4i~n~e of the Fb;st
Assistant Judge, Magwe, in Civil R.eg.~lar ~uit No. 3
, .of 1947.
· ·
Ip. the. said su~t, th¢ plaintiffs.,r~~pon~ent~ ~~~ed for
~ deere~ up.der s~c;;tion 4Z of \h,t; J)pec;:ific R~fief A.~t
q:~~l~ril)g th~t they flfj; owlJ,ez:~ in·p.P$~.~~sicm 9f ~U w.~Us
, ·

•

.. '

•

.-

.

•-

'

.:, < ~ " ~- \

;

-?' ....

A.L.M.
CHETTY.AJ:
l''IRM

.

-.

AND THRJ:lit
Ol':H!:RS.
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Nos. 337 and 2922 ; and the learned Assistant Judge
granted them a decree declaring that they are owners
c:~~T~~R of 11/12th of the said oil wells.
Fm~t
·
Ju d ge found \1) that the
v.
The· learne d· Ass1stant
A!1o\~~:E principle of Nissaya and Nissita applied as the 1st
oTHERs.
respondent Daw Sint brought considerable property to
UT<mm
her marriage with the late U Se whereas the latter did
MAuNG, C.J. not bring ariy property to it at all, (2) that oil well
No. 1643 \Vhich was among the properties brought by
her to •her marriage ·with U Se was sold for over
Rs. 40,000 and that the said oil wells and other properties were purchased with the sale proc~eds thereof, (3)
that by purchase at the Court sale as per sale certificate
dated the 31st July 1930, Exhibit I, the appellant
acquired only U Se's share in the oil wells, (4) that the
said share was only 1/12th inasmuch as Daw Sint's
share therein under the principle of N issaya anq
Nissita was two-thirds and M.a Thein Tin's orasa share
therein·was one-fourth and (5) that the suit is ·not barred
by limitation as the defendant-appellant had not been
. in possession of the oil ·wells for six yeah; before the
'8th Dec'ember 1941 when limitation ceased to run till
.. the :1st April 1947 under section ·7 of the Courts
'{E1fuergency) 1Provisions Act,-'1943.
:· On appeal from the decree of"the Assistant} udge the
b'lstrfc!t 1Cburt held 'that the 'suit was rtime-harred
1
iii~~hiu'ch -~· ··tHe defendant·appellant presumably got
possession of the oil wells shortly after the Court sale, i.e.
'than ·Jix'jf&r~ ~b.elore -:t he .r;8tli ·~:beC:ember 1941 .
.'-Hq_wkv.gr ,1the learnedibi'stricfJ udge 'also~o)Js:etved in the
:1i6J.rs~ 'of bis 'judgment, lC \n 'iS ·'Clear 'frdi:n the evidence
~ 0 { . (h~ ! 1ptaihti'ff· 'Daw ·smt :and"1iU:it/ witifes'ses tHat 'the
plaintiff•,.Paw. Sint did ~~ing ~n oil Wyll t~ her ·ihaifi~ge ,
.bh.t 'flies:Hile 'w~s :1atetsora·: and ·otlier- properties·, such
~§·· oil' ' W.6hs ·i~d:·~~housewer·J· b6'u=ght·ou(oFthe' 'inO'ney
}i~iited :'fr(:)J:h· the' safe' of :this· w~n:n :IHe.;alsO: ;poi'rit~d.
1948

'fuore

I
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out in the course of his judgment ''that oil well No. 337
Twingon was acquired through a money-lending transaction and not bought outright with the mopey solely
belonging to Daw Sint as alleged by them."
In the Civil 2nd Appeal Mr. Justice Blagden
confirmed the findings of fact by the Court of first
;instance and held that the suit was not barred by
limitation.
With reference to the question of limitation he
observed,
''It is true that the right to bring the suit for a declaration, or,
more properly, a suit for possession, may have arisen in 1930,
when the respond(mts, as auction purchasers, were put in
possession. When, however, the plaintiff·appellan~ succeeded in
get,t ing back possession, there was no point in their bringing a suit
for p.Jssessio~, because they had already got it. Nor was there
an_y; point in their bringing a suit for a declaration, when, at the
moment, no one was challenging their title. They never have
had, subsequently, occasion to bring a suit for possession, because
it is common ground that they are at the moment in possession.
Their right to sue for a declaration only arose when the respond·
,ent firm challenged thei r title by making an apP.liFation for
mutation of names to the \Varden of the Oil-fields ; that was well
within six years, indeed it was only a few months. before suit was
brought."

We are in entire agreement with him op ~h;Y: 9.~_e,si;i<;>~
of limitation. The pl~intiffs-respond_ents. ~Y::futv.e lost
their r.ight to sue for a declaratory de.~Ijef ,3,Jter the
expiry of six years from the date on whicf). th~
defendant-appellant obtained possession of the oil wells,
but it is quite clear.from the evidence, and in fact it is
admitted by the learned advocate for hin:l, that he had
not been in possession for over twelve years before the
· 8th De~ewber 194-1. Even though -the plaintiffsre~pondef\ts' right to sue for a· declaratory decree before
th~_ ~?.I: ll;:td b_~~I1 tin:te-barredJ th_~Ll?<!-.r w.o~Jci_ a_ffe_~~
only the remedy ~-1:' ~eli,ef by way; qf declaration. It

405
H.C.

1948
A.L.M.
CHBTIYAR

FmM
v.

MA SINT
AND 'l'HREE

OTHERS.

U

THEIN

MAUN~, C~J.
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CHETTYAR

FlRM

v.
MA SXNT
A"HD THREE
oTHERS.

U.Tlllt!N

MAUNG, C.J.
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cannot extinguish their right, title, and interest in the
oil wells. [See Raj,zll of Venkatagiri v. Isakapalli
Subbiah and others (1 ).J The operation of section 28
of the Limitation Act is limited to cases in which the
bar of limitation applies to suits. for the possession of
property ; and a suit for a declaratory decree under
section 42 of the Specific Relief Act is not such a suit.
The plaintiffs-respondents' title to the property subsisted
in spite of tHe time-bar against relief by way of declaration, and when they regained possession ofthe oil wells
they again . became mvners in possession with all the
rights and privileges of such owners including the right
to sue for a declaratory decree if anyone denies that
they are owners in possession. So tbey have a fresh
cause of action for a declaratory decree when the plaintiffs-respondents challenged their title by making an
application for mutation of names to the Warden of the
Oil-fields after they have regained possession of the oil
wells and their full ownership thereof had revived 'vith
all the rights and privileges incidental thereto.
The learned advocate for the defendant-appellant
has also contended that even if the suit be riot barred
by limitation it is not maintainable as the plaintiffsrespon<;lents did not ask for further relief, that is, for
partition, although they were able to seek further relief
than a mere declaration of title. He relies on the
proVisO ;tb ·section 42 of the Specific Relief Act, which
reads -~ ·; () .:
.
''Provided that no Court shall make any such declaration

where the plaintiff, being able to seek further relief than a mere
declaration of title, omits to do so."

Hdwever, the proviso is applicable only to such relit£
as is, appropriate to and co~sequent
the right

on

(1) (1903} I.L.R. 26 Mad. 410.
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asserted. As has been pointed out by Mookeriee
]oy Narayan Sen Ukil v. (Srikantha Roy (1):

407

J.

m

H.C
19-18

A.L.l\1.

'·The further relief must consequently be relief in n la:ion to CHETTYAR
FIRM
the legal character or right as to property which the Pi.tintiff is
v.
entitled to and whose title to such character or right the MASIN'!'
AND THREE
Defendant denies or is interested in denying ; it must also be OTHERS.
relief appropriate to and necessarily consequent on the right of
.UTHEIN
title asserted."
M:AtJNG, C.J.

In the present case the plaintiffs-respondents' claim,
to begin with, was that tl).ey are the full owners in
possession of the said oil wells. So they could not
very well ask for partition in the same suit. The relief
by partition is not appropriate to and consequent on
ihe right asserted by them and derrie&by the defendantappellant. The expression " further relief" in the
proviso means additional relief which the plaintiff
would be !n a position to claim b y virtue of the title he
seeks to establish or be declared. It does not mean a
relief in the alternative.
Besides, it has been ·held in the same case, ] oy
Narayan Sen Uhi) v. Srikantha Roy :
" Where the plaintiff is in joint possession of immovable
property, whether such possession be actual possession of
his share of the whole or actual possession of a part
coupled with a constructive possession of the remaind!i!r, he is
entitled to m:~intain a suit for dechratory relief with a view to
remove a cloud on his title created by the act of th~ d~fenclan t
disputing his share ; in a suit so framed, a de.d aration of title Is
all that the plaintiff needs and he is consequently hot Called upon
to ask for consequential relief by way of partition.''

The learned advocate for the defen~ant-appellant
has further contended that inasmuch as the ruling in
Ma Paing v. Maun.g Shwe Hpan and others {2) had not
been overruled at the time of the Co~rt sale of the oil
wells in exec_ution ofthe decree against USe,_the right,
(1) 26 C.W.N.

~06.

(2] {1927) i.L.R. 5 Ran. 478.
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H.C.
1948

title, and interest of his wife Daw Sint therein also
passed to his client who was the purchaser thereat.
A.L.M.
The
'· said ruling has been overruled in N.A. V.R.
CHl!:TTY•)R
FIRM
Chettyar Firm v. M aung Than Dalng (1 ), but according
tl.
MA SJNT
to the learned advocate for the defendant-appellant it
THREE
OTHERS.
does not make any difference in view of the ruling in
Abdul Aziz Khan Sahib v. Appayasami Naicker and
UTHEIN
MAtJNO. C.J.
others (2). However, as Blagden J. has pointed out
in the cours.e of hi.s judgment :

A~D

''It is not competent for this Court to legislate and alter the
and when a Full Bench overrules a previous decision of the
Court, it is laying down what the law of Burma was from the
b~ginning of time, whatever views about it may have been
previously held. * * * *
Their Lordships did not say that, because an erroneous view
o£ the law prevailed at a given date, and was held by all the
parties concerned in execution proceedings, the property of a
third party, not impleaded in those proceeding~, can be tal,en to
pay the judgment-debtor's debts, but only. following Lloyd v.
Guibert (3), that the quantum of the vendor's interest in a given
pi~ce of property must, for the. pt,Irpose of construing that
contract, be measured by the copt~mporary view ,of whq.t the
law was."

l~w,

The plaiptiffs ~respondents w.ere not parties to the
execution proceedings in the course of which the oil
wells were sold and their right, title, and interest
thereof cannot be affected by •vhat was done behind
their back. Besides, their Lotdships' decision in Abdul
Aztz ·K/z.af.!, S~Jhib'~ case did not affect the right of any
one who ·~as 1J9t. 4 party to th~ p~Q.c.eedings in
exe<;:J.Jtion. As a tpatter of fact it had t,h.e effect of
protec.tirig the. rights · of a third party,· n.?m~ly, th~.
brother of Bangaru, the judgmept-~~btor~ w,ho constituted an undivid.ed "Hindu. fall}:ily with ~angarpJ
inasmuch as it decla~e4 that wha~ pas~e<;J under th~
. .(1) (1931) I.L.R. 9 Ran. $24.
(2) ~1904) L.R. 31, l.A. 1.
(3) .(1$,65) 6. B & S lO.Q.
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Court sale was only the life interest of:Bangaru in the
J:I.Q.
1948
zemindari, and not the entire estate therein.<
A.L.M.
Up to this stage_ we have written our judgment as if CHETIYAR
Fuhr
we agree that the plaint~ffs-respondents are entitled to
'
11/12th of the oil wells for the sake of simplicity:) but MA'f!·SINT
ANo'-rthiEil:
we do not agree that all the plaintiffs-respondents· h~we OTHBRS.
,shares therein and that their shares do aggregate: to· u TH:&tlf
11f,12th thereof. .
M·A:VN6~·c:r.
The 2nd, 3rd and 4th plaintiffs-respondents ar(} the
·children o£ U Se an_d the 1st plaintiff-respondent'
Daw Sint. During the lifetime of U Se ·and Daw Sint
none of them is entitled to any share in the propertieS
·belonging to U Se. and Daw Sin.t. It has qe,en claimed
that the 2nd plaintiiifi~respt\-rtdem rM~H(ffrein 'nin is their
.orasa daughter "a.nd that as su'ch she .is entitled .to a
.quarter share·Q£.tl\.e·:oilwells. However, she earinot be
.an. orasGj chilighter rior- can she claim any share as such
inasmuch as her mol:her Daw Sint is still alive and has
not contracted any marriage since the death of her .
father U Se.
,
Daw Sint alone i~ entitled to a share in the said oil
. well!? and both the Assistant Judge and Blagden J.
~have held that .she is entitled to a two-thirds ·share
therein according to the doctrine of Nissaya and ·Nissifa·
The learned advocate for the .d~~~P:4~k~pp~l.Ifl:.llt , has
-contended t~at the doctrine1canno~ -CL2flfi4~~ij.iuch as
Daw Sint's payi1-: has changed its charaC~f:.'':~:· n is true
·.t hat the oil well which was brought by{;Ji~r as payin
has been sold, but the Court of first ins~rtce h<;ts held
that the oil wells in suit and other _pt;Ciperties were
-purchased with .the sale proceeds ther.eof. The District
Court has also held that oil wells and a house had been
bought with the money realized from the sale of her
oil well. With reference to-oil well No. 337, there is
.some dispute as to whether it was bought with the sale
;proceeds of baw Sint's ·Oil well or was transfet"red to

BURMA LA\V REPORTS.
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Daw Sint and U Se by a person who was unable to
repay debts due to them. However, as Mr. Justice
Blagden has rightly pointed out in the course of his
judgment, it will not make any difference even if the
oil well was acquired in the course of the moneylending business . inasmnch as the capital for the
business was contributed by Daw Sint out ·of the sale
proceeds of her oil well. " A wife is said to be the
nissaya and he~.phusband nissita when the wife at the
time of the ]fi.~~iage possesses large property which
may increas_e,£f5y being used as principal in trade."
(See May(Juffg's·cBuddbist Law at page 60.)
So the,appeal succeeds so far as the alleged orasa
share of the 2nd plaintiff-respondent Ma Thein Tin is
concerned artd the decree in favour of the plaintiffsrespondents must be modified accordingly.
Let there be a decree declaring that the 1st plaintiffrespondent is the owner of a two-thirds share of the
two oil wells and dismissing the suit so far as the <,:>ther
plaintiffs-respondents are concerned.
Previous orders as to costs will stand. However, all
parties must qear their own costs so far as this appeal
is concerned.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U

Theit~

Maung, Chief htstice, mzd U' Sat!. Matmg;·J.

KUPPARAKUTTI ADAMMEERA (APPELLA~):
v.
ESOOF (a) S. M. MOHAMED ESOOF AND ONE
(FESPONDENTS).*
Suit.~ for mesne jll·ofits-Subscquetzt srtit for Possessio11-W/letizer bar~td b~

Order 2, Rule 2, Code of Civil Procedure-Cause of actiotz for posses~ion
and for mes1~e profits cousidered-Urban Rwt Control Act,' order underWhether Controlle1· call review or Ca11CCl.
Plaintiff-appellant sued for mbsne profits an'd · ot/taimid 'de~rees againat
the 1st defendant-respondent. After the passing of' -the -decrPe the 1st
defendant-respondent applied to t,he Co~trAl!er. of Rents and mad¢ the
house owner a party only bnt did not make the pl~intiff a party and obtained
an order from the Controller of l~ents for occupa lion under s. 12 of the
Urban Renti 'Control Act. When th~plaintiff-appellant became aware of the
order htl applied to the Controller of Rents and asked for v3cating of the
or<,ler and ,tl)e order was vaca~ed, Plaintiff-appellant then filed a suit for
possession.' The defendants;respondents contended that- .
.
{1) th'e suit was barred under Order 2, Rule 2, of the Cocte of Civil
Procedure as the rights to mesne profits r ested on the same cause .
of actio~ as for possession and
·
{2) that the first' order of the Controller of. Rents w'a s finai'i.ui.c'l he had
no juri$diction to revie\V his earlier order.
li&ld: That stJit for possession and, suit for mespe pro.fif$.do not arise out
of the same cau~e ~£action .. ,_~aus~s; or:-~~P~, o!~1jii~~w~·~r pj~f.i:~rt and.
therefore the su1t was not barred· under:l Otdel'· ~. 'RUl~ ~z,t tff•. ijle- !clade of
Civil Proced11re •. ; ln ;t)stii_trf9r;:~eS$ian; the lpla'i~$~1,;~pMtant;:.n:eefl>renly
to prove possesS,ion witbin, i~ ' years an4. defendan~· ' occ~pati~n ;without
ri~~:ht. For m~fte. profits he tias in addition to prove tlie duration of the
dispossession, its teT'mination artd the amount he is entitled to as damages.
So far as Burma is concerned this question has been settled in D. 1{. Dubasll
Kader aud . (~o others .v. T.· K. Fakeer Meera, (1910) 3 B.L.T. 56 at p. 59,
and the same cannot be deemed to have been ove~:rulcd by the Privy Council
case, A.l.R.. (1931} ·P.C. 221. The case Jaw on· the point reviewed ·and
considered. Moreover the case of D. K. D11bash Kader atld two otlzers v·
T~ K. Fakeer Meera was decided in 1910 and has been followed .for about
40. years-therefore in any case the· principle sl tire decisis should apply .

. * Civillst
Appeal
the decree of~ Civil.Regular.
.
- . . .;No. . 80 of 1947 against
. '
No, 214 ·of 1947 of the High Court of Judi~ture at Rangoon, dated the
z5lli NoveiUber 1947.··
.

"

H. C.
1948
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Na Lliyaitzg and 011e v . .Matmg Po Chit mzd three others, (1926) I.L.R. 4
Ran. 103 ; Lalessor Babui v. lank: Bibi, (18921 J.L.R. 19 Cal. 615 ;
I-otmammal v. Ramam~j:da Iyer, (1915) I.L.R. 38 Mad 829; R. A. Ag,trwale
v. L. G. Bhadblttmji, 26 Born. L.R. 288; R. K. Pujari v. S. S. Pujari, 11935)
I.L.R. 59 Born. 454 at p. 456: C. L. Singh v. C. D. Singh, (1931) LL.R .
10 Pat. 329 at p. 331 ; R. K,. Singh atzd of hers v. N. C. Allir, (193li ,I.L.R.
53 AlL 951 at pp. 956·7; Sag!z_ir..Hasaa v. Tayab Ha$-an, (1940) Al~. 781 at
p. 782; Cf~atwappa Girimcirlapp~ v. BagaJkot Bank, (1943) Born. 43 at p. 53 ;
Naba Kumar v. Radilas/t.yam, {1931} A.I.R. {P.C.) 229 ; Nagmdrabala Dasi
attd another v. Dittanatl~ .MaTiish and another, (1924) I.L.R. 51 Cal. 279 ;
T. Ranziah v •. ilf.. Th{;f.kf'ali. mzd attother, (1937) A.I.R. Mail. 849 ; V. Pillai a11d
others v. T. Amma(~(1940) 2 M.L.J.. 42, referr~;:d to.
Held furfl:l(r::,iir.f;i,tthe first ~rder of the Controller of Rents was final and
could not be q,ud~uJfi~d e~ccpt under proviso to s. 12 12) and s. 13 (1) of the
Act. He ha.i('iililHower
cancel his order in the present case and his
subsecjiierit 6t-li~i.:Jt~
a
nullity.
.•:-.;..,
·

to

:-~-~

~--'

YJt;·· · --~

~

P. K. B.a$.:tt £or the appellant.

Dr. Ba Han for respondent No. 1.
U THEIN. lVIAUNG, C.J.-.Th~ plaintiff-appellant
sued the defendants-respondents for possession of
room No. 1 ~n 225, Frase_r Street,· Rangoon. His
case is that he rented the said room : from one
G. M. D.. Dinath 1 agent of the 2nd defendantresponden~, who iS, the owner thereo( at a rent
-of Rs. 3-4 per day in May 1942, that during his
te~porat"y absence between the 7th May 1945 and
the_ ' 4J~· June 1945, the 1st defend,~nt-r~spondent
trespassed>·,·i'nto ·and took possession of the premises,
tba:f 1ht0H8,,¥J~pJd~r:It-respondent in. co~lusion. ~rith the
2nd defen~espo.ndent obtained a permit under
section 12 6f~t11~~t'QID:i
'R2'n't'
Cdqtt9l
Act
1 1946, from
' f, l
_;
•·
'•
\
. . •
•
the Controller of ~~ts,. ·Ra~gom;i, 9~. th~. lOtl;l_ May
1947,. -and that on his application for ·r eview · the . said
Controller P,a.ssed ·a!).' order cancelling the permit 'qn the
4th June 1947.,.
Both · th~ defendants·-r~spondents· deny- that the~
"YW' ~~?i'. c6ll.us}?rt pe~\veen .the~. .an_d. :sfa~~ t~_a:t the_.
1st defendant-respondent has entered into ~ wr~ttel~•

·

1

~

r

1921-'8]
·H .C.
tenancy ·'agreement wHh the 2nd' def-e·nGlamt".4respond1948
ent on the 23rd May 1947, d.e·. after tire ' ei:~~e! of the
't{tiPoPARAsaid permit and that the Controller has no jUi;~(ifdion
icurix
to review his own otder .gra-nting the perrri'it•. ~JThe Aii}U.i'MEERA.
' _v ,
(a)
1st defendant-respqndent further contends th~tJ;..'f!J:i~ E 1SOOF
s. M .
suit is barred ~nder 0rder U, Rule 2, of the Code. •df 'MoHAMED
·:EsOoF
Civil Procedure inasmuch as the plaintiff-appellant's ·'li:'Nn oNE
·rights 'td the mesne profits ,in 'three previous suits, viz. ~U' TimiN ~l
'civil Regular No. 819 of 1946, Civil Regular No. 262 ·MAU~G, C,J.
of 1947 and Civil Regular No. 1865 of 1947 of the
City Civil Court of .Rangoon rested on the same
foundaH:On :of f-acts and t;i,v~as the•'right 'that be claims
';'": : ·: ·: · ·
in the preserl:f''su·it.
The 'le~rhed Judge
:tl~e . Oil~fi.~];;,. 'Side has
dismissed the suit both on the ground -that it is barred
under Order ii, Rule Q, of the Code of CiVil Procedure
and on the ·:gro't:I~d that 't he Controller ·had .no jtlrisdiction to pass the order of the 4lh ]tine: l947 cance'rlirig
the sa~9 .permit. Hence this. appeal. ·
J:he appeal must fail if .we agree with the learned
Judge on: th e Original Side thai: the,·suit is barred ;u nder
Order II, Rule 2, of the ·Coae rof·:crvil Pi'oce<fii're ·o r
that the Con~roller ~~d I:i~_P§~e~ ·~o ·.c_~r!~el, ~~"e, ·pet~~; .

on

a~ct it_~~ ~~~ny.u~~~;w~s*ty}~.~~l.k<6~Fif8~1J#~~{tp~~o·~~

ques;~o~;:; .Jqx; ·-t.?.~&1!f.Pj>l?~~ :9~ ,t4%.Jl~~·?.t : ;N~;w~er,

the 1ea.rned ~,adv~.P.at~ · :have discusse(":;t :both · ques~ions
so· thoroughly· that · we feel · that we ·sho.uld· give :our ·
decisioni;· on both. •
. :
;:.
With reference to the objection· tinder Order II,
:R~Ie :?;· :<?T ~116 ."Cq~e· o(;c!v1) . ·:P·;oc~~-~~~~- . :t11~ ~aip
~~

' cfue'~ti9n,~-~9f..j~9n'side~atioq ~!.e. {lr :a1:h~t~~~.. t~e ..<?.~~~e

·.,qf .. acti9J;l Jp,:r. )r.ecov~ry , of , po~.~.~~~o~ . · of.; iP1~9V~Ql,e

·~pr~p~:zy· is :distin<;t: a~d:·~separate ·..,from ~ the:· eam)e. ·bf
:;,actiort'i'or.)mes'ne pr0fits. an~ :(2). wh.eth'er- !th~e .-ol~Hnis r;for
~rect5\teA•. ·:of "1' 168session·: c'Qf'Wm6vable"' ;: .rd"-ert-.,:,and
---------~.:t.
-~.-.:.:1?--·-·--·--·------ ...P.. -~-..._.Y._........
mesne· profits tli~refCDr 'rar~..:fusfotwofi :claims for relief.
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arising out of one and the same cause of action ; and
these questions are not res integra.
" Cause of action " having not been c;lefined in the
Code of Civil Pro~edure, .it will be fair to gather its
meaning from the .next rule but on~ in the same Order,
i.e. Orc;Ier U, Rvie:'.th:which reads:
u

.

..

:i

;_Lct~~ .-~

· ·

No cause of ab'ti0n shall, unless with the leave of the Court,
be jof~ed wittr~~;;Wit for the rec~very cif immovable p1·operty,
except-"- . ·.-;¥-;~~·2:~'
'
(a) d.litril(:£6~\nesne profits or arrears of rent in respect of
~fth~tJperty claimed or any part thereof;
(b) ci~.i,iY:~-:ifot damages for breach of any contract under
which the property or any part thereof is held; and
(c) claims in which the relief sought is based on the same
cause ~£ action.'.'

.
.
So Bell J...of the late Chief Court of Lower Burma
observed in D. [(. Dubash Kader and two 'othe1'S v.
T. K. F,ake~~;.Meera·(1):

·"There has been inserted a new clause (c) which 't o ·my mind
shows clearly that the Courts are' not in future to tte.at th:e relief
-sought in any..of the claims mentioned in the preceding clauses of
the new Rule 4 as based upon the sarn.-e cause of action as that on
which a 'suit for the recovery of the i1Jll11ovable pr9perty is
' based. If this w~re not the i'ntei-Ition of the Legislature, either
-clauseS' (a) and (b) would have been omitted as superfluous, or
fueir contents would have been brought·into 't he present clause (c)
.aS specific instances of the claims· therein generally referred to, or
·
· ~(<>) tnllllt have begun .with some su9h- words ~s 'all

*

*

"'""""....,'"''"'"" ~ ~oy~rpe~l.by the new
.sorignt {n cla.i.pi for arrears
·Of rent or rnespe
inUno~iht{propertY must. be regarded
:as based upon distinct and separate causes· of action, and hence
the restrictive ptt>Visions of Order 11 1 Rule 2, ·do not affect the
~l~i~~t!s righktq·'Qrigg hyo separate suits-forth~ ~~covery of the
11~operty ~I'!G fm; ~!-"re~rs. of rent or n1~s.ne t>~ofits wbi,~h b~cilm.e

a.

{1)

{J9~0)

·3 f\.L,'.f'. 56 J.t p. 59.
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due before tbe suit for the recovery of the immovable property
-was instituted."

Bell] .'s decision in the said case has been· approved
by a Bench of the late I:I1gh Court of Judicature at
Rangoon in Ma Myaing and one v.' Mdung'Po Chit
and three others ( 1).
The decision in Ma Myaing's case (1) is in accordance with the ruling of the Calcutta High Court in
Lalessor Babui v.]anki Bibi (2} and the Full Bench
.Ruling of ·the Madras High Court in Ponnammal
v. Ramamirda lver (3) which was approved by
the Bombay High Court in R. A. Agarwale v.
.L. G. Bhadbhu11ji (4).
The Full Bench observed with reference to
Order II, Rule 4:
_. '' . . · . . when the rule says that no cause of action shall,
-unless \vith the leave of the Court, be joined with a suit for the
:recovery of immovable property
.
except (a) claims for mesne profits or arrears of rent in
respect of the prop~rty claimed, or any part thereo£ 1
it is quite clear that the Legislature considered that
claims for the recovery of land and cl~ims for mesne
"
profits were separate causes of action, . .

:Beaumont C.J. observed in R. K. Pujari v. S. S. Pujari

{5) ;
"Th~ lapguage of Order II,. Rule 4, which provides that no
of action shall, unle'ss with the leave of the Court, be
joined with a spit for the recovery of immo,•able property.
-except '(a) claims\for mesne pro~ts or arrears of r~nt in respec~ of
the property cla-imed or any :part thereof' certainly suggests that
the Legj,slature regarded a claim for ppssession of immovable
,property and a claim for m~sne ilrofits in re~pect o£ that property
being separate caJlseJ of action."'

-c~use

.as

(l) q~~6lJ.~-B, ~ ~~- ~p3.
($)' U9J5) ·l.!,.,,R. ~~ Jlag,
(2) (~S,92) I .:t;..~. 19 Cal. 61 S. ·
(4) 2(i Bom. :j:.~~. 2.8~.
.
(~) (~~3~) I.L.R. 59 Bom. 4S4 at 'p, ~S6: .

~)9._

H.C.
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also observed therein :

" The cause of action for the claim for future mesne profits
cannot
be said to ,be the 'same as the cause of action for partition
ADAMMEERA
v.
and possession. . .·· . . If Mr. Jahagirdar's contention that
EsooF (a)
the cause o~ action for, future mesne profits was the same were
S. M,
accepted, the provisions of ·Rule 4 of Order Ii would become
MOHMI!ED
EsooF
meaningless. That rule expressly provides that a
for mesne
AND ONE.
.
.- ~~·'\!\. ' . . . ' . ' .
-· ~
~
~
profits can. be ·joined~ in a sul.t. for tlie' recovery of p'ossession of
u l'HErN 'ilnmcivabl'e .PtoJtdrtYc
If a claim for mdme p'rofi.ts coutd only be
MAUNG, C.J.
.
made alongWi.thfa claim for possession, there would have been
no neeci.:wQi~~v~ for the provisions of Rule 4."
KUPPA'RAKDTTI

Claim

1

•

'.-

•

•

. -.• ~ ~ \.:·.\:··~'7;;::-~:c-;,~·~:

IIi· t~·~.'£.:· ·S.fngh v.
1'
' ·'{'··
obser.vedf:} ;',

c. D.

Singh (1)

Jwal<i

Prasad

J.

"The right
eject the defendant arises ih~ moment the
possession· df the defendant becomes unlawful. The right to
mesne profits arises at different times when the ptbiits accrue to
the defendant. The date of the cause of action for ejectment is
one fixed 'date, whereas the dates of the cause of 'action ior
mesne profits are severai. Order II, .F.ule 4, to' my piind
'distinctly recognizes that the cause bf ·acti'on fo·r·' ejectment is
dist:l~'c't frorh lfh·e cause of kction fOr ·mesne'· p~oilts~' ' !bf' unless
'they \v~i'e · t\.vo ·distinct and' "se'p·ai:ate erltiti~f:there was no
. necessity for ':~rd~i'ding 'in the' af6"resaia n.ile for' their uniting
1:6g·efhe't in" bn~ ·singl7 Clairn against fb~ 4'6fehda.ii(" ·

to

A Full Bench of the Allahabad High Court aiso
·observed in 1?. J(~ Singh and' others v. 'N. ·c. A'ht1· (2) :
:, (It seems to us that the, cause of action for recovery of
~8t ritili&ssal:ily iden:tical with: 'the. cause of action

;;o;wm'-. . .

far '~r~ ' ' ~f· _ . . ;>~tofils:· The . provisions . of: Order II,
·:Rule 4;rndfcitt'6·Mlh ::-~ttireoffiugfii itth'ece'Ssary tb provide

s·p~t:ially ror joi~in~r--a · ·!daim' 1 W•m.~e; Wbtmi~"4Viili ·on.&"}"for

fe8ove"zy·bf posS'~ssion

ol 'imnibvaol(i':Properly;:raiJa·ttw'lillt 1o'r

'&tdi an. expres's pf6'ViSion ;' such i· c'onil:ilti~d:iOil.

migh't "~lr n¥ve

'heen' 1ffisalli:h-Jecl. ;...,.A~)sui't fbr :·p0ssesswn: ea.n.·'oe' T:i~c>Ugni \vHli'in

\'lle original 'di§poS's~ss1'oA ''to·ok
t>lace.p..~a: l~)
~ea\is~
?I .a.s~~o-~Tor
·re~i;>~erf}>1.
·I?ci~Sfss~oi;i. ·~scfiied.
•.
t..r.. . ........
..
·
, ... . .
twelve .Years o£ the date wh.e:n
~·- ~: , ~:.....l

t~

,-i.~

(ll (1931)'- 1.f,.:R. ·io
. at p/sjl: .

,~

,~,

'PaF 329
..

~•n•

•

... ~.. ............

,.. :Jo, _ ,

· -•

;i.:ti~h3"C A'tt 951
.:.. ·.; a't: pp. 956-7.

·t2J

(1931)
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H.C.
The claim for mesne profits can only be bt'b·~gb.t in,'.'.r espect ·of
!948
profits within three years of the institution of th'l~ .t~fiit and the
date of tl1e cause of action for mesne profits would in many qses KUPPA.RAIWTTI
be ~ot identical with the original date of the cause of''~t'tibn for ADAi.I~!EERA
·~r.·.~ fJ
v.
the recove1•y of possession. Mesne profits accrue froni day to
EsooF (a)
day and . the cause of action is a continuing one, and aris'~~'ou£
~, .M. ,
of the continued misappropriation of the profits. to which the Moli:i..MED
):i;:SOO!i'
pbin:iff is entitled. * " * * It is also clear th:tt the bundle ' AND ONE.
of facfs which would co~stitute the cause of action in hvour of
u THEIN
the pl_aintiff would not necessarily be identical in a suit for "MAUNG,. C.J,
recovery of possession and in a S';!it for mesne profits. In a suit
for possession the plaintiff need only prove his possession within
twelve years and the def~ndi'9t;s occupation of the property
without right. In a suit for tW, · ];l.~~nts. be has 1 in addition, to
prove tl~e duration of thp \Vh~f
. .. ·. · . :;,cwhich the. dispossession continued, inch.Idi!lg the, ~ ~_;P,i1:1W~~. it t~rminated, as
well as the amount to which h_e ~s entitled by w;ty , ()f damag~s . .
Evidence to prcke these latter facts would undoubtedly. be
different from that which would be required to prove the fir st
sd of facts."
.....'f(-'.

However a Bench of the sarrie High Court held m
Saghir Hasan v. Tayab Hasan {1):
" If a person is wrongfully kept out o{ possession of immovable·
property he is entitled to sue for possession and for mesne profits,
and ,under the provisions of Order II, Rule 2 (3),· he. is bound. to
include both _claims in one suit If· he ~!Jee,onlyJor mesne !pr<;>fits
he cannot in a s~bsequent suit s?~ s.fPilfe~~l¥.:,~~~~ ' !;.,}~n?: _J_n
other "":o1·ds he ~s no l~nger ~nttt\ed t~ J~S!s;:~~ ·
· ._,.he. ts
not entitled to possessxon he ts not enhtled 1o . . . t er mesne
profits. A subsequent suit for m esne profits YSft~~~tiie barred."

· ·, · : iorJO:~~~
It distinguished the said Full Be9HP. :-slfJ1Se on the
ground that it merely decided that :wlt~r~t lhe plaintiff

sued for possession of lands, but di~. . J!Q~;, claim mesne
profits aq:ruing. after th.e institgtig9, of:. the suit, and
when mesne profits were. not refus~Jl gy fhe Court, it
was. open to him..to brin~ a su!Jsyg~!tnt suit, for future
mesne profits.
.
(1) (llJ10J All. 78.1..
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Beaumont C.J. also has stated in Channappa Girimallappa v. Bagalkot Bank (~) :
"It seems to me that it may well be that the expression 'cause
of action ' in Order II, Rule 2, has a wider meaning than the
expression in Order ll 1 Rule 4. Moreover the provision in the
latter rule may have ,peen inserted ex· abutzdcwti. cautda without
intending to lay d<;>,wn: that the causes of action for possession and
for mesne
arrears of rent accruing were distinct."

profics:or

C.J,

The jua'gtilent of the Privy Council in Nabu Kunwr
v. Radhas7/J}i_iii (2) seems to me to support that view.
His L6rd.Sh1p appears to have resiled from the view that
he had',ex·pre~sed in Pujari's case, but 'it is remarkable
that he has done so without referri~g tu that case at all.
B esides, \Vith due respect to His Lordship the language
used by him ·in the above extract indicates that he is
· not sure of his ground. He says '' It se~ms to me that
it may well be that the expression ' cause of ac tion '
in Order II, Rule 2, has a' wider meaning than the
expression · in Order II, Rule 4. However Order II,
Rule 2, which is in the nature of a penal clause must
be· ~onstrued strictly and it is inconceivable that the
sa~e expression ·would have been 'used with a· wider
and a narrower meaning in Rules 2 and 4 of the same
Order. . As has b een pointeu out in Broom's Legal
M.axims, lOth · Edition, page 395, .,, if any section be
intricate, obscure, 'or doubtful the proper mode of
discovering its true meaning is by comparing it with
· the other sections, and fin<;ling out the sen'se of one
Clause by the wor:ds or . obvious intent of .another.
This, as .S ir E. Coke observed, is the most natural and
genu~rie method ~f expounding a statute ; and it is, .
therefore, a ~rue principle,' th_aL .
. , reference
should be made to a subsequent section in order to
~~plain ' a previous clause of which the meaning is
doubtful." His Lordship also has stated "The
(P ,(1943) tlom. 43 at p. 53.

(2) (1931) A.I.R. {P.C.) 229.
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fi.C ..
judgment of the }'rivy Council in N aba {(lfllZar r v.
1948
Radhashyanz ( 1) seems to me to support that .view.
KUI.'PARAHowever; th'at was a case in wi?.ich a pleader, \Y.h,p _hq.d
KUTT!
acted for' the mortgagors in a suit to en[~rce' . a ADA.Ml>tllERA
:~·i:f.
.{~J)
mortgage, . and his wife vvere sued by his former cli~~t$' EsooF
;·s.·M;
for reiransfer of part of the mortgaged property wl}iCfi MoHAMED
Esoo'F
he had purchased and the suit was decreed in accord AND ONE.
ance with the principle uncferlying section 88 of the U/FHEIN
Indian Trusts Act, 1882. [See Nagendnibala · Dasi ;\fKii'JTG'/ C.J.
and another v. Dinanath Mahish .and anothe1· (2}.]
There was an appeal from. the decree in that suit to th.e
High Court and ''by their memorandum of appeal
(the plain tiffs) specifically. ask~d· also· for the conveyance
of the properties with nec~s~afylc.~e.6Z1ilti't£" ';.fib.~e':·~r,
the High Court made no or<f~(J:or .4l<?S(?ilnt~;:..:f}te clar~
for vvhich seems :to ha,ve been abandoned or,· at a.ll
events, .notto 41ave· b€en pressed.· [See (1931) A.I.R.
{P.C.) · 229 at' ·p. 230.] The subsequent suit was
based upon the allegation that after the purchase the
defendants \vere for sGme time in receipt of the rents
and profits for which they had not accounted and the
prayer of the plaint was for .acco_unt and payment.
So Their Lordships of the Privy Council held :
0~~ 0

" The cause o£ action in the present suit is, their Lordships
think, clearly the same as in the previons snit ; the right to the
rents and profits vested on the same founllafi9n of facts and law
as the right to have the purchases of the decree and of the
propedies declared to··be purchases for the mortgagors."
.

.

.

'

.

"

They also held that the defendants became trustees
not only for the plaintiffs but also for their co-mortgagors in virtue. ·df the ·decision in ±he previous suit.
tsee fbi d.·)
·
So that case is' distinguishable :as ·Dne in. which the
~' beneficiaries
had sued .. their
.
. " vv'ho
\
·-- ·-·· " trustees "· for
·(1.)' (1931) A.I.R. (P.C.) 229.

1(2) ~1924) l.L.R. Si Cal. '279 • .
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declaration that the latter held certain properties for
their benefit and also for-recovery of possession of the
KUPPARAsaid properties-ab~ndoning or at all events witho~t
KUTTI
ADAMMEERA
pressing their cla:i.m for accounts-were held to be
.. v.
:E'sooF ta)
debarred
from fii{hg a subsequent suit for accounts.
S.M.
MoHAMED
With reference to the contention that the Privy
EsooF
Council
d~dMdii 'in lvaba·J{umar's case must he held
AND ONE.
to haye ~~.sPfltled all the decisions of the Madras High
U THEIN
MAUNG, C.J. Court £~:w!il"-~~ the other High Courts, Venkataramana
···' <\• ~;) .,.
Rao J~ :·olJ~erved in T. Ramiah v. M. Thathiah and
, .. ,'·I'('~·
ait0fher>2
:1!:1 ':
1948

Tbe basis for their Lordships' opinion was that by
reason 'of.. the purchase of the decree and the property the
purchaser' ·became a trustee for the jud~ment-debtors and the
claim for rents and profits formed part of the claim arising out of
the cause of action in the former suit. The· action was not
construed'as one for mesne profits. There was no question of
wrongful possession by the purchaser, because he must be deemed
to have been in possession on be)lalf of the judgment.:debtors and
his possession was their possession. The claim was in substance.
to recover the property which was held by the purchaser on their
account and the claim for profits was only a P<!.rt of the claim for
restoration o(their property. It is one and the same claim and
the cause of action was considered.to be one and the same."

In V. Pillai and others v. T. Ammal (2) a Bench of
the same High Court endorsed Venkataramana Rao J.'s
' ,. '
.~~QP~ for repelling the contention and distinguishing,
Hi~.i . ·· ,,Council decision. (See p. 430 thereof.)
·~ ¥6r . .' " ·~bove reasons· we are o£ the opinion that
the rutirig
·'~~b'tf'«:
~~l111. ·.;~<>. .h,.l. ~uitof Judicature at Rangoon in
.;.· ,:~:!'.tfl·/f/!~fi. !t'-;.~ .1..- ,. L...l
M a Myaing {mt}. Ofie.¥~t¥~Y.!fgr_{f~ Chit a'!d three others t 3)
and similar rulings of -.~~~~hf.lj.~h ,So':l:~t~ .cannot be
deemed to have been overruled by the Privy Cquncil.
Although these rulings a.r~ ba~e? mai~ly <:>n \he interpretati9n of "·~ause of ac'tion ,;: ~·n 9rder JI, Rule 2, with
;:)

,

.

•'

...

•. 1

l..:L.

'J

...

•' • .

.

. ,(1) A.l.R. (1937} Mad. 84().,
(2). (1940) 2 M.L.J. 42.
(3l [1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 103.
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reference to the provisions of Order II, Rule 4, they
are consistent with the definition of mesne profits in
section 2 (12) of the Code of Civil Procedure itself as
those profits which the person in \Vrongful possession
of the property actually received or might with ordi~ary
diligence have received therefrom. Mesne profits
defined in section 2 ( 12) accrue from day to day ; and
the cause of action which arises out of the conhnued
misappropriation of the profits is a continuing one,
whereas the cause of action for recovery of possession
,of the property arises as soon as the plaintiff is
dispossessed. The causes of action do not arise at the
same time and the periods of limita~~o!l £or suits on the
causes of action are not the same. (See Articles 142
.and 144 of the Limitation Ad as.· regards suits for
recovery of possession of immovable property and.
Articlt: 109 thereof as regards suits for mesne profits.)
These rulings are also consistent with the definition of
" Cause of Action " as a bundle of essential facts which
it is necessary for the plaintiff to prove before he can
succ~ed in his suit.or as the media upon which the
plaintiff asks the Court to arrive at a 'conclusion in his
favour. As has· been pointed o1,1t in R. K. Singh and
.others v. N. C. Ahir (1} in 'a sui(for possession the
.plaintiff need only prov~ his . posse~-~ion ~ithi~ 'twelve
years and the defendant's occupation of the property
wi~hout rig}.lt.
In a suit for mesne profits he is in
addition to prove the duration of the period during
which the dispossession continued as well as the
amount to ~hich he is entitled by way of damages.
Evidence to prove these latter facts would undoubtedly
be different from that which would be required to
prove . the first set of facts. [Cf. D. Ramiah v.
.M. Thathi'ah and another (2) at page. 851.] Besides a
cause of action must qe antecedent' to the institution of

as

~1) _ti931) ·I.L.R. 53 All. 95 at pp. 956-7.

(21 ;A.I.R (1937j Mad. 849 ..

H.C.
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the suit and as Beaumorit C .J. has pointed out in
R. K. Pujari v. S. S. Pujari and another (1) at page 456,
J{upp.ARAKUTTI
the plaintiff cannot strictly be said to have a cause of
ADAloUlEEHA
action for something which does not exist at the dat"e
v.
EsooF (a]
of the instifutip;n of the suit and future profits must
S.M.
MbH;AMJtD
necessar.i)y Weih. that position. So the claim for mesne
Esooi
profits d:o~~;;:nM ·rest on the same foundation of facts
AND OJ:IE.
,.,an'd r~~:~r;{tthat for possession although these two
U THEIN
M.UJNG, C.J. differ€1lt2fciUses of actiort may arise from the same
;:;> ':h'' '
tran.~~'9ff6'1l [Cf. Payana Ree-na Saminathan artd another
Ptl#liT.ima Palaniappa (2)]. The provisions of the
C~fl{·:
d'f·rCi~il
Procedure and the Limitation Act,.
, : .
I·, •·
.
which h(,ive been referred' to above and according to
w~ich ··catises of action for possession and for mesne
profits kre:·. different, may have had their origin in ihe
ancien'(~titi technical view that the 'action for mesne
profit~ \vis an action for trespass and not on the case, as
poirr.t~ci' :but by the learned Judge on the Original Side.
H6wev~~·, ' whatever their origin may be, we h1USt
admiriister them as we find them.
__ The qu6tion as to' ·whether the cause of action for
possession ··and the cause of action ·for mesne profit~
.
' '_
.
.
.
.
..
ate 'orte ~nd the same or whether they are separate and
distirict. is a ·question on which there h~~ been coiisiderable "difference of opinion ; aild the "above' review. of
the case law revea]s that there still is cons·iderable
·of
ainohg the Indian High Courts,_
concerned, the question
ent in D. K. Dubash
Fakee:r Meera (3) as long
·:()pinion .that . this is a
matfet: in ·which the
pi.e' of~stizre' 4~Cisis· ~hhuld be
applied...·"It is, then'; an' es~ablisifed .fuM td ~biqe by
form~r
piec~dents,
stare· decisis, ·where
. .
'
,
.. iiie ~attre ..'points
.
HC.
1948

v:

~

\

.

: -~

-

'

'·

-

-

'

-

'

~

(11 (-1935) -LI.;;R. 5Q Bom. 45-4- ~t p-. 4S6,· . (2) 41 I.A.".i4Z at p; 148.·
·
; (3) (1910) 3 B~L:r: · 56 ·at p. S9. ·
·
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come again in litigation, as well to kt:ep the scale of
justice steady, and not liable to waver y::;ith every new
Judge's opinion, as ~1lso because, the la\Y in that case
being solemnly declared, '''hat before \\·as LtnCertain and
perhap::. indifferent, is now become a permanent rule."
(See Bruom's Legal Maxims, 10th Edition, page 90.)
''
Whenever a decision is departed from, the
certainty of the law is sacrificed to its rational development, and
the evils or uncertainty thu;; produced may far outweigh the very
trifling benefit to be derived from the correction of the erroneous
doctrine. The precedent, while it stood unreversed, may have.
been cc tmted on in numerous cases as definitely establishing the
law. \·aluable property may have been dealt with in reliance on
it, important contracts may h:we been made on the strength of it;
it may ln-. e become to a great extent a basis of expectation and
the ground of mutual dealings. Justice may therefore imperatively reqn ire that the decision though founded in error, shall
stand mviolate nc•ne the less, communis error faci! j1ts. ' It is
better,' :;aid Lord Eldon, 'that the law should be certain than
that every Judge should speculate upon improvements in it.'"
(Salmond's Jurisprudence, page 194, 7th Edition.)

To turn now to the second question, i.e. the
question as to whether the Controller had po,ver to
cancel the order which he had passed under section 12
. (1) of the Urban Rent Control Act, 1946, granting
permission to the 1st defendantidf~spori'~eiifto continue
in occupation of the prerriis'es: . ;-S\.:ih1 secHon' (2) of the
section provides :
'
·
"Subject to any orders passed by a Court under section 13
every orcler passed under sub-section (1) granting permission to
any person to continue in occupation o( any premises shall remain
in force for so long as the provisions of this section apply t 0 the
area in which the said premises are situated or the class of
premises within which the said premises come and for three
months afterwards :
·
Provided that if', during this period a pe~son in whose favour
an order has been passed shall voluntarily vacate the premises
the Controller may, on the written application of the landlord,
cancel such order and shall not thereafter renew it."

423
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The Act contains no other provision for cancellation of the order granting permission to continue in
I{UPPARA·
.occupation. So it must remain in force for so long as
KUTTI
ADA.Ml\IEERA
the provisions of section 12 apply to the area in \:vhich
'II.
EsooF (a)
the premises are situated or the class of premises
S.M.
MoHAMED'
within which the . ~aid premises cori1e and for three
EsooF
months afterwards~' unless in the meanwhile a Court
AND ONE.
passes
an m:f!~tffpr' ejectment of the occupant under
UTHJ:IN
MAUNG, C.J, section i3 '/.it--..~f ihe Act or the Controller cancels it
under the•tp:Fhviso to section 12 (~) thereof on the
· groupd that<:,rrh:e occupant has voluntarily vacated the
premises'~ ::::~l:l.e Controller has no power to cancel it on
any other g'ro\ind.
·
. . '.!J,; . .
With reference to the argument that the Controller
should have wider power to cancel the order, the
learned Judge on the Original Side has· rightly observed
in the course of his judgment ~ ·
1948

~-

" Mr . .Joseph also contends in support of his case oq this
point that if the Controller is not entitled to set right/ what
obviously was wrong, a miscarriage of justice will remain
unremedied. Thiit may be so. But this is a matter which
shonld be rectified by legisl~!ion and not by this Court.''

. We are in ·entire agreement with the learned Judge
on the Original. Sid·e that the pl~in tiff-appellant cannot
re.ritove rh.e ~st defendant-respondent from the present
p~ssessi~n of the premises. We accordingly dismiss
the :aooeal. with .costs.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before U Thein Mmmg, Chief Justice, atid U San

MAUNG SHIN

Mau~rg,

J.

AND TWO OTHERS {APPELLANTS)

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA

Jmze I.

lRESPONDENT).*

CoufessiotJ-Evidtnce Act, s. 30-S. 32 (3), AdmissibjiJ"fy of-Murder committed
i11 effecting safe retreat if itl the course of dacoit)~Sen/ences.
Hold: That the confession of an-accused person who is dead implicating
himself and an accomplice in a crime is admissible under s. 32 (31 of the
Evidence Act and is not exclucted by illustration (b) to s. 30. But where the
alle):!ed confession does not expose the confessor , to a criminal prosecutipn
though it may contain" admission-of a gravi'ty incdminating fact or even a
cor.clusively incriminating fact", it is not a c~mfes$iOn. ·

Nga. Po Yin v. King-Empenu, (1904-06) 1 U.B.!{. 3 (Ev ,!, referred to and
Fa kala Narayarla Swami v. Emperor, A.I.R. (1939) P.C. 4i at p. 52, followed.
Held ; That where murder is committed in the course of effecting a safe
retreat it is committed in the course of the daccity

Tfta NgeGyi and Nga Mya v. The Kiug, (1946) R.L.R. 229. referred to and
followed.
Senteuce of appellant ;\hung Pay who was only 17 years old a! the time of
the commission of the offence an::! played a very minor part by keeping watch,
was reduced from death to ten year~· rigorous imprisonment.

Hta

Sat~

v. The King, (1941) R.L.R. 595, followed.

A. N. Basu for the appellants.
Tin Maung for the respondent.

u

C.J.-The appellants M.aung
Shin (a) Shwe-thitsa-mandaing Mahamya~ng Aung
Maung, Mau1;1g Pay and Ohn Sein .have been found
gutlty of an offence under section 396 of the Penal
Code and all of them have been sentenced to death by
the First Special Judge, Thayetmyo.
The case for the prosecution is as follows. A gang
of 15 dacoits, each of whom was armed with a rifle and
THEIN

M.AUNG,

*Criminal Appeal !llo,_ 358 of 19~8; appeal £rom the order of .First Special
Judge of Thayetmyo, dated the lOth April 1947, in Criminal Regular. Trial

No.-84 of 1947.

H.C.
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whose leader \Vas armed \vith a revolver also, arrived at
Ahtetkyi village a little after midnight on the 7th lasan
.MA•:NG SH!N
of Nayon. 1309 B.E. (25th May 1947) and asked the
AND TWO
OTHERS
villagers
to supply them with mats and blankets. So
v.
THE UNION six of the villagers. namely, Maung Po Htin (P.VV. 6),
OF BURMA.
Maung Me (P.vV. 7), Maung Ngwe Khe {P.W. 8},
U THEIN
Maung Tha Htan, Maung Nyi Nge and Maung Kya
J\IAUNG, C.J.
Kbet supplied them with 3 mats and 12 blankets c:tt
their cari!p outside the village. At about 8 a.m. on the
. following morning,· the same villagers, with the exception of Maung Kya Khet, had to go to the dacoits' camp
and supply them with morning ~eal as required by them.
Thereafter the dacoits proceeded to Thazi \vhich is a
few miles to the west of Ahtetkyi. They arrived at
Thazi before 10 o'clock in the same morning and their
leader ordered the villagers thereof to bring Rs. 200 to
him at Sanywa on the same day.
The dacoits aL;o
wrote a letter to the villagers of Ywatha-hla and
Zeebyukwin which are within a short distance f~· ocn
Thazi asking them to bring Rs. 200 to San ywa on the
same day. The dacoits left Thazi for Sanywa via Shangone which is only about a call away from Thazi shortly
after they had ordered the villagers of Thazi and
written to the villagers of Ywatha-hla and Zeebyukwin·
, <\§ ~tated above.
':;:, Tpe dacoits arrived at Shan;;one at about 10 o'clock
the :same;·mor.ning. There they called upon all the
villagerst~p~radein the middle of the village, ransacked
all the houses in the-village and also took a gold ring
from U Po Hla (P.W. 1). ·Thereafter their leader told
U Po Hla that he must raise a sum of Rs. 200 from his
villagers and pay it to him in. the course of the day at
Sanywa. They then left · the village taking away
Ma San Yi (since deceased), Ma Ngwe Sein (since
deceased), Ma Ya Lay (since deceased), and Ma Thanj
Kyi (P.W. 4) as hostages.
H.C.
1948
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l·LC.
vVhen they got to Sanywa, the dacoi'~ rut up in the
1948
house of the late Maung Tun Yan's wichw ~;&a ~ha. i'IIAI::-;G SHIN
They kept three of the hostages, namely, }!~ §~~!T(i\'i, ANn Two
07
Ma Ngwe Sein and Ma Ya Lay tied up togethe'f.\\f~;~J;t!~a
~.~,!<~
rope under a tamarind tree between M:t Pha's Ii6~§;~ ~~.cB~~~~\N
and the next house thereto.
However, Ma Tha~ I{y···.'··.:·.·~.··•.:..·.·.·· UTHE!~
the remaining hostage, who was only 12 years of ag~', .· ?<JAuNG, c.J,
was required by the leader of the dacoits to massage
him in Ma Pha's house.
The villagers of Thazi \vho could raise only
Rs. 100 deputed Maung Tun Yin (P.vV. 5) and
Maung Kan (P.W. 25) to go ~p,g pay the money on
their behalf to the teader of ;t~~~. :·· gits. Tun Yin and
MaLmg Kan accordingly 'I.V~hl a~ o'ffe1"ed Rs. 100 to
the leader c)f the dacoits in Ma Ph.a·~· house at Sanywa,
but tht." i:ltter s1id tint he \vas astonished to have been
offered such a small sum when be was such a notorious
leader and that he would attack Thazi if the villagers.
failed to pay the full amount of Rs. 200.. So Maung Tun
Yin had to go back lo Thazi to get another sum of
Rs. 100 leaving Maung Kan ''as security". Maung Tun
Yin succeeded in rai:-;ing another sum of Rs. 100 ; so·
he came and paid the money to the leader of the
dacoits and the latter allpwed him to take his
companion Maung Kan away with hirti~ I. 'Oii Uieir \vay
back to Thazi, Tun Yin and Maung Kin came across
four or five dacoits who were on kin duty ph a hillock
in the north of Sanywa. The dacoits .<;lleta.ined them
there for a while and asked them whether they had
paid the money to the leader.
The villagers of Ywatha-hla and Zeebyukwin also
raised Rs. 50 each and deputed Turi Han, Po Han and
Maung Khin (P.Ws. 10, 11 a,nd 12) to go and pay the
money to the leader of the uacoits .at'Sanywa.. Tun Han,
Po Han and Maung Khin accord~ngly went and o~ered
the money to the leader of the· d~·t:bitk ~fMa Pha's house.
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in Sanywa. However, the latter was dissatisfied as the
amount
was small and threatened" to show his ability".
M.AVNG SHIN
AND TWO
So Tun Kyi, one of the dacoits had to take them away
O'l'HERS
from the leader saying that he would n show his own
v.
THE UNION
ability". Tun Kyi then detained them at a place
OF BURM~.
about 20 r.ubits away from the three women captiYes.
U THEIN
MJ\Ut{G, C.J. However, they managed to escape when the Ycoaws
arrived at the v.illage.
The villagers of Shangone also raised a ·sum of
Rs. 45 and deputed Maung Ky~w Hla (P.\;V. 2),
Maung Kya Zwe (P.W. 3) and Maung San Aye (since
deceased) to go and pay the money to the leader of the
dacoits at Sanywa. When they got to Ma Pha's house
in Sanywa village, Kyaw Hla alon~ went up and offered
the money to the leader of tile dacoits and his companions, Kya Zwe and San Aye, remained near the three
captives, Ma Ya Lay, Ma San Yi and Ma Ngwe
Sein ; Ma San Yi being Kya Zwe's wife and Ma Ngwe
Sein being San Aye's wife. The leader of the dacoits
being dissatisfied, Maung Kyaw Hla had to explain to
him that his villagers had become poor on account
of several demands which had been made by other
dacoits. Just as he was giving the said explanation,
some dacoits outside the house shouted to their
~omrades that Yebaws had arrived and that they should
~.l~e l :r·~oyer.
The~ there was a commotion. Kyaw Hla
;i .:; ) .
,)
·ciTJ.At)~y:Jrom.the house and Ma Than Kyi climbed up
a'sh~l~.:}tt'_':tij§·_ :hc;rll.~~· . ~au Aye, h~owever, went up to
his wifc(Ma ' ~gw~~t~~iii '·i!l4 ·tried to untie the rope
around her hands. 'J~st
the leader of the dacoits
carrie dQ\Yn from the house and shot at San Aye
and the tl~ree women c.aptives with the result that they
all di~d
.the spot. Kya Zwe then. ran away and there
was a fight beh\·een the Yebaws and the dacoi.t s · in the .
course of which two Yebaws, namely, Saw Maung and
Paik Tin were shot dead by one of the dacoits. The
1948
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rest of the Yebaws, i.e. Kya Thi, Po Thaw, Tin Myint
(P.Ws. 18, 19 and 20) and others retr'e~tfed after
Saw Maung and Paik Tin had fallen, \vith tfi'@ ;result
that the rifles with which Saw Maung and 'Paik Tin
were armed, fell into the possession of the dacoits>''fhe
rifle with which Saw Maung was armed
<'a
U.S.A. rifle of ·303 bore bearing the No. 95C1846.
It was issued by U Thein Aung, Police Station Officer
(P..\iV. 13) to Po Thaw'(P.W.19) and according to both
Po Thaw and U Thein Aung it \Vas in the joint charge
of Po Thaw and Saw .Maung.
After the incident,
9 ,.of the . dacoits including the
0
same leader as before went. fi-o~·'p~irywa to Shangone.
They then had the two"rifles' '\\itfh.¥h they had seized
from Saw Maung and Paik Tin. So they '\Vere armed
\vith 11 rifles and the leader ·w as armed \Vith a revolver
also as before. \Vhen they arrived at Shangone, they
collected villagers and ordered them to carry the looted
properties to Ywatha-hla and among the villagers who
had to carry the looted properties to Ywatha-hla, as
required by them, were U Po Hla, Kyaw Hla and
Kya Zwe (P.Ws. 1, 2 and 3). Maung Tun Yin (P.'iN. 5)
who happened to be in Shangone village, then, also had
to carry some of the looted properties from Shangone to
Ywatha-hla.
The dacoits arrived at Ywatba-hla at about 4-30 p.m.
on the same day and the leader called upon the
villagers to provide them vvith food and water. Po Han
and Maung Khin (P.Ws. 11 and 12) were among the
villagers who had to give them food and water in
compliance with their order. The dacoits left Ywatha. hla after having their meals and went towards Monda.
In the meanwhile some villagers of Shangone went
and ~aw the d ead bodies of San Aye, Ma San Yi,
Ma.Ngwe Sein, MaYa Lay, Maung Saw Maung and
Paik Tin.- Ma Than ·Kyi came down hom the shelf

v,·as

H. C.
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\\·here she had been biding when she sa\\. the ·villagers
of Shangone and accompanied them back to Shangone.
MAUNG SH!l-1
Then, some villagers of Sanywa sent the dead
AND T\\'0
OTHERS
bodies of those 6 victims to the Civil Hospital at
:J
THE UNlON
\'lindon, and Dr. Singh (P.W. 15) has testified that
oF BuR~f.\.
they all died of gunshot wounds.
UTHEIN
About the time of the incident, dacoities were
MAUNG, C,J.
so rampant that there \Vas a reign of terror in the
locality and l/ Po Nwe (P.\V. 26)1 the headman of
Thazi village~fract, was living at Kama as he dared not
1ive at Th~zi. Ho\vever, Maung Kan, Tun Yin,
Tun Hc.n,Maung Khin and Po Hla reported to him of
the incident ; and he made notes of their reports and
sent them to the police station (see Exhibits Q, R, S
and T).
Po Kunt, the 1st accused in the case was arrest ed
on the 13th Jun e 19+7 z.nd he gave a confession before
the Township Magistrate, Thayetmyo', on the 16th June
1947 (see Exhibit U). However, he died on the
25th October 1947 before the trial commenced.
Ohn Sein, the 3rd appellant, was arrested on the
12th June 1947 and he confessed before the same
Magistrate on the 20th August 1947 {see Exhibit V).
The first two appellants Maung Shin and Maung Pay
were arrested at Mokkha vil14ge., Ingabu Township, by
Saw Khun Doe and Maung Tun.Aye (P.Ws. 21 and 22).
-The circumstances, under which Maung Shin and
'1f~~Qg Pay, were arrested, have been described by
shin,,wh~ qas given .evidence on qath in his
own defence: - a5 ·follows.
His party consisting of
12 men and 3 women left· Thayetmyo District for
Henzada District. . When they arrived at Theingon
village in Kyangin Township, they had an encounter
with a party of P.Y.T. headed by·!3o Sun Nyo in the
·course of which the P.Y.T. seized three members of
.his party. ~amely,· San Kyi, Kyaw Shein and Tun Ngwe
H.C.
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H.C.
and five firearms. He and the other members of
19-tS
his party managed to escap.e and went to 11okkha
SIHN
village. On the way to that village they left. their C\iAt:~G
A~D T\\'0
firearms, namely, seven rifles and his ovn1 revolver or~.Ells
hidden on a hill. The member of his party \:o.ilig I~~~:;~~~
actually hid thel!l -vvas Tun Tin. · All the members Or
U THEIN
his party \:r.1ere arrested at Mokkha and all the hidden MAUNG,
C.J.
firearms and ammunition \\'ere seized by U Hla Bu,
Subdivisional Police Officer, Myanaung (P. W. 24), as
they were pointed out by Tun Tin himself. Among
the rifles so seized was the American rifle bearing
No. 9SC1846, 1.e. one of the rifles \Vhich fell into
.the possession of the dacoits on the death of Yebaw
Saw Maung and Yebaw Paik ~in.
The evidence on which the learn ed First Special
Judge has convicted Maung Shin consists of (1 \ the
evidence of the villagers of Ahtetkyi, Thazi, Sbangone,
Ywatha-hla and Zeebyukwin, including IVla Than Kyi,
who have identified him as the leader of the dacoit gang;
(2) the confession of Po Kunt; and t3) the discovery
of the said American rifle.
' Po Htin, Maung Me, Maung Ngwe Khe and three
other villagers of Ahtetkyi, namely Maung Tha Htan,
Maung Lu Ngo and Maung Kya Kbet, identified
Iv'Iaung Shin as the leader of the dacoits aLan identification parade which was held on the 16th August 1947
u11der the supervision of U Maung Gyi (P.W. 16).
Maung Shin then told U Maung Gyi that·they could
identify him as he had once lived in their village
Ahtetkyi. However, neither Po Htin, nor Maung Me,
nor Maung Ngwe Khe, has been asked in cross-examination if it was not a fact that Maung Shin had lived in
their village, and if he had really lived there at all these
witnesses would have had all the more reason to be able
to recognize ~1m. Moreover, th~y had ample opportunity to see who the leader of the dacoits was when the
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gang came and commandeered for mats, blankets and
breakfast.
1\fAUNG SHIN
Tun Yin and iVfaung Kan of Thazi have also testified
ANO TWO
OTHERS
that Maung Shin \vas the leader of the dacoits and
'II.
Maung Kan has added that Maung Shin had been
THE U~lON
OF BURMA.
known to him about two months before 1.he occurrence
U THEIN
as be had to supply him on a previous occasion with
l\IAUNG, C.J.
some rice and a fowl.
U Po Hla, Kyaw Hla and Kya Zwe of Shangone
village have also identified Maung Shin as the leader
of the dacoits.
It will be seen from what has been stated above that
the villagers of Thazi and Shangone had ample opportunity to see who the leadE:r of the dacoits was.
Ma Than Kyi, who was one of the hostages taken
away by the dacoits from Shangone to Sanywa and who
had to massage thetr 1eader at Sanywa, has also
identified Maung Shin as the man \\'horn she had to
massage. She has also added that she actually
saw Maung Shin fire at San Aye, Ma San Yi, Ma Ngwe
Sein and MaYa L~y, when an al~rrn was raised about
the arrival of Yebaws and when San Aye tried to untie
the h ands of his wife, Ma Ngwe Sein. There can be
no doubt whatsoever of Ma Than Kyi having had a
good opportunity to observe who the leader of the
dacoits was.
.
J'. J:n this connection it may also be noted tl1a.t
' M~''T..ha,IbKyi's statement that it was Maung Shin v,'ho
fired at San·1Aye aD;da)thers is corroborated by Kya Zwe
although this part:offllieir ; evidence must be received
with caution as neither c)f them has stated to the police
that it was the leader who shot at San Aye and three
others.
Tun Han of· Zeebyukwin and Po Han and
Maung Khin of Ywatha-hla have also 1d~ nti:fied
Maung §hin as the leader of the dacoits to whom they
H.C.
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had to go and pay the money. Maung Slw.re Saing
(P.W. 27) has also identified Maung Shin as the leader
of the dacoits, \:vho came to Ywatha-hla village in the
afternoon of tbe 27th l'vfay 1947, and explained that be
had also seen :rviaung Shin definitely when Maung Shin
and his gang visited his village on a previous occasion
about five or six months before the occurrence.
The learned advocate for the appellants has laid
stress on the fact that a parade for identification of
Maung Shin was held in the Jail of Thayetmyo under
the supervision of U San Dub (P.vV. 13) on the
25th August 1947, that Kyaw Hla (P.W. 2) alone
identified him in that parade and that Po Hla,
Ma Than Kyi, Tun Yin, Po Han and Maung Khin did
not identify him then. Howev~r, th e said witnesses
have explained that they dared not identify Maung Shin
then as prisoners, who ushered them to the parade had
intimidated and asked them not to identify him. In
this connection, U San Dun has depose d, " The jail
atmosphere is rather exciting. I myself felt excitement
and some un easiness. I felt rather timid over seeing
the jail population." Mr. Mahmood O?.W. 17) who
·took the witnesses to the jail, has also deposed that the
witnesses told him after the parade, "they did find
Maung Shin in the parade but tbaf they ; purposely
refrained from identifying him· as some of the convicts
inside the jail had threatened them with death if they
ventured to point out Maung Shin." The learned
Special Judge has accepted the explanation of the
witnesses and we do not s.ee any reason to differ from
him. The witnesses had ample opportunity to observe
who the leader of the gang was and they are all definite
in their evidenc~ that Maung Shin was the leader. We
cannot believe tHat ,as many as 13 witnesses have given
their false evidence- against Maung Shin or that they
had made a mistake abotit the identity of the leader.
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Yebmt• Kya Thee (P.vV. lS).has indirectly corroborated their evidence. He has stated that two men who
MAUNG SHIN
were
watching at the western gate of Sanywa fired at
aND TWO
OTHERS
the Yebaws calling out '' Shwe-thit-sa-mandaing lVIaha'IJ.
THE UNION
myaing Aung J\!Jaung's gang."· His statement may be
OF BUR~fA.
taken together with the statement of Tun Yin (P.\1\T. 5)
U THEIN
that when he offered Rs. 100 only, the leader who got
MAUNG, C.J.
offended by the smallness of the amount said that
he was Maung Shin othenvise known as Shwe-thitsamandaing IVIaharriyaing Aung Maung and that he was
astonished to have such a small sum offered to him
when he was such a notorious leader. In this connection, it must also be noted that Maung Shin admits
having given his name as Maung Shin (alias) Shwethitsa-mandai_ng 1VIahamyaing Aung Maung to the
Magistrate at Ingabu.
The influence ·of Maung Shin and his gang can be
gathered from the evidence of headman U Po Nwe,
who dared not live in his own village-tract.
He says,
~' Maung Shin's gang of dacoits was operating recklessly
·at that time. V.J e dared not mention his name to the
authorities at'that time." Maung Shin himself has stated
that he went to'Thayetmyo District in consultation with
T1,1n Shwe, a dacoit leader of Taungsagaing, that he
-organized a party of his own and collected firearms and
ammunitions to revolt against the British, that he
remained; ,in the jungles with the followers, about
·60 men;' £6f.}~·9.?~t a)'~alf' trat 40 to 60 of his followers
had surrendered fo the po1i¢e, as directed by him and
that some more of his 'men· surrendered to the police
-on the eve of his departure from Thayetmyo District
for Henzada District. Under these circumstances, it
may well be that there were prisotfers in Thayetmyo
jail who did not want any witne,sS- to identify him.
The learned advocate for the appellants has
.contended that the alleged confession of Po Kunt is
H.C.
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not admissible in evidence under section 30 of the
Evidence Act as Po Kunt was not being tried together
with the present appellants and that the learned Special
Judge erred in admitting it in evidence under
section 32 (3) of the Evidence Act inasmuch as
Po Kunt had been arrested before he made the
-confessional statement. It has been held in N ~:,a Po
Yin v. Kitz!!.·Embero r ( 1) that the confession of an
accused person, who is dead, implicating himself and
an accomplice in a crime is admissible under
section 32 (3), Evidence Act, and is not excluded
by illustration (b) to section 30 thereof.
According to sub-section (3) of section 32 of the
Evidence Act, statements of relevant facts rJ!ade by
a person, who is dead, are themselv es relevant facts
when the statements, if true, would have exposed him
to a criminal prosecution. So for a statement to be
admissible under the sub-section, it must be a statement of relevant facts and it must be of such a nature
as to expose the person who made the statement to
.a criminal prosecution. The allegf'd confession of
Po Kunt does not comply with these requirements.
His statement relates ( 1) to his having gone :round with
some members of Bala's gang and " collected lJ money
from some villagers for Bala, (2) to his having accompanied Maung Shin, Maung Pay, Ohn Sein, and others
to Monda, Ahtetkyi and Thazi (3), to his having pleaded
with Maung Shin at Sanywa to release the captive
women and (4) to his having run away from Sanywa
when the Yeb.aws ca.me there. Even if his " collection "
of money from other villagers for Bala may be inferred
to amount to an offence of dacoity or robbery, be has
not expressly stated that he committed any such offence
and the questi.Dn as t? whether he committed any such

..

:.

{1) (1904-:-06) 1 U.B.R. 3 (Ev.).
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offence at the instance of Bala, is not relevant to this
case at all. Their Lordships of the Privy Council have
observed in Pakala Narayana Swarni v. Emperor (1):

OTHER$

v.

" . . . . in their Lordships' view no statement that contains self-exculpatory matter can amount to a confession if the
exculpatory statement is of some fact which, if true, would negative
U THElN
Moreover, a confession
MAUNG, C.J. the offence alleged to be confessed.
must either admit in terms the offence, or at any rate substantially
all the facts which constitute the offence. An admissioH of a
gravely i11criminating fact, even a conclusively incriminating fact
is not of itself a confession, e·R· an admission that the accused
is the owner of and was in recent possession of the knife or
revolver which caused a death with no explanation of any other
man's possession."
THE UNION
OF BURMA.

With reference to his statement that he accompanied Maung Shin and others up to Thazi village, he
has not stated what was the object of their visit to
Thazi village, nor has he stated whether any offence
was committed at Thazi village at all. It is quite clear
from his statement that he stayed behind at Thazi
village and did not know what happened at Shangone
village. It is true that he has stated that he went
on subsequently to Sanywa and pleaded with
Maung Shin when he found that Ma N gwe Sein and
others had been brought as hostages ; but this statement like the previous statement about his having
accompanied Maung Shin to Thazi cannot expose him
toacijrninal prosecution. So we are of the opinion that
the ·alleged confession of Po Kunt is not a confession
at air so far as this case is concerned and that it is not
admissible in evidence against the appellant under
section 32 (3} of the Evidence Act.
With reference to the discovery of the American
rifle Maung Shin himself admitted in his evidence
on oath, ct It is true that on. our way. to Mokkha,
(l) A.I.R. (1939) P.C. 47 at p. 52.
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we left our firearms, 7 rifles and my 0\\"11 revolver,
194~
hidden on a hill. It was Tun Tin who actually
concealed them
. . It is true that all the 1\f~~~GT~~~:--.'
OTHERS
hidden firearms and ammunition were traced a~
pointed out by Tun Tin subsequent to our statements THE UNro:-r
OF BURMA.
made before U Hla Bu, the S.D.P.O., of Myanaung."
U THEIN
So the discovery of this rifle is of considerable MAUNG
C.J.
corroborative value.
With reference to the question of sentence, the
learned advocate for the appellants has submitted that
Maung Shin should not have been sentenced to death
inasmuch as Maung Kya Zwe and Ma Than Kyi had
admitted that they ·did not tell the police that it was
Maung Shin who shot San Aye, Ma San Yi, MaYa Lay,
and Ma Ngwe Sein, dead. However, section 396 of
the Penal Code provides that if anyone of five or more
persons, who are conjointly committing dacoity,
•commits murder in so committing dacoity, every one
of those persons shall be punished with death, or
transportation for life, or rigorous imprisonment for
a term which Irlay extend to ten years, and shall also
be liable to fine. Besides it has been., held in
"Tha Nge Gyi and Nga Mya v. The King (1) that where
murder is committed in the course of effecting a
safe retreat, ·it is committeQ" "In the course of" the
·dacoity, as the safe retreat is an essential part of the
-common criminal purpose of the dacoits. Moreover,
the dacoity committed by Maung Shin's gang was a
continuing one which was still in progress when the
villagers of Thazi, Ywatha-hla, Zeebyukwin, and
'Shangone, came m1d paid moneys to Maung Shin in
Ma Pha!s house at Sanywa. It was still in progress
when the Yebaws arrived at Sa.nywa and the dacoits
had to fight. the Yebaws for the purpose of effecting
a safe refreat. Under these circumstances, Maung Shin
1

(1) (19461 R.L.R 229.
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is liable to be punished under section J96 of the
Penal Code, even jf it was some other dacoits who shot
MAUNG SHIN
San Aye and others dead.
AND TWO
OTHERS
\Ve are satisfied on the evidence that he was the
v.
THE UNION
leader of the g<!.ng, all the members of vvbich were
OF BURMA.
armed with rifles; and since the gang is responsible for
u TH.t:IN having murdered four villagers and two Yebaws in the
MAUNG, C.f.
course of clacoity, we are of the opinion, there can be
only one sentent:e and that the sentence of death for
the leader.
To come, now, to the case against the 2nd
appellant Maung Pay, he has been convicted as
Tun Yin (P.vV. 5) has identified him at an identification parade held under the supervision of U Sint
lP.W. 14) on the 28thofAugust 1947 as .one ofthe
dacoits who· detained him and his companion
Maung Kan on their way back from Sanywa where they
had gone
gi~e money to Maung Shin. U Sint has
testified that Maung Pay was identified by Tun Yin
in a fair and proper manner. As a matter of factr
Maung Pay himself does not allege that the identification parade was not held in a fair and proper manner.
He merely told. U Sint that Tun Yin could identify him
as Tun Yin had known him since the time he lived at
Ah tetkyi village. Tun Yin was not asked in crossexamination as to whether' I\.faung Pay had not been
known to him since Maung Pay lived at Ahtetkyi village.
f:l;p~*Y,;e~~ n~r)t be a.}act that Tun Yin had known him
as. ~1l~gy.c;ln tJ1~8c.~9t4~ 1~ave _b,e en all the more reason
for.Tun.Yin. tQ be:.a.,ble ~o identify him. Besides, ..the
ci.rfurpstances under which M_aung ·Pay .was arresteq
tog~~~~li:; with Maung Shin, an account 9f which is
given. by Maung Shin himself as set out above as well
as the-~d.i§cr;>very of the -~mer~c~n. rifle as st~ted above,
corroborat;e: . the evidence of Tun Yin fo a certain
extent. Maung Pay himself,has stated in his evidence
H.C.
1948
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on oath, u I was at large for over one year.
H.C.
1948
During the time of our remaining at large, we had
SHJN
been living on the money we collected from ~lAliNG
A'iD TWO
different villages." It appears from the evidence that OTHERS
'V.
u collection "
of money from different villages is THE UNION
only a euphemism for extortion, robbery or dacoity· OF BURMA.
UTHElN
Maung Pay's conviction must be confirmed. However, MAUNG,
C.J.
he was only 18 years of age on tbe 25th of March 1948.
So he must have been only 17 years of age at the time
of the commission of the offence. Besides be appears
to have played a very minor part by keeping watch at a
hillock near Sanyvva. He did QOt do any harm to
Tun Yin and his companion. He let them go after
retaining them for a whil.e to ask them if they had paid
the money to his leader. Under these circumstances,
vve are of the opinion that the sentence of death is
uncalled for and that the sentence of ten years' rigorous
imprisonment will meet the ends of justice in his case.
[ Cf. H la San v. The King (1) .]
"Vith reference to the case again st the 3rd
appellant Ohn Sein, no prosecution . ·witness has •
identified him as one of the dacoits. He has been
convicted entirely on his own retracted confession and
the so-called confession of Po l{unt. Ho\vever, he was
arrested on the 12th June 1947, a,ncl he "confessed" only on the 20th August 1947. Apart from being some- ·
what belated, his '( confession " is no confession at all.
He has merely stated that his companions asked for
some mon'ey at Ywatha-hla and the neighbouring
villages. He does not know the names of the villages
nor does he know how much money was obtained. ·He
does not say that his companions committed any
offence nor does he incriminate himself in any way.
He cannot be convicted on such a statement even if it
has not been retracted
and we have already held that
'
.

(1) (1941) R.L.R. 595.
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tlie so-called confession of Po Kunt is not admissible in
evidence. In fairness to the learned Government
M~~~GT~~~N Advocate, we must add that he has fairly and frankly
oTHERs
admitted that he cannot support Ohn Sein's conviction
v,
THE UNION and sentence at all.
OF BURMA.
·
We accordingly : (1) confirm the conviction of the
M~u·;~,E~~.J. 1st appellant Maung Shin and the 2nd appellant
Maung Pay under section 396 of the Penal Code ;
(2) confirm the sentence of death that has been passed
on Maung Shin, the 1st appellant ; (3) set aside the
sentence of death on the 2nd appellant Maung Pay
.and sentence him ··instead to ten years' rigorous
imprisonment ; and {4) set aside the conviction and
sentence passed on the 3rd appellant Ohn Sein
and acquit him so far as this case is concerned.
It must however be remembered that according to
Ohn Sein's statement on oath he is undergoing a
sentence of seve_n yeaJ:'S' rigorous imprisonment as he
has been found guilty of having committed dacoity
at Damathaw.
H.C.
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CIVIL REFERENCE.
Before U Thein Mmmg, Chief lztstice, and U Sa11 Mau1rg, J.

ABDUL GHAFOOR ABDUL SHAKOOR
(APPLICANT)

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).*
Defence of Bnr ma Act-Dcfcrtce of Burma R11 Ies-Rules 89 A a11d 96-Requisifion
zmder-Dcfence of Bt~rma (Repealing) Act {Act IV of 1947)-Reqz~isiti01~ing
(Claims aud Compwsalio1l) Order, 1947-Pamgraphs 6 mzd 7 aud 13Mcani11g of compeusation ia cla11se (d), par· a graph 2 -A rbitraior-Functioi!S
of-Requisition-Order itz writiug-Wiretlzer essential.
The applicantclaimedcompensation for his motor-car seized on 22nd January
1942 by a Police Sergeant without granting a receipt. Applicant claimed
before u,e Collector, Rangoon, that this was a requisition under 89A, Defence
-of Burma Rules. The Collector of Ran~oon forwarded it to the Registrar.
City Civil Court, Rangoon, for submission to the Arbitrator in accordance with
the Requisitioning (Claims and Compensation) Order, 1947, who referred two
-questions to the High Court:
(1) Whethe~ the application was maintainable before the " arbitrator"
under paragraph 6 of the Claims and Compensation Order, 1947, as the car
was not requisitioned by the Governor by order in writing as required by
sub-s. (1) of s . 2 of the Requisitioning (Emergency Provisions) Act. 1947
!Burma Act No. XXXVIII of 1947).
(2) Whether the application was maintainable before the " arbitrator"
under paragraph 6 of the Claims and Compensation Order, 1947, in view· of
the fact that Rule 89A of the 'Defence of Burma Rules does not appear in
paragraph 7 of the said orde7.
#
,., ) : : ;
Held: With reference to , the second questiQ~ the.. answ.e r ""as in, the
-affi~mative. The Requisitioning (Claims and Compemation) Order, 1947, was
mad~ by the Governor under the powers conferred by Rule 96 of Defence of
Burma Rules read with s. 5, Defence of Burma (Repealing) Act, 1947,
Compensation in clause (dl of paragraph 2 of that order is compensation
payable under Rule 96 which aut!lorizes payment of compensation under
Rule 89A. Therefore though Rttle 89A is mentioned either in paragraph 4 or
7 of the Order yet cl<tim for compensation under Rule 89A of the Defence o[
Burma Rules is not excluded from the operation of paragraph 6 of the Ordet:.
Held : With reference to the first question, that Requisitioning (Emergency
Provisions; Act (Burma Act XXXVIII of 1947) is not applicable at all. The
case is governed by Rn\e 89A and Rule 96 of the Defence of Burma Rules,

' • Civil R.t:ference No. 3 of 1948 made tmder clause 13 of the Requisitioning
{Claims and Compensation) Order, 1947.

H.c.
1948
June 7.
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As the allc~ecl requisition was not by an order in writing as required by
Rule S9A the Claim for .:ompensation before ''arbitrator'' under paragraph 6
·
of the order, is not maintainable.

GRAF'OOR
ABDUL

ll1. E. Dawoodjee for the applicant.

SHAlrOOR

v.
THE UNION
oF BUR•MA,

Chan Tun Aung (Assistant Attorney-General of the
Union of Burma) for the respondent.
U SAN lviAUNG, J.-This is a reference under
paragraph 13 -of the Requisitioning (Claims and
Compensation) Order, 1947, by the Chief Judge of the
Rangoon City Civil Court who is an ''arbitrator"
appointed under paragraph 6 of the said. Order.· The
circumstances giving rise to this refe,rence by the
1
' arbitrator" are these :
By an application, dated the 31st cf October, 1947,
to the Collector of Rangoon, the applicant Abdul
Ghafoor Abdul Shakoor, a merchant of No. 246,.
Edward Street, Rangoon, claimed Rs. 3,000 as compensation for his Chevrolet motor-car No. RC 786
which was alleged to have been seized on the
22nd January, 1942, by Police Sergeant No. 21, in
Canal Street, Rangoon, without giving any receipt or
other acknowledgment • for the same, and which
subsequently remained in . the possession of the
Commissioner of Police, Rangoon, up to the time of
tfi.e . eyacaution of Rangoon in February, 1942, as a
re'Silit~ thet:Japanese invasion. The applicant claimed
,._;.£;-:~o\'.·
..~Jf~'t:"eq'f!h;jtion
-qnder section 89A of the
!'~,'~~- ; ~·<;,_.· ..;
- ~ ~ , ~~·· t..·.
..... ~Defence,··of "Burma ·Ru(es. .and that he was therefore
en:ttf]"ed' to tompensatio'ri. un:der Rule 96 of the aforesaid
rule~;~~~,Jh~u~pplication was forwarded by the Collector
of Rangoo'own the .1st February 194~ to the :Registrar
of the· <:Jity''Civil ·Court of Rangoon for submission to
the '' arbitrator" in, ·accordance with the Requisitioning
(Ciaims and Compensation) Order, 1947. The matter
...

" ·· J

...
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was laid before 1he Chief Judge of the Rangoon City
Civil Court who, after hearing the advosate for the
applicant A. G. Abdul Shakoor and the Qqvernment
Advocate for the Government of the Union ofBurma
(respondent), referred a question of law to thi~ Court
for the reasons set out in his order of reference d?tccl
the 5th April1948 in his Civil Arbitration Case No. S
of 1948. The question referred may be resolved into
two parts as follows:
(1) \Vhether the application was maintainable
before the "arbitrator'' under paragraph 6 of the
Claims and Compensation Order; 1947, as the car was
not requisitioned by the Governor by order in writing
as required by sub-section (1) of section 2 of the
Requisitioning (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1947
(Burma Act No. XXXVIII of 1947).
(2) Whether th e application \vas maintainable
before the 11 arbitrator" under paragraph 6 of the
Claims and Compensation Order, 1947, in vievv of the
fact that Rule 89A of the Defence of Burma' Rtlles
does not appear in paragraph 7 of the said Order.
No,v, the Requisitioning (Claims and Compensation)
Order, 1947, publish~d under Notification No. 109,
dated the 28-th ·March. i9i7\1_ pftJ:t~<;Jl?,yfy~~.<i R~P~~,t.rpent,
Miscellaneous I Branch of:'the·~ov¢r~ment of Burma,
was made by the Governor· in :exercise of,the ·powers
conferred upon him by Rule 96 of the Defence of
Burma Rules, read with section 5 of the Defence of
Burma (Repealing) Act, 1947. (Burma Act No. IV of
1947}. Clause (d} of paragraph 2 of that Ord.er
provides that unless there is anything repugnant in
the subject or context '' compensation " means .the
compensation payable under Rule 96 of· the rules, but
does 'not' include compensation payable in resp·ect of
" damage caused by war operations " as defined in
clause (e) of tge same paragraph. Therefore, .it is clear
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H.C.

that unless there is anything repugnant in the subject
or context compensation'' means and includes such
ABDUL
GHAFOO!{
compensation as may be fixed in accordance with the
ABDUL
provisions of Rule 96 for any vehicle or animal
SHAKO OR
11,
,requisitioned under Rule 89A of the Defence of Burma
THE UNION
OF BURMA. ·Rules.
We have scrutinized all the paragraphs of the
Requisitioning (Claims and Compensation) Order, 1947,
u SAN
MAUNG, J.
and we are of the opinion that there is nothing in the
context of that Order to justify an inference that
compensation payable for vehicles and animals
requisitioned under Rule 89A of the Defence of
Burma Rules should be excluded from the meaning of
the term " compensation " as defined in clause (d)
of paragraph 2 of that 'Order. It is no doubt true
that this rule is not mentioned in paragraph 7
which reads,
1948

(c

"In determining the amount of compensation payable as a
result of the operation of an order made under Rules 49, 66, 76,
78, 79 and 80 of the rules, as the case may be, regard shall be
had to any expenses incurred, or services rendered, by such owner
in complying with such order."

Similarly Rule 89A does not appear in paragraph 4 of
the Order1 which reads,
1

' Where the amount of compensation
in respect of any
property removed, destroyed, rendered useless, used, requisitioned
or·acquired by, or otherwise placed at the disposal or und.er the
control.of th~ Governor by an order under Rules 49, 66, 76, 78,
i9 ancl ~0 of tb~'rules, as the case may be, has been a~reed upon
between the Governor or the military authorities and the owner of
the said property and such a?reement has been reached on the
basis of a condition that the said property is to be restored to
such owner in a ,specified state of repair, any claim for compensa~
tion on the ground tha't the said property is not returned i!l the
state of repair agreed upon, shall be made in writing and "shall be
presented to ' the Collector as soon as possible after the said
property is restored. to such owner.''
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However, it is clear that the exclusion of Rule 89A

from these paragraphs does not mean that compensation
payable for vehicles and animals requisitioned under
Rule 89A has not been provided for in this Order. All
that it means is that for the specific purposes menti()ned
in paragraphs 4 and 7 no provision is made in
regard to requisitions under I-<ule ~9A of the Defence
of Burma Rules. Notwithstanding this omission
machinery is provided for in the Order for the
adjudication of a claim to compensation payable under
Rule 96 of the Defence of Burma Rules including that
payable for vehicles and animals requisitioned under
Rule 89A thereof. For example, paragraph 3 provides
that every claim for compensation shall be made in
writing and shall be presented to the Collector as soon
as possible after the right to compensation accrues ;
paragraph 5 provides that every claim made under
paragraphs 3 and 4 shodl.d state inter alia (a) how the
claim has arisen, (b) th.e amount of compensation
claimed, and (c) the reasons for claiming such an
amount ; and paragraph 9 provides for the determination of compensation payable in respect of any moveable
property for '.Vhich compensation is liable to be paid.
When sub-rule (1) of..Rg~~. ~.6 ~f-YS}hat .t~~,gwp~r_ of
the property requisitioned ~un:a.er·'I~.ule 89A. ··shoJi be
paid such compensation as may be 'fixed in acc.o rdance
with the provisions of this rule and sub-rule {2)
thereof provides that in default of agreement between
Government and the owner of the property the
Governor shall by genera) x special order specify the
authority or person by whom the claim for compensation
should be adjudged and awarded, it is idle to contend
that the Governor in making an order, purporting to
have been made under Rule 96. of the Defynce of
Burma Rules, for the payment of compensation payable
under Rule 96, has omitted to provide for compensation
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payable in respect of vehicles and animals requisitioned
under 1-{ule 89A. If such had been the intention
ABDUL
of
the Governor, it would have been specified in the
GHAFOOR
ABDUL
order that the instructions contained therein did not
SHAKOOR
v.
relate
to compensation payable in respect of vehicles
THE UNIO~
OF BURMA.
and animals requisitioned under this rule ; instead, he
has, by the definition of the word " compensation "
U SAN
MAUNG, J.
given in clause (d) of paragraph 2, categorically asserted
that it means compensation payable under Rule 96 of
the rules. That can only mean compensation in respect
of property "removed, destroyed, rendered useless,
used, requisitioned or acquired by or otherwise placed
at the disposal or under the control of the Governor "
in pursuance of any of the Rules 49, 66, 72, 76, ?8, 79,
80 and 89A.
Therefore, onr answer to the second part of the
question propounded by· the\ Chief Judge of the City
Civil Court of Rangoon is in the affirmative.
Before answ·e~ing th e first part of the question
propounded by hfm we shall have to consider whether
the " arbitrator" mentioned in paragraph 6 of the
Requisitioning (Claims and Compensation) Order, 1947,
is a person who has jurisdiction to adjudicate the
admissibility of a claim for compensation besides
determining the amount of compensation payable to the
.owner of the property. Paragraph 6 of the Requisition'ihg'JGJaims and Compensation) Order, 1947, is not
h~BRi!t'~~t~e,~,;~j~;, c~~~,~~s t~~. 'ir:npression that the
sole
tfu'iict· ~i~ft.
'o'f•tne' '"· lir'bitiatof'"
is ·to determine
the
,
_: .; ~
· - ~ -~J·r ~ -, -~ -:~ :.-· ;- r- ._f_~· ~i ' ' -:. .
~. r _ ·
1~
a.motint . of compens~~ron payable to. the owner in
'respect of claims for compensation forwarded to him
by the coi'r&ctor to whom the same have been presented
under par~graph 3. However, from the l~nguage of
sub-rule. (2}"' of Rule 96 of the Defence of Burm~ Rules
it is clear that a person appointed by the Governor
tinder the rule has power not only to determine the
1948

, .

.

-

.
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amount of compensation payable but also to adjudicate
on the admissibility of claims for compensation. By
Notification No: 110, dated the 28th March 1947 of the
Defence Department, Miscellaneous I Branch, of the
Government of Burma, the Chief Judge of the Rangoon
City Civil Court has been appointed by the Governor
under sub-rule {2) of Rule 96 of the Defence of Burma
Rules, read with paragraph 6 of the Requisitioning
(Claims and Compensation) Order, 1947, as a person
by whom claims for compensation under sub-rule ( 1)
of the said rules in respect of properties situated in the
.area within the jurisdiction of the Collectpr of Rangoon
Town District shall be adjp~~e~,a~ff,avvarded in
default of agreement ?ef~'§~§:8t.Ii~i.;· ~·qv~plor ·or the
military authorities ancl Hre?o\vti~+;dfthe property :lS to
the amount of compen's ation. Consequently, the Chief
Judge of the Rangoon City Civil Court, who has been
appointed "arbitrator " under paragraph 6 of the
Requisitioning (Claims and Compensation) Order, 1947,
being one and the same person as the authority
appointed under sub-rule \2) of Rule 96 of the Defence
·of Burma Rules to adjudicate claims as well as to make
awards thereon, he has the power not only to determine
the amount of compensation payable to the owner of
the property but also to determine the admissibility of
his claim.
Now, for a claim to be admissible to compensation
under Rule 96 of the Defence of Burma Rules, read
with Rule 89A thereof, it is clear _that the -vehicle or
animal requisitioned under Rule 89A must be made by
the Governor by order in writing because sub-rule (1)
of Rule 89A is emphatic in that the requisition of.any
vehicle or animal for any purpose by the Governor must
be" by order in · writing". No doubt, sub-section (4)
--of section 2 of the Defence of Burma Act, 1940,
p;rovides that the Governor may _by order direct that
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any power or duty which by rule under sub-secti.on (1)
is conferred or imposed upon the Governor shall in
ABDUL
such circumstances and under such conditions, if any,
GHAFOOR
ABDUL
as
may be specified in the direction, be exercised or
SHAKooR
'~~·
discharged by any officer or authorit)' subordinate to
Til£ UNION
OF BURMA.
the Governor. However, even if, for the sake of
u S.AN argument, it is said that the power to requisition
MAuNG, J.
animals and vehicles und~r Rule 89A of the Defence of
Burma Rules has been qelegated by the Governor to a
subordinate officer or authority, the officer or authority
to whom the power is delegated cannot do what the
Governor himself cannot do, i.e. requisition a vehicle
or animal without giving an order in writing for such a
purpose. It is t~e applicant's case that no stich order ·
was given to him at the time of the seizure of his car.
For these reasons, we would answer the first part of
the question propounded to us in the following sense,
viz. that the application is not maintainable before the
((arbitrator" under paragraph 6 of the Claims and
Compensation Order, 1947, in view of the fact that the
-applicant's car was not requisitioned by the Governor
by an order in writing as required under sub-rule (1)
of Rule 89A of the Defence of Burma Rules. The
reference made by the learned Chief Judge of the
Rangoon City Civil Court in his order of reference to
the Requisit,ioning (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1947
. (~wma Act No. XXXVIII of 1947), is entirely irrelevant
.af'ffi~!;~<:t
deqls with requisition by the Governor of
~
*·Hoi--~: ~~
land, building,--.part,. of a buildjng, or other premises,.
together with any fixtures, fittings, furniture or other
things therein, or any water-supply system connected
or pertaining to such land or premises.
. ,_.

.•. J.P.;'!o .

U THEIN

....

, "'

MAUNG,

CtJ.- I agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Thciu Jllauug, Chie f Justice, and U San M ,uu;g, ].

BISHvVA NATH RAI

(APPELLANT)

V.

KASHI NATH RAI

1948

(RESPONDENT).*

Jlloucy-l~••dcrs'

Act, 1945, s. 2 (6)-Carrying on the briSintss of money-lender
-Plea no/ raised in wrilltll staiC11tWl or at the time of fra.mingof iSSIICSBul raised i•t n rgumctii-Co!Hideralion of in appeal.

Held: That if there are facts either admitted or proved beyond controversy•
a new plea could be entert:1ined on appeal.
ConJZccticut Firf. Imurance Company v. l{:rva,aglr, (1892) A.C. 473
al p. 480, followed.
M. E. Mool/a Sam, Limited (1,. Liquidalto:s ) v. Burjorjcc (1932) I.L.R.
10 Fan. 242 [P.C.)at p. 255; Pap,l Ammal v. P,mcl><wanra:u Amm,ll <Wd otlr,·rs,
(1936-7) I.L.R. 14 Ran. 738 at p. 741, referred h.

Held further: That under s. 2. clause 6, of the Money-lenders· Act,
money-lender means a person \Yho carries on the business of advancing loan£
as defined in the Act. A person who lends money on two or three occasions a
ye<•r to his friends w hile doing some other business cannot be regarded :a~ a
money-lender.

M. Ahmed for the appellant.

E. C. V. Foucar for the respondent.

U THE-IN

MAUNG,

C.J.. TJ.?.¥s.i~

~P. <~;Pp_y~l from the

judgment and decree of th e Rangoon City ·civil Court
in Civil Regular Suit No. 224 of 1947. In that suit the
plaintiff-respondent sued the defendant-appellant for
recovery of Rs. 2,240 on a promissory note dated the
29th September 1946. The defence of the defendantappellant was one of pure denial of execution and
consideration. However, at the time of argument the
learned advocate for the defendant-appellant submitted
that there was some
evidence on record
to show that the
.
.
• Special CiTil 1st Appeal No. 76 of 1947 against the decree of the City
CiTil Court of Rangoon in Civil Regular Suit No.
o£.1947.

n4

29
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plaintiff was in the habit of lending money to others
with interest, that the plaintiff should therefore be
BISHWA
treated
as a money-lend.er as defined in the MoneyNATH HAl
v.
lenders' Act, 1945, and that no;decree should be passed
KASHI NATH
RAI.
in his favour as he had not been registered under thZ~t
Act. The learned Second Judge of the Rangoon City
U THEIN
MAUNG, C.J.
Civil Court held. th~t . the matter could not be disposed
of on mere ..~{g~~~~~...•.?$ JIJ_e question as to \Vhether
a person is.~•.;Jiig'rtey-i~nder \vithin the purview of the
IVIoney-lenders: Act is a mixed question of la\v and fact
and no evidence had been led on the question since no
specific issue had been settled with reference thereto.
The learned Second Judge of the Rangoon City Civil
Court has decreed the plaintiff-respondent's suit with
costs relying on the evidence of two respectable
\Vitnesses, namely, Babanjee Panday (P.W. 1) and
Inderjig Shukla {P. W. 2}. After a careful examination
of their evidence, \Ve are of the :opinion that the learned
Second Judge is right in accepting their evidence and
in holding that the defendant-appellant did execute
the exhibit promissory note and receive ·consideration
therefor. The defendant-appellant's case that the
plaintiff-respondent has filed a false suit simply because
he refused to give evidence for the plaintiff-respondent
in Lakshmanan Panday's suit against the plaintiffrespondent for recovery of Rs. 100 only does not sound
convincing. Besides, we are not at all impressed with
the contention of the learned advocate for the defendant. appeiJ~nf that ~he plaintiff-respondent who had taken
the loan of Rs. 100 in 19.38 and had not repaid it
in 1946 could not have been in a position to advance
Rs. z;ooo to the .defendant-appellant on the exhibit
pro_missofynote. The plaintiff-respondent has explained
why the loan of Rs. 100 was not repaid earlier, and
we are satisfied on the evidence that the said loan
remained outstanding in 1946 not because plaintiff-.
H.C.
1948
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respondent could not 1 but because he would not,
repay it for certain re"asons.
The learned advocate for the defendant-appdbnt
has submitted that this Court can go into the question
as to whether the plaintiff-respondent is a money-lender
even though the defendant-appellant has not pleaded in
the Court of first instance that the plaintiff-respondent
was a money-lender and there was no issue on the
question at all. He relies on the following extract from
the judgment of Lord vVatson in Connecticut Fire
Insurance Company v. Kaz·mzagh (1) :
" \Vllen a question of law is raised for the first time in a court

of last resort, upon the construction of a document, or upon
facts either admitted or proved beyond controversy, it is not only
competent but expedient, in the interests of jL1stice, to entertain,
the plea. The expediency of adopting that course may be doubted
when the plea cannot be disposed of without deciding nice
questions of fact, in considering which the Court of ·ultimate
review is placed in a much less advantageous position than the
Courts below. But their Lordships have no hesitation in holding
that the course ought not, in any case, to be followed, unless the
Court is satisfied that the evidence upon which they are asked to
decide establishes beyo'nd doubt that the facts, if fully investigated,
would have supported the n~w ~l~a.

[Cf. M. E. Mooll'a Sons, ·Limited (In Liquidation) v.
Burjorjee (2) and Papa A11unal v. Panchavarnam
Ammal and others (3).]
So we have to consider whether there are facts
either admitted or proved beyond controversy to show
that the plaintiff-respondent is a money-lender as
defined in section 2 (6) of t~e M_oney-lenders' Act,

1945.
In thi_s connection the learned advocate for the
defendant-appellant has invited our attention to the
(1) (1892) A.j::.
.

1!3

al p. 480.
(:2) (1932) I.L.R. 10 Ran. 242 (P.C.} 255.
(3) (1936-7) I.L. R. 14 Ran. 738 at p. 742.
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following passages in the evidence of the plaintiffrespondent :

"During the Japanese occupation period I did have money
dealings with the defendant. * * * * Besides the present
defendant 1 have lent out some money to other persons on
u THElN promissory notes and I have got those promissory notes which I
MAUNG, C.J.
now produce !for the inspection of the court. I am not the
professional mbrt.eY~Iender. I have cnly lent out some money to
my friends. Infdre'st is also mentioned in my pronotes when I
lent out the money. * * * * As I do not keep any accounts
of my transactions all monies that I did lend are embodied in
those pronotes now produced by me."
'/),

KASHI NATH
RAI.

The money dealings which the plaintiff-respondent
had with the defendant-appellant might not have been
of such a nature as
bring the plaintiff-respondent
within the purview of the Money-lenders' Act, 1945. If
they were of such a nature, the defendant-appellant
would have pleaded in his ;,vritten statement that he was
a money-lender and as such was not entitled to a decree
under the Money-lenders' Act, 1945. With reference
to the ~oans to his fri ends, the plaintiff-respondent has
produced three promissory notes, qated the 26th June
1946, the 4th October 1946 and the 7th October 1946.
His witness Babanjee Pimday has also deposed that
he had se·en · him . lend out money on two or three
occasions between 1946 and 1947. The 'learned
advocate for the d efendant-appellant has contended
that a maruwho lends: money on promissory notes with
interest must .<be,· deerh.ed;to.Jhe-a,money-lender within
the meaning of the Act eveh'though helterids money to
his friends only. However, according to section 2 (6)
of the Act," money-lender" means a person who carries
on the business of advancing loans as defined in the
Act and a person who lends mon~y on 'two or three
occasions a year to his friends, while he is doing some
other business, cannot be ·regarded as a person who

to
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carnes on the business of ad·vancing loans, even though
he charges interest on such loans. Besides. the
plaimiff-respondent has definitely stated that he t' not a
professional money-lender and that he does not keep
any books of account. Under these circumstances it
cann•)t be said that there are facts either admitted or
proved beyond controversy to show that the plaintiffrespondent is a money-lender within the mischief of the
Money-lenders' A.ct, 1945, and that he is not entitled to
a decree on the promissory note as he has not been
regis:~red under that Act. The evidence on the
record is quite consistent with the view that he is only a
persc'n who accommodates his friends with two or three
loans in a year.
The appeal fails and 1s dismissed with costs.

lJ
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SAN MAUNG,

J.-I agree.
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Before U T!lCiiL Nauug, Cllief Justice, and U San Matmg, J

H.C.
1948

DR. T. CHAN TAlK (APPELLANT)

Jttne 23.

V.

ARIFF I'dOOSAJEE DOOPLY AND ONE
(RESPONDENTS).*
Final dccrccfarrcdcmPfioll no! dra;;.•n up by Cow·l-Or;la 21, Rule 1-0•·dcr 34,
Rule 4 (2J a11d (31 of Code of Civil Proccdure-~Deposit of J aPanesc turrwcy
Notes-Its »jjccl-W!tellw· tlischarges decree-Appeal filed-Leave /,• file
Writim Statement on appcal-Considerailons gO"Jerniug.
A mortgage by deposit of title deeds was effected in f:ii.Tour of the appellants
by the respondents' predecessor in 1941. After the death of the mortga~or
the respondents as executors sent a crossed cheque on the Burma State Bank
on 20th August 1944 which was not accepted. A suit was filed on 31st January
1945 in the City Court and the sum of Rs. 35,250 in Japanese currency was paid
into Court. On 23rd Aprill945 the Court passed a judgment for final decree
for redemption but no decree was drawn up. The defendant filed an appeal for
permission to amend the written stateme11t stating that the appellant collld
not then raise the issue that lle was entitled to receive in British currency
only.
Held on appeal PerU THEIN MAUNG, C.J.-The fact that the final decree
was uot drawn up does not make any difference. Under Order XX, Rule 7 •
of the Code of Civil Procedure, the decree shall bear the date on which the
judgment was pronounced and'' an act of the Court shall prejudice no man" is
a well-known legal maxim.
Broom's Legal Maxims, lOth Edn,, p. 73; Turner v. London and South-

Westem Railway Company, L.R. (1873-4!, Vol. XVII, Equity Cases, 561 at
pp. 566-9, referr.ed to.
Order XXXIV, Rule 4 (2) and (3), Code of Civil Procedure, shows :that
preliminary decree shall merely declare that on payment plaintiff can .obtain a
final decree. The Court could take judicial notice of the necessary amount
~~g~~~~Y; peen paid and pass a final decree.
T.2ta Iron'ftfJdSt~d~qn:pany, Limited v.Baidyauallz Laik, (1923) I.L.R. 2 Pat
754; Laxmittarayan Ganesdas v. Ghasiram Dulcband Palliwal, A.l.R. (1939)
Nag. 1'91 ; .Maltomed Rahimtul/a v. Ismail Allaraklzia., 51 I.A. 236, considered.
Order XXI, Rule (1), is not applicable to cases of mortgage decrees.
Ambi (alias) Subramtmiam Pattar v. P.A. V. Sridevi, A.I.R. (1924) Mad.102,
referred to.
The Japanese so-called currency was neyer lawful currency in Burma.
·~ Special Civil 1st Appeal No. 18 of 1947 against the decree of the City
Civil Court of Rangoon in Civil-Regubr Su.it No. 13/30 of 1945-48,
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,1/aurrg Sein Klto v. Mawrg HJ,r Dw, Civil 2nd :\ppeal ~o. 3 of 1947;;
1948
J{v Maung Tiu <1nd eight others \'. U Gvu Mail, 1947 Ran. L.R. 1947,
11947) R.L.R.149; J. K. Bchara v. Lu S/1ein Yu, Special Civil 1st Appe:1! ::-to. 16 DR.T. CHA.N
of 1946; U Stm Wa v. U Ba Thirt, Civi I lst Appeal ~o. 23 of 1')~7 ; (.' FJ.: Sau
TAlK

rc

ctlld 0/JC V. u Hoke Wars and Olle, Civil 2nd Appeal No. 37 of 1947: c
S!;(!li
v. S.l?.M.i!.R. Ramallaf/um Chetfy<tr, Cidllsl Appeal No.3 of 194~. ;:,ferred
to and considered.

Acceptance of a payment by Court and the discharge resulting therdrom
are subject to the right. of appeal by the opposite party and till the right of
appeal has become 1barred or the decree confirmed on appeal the payment
cannot be said to have been finally accepted.
The real defence in the case that the defendant was entitled to payment in
British currency could not be rai~ed during the Japanese occupation and
amendment of th~ written statement is necessary to enable the real question
in isstt~ between the parties to be de~ided. Final decree ~et aside.
Held Per U SA;.; ,MAUNG, J.-The question whether Japanese :Military
notes were lawful currency in :Burma is not r·cs integra. The contrary has
been decided in Mau11g Sciu [(ho v. M,w,,g Hla Din, Civil 2nd Appeal
No.3 of 1947; Ko Maung Tm aud eight others v. U Gou Nau, Civil Refer..,nce
No.5 of 1947; Mc~air's Legal Effect oi \Vilr, 2nd Edn., p. 337 ; Jack [IJVJ'iiiglon
v. William B. Smith & John H. Har!hy, S.C.S.li \Vall 'l -H, referred to.

If the question was t·es integra it was entirely beyond the competence of
the Japanese Military Authorities und~r Article 43 of Hague Regulahons to

issue Burma Monetary Arrangements Ordinance, 1942, equating their currency
to the lawful currency of the countr;-·. The right ol the appellant was a right
to be repaid in lawful money and ·the order of the City Court purporting to
direct ~atisfaction of that liability in currency which was not lawful cannot
be upheld in appeal.
U Be. San's case, Civil Reference No.5 of 1907, relied on.
The Hague Regulations must be treated by the Courts in Burma as part of
the Municipal Law.
King v. Maung l.{miu attd time ol/u.rs, {194?J RL.R.l}eferredto. .

The payme~t had not been ac:cepted...in ~h~ tep:u;()f.iji~,~J~~~~i Currency
(Evaluation) Act, 1947, s. 4. What is c;~nlt.;rnplafdd:b'y:<~;:r•.f"is ;·t.lie · ~~iuntary
acceptance of 2 payment by the creditor, not appropriatioh. ,by hrLorder of the
Judge.
· ;
No qu~stion of acceptance of payment by anybotly would arise in the case
of a payment into Court under Order 34, Rule 4, Sllb-rule '3,' 'of the Code of
Civil Procedure. The Legislature has not extended the :i'pplication of s. 4 of
the Japanese Currency (Evaluation) Act, 1947, f;o decrees.
U Pe Shein v. S.R.M.A.R. R<tma11alhau Clteltyar, Civil 1st Appeal No. 3 of
194,8, distinguished.
'

E. C. V. Foucar (with T. P.

W~n)

P. K. Basu for the respondents.
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U THEIN MAUNG, C.].-Th1s is an appeal from the
final decree for redemption of an equitable mortgage of
DR. T. CHAN
TAlK
the properties kno·wn as Nos. 204-208, Fraser Street,
v.
Rangoon, and Nos. 180-182, 32nd Street, Rangoon,
AR!FF
MoosAmE
which
was passed by the late City Court of Rangoon on
DOOPLY AtW
ONE.
the 23rd April 1945.
The facts which are material for the purposes of
this appeal are as follows.
M. E. Do6ply, since deceased, effected an equitable
mortgage of the said properties to the present appellant
Dr. T. Chan Taik for the principal sum of Rs. 30,000
with interest at 6 per cent per annum on the 10th April
1941. He died on the 16th June, 1944, leaving a
will in which he appointed the presen_t respondents
A. M. Dooply and M. M. Dooply to be executors. So,
on the 28th September, 1944, M. M. Dooply, as one of
the executors to the estate, sent a crossed cheque on
the Burma State Bank for Rs. 35,250 in full settlement
of the mortgage debt with interest from November
1941 to 30th September, 1944, to Dr. T. Chan 'faik,
with a forwarding letter (Exhibit F). Dr. Chan Taik,
who was then at Mudon, came back to Rangoon only
on the 29th October 1944, and M. M. Dooply appears
to have had an interview with him. on the .following day.
According to Dr. Chan Taik he informed M. M. Dooply
at the said interview that he could not accept the
cheque. He then returned it to M. M. Dooply but the
~t-~~t f~[t,tl:\e)f9t!Se . ~ftyr . thr.owing the cheque qown .
.M. M. Dooply,~does not admit the return of the cheque
nor does he admit that he threw it dovv.q before he left
fhe house. However, he admits that Dr. Chan Tailc
told 'him to redeem the mortgage with British currency
as the rn.oney he advanced on the mortgage was in
British ,currel:1cy. There was some correspondence
between the parties after · the said interview. (See
Exhibits H to K2.). A. ·M. Dooply and M.. M. Dooply

•LOJ.S'
, J

BURMA LAW REPORTS.

tht:n filed the suit for redemption of the mortgage 1n
their capacity as heirs ancl executors, claim;ng that
under section 213, sub-section (2), of the Succession
Act, it i5 not necessary for t!1em to apply. for probate
or letters of administrat1on with the \Vill annexed.
Dr. Chan Taik's defence in the written statement \'las
that he did not know whether A. M. Dooply and
l\J. M. Dooply were heirs and executors as alleged by
them and that he had received information of there
being others in India who were entitled to the
mortgaged properties, and that A. M. Dooply and
M. l\1. Dooply had no right to redeem them. So,
the principal issue in the . suit \\;as as to \Vhether
A. M. Dooply and M. M. Dooply had the right to
redeem the mortage at all.
On the 8th March, 1945, i.e. while the suit which
had been instituted on the 31st January, 1945, was
pending, the plaintiffs paid Rs. 35,250 only int.o Court
for payment to the defendant in redemption of the
said mortgage and the case-diary for that date shows
they produced a chalari for that amount in Court. The
case-diary for the 13th March, 1945, also shows that
when the case was called on that date the plaintiffs
informed the learned· advocate for, the defendant that
they had paid the said amount into Court.
On the 23rd April, 1945, the Court passed judgment
for a final decree in the presence of U Kyaw Myint
who held the· brief for the learned ad vocate for the
defendant. In the said judgment, the Chief Judge has
explained that he passed a final decree for redemption
instead of a preliminary decree therefor inasmuch
as (1) the plaintiffs had already paid the amount of
principal and interest into Court and (2) the defendant
did not dispute the correctness of the said amount.
A final decree was then prep~red in the said Court
but it was not completed probably because of the
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British re~occupation of Rangoon on the 5th May1 1945,
and a final decree for the purpose of this appe<ll has
DR. T. CHAN
been prepared by"this Court only on the 22nd March,
TAI!C
'll.
1948.
ARIFF
1\IooSAJF.E
The appeal \vas filed on the 19th March, 1947, \:rith
DooPLY AND
ONE.
an application for permission to amend the written
statement
for the purpose of raising the real question
u THEIN
MAUNG, C.J.
in issue between the parties, which 1 according to the
affidavits in support thereof, is whether the defendant
could insist upon the mortgage being redeemed in
British currency.
The memorandum of appeal does not contain any
objection to the City Court of Rangoon having stated in
the course of its judgment that there was no dispute as
to the amount of principal and interest which was d ue
on the mortgage. Nor does it contain any objection to
the said Court having passed a final decree straightaway
instead of passing a preliminary decree in the first
,
instance.
The respondents have filed an ob_jection to the
appellant's application for permission to amend the
written statement, stating inter alia that the Japanese
currency was a legal tender in those days and that the
appellant could not th en raise '' the issue that he was
entitled to receive in British currency alone."
The principal questions for consideration in this
appeal are as to what are the legal consequences of the
ctf.Y(Ge>urt
of Rangoon
having
accepted payment of the
·;- ,<; · , -- ..... , .' -· ' · I
amourit 9( ·p~cip~ , and interest due on the said
mortgage altho~gh the payment was in Japanese
currency, and of its having passed a final decree for
redemption after acc~pting the said payment.
- We aFe of the opinion that the final decree, having
not been fully drawn up till after the present appeal
wa~ filed, cannot make any difference at all. Order.XX,
Rule 7, of the Code of Civil Pr'ocequre provides that
H.C.
1948

~

·-·~

~
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H.C.
the decree shall bear the date on which the judgment
1948
was pronounced. Besides, actus curi(t' nenzinem
. d'Ice 110· 111a11) DR.TTA.ICKHA:>~
grava b t'f (A n ac t of tl1e C ourt s l1a11 preJu
is a well-known legal maxim.
AR!FF
l\IOQSAJEE

" This maxim ' is founded upon justice and good sense ; ana
affords a s'lfe and certain guide for the administration of the
law.' In virtue of it, where a case stands over for argument on
account of the multiplicity of business in the Court, or for
judgment from the intricacy of the question, the party ought not
I
to be prejudiced by that delay, but should be aHowecl to enter up
his judgment retrospectively to meet the justice of the case ; and,
therefore, if one party to an action die during a r.una advisari -;_•ult,
judgment may be entered twnc pro tunc, for the delay is the act of
the Court, for which neither party should suffer." (1)

In Turner v. London and South- TVesten1. Railway
Conzpany (2), Sir Charles Hall V.C. observed,
"In Chitty's Archbold's Practice:, Queen's Bench, the rule at
law is stated thus : ' The Court will in ge neral permit a judgment
to be entered 1tU1lc Pro lunc, where the signing of it bas been
delayed by the act of the Court.' Therefore, if a party die after
a special verdict, or. aftel· a special case h3.s been stated for the
opinion of the Cout;t.·pr a£ter a motion in ~n·est of judgment, or
7
for a new trial, or aftd."·''" " • . urrer set down for argument, and
pending the time
ti;znoi:c• .> ment, or whilst the Court
are considering their ju ,.. . . . < .. '··~*'ill allow judgment to
be entered up after the cl~HP1iu:n"t1.#;~·f~~:nc:• iil.~pr{]f!r that a party
may not be prejudiced by a delay arising from the act of the
Court." * * * *
" Suffice it to say that the object is to put the party on the
one side or the other, Plaintiff or Defendant, exactly in the same
position as if judg ment had not been delayed by the Court.
Therefore, I sha 11 order this judgment to be entered as of the...day
when the argument terminated, qnd that will avoid all difficulty."

Besides, "equity looks on that as done which ought to
have been done " (3).
(ll Broom's Legal Maxims,
(2) L.R. (1873-4), Vol. XVII, Equity
lOth Edition, p. 73.
cases , 561 at pp. 566-9.
(3) Snell's Principles or Equity for Indian Students, p.l6.

Dl)n?LY AXD
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Although as I have stated above there is no objection
in the memorandum of appeal to a final decree having
DR. T. CHAN
TAlK
been passed straight«.\vay, the learned advocate for the
v.
defendant has contended at the hearing before us that
ARIFF
MoOSAJEE
according to Order XXXIV: Rule 4 (2)! of the Code of
DOOPLY .AND
oNE.
Civil Procedure the Court could pass a final clecrte
U THEIN
only if it appea~ed that nothing was due to the defendant
MAUNG, C.J.
on the mortgage or that he had been overpaid, and that
the Court \Vas bound to pass a preliminary decree for
redemption in the first instance although the moneys
had been paid into Court. However, sub-rule (3) of
the said Rule and the Form of the preliminary decree
for redemption (No. 8 at page 258 of Vol. VII of the
Burma Code) show that the preliminary decree can
merely declare that on payment into Court of the
necessary amount the plaintiff shall be entitled to apply
for and obtain a final decree for redemption. That
being so, we are of the opinion that the Court could
take judicial notice of the necessary amount having
been already paid into Court for payment to the
defendant and that the .Court could not pass an order
declaring that on payment into Court of the necessary
amount the plaintiffs shall be entitled to obtain a final
decree for redemption . ~hen to its own knowledge
the necessary amount had already been paid in. Even
in a case where the provisions of Order XXI, Rule 1,
of the Code of Civil Procedure applies it has been
held in Tala Iron and Steel Company, Limited v.
Baidyanath Laik (1) that payment of the decretal
amount into Court operates as a satisfaction of the decree
though no notice of payment is given to the decreeholder as 'provided. by sub-rule (2) thereof. Compare
Lnxminarayan· Ga1usda-; v. Ghasir~m Dulchand ·
Palliwal (2} and Mahomed Raldnitulla v. I smail
194S

(1) (19Z3) I.L.R. 2 Pat. 754.

(2) A.I.R (1939) Nag. 191.
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Allaraldlia \1) at page 2+0 of which lheir Lordships of
the Privy Council observed, "The1r . Lordsbip:; are
clearly of opinion that \Ybilc the condition would ha-.:e
been satisfied by a payment to the appellant in persc•n.
which he accepted, it was equally satisfied by a payment
into Court, and that the latter was, in the circumstances,
the appropriate mode of satisfying the condition."
Order XXI, Rule 1, is not applicable to cases of
mortgage decrees which are governed by Order.XXXIV.
See Amb£ alias Subramamam Patter v. P. A. V. Sridez'i
styled Vala Tha11tburatti (2). Besides, if there had
been a preliminary decree for redemption under
Order XXXIV at all it would have required the
respondents to pay the moneys into Court. ' So there
can be no doubt of payment into Court being the
appropriate mode of satisfying the decree. It has
however been strem10usly contended by the learned
advocate for the appellant that payment into Court, or
rather deposit into Court followed by the appropriation
of the money by the Court towards the satisfaction of
the mortgage debt for the purpose of a final decree for
redemption cannqt in this case have 1.he same effect as
in ordinary qses. .of. paym~nt into Court inasmuch as
the payment was
Japa~e,§t-<fR5f~Q.g¥.
Several rulings,
~ :£6~ :/1ria:~~gaiii~t, the abov~
contentions, have been cited before us ·; but none of
them is an exact precedent. Maung Sein Kho v.
Maung Hla Diu (3) and Ko Maung Tin and eight
others v. U Gon Man (4), both in the late High Court
of Judicature at Rangoon, which were decided before
the Japanese Currency Evaluation Act, 1947, came into
force, relate to the principles to be followed in arriving
at the amount (in British currency) to be decreed after

in

both

-

(1) 51 I.A. 236.

(2) A.I.R., (1924) Mad.. 102.

.

(3) Civil 2nd Appeal No.3 of 1947.
(4) (1947) Ran. L.R. 149 F.B ..
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liberation of Burma, i.e. after the Burma Monetary
Arrangements Ordinance, 1942, l1as expired and
Japanese notes have become worthless, in respect of
debts contracted in Japanese notes during the period of
Japanese occupation. J. K. Behara v. Lee Shein :ru ll)
in the same Court relates to a debt contracted during
the period of Japanese occupation ; but it is not clear
whether it was contracted in J<!.panese notes or British
currency and one of the learned Judges who decided
it accepted the plaintiff-appellant's case that the work
done by hi'm must be paid for in Indian rupees.
U San J,Va v. U Ba Thi1~ (2) in the same Court
relates i.o the legal effect of the amount decreed during
the period of Japanese occupation having been deposited
in Court in Japanese notes during the same period. It
was held therein that the liability under the decree was
discharged by such deposit even though the opposite
party never withdrew it. However, the decree itself
was in respect of liability incurred under an agreement
during the period of Japanese occupation and the
learned Judges had no doubt of both parties having
contemplated payment in Japanese notes. Sharpe J.
(one of the learned Judges who decided it) observed in
the course of his judgment :
"The agreement to· which I have referred, that is to say of
the lOth July 1944, was an agreement made almost a whole year
before the return of the British and there can be no doubt-and
it is not <:onte,nt(!d. other,vise-that Loth parties. were thinking in
t~~~offli~b'ot~~ ~bich,were then in circulation in Burma and
which had been put into circulation by and with the approval of
Japa'nese authorities. I mention this aspect of the case now
beeause the .appellant says that he should now receive British
currency in lieu of these Japanese notes wbich have been deposited
1
in Court!."
'
(1) Special Civil bt Appeal
No. 18 of 1946.

(2} Civil 1st Appeal No. 23
of 1947.
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Ba San and one v. U Hoke TT"a11 a;zd on( (1} in
the same Court is a case in which it vvas held that there
was a latent ambiguity in the decree which b:1cl been
passed during the period of Japanese occupation in
resr~ct of a debt incurred before the \var inasmuch as
it \\'~.ts silent as to whether ihe claim was to be satisfied
in British currency or Japanese notes and tha.t under
section 47 of the Code of Civil Procedure the executing
Court was competent to interpret the decree in ihe
ligbt of surrounding circumstances. In the present
case there is no such ambiguity at all. The deposit in
Japanese currency was made on the 8th March 1945
and the Court passed the final decree for redemption
on the 23rd April, 1945, stating expressly in the
judgment that the plaintiffs had already deposited in
Court the amount of principal and interest due on the
mortgage. ,
U Pe Shein v. S. R.M.A.R. Ramanathan Chettyar (2)
in this Court is a case in which it was held that payment
into Court during the period of Japanese occupation of
Rs. 12,000 in Japanese notes towards the satisfaction
of a preliminary mortgage decree passed before th.e war
satisfied the said decree to the extent of the face value
of the Japanese' , ·J.1,{>fes, ';a}~H·~.g!f.~1 .,they we!'e never
withdrawn by the decree;:}l"older~ ''Y;I{(r~:,veveti trfe learned
Judges dedded the case relying mainly ori a special
clause in the preliminary (consent) 'decree which
provides "TJoat all payments must be made in Court
and certified at once and any payment made outside
shall not be recognized." They observed in the course
of their judgment,
. " The deposit of the decretal ani.ount of Rs. 12,000 in Court
in the d1;cumstances, have to be considered as. payment to
the·respondent decree-holder, and such payment ought accordingly
~vill,

(1) Civil 2nd Appeal No. 37 of 1947.

(2) Civil 1st Appeal No.3 of 1948.
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to be considered to be payment which h;1cl been accepted by tiH:
decree-holder as required under the provisions of section 4 of the
Japanese Currency (Evaluz.tion) Act, 1947, because that navment
~ •
was made into Court, in the only way in which payment under
the decree could be made effective."

AND

Ol':E.

In administering ihe law during the period of the
Japanese
occupation, the City Court of Rangoon which,
M-~ Ul'W, C.}.
by the way, had been established by the Japanese
Military Ordinance No. 6 of 194 2, was bound by force
of circumstances to treat the Burma Monetary
Arrangements Ordinance, 1942, as valid. It was not
open to that Court to consideil.· \Vhether the Japanese,
who according to public International La\:v, could
make only such cbanges in the law and in the
administration as were temporarily necessitated by
his interest in the maintenance and safety of his
army and the realization of the purposes of the war,
had po\ver to introduce a new system of currency or
to make Japanese currency legal tender at par \Vith
British currency.
However, sinc e the final decree was passed by the
City Court of Rangoon, the Japanese occupation l1as
come· to an end and it 11as been held by a Full Bench
of the then High Court of Judicature at Rangoon in
Ko M aung Tin and eight others v. U Gon Man ~ 1) that
the Japanese so-called currency was never lawful
· currency in Burma and that the Japanese military
autho,rii:i~s . acted in excess of their authority under
the _fp,tem~~fPfW~i~Y':' ~n, iss':l~~g a. paralfel. i~;;r~tem of
currency to the cri~r~mcy esta~lished by the lmvful
Government. The Legislature has also enacted the
Japanese Currency (Evaluation) Act, 1947, acting on
the . recommendation of the Full Bench .. to legislate
fixing the: value. of Japan~se notes during different
U

THEIN

(1) (1947) Ran. L.R. 149 F.B.

BUR~MA
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periods of Japanese occupation.
Act provides :

Section 4 of the said

" N' otwith'ltancling anything contained in, any other law for
the time being in force, where any debl or obligation, whether
contracted or incurred before or during the Japanese occup1tion
of Bnrma, had been paid or discharged wholly or partially in
Japanese cunency notes during the Japanese occupation of the
area where the payment was made and the payment had been
accepted, such payment shall be deemed to be payment in legal
currency notes of the same face values, as if the Japanese currency
notes were legal currency notes at the time the payment was
made."

The City Court of Rangoon was bound, as I have
said above, to accept the deposit of and payment in
Japanese currency. It was also competent to give a
valid discharge on paymen,t of the full amount.
However, acceptance of a payment by a Court and the
discharge resulting therefrom are subject to the right
of appeal by the opposite party. The payment cannot
be said to have been finally accepted and the discharge
cannot be said to have become absolute until the right
of appeal has b'~co01e)ime b~rred or the decree has
been confirmed ori •appeal:.')")~yrp.~nt _which ~as been
accepted by the CitY Gchi~z:{§f':#~p&q~~:!~-~qt <l;;p~~TJ:p,en_~
which has been accepted •'oy ''the' Tii'ongagetappelJant
It is only an acceptance by the Cou·rt subjict ~to ' the
mortgagor's right of appeal and it cannot be regarded
as a payment _which had been accepted within the
meaning of the said section.
·
We cannot confirm the acceptance of the payment
by that Court as ( 1) the Full Bench has decided that
the Japanese so-calle_d currency was never lawful
currency in Burma and (2) according to the Schedule
to section 3 (1) of the Japanese Currency (Evaluation)
• currency was worth only 5 per
.Act, 1947, the Japanese
cent of its face value in legal currency in _the year 1945 t

'30
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the final decree for redemption.
With reference to l he application for perm1ss10n to
amend the written statement it is quite clear that the
appellant had objected all along- to redemption in
Japanese currency. His lawyer wrote to the lawyer for
the respondents on the 6th January 1945,

MAUNG, C.J.

" there has as yet been nnde no monetary arrangements not·
settlements as regards tlte value of the Burmese and British
currencies ; and as such it is most inequitable and unjust for your
clients to force payment now and ask for· redemption, of a debt
contracted on a mortg;tge, previous to the 8th of December'194I,
in British currency (vide Trimbak v. Sahhamm-16 Born. 5'~9)."
[See Exhibit K2 .]

He filed the written statement, which contained a plea
similar to the above extract from Exhibit K2, after
drawing lines and writiug the word "cancelled'' across
the plea ; and he and his lawyers have explained that
the plea had to be cancelled as one of his lawyers
;(Mr. T. P. Wan) was intimidated by the Kempeitai and it
was obvious that no Court in Burm:a. functioning under
the Japanese regime could have entertained the defence
that he was entitled to have his mortgage redeemed
in British. currency. Besides the 2nd respondent
M. M. Dooply has admitted in the course of his evidence
thaJ the appellant told him to redeem the mortgage
with British currency as the mortgage itself was in
J3fiihsW2i{;rency. ,
.
. f1aying regard to all the circumst~nces of th'e case
~~-~·~~~' .s.atisned that the real defence of the appellant
has~ ~ll -along been that he
entitled to payment ·in
~ritislic ·~Hrrency, that he and his lawyers had sufficient
reason fo:f n6t raising that defence during the period of
Japanese Occupation, that the applicati()n for amendment
·of the written statement has been made in good faith ·
-on appeai after the ·iiberation -of Burma, that the
I

.'\f •-

1

•

•

is
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.amendment is necessary to enable the real que:;tion in
1948
issue bet~veen the parties to be decided, and that no
DR. T. CHAN
further evidence will be necessary after amendent of the
TAlK
II.
written statement. Besides the amendment has become
ARIFF
MoosAIEE
more or Jess formal and technical in view of the Full DOOPLY
A~D
ONE.
Bench ruling and the Japanese Currency (Evaluation)
Act, 1947. So we allow the proposed amendment under U THF:t:<:"
Order 6, Rule 17, of the Code of Civil Procedure read ~!AUNG, C.J.
with section 107 thereof subject to the order as to costs
which \\'e are going to pass in this appeal.
The final decree for redemption \vhich was passed
by the lower Court on the~basis of payment in Japanese
currency having been payment in legal currency at par
with British currency must be set aside, as we {1) cannot
-confirm the acceptance of that payment, (2) must allow
amendment of the written statement and (3) hold that
the appellant is entitled to have the mortgage redeemed
with legal currency.
At the same time we must let the respondents have
the benefit of the Accrual of Interest tWar-Time
Adjustment) Act, 1947, just as we have let the appellant
hav~ the benefit of the Full Bench ruling. They have
s~ed for redemption offeringto pay .B.s•.,SJ250 £tS.interest
at the contract rate"of 16.n:~er , ~~g,t')~~;x\aqFftii:t1 :Jrom ·the
1st Novewb,er;f~~~N;'il;l{>';to~rth:e .3oth ;September, 1944 ;
but accord.mg·1~:-section 3 of the said Act the appellant
is l}Ot ~~~!~$.!':: \o·any interest from the 8th December,
1941, to lli~~'31~t . March, 1947.
We accor-dingly set aside the final decree for
·r edemption and order that there shall be t:he usual
preliminary decree for redemption. The principal
.amount of the mortgage-debt is Rs. 30,00Q and interest
thereon is to be calculated at 6 per cent per annum
from tqe 1st November, 1941, only up to and exclusive
.of the 8th December, 1941. The decretal amount shall
-carry i~terest a~ H per. c'ef.lt" per annum from the
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1st April, 1Y47, up to the date of payment or
realization.
DR.T.CHAN
TAIK
Both parties have been victims of circumstances.
A:;FF The decision of the City Court of Rangoon has to be
MoosAJEE
set aside on account of subsequent developments, the
DooPLY ANO
.
.
o:-m.
respondents have practically lost the money which they
u THEIN paid into Court ; and the appellant has had to ask for
MAUNG, c.J. permission to arriencl the written statement on appeaL
So \Ve are of the opinion that the parties should bear
their O\vn costs in both courts.
1948

U SAN MAUNG, J.-As the facts have been fully
set out in the judgment of my Lord, the Chief Justice,
it is not necessary for me to recapitulate them here ..
As the learned Chief Judge of the City Civil Court of
Rangoon had passed judgment for a final decree for
redemption on the ground that the sum ·o f Rs. 35,250
in Japanese curr~ncy which had been deposited into
the Court by the plaintiff-respondents was sufficient
to pay the amount due to the defendant-appellant
Dr. Chan Taik on tbe equitable mortgage of the properties in suit, the question which arises for determination in this appeal is whether the finding of the learned
Chief Judge of the City Civil Court of Rangoon on this.
point should be confirmed by this Court. Therefore,
in my opinion, it is impossible to decide this appeal
without considering the question whether the Japanese
note:S '·whibh were deposited in Court by the plaintiffrespondents in paynient of the amount due to the
defendant::appellailt
the aforesaid mortgage should
be considered as legal currency in Burma:
Now; . the Burma Monetary Arrangements
Ordinance,' ·1942, being an ordinance to ·provide for
. adjustment of value of and to render fegal tender
currency in circulation with the Japanese Governm·ent
Military currency notes in Burma was promulgated by

on
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the Prime Minister of th~ Japanese-sponsored Burmese
Government on the 15th of September, 1942. By this
Ordinance the currency, v,rhich was legal tender in
Burma on the 8th of December, 1941, was ordained to
continue to be current in Burma in the same manner
and to the same extent as before and \vas to be of the
same value as the Japanese Government Military
currency notes. So, the Japanese Military notes \Vere
equated to the currency which was legal tend~r in
Burma on the 8th of December, 1941, namely, British
currency which was the legal currency for Burma.
Regarding the measure thus taken by the Japanesesponsored Burmese Government, E Maung J. observed
in Maung Sein Kho v. Maung Hla Din (1):
"The Japanese Militar y Forces which occupied Bmma and
the administration set up by them in the name of the Burmese
Independent Slate never had, under Intt:rnational L1.w, any
authority to set up a currency system of their own. The legislation, either of the Military administration or of the Civil achninistration sponsored by the Military authorities during the occupation
of Burma, equating the Japanese Military notes to the legal
currency of the country is not within the competence of the
occupying power. In law, therefore, the Japanese Military notes
which were handed over by the appella.nt to the respondent on the
2nd of March 1945 could not be considered as legal currency."
"' .- ~r~ ·r:.

; '5'.-:. ;_:<~-H.;;-:t;.::;d- ; ;.

In the case of B..o Maung Tiii ·. a~d eight others v .
.U Gon Man (2} where a Full Bench of the late High

Court had occassion to consider whether the Japanese
Military notes were lawful currency in Burma, the
learnyd Chief Justice agreed with the dictum of
E Maung J. in Mau~Jg Sdn f(ho v. Maung Hla Din (1)
that the Japanese so-called currency was never lawful
currency in Burma. While Sir Ba U J. considered
that it was unnecessary to go into the question whether
or not the Japanese Military Commander-in-Chief had
(1) Civil :Znd Appeal No.3 of 19~7.

(2) (1047 Ran. L.R.

1~9

F.B.).

H.C.
194))
DR. T. CHAN
TAlK

t·.
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MoosAJEE
DooPt.Y ANO
ONE.
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J.
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power under the Law of Nations to change the currency
law of Burma during the time of occupation, Blagden J.
observed that he was in entire agreement with the
oprnwn of E Maung J. as to the illegality under
International Law, of the cond~1ct of the occupier in
relation to the currency of occupied Burma. What
E Maung J. observed in chat case was this :

J.
''In holding tint the Japanese military authorities in occupation pi Burma acted in excess of its le~itinute authority at
international Ia w in setting up a parallel system of currency
relating the same to the system estnblishecl by the la\\'ful Government of Burma, I was not unmindful of the precedents set in the
\Var oi 1914- I 8 by Germans in France and Belgium and the
Austrians in Serbia repeated in the vVar of 1939 onwards by
Germany and power·s associated with her. German jurists and
the Reighsgericht sought to justify these <Jctions c n the theory that
in an effective occnp.1tion of enemy territory the power of the
occupying country tob.lly excludes and replaces tlte Sbte pmrer
of a lawful Government. This theory has not received general
acceptance and is not in consonance with modern views on the
status of the occupyif)g power.
The right of an occupant in occupic 1 territory is merely a
rigtit of administr'atiorJ. McNair in his .Legal Effects of \Var,
2nd Edition, at page 337, has stated the rule to oe that :

'The occupant being under a duty to maintain order and to
provide for the p1·eservation of the rights of the
inhabitants and having a right recognized by international law to impose such regulations and make such
changes as may be necessary to secure the safety of
his forces and the realization of the legitimate purpose
9f -l~i~ occupat~on, his acts, whether Iegislati>e, execu'-'ifve; ~_or ]udidaJ, -so long as he does not overstep these
'
'
i
' . .' •.· .
-limits will'be reC'oghiied by the British Government
and. by British ·co~rts bflaw .'
~- :

''ArliCles::+z ·to ' 56

> •, : ,.._ ••• ,. ,_- J .

- • ,/'- - _.

t

:

:.

of the ·Hague Regulations of 1907 clearly
in support of the exercise of the occup\•ing
power of effe~g a change in the currency system of the occupied
te~ritory and· to· make that c~ange binding on the. lawful
Government.
cannot:·.berinv~ked

1948]
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The decision in the Bank of Ethiopia v. Nllti,,J;,!l Bank of
and Lif{uori (1) does not militate against the \'it\'. that the
acts of the de fac.to. GoYernment of the occupyin~ r-o .'. er mnst,
in the circumstances of the present case, be tested IJ~· s·....:h acts
being necessarry for pt·esenring peace, order au(: g-:od
government."
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E~ypt

The observations made by the learned Judges in the
case cited above are worthy of the greatest respect.
Furthermore it is interesting to note that the decision
arrived at by them in that case was on the same lines
as the decision of the Supreme Court of the United
States in the case of ] ack Thorington v. TFillianz B.
Smith & ] oh11. H. Ifartley 1.2 ), a copy of which \Yas
produced' before us by the learned advocate for the
respondents.
In lhat case it \Vas held tbal the
confederate noles issm:d by the Confederate States in
rebellion ag~inst the United States must be regarded as
a currency imposed on th e community by irresistible
fqrce, that that cuncncy must be considered in courts
of law. in the same light as if it had beg issued
by a foreign government, temporarily occupying a
part of the territory of the United States, and that
the party entitled 'to be paid in confederate dollars
can recover their actual value at the time ,and
place of the contract, m lawhtl money of the
United Statr:s.
Thus, the question as to whether or not the
Japanese Military notes were ever lawful currency in
Burma is not res integra. However, even if such a
question had arisen f~r the fir~t time now, I would, '
\vhile conceding that it was within the competence of
the Japanese, Military Authorities to issue their own
military notes in order to supplement· the lawful
currency :::>f the .co.untry a~ a measure to restore and
(1) (1937) 1. Ch. 513.

(2) S.C.S. 8 Wall. 1-14.
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ensure public order as required of an occupying power
by Article 43 of the Hague Regulations, it was entirely
DR. T. CHAN
TAIK
beyond their competence to issue an Ordinance such
A;;·FF
as Burma Monetary Arrangements Ordinance, 1942,
.D~g~~~ 1~~ 0 equating their currency to the lawful currency of the
oNE.
country. \Vhile the occupation lasts, their currency
u SAN
although worthless or practically 'vorthless is imposed
.MMJNG, J.
on the community by irresistible force. It has
purchasing povver for the time being but like all
uncontrolled currency the purchasing ' power will be
rapidly on the wane. Therefore, to hold that the
Japanese Military Authorities had power to ordain that
their currency should be at par for all times with the
legal currency of the country would be to admit that
the occupying power can by legislation take away from
the subjects of the enemy whose territory they occupy,
valuable substai?tive rights such as the right to repayment of debts in lawful currency. While it may be
necessary for the military authorities of an occupying
power 18:·issue their own currency to supplement the
lawful currency of the country it is quite unnecessary
for them to ordain that their currency must be at par
at all times with the legal currency of the country
occ1:1pied by them.
In the case under appeal the learned Chief Judge of
the City Civil Court no doubt was impelled to come
to the conclusion that the amount due to the defendantapi>~1J~uf · on the equitable mortgage could be satisfied
~ff.~~;; ~~w~:of'~. Rs~\;35,250 in Japanese currency which
tfr~ ;:pi~ibtiffJ"resportdents had deposited in the Court.
Buf''.'the'· q-uestion·s :which now .arise is whether he was
right 'ifi_,,·c oming to that conclusion and whether his
coneltisioff should be affirmed in aP.peal. Having held
that the· ' Japanese Military 'Authorities were not
co·m petent to issue an ordinance equating the Japanese
Military notes with the lawful currency ofthe country,
1948
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I would now refer to the case of U Ba Sa11 and one v.
U Hoke Wan and one (1) where the facts ar~ briefly
these : In Civil Regular Suit No. 1 of 1944 of the
Subdivisional Court of Tharrawaddy, during the
Japanese occupation period a decree was passed in
favour of the appellants against the respondents in the
sum of Rs. 5,325-8, the sum of 8 annas being described
in the decree in terms then current, namely, 50 cents.
The suit was based on a promissory note dated the
28th of November, 1936, the consideration for the note
being a loan in terms of the law£ul currency of the
country. The suit was instituted on the 5th of January,
1944, and the decree was passed on the 6th of November,
1944. On the 27th of February, 1945, the respondents
paid into the Court Rs. 5,325/50 cents in terms of
Japanese military notes towards a purported satisfaction
of the decree. On the 4th of June, 1946, the
appepants applied to the Assistant Judge of Thanawaddy in Civil Execution Case No. 3 of 1946 to have
the decree in Civil Regular Suit No. 1 of 1944
enforced. T.l;le 1J;<fSpondents claimed that they having
deposited Rs. 5,325/,SO,:pents,in Japanese Military notes
in the Court on the
.· ·
1945, the 9-ecr:ee
had been fully saL··~·.,a-..\..L•.,
learned Assistant Judgy
been fully satisfied and that
tion should be rejected. On
Court of Tharrawaddy the order of
'was upheld an9 on a second appeal.
tpe High Court of Judicature at
.observed :
'' The learned District Judge has taken the view that the
<iecree in Civil Suit No. 1 o£ 1944 of the S~bdivisionl Court of

Tharrawaddy during the Japanese occupation of Burma was a
decree in terms of Japanese currency. That view is clearly wrong.
· (1)

Civil 2nd Appeal No. 37 of 1947.
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A Court which w.1s set up by the milita:y authorities of the
occupation was merely the machinery through which the rights of
DR. T. CHAN parties could be enforced.
The right of the appellants under the
TAlK
promissory note in this case was a right to be repaid in lawful
v.
A lUFF
money. It is impossible to hold that the Subdivisional Court of
MoosAJEE
DOOPLY AND Tharrawaddy by its decree directed the judgment-debtors to
O~E.
satisfy that liability by a repayment in what was not lawful
currency. In fairness to the learned District Judge it must be
U SAN
MAUNG, J.
said that when he took the view i:te did, he did not have the
advantage of m'y decision. in Ko M aun.!!. Ti11 and .:i~ht olhtrs v.
U GcmMau (lL In that case I have given my reasons lor holding:
that the occpaution authorities had no right in Jaw to set up a
parallel system of currency and that Japanese military notes which
we1·e in ch·culation during the Japanese occupation do not satisfy
the test of money lawfnlly current This view which I expressed
was accepted by my Lord the Chief Justice and my learned
brother Blagden.
Once it is granted tbat the decree is one for payment of
Rs. 5,325-8 as in lawful currency it is clear that this decree
cannot be dbcharged by a deposit into Court of Rs. 5,325/50 cents
in comparatively \vorthless Japanese paper. That payment into
Com·t Ican at best discharge the judgmen1
-debtor's liability
'
tro la11to only and the decision of this Court 1n [(o JVI.wn}{ Tw a11(/
d!!.ht others v. UGou Ma11 (1) above referred to will indicate the
principles to be followed in assessing to what extent the decree
has been s:Hisfied by that payment into Court."

These observations of E Maung J. seem apposite to the
case now under consideration . .The City Civil Court
set up by the Japanese-sponsored Burmese Government
\Yas ~erely the machinery through which the rights of
party could be enforced. The right of the defenqantapp,ell.;~.t un(:ier ~he equitable mortgage was a right to
be repaid in l~wful money and the orde.r of the learned
Judge of the City Civil Court purporting to· direct the
plaintiff-respondents to' satisfy that liability by a
repaynienf'.i'n W.hat was not .lawful cu~rency· cannot
possibly_ be. tip held in appeal.·.
(1) 1947 Ran •• L.R 149 F.B,

19-1-_o]
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No doubt, E Mau ng J. in the later put of his
judgment in U Ba San's case proceeded to obsen:e :
"Of course, if, after the deposit, the Subdi vi;iomtl Court of
:rharrawadcly before the reoccupation of Burma by the la wfui
Government .nd its armed forces had under section 47 of the
Civil Procedure Code adjudged that the payment made into
Court effected a complc discharge of the liability under the decree
the position \vould bave been different ; different consideration
then would apply. The payment might not have been, in my
opinion it conlcl not have been, in full discharge of the decree
but the adjudication by the executing Court under section 47 of
the Code of Civil Pwceclure, whether that adjudication be right
or wrong, is binding u11less set addt: O?laPpcal itl due courst of law."
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However, the portion italicized clearly indicates
that where in a case like the present the appellate
Court has seizin. of the whole matkr in appeal it can go
into the question whether the court functioning during
the Japanese occupation perio~ was right in coming to
the conclusion that the liability in respect of a debt
contracted before . the Japanese occupation period
could be discharged by payment of Japanese currency
of the same face value.
In this view of the case I am clearly of the opinion
that it is competent for this court in
ealto say that
the learned Judge of the City' .. ··• ·· .
· '' . .
coming to the concluoion , u;~·f ··
defendant-appellant Dr. Chan
mortgage in suit could be
of the sum of Rs. 35 250 in Japanese
was on deposit in that Court. No d~ubt the
· Judge of the City Civil Court had, ; the time he ·
deliv~red the judgment, no option bui to come to the
decision arrived al by him. But this does not mean
that we are bound to say in apreal. ~hat his decision
on this point should not be disturbed. The posihon,
in my opinion, is analogous to a case wi1eie a coitrf of
1

at

u

SAN

MAUNG,

J.
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original jurisdiction had passed an order in accordance
• with an Act of Legislature which the appellate Court
D R. T . CHAN
TAIK
in an appeal against that order declares to be ultra vires
A~·FF
of the Legislature. The decision of the Chief Judge
1
~~~~~
~n
of the City Civil Court that a final decree for redemp0
ONE.
tion should be passed in the suit under appeal because
u SAN
the amount on deposit \Vas sufficient to repay the debt
MAUNG, J.
due to the defendant-appellant Dr. Chan Taik cannot
therefore be upheld.
As pointed out by Dunkley A.C.J. in the King v.
Maung Hmin and three others (1), the Hague Regulations must be treated by the Courts in Burma as incorporated into the Municipal Law of Burma to such extent
as they are not inconsistent with the ordinary law of the
country and so long as the courts constituted by the
occupying power in accordance with the Municipal
Law of the occupied country administered the
Municipal La~ of that country, their decisions are
valid and binding on the lawful government and the
inhabitants of the country, and should be given effect
to. Therefore, I hold that the Burma Monetary
Arrangements Ordinance, 1942, in so far as it purported
to equate the Japanese Government Military currency
notes to the British currency was never, in fact, the
Municipal Law of Burma during the Japanese occupation period as it was ultra vires the Japanese military
authorities. Consequently, effect should net be given
to the decision of the City Ci'Vil Court that the amount
of 1a.Paiies.e currency in deposit in that Court was
suffi2r6~(fo repay the amount du~ to the defendant- .
app~tiint
Dr.·
Chan Taik on the equitable mortgage
...
.\. . ..
.
.
~

111 SUlt.

~;

~ - ) ' l"

,

_4~

·
• '

Hcr<.Vever, this is not sufficient to dispose of the
matter. ·since th~ decision of the late High Court in
(1) (19-t6) R.L.R. 1 at

r. 11.
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Ko Maung Tin and t:iglzt others v. U Gon Mrm (1)
1948
became known to the Government, the Japanese
,.., (
DR.T.CHAN
Currency (Evaluation ) Act, 1941
Burma Act
TAIK
t',f
No. XXXVI of 1947), being an Act to fix the vaiue of the
A RIFF
.\f OOSAJEE
Japanese currency notes in terms of Burma notes and DooPqy
AND
ONE.
coins for certain purposes specified therein, vvas
enacted by the Governor of Burma who had assumed to
u SAN"
himself all powers vested by or under the Government i\lAu~>G, J.
of Burma Act, 1935, in the Legislature of Burma.
So far as is relevant to this case, section 4 of that Act
provides that iwtwithstanding anything contained in
any other law for the time being in force, where
any debt contracted before the Japanese occupation of
Burma had been paid wholly or r:>artially in Japanese
currency notes during tl)e Jap~nese occupation of the
area where the payment was made, and the payment
had been accepted, such payment shall be deemed to
payment in legal currency notes of the s~me face value
as if the Japanese currency notes were legal currency
notes at the time the payment was· made. Now, in
order to attract the provisions of this section, it is
necessary to show not only that payment was made in
Japanese
befor.e
the Japanese
·the
pqyment had
·· .matter
for consideraticn
nt of Rs. 3S,iSO
in Japanese
been accepted in the
manner con
· ' .· in section 4 of the Japanese
Currency (Evaluation} Act, 1947, in payment of the debt
due to the defendant-appellant Dr. Chan Taik. The ,
answer, in my opinion, is clearly in the negative.
This amount was deposited into Court by the plaintiffrespondents during the pendency of the suit under
appeal and appropriated towards the mortgage debt due
(1) 1947 Ran. L.R. 149 F.B.
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to the defendant-appellant Dr. Chan Taik by the order

of the learned Chief Judge of the City Civil Court in
Dk,}~ 1 ;HA:>~ his judgment dated the 23rd of April 1945, wherein he
A;;l'F directed that a final Gecree for redemption Should be
Moo:j,AJEE
passed in favour of the plaintiff-respondents. What
DoOPL'r AND
oNR. ·
section 4 of the Japanese Currency (Evaluation) Act,
u SAN
1947, really contemplates is payment by a debtor to his
MAuNG, J.
creditor, in Japanese currency no.tes, for a pre-occupation debt, and the voluntary acceptance of the payment
by the creditor. In such circumstances, the creditor
·would, by section 4 of the Act, be estopped from
challenging later the validity of the payment on the
ground that he was paid in Japanese currency notes
where he was entitled to be repaid in legal currency.
In the case now under consideration, no qu~stion of
acceptance of the payment of the amount deposited in
Court in Japanese currency ever arose, because, in a suit
for redemption , if the account is in favour of the
defendant the Court is bound to pass a pre!irpinary
decree declaring the amount found due by tbe plaintiff
to tbe defendant and further declaring that on payment
into Court of the said amount on or before a date to be
fixed by the said decree the plaintiff shall be entitled to
apply for and · obtain a final decree directing the
defendant to deliver to the plaintiff the mortgage
property in the possession of the defendat1t and to
exetrite· ~n acknowledgment in writing that all rights
cteafe'd~*tiy';jt(ied:ilo.t;tgage
. have
been extinguished, and
-: .
-.
..,
'
so ;lbrth -..(~ee .sub..:rule ·J ·of Rule 4, Order XXXIV, of
the ;Code of Civil Procedure}. Therefore, when the
Court··pf!.sses a preliminary decree in these terms and
the def€ndant has deposited into Court the amount
mentioned in· the decree, all the legal c9nseqqences as
set out m the decree ai.ttomatically follow. No question
of the acceptanc~ of payment by the Court or by
anybody wot1ld ever arise in such a case as ,the Court
,;

-'

~

:

. ~

..

.
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is bound to accept the deposit thus mad<:: h\· the
defendant.
Statutes which encroach on the rights of the subjects,
whether as regards person or property, should be
subject to a strict ccnstruction. A person who has lent
money to another in legal currency is clearly entitled to
be repaid in legal currency. Since section 4 of the
Japanese Currency (Evaluation) Act, 1947, limits
this right, it must be strictly 'Construed. If it is
intended by the Legislature that in regard to preoccupation debts payment into Court in pursuance of a
decree passed during the Japanese occupation period
should operate as a valid discharge' of the debt, one
would have expected the Legii1ature to say so in
unmistakeable terms. As it is, on a plain reading of
section 4 of the Act it is apparent thai the payment in
Japanese cnrrency notes in discharge of a pre-occupation
debt and acceptance thereof must be between parties
-or their agents duly authorized in this behalf.
In coming to this conclusion I am not unmindful of
-the decision of U Tun Byu and U AungTha Gyaw JJ. in
U Pe Shein v. S.R.M.A.R. Ramanathan Chettyar (1).
However, the present case is cleady distinguishable
from that decided by these learned Judges because in
that case the compromise decree contained a clause
·"that all payments must be made in Court and certified
.at once and that the payment made outside shall not be
.recognized." . In these circumstances, the learned
Judges considered that under that clause of the preliminary mortgage decree the Court must be considered to
be an age'nt of the respondent-decree-holder for the
purpose C?f receiving payments under the decree. I am
prepa~ed to concede that, in these circumstances, from
the very nature of the compromise effected between
\

{1) Civil 1st Appeal N'o. 3 of 1948.
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the parties, the Court was constituted a duly authorized
agent of the creditor for the purpose of receiving
DR T. CHAN
. un d er tJ1e t erms of t h e consent
TAm
payment s d ue to 1urn
v.
decree.
A RIFF
MooSAJEE
For these reasons, I consider that the judgment of
DooPLY AND
ONE.
the learned Chief Judge of the City Civil Court
directing
that a ~nal decree for redemption be passed
U SAN
MAUNG J,
in the suit u~deraupe<Jl o!:l the ground that the amount
of Japanese , . ,c.t:m'e~cy; notes in deposit was sufficient to
repay the debt found due to the defendant-appellant
Dr. Chan Taik is wrong and should be set aside.
Instead, there should be an order directing that a
preliminary mortgage decree in the usual form be
passed for the redemption of the properties in suit for
the amount found due to the defendant-appellant
on the date of the suit, bearing in mind the provisions
of 't.he Accrual of Interest (War-Time Adju stment) Act~
1947 (Burm~ Act No. XI of 1947).
I agree in the order proposed by my Lord.
1
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Thei•t Mautzg, Chief Ju3fice, and V San Mnung. J.

MAUNG KHIN MAUNG (APPELLANT)
v.
DAW HLA YIN AND ONE. (RESPONDENTS).*
TraNsfer of Property Act, s. 108, clauses lo) and {p], contravention of-Urbatz
Rent Control Act, l946, ~. 11 (c)-Notice to quit undqr s. 106, Transfer
of Property Act.

The plaintiff-1st :respondent !;(ranted lease of a piece of land and a dry dock
to remain in force till repair ol a motor-launch is completed. The defendantsappellants gave back possession of the dry dock but not of the piece of Jand1on
which they put up a permanent building, pulling down the hut which was
there. In a suit for ejectment the dcfendanta-appellants claimed there [were
separate leases for the land and the dock and that the defenctlnts-appellant.aSput
up the builcling with plaintiff-1st respondent's permission. The trial Court held
that the plaintifi-lst reapondent waa not entitled to eject the defendan t-appellant but only to get the permanent ,tructure demolished.
Held on appeal : That under s. 11 (a) of the Urban Rent Controi• Act~the
obligations of the tenancy implied therein unde:r s. 108, clauses (o) and (p),rof
the Transfer of Property Act had been broken by the tenants and the lease had
been terminated in accordance with law under s . 111 [h) of the Transfer of
Property Act and the plaintiff- tat respondent was entitled to eject the appellant
and 2nd respondent. Decree made for ejectment and for removal of!~the
per~anent structure.
K. Sin@lt v. Holasi and othen, A.I.R. (1914) All. 285, referred to.

Tu.n I for the appellant.
Dr. Ba Han for the respondents.

U THEIN MAUNG, C.J.-This is an appeal ansmg
out of a suit for recovery of possession of a piece of
land known as No. 140 {old No. 138), " I '' Laner
Singapore Quarter, P.azundaung, Rangoon, for ejectment of the defendants, namely, the present appellant
Maung Khin Maung and the 2nd respondent Maung
Hoke . Yu, from the said land, and for removal of the
building they had erected on it.
~ Civil 1st Appeal No. 12 of 1948 againat the decree of the Fourth Judge
of the RangooJt City Civil Court ~n Civil·Regular No. 2355 of 1917.

31
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The case of the plaintiff Daw Hla Yin, who is now
the 1st respondent, is that she granted a lease of the
MAUNG XHIN
MATJNG
said piece of land and a dry dock to the defendants at
n~~.;· HLA a monthly rental of Rs. 80 as they wanted them for the
AN;z~Nlt. sole purpose of repairing their motor-launch, and that
'the lease was to remain in force till the repair thereof
M~u;:,E~\ was completed 'anti no longer. Since the said lease
was granted the I110tor-launch has been completely
repaired and the defendants have given back possession of the dry dock, but they have not given her
possession of the said piece of land. On the other hand,
they have put up a permanent building on the land in
spite of her protest, and they have also pulled down
her hut which was there at the time of the lease. The
defendants have been guilty of breaches of the obligations of the tenancy by putting up the said permanent
building and pulling down her hut. Sre is therefore
entitled to a decree for their ejectment and for the
demolition of the said permanent building under
section 11 (a) of the Urban Rent Control Act, 1946.
The defence· was that there were two separate
leases, one for the land and the other for the dry dock,
that there was no hut on~the land at the time of the
lease, and that the defendants have put up the building
on the land with the plain tiff's permission.
The learned Fourth Judge of the City Civil Court
of :Rangoon has found on the ~vidence that there were
twp:';.§,~Pfi.J;fl~~ ),€G@~§; ~. ;aUeged by the defendants, that
thf1Ut2I~~:.:a }1~ belonging to the plaintiff on the suit
lan<! i~a.f:.#ie-(g.m.e,r<?f{ the lease and th,at the defendants
o" ...
h_a~ru.:~~l:i.;~JP.Y . new building on.the land and pulled
down ~l:t~ 'ri>J~~gtiff's hut thereon. He has actually held
that the· detm!~~nts have committed breaches of the
obligations of the tenancy inasmuch as th·ey had pulled
down the pla:i:p:tjff~s-hut and put up a. permanent structure .on the .land without -the .plaintiff's consent in·
~

-~~"'t'"~·-~c-,,~-:-:;··~'C~~

I .

•
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H.C.
contravention of clauses ( o) and (p) of section 108 of
1948
the Transfer of Property Act.
MA.UNG KruN
However, he has held on the authorit:fofK. Singh
MAUNG
v. Holasi and others (1) that the plaintiff is not entitled DAwvHLA
to eject the· defendants from the land and that she AND
Yu~
ONE.
is entitled only to get the permanent structure
demolished. He has passed a decree directing that M~u~~Eg:J.
the structures erected by the defendants on the suit
land be demolished by the' defendants within two
months, and that, in default, the said structures be
demolished through an officer of the Court. He has
also ordered that the rest of· the plaintiffs claim be
dismissed.
Ivhung Khin Maung, · one of the defendants' has
appealed frorn the above decree making the other
defendant a party respondent on the grounds.· ('11)-•;that the building which has been put up by
the defendants did not amount to a permanent structure ;
(2) that there has been no breach of any obligathe tenancy·;
tion
(3) that section 108 (o) and (p) of the Transfer of
Property Act did not apply ; and
(4) that· the case shourd have been decided with
reference to section; 11 '(c~ - of the Urban
Rent' Control Act, 1946. · · · :
The plaintiff-respondent has also filed a cross-appeal
on tli.e · grbund that she is -entitled to a decree for
recovery ···of 'pOssession of the suit land and>for ejectment of the' defendants therefrom.
, There f·cail' be no doubt of the· biiilding which has
been puf-tip by the defendants on the land being a
permfineril structure. The defendants themselves:'have
stated in 1 'fheir· written statement that it :has been pu·t

of

t

'

. '{1) A'~U~; (19H} · Alt isS.
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up and extended at a total cost of Rs. 3,800 and,
according to the appellant's own evidence, it took them
M~~~N~HrN three months to complete the building. Nor can there
v.
be any doubt of the defendants having erected it or at
DAW HLA.
YrN
least of their having proceeded to complete it without
AND oNE.
the plaintiff-ry~pondenfs consent and in spite of her
M~~~~~~.J. express PX:<?.t~~!s . <Both U Tun Nyun {P.W. 1) and
U -~an Ni.(~.~~~i"-fl were .cited by both parties, and they
have giy~l) eyi(l~~C:e of the plaintiff having come to them
and protested against the construction of a building, of
their having informed the defendants of her objection
to the building, of their having tried to bring the
parties to terms and of their failure to do so. It is also
clear from their evidence that the building was not yet
complete at the time of the ir interve~tion and that the
defendants proceeded to finis h it thereafter.
Maung Khin Maung alone of the two defendants
bas given evidence in the case. He has alleged that
the new building was put up and extended with the
consent of the plaintiff, but his evidence is not corroborated at all. Besides he has made. two statements
which are obviously false. One statement is that be
took the l~ase of both the land and the dock from Daw
Hla Yin and Daw Gauk. He made this statement
deliberately because it was his case at the hearing of
the suit that Daw Gauk and his witness, Daw Sein,.
showed him the place where he should place the poles
for: the_: bui!ding. Howe ver, he had to admit under
cross~e;amination ; "·ILis not :true tb.at I took lease of it
fro~~ ri~w ·~Hi~~ Yi~ ~~d · ·Q~w Gauk. . I took it from
Daw Hla :Yin alone." as he ._was confronted with his
own written statement. The other statement is the
statement .it;l.- paragraph 4 of the written statement :
" Defendant~ . deny that there was any hut of the
pl~intiff . at the place where the def.endap.~s }).ave. built
their structure." Under cross-examination Maung
H.C.
1948

1948]

Khin Maung had to admit "There was a small hut
Qn the suit land at the time I took lease of it. With
the consent of the plaintiff the hut standing on the suit
land was pulled down and I erected my first hut.
* * * * After the new structure was completed I
destroyed the original hut which had been enveloped."
His witness, Daw Sein, does not say that the plaintiff
gave her consent to the new building being put up
by the defendants. She merely says that Daw Gauk
informed her that she had made a new lease to the
defendants, and it is not the defendants' case that they
ever got a new lease or that Daw Gauk was their lessor.
With reference to the demolition of the plaintiff's
hut by the defendants, Maung Khin Maung has stated
that it was done with the consent of the plaintiff.
However) in view of the fact that the defendants
denied even the existence of the hut in their written
-statement and that there is no evidence other than that
of Maung Khin Maung to show that the plaintiff
·c onsented to its demolition, we are of the opinion that
the lower Court is r.igh t in preferring the evidence of
the plaintiff-respondent to that of Maung Khin Maung
.and in holding that her hut was demolished without
her consent.
So the only:;q1;1est~on. that rem<P,ns. for consideration
is whether the plaintiff:respondent js entitled not
·o nly to have the permanent structure on her land
demolished, but also to eject the defendants therefrom.
Now, section 11, clause (a), of the Urban Rent
Control Act, 1946, provides :
1

Notwithstanding anything contained in the Transfer of
P roperty Act or the Contract Act or the Rangoon City Civil Court
Act no order or decree for the recovery of poseeesion of any
premises to which this Act applies or for the ejectment of a
tenant therefrom shall be made or giveO: unlessany * * * * obligation of the tenancy, whether under
the contract of tenancy or tinder-this Act. so far as the
'
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sam~ is consistent with the provisions of this Act, has
been ..broken or not performed j * * * .y, "

MAUNG Km
· M.A.uNG

v.
DAw HLA
YlK

ANn otm.

u

'l'REIN

MAoNG, C.J.

The obligations of the tenancy which are implied
th'e rein under section 108 (a) and (p) of the Transfer of
Property Act have been broken by the tenants as we
have stated abo'i/ei·ahd these obligations are quite
consistent with; ;. the pr'mtisions of the Urban Rent
Control Acty::1t~4&;t ; i'Besides, as the appellant Maung
Khin Maiihgi;;fii:nis'eff has -'stated in· the course of his
evidence) l' 'no· tir:ne was fixed for the duration of the
lease' "; the 1st respondent has given the appellant and
tBe·~ 2rid' respondent a notice to quit under section 106
of 'Hie Transfer of Property Act; and the receipt thereof
has been admitted by the appellan.t and the 2nd
respondent. (See paragraph 7 of: the plaint, paragraph 7
of ·the written statement and Exhibits C and D.) So
tfi e lease' · has been terminated in accordance with law
under section ·111 (h) of the Transfer of Property Act
and' ;the. 1st 1 respondent is entitled to eject the appellant
and the 2nd respondent froin.her land.
For the ::1bove reasons we dismiss the appeal with
costs ; and we not only confirill the decree of the lower
Court· but also direct that the decree should also
provide for ejectment of the appellant and the
2nd respondent from the 1st respondent's land. The
fst respondent is entitled to het costs in both Courts 1.
a:avocate's fee in thiSi Court" five gold mohurs.
}'3")''., !, _ _. (

·...
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Tun Byu am! U Aun.g Tlla Gyaw, JJ,

DAW SEIN YIN

(APPE,LLANT)

v.

u

ON KHIN

(RESPONDENT).*

for
interim rcceiv'r
appoi1dment of receiver- Whether
discreti011
Propaly exercised acco,·ding to guidi11g PritlCifles--PDu'trs of appellate
Court.

Appdnlment

of

rece!ttf- Grounds-Applicati01;

disniissed-Sttbsequ~nt

H6ld: That in an application lor appointment of a receiver the Court has
to consider whethtr special interference with the possession of a defendant is
required, there being a well-founded fear that the property in qt:estion will be
dissipated or that irreparable mischief may be done unless the Court gives its
protection.
Ber~oy • Krishna Mukh crjee ami others v. Salis Cha11dra Giri and others,
I.L.R. 55 Cal. 720 lP.C.), followed.
Power conferred by the Code on court for appointment of receiver sl1ould
be exercised with greateGI care and caution. Violent :md wholesale charges
by rlaintifJ of waste and m::tlversation by the defendant in possession is not
sufficient. unleos facts averred and established show that there has been an
abuse or danger of abu5e by the de[endant in possession.
S. B. Devi and anoth&Y, v. B. N. Rai and another, I.L.R. 5~Ail. 556,
followed.
Held ju dher: That an order £or appointment of a receiver is discretionOJ.ry,
and the discretion is that
ia pending. But
where the trial Court did
. with legal
principles the court of
Benoy Kt·fshna Mr~kh,irjeii
I.L.R. 55 Cal. 720 (P.G.), applied and'followed_
Where'application for ad interim receiver ia dismi•sed and no new facts
or circumstances are brought forward for appointment of a receiver, the
' court will not di~turb person rightly in possession unless there is an equitable
ground for inter~erence.
Mere fact th~t person in possession is poor is not adequate rcaeon for
appointing a receiver.
Muhammad Alkari v. Nisar Husaitl, I.L.R. 43 All. 311 at p. 313,
referred to.

• ,Civil Mi~c.J\ppeal.No.l7 of 1947 3:gain$t or.der of~Additiooal Divisional
Court of Pya:[lon in Clvil Misc. No; H df '1944, da~ed the ~th February
1945.
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E. C. V. Foucar for the appellant.
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DAW

Theing M oung for the respondent.

SKIN YIN

u

[1948

v.
ON KBIN.

U TuN BYu, J.-This is an appeal against an order
of the then Additional Divisional Court of Pyapon
passed during the Japanese Military occupation of
Burma, appoin.~in:g the respondent U On Khin as
receiver pendihg· th~ decision of Civil Regular Suit
No. 17 of l944of fhe same Court, in which he sued for
the possession of certain properties, moveable and
immovable, belonging to the estate of Daw Sein Tin
who died at Dedaye on the 6th June 1944, on the
ground that Daw Sein Tin continued to be the wife of
the respondent U On Khin up to the time of her death.
It is an admitted fact that Daw Sein Tin and the
respondent U On Khin were at one time husband and
~rife, and the case of U On Khin in the Civil Regular
Suit No. 17 of 1944 is that, as husband of the deceased
Daw Sein Tin, he is entitled to all the properties left
by the said deceased Daw Sein Tin at the time of her
death.· The respondent, at the time he filed the Civil
Regular Suit No. 17 of 1944, also filed an application
for the appointment of an interim receiver, pending the
decision of the Civil Regular Suit No. 17 of 1944.
The case of the appellant Daw Sein Yin, who was the
defendant in the Civil Regular Suit No. 17 of 1944,
was, in brief, that there was a divorce b'etween U On
Khin and the deceased Daw Sein Tin, that a divorce·
deed wa:s executed and thatthe'deceased Daw Sein Tin
died it bedaye in the house of Daw Sein Yin after the
divorce. had been effected between the respondent
U · On Khin and the deceased Oaw Sein Tin, and
accordingly H On Khin ~s not entitled to any
property left by the deceased Daw Sein .Tin at the time
her death. ·

o£
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It will not, at this stage, be proper to make any
observation which might affect the merits of the case
of either party when the Civil Regular Suit No. 17 of
1944 comes for trial. The application filed on the
15th August, 1944, for the appointment of an interim
receiver was dismissed on the 22nd August, 1944, and,
impliedly, it must be considered that the reasons as
disclosed in the application and in the affidavits filed
with that application were not sufficient to induce the
Court to appoint a receiver. After the application for
the appointment of an interim receiver was dismissed,
the respondent U On Khin made a fresh application
for the appointment of a receiver in respect of the
properties involved in the Civil Regular Suit No. 17 of
1944, and an additional affidavit by U On Khin was also
filed with this new application. After notice was
issued to Daw Sein Yin, and after affidavits had been
tiled on her behalf, and after hearing the parties,
U On Khin's subsequent application was granted and,
by an order dated the 26th February, 1944, the
respondent U On Khin was appointed receiver of the
properties belonging to the estate of the deceased
Daw Sein Tin.
Daw Sein Yin is a sister of Daw .Sein Tin, and she
is the appellant in this ,appeak :1[fie~affidaVits , that had
been filed on ·behalf. of Daw Sein Yin· show that after a
deed of divorce was executed between the respondent
U On Khin and the deceased Daw Sein Tin,
Daw Sein Tin left Pyapon, where she had previously
resided with U On Khin, and that Daw Sein Tin went
and lived in Daw Sein Yin's house in Dedaye, where
she subsequently died. It is clear, without going into
the merits of the case, that the sisters and brothers of
Daw Sein Tin are her nearest relatives, and they
could not be said to be persons who co~ld have no
interest in the estate left by the dece~sed Daw Sein ·Tin,

H.C.
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U ON KlflN.
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J,
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if the deed of divorce, which had been executed by
U On Khin and Daw Sein Tin, is not proved to be
fictitious, or if it is not proved that there was a reunion
between U On Khin and the deceased Daw Sein Tin
after the deed of the divorce had been executed.
The application for appointment of a receiver was
based on the ground that Daw Sein Yin, who was th e
defendant in,.tne;Civil Regular Suit No. 17 of 1944, was
a wom~n, that she did not possess sufficient property to
be able to replace all the properties belonging to
the estate of the deceased Daw Sein Tin, if those
p:roperties were dissipated or lost pending the d ecision
of the case, and that there was a likelihood of loss and
dis_sipation of the properties belonging to the estate of
the deceased Daw Sein Tin, if the properties were
allowed to remain in the hands of Daw Sein Yin
pending the decision of the case, in that there were
also valuable jewelleries belonging to the estate of the
deceased Daw Sein Tin. It has been contended on
behalf of the respondent U On Khin that the appointment of a receiver, under Order XLI, Rule 1, of the
Code of Civil Procedure is discretionary, that the
discretion. which the lower Court had exercised in favour
of the resf>Ondent U On Khin ought not to be
interfered with without good reasons and that there
were no good reasons in this case for interference with
the discretion which 'had been exercised in favour of
th,e :respondent U On Khin. It has to be remembered
th.at tb~ . C_pttrt~h,Qilld, under Order XLI, Rule 1, act on
c~~iQJj legaJ, . -prin;<;tples , when, ..~ppoUJ,ting a receiver,.
an<:).;f-i..f t_h~ ·qi~cr.etion i.n : app.c;>intjng- a .receiver is not
exercised in accordance with such legal principles, it ·
could .4>e . ~pt · asid·~ on appeal! . The fact that the
app\icat~-<!>1'1 .~f th~ respqndent U .On :({hin for the
appoin~m~'t!:~f an; .interim ·¥ec~iver :was fir~ dismissed
by;the.. same:.Jeq:med Judg~ is : uQ.~qubteqly. a -.circum.:.
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. c
stance which will have to be considered in attempting
1948
to see whether the discretion, which had been exercised
DAW
subsequent to the dismissal of the first application, had SUIN YIN
been properly exercised and, particularly in view of.the U ONv.KHIN.
fact that the reasons 'which were urged fot 1 ''tWe U TUN EYU,
appointment of a receiver in the subsequent application
J.
were substantially the same as those that had been
made in the first application for the appointment of an
interim receiver, which was dismissed.
It might be mentioned here that the re~pondent
U On Khin does not now conte-nd that he himself
ought to be appointed a receiver, if the Court shouJ.d
think fit to consider that ·this is a proper c~se in which
a receiver ought to be appointed. The main reason
given in the order appointing the respondent
U On Khin as receiver appears to be that, if the
appellant Daw Sein Yin were allowed to continue to
be in possession of the properties belonging to the
estate of Daw Sein Tin, it was possible for her to
mortgage or sell those properties, and, if Daw Sein Yin
were to do that, it would give rise to more complications and that U On Khin was, if successful, likely
to be defeated in 9btaininK E:9,~Se?sion of all the
properties belonging .to tl:le •.~stat~;;. oLDaw Sein Tin.
It ought to be stated atc: :onc,e:;:tharuno""facts ,,or circum- '
. stances have been hrought forward in this case, either
in the two affidavits made by U On Khin or in the
supporting affidavit of Sein Tbaung, to indicate or
suggest that there was any well-founded or reasonable
apprehension that any of the properties, which form
part of the estate of the deceased Daw Sein Tin, would
be dissipated or lost, or that Daw Sein Yin was a
per~on who,. was likely to do away
. with any of the
properties,. or that she was a·person who was not likely
to deal H6nestry with those pro'p~rties pending -the
d.edsion of 'the Civ;i~ Regllla:LSplt No. 17 of 1944.
-
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Daw Sein Yin in paragraph 11 of her affidavit stated as
follows :

D.Aw

SJUN Yr•
v.
.u ON KHIN.

U TuN BYU,
T.

[1948

" 11. I would not have changed by fair or foul means the
original appearance of jewelleries used by my younger sister, nor
would I have converted, lessened, changed places, chan!!ed with
others and done to tf1e same in any other manner, nor had
I planned to do~()· The truth is : The said articles have already
been given to
\Ve jointly own the same. Under the said
circumst'1nces there i!if rio reason. that I should have done
something to lessen the said articles. The articles being mine, I
would not have done any acts of stealthy concealment. as I
according to our religious principles have fear and shame."

me>

F

And no rep1y affidavit was filed against the affidavit of
Daw Sein Yin. In the case of Benoy Krishna Mu.kherjBe
and others v. Satis Chandra Giri and others (1),
Viscount Sumner, who delivered the judgment of their
Lordships of the Privy Council, at page 722, observed
as follows:

l

•' On ~n interim application for a receivership such as this,
the Court has to consider whether special interference with the
the possession of a defendant is requir-ed there being a wellfounded fear that the proper-ty in question will be dissipated, or
that other iueparable mischief may be, done unless the Court
gives its protection. Such an order is discretionary, and the
discretion is, in lhe first instance, that of the Court in which the
suit itself is pending. When, as in this. case, the order of that
Court is altered on appeal it becomes necessary to consider
whether the Court below had before it the evidence required to
support such an order and considered it in accordance with the
pri'nctpi<ts o'ri ·,vhicb: iudicia.t discretion ·must be exercised. If the
Gourt ofreiiew riglitly conclude's that prbper discretion was not
us~d below, it is free to exercise its own discretibn in the matter."

It might R'e observed that the facts alleged in that case,
which are' s.ta.t~d at page 723 of the Report, appear to
be stronger tp.~n. the facts which' ar,e alleged in the case
{1) I:L.R. 55 Cal. 720.
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under consideration now. It is difficult, on the
materials which are now before the Court, to see how
U On Khin could be said to have honestly entertained
a well-founded or reasonable apprehension that
Daw · Sein Yin would do away with the properties
dishonestly, if she were allowed to retain them pending
the decision of the Civil Regular Suit No. 17 of 1944.
It is not also shown anywhere in any of the affidavits
filed on behalf of U On Khin that Daw Sein Yin was a
lady of unreliable character, or that she was an
avaricious lady who would not hesitate to do away with
the properties if she were to realize that the decision of
the Court in the main case would be against her.
There was another ground which was raised on
behalf of U On Khin for the appointment of a receiver,
and it would be found in paragraphs 5 and 6 of
U On Khin's affidavit filed with the application for
the appointment of an interim receiver, which were
as follows:
"5. Out of the jewelleries I sue for, some, if not all, have
been transferred from Dedaye where they originally were and
kept in a safe in H,i gber Grade Pleader U San U'i house
Pyapon.
,;>", ·,' ,,:;r: . .:>:< ~
.•. .·
6. In order to sa'Ve tfie -:Stiia_;irliCI~;ttom cbeing . transferred
further, I have to seal (the safe) j;king the assistance of
Police Officers, Pyapon, through the Divisional Commissioner,
Pyapon."

The suggestion is that Daw Sein Yin was, in any
case, likely to do away with certain jewelleries which
beloJ)g to the estate of Daw .Sein Tin-, but that there is
no substance in this contention. is clear from the
statements contained in paragraphs 11 and 12 of
the affidavit of Ko Tin Maung, who wa~ sent by
Daw Sein Yin to bring back. the box, in which the
jewelleries were kept, from U Sap U's house; and
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paragraphs 11 and 12 of Ko Tin Maung's affidavit are
as follows :

SEINYlN

" 11. As regards the business on which Daw Sein Yin sent me
to Pyapon to bring the box from U San U, it is true that I went to
TuN BYU, Pyapon in a hired sam'pan. When I reached U San U's house at
L
about 8-00 a.m., I met therein a rich Chinaman of Rangoon as
well. Wheri I siid that Daw Sein Yin's box would be taken to
Dedaye, D: ,S f1n:P -s~~-d that the. box !llight be taken if I liked,
that he 4ared;p.ot go along and take it to Dedaye as instructed by
Ma Sein Yin, ·and that he, having no. key with him, found it
hard tobim if he was asked to open and show (the things in the
box) on meeting with various kit£S (watchmen) on the way. He
added that he could go along and tell the reasons to Daw Sein Yin.
\Vhile he was saying so, my sampan men came and told again
that kins (watchmen) had stopped Oit: prohibited) the sampan.
As U On Khin himself once urged to take back the box to
Dedaye, saying that the safety of the box which was kept in the
possession of U San U was not certain, it is true that I told
U On Khin at about 10-00 a.m. (about the box) in order to get
some he1p from him. At 4-00 p.m. police party sealed the box
which was still in the possession of U San 'U.
12. The box belongs to Daw Sein Yin. It does not belong to
Daw Sein Tin. It is nothing but take the box publicly at the
request of U On Kh.in and at the earnest request of all the
relatives and not to do any injustice to the box."

v.
U ON KHIN.
U

It is unlikely that

Ko

Tin Maung would have gone
to consult the respondent U On Khin, or to ask for
his advice or aid a:t the time Ko Tin Maung went
to bring back the box from U San U's house, if
there was any dishonest intention on _the part of
U~w !~ei,qrX~nr because,: i tis ;,onLy; reasonable;.fo: P.r:es ume
th~.li_'i.D~w·r:::Seln 'iYm:mouldr ;onlycemploy .• a :person in
whGmitsh.ei:J had: absolute-:_ reliance to .'bring. back the
v~lua~le1jew.eUeries fr0m:·U ·San U's house. · There is
nothing·;fi:o Sl..tggest. that Tin Maung \vas a . man who
had : betray.ed.· the .confidence placed in· hilT!- by'
Daw Sein.Yin, .o r-that Tin Maung: was.a;person who
was, at that 'time, acting· in ·collusipn: with U On Khin
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r9~8
against the interest of Daw Sein Yin. It will be
observed from paragraph 11 of Tin 1\!Jaung's affidavit
DAW
quoted above that the box in which the jewelleries SErN YIN
were kept was sealed by the Police on the day he w~nt u ONvKHrN.
to Dedaye to take away the box from U San U's house, ·u ' IUN. -8 YU,
and apparently the box in whi!fP the jewelleries
J.
were, was sealed at the initiative of the respondent
U On Khin. After the box had been sealed by the
Police, Daw Sein Yin applied for permission to the
then Supreme Court during the Japanese Military
occupation of Burma, to take away the jewelleries
which had been left in U San U's house at Pyapon, and
her application was, after hearing the parties, granted.
The fact that the then Supreme Court had permitted
Daw Sein Yin to remove the jewelleries from
U San U's house rather implies that the then Supreme
Court wa~ not satisfied that Daw Sein Yin was a person
who would dishonestly do away with the jewelleries, if
they were allowed to remain in her possession during
the pendency of Civil Regular Suit No. 17 of 1944.
It mighLbe.added that no new fact or circumstance
has been ·
after the respondent
U On Khin's ·
• of · an
int erirn receiver
/lthat
the properties·
.
Win
were likely to .be dissipated- or :lost if they were allowed
to remain in .the possession of Daw Sein Yin. The
observation ·tmade in the case of S. B. Devi and
another v. B. :N. Rai and another (1) might be usefully
quoted here ; .,,_

" The .discretion given by s. 503 of the Code, to the High
and . District
Courts al0ne.
is. one that should be
'
. .
.he
. it observed,
.
used with the... greatest <;are and caution. Because a plaintiff in
his plaint makes violent and wholes.ale charges of waste· and

..

•

•

;

:

f

:

o o

~

'

(~)

0

o

_,.

I.L.R.·S..AU. 55() at p. 561.
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malversation against a defendant in possession of property
as executrix under a will or as a tenant for life, and upcn this
DAw
basis applies for a receiver to be appointed, it i~ not a necessary
SEIN YIN
v.
consequence that such appointment should be made. If any
U ON KtuN. such doctrine or principle were to be recognized, s. 503, instead
u TuN BYu, I o£ serving the useful purpose for which it was framed, would
J.
give unscrupulous andJfancorous litigants an engine for the most
unjustifiable interference with the rights of properties under the
pretence and.,prbt~qt~pn of legal sanction. In the case before us
defendant l;.is,rig~tlyin possession of the estale of her deceased
husband uncle~ the. express provisions of his will, and in such
cases Court of Equity will pay a just respect to such legal and
equitable rights and interests of the possessor of the fund, and
will not withdraw it from him by the appointment of a receiver.
unless the facts averre~ and established in proof show that ther,e
has been an abuse, or ts danger of abuse, on his part. For the
rule of such Courts is not to displace a bona fide possessor from
any of the just rights attached to his title unless there be some
equitable ground for interference."
1948

!

Section 503 of the old Code is equivalent to
Order XL, Rule 1, of the present Code of Civil
Procedure, and the observations made in the above
passage are pertinent to the present case. No facts
or circumstances have been proved or stated in the
affidavits filed on b.elialf of the respondent on which it
could properly be said that the discret~on had been
reasonably or properly exercised when making the
subsequent order appointing a receiver, particularly
when the learned Judge had on the same facts at first
refused ,the application for the appointment of an
infeTim~eceiver~';i']If.' any,\autbority is· required, it will
be''f6tin&irrthe caseof,·'Belzoy:Krisltna-Mukherjee and
others:~•..--Satis Chandra Giri and others {1), that the
Court .on>?appeal can exercise its own discretion in
consideriri~( - whether the appointment of a receiver
ought or ought not to be made. where the facts and
circumstances that had been brought out do not show
(1) I.L.R. 55 Cal. 720.
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that the discretion had properly been exercised by the
i948
Court appointing the receiver.
0AW
It might also be observed that no attempt bas been SE!N
Yr:-;
made by the respondent U On Khin in the prest:nt LON,,KHtN.
case to obtain a list of the jewelleries alleged to haYe
U TUN BYIJ,
been in the box kept at U San U's house from
J.
Daw Sein Yin, after the box had been allowed to be
taken away by her under an order of the then
Supreme Court, and his inaction in this respect
rather militates against the suggestion that he had a
reasonable apprehension to think that Daw Sein Yin
was a person who was likely to do away with the
je\veUeries which were in her possession.
It has also been urged that Daw Sein Yin is
a \\!Oman, and that she is not sufficiently rich to be in
a position to repay the full value of the properties
involved in the case if they were lost or dissipated 1
while in her possession. We'do not think that the sex
of a person, in whose possession the properties are,
ought to be taken into consideration in considering
whe"ther a receiver ought or ought not to b'e appointed,
and no case has been cited to show that this is a
circumstance which might p~operly be taken into
consideration. The affidavits show.that'DawSeinYin
owns, at least, one hundred' acfesc-ofvil)acl'dy land and
that she also possesses a wooden house and some
jewelleries; and it is thus clear that Daw Sein Yin
cannot strictly be said to be a poor lady. However,
it does not appear that the poverty of a person affords
a ground for the appointment of a receiver in respect
of the properties in the possession of that person. In
the case of MuJzammad Askari v. Nisar Husai-n (1 ),
it was observed :

" The allegation that the trustee in actual possession of the
.property in suit as manager is himself a poor ~n, from whom
(1) l.L.R. 43 All. 311 at p. 311.
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personally a decree for mesne profit in the event of si.tch a decree
being passed might pro,·e difficult of realization is not an adequate
reason for passing the order under appeal."

SEIN YIN

v.
U ON KHII>.

U

TUN BYU,

J.

The order referred to in the above quotation is an
order appointing a receiver.
There is one other. point which has been urged on
behalf of the respondent U On Khin, and that is the
word.'' appears" in' Order XL, Rule 1, Code of Civil
Procedure, is very significant that no proof of any act
of dishonesty is nece:;sary for the purpose of having a
receiver appointed under Order XL, 'Rule 1, and that
the object of the appointment of a receiver is to
preserve the property for the protection of the rights of
the successful litigant. The words which follow the
\Vord ((appears " are (( just and convenient", and these
latter words cannot be construed to mean that a
receiver could properly be appointed where the Court
thought that it was convenient to do so, and it is
obviow~ that the word ((just
must also be given a.
'meaning.
It might also be mentioned that· the prope:rties in
this case are not in medias res, that is to say, they are not
in the possession of a third party who has no ostensible
right to the properties in the suit, because, if the divorce
is proved, it is obvious that it will not be the respondent
but Daw Sein Tin's nearest relatives who will be
entitled to the possession of the properties left by the
deceas~dDa\VSein Tin. In the circumstances, the
. --,.· :._.);.__,,.,.
.app.e~~ ~~I:f;:;J:!~j~J!g?J'e~?\Vitl,l;, costs 7 ten gold-mohurs, and
the JO_rder i<;>t<th(dower O:C otitt?.apfiointihg -the respondent
U On·Kihin as receiver:·is set aside.
It

.

- U

.'

AUNG

_,

THA GYAW,

J.- 1 agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Trm Byu, 1.

MAUNG HLA GY AVv"

A!'JD ONE (APPELLANTS)

v.
DA w 9HIT

(RESPONDENT).'!.<

Suit for redetrrption-Wiic/her competent wrthout mortgage deed-S. 59 of
Tta1!s{er v/ Property Aci-..J.borli:.•e mortga,f;t--Stdt on !rile-When lies.

Plaintiff -respondent sued for rec·)\'ery :>nd possession of a piece of land on
the strength of title on payment of 1-l.s. 800 and defendant-appellant$ contended
that the original owners mor-hr:~ged the land usufructorily to plaintiff and her
husband and that after the death of her husband the pl.lintiff-respondent sold
it to the appellants-defendants. Plaintiff-respondent's so it w;~s decreed in hath
the lower Courts.
On second appeal it was contend~d that the suit was really one ior
redemption and as such was not maintainable.
Held: Though a suit for redemption cannot lie in the absence of a valid
deed of mortgage, as a mortgage for Rs. 100 or upward$ can be effected onl y
by a registered instrument under s. 59 of the Transfer of Property Act, this did
n ot prevent a person who made an abortive mortgage from suipg for possession
relving on title.
UThcl Pan and auo/lter v. Ma Plm Saing, (1937) R.L.R 442; Mazmg Lu Pe
and oth.:n v. Mau11g s,w Mya, (1939) R.L.R. 645 : MLTHHg Daw Na aud another
v. 1llmmg Wa Naung and others, (1941) R.L.H. 706.

The prayer in the plaint for recovery on payment of I>ls . 800 should be
read in the light of other prcu~f~(J.~SY@ tl!~ ~c_.; :;u~· the defc11dant claimed
title <:s vc:ndee, the plaint~C:l'llJJ:.$f ~!·~J!9~fflJ:?;::~~~ '~"'"':'il;t~}andv;:ent into
defendant's possession. '!'hls cliim o1 .ul:v'erse fiUe'rliiiliiguishcd the case from
the case of M amzg DawN ~6iianotlle'r'V. i.f~nilg Wa: !l!'nll:tg diid iJ/ hen, !l941)
R.L.R. 708.
/
j}fa J(yi v. 1\Ja Thor: a11d mto/iler, i3 Ran. 274, referred to.

a

A. N. Basu for the appellants.

Tun M aung for the respondent.

U TuN BYp, J.-The plaintiff-respondent, Daw Chit
filed a suit, being Civil Regular Suit No. 19 of 1946
* Civil 2nd Appeal No. 95 of 1947 against the decree of District Court of
Mandalay in CNillst Appeal No.9 of 1947, dated the 7th May 1947.
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AND ONE

v.
DAW CHIT.

U TuN BYU,

J.
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of the Court of the Second Assistant Judge, Mandalay,
for possession of a piece of land measuring about
14'04 acres. The plaint is headed '' Suit for possession
on the strength of title ~' and the prayer asked for
possession on payment of Rs. ~00.
The defendant-appellants' case is that the land in
dispute originally belonged to Ko Maung Gale and his
wife, Daw Khin Chit, that they mortga.ged i.he land
in question in the form of a usufructuary mortgage to
the plaintiff-respondent Daw Chi1. and her deceased
husband, Ko Ya Po, and ihat in June, 1943, after
the death of her husband, the plaintiff-respondent
Daw Chit sold the land in dispute to the defendantappellants for Rs. 800. No registered deed -vvas,
however; effected.
The plaintiff-respondent's suit was decreed by the
Court of the Second Assistant Judge, Mandalay. The
defendant-appellnnts filed an appeal to the District
Court, JVIandalay, and the appeal was dismissed in
Civil Appeal No. 9 of 1947.
The only point which has been argued in this case
is that the suit, as framed, was in reality a suit for
redemption, and, as such, the suit was not maintainable
for want of registration as required under section 59 of
the Transfer of Property Act, and the cases of M a Kyi
v. Ma Than and another (1), U Thet Pan and another
v. Ma Phu Suing (2), Maung Lu Pe and others v.
111autzgSan.Mya (3), and Maung Daw Na and another
v. ··Mitung Wa · Maung and others (4) had: been cited
in ·support of that proposition of law. . It is not disputed
on beh~llf of the plaintiff-respondent, and it cannot be
disputed, that a suit for redemption cannot lie in the
absence of a valid deed of mortgage, and the relevant
(1) 13 Ran. 274.
(2) (1937) R.L.R. 442.

(3) (1939) R.L.R. 645.

(4) (1941) R.L.R, 706.
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portion of section 59 of the Transfer of Property Act is
as follo\vs :

H.C.

1948
:\l.-\UN(; HLA
GYAW

•' \Vhere the principal money secured is Rs. 100 or upwards, a
AXD O:<:E
mortg"lge other than a mortgage by deposit of title deeds can he
effected only by a registered in.sb·ument signed by the mortgago1·
and attested by at least two witnesses.''
1..' Tr:-< BYu,
J.

It is, however, clear from the cases v.·hich have been
referred to above that a IJerson who had made an
abortive mortgage is not prevented from suing for
possession of the land relying on his title. It will be
necessary in each case to examine the full circumstances
obtaining in that case before it can properly be decided
whether the suit is one for redemption, or whether it is
a suit for possession relying on title. In the case of
U Thet Pan and another v. Ma Phu Saing (1) the
plaintiff there sued for delivery of possession of a
certain piece of land on repayment of the amount
borrowed, and the headnote of that case is as follows :
''A person cannot sue for redemption of his land on the
strength of an abortive or invalid usufrucluary mortgage, but he
can sue for delivery of possession of the land and he is entitled to
g ive evidence of the factum of the abortive mortgage, thou~h "not
of its terms, for the c;llateral {)QI"P?Se of. ~howi~g the character
of defendant's possessioil, ~iz~'~'t~f~1it· :i{Vad .·n:ot ac\verse to the
plaintiff. It is open. to thedefendant also td give such kind of
evidence to show that his possession is adverse."

The case of U Thet Pan (1) was referred to in two
subsequent Full Bench cases, namely, Maung Lu Pe
and others v. Maung Satt Mya (2) and Maung Daw Na
and another v. Maung Wa Maung and others (3), and
U Thet Pan's case (1) had not been overruled.
It is. not disputed that the circumstances of the
present case are similar. to those of U Thet Plm's
(1) (1937) R.L.R. 442.
(2} {1939) R.L.R,
(3) (1941) R.L.R. 706.

6~5.
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case (1 ). It might be mentioned that the plaintiffrespondent does not appear to rely on the abortive
MAUNG HLA
mortgage to the defendant-appellants for ihe purpose of
GYAW
A:-ID ONE
proving her title to the land in dispute. It is urged
v.
DAW CHIT.
on behalf of the plaintiff-respondent that the statement
u TUN BYU, about lhe abortive mortgage in the plaint was necessary
J.
for the purpose of disclosing the real nature of the
possession of the defendant-appellants, \VhO \Vere
claiming to be the owners of the land in dispute under a
contrad of sale, which they alleged \Yas made in
June 19+3, and who alleged that they were, under the
provisions of section 53A of the Transfer of Property
Act, entitled to retain possession. It cannot, it appears
to me, in the circumstances of this case, be said that
because the plaintiff-respondent had in h er plaint
described ·how the defendant-appellants came into the
possession of the land in dispute the suit was in reality
a suit for redemption, \Vhen especially the suit was
described as a " Suit for possession on the strength
of title."
It is contended on behalf of th e defendant-appellants
that the fact that the prayer to the plain t mentions
I
a payment of Rs. 800 should also be considered as
· indicating that the suit was, in reality, a suit for
redemptio-n. The prayer ought I think to b e read in
the light of the other circumstances obtaining in this
c_ase. _ In the case under appeal it is not disputed that
~ejl¢f~Jilciai:lts w~re setting up an adverse title to the
I~p~:-:l4rdf~\3~te:: ~~JH~-g~.8H~d.ff?:ab_t had be~n. sold to
th~Jri,: ,..although
a' registered 'deed, for a
suin dRs. 800 and that they had been in possession of
the land <!,S owners thereof since the date of t~e alleged
sale. In 'lhe. circumstances, it is obvious that th~
plaintiff must be allowed to state in her plaint how the
land in ·dispute went into the possession of the
H.C.
194S

nof 'tinder·

(1) (1937) RL.R. 442.
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defendant-appellants. It is unfortunate tlut the plaint
was not too well drafted, but I do not think that it cau,
in the circumstances of this case, be said that the
present case was obviously a suit for reclemption 1 and
not a suit for possession, relying on title.
. l n the case of Jl1 atm g Da.~w N a and another v.
Maw1g. T1Fa Jvlau11g and others (1) it does not appear
that the defendants set up any title adverse to the
plaintiff, as in the present. appeaL The circumstances
in this case are not, therefore, exactly the same as
in the case of J1 awzg Da-zv Na and au other v.
lv1 mmg TFa Mattt1i!. and others (1 ). The decisions of
the lower Courts are rherefore correct, and the appeal
is dismissed with costs.
It might be added that it is not necessary in this
case to decide whether the plaintiff-respondent had
been in ~tdverse pos.session of the land in dispute as
against Ko Maung Gale and Davv Khin Chit who were
the original owners of the land in that the latter persons
are not parties to the present proceeding. The
plaintiff-respond~nt Daw Chit, even if she was only a
mortgagee in
.: : .
.
oqviously be entitled to
sue ~or possession
relying on her
possessory title,
persons except the

(1) 1941) R.L.R. 706.
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DAW CH!T.

t: TUN BYU,

J.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Oa Pe, U Sa11 Mcumg aud U Atmg Trw Gl'aw. 11.

H.C.
1948

IN

THE

MATTER

OF

GRADE PLEADER,
HIGH CouRT.*

i.llay13.

u

KHIN MAUNG, HIGHER

_-\s

AN

ADVOCATE

OF

TiiE

Advocates' A.i;ni,sic'l! Rtdes, 1030-Rule 5 (1)-Adt•uc<T/c ou·ull.:d by Su}rouc
Court-TV!u:tha <nrvllilWI valid-No notice to Bar Co/JI:cil-E.ffed.

Applic:mt was enrolled by the Supr.:me Court. He applied •nHler
Advocates' Admission Rules, 1930. The Bar Council was not functioning
then, and no notice was possible to them, but the admis>ion of advocates was
considered by the Hon'ble Judges.
Held: That the Supreme Court was a duly CO:I>tituted court exercising the
functions and powers of the High Court including enrolment of advoc~tes.

Tlte Killg v. Jliaiwg Hmi11 and three other-s, (19-!6) .R.L.I<. I, followed a ad

applied.
Everything possible seemed to have been done in conforming to the rules
governing admission of advocates, ancl applications were carefully c onsidered
by the Hon'ble Judges of tile Supreme Court. Compliance with the statutory
requisite to give a notice to the Bar Council would not b e possible and the
Conrt C:(>uld do nothing except dispense with the performance of what is
impossible.
:Maxwell on Interpretation of Statutes, 9th Edn ., p . 387, referred to.
Held fu rther: Thal orders made by the Supreme Court are followed in all
respects and have the same effect as if they ha:l b~en tnade by the High Court
of Judicature at Rangoon.
Criminal Reference No.2 of 1947, referred to.
The present co;.Jrt, the saccessor of the Supreme Court, has n·o power of
sitting in judgment ove r the official act of the said Court.

The judgment of the Special Bench was delivered

by

"'Civil Misc. Applicati~n No.ll of 1948.
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High Court. It is supported by testimonials of good
1948
character and conduct and also certificate of his
!N THE
conduct as a pleader. The required notice of this MATTER 0!'
U KHIN
application under Rule 5 (1) of the Advocates'
?ILI-U:"G,
Admission Rules, 1930, has been given to the Bar HWHER
GRADE
PLEADER,
Council.
AS AN
The Bar Council is represented by its member ADvocATE
U Aung Min, Barrister-at-Law, and the Assistant HI~~~ ~~~RT.
Attorney-General also appears.
U ON PE, J.
A question of considerable importance has been
raised in the next case (the case of U Tin Toon,
Barrister-at-La.w) before this Special Bench to-clay, the
question being \vhether or not it is necessary for a
person to whom tbe then Supreme Court had issued
a Certificate of Admission and Enrolment as an
advocate to apply again for admission as an advocate
of the High Court. This question is relevant to this
case, although the point has nor been raised by
U Khin Maung, inasmuch as U Khin 1\tlaung's name
\vas admittedly .on the Roll of Advocates as prepared
and published by the then Supreme Court up to
April 1944, his name being No. 125 on that roll. In
our view, if the answer to the question is "that it is
not necessary for such a person to apply again for
admission as- an advocate of the High Court, the other
points raised in U Khin Maung 's application will not
require consideration for the disposal of his application.
We therefore propose to consider this question
now. To determine this question the foliowing points
present themselves for consideration, viz.. whether the
then Supreme Court was a duly constituted Court
exercising functions and powers of -the High Court
which it displaced during the occupation period- and
whether, in particular, enrolment of advocates by it as
contemplated in section 8 of the Bar Council Act was
valid. The solution of these points rests on whether
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the Supreme Court \\·as a duly constituted Court.
The status of the Supreme Court \Vas brought out in
I~ THE
1ETTEH OF
The King v. M aung Htnin and three others (1), in vvhich it
lJ KHIN
was held that the Japanese Commander-in-Chief by his
l\IAUXG,
HJGHER
order
styled " l\iiliiary Ordinance No. 6" continued in
GR'\DE
Pi.E\DER,
force the old laws and the old Courts. Mootham J.'s
.t\S ..'\N
ADVOCATE
comment on Article 43 of the Hague Regulation,
OF THE
defines the duty of an occupying power to
HIGH COURT. which
re-establish
a'nd ensure public order and safety,
U O.s PE, J.
respecting at the same time the la1Ys in force of the
occupied country, is apposite :
1948

:• This Article imposes upon the occupying power the duty of
taking such measures as are necessary to restore and maintain
public order, employing for this purpose , so far as it is possible to
do so, the ordinary law of the country of which it is in occupation.
The objec t of the Article, as I understand it, is to prescribe a
rule of conduct for an invade r which, while not hampe1·ing him
in the carrying out of any legitimate operation of V\Tar.. will. as
far as possible alleviate the consequences of the inevitable
clisruptiou of ordinary life caused by the occupation. This object
will however be 'but partially achieved if the Government of the
invaded State on its return refuses to r ecognize as valid acts of the
invader done by him under the authoril y of Article 43 . The
effect of such a refusal would be to cause much unnecessary
confusion and distress."

Sir Ba lJ sums up his view in these words :
'' The laws and procedure followed by the Supreme Court
were the same as was followed by the High Court in exercise of
its Appellate Jurisdiction. Therefore I am of opinion that the
Courts that furittioned during the time of the Japanese occupation
were Courts of competent jurisdiction " * * * "
·

The Supreme· Court bein'g thus held to be a duly
constitu~ed Court, it follows that it was functioning as
the High Court did, during the Japanese occupation
in matters relating to admission and enrolment of
advocates. It carried out the
provisions of
(1}. (1946) R.L.R.,l.

BURMA LAVI/ REPORTS.
sec1ion 8 (2) of the Bar Council Act by preparing and
m;-L ntaining a Roll of Advocates and of section 8 \5)
of :he Act by issuing certificates of enrolment.
A;:- ~,~,:·cntly everytbiPg possible seemed to have b,:en
dor.e in tbe way of conforming to the rules goven<ing

the admission of advocates. A statement has been
_made from the Bar that, as the Bar Council \vas not
fun._ tioning then, the admissions of advocates made
wo·,·.:c1 not be valid. This is asking us to sit in
jucL.:ment over the official act of the said Court which,
we c:o not think, \Ye have the power to do. \Ve cannot,
however, pass without mentioning that it is on record
tha: applications for admission of advocates made:
to the Court \:vere carefully considered by the then
Hon 'bJe Judges, one of whom was no less a person
than the Chief Justice of the Union of Burma.
On the other hand, it is <!.dmitted that the Bar
Council could not meet in any case, the majority of its
me-mbers b eing away from Rangoon. The Chairman
a9cl the Secretary were in India, and the rest \Vere all
away from Rangoon except one or hvo. A war was on
and the Court had to take steps-in fact it was its
duty-to en
·make possible the
functioning of
0~ ; the
then Supreme ;.
.
compiiance with the statutory requisite to giye a notice
to the Bar Council in the case
each admission under
the Admission Rules, would not be possible. In those
circumstances what could the Court do except to
dispense with " the performance of what is prescribed
when performance of it is idle or impossible."
Maxwell on Interpretation o£ Statutes ~ays (1) :

of

,•, Enactments t-.hich impose duties on conditions, when these
nre not conditions precedent to the exercise of a jurisdiction

.

(ll Maxwell, 9th E:ln., p. 3 87.

'
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* * * *

are- understood as dispensing with the performance
of what is prescribed \Yben performance .of it is idle or
impossible."

U KHIN

Those were the circumstances in \\·hich the then
Supreme Court admitted advocates, issued certificates
GRADE
PLEADER,
of admission and maintained a Roll of Advocates
AS AN
ADVOCATE
as required under section 8 of the Bar Council Act.
OF THE
\Vhen the said Court was again displaced by the
HIGH COURT.
High
Court on the re-occupation by ·the British, the
U ON PE, J.
question arose as to the validity of the admissions and
enrolments of advocates by the then Supreme Court.
The answer is found in the judgment of the Special
Bench of the High Court in Criminal 1-{eference No. 2
of 1947 (1), and the relevant portion of it is in these
words:
MAUNG,
HlGHER

"There can, therefore, be no doubt in my mind but that the
Supreme Court established in Burma by the Japanese authorities
during their occupation was a duly constituted Court of law, that
decrees and orders made by it are now valid in all respects and
are of the same effect as if they had been made by the High
Court of Judicature at Rangoon either before or after the Japanese
occupation here, and that we are successors to the Supreme
Court.''

It follows that the act of admission of adv.ocates by
the then Supreme Court remains valid to-day in this
Court which has succeeded the said Supreme Court.
It' «iill.therefore not be necessary for U Khin Maung1
whd~e' name~·being No.125, is on the Roll of Advocates
of the· then Supreme· · Court, to apply again for
admission as an advocate::oPthis·High Court.

(1) Criminal Reference No.2 of 1947, High Court/Rangoon.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Am11; T/la Gyaw, J .

.}

MAUNG TUN MIN

{APPELLANT)

z-1.

MA TIN NYUN

AND THREE OTHERS (RESPONDENTS)."''

Sui/ fot fus·;cssiOiL alleging itt valid mur f~age in favour of dejendauts-S. LJl,
Ev1dwce Act-How far a bar to oral cvidenc~Plca of adverse possess1011
by the defe11dauf- Whetlzer smfainable.

The plaintiff-respondent :llleged thal defendan:-appellant was in possession
The said
mortgage was not registered. The properties were admittedly in defendant's
possession for 15 years before the suit. Consequently the burden rested on the
pl:~intiff to show how the said property passed into defeJJdant's possession.
In proof of the mortgage oral evidence was led and objection was raised that
such evidence wa~ inadmissible.
of a land under a mortgage from plaintiff's grandparent Daw Yn.

Held, That the factum of possession under an invalid mortgage coald he
proved orally. S. 91 of the Evidence Act did not stand in the way of s t;ch
evidence. The plea of adverse possession, therefore, which rested on this was
n ot sustainable.
·
Matmg Sin and auotlzer v. Maung So lfiu, 8 Ran. 556; U Tflei Pa11 atld
another v. Ma Phu Saing, (1937) Ran. 442. referred to.
Ma l(yi v. Ma ThoiJ, 13 Ran. 274, followed.

U Ni for the appellant.

A. N. Basu for the respondents.·
U AUNG THA GYAW, J~.::...:_The 'defendant-app-ellant
is in possession of the lands in suit which, according to
the plaintiff-respondents, their grandparent Daw Yu had
mortgaged for a debt of Rs. 400 in the year 1296 B.E.
( 1934 ). Alleging further that the said mortgage was
invalid owing to the failure of the parties thereto to
comply with the provisions of the Registration Act and
the Transfer of Property Act, they, the plaintiff-respondents, contended that the defendant-appellant was not
entitled to remain in further possession of the land, and
*Civil 2nd Appeal No. 135 of 1947 a~ainsi the decree of the District Court
·.of Meiktila in Civil Ap?eal No: 36. of 1947, dated the 22nd September 1947.
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on this ground they claimed recovery of possession of
tbe same from the defendant-appellant.
MAONG TON
The defendant-appellant denied that he was in
MIN
v.
possession
as Oavv Yu's mortgagee, and alleged that he
l\:!ATI.N
NYUN
bought the property outright under an unregistered
AN!). THREE
OTHERS.
deed some 30 years ago from one U Po Saung.
On the evidence produced in the case, both the
U AUNG THA
GYAW,J.
Courts below found that the defendant-app,ellant
obtained -possession of .the property under the invalid
mortgage executed by Daw Yu, to \Vhom the property
originally belonged, and accordingly granted the
decree for possession claimed by the plai-ntiffrespondents.
In this appeal it bas been contended that the
respondents, having pleaded that the defendantappellant was a trespasser, cannot prefer the present
claim after the lapse of th_e statutory period of 12 years
adverse possession in favour of .the defendant-appellant.
He has further put fonvard the plea that the invalid
mortgage ·having been executed under an unregistered
deed, the same is incapable of legal proof, and on t his
ground the pl,ea of adverse possession should l1ave
prevailed against th e respondents' claim.
That the title to the property originally rested with
the respondents' grandparent Daw Yu has been conclusively found in their favour by both the Courts befow
ana, in view of the nature of the evidence adduced by
theritincth1.s_reg~rd, it is not possible for this Court t~
1948

di~~gf~~~g~~~~~t.,J!~~ ~VS~~?~· . Th~ f<?r~~ of oral
evidence,· comtnned WI!h tJt.e entries m tlf.e. revenue
registers, :· Mfoid · s1,1ffici€mt 'ground for the findings
arrived at. by the trial Court ·and the lower appeliate
Court in reg~r~ to this important question Qf Daw Yu's
original title to. the properties in suit.
.
The ·svit pr<:>perties, according to the responqents,
had been in the deiendant-appellant's possession for
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15 years before the present suit \vas brought by them.
1948
According to the. latter, this possession came tu him
iiiAUNG TUN
some 30 years ago in a manner different from that
MIN
t>
alleged by the respondents. Having succeeded in
MA. TIN
showing that the property had once been part of their .\KDNYUN
THHEE
OTHERS.
grandmother's estate, the burden rested then with the
plaintiff-respondents to show in what manner the t' AUNG THA
suit properties passed into the defendant-appellant's GYA.W, J.
possession. In thi~ connection, the respondent"s have
set up the story about the usufructuary mortgage tn
favour of the defendant-appellant for a mortgage debt
of Rs. 400. In proof of this transaction they have
led some oral evidence, to the admission of which the
defendant-appellant has now lodg-ed his protest. The
objection so raised by the defendant-appellant cannot
have any force by reason of the existence of a number
of decisions of this Court in which it was held that in
-~-·-·
claims preferred in the manner now shown in this case,
if~_adrriissible for tbe plaintiffs to lead oral evidence
of the ~ortive mortgag:_ ~ collateral purpo_se of.
sli:9wmg t11tt<;x:n:;umstarrtes under wfi1ch the defendant
O'b'tained poss~~~i~fhR~ ,~J;l;e property iri suit. Maung Sin
atfd another V.: )~a'ftrfgf~e :fM~ -~ -qi1s One of the CaSeS
in point.
_ - . -"--t ' l. , . . _ .
In the present case, hq\.yJ1 _ __.. :~~}tH~qb;Jl.ctuary
mortgage set up by the plaintiff-respondents was. said
to 4-,~y.e Q.een executed by means of an unregistered
mortg.age bond and, according to ihe appellant, although
the plaintiff-respondents would be entitled to adduce
ev.idence of this mortgage in order to prove the nature
of ,the defendant-appellant's 'possession of the suit
property, they would. not, in view· of the , terms ·of
section 91 of the Evidence Act, . be entitled to
adduce oral proof of the said mortgage. Witness
(1) 8 Ra.n. 556.
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U Maung Nge (P.W. 6) has deposed that it was be who
wrote the deed of mortgage, and U BaSin (P.W. 5) has
stated that he had attested the document as a witness.
Nothing however has been said in the evidence of the
other witnesses for the plaintiff-respondents to explain
the· non-production of this unregistered deed and, in
the absence of any such explanation, it is u'rged that
secondary evidence in proof of the contents of the said
mortgage would be inadmissible.
The decision in M aung Sin and another v. M o·rmg
So Min. ( 1) was followed in the case of U Thet Pan and
another v.1t1 a Phu Saing (2), where it \vas said that a
person can sue for delivery of possession of the land
which had been transferred to another under an
abortive usufructuary mortgage and may give
evidence of ·the factum of the abortive mortgage,
though not of its terms! for the collateral purpose of
showing the character of the defendant's possession,
viz. that it was not adverse to the plaintiff. The
decision given in M aung Sil~ qnd another v. M aung So
Min (1} did not in fact go to 'the extent of permitting
the plaintiff to adduce inadmissible oral evidence in
proof of the abortive mortgage for the collateral purpose
of sh owing the circumstances under which a change of
·
possession took place in the defendant's favour.
But the leading case of Ma Kyi v. Ma Than. (3)
does afford an effective answer to the defen:d,f!.ntthe facts set out 'in the
J. ·it d~a~ly appears
objection
~~~~~~;~~~~~~andrwiththewhich
the ·

~

admissibility
evidence taken under
secti
·· · of · the Evidence Act possibly arose in the
c ircumstan'ces and was considered in ·that case. The
(1) 8 Ran. 556.
12) (1937) Ran. 442.
(3) 13 .Ran, 274.
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plaintiff-respondents in this case are thus undoubtedly
entitled to produce oral proof of the usufructuary
mortgage executed by Daw Yu, their grandmother,
and such evidence would not, according to the
authorities above cited, offend the provisions of
section 91 of the Evidence Act. Since the . mortgage
alleged by the·plaintiff-respondents can thus:be properly
proved, the plea of adverse possession raised on the
defendant-appellant's behalf ~annat prevail despite the
admitted fact that he1iad been in possession of the suit
property for more than 12 years.
Accordingly, this appeal is dismissed with costs.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U San Mmw g, 1 .

H.C.
1948
· May 26.

MAUNG MYAING
'Z''

_u - ~?-· AUNG

(APPELLANT)

~

(REsPoNDENT)."n

J udgmmt of afrf.>cllafe-·Ccurf-Cotiietlf~ of-OnleJ· XU, Rule 31, Code cf Civtl
Prcccdurt-ReqHisit cs.

The District Judge on appeal stated that he had gone through the j udgm~nt
and lhe evidence o f the witnesses, and agreed that there was real subsh•nce
in the claim of the plaintiff anJ confirmed the decree of the trial Court.
Held: That th~ j udgment did not give any reasons for ccming to th e
conclusion. Under Order XLI, Rule 31, the judgment of the appellate Court
should slate (1) th e1 J:'Oints forldetermination, {2) the decision thereon and
(3) the reasons for thr; decision, The judgment did not comply with these
con ditions and was not judgment as contemplated by the Code of Civil
Procedure.
Ma Saw aml others v. J,Ja Bwin Byu, l.L.R. 6 Ran. 66; Dharam Das v.
Shattkar Alzir, I.L.R. 53 All. 528 ; Sitarama SastrtJltt a11d others v. Suryauarayana Sa slrrtlu, I.L.R. 22 Mad. 12 ; Sohawa11 a11d a11ofl:er v. BabuNam/,
-I.L.R. 9 All. 29 , followed.

A. N. Bas1,t for the appellant.
sa"w Hla.Pru for the respondent.

0 SAN MAU~G, J.-In Civil Regular Suit No. 15 0f
1944 of the Township Court of Thazi, during the
Japanese occupation period, the plaintiff-responq,t~;~
Maung Po Aung sued the defendant~appellant Maqijg
Myair~g and one Ma Nge Ma for recovery of possession
of the land in suit. His case was that about 20 years
ago he had given possession of the land to his sister,
the defendant Ma N ge Ma, and that unknown to him
the land had gone into the possession · ~£ Maung
Myaing. The defendant Ma Nge Ma admitted the
plaintiff's claim, but Maung Myaing contes.t ed.the suit
* Civil. 2nd Appeal No. 97 of 1947 against the decree of· tlio District Court
of Meiktila in Civil Appeal No. 11 of 1947 , dated the lllth May 1947.
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on the ground that he had obtained possession of the
suit land by mortgage from one Maung =Chit Paing
over 20 years ago and that later Maung Chit
Paing's wife and child had made an outright transfer
of the same to him. The learned trial Judge framed
two issues as to whether the suit land was one given
by the plaintiff to Ma Nge Ma as alleged by the plaintiff
or whether it belonged to Maung Chit Paing as alleged
by the defendant Maung ·Myaing and whether the suit
land was mortgaged to the defendant Maung Myaing
and later transferred to him in the manner alleged in
his written statement. The plaintiff Maung Po Aung
and the defendant Maung Myaing and the witnesses
cited by them were examined. However, the case \Vas
not concluded as one of the witnesses cited by Maung
Myaing was absent; an adjournment was given to the
9th March 1945 for the purpose of examining this
\.vitness. On the date fixed, the rlaintiff Maung Po
Aung appeared but n either the defendant Maung
Myaing nor his ·witness appeared before the Court arid
another adjournment was given till the 28th March
1945, when the defendant and his witness again failed
to appear. Thereupon ·
·to
act under Order IX;
read with Order XVII,
the.·~it and passed judgment and decree in favour of
th6:plaintiff.
After re-occupation by the British, an application
was made by the defendant Maung Myaing under
Order IX, Rule 13, ·of the Code of Civil Procedure 1 to
set aside the ex-parte decree against him. This application was unsuccessful, bq.t the learned Subordinate
Judge observed that the· . then learned Judge of the
Township Court who tried Civil Regular Suit No. 15
·of 1944 was apparently in er:ror in disposing of the suit
under . Order XVII, Rule 2 ; read with Order ~- IX,

H.C.
1948
l\IAUNG
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v.
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J.
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Rule 1J, of the Code of Civil Procedure, as Rule 3 of
Order XVII of the Code of Civil Procedure was the
rule which should have been applied to the case. The
defendant Maung Ivi yaing then appealed to the District
Court of Mciktila against the judgment and deere~;: of
the Townsb~p Court of Tl~azi in Civil Regular Snit
No. 15 of . ·1944. The learned District Judge, :cfter
setting outf1Je undisputed facts before him, proceeded
as follows.·:
" However, a perusal of his grounds in his memorandum of
appeal will show that be has not given any reason \vhy the
judgment and decree should be disturbed. In the grounds, he
simply reiterated ,the same points which he had raised in the
application under Orclet· IX, Rule 13, of tbe Code. I have gone
through the judgment and the evidence of the witnesses tendered
by both sides and I agree that there was real substance in the
claim of the plaintiff to title to this land. In these circumstances,
1 am bound to uphold the judgment and decree passed by the
Court during the occupation period.
Accordingly, 1 confirm the decree and dismiss the appeal
with costs."

Hence, the appeal to this Court by the defendant
Maung Myaing.
One of the grounds rai$ed by the learned advocate
for th e appellant is that the judgment of the learned
Judge of the District Court should·be set aside because
itfaiJ,ed to comply with the provision of Order XLI,
Rule 3:l';~P.~i:b.:~i~~,e_~fiyilPp~c~duJ;~. , In D1Y opinion,
this ground·;of ·.~p,fie.~( :t?P-giJ1,.(hJ:>~ allowed to prevail.
Rule' 31 of Order XLI provides that the judgment
of the appellate Court should b e in writing and
should sta~e (1) the p<;>ints for determination, (2) the
decision thereSln, and t3) the reasons for the d ecision.
In the judgment of the District Judge appealed against,
the learned District Judge has not give!l any reasons for
coming to the conclusion ~hat the judgment and
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decret of the trial Court should be upheld. It is
not sufficient for the learned Judge to say that he
had perused the judgment and the eyidencc of the
witnesses tendered by both sides and that he agreed
that there was real substance in the claim of the
plainciff to the land in suit. In the case of Ma Smc
a·nd ,-,!hers v. Ma Bu.'it1- Byu (1} it was held that even
when an appellate CQurt dismisses an appeal under
Orcltr XLI, Rule 11, of the Civil Procedure Code, the
duty JS cast upon an appellate Court,io write a judgment
in ccmpliance with the requirements of Order XLI,
Rule 31, and that failure to conform to the provisions of
law \Yould justify the setting aside of the judgment of
the appellate Court. The decision in Dharan1 Das v.
Shankm- Ahir (2) is to the same effect. In Sitararna
Sastrulu and others v. Suryanarayan.u Sastrulu (3) a
Bench of the Madras High Court held that the
judgment of the appellate Court should show on th e
face of it that the points in dispute were clearly before
the mind of the Judge and that he exercised his own
discrimination ir: deciding them. In Sohawan and
another v. Babu NMtd (4), where the judgment of the
lo\:~.~er appellate Court, after setting forth the claim, the
defence, the natnre of th.e ct~~re~. p~Jhe ~~~t Court1 and
th e effect of the pleas i'f i '
:;.~"')1G1i.Id<!d. with the
following words, "The 'pQ!I;l;
,L~':'d~t~~·mined on
appeal is whether or nof' 'the decision is consistent.
with the merits of the case. This Court, having
considered the evidence on the record and the
judgment of the Munsif, which is explicit enough,
concurs with the lower Court.
The finding
arrived at by the Munsif, that the plaintiff's claim
is established; is correct and consistent with the
evidence. The pleas urged in appeal are therefore
I

.

(1} 6·Ran. 66.
(2) 53 AlL 528.

(3) 22 Mad. 12.
(4) 9 All. 26.
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undeserving of consideration", a Bench of the Allahabad
High Court held that there was no judgment according
to law inasmuch as the ji1dgment did not satisfy the
requirements of section 574 of the Civil Proc;:edure
Code {corresponding to Order XLI, Rule 31) and that
the decree of the lo\ver appellate Court should be set
aside.
I would therefore set asiqe the judgment and
decree of the District Court of Ivieiktila and remand
the case to the District Court to pronounce judgment
according to law after hearing the pleaders for both
parties. I note that the present District Judge is not
the same as the one who wrote the judgment now being
set aside. For the guidance of the learned District
Judge I would observe that the quest:o:1 as to whether
the trial Court was justified in not disposing of the
suit under Order XVII, Rule 3, of the Civil Procedure
Code, is a point which should be considered by hi!m.
Costs .of this appeal with advocate's fees at two gold
mohurs should follow the final result of the appeal
before the District Judge of Meiktila.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before U Thaung Seiu, 1.

SAN KYI

H.C,

AND ONE (A!'PELLANTS)

1948

'i).

lunc 3,

THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).f.'
Code of Cr:minal Procedure, ss. 366, 367 a11d 537-lztdgment wrilleu after
seutence Passcd-~Vhefher such defect wred by s. 537.
Held: That though ss. 366 and 367 require that judgments in every
criminal trial of original jurisdiction should be pronounced in open Court and
sig:ned and dated at the time of pronnuncing it yet the omission to write a
judgment before sentence is pronounced does not vitiate the conviction and is
an irregularity cover"d by s. 537 and ts curable unless it has occasioned a
failure of justice.
Queen-Ewpr·css v. Hargobi11d Si11gh aud others, HAll. 242, not followed.
Tilah Chaudra Sarkar a•ul of!Jcrs v. Baisagomoff, 23 Cal. 502 ; Ala
Muhammad v. Emperor, 25 Cr.L.J. 705 , followed.
]!ldges and Magistrates should comply with the express provision of
ss. 366 and 367 of the Code. Failure to obey such provisions is deprecated.

Mya Thein
respondent.

(Government

Advocate)

for

the

SEIN, J.-The .two appellants, Maung San
Kyi and Maung Kyan, were convicted of offences
under section 392, Penal .·. (;p<::le, an~ sentenced
to five years' rigorous irrlprl~~J;lmertf ~ \~ach by the
learned Special Judge, Kyauks~ (U Tha Kyaw), on
the 7th February 1948. On that date the learned
Special Judge had not written his judgment though
he noted in the diary of the proceedings as follows :
U

THAUNG

"7-2-48·.

Called.
The judgment passed. It is directed that
they do suffer 5 years' R.I. each. When
the sentence is pronounced ·the accused

* Criminal Appeal No, 225 of 1948 being appeal from the order of the
Special Judge of Kyaukse in Criminal Regular Trial No.lO of 1947, dated the
7th February 1948.
·
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San Kyi requested the Court to add
2 more years to his sentence. I propose
to take time to write the judgment.
Put up on
9-2-48."

It was only on 9th February 1948 that the judgment was written and signed, but it bore the date
7th February 1Q48. The learned Special Judge had
made the following audacious note in the diary of
9th February 194-8 to exonerate himself for the delay
in writing tb.e' judgment :
" Later, it is to be observed that the omission to write the
judgment at the time of pronouncing the sentence is cm·able
under s. 537, C.P.C."

At the outset, I should like to point out that a Special
Judge who resorts to the evil practice of writing
judgments after pronouncing sentences on accused
persons is certain to arouse grave suspicions against
his character and integrity and before long is likely to
find himself in very serious trouble .
. Now, the first question that arises in the present
appeal is whether the failure to write a judgment at the
time of pronouncing sentence on the appellants is an
illegality which vitiates th e conviction and sentence, or
merely an irregulari ty curable under section. 537,
Criminal Procedure Code. It is clearly laid down in
sections 366 and 367, Criminal Procedure Code, that
" the judgment in every trial in any criminal Court of
o.rig!~a.f.·~t;~1s~~C.ti?P. :·· ~hould b e pronounced in open
Court and signed and dated by the presiding 'Officer at
the time of pronouncing it I ·n eed ·hardly stress that
it is extfeip~ly desirable. that Special Judges and
Magistrates should obey the express provisions of these
two sections \n the. Criminal Procedure Code, viz. t_hat
they must write their judgments before pronouncing
sentences on accused persons. Any Special Judge or
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I\Ia.s :istrate \:l.'ho fails to comply with these pro,·i:'lions
H.C.
1948
may render himself liable to disciplinary actiC'n being
SAN KYI
tah: n against him.
AND ONJ;;
As regards the effect of the omission tc 1\Tite a
v.
THE U:-.roN
judgment before pronouncing sentence, it appe:crs that OF BURMA.
there are conflicting decisions of some of the Indian U TBAUl"\G
His::h Courts on this point. In Queen-Empress v. SEIN, J.
Bargo bind Si11gh and others (1) the Allahabad High
Couri ruled :
" lnz,smuch as the sentence in the case of a conviction, and
the direction to set the accused at liberty in the C:.\Se of an
acqu.t tal, can only follow on the decision and cannot precede it
and inasmuch as the decision must be contained in the written
judgment which is read out in open Court, and in such jnclgment
only, it must necessarily follow that, where there is no written
Judgment wben the sentence is passed, the ~entence is illegal."

H aY\'ever, a contrary view was laid down by the
Calcutta High Court in Tilal?. Cha·ndra Sm'kar and
others v. Baisagomoff (2) as per the following headnote:
'' In thi;; ca~e , after the evidence was adduced on both sides,
the Assistant Magistrate &xed a day for .hearing argument and
passing judgment. On that day ,argument was heard, al)d the
case adjourned to another d~y for jua~tn'~ht, ~\•h~n
Magistrate
pronounced seiite·nce,' though b~ had not '>vritte'n l1is jud!iinent.
The judgment was, however, written on the evening of the same
day.
Held, the judgment of the Assistant 1viagistrate was not in
accordance with the provisions of sections 366 and 367 of the
Criminal Procedure Code. ln the circumstances of the case the
omission of the Magistrate in recording a judgment before
pronouncing his sentence was an omission or irregularity which
fell within the purview of section 537 of the Coae. The sentence
itself by reason of this irregularity was not an illegal sentence so
as to render the trial nugatory.".

tf1e

(1) 14 All. 242.

(2) 23 Cal. 502,
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It is interesting to note that the case of QuanEmpress v. H a1·gobi11d Singh and others (1) \vas
discussed in the latter case, and it was pointed out
that the learned Judges \Vho dealt with the former case
do not appear to have considered the provisions of
section 537, Criminal Procedure Code.
T_he same view as that of the Calcutta High Court
was expressed; by the Lahore High Court in A fa
Muham.mad v. Enzperor (2) in the followirtg terms ;
"The omission of a Magistrate to write a judgment bef:::>re
sentence is pronounced is an omission or irregularity which is
covered by section 537 of the Criminal Procedure Code and is
curable except where it has occasioned a failure of justice."

As far as I am aware, there is no ruling by the
Rangoon High Court directly on the matter under
consideration.
.
With all due respect, I am in agreement with the
views of the Calcutta and Lahore High Courts that the
omission to write a judgment before pronouncing
a sentence is merely an irregularity curable under
section 537, Criminal Procedure Code, except where
th ere has been a failure of justice or where the accused
has been prejudiced. Applying these principles to the
present case, I fail to see how there has been a failure
of justice or how the appellants have been prejudiced
in any way. The appellants confessed before a
competent Magistrate of having taken part in the
dacoity for which they were convicted, and they m~,de
no attempt to resile from those confessions. Apart
from these confessions, the two· app~~Janls were also
s~en and recognized by the ,passeng¢:J;"S of the bullock
carts which were attacked. Th'e two appellants could
have peen convicted on their confessions alone, and
apparently they anticipated a severer sentence th~tn
(1) 14 All. 242.

(2) 25 Cr.L.J. 705.
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H.C.
five years' rigorous imprisonment. According to
I94S
the diary· entry of 7th February 1948 the appellant
S.-1.:-.: KYr
San Kyi requested the learned Special Juclge to AND O:O:E
enhance the sentence passed on him by two years.
THE LNTON
Under the circumstances, I have no doubt that the Of Bl'R~JA.
two appellants were rightly convicted E>f offences u T!-UUNG
SEIX,
under section 392, Penal Code, and deserved the
sentences meted out to them. The appeal 1s
dismissed.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before U Bo Gyi, J.

u

H.C
19413

K't'A \V DIN (PLAINTIFF)
v.

July 14.

HIS

BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM AND ANOTHER
(DEFENDANTS)."''

Denial scheme-Suit for t•afucof goods destroyed agai11Sl Hi< Britannic Ma;<>'y·.,
jurisdiction-Ss. 9 aud 86, Corle of Civil Proccdurc-llllcruatiounl Law.
The plaintiff filed a suit for Rs. 15,000 value of goods said to have been
destroyed under the denial scl1eme. The 1st defendant was His Britannic
Majes:y. \-Vtitlen intimation was sent w the British Ambassador, who declintd
to accept it on the ground that no s<Jit lies in Burma court a gah1st
His Britannic Majesty. The plaintiff contended that a suit lay under ss. 9
and 86 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

Held· That there is no provision in the Code which permits instit;.tion of a
suit•against a fore1gn State. S. 86 provides that in certain circumstances and
subjed to the consent of the authorities concerned suits may be instih1ted
against a Sovereign. As a rule foreign States cannot be su ed here unless they
voluntarily submit to the jurisdiction. This flows from the fact that all States
are equal. before International Law and no State can consequently claim
jurisdictiun over aqother. Such a State~need not com e fonvard and assert its
righ t. The court itself should ta[{e notice of the fact that it J1as no jurisdict ion .
OppenJ1eim's h1ternational Law, 6th Edn., Vol. I, p. 239, cited.

lliighcll v. Sultau of Jollorc., L.R. (1 894) 1 Q.B. 149 at p. 162, applied.
Case against the l st defendant dismissed.

Tun Aunf!. for the plaintiff.

Chan Ht~on (Attorney-General of the Union of
Burma) for defendant No. 2.
U Bo GYI, J.-This action has been· brought by
U Kyaw Din, an advocate of this Court, against His
Britannic Majesty's Government of the United Kingdom
and the Union of Burma for recovery of Rs. 15,000
being th<; value of his goods said to have been
"Civil Regular No. 41. of 1948, High Court, Rangoon.
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clestruyed under tl1e denial scheme 011 the eve of the
evacuation of Rangoon in 1942. \:YhL·n tl·:\: matter
came up before me C'n the 10th May 1 9+8, I accepted
the plaint subject to obje.ctions, if any, by tbe
defendants. Thereafter tb e Registrar ( Origiual Side)
sem in lieu of a summons a written intim<ttion of the
suit lO His Britannic Majesty's Ambassador to the
Union of Burma, and the Foreign Office has replied
that His Excellency the Ambassador has declined to
accept the letter substituted for a summons on the
ground that no suit lir>s in the Burmese Courts against
His Britannic Majesty's Government in the United
Kingdom.
The case has therefore been placed before me again
for argument as to whether this Court has jurisdiction
to entertain the suit against the 1st defendant. U Tun
Aung, learned advocate for the plaintiff, questions the
right of the learned Attorney-General who appears for
the Union of Burma to address the Court on behalf of
, the 1st defendant. But, since objection has been
raised to the jurisdiction of the Court, the matter is
now taken up by the Court on its O\Vn motion.
Plaintiff1s learned advocate .contends that in view
of the provisions of seft1qg~. i~- - ~p4;:.,8.~...<?f :tP,e . Civil
Procedure Code ·the pr~sd1t_' silit lies . against the
1st defendant. But section 9 of the Code merely
mentions the nature of suits that may be instituted,
and section 86 provides that in certain circumstances
and subject to the consent of the authorities concerned
suits may be instituted against a Sovereign Prince or
Ruling Chief, or against an ambassador or envoy of a
foreign State, but makes no mention of a foreign State
as being amenable to the jurisdiction of the 'Burmese
Courts. It is signific<).nt that while under section 84 of
the' Civil Procedure ~ode a foreign State may sue in
any Court in the Union of Burma, there is no provision
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in the Code which permits the institution of a suit
against a foreign State.
It would seem therefore that the authors of the
Code of Civil Procedure followed the general law.
There is a considerable body of weighty and unanimous
authority for the vie\v that u although States can sue in
foreign . courts, they cannot as a rule be sued there,
unless they voluntarily submit to the jurisdiction of the
court concerned " ( 1). This, as the learned author
observes, flows from the fact that all member-States of
the Family of Nations are equal before International
Law and consequently no State can claim jurisdiction
over another.
Since th e 1st defendant has refused to submit to
the jurisdiction of this Court, the question that now
arises is as to the course to be adopted with regard to
this defendant. In this connection, the observations
of Kay L.J. in Mighell v. Sultan of ]ohore ~ (2) are
pertinent. There his Lordship observed :
"It is said that an independent sovereign may waive his right

to immunity,. and may treat himself as subject to the jurisdiction.
I agree ; but how is that to be done~ This seems to me, in the
first place, quite clear. Supposing, by way of illustration, that
some well-known potentate, such as one of the great European
emperors, were 'to be sued in a Court of this country, and took no
kind of notice of the proceeding ; it would be the duty of the
Court to recognize his position, and fo say at once that the person
cited was an independent foreign sovereign over whom it had no
jurisdiction. Therefore it is not right to say that such a sovereign
must come forward and assert his right. I do not think that he
need- I think the Court itself would 'be bound to take notice of
the fact that it had no jurisdiction."

I accordingly dismiss the suit

as

against the

1st defendant.
.

'

(1) International Law by L. Oppenheim,
6th Edn., Vol. I, p. 239.

(2) L.R. (1894). 1 Q.B. 149
· at p. 162.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL
Before l.' Bo Gyi, J.

RANGOON TELEPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED
(PLAINTIFF)

J 111lC 4.

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA

H.C.
1948

(DEFENDANT). 'x'

Cunstzf,t!ion Ad, s. 225 (3}- Ciaim a.gmust Govcrtwze1tl for val11e of ptai1lli!fs'
p1 oper fics-Liceucc gi!·es tlzc opt ion to purchase by Govermnc11t-Charge
tai;,;n of propcdies since 1st I a11.uary 194b-Frusfra lio11 of contract by

war-Conlr<ICf Act, s. 56-Sa!e of Goods Act, ss. 7 and 8-Priu.ciflcs
embodied in Contract Act, s. 70-A.pplicablc-A ua/ogy j1·om collversio 11A rbil ration clause i1> cpn tract, if applicable.

The Rangoon Telephone Company, Limited, was operating telephone and
telegraph undertakings in Rangoon and Moulmein before war under a
licence. Under clause 8 of the licence Government could buy the Company out,
if the right was exercised at the end of 40th year, and by a Jetter dated 4th March
19-W Government exercised the opUo::t to purchase as on 31st March 1943.
·war broke out and part of the property was demolished under the denial
scheme. The remaining properties were taken over on 1st January 1946.
Tbe Company claimed Rs. 24,93,490-2-6 as the value under the contract or as
damages.
Government cotti:ende!i that they were liable only for what was
over.
·
) •
H eld: That frustration is tb~ . '
~'e ~~inination of an agreement
_ ';:~~~~ s~· fundamental
}awfully entered into between~ , ~·
as to be regarded by the l~v.yboUt.. asJ stri_kipm:a~:Urenoott of the agreement
·and as entirely beyond what wa.s contemplated by the parties when they
entered into the agreement. This principle is embodied in s. 56 of Contract
Act. The contract of purchase in this case was frustrated on account of the
war.
Cricklewood Prl>[>erty atld 11weslmettl Trttsf, Limited v. L eightot~'s Investmet~( Trz1st, Limited, (19~51 A.C. 221 at p. 228; Fibrosa Spolka Akc_yjtla v.
Fairbaim Lawson Combe Barbotlr. Limited, (194·3) A.C. 32 at p. 40; Hirft
Mu lji at~d others v. Cheo11g Yue Steamship ComjJatlJ, Limited, (1926) A. C. 497;
Metropo/itau Water Board v. Dick, Kerr & Co., (1918) A.C. 119; The
Pelepah case, (1944) 170 L.T. 338 ; Baily v. de CrespigtlY; L.R. 4 .Q .B. 180 ;
Mohamed Ismail atld others v. The King, (1946) R.L.R. 468, applied and
followed .

. * Civi' Regular Suit No. 73 of 1947 of the High Court, R angoon; judgmen t
dated the 4th June 1948.
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Hcldfurlhcr: Under the Sale of Goods Act, ss. 7 and 8, if the goods
agreement become damaged, the agreel!lent is avoided.

;~f<<:r

Barrow, LaM, cwd Bailard, Limited. v . .Phillip Phillips & Co., L.R. <lfl29!
lK.B. 574, applied.
The contract is indivisible and·when the properties were damaged tl1:ough
the f:Lult of neither party, the contract coi1ld not be enforced. There w:<s no
absolute implied promise to pay full value as on 31st March 1943.

Held rurlhcr: T!•e principles of quautummemit embodied ins. 70 nf•the
Contract Act come into play.
Secretary of State v. G. T.Sarirr & Co., 11 La h. 375; Zulaing v. Yami:tliiu
District Cou11dl, t.L.R. 10 Ban. 522.
If the suit were in tort the meaeure of damages would ordinarily he the
value . of th~ undertakings at the date of conversion. The Company is ent1t',ed
to be paid the value of the assets in fact taken over on lst January 1946. The
principle of such valuation had been mentioned in the Third Schedule to the
licence which was almost precisely the same as paragraph 1152 subparagraph 2, of Halsbury's Laws of England, 2nd Edn., Vol. XIL
Held further : As the contract was brought to an end by frustration, the
clause relating to arbitration also came to an end.
Hirji Mulji's case, (1CJ26) A.C. 497, referred to.

Horrocks for the plaintiff.
Chan Tun

Aw~g

for the defendant.

U Bo GYI, J.- The Rangoo"n Telephone Company,
Limited, which is the successor of the Oriental
Telephone and Electric Company, Lil!lited, and -..vas
• operating telephone and telegraph undertakings in
Rangoon and Moulmein prior to the 7th March, 1942,
under licences granted by His Excellency the Governor
of Burma, has sued i:he Government of Burma now
replaced under. sub-section (3) of section 225 of the
Constitution ·by· the Union Government, to recover
~£L ·24,93,490-2-6 said to be the. valtie ~ of · the plaintiff
Company's undertakings agreed to be transferred to
the Government of Burma, praying in the alternative
'that the sum may be awarded. by way of damages.
It is common ground that under claus'!! 8 of the
licences admittedly granted to the plaintiff for a term
of 60 years, Government reserved the right to buy tlae

BURMA LAW REPORTS.
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Company out at certain periodical intervals one of
which fell on the 31st day of March, 1943, aud under
the terms of the licences if the right of purchase was
exercised at the end of the fortieth year from the
1st day of April, 1903, the dat~ of issue of the licences,
the price to be paid would be the then value of the
property as defined in the Third Schedule annexed to
the licences, without any allowance for past or future
profits, or goodwill. Now, Government by a letter
dated the 4th day of March, 1940, communicated to the
plaintiff its election to purchase the said undertakings
on the 31st March, 1943. In pursuance of that
election Mr. Daniel McGee, a director of the plaintiff
Company, interviewed Mr. Nesbitt-Hawest then
Director-General, Posts and Telegraphs, Burma, who,
it is said, agreed to take over the undertakings on the
book value basis and \vithout having any inventory
made of the assets. Mr. McGee, however, to the
question put by the Court ~rankly admits that he had
no knowlecige that Mr. Nesbitt-Hawes had been
authorized by Government to make such an agreement;
and durin.g the argument the plaintiff's learned counsel
states that the cii~cmi$ions at the interview took no
anc;l .March,
definite shape.
194:2, when Burma ,
, the
Japanese, Government, it
of denial to the enemy,
ent
caused to be demolished
plant of
the plaintiff Company being
:said undertakings. The plaintiff Co
Government
evacuated to India. There the Oon:jpany demanded of
Governm~nt payment of the mOJley~ due under the
contract and there was correspQ.ndence between the
parties, the Company on the one hand demanding the·
price of the undertakings as they stood at--31st March,
19+3, and-Government on the other hand maintaining
'

34
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that it was entitled to take possession of whatever was
found intact of the undertakings on its contemplated
T~~;~~~:E re-occupation of Burma and to pay for such remnants
CoMPA~Y.
at the price ruling on the 31st March, 1943. Burma
LmlTIID
v.
was re-occupied by the Allied forces in May, 1945, and
THE TJNION
o1< BuRMA.
the Company ' s un d ertak'mgs were ta1cen over by the
u B~~. J.. British Military authorities who on or about the
1st January, 1946, made them over to Government.
On the 21st September, 1946, Government wrote to the
Company that pursuant to its electing to purchase the
surviving assets of the Company it had taken over
possession of them from the Military authorities on and
from the 1st January, 1946. In the above circum·stances the Company claims the sum of Rs. 24,93,490-2-6
on three grounds, first, under the terms of purchase
contained in the said licences ; secondly, by virtue of
the contract to be implied by reason of its demand of
the price of the undertakings on the basis of their value
as at the 31st March, 1943, and Government's entering
into occupation on or about 1st January, 1946 ; and,
finally, by way of damages for breach of contract
and/or as the current market value of the undertakings
actually taken over by Government on the 1st January,
1946, together with the value at the time of demolition
of the Company's property and plant which was denied
before evacuation. Government while admitting the
licences and the contract has held its ground and
maintains that it is only liable for whatever remnants
-of the plaintiffs undertakings were taken over on
1st January, 1946, _a,t the fair market value \Vhich
prevailed on 31st March,- 1943. Government also
denies· the correctness of th·e value of the ~ompany's
undertakings as assessed. The question of notice
under section 80 of ·the Civil Procedure Code has
not been ·.pressed· to an tssue and is - considered
.as waived.
H.C.

1948
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On the pleadings, the following issues l1ave been
framed at the instance and by consent of the learned
counsel for the parties :
1. Was the contract of purchase of plain tiff's
assets frustrated by reason of the war ?
2. If it was frustrated, was there an implied
contract to pay for the assets as they stood on the
31st March, 1943, and also for the assets denied on th~
basis of their value as on the 31st March, 1943 ?
Or
Is plaintiff entitled to be paid the value of the
assets in fact talq;n over on the 1st January, 1946, at
their then value ?
3. Upon what basis should payment be made to
'fFi'e'.plaintiff ?
Under section 56 of the Contract Act a contract to
do an act which becomes impossi~le after it is made
becomes void.
The doctrine of impossibility of
performance which is enshrined in secti"n 56 of the
Contract Act is t4e basis of,· or perhaps rather another
name for, the doctrine of frustration ~vhich came into
.prominence about the mi~dle of the Fir~t World War.
The doctrine is not.
'·" . and in Mohamed
.)......... .
I s1nail and others v.
who in times of p
voyages withi~ ~.;·,·.;:•J.JP'-'lu
terms when war ·
involving risk of life and liberty, it was held that the
-contract of service had been made under an implied
promise that a state of peac~ would continue. to exist
along the routes which the ships would take in their
commercial voyages and that when such state of things
·c eased to exist the contracts were deemed to be at an
end. It was also held that the doctrine of frustrat.i on
~

Cll (19401 R .T.."R.. 41\R

H.C.
194'8
RANGOON
TELEPHONE
CoMPANY,
-LIMITED

v.
THE UNION
OJ;' BUR~fA.

U Bo Gyx, "J.
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as applied in England was applicable in Burma under
the Contract Act. The best definition yet of the
doctrine is by Viscount Simon, Lord Chancellor of
England, who in Cricklewood Property and Investment
Trust, Limited v. Leighton's Investrnenl T1·ust, Limited
(1) said,

U Eo GYt, ].
i, ~
•
•
•
Frustration may be defined as the pre1nature
determination of an agreement between parties, lawfully entered
into and in course of operation at the time of its premature
determination, owing to the occurrence of an intervening event
or change of circumstances so fundamental as to be regarded by
the law· both as striking at the root of the agreement, and as
entirely beyond \Vhat was contemplated by the parties when they
entered into the agreement.''

The principle underlying the doctrine has been
described by his Lordship in Fibrosa Spolka Akcyjna
v. Fairbat.rtz Lawson Combe BarboU1', Limited (2) as
u that where supervening events, not due to the default
of either party, render the performance of a contract .
indefinitely impossible, and there is no undertaking to be
bound in any eveni, frustration ensues, even though the
parties may have expressly provided for the case of a
limited interruption." The end of a war, as observed
in that case, cannot reasonably be predicted. There·
shortly before war broke out between Germany and
Poland an English Company agreed to sell machinery,
delivery at Gdynia in Poland. Thereafter, on September !J., 1939, war broke 011;t between Germany and
P.oland and on and after. September 23, Gdynia was
occupied by the Germans. Seven eminent Law Lords
induding the Lord Chancellor unanimously held that
the, contract was dissolved. As to the legal effect of
the frustration of a contract, their Lordships .of the
(1) (1945) A.C. 211 at .p.l28.

(2) (-1943) A.<..:. 32 at p. 40,
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Privy Council have held in Hirji Mulji and others v.
1948
Cheong Yue Steamship Compmzy, Lhnited ~1) that such
·. •
RANGOON
effect does not depend upon t h e intention of the 'l);;LEPHoNE
' opm10ns
. '
.
part1es,
or t}1 e1r
or even k now1e dge, as to ·~··h·..e COl{PANY,
LI'M.iT.J.m
-event which has brought about the frustratior:t!'e~;~~- - THE ;;,UNro:-~
upon its occurrence in such circumstances as to sli~\vr oF BuR~.>A.
it to be inconsistent with the further prosecution of the .q so. Gn, J.
adventure. To mention but one more out of i.he
several authorities on the doctrine in support of the
vie\v that in circumstances such as those obtaining in
the present case the contract is avoided, in Metro_politm~ IIVaier Board v. Dick, Kerr & Co. (2), where
:the defendants had contracted to construct for the
;plaintiffs certain reservoirs within a specified time
-but after a substantial portion of the work had been
done were ordered by the Minister of Munitions to
cease work, it was held by the House of Lords that the
·contract was frustrated, the period of abeyance being
so long and the changes in prices and conditions of
"labour so great that performance of the contract would
be substantially different from what had been originally
undertaken. On the other hand, the learned Assistant
Attorney-General relies upon the Crickle7pood Property
.and Investnzent;)· ·
·· · {3); ~;and The
Pelepah case (4)
' the
-contract in ·
But
these cases relate'dto long leases arid the abeyance
·perjod in, ea'Ch was but a small portion of the life of the
lease. In the former case the Ho:use was divided on
the question whether the doctrine of fr:,ustration could
apply to a lease at all, and the decision in both the
-cases was that in the particular circumstances obtaining
therein the leases had not been determined by the

..
(1) (1926) A.C. ~97.

(2) (1918) A.C.119.

(3) {1945) A.C. :!21 at p. 228.
(4) ~1944) .170 L.T. 338.
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doctrine of frustration. Furthermore, certain observations in the former case show that in any event
RANGOON
covenants in a lease may become impossible of
TELEPHONE
COMPANY,
performance. Lord Russell of Killowen after observing
LHnn:o
'II.
that a lease is rnuch more than a contract because it
THE UNION
OF BURMA.
creates a vested interest in the land continues: ''The
U Bo GYI, J. contractual obligations thereunder of each party are
merely obligations which arc incidental to the relationship of landlord and tenaot created by the demise, and
which necessarily vary \Vith the character and duration
of the ·particular lease. It may well be that circumstances may arise during the currency of the term
\Vhich render it difficult, or even impossible, for one
party or the other to carry out some of its obligations
as landlord or tenant, circumstances which might
afford a defence to a claim for damages for their breach)
but the lease would remain. The estate in the land
would still be vested in the tenant." Lord \¥right
.observes that covenants in a lease may be suspended or
terminated by operation of law and cites the case of
Baily v. de Crespigny l1) where a lessor had entered:
into a covenant with his lessee not to permit building
on a paddock facing tpe demised premises but washeld discharged from the c:ovenant when the paddock
was compulsorily taken by a railway company, \~~hich
erected buildings on it, including a m;inal, thus
impairing the amenities of the dwelling. Lord Porter
says, ''Some terms of the tenancy may be'impossible·
of performance at~ least for the time being but the·
. tenancy itself ·is not· thereby necessarily determined."
Lord Goddard makes similar observations. There is a.
considenible · b,ody of eminent· judicial authority, ..
therefore; that covenants in
lease may become
impo~si'?l~_of.p<?rforma~c~ whether ~r not the doctri.ne
1948

a

(1) .L.'R. 4 Q.B, 180.
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of frustration applies to leases ; and in answer to the
first issue I hold that the contract of purcb:tse of the
Company's assets was frustrated by reason .-.: the Vi!ar.
In their report 111 m.ade in 1918, ,·d;:~tin •.: to
impossibility and frustration 1 Buckmaster l; ;;nnnttee
submitted a statement of the la\;~.r which inicr ulia v:as as
follows: " Finally, the court can only declare the
contract dissolved or not dissolved. If it is not
dissolved it remains effective according to an its term
in their full force. The court cannot in any way alter
its terms, or modify them, or in any way vary or adjust
the rights and obligations of both parties. And if it is
not dissolved, and there is a breach, the court cannot
mitigate or Jessen the full measure of damages to
. which the other party is legally entitled by such
b reach."
Th e question may also b e viewed in anotb er, though
similar, .aspect. Tb e undertakings consist of both
moveables and immovables. Under section 8 of the
Sale of Goods Act, "wher e there is an agreement to
sell s pecific goods, and subsequently the goods without
any fault on the part of the seller or. buyer perish
or b ecome sq dam<!ged as no longer to answer to their
descri ptjon ·in ·:!:1)~.
JZ~51.II]..~~t_ ;be,fp_re .the risk passes
to the buyer, t ..
... ~~:;~}§·::.t~~~~J>y {!_Voided.;'
Section 7 of th~~;;':" . :•:.. ·~ · -· s\ (l:)?:Iegai -,q:msequences
arising from gP,}@~~· perishing or becoming damaged
before making of ,contract and sections 7 and 8 of the
Act are on ~uch_ the same lines as sections 6 and 7
respectively of the Sale 9f Goods Act, 1893. In
Barrow, Lq.n,e, and Ballard, Limiteq v. Philiip Phillips
& Co. · (2) where there was a contra ct for saJe and
deh.v ery .stf 700 · bags of 'groundnuts a~d unknown

..,,

(1) " The Ellect of War on. Coiltr~chi"
: : by W~bl:ier, 2nd •Edn., pp; Al8 and 419.

(2) L:R. {1929) 1 ICB . 574.
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to the parties 109 bags of groundnuts had been
lost before the date of the contract so that when
the time for delivery arrived there remained only
591 bags for delivery, it was observed, '' a contract
for a parcel of 700 bags is something different from
a contract for 591 bags and the position appears to me
to be in no way diffetent from what it \:1/ould have been
if the whole 700 bags had ceased to exist. The
result is tliat the parties were contracting about
something Which at the date of the contract without
the knotvledge or fault of either party, did not exist.
To compel the buyer in those circumstances, to take
591 bags would be to compel him to take something which he had not contracted to take, and
would in my judgment be unjust." Wright J., as
he then was, held that the contract was indivisible
and that section 6 of the Sale of Goods Act, 1893,
applied where part only of the goods had perished
at the time when the contract was made. In this case
also the undertakings are indivisible and consequently
the same principle applies to th~ facts of the present
case also.
Now, the position taken up by Government.seems
untenable in law. No doubt under section 13 of the
Specific Relief Act a contract is not wholly impossible
of performance because of the subsequent destruction
of a portion of its subject-matter. But Government,
presumably under legal advice, has not thought fit
to file a suit for specific performance of the contract.
'Even if" it should do SO; it wo"!-'fld be bound by
sections 14 iind lS of ·tbe'- sp~dfie ·Relief Act, the
fot~er :tel~tihg to ··specific _ perfottna~e of part of a
contract wher~ the patt unperfofffied is small and
the latter to ca,ses where the part unperformed is
proportionately large. In either case, however, the
party insist~ng upon performanGe is bound to pay
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H.C.
the price originally agreed upon before he gets his
1948
relief, though in the former case he may claim
·
·m respect o f part o f th e contract TELEPHONE
HANGOON
compensation
which cannot be performed. Now the Specific Relief c~t{5~i~·
Act is founded on the highest principles of justice ao,~ .
v.
THE UNION
equity and in taking the stand it does on the contract mtBuRMA.
Government is trying to get the plaintiff to perform UBoGYr, J.
a substantially new contract by way of defence, while
if it had taken the initiative it would, under the
Specific Relief Act, have been called upon to pay
the full stipulated price.
The second issue may be disposed of briefly. The
Carbolic Smoke Ball case relied upon by the plaintiff
does not help it because Government has at all
material times maintained that it could and would
enter into possession of whateve r remained of the
undertakings on payment th erefor at th e price ruling
on th e 31st March 1943. Under section 7 of the
Contract Act acceptance must be absolute and
unqualified. The first part of the second issue is
accordingly ans\vered in the n egative.
I now come to the second part of the second issue,
which is whether the Company is entitled to be paid
the value of the ·.i asSetsp.:fu;;;Ja:at ~ daken . over on the
1st January, 1946, att@:~~-;t~~~i\~;t,~~~Hf}QJ}~ract;" as
I have held, has beell;t::d~~.olved 1artdiimO :ne'w .c ontract
·has been formed, .ai1dr· at the same time Government
appears willing to take over the undertakings. In
these circumstances the principles of quantum. meruit
embodied in section 70 of the Contract Act come
into play. In Secretary of State v. G. T. Sarin & Co. {1)
which arose .out of a contract for supply of fodder
the learned Judges ruled ''as to the amount of
compensation, it is obvious that it must be assessed
at the market rates prevailing on. the dates on which
(it

u

Lah. 375.
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these supplies wer e made." This case has been
followed in Zu/aing v. Yarnethin District Coumil (1):
RANGOON
I am of opinion that t he principle adopted in t he
TELEPHONE
COMPANY,
Lahore case is correct inasmu ch as ordinarilv the
L IMITED
v.
cause of action \'-'Ould have arisen on the respective
THE U:-!ION
OF BURMA.
dates on whi ch th e supplies were made. Here in this
U Bo Gvt, J. case also the cause of action apparently arose against
Government on the 1st January, 1946, when it took
over the undertakin gs. If the suit ·were in tort the
measure of damages would ordinarily be t he value of
the undertakings at the date of the conversion . In
answer to the second part of this issue, therefore,
I hold that the Company is entitled to be paid the value
of th e assets in fact taken over on the 1st January, 1946,
a t their then value.
Coming to the third issue, the principle of valuation
agreed upon by the parties and set forth in the
Thi rd Schedule to the licences appears to have been
Iookt:d upon by the contracting parties as being just.
and equitable. The terms are almost precisely the
same as those in paragraph 1152, sub-paragraph 2 ,.
of Halsbury's Laws of En gland, 2nd Edition, Vol. XII,
and appear to have been borrowed therefrom. This
principle of valuation has been adopted in acquisitions
of electric supply undertakings by local authorities ..
To quote from the Third Schedule to the licences,
" the value of such lands, build ings, works, materials ·
and plant shall be deemed to be their fair market value
at the time of pl.lrchase, due regard b eing had to the·
nature ana condition for. the time:being<of. ·such lands,.
buildings, works·; materials ';lnd; plant, and . to the
state: of repih: thereof, and to the citcumstance that
they .ar.e in,such a position as to be ready for immediate
working, and to the suitability ~of -the same for the .
.··
.(1) -l.L.R •..lO Ran; 522 .
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H.C.
purposes of the underbking, and where a part only of
194::1
the undertaking is purchased to any loss occ;csioned
k..ANGOO~
by severance, but \vithout any addition in respect oi 'lELEPHoN~
compulsory purchase or of goodwill or of any. ·D
_rofits CoMPAxY.
LiMHEll
which may be or might have been made from the THl' v.UNION
undertaking, or of any similar considerations." I n oF BuRMA
answer to the third issue I hold the above to be the c Eo 9YI, ;.
basis upon which payment should be made to the
plaintiff, i.e. that payment should be made for the
assets <tciually ta:ken over on the 1st Janu8ry, 1946,
at their then value on the lines indicated above.
The last question i.:::. \\:hether the arbitration dause
in the licence bars th::: :>uit. The terms of the licences
as I understand them ~~re that arbitrators should only
b e appointed wh en there is a valid contract ancl the
parties do not agree upon the price to be paid in
pursuan ce of the contract. In Hi1'ji M ulji's case (1), it
was held that a fru stration brought to an end the whole
contract including the submission to arbitration.
Under the reference rules in Chapter 9 of the Rules
and Orders of the High Court, I refer th e following
issu es to the Official Referee who will transmit his
report with his fipding~ thereonand reasons therefor in
du e course:
(1) What
phone Companv~''''"'"''1.:.;.UI11
Government of Burma on or about
January,
1946? The assets which may have been put in bv the
British Military Administration will be separately
inventoried and valued.
(2) What
- was th e value of the Company's assets
so taken over on or about the 1st January 1946 ?

.

[4th June 1948 . .When the iuclgment is delivered,
Mr. , Horrocks for the plaintiff and the learned
(1) (19Z6) A.C. 497.
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Attorney-General for the defendant state that stnce
the assds put in by the Military Administratiun will
belong to the, Government it will not be necessary to
value such assets separately. This \Nill be noted by
the learned Official Referee.]
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SUPREME COURT.
U HTWE (alias) A. E. MADAR!

ts.c.

(APPLICANT)

1948

v.

u

TUN OHN

July 23.

AND ONE (RESPONDENTS).*

[On appeal from the High Court.]
Co11sfttufton of Burma, ss. 25, 133, !SOtatLrl 222 (1)-W1-ifs of certiorari and

Pr ''tibrlion-N.rtt~re

of mch writs-Both deal with que,fions of jul'isdiclion-The prillci:Pie.< Ott whidt aud circumstances lttzder wlti'lt din;cliottS
m the ttature of these wt·its will be gratded in Burma-Cily of Raugoon
Municipal Ad, ss. 25, 79 aud 80-Mttnicipal Corporaliou of file City of
I~antoon (Su~pcttsion) Act, 1943, scope of -Tite princiPles ou which t/u;
provisiotrs of written corrsfitutiott ·will bci laid dowtt.

Held : That the writ of prohibition is a judicia li[lrocess issued out of a Court
of superior jurisdiction and directed to a n inferior Court from usurping a
jurisdiction with which it is not legally invested or to compel Courts entrn~te d
with jaclici,;J duties to keep within the limits of their jurisdiction.

The writ of cer.liomri is a writ issued by superior Court in the exercise of
its superia:~nding power over inferior jurisdiction and it requires judges or
officers of s ~ch •jurisdiction to certify or Rend proceedings before them to th~.:
supenor Court for the purpose of eKamination as to their legality or giving
more sall;f;;ctory effect to th~rn.
[Short ;md Mellor's (2nd Edn,\
Office ", p. 252, followed.]

" Order a nd Practice of thet Crown

The word " Court " fo r the purpose of these writs will not on ly include
civil and criminal Cot¥:ts and ecclesiastical, maritime or mllitar~ Courts but
also includes perSOJ:.l.S or tribu'nals cW'hich 'are not Courts' of Justice in the strict
sense of the term, wh~~~V:~~.~~'''-"
." ·"u:iS1 . · ':J;~uiliof!ty to
determine questions affe61lnl:Tn
·e'·'~UfS/ fti ; ~d
judicial!}.
NVtil ·

Rex v. Electricity· Commis~1011ers, L .R. (1924) 1 K.B. 171 at p. 205 ; Tit~
King v. L~gi~lati'V~ Committee of tlte Clrm·ch Asswsbly, (1927) 1 K.B. 411 at
p. 415 ; Tile King v. North Worcestersllire Assessmetd Committee, (!9:29) 2 K.B.
397 at p. 406 ; Erri11gton aml others v. Mi11.ister of Health, (1934) 1 ICB. 249 at
p. 266 ; Rex v. Bo~cott aud others, (1939) 2 K.B. 651 at p. 659, followed;
The Kinl! Y. Tile Lotsdon Cou11ly Corwcil, (1931) :2 K.B. 215 at p. 243 the
view of Lord-- Justice Scrutton, di~tinguishel
S. 150 oi the Constitution should be read as a proviso to s. 133 and therefore
in Bunn2 a person or a body of per sons m ay exercise limited powers of
judicial nature even though such person or body of persons·is not a judge or a

* Civil Misc. Application Np. '5 of 1948.

t

l'r1s1nt :

SlR B,~o.

U, Chief Ju8tfce, E

MAUN.G,

J.,

and

{{(YAW M>YrNT,

J.
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court. \Vhen a pers('n or a body of persons (first) having legal authority
1secondly) to determine questions affecting the rights of subjects (lhirdh·)
having the duty to act according to law and (fourthly) act in excess of his
or their legal alithority, those writs will be issued.

U HTW!t
(alias\

A, E.

MADAR!

v.

[1948

Tllis is the: principle on which Supreme Court will issue directions in the

U ToN 0Br> nature of wrih of prohibition and cerliorat·i.
AND ONE,

Sections of the Constitution should not be interpreted in a. narro,,· 'nd
technical manner but shou!ci on all occasiom be interpreted in a larg-:, Jiber'al
and comprehensive spirit. Constructions most beneficial to the widest possthle
amplitude of its powers ~hould be adopted. The Constitution though written
shonld be interpreted in such a way as will be subject to development through
~1sage and convention.
Grey •;. Pu;rsou, (1~57) 6 H.L.C. 106; H~Hrulla Muir Edwards a11d otl;ers
V. Attom ey-Ge,eralfor Ccwadtl twd otlzers, L.R. (1 <;1291 A. C. 124 at r 131>-137 ;
St. Cc;t!:erine's MillitJg and LmnberC~mpa11Y v. Tite Qt~ean, L.R. IU;6Si 1-l A.C.
46 at p. 50; BI'Opity v. ";lftomcy-Gemrnl o! Ma1lifoba L.R (1895) A C. 202 at
p. 216 ; British Coal CorporalioiJ v. The KiHf!., L.R. (1935) A. C. 500 at p. 518 :
James v. Commoi1Wtalth of Australia, L.R. (1936) A.C. 578 at p, 6 14. f0llowcd,
The term "existing law" in s. 222 (1) of th e Constitution, embraces any
law, Ordinance, Order. bye-law, rule or regulation passed or made befo:·e tile
commencement of the Coustitu\ion by any Legislature, authority or person
having power !or what now farms the Union of B urma to make sucl1 law,
Ordinance, Order, bye-law, rule o r regulation and not inconaistent with the
Constitution.
Preamble of Municipal Corporation of the City of Rangoon [Snspension)
Act, 1943, cannot, according to well-settled rule of interpretation, restrict or
extend the enacting part of the Act when the language and the object and scope
of the Act are not open to doubt, and therefore the Act is still operative and the
appointment of the 1st respondent according to the provisions of the Act
continues.
When the Corporation produces a budget it will 'be presumed under s. 114
[e) of the Evidence Act that official acts have been property done and that copy
of the budget has been submitted to the Government under s. 73 (1) (3).
l;nder as. 79 and 83 of the City of Rangoon Municipal Act the Administrator
who now represents the Corporation has legal authority to determine any
question affecting the rights of the subjects and he has power to improse taxes
on all the citizen• of Rangoon. The Administrator has to act judicially, i.e.,
.according to law. According to s. 80 he can fix. general, lighting and conser-'
·vane y ~¢5 at hi:; own'diacretion and as regards wa ter tax he can fix it at
such reasonable rate as would cover the. ~ensea incurred in connection with
the s upply of water to the Ci~y of Rangoon.
The exercise of power by the Administrator is not administrative or mecha·nical but of a judical nature. But if he exercises his discretion in il bona fide
manner not influence<! by extraneous or irrelevant consider ations, and not
. arbitrarily or illegally, the Supreme Court will not interfere.
As the Administrator in fixing these rateD of taxation has not acted illegally
,or arbitrarily his decision cannot be queationed,
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Th.: Ki11g v. Board of Education, L.R. fl910] 2 K.o. 165 at p, 178,
ref errc;d to.

S.C.
1948

U

P. K. Bas11 (with E. C. V. Foucar) for the applicant.

HTWE

I alias;

A. E.lllADARl

v.

Kya.w J)in for the respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by

BA U, C.J.-This case raises a very important
issue, the ~decision of which affects not only the
applicant in this case but also ~ large body of
tax-payers of Rangoon. We have, therefore, taken
time to consider our decision.
The applicant, U Htwe alias A. E. Madari, is the
owner .of a hous e in Rangoon. Muni cipal taxes on
his house and on other houses and lands in Rangoon
.liable to taxation have recently been doubled under
.the orders of the 1st respondent, U Tun Ohn, who is
the Administrator of the Municipal Corporation of
Rangoon. The 2nd respondent, N. B. Sen Gupta, is
working under the 1st respondent as the Assessor of
-the Municipal Corporation.
The submission made by the applicant is that the
1 s t respondent, U Tun Q.hn, has neyerliad any authocrity or power to raise 1fulll.cipil:~~;Jai"l~sto double
-them. He therefore pb:y~·- 'th£t a-Jilrr'6Pc'J:Nc1rari inay
be issued to the two respondents, directi:ng them to
submit the t>roceedings resulting in the order raising
~Municipal taxes, and that the proceedings may thereafter be quashed:
The applicanf further !prays that a writ of prohi'bition may be issued, prohibiting the two respondents
:from levying taxes at an enhanced rate.
The Municipal admin~stratjon of the City of
·Rangoon was before the war carried on under the City
·of Rangoon ·Municipal Act (hereinafter called the

UTuN OHN
AND ONE.
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(alias)
A.EJMADARI
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U Tux OHN
AND ONB.

BA

u.

C.}.
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Municipal Act) by a body of persons composed of a
certain number of elected representatives of the citizens
of Rangoon and a few nominated persons. The body
was named the Corporation. A few months o.fter the
outbreak of the war, when Burma was about to be
overrun by the Japanese, the Government evacuated to
Simla in India, \vhere the then Governor issued a
proclamation, dated the 10th December 1942, under
section 139 of the Government of Burma Act, 1935, and
assumed to himself all the po\vers vested by or under
the said Act in the Legislature. In exercise of such
powers, the then Governor of Burma passed an Act
kr:own as the Mumcipal Corporation of the City of
Rangoon {Suspension) Act, 1943 (hereinafter called the
Suspension Act), suspending the operation of the
Municipal Act.
On the cessation of hostilities in 1945, the Governor
returned to Rangoon, and on the 14th of November. of
the ~arne year, the Governor, acting under the provisions
of the Suspension Act, appointed some persons as
Chairman <!.nd Councillors of the Corporation of
Rangoon. The appointment of these persons was
subsquently cancelled by another Notification, being
Notification No/474, dated the 22nd September 1947Local Government (Administrative Branch) Social
Services Department.
By Notification No. 475 of the same date, the 1st
r.e~p~mdent, U Tun Ohn was appointed as the Administrator of the City of Rangoon Municipal Coporation.
The Notification is in the following term~:

"Under sub-section (1) Qf sectic:m 2 of the Municipal Corporation of the City of Rangoon (Suspension) Act, 1943 (Act VIII
of 1943), and in supersessi0n of <1-ll previous appointments made
, unqer thi~ se~tion, the Governcr appoints U Tun Ohn, who shall
.be designated as Administrator of the City of Rangoon Municipal
Corpoi:ation 1 to exercise and discharge the rights, privileges,
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duties, powers and functions which, by the Cit~· of Rangoon
Municipal Act (Burma .\ct VI of 1922), are vested in o r imposed
upon the Municipal Corporation of Rangoon."

The duties and powers of the Corporaticn vested
in or imposed upon the Municipal Corporation of
Rangoon are set out in section 25 of the Municipal Act,
which, infer alia, runs as follows :
" The Corporation shall make. adequate provtston, by any
means or measures which it is lawfully competent for it to use,
for each of the following matters, namely :
(i). the construction or laying out of drains for effectually
draining the City, and the maintenance, flushing and
cleansing of all municipal drains ;
(ii) the erection in proper and convenient situations on
municipal land of water-closets, clo::;et accommodation, urinals and other conveniences for the public
and t h e maintenance and cleansing of the same ;
(iii) the collection, removal, tr.~atment and disposal of
sewage, offe.n sive mattet· and rubbish ;
(iv} t~e watering, scavenging and cleansing of all public
str eets in the City and the removal of all sweeping
therefrom ;
(v) the managem ent and the maintenance of all municipal
\vater-\vorks and the construction or acqui~ition of
new. works necessary fd'r a s ufficient supply of
suitable water for pu.blic and private purposes ;
~

~

~·

+

(xx) the lighting of all public $freets and municipal
markets arid of buildings vested in the Corporation ;

* '

*

..

*

"

To enable the Municipal Corporation to carry out
these duties it was empowered by sections 79 and 80
of th¢ Municipal Act to levy taxes. Before taxes could
be imposed, the annual value of lands and buildings
liable to taxation must, under section 91 of the
Municipal Act, be assessed by an officer of the Corporation called the Commissioner, and the Commissionef
35
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BA. U, C.J.
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must be appointed by the Corporation under section 27
of the same Act.
The 1st respondent U Tun Ohn, though .fully
empowered to do so, has not up-to-date appointed a
Commissioner for the purpose of assessing the annual
value of buildings and lands liable to taxation, but in
spite nf that, he issued a notice on the 23rd January·
1948 announcing to the citizens of Rangoon that he
wot1ld raise the Municipal taxes with effect from the
Jst April 1948. That notice is in the following terms:
'' ~ otice is hereby given that with eHect from the 1st April
1948, property taxes on all buildings and lands within the
Municipal limits of t(1e City of Rangoon shall be levied at the
following rates :
(a) Gmeral Tax.-At 14 per ce nt per annum of the annual
value.
Thh; includes a fire brig1de tax at 2 per
cent.
(b) Lie.hling Ta.r.-At 5 per cent per annum of the annual
value.
(c) Conservancy Ta,t:.-

(i) At 17 per cent per annum on the annual nlue where
it is at present levied at
per cent.
(ii) At 13 per cent per annum on the a nnual valne where
it is at prc;se nt levied at 6~ per cent,

8t

(d) Water Tax.(i) At 13 per cent per' annum on the annual value where
it is at present levied at 6t per cent.
(ii) At 63 per cent per annum on the annual v.1lue where
it is at present levied at 31 per cent.

,

In accordance with the. new rate of taxation,
demand notices have now been issued, and ·the applicant U Htwe is one of the tax-payers who have been
asked to pay Municipal taxes at the enhanced rate.
He therefore asks for reliefs, as stated above.
The question is whether a vvrit of prohibition and/
or a writ of certiorari lies. Now, what is meant by a
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~.c.
writ of prohibition and what is meant by a writ of
1948
certiorari ? These are two of the writs mentioned in l: HTWJ>.
section 25 (2) of the Constitution, by means of which
!alias)
. empowere d t o pro t.ec t an d sa f eguar d th e A. E. MADARI
. c aur t IS
t h1s
t'.
TuN OHN
P erson ana property of the citizens of the Union. The uAl(l)
ONE.
Constitution does not, however, explain how and under B-4. U, C.J.
what circumstances these writs are to be used. As
these writs are borrowed from English law, the
presumption is that, consistently with our Constitution,
they must be used in the same way as they are used by
English Courts of law. In English law, these two
writs are two of the weapons which Courts of superior
jurisdiction use for the purpose of keeping a check
and control over inferior Courts.
Both deal witlll.
questions of jurisdiction.
A writ of prohibition is explained in n Order and
Practice of the Crown ·office " by Short and Mellor
(2ud edition), at page 252 as being a judicial writ or
process issuing out of a Court of superior jurisdiction
and directed to an inferior Court for the puq)o~e
of preventing the inferior Court from usurping a
jurisdiction with which it i~ not legally invested, or to
compel Courts entrustec;I .- ·
uties to keep
within the limits of their ·
In the case of a writ of
being the process by which the
in the exercise of its superintendin
jurisdiction, requires Judges or
diction to certify or send
them to
the E:ing's Bench Division, whether for.the purpose of
examining as to the legality of such proceedings or for
giving fuller or more satisfactory effect to them coulct
be done by the Court belo.w.
As these two/writs deal with _questions of jurisdiction, they are frequently sought after together. They
sometimes overlap. Prohibition is .used as a prev~ntive,
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·whereas certiorari is used as a cure. The former is
asked for at an earlier stage of a proceeding so as to
U HTWE
prevent an inferior Court from usurping a jurisdiction
I alias)
A. E. MAnARI with which it is not entrusted, or to preven.t it from
v.
U TUN OriN acting in excess of the jurisdiction entrusted there\Yith.
AND ONE.
Certiorari is asked for when a proceeding is concluded,
BA U, C.J.
so that any_ mischief or injustice resulting.,therein may
be redressed. As explained, these writs issue out of a
Court of superior jurisdiction to inferior Courts.
Now,. what is meant by a Court ? Having regard
to a long series of English cases, there can hardly be
any doubt that originally a Court, as used, was meant to
mean a tribunal legally appointed to determine civil or
criminal causes ju_dicially. Subsequently, the meaning
of the word " Court " was expanded so as to include
not only· civil or criminal Courts, but also ecclesiastical,
maritime or military Courts ; see Halsbury's Law of
England (2i1d edition), Volume IX, page 830, . and
the cases quoted therein.
Since then, the t'~rm
'' Court " has again been expanded so as to include
not only the above ~mentioned tribunals, but also other
public bodies entrusted with quasi-judicial functions.
What tribunal or body is to be deemed a Court so as to
make it amenable to a writ of prohibition or a writ of
certiorari is clearly and succinctly explained by Atkin
L.J. as he then was, in the case of Rex v. Electricity
Com1nissioners (1) as follows :
S.C.

1948

" It is to be noted that both writs (writ of prohibition and
writ' of u,-tiorari) deal :with
questions of excessive jurisdiction >
•
an& doubtless .in their :orig~ dealt almost exclusively with the
ju;isdiction of what is described in ordinary parlance as Courts
of Justice. But the oper~tion of writs hal extended to control
the proceedings of bodies wftich do not claim to be, and would
not be reco~nised as, Courts of Justice. Wherever any body of
persons having legal au,t hority to determine questions affecting
(i) L.R. (1914) J.:.B. 171, 205.
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the 'rights of subjects, and having the duty to act judicially, acts
in excess of their legal authority, they are subject to the controlling jurisdiction of the King's Bench Division exercised in these
writs.''
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This bas been accepted as laying down the law
correctly, and has been followed in the following
cases :
(i) The King v. Legislative Committet: of the
Church Assembly. Ex-parte H ayne-Smitlz (1) ;
(ii) The King v. North FVorcestershire Assessment
Committee. Ex-parte Hadley (2) ;
(iii) The King v. The LondoH Cou11ty Council l3) ;
(iv) Errhtgfon and others v. MitJister of Health
(4) ; and
(v) Rex v. Boycott and others {5).
It will be noticed that the phrase 1-' having the duty
to act judicially" is not explained. But in the case of
The King v. The London County Council (4), Scrutton
L.J. endeavoured to explain it, while explaining the
term- 11 Court", as follows :
"There has been a great deal of discussion <1nd a larg~ number
of cases explaining the meaning of ' Court. ' I1: is not necessary
that it should be a Conrt ih\ the sense . in 'vbich this. Court is
a Court: it is enough if>;it-is exerciSirig,-after-hearing evidence,
judicial functions in t.l~e. s,ense that it has to decide on evidence
between a proposal and an opposition ; and it is not necessary
to be strictly a Court i if it is a tribunal ' which has to decide
rights after hearing evidence of the proposal and the opposition,
it is amenable to the writ of c~rlt'orari."
-

It would appear from this as if the learned Judge of
the Court of appeal took the view that unless there was a
lis inter partes and the said. lis was decided on evidence
(1) L.R. (1927) 1 K.E. 4t'l, 4i5.
(3) L.~. (1931) 2 ICE. ~15, _243.
!21 'L.R. (1.929)-2 K.B. 397, 406-.
(4) L.R. (193.4) 1 ICE. 249, ~66.
(5) L.R. (1939) . % IC.I1. 651, 659.
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neither a writ of prohibition nor a writ of certiorari
\Vould lie.
This view of the learned Judge may be correct so
far as English law is concerned but it may not be in
consonance with the provisions of our Constitution.
P nder section 133 of the Constitution, justice throughout the Union shall be administered in Courts
established by the Constitution or by law and by Judges
appointed in accordance therewith. The proviso to this
section is section 150 of the Constitution.
U nckr section 150, any person or a body of persons,
though not a Judge or a Court in the strict sense of the
term, can be invested with power to exercise limited
fundions of a Judicial nature. When so invested, that
person or body of person s, when determining questions
affecting the rights of the citizens of the Union, must do
so, as provided by section 16, according to law. If it
did not, it would at once render itself amenable to th e
jurisdiction of this Court, as provided in section 25.
Therefore, when Atkin L.J. used the phase ''having the
duty to act judicially" we must 'in relation to the Con stitution construe it as" having the duty to act according
to law. " This is in consonance with what Lord
Selborne s~id in Mackonochie v. Lord Penzance (1).
The learned Lord Chancellor said :
'

".It wa~ contended that the sentence of suspension of the
· 1st June 1878, was contrary to two statutes of the realm (3 & 4
Vic. C. 86, and 53 Geo. 3, C. 127); and if it could be made out,
th~ prohibition was thus rightly granted. "

The view of Lord Esher as expressed in The Ring
v. The Local Govermnmf Board (2) Is in a way to the
same effeCt. In that. ~ase, learned Mas ter of the Rolls
said :·
''My view of the po\ver- of prohibition at the present day is
. that the· Court should not be char-y of exercising it, and that
{l)L.R{1881)6AC.4l4, 431.

(2)

lO~Q.B.D .309,

321.
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S.C.
wherever the Legislatnre entrusts to any body of persons other
194tl
than to the superior Court the power of imposing an obligation
U HTWE
upon incli·vicluals. the Court ought to exercise as \\"ldely as they
(alias}
can power of controlling those bodies of persons if these persons A. E. MADAR!
admittedly attempt to exercise po\\'ers beyond the powers given
··
( T Tul\ OH:-;
to them by an Act of Parliament."
AND o:.-<E,

In the latest case on the subject, Rex v. Archbishop
of Canterbur:>' (1), the present Master of the Rolls
Lord Greene, quoted, apparently with approval, the
submission made by the Counsel for the applicant as
follows :
"Here is a piece of legislation with statutory force which
may deprive an O\\'ner of property, to wit, the Patron. , of some of
his rights in respect-of that property, and wbern•er a person or a
body o f persons is given the power to deprive a per~on of, or to
affect, his rights, there is a shtu tory obligation to act in a quasijudicial manner, with all lhe conseqnences which that implies.'

Such being the state of the law, if we par.:tphrase
the test as laid down by Atkin L.J. we get it as follows:
"There must be a person or a bldy of persons (first) 1 lnving
legal authority,' (secondly) ' to d~termine questions affecting the
rights of subjects ' and (thirdly) 'having the duty to act according
to law' (fourthly) 'act in excess of his or their l egal authority'.''

Now, does this case fulfil these .conditions?
Th e learned counsd for i:fi'ii appli~int' ;piesehts' his
case in two aspects. Th~ first i:> that, having regard to
the definition of "existing law" as given in section
2~ lf) of the Constitution , the Suspension Act ceased
~o be in force with effect from the 4th January 1948,
when Burma became a sovereign independent Republic, and, consequently, U Tun Ohn also ceased to be
an Administrator of the Municipal Corp.o ration on and
from that date. All acts and things done by J1im after
that date are null and void.
(1) L.R. (1944)1 K.B. 282, 191..

BAll.

C'.J.
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''' existing'law ',as explained in section 222 (1) of the
Constitution, means any la\\' 1 Ordinance, Order, bye-law,
rule or regulation passed or made before the commencement of this Constitution by any Legislature, authority
or person in any territories included within the Union
of Burma, being a Legislature, authority, or person
having power to make such law, Ordinance, Order,
bye-law, rule or regulation."
Stress is laid by the learned counsel for the applicant
on the words "by any Legislature, authority or person
in any territories included within the Union of Burma."
Therefore, according to the learned counsel for the
applicant, any law, Ordinance, Order, bye-law, rule or
regulation, even if made by a competent authority but
if not made in any of the territories included within
the Union of Burma, must be treated as being no
longer in force. If this submission were to be followed
to its logical conclusion, the result would be only
startling and disastrous. All the Acts, to lake only a
few, such as the Penal Code, the Transfer of Property
Act, the Contract Ad, the Succession Act and the Age
of Majority Act, passed by the Indian Legislature before
the separation of Burma from India in 1-937 must be
treated as being no longer in force. The result
would be chaos in the economic and social life of the
country. When tbis was pointed out to him, the
learned counsel for the applicant said with his usual
adroitness that as Burma was part of India when thQ§e
A.,cts were enacted, they ·must be deemed to have been
enacted in a territory included within the Union of
Burma. That is not what section 222 (1) of the Constitution, on the learned co~nsel's reading can be made.
to say. · .What it says, if he is right, is that no Act, etc.,
passed. by any competent authority in any territories
wnich do not now form part of the Union of Burma 1s
of the body of "existing La~. ''

194~]
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As long ago as 1857, Lord Wensleydale pointed out
in the case of Grey v. Pearson (1) as follows:

S.C.
1948
U HTWE

'' In construing wills and, indeed, st:ltutes and all written A. E.(alias)
!I!ADARl
v.
instruments, the grammatical and ordinary sense of words has to be .,
UTUN 0HN
adhered to unless that would lead to some absurdity, or some k'ID ONE,
repugnancy or inconsistency with the rest of the instrument, in
which case the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words rrta.~' BA U, C.J.
be modified so as to avoid that abs.urdity and inconsistency, but
no farther. "

This rule of interpretation has stood the test of time
and still holds good. In the case of the interpretation
of a Constitution, we must interpret it not only to avoid
absurdity or inconsistency, but we must interpret it in
such a way as to make it most beneficial to the widest
possible amplitude of its powers..

Henrietta Muir Edwards attd others v.
Attormy-General for Canada and other (2), the Lord
In

Chancellor, Lord Sankey, said:
"The British North America Act planted in Canada. a living
tree capable of growth and expansion within its natural limits.
The object· of the Act wa"'s to grant a ConstiLutio n to Canada.
' Like all written constitutions it has been subject to development
through us1ge and convention': Canadian Constitutional Studies,
Sir Robert Borden (1922), p. 55.~ - - _
Their Lordships do not conceive it to be the duty of this
Board-it is certainly not their desire -to cut down the provisions
of the Act by a narrow and technical construction, but rath er to
give it a large and liberal interpretation so that the Dominion to
a great extent, but within certain fixed limits, may be mistress in
her own house, as the Provinces to a great extent, but within
certain fixed limits, are mistresses in theirs. The Privy Council,
indeed, has laid down that Courts of law must t reott the provisions
of the British North A~erica Act by the same methods of construction and ex:position which they apply to other statutes. But
there are statutes and statutes ; ~nd the strict construction deemed
proper in the, case, for example, of a penal or taxing statute or
·(1) (1857.) 6 Hou1e of Lords Cases106.

(l) L . R.,f1929J A.C. 124, 136-137.

'
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one passed to regulate the aff,lirs of an English parish would be
often subversive of PM!iament's real intent if applied to an Act
passed to ensure the peace, order and good Government of
a British Colony : sec Clement's Canadhn Constitution, 3rcl
edition, 347.

UTUN 0HN
ANDON!i:.
BA

U. C.J.

The learned author of that treatise quotes from the argument
of Mr. Mowet and Mr. Ec!ward Blake before the Privy Council in
St. Catherine's Miil1n.!f ami Lumber !.ompauy v. The Que~:n (1) :
'That Act should be on all occasions interpreted in a large, liberal
and comprehensin· spirit, · considering the m<~.f!nitucle of (he
subjects with which it purports to deal in very few words. ' \Vith
that thei1· Lordships agree, but as was said by the Lord
Clnncellor in Brophy v. Ationu:y-Gcru:ral of M a11iloba (2J, the
question is not what may be supposed to have been intended, but
what bas been said."

The same Lord Chancellor quoted the above
observations in British Coal Corporation v. The J(ing
{3) and added"Indeed. in· interpreting a constituent oi· or~anic statute such
as the Act, that construction most beneficial to the widest possible
amplitude of its powers must be arlopted."

This principle of in terpretatiol"r of a Constitution \Vas
followed by Lord_ Wright M.R. in ] anz~:s v.
Commonwealth of A ustrali~ (4) where the learned
Master of the Rolls said. " It is tme tl1at a Constitution must not be construed in any
narrow and pedantic, sense. The words used are necessarily
general, and their full import and true meaning can often only he
appfe ~iated when considered, as the yea rs go on, relation to the
vicissitudes of fact which from time to time emerge. It is not
'th~t'tfie meaning of the words changes, but~the cbanging circumstances~illusttate and illuminate the full import of that mean in g."
'

..

In.Jhe.light of these observations and taking the
provision~r of the Cons.titution one with the other, we

so.

(1.'1 L.R~ {1888) 14 A.C. 46,
[2) L.R. (1695) A.C. 202, 21.6 .

(3J .L.R. {1935) A.C. 500, 5U.
(4l L.R' (1936J A. C. 578, 614.
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are of the opinion that the reasonable interpretation of
S.C.
1948
the term ''existing law" in section 222 (1) o£ the
Constitution, embraces · any law, Ordinance, O!"der, U{alH iTWE
as)
by~-law, rule or regulation passed or made be,£:pre,1pe .-\. E. )lADAR l
commencement of this Constitution by any Legislature, U T UN' ·(JHS
authority or person having power for 1.v hat now forma AND 0 :-..E.
tbe Union of Burma to make such law, Ordinance, B A U . C.J.
Order, bye-law, rule or regulation and not inconsistent
with the Constitution. This interpretation will
not only remove an absurdity but will produce a
result most beneficial to the community as a
whole.
Next, it is contended by the learned counsel for .the
applicant that even if his. interpretation of the words
"existing law" is incorrect, the Suspension Act is no
longer in force, b~cause the preamble of the Act 'says
that the Act is to remain in force ''during the present
emergency. " ''The present emergency", according
tq the learned counsel, means the last World War.
But wh1t is m ~ ant by "present emergency " is not
defined or explained anywhere in the Suspension Act.
It is a well-settled rule of interpretation that the
preamble cannot either restrict or extend the enacting
part when the langu_age and the object and scope of
the Act is not op~n -t<u<;lp,~J:?l/ ' , 1?lJ~}e~p.ctiiJ.g part of t~e
Suspension Act d,oe~ not say how lcmg the said Act is
to remain in fqr<.;~. Having regard to th e language of
the preamble, there can hardly be any doubt that the
Act was intended to be a.temporary Act. But, though
it might have been intended to be a temporary Act, it
must be rega_rded to be still in force as its period of
life is not fi~ed anywhere in the enacting part of the
Act.
The second aspect of the. case is presented as
follows : "J:Iere is a citizen of Rangoon ~vho is to be .
deprived of a portion of his :property, to wit, a certain
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sum of money to be paid as municipal-taxes. Before
the Administrator can call upon the applicant to make
U HTWE
payment of a certain sum of money by way of municipal(alias)
A. E. MADARI taxes, lte must go through certain procedure as laid
v.
'
First of all, he must
UTuNOHN down in the Municipal Act.
AND ONE.
appoint a Commissioner to assess the annual value of
BA u, c.r. lands and buildings liable to taxation.
Next, he must
prepare a Budget containing estimated income and
estimated expenditure under various Heads, and the
Budget must be prepared before the financial year to
which it relates. If any"budget grant is found insufficient in the course of the financial year to meet the
expenditure under any given Head, appropriation can
be made from other Heads, and if that is found insuffi€ient again, then the Corporation (now the Administrator) can sanction forthwith any mectsure which may be
necessary for adjusting the year's income to the expenditu_re. In the present case, the Administrator has not
appointed a Commissioner, and he has not prepared a
Budget for the financial year 1947-48. Therefore his
act in raising municipal-taxes in the middle of the
fina~cial year is illegal and ultra vires."
If the facts, as stated by the learned counsel for the
applicant, are correct, then the case as presented by
him will require serious consideration. In submitting
his case, the learned counsel for the applicant has
entirely overlooked o'ne important point, and the point
is the date of the appointment of the 1st respondent,
U Tun Ohn, as Administrator of the Municipal Corporatfon._· U Tup. Ohn was appointed as Ad,ministrator
only oil the? 22nd September 1947. Before that, there
was· an interim Corporation appointed under the Suspen··
sion Act. U So N yun was the Chairman of that interim
Corporation. It is not-in dis'pute that U So Nyun was
the Commissioner of the Municipal Corporation long
before the war, and that he was _neither removed,
S.C.
194!!
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dismissed, nor suspended either before the war, or
during the war, from his appointment. Therefore,
·U So Nyun remained as Commissioner when he was
appointed as Chairman of the interim Corporation.
For that reason, the then Governor, w·hen appointing
U So Nyun as Chairman of the Council of the interim
Corporation, said that U So Nyun was to act as
Chairman of the interim Corporation in addition
to his duties as Municipal Co.nmissioner, interim
Corporation of Rangoon ; see Notification No. 30,
-dated the 14th November 1945, of the Social Services
Department.
Therefore, if any assessment was to be made, and
if any I ~udget was to be prepared, U So N yun must
have done all that. In fact, the learned counsel for the
respondent ~ ubmits that U So Nyun did prepare the
Budget for the financial year 1947-48 and submitted
copies of it, as required by section 73 (1) (iii) of the
Mun.icipal Act, to the Governmen t. He has produced
a copy of the Budget for our inspection. Having
regard to section 114, illustration (e), of the Evidence
Act, we have no doubt in our mind that the submission
made by the learned counsel for the respondents is
correct. In that case, the Administr~tor could increase
Municipal taxes, as pe had. 'done, in the course of
the financial year wHen· he fd·u~l:f'·that the income
of the Corporation' was not sufficient to cover its
expenditure.
We feel that_there has been a confusion of thoughts
in this case over the question of assessment and taxation.
Assessment and taxation are two different things, though
they are linked together. Different considerations arise
in dealing_ with these two matters. What applies
to the questions of assessment does not necessarily
apply to the· questions of taxation. In dealing with
the guestion of the power of ta:n.tion, we must refer
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AND ONE.
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to sections 79 and 80 of the Municipal Act.
as follows :

[1948
They are

HT-WI!:

" 79. (1) For the purposes of this Act, taxation shall be
A· E. MADAR I
imposed as follows, namely :
v.
UTuN OHN
(a) prop~ny taxes, and
AND ONE.
(b) a tax on v~hicles.
(alias)

BA U, CJ.

(2) In addition to the taxes mentioned in sub-section (J), the
Corporation may, with the previous sanction of the Governor
(now the President), impose any other tax.
80. (1) The following taxes shall, subject to the limitations
hereinafter provided, be levied on buildings and lands, and shali
be called 1 Property Taxes ', namely:
(a) OJ. general tax of not more than 12 per cent of their annual
value, to which may be added a fire brigade tax
at such percentage not exceeding two per cent of
their a nnual value as will, in the opinion of the
Corporat1on, suffice to provide for the ex~enses
necessary for fulfilling the duties of the Corporation
arising under clause XVI of section 25 ;
(b) a lighting-tax at . such percentage of their annual
value as will, in the opinion of the Corporation,
suffice to provide for lighting the public streets,
municipal markets and buildings vested in the
Corporation ;
(c) a conservancy-tax at such percentage of their annual
value as will, in the opinion of the Corporation,
suffice to pt·ovide for the collection, removal and
disposal, by 1\t[unicipal agency, of all sewage, offensive
matter and rubbish and for efficiently constructing,
maintaining · and repairing municipal drains for the
reception and conveyance of such matter ; and
(d) a water-tax at such percentage of their value as the
Corporation shall deem reasonable with reference to
the expense of providing awater-supply for the City:
provided that the Corporation may direct that the
water supplied for any domestic or non-domestic
purpose to any buildings or lands separately assessed
to watet•-tax shall be paid for by measurement at such
rates and on· such terms and .conditions as it may
deem reasonable and no water-tax shall be levied on
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any buildings or lands in respect of which such
direction has been made.
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What is clear from these two sections is that. the
Administrator has legal authority to determine anv
question affecting the rights of subjects, in that he has
power to impose taxes on all the citizens of Rangoon
and make them pay these taxes. Therefore, in so far
as the first two conditions of the test as laid down by
Atkin L.J. are concerned, they are fulfilled. Then the
question is-In. determining these questions, has the
Administrator got to do it judicially, i.e. according to
law ? vVhat is clear from section 80 of the Municipal
Act is that it i~ entirely left to the Administrator, so far
as General, Lighting and Coqservancy Taxes are
concerned, to fix them at his own discretion.
Even in the case of the imposition of the
Water Tax, the Legislature has in its wisdom thought
it fit to leave it to the Administrator to fix it at
such a reasonable rate as would cover the expenses
incurred in connection with the supply of water to the
City of Rangoon.
It may, therefore, be fairly argued that, since the
Administrator has .to fix: these rates of taxatipn in his
discretion, he sJ:lould be treated as an administrative
officer, performing an administrative duty imposed on
him by statute for the benefit of the community. His
act is, therefore, more of a mechanical rather than of a
judicial nature and is, therefore,. not open to scrutiny
or exami.pation by this Court. Xhe answer is that, a
discretion which is demonstrably groundless or exer, cised in ignorance or at random, is not, in the eyes of
the law, a discretion at all, but mere caprice. It must
be the exercise'of his faculties by a reasonable man,
resulting in such action as a reasonable man might

CTuN OHN
AND OSE.

BA V. C,J,

560
S.C.
1948

u(a~,:~.E
A. E.~:ADARr

1.: TuN OHN
AND ONE.

BA U, C.J.
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have adopted, though not necessarily that which
another impartial critic would have adopted. Or, to
use the language of Farm:Il L.J. as used in The King v.
Board of Education (l ), '' If the Tribunal has
exercised a discretion entrusted to it bon.a ful~, not
influenced by extraneous or irrelevant considerationsr
and not arbitrarily or illegally, the Courts cannot
interfere." In other words, a Tribunal entrusted with
the exercise of quasi-judicial functions, would not be
acting according to law, if it acted arbitrarily or illegally
or was influenced by extraneous or irrelevant
considerations. ·
We must, therefore, see whether the Administrator
in fixing these rates of taxation acted illegally or
arbitrarily or was in _?any way influenced by irrelevant
or extraneous considerations.
·
What is clear from the papers placed before us is
that the Administrator, before he fixed the present rates
of taxation, consulted all the Heads of the Departments.
under his control and called for their reports, and only
after having considered them, he fixed the present r4_tes
of taxation. It cannot .therefore be said that the
Administrator took ·extraneous or irrelevant matters
into account. Even though we might not agree with
him as to how these rates of taxation should be fixed,.
since he has come to an honest decision after
considering all the matters relevant to the purpose
in hand, we cannot substitute our discretion for his.
For all these reasons we discharge the rule nisi·
and dismiss the application with costs: ten gold
mohurs.
In conclusion, we may point out that this C<:>urt,.
having been constituted by the Constitution as a
protector and guardian of the rights of the subjects, will.
• (1) L.R. (1910} :2 K.B. 165, 178.
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not hesitate to step in and afford appropriate relief
whenever there is in illegal invasion of these rights.
Whether
this Court will do so or not ir1 cases
'\
where there is a right of appeal, or wbere there is an
equally beneficial, com,enient and effectual mode of
relief available to an aggrieved party, is a matter which
we do not propose to discuss in this case.
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SUPREME COURT.
DAW KHIN TEE (APPLICANT)

t S.C.
1948

Aug. :tl.

v.

u

CHAN THA

AND ONE (RESPONDENTS).*

[On appent from the High Court.]
Prol~cftOn Acl, ;s, 2 (ii) lbJ nud 7-Pr~judicial Acf-Whm
compte! e- Wi!~lh~r is,ue or procuri11g the is>ue of imf<irt licence by illegal
means whether is-Suspicion-Nature qf,
H~ld: That the words "prejudicial act" in s. 2 (ii) (b) of the Act includes
i&sue and procuring of licence by illegal means bec'-'Jse it would be clearly
an act directly or indirectly connected with or relating to, any unlawful
activity having for its object the smuggling of any property in Burma in
contravention of import or export orders and rules duly made under the Impor ts
and Exports (Temporaryi Ac\, 1947.
Under s. 7 (3) it is not necessary that th e order of commitment should
~et out the nature of suspicion entertained by the officer making the arrest and
therefore redundant reference to the nature of the suepicion in the order of
commitment, cannot be fatal to its validity.
The dividing line between a completed prejudicial act and a prejudicial act
in the course of commission is thin, and in some cases it is difficult to
dissociate them. Even though the officer making the arrest bas not been able
to make up his mind as to whether the person to be arrelted has actually
committed a prejudicial act or 5till in the course <>f committing that act, he
would still have the right to make the arrest.
The right of appeal is not inherent in the nature of things, it is a right
which has to b e given by express enactment. The Supreme Court in jssuing
directions in the nature of ltabeas corpus does not exercise an appellate
jurisdiction. If in a rresting or directing the detention oi a citizen the authority
concerned was acting within its lawful powers, the Supn.me Court cannot
interfere and the Supreme Court cannot go into the question of fact when the
Legislature has made that authority the judge of fact s. The Supreme Court in
proceedings for directions in the nature of habeas corpus will accept its findings
of bets unless they are vitiated in law.
Suspicion is something muc h weaker than proof and all that is required of
the officer in entertaining a suspicion is that it must be in good faith and a thin_g
shall be deemed to have been done in good faith where it is in fact done
honeslly, whether it is done negligentl-y or not. If he has acted honestly then
the Court will not interfere unless the suSpiCIOn was entertained
irrationally which would in itself not be conclusive of absence of honesty of
motive.

l'ublic Prop#t'ly

*Criminal Misc. Application No. 14 of 1948.
t Present: SIR BA U, Chief Justice, E MAUNQc,J., and

KYAW MYINT, ] .
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Ki1t~-Emjeror v. De~ll{>and1 and one, l1946l 73 LA. l·H : Kit~! v. Betlsel,
:4 E.R. 494 at p. 495, referred lo.

DA\Y KHIN

E. C. V. Foucar for the :.1pplicant.

TEE

v.

Chan Htoon lAttorney-General of the Union o u A~~A!;~iA
Burma} for the respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
E MAUNG, J.-The applicant prays for directions in

the nature of habeas corpus on behalf of her husband
U Aye Kyi who is now being detained in the Insein
Jail under the ord~rs of the President, dated the 13th
July 1948, exercising the powers under section 7 {3) and
{5) of the Public Property Protection Act, 1947.
U ·Aye Kyi, who carries on business as a merchant
dealitJ.g in textiles and general goods, was arrested by
U Ba Chit, Inspector of Police, Public Property Police
Bureau of Investigation on the 3rd July 1948. The
arrest was purported to have been made under
section 7 l2) of the Act. Having made the arrest the
In~pector of Police reported the fact of such arrest to
the President and pending receipt of the orders of the
Prdident,.he pas.s~d. ~~~ j o~~~b .:i_n, :;~iHn& ..c:~~fniW.~&.,.
U Aye Ky1 to custody m IQ.sem Jaii-~o.r:. a p'eriod of fS
.. ,., i-'.1 "~ rJ ' .' n' ; • nai!l[•~·""~ f111•Y,Y~"' t1;;i'1'~ \..\ ·1 ,.
days. It _'is .Ofl;. tllfs:.t;epo(b. fPif;ft!e)Q~i!{}.t~j5f;:cy!f~,nti<?p. :
b

the :Presideiit'W'a~ <in~a~: Lf':'_. ,,j'j'-j_

:1>< ! '· ··

·. l,.Jl~ .u n.,~ ...

Y E'er?,~; :ui 11~fiir;~1~i-riibd_
_ ori .behai/ of the..applican.t

that the ''!-rrest by U Ba Chit was Illegal and the
conseqv.ential qrder of detention made by the President
on the· Inspe9tor's report was void. That the consequential order .of detention by the President would be
vitiah!.d ·bY, .an· ·. initi<~.l illegal ari~st is beyond dispute.
Se.e King E_t~.pe..ror v. De~hpande and . o·, u (1). · 'rh~ .

or.~~~~~.t,~sr~~?};,~,~,4}~e.c.o_~~itrneqf t:9;}~ii qf u A.Y~ ,KY,i .
by.l;{ ~f,f1~li\J1f.ve. ?1~en, cl}:~.ll~p~e:~ ,m:;!~9 ~~ys.,._.: __ . ~,
--~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~·~--

Ill

(i94~i ·73I.AA~4.

<
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First of all it is said on behalf of the applicant that
1~Ji'
.
·
,
the
Inspector of Police before effecting an arrest had to
DAW' K'HIN''
TEE ·
make up his min,d that there were grounds for' suspectu CH~M TRA ing that the person to be arrested either had committed
AND oNE.
a prejudicial act or was committing such ~n act 6'r 11ad
E MAUNG, J. committed one such act and 'was further in the cot1rse
•
of committing another such act. The learned counsel
for the applicantrelies strongly on the wording of the
order of commitment of the 3rd July 1Y48 where the
Inspector of Police said,· i11ier alia:- " I
have reason to suspect and do in fact suspect that
U Aye Kyi
has committed/or was committing a prejudicial act
" On the wording of
this order it was urged that the Inspector of Police
clearly had not been abl e to make up his mind what it
was he suspected U Aye Kyi of-whether it was of a
completed prejudicial act or a prejudicial act in the
course of commission.
We agree that this criticism is a substantial one but
section 7 (3) of the Act does not require· that the order
of commitment should sd out the 'nat":ure of the
suspicion entertained by the officer concerned. The
relevant portion of that sub-section•reads : " He may,
by an order in writing, commit any person so arrested to
sue? custody as the President may, by general or special
order, specify." Accordingly, the redundant reference
to the nature of the suspicion in the order of
commitment, cannot be fatal to its validity ; neither
can it be conclusive evidence of the nature of th~
suspi~ion which led to the arr'est. It is obvious that
the order· of commit~ent followed a form prescribed
for such cases. The 'stroke between the words " has
committed " ;:Lnd " or is committing, makes it cle<~:r
that the ·officer filling up the form of commitment was
expected to strike off either of the alternatives not
relevant ·to the case in hand. Can it be said that the
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om1sswn to strike off one of the alternatives not
applicable is conclusive evidence that the police officer
Jlad not formed a definit,e suspicion on cogint' gro.unds
before he effected the arrest ? We think not.
'
Moreover, the dividing line between a completed
prejudicial act and a prejudicial act in the course o£
commission is a thin one. In many circumstances it
would be a matter open to serious controv~rsy where to
draw the line; from one point of view the prejudicial
act may have been completed and from another point ot
view it may still be in the course 0f commission. The
act and the consequences flowing therefrom are sometimes so entangled that it \vouJd be well nigh impossible
to dissociate one from the other. In such a case it may
well be that in spite of the officer not being able to make
up his mind whether the person to be arrested had
completed a prejudicial act or w:1s still in the course of
committing that act, he would; in our opinion, have the
right to act under section 7 (2) of the Act.
Secondly, it was said on behalf of the applicant that
the affidavit of U Ba Chit justifying the arrest and
detention of U Aye Kyi 'is not a sufficient return for the
detention of U Aye Kyi and that accepting the
allegations in the affidavit at their face value they do not
constitute in law a ~~-pr:ejudicial:.act 'f within.th~ meaning
of section 2 (ii-) of the::Public '._P raperty.Protection Act.
We have discussed at some length the nature .of and
the practice for the i~sue of a writ of habeas_ corpus in
Banerjee's case · (Griminal Miscellaneous Application
No. 5 of 1948) and it is not n ecessary to go into the
matter here. again. But it may be recalled that
Holt C.J•.i.p King v. Be!lzel (1) said :
,:d··:· ;
• "t

•

"There :O!Jght not only a good c:mse to appear but also good
co~mitmen_j:~'both~s ~o the manner an<) substance of it.; for the
•~~

-~

l • ' _: •

.

(1} 87 E.R. 494 at p. 4?5.
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writ requires ClHISa111 caplioniset detmtio11is, and here is only the
cause of the detention and not of the c:1ption ; ancl where the
liberty of the subject is concerned we must be certified of the
f;
causes."

For the reasons which have already been stated, no
J. exception can successfully be taken to the manner of
the arrest and detention. The order of commitment
may not have been very happily worded but that is all
that can be said against the manner of the arrest or
detention. The order of detention made in the name
of the President is as regards form perfectly rogular.
Coming to the substance we agree with the learned
counsel for the applican} that the return could have
been in more unambiguous and precise language.
There ar e precedents, where the return not completely
regular but disclosing sufficiently to make the Court
consider that the return, if amplified, may be a return
on which a complete argument could be had, of the
Courts granting leave to amplify, and it was sugges ted
to the counsel if by consent they would let furthe~
arguments stand over for the return to be amplified .
But it was contended on the one hand by the learned
counsel for the applicant that such course would
prejudice his client and on the other hand by the learned
,Attorney-General that on the return already made he
could support the arrest and the detention of U Aye Kyi.
~ccordingly, on the materials b efore us we proceed
to decide .th.e matter of the sufficiency or otherwise of
the substance of the arrest and detention.
It woul,d be well at this stage of the judgment to
clarify the position of this .Court in issp:ing directions in
the nature of habeas,corpus. The righLof appeal is not
inherent in the nature of things; it is a right which has
to be given by express enactment, and in these
P~<?cee~~_!l_gs t~tS c?~rt is not. ~~~~ci_~i?_g -~~ _appellate
jurisdiction. What. we have to see is that in arresting
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or directing the detention of a citizen the authority
concerned was acting within its lawful powers. Where
the Legislature made that authority the judge of facts,
this Court in proceedings for directions in the nature of
habeas corpus will accept its findings of facts unless they
are vitiated in law.
·
We do not intend, as it is unnecessary for us , to make
here an exhaustive survey of the circumstances in
which the findings of facts would not be binding on us.
But it is clear that such findings may be vitiated either
because the authority concerned did not act in good
faith in coming to the finding or if relevant materials
were not before it and it allowed itself to form its
'opinion on extraneous and irrelevant matters ; and
where the enactment investing the authority \vith the
power requires him to act reasonably, an irrational
finding would vitiate itself.
Section 7 (2) of the Public Property Protection Act,
19.47, empowers the officer authorized under the Act to
arrest " without warrant any person whom he suspects
of having committed
or of committing any
prejudicial act." Suspicion, it must be remembered, is
something much weaker than proof and all that is
required of the officer in entertaining a suspicion is that
it must be in good faith. [See section 10 (1) of the
Act.J Now, whaHs good faith? Section 2 (25) of the
General Clauses Act states that "a thing shall be deemed
to be done in (.good faith ' where it is in fact done
honestly, whether it is done negligently or not."
Accordingly, as far as the state of the mind of the
officer effecting the arrest is concerned the only
justicable issue is whether he acted honestly or not,
irrespective of whether it was done with due care or
not. It may be that if the suspicion was entertained
irrationally that in itself would be evidence ,of absence
of honesty ; b.ut it wou1d be only one item in th('; bundle
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of evidence on which the Court would have to decide
whether the suspicion entertained was entertained·
DAW KHIX
honestly or not. Irrationality in itself would not be
TEE
v.
U CHANTHA conclusive of absence of honesty of motive.
AND ONE.
Now in this case honesty in the sense contemplated
E MAUNG, J. by section 2 (25) of the General Clauses Act in relation
to U Ba Chit has not been directly questioned. What
was said was that on the materials before him be, as a
reasonable and prudent person, should not have entertained the suspicion of the nature contemplated by the
Public Property Protection Act. That leads us to the
question whether the entertainment of the suspicion was
so irrational on the facts available to the police officer
that it would be indicative of want of good faith. It'l
considering this question it must be remembered that
the learned counsel for the applicant himself stated
that it was a common practice in importing circles for
goods, required to be covered by import licences, to be
first shipped to Burma and the necessary licences
obtained subsequently. He said the 1ssue of importing
licences was so often delayed that m:~.ny importers in
anticipation-it is suggested in all good faith-of the
grant of licences brought the goods into the ports of
the Union of Burma. That practice is clearly an illegal
practice in view of section 3 {2) of the Control of Imports
and Exports (Temporary) Act, 1947. Section 18 of the
Sea Customs Act, with. which must be read section 19
of the same Act, prohibits goods falling with the classes
covered by an Order under the Control of Imports and
Exports_(Temporary) Act, 1947, being brought into the
Union, whether by land or sea.
· We are prepared to agree with the learned couns~l
for· the applicant that the af&davit of U Ba 'Chit, the
Inspector of Police who arrested U Aye Kyi, is not as
specific as ,could be desired. But when in paragraph 2
of his affidavit U Ba Chit stated that he suspected
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U Aye Kyi of being concerned in the receiving of
licences to import and export goods by illegal means
contrary to the rules made by the Gov ernrnep,t in that
behalf and also that U Aye Kyi was concern:ed.in the
matter of the loss of nearly Rs. lB lakhs ·revenue
payable by importers as duty under the Sea Customs
Act, we are of the opinion thai the only reasonable
interpretation that can be put on these statements is
that sought to be put on them by the learned AttorneyGeneral. The learned 'Attorney-General says that the
obvious reference in these statements is to the practice
admitted by the learned counsel for the applica'nt of
importers, before obtaining importing licences, to ship
goods into the ports in the Union and obtct:ining licences
only after the goods had arrived at the ports.
Under the Control of Imports and Exports (Temporary) Act, 1947, and an Order made thereunder, read
togetber with the Sea Customs Act the provisions
of which have been made applicable, the importers
who-import without the'necessary licences are liable to
confiscation of the goods, in lieu thereof to a fine ranging
up to 300 per cent of the value of the goods and a
penalty amounting to another 300 per cent of ihe value
of the goods. (See section 167, item 8 of the Sea
Customs Act.)
The issue then of ·licences ex-post facto and
procuring the issue of such licences by illegal means
would. clearly be an act which directly or in~irectly
abets or incites or facilitates the contravention pf any
rule and order made under the ~ontrol of Imports and
Exports (Temporary) Act, 1947. That act clearly
would be a t~ prejudicial act" within the meaning of
section 2 (ii) (b) of the Public Property Protection Act.
Moreover, it appears also that such an act would fall
within the definitiqn of the term " prejudicial act" in
sub-clause ta) of the. same section, namely, an act
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directly or indirectly connected with, or relating to,
any
unlawful activity having for its object the smuggling
DAw ]{H!N
of any property in Burma in contravention of import
TEE
v.
or
export orders and rules duly made by the GovernU Cl!AN THA
AND ONE.
mez~t under the Control of Imports and Exports
E MAUNG, ]. (Temporary) Act, 194-7.
Wharton's Lexicon defines
" smuggling" as the offence of importing prohibited
articles, or of defrauding the revenue by the introduc, tion of articles into consumption without paying the
duty chargeable on them. The allegations above set
out would clearly fall within the first arm of this
definition.
In these circumstances the application fails and
stands dismissed.
1948
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SUP.REME COURT.

TINSA MAW NAING (APPLICANT)
v.
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE,
RANGOON,
AND ANOTHER (RESPONDENTS).*
(On appeal from the

lii~h

Court.]

Public Order (Preservation) .del, 1947 (Act XVI of 1947), as amct£ded by
Act X ;IVill of 1947--S. SA (1) (b)-Power of Court to examin~ the t·eturn.
Hdd: The Court has power to examine the truth of the facts set forth in a
return lor httbuu corfm~ but such an examination shall be done in a summary
way by affidaTit or affirmation.
·s
Kin Ma Ma v. Th1 Chairman, Public Property P1·otection Board n ml orse
(Criminal l!i•c. Application No. 12 of 19481, followed.
Whet• the activities of the person detained as set forth in the wri t amounts
to offences under the Penal law the Supreme Court has no power to
order the officer to prosecute him under the Penal law and not to detain him
uader the Public Order (Precervation) Act. Bare assertion by applicant
~ug&eatinf that the Ct>mmissioner of Police is not acting in good fai th i~
insufficient to prove that fact especially when he has arrived at ll certain
finding of fact on the matcria·ls before him.

Choung Po for the applicant.
I

Chan Htoon (Attorney-General of ·the Union of
Burma) for the respondents.
The judgm~tfeqf'lli~; 'Cc/Q~t,t _w~s.·deli,yer.~P. ·by
.l/t·~J~c1 · c~t 1:~:~rJ;{t}{:{~;~ -:~'iT

t ·: .( 'j(~. -~ ~·

KY.AW MYU~T, J.-The applicant in this case prays
for directions in·the nature of habeas corpus relating to
her huiband.. Bo· .Yan Naing who is under detention
under sect~on 5A (1) (b) of the Public Order (Preserva. tion) Act, :~194.7 {Act XVI of 1947), as amended by'
Act XXVIIl rOf 1947.
The 1st respondent, the Commissioner of Police,
Rarigoon, who passed the order of detention on the

.,

• Criminal Misc. Application No. 15 of 1948.
t Prlsent: SUI BA U, Chief Juatice, ·E "MAUNG,

J., and

.
KYAW·MYil':T.

J.

ts.c.
1948
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14th July 1948, has set out in his affidavit the particulars
of the information he received regarding the activities
TINSA MAW
of Bo Yan Naing, upon which he was satisfied that
NAING
v.
BoYan Naing was acting in a manner prejudicial to the
Co~n.ns
sroNER
public safety and the maintenance of public order.
OF POLICE,
The applicant in her affidavit in reply denies the
RANGOON,
AND
truth
of the allegations against Bo Yan Naing and it
ANOTHEH.
has been strenuously contended on her behalf that upon
such denial the Court is bound to hold an enquiry by
taking evidence.
A similar situation arose in this Court in the case of
Kin Ma lvla v. The Chazrman, Public Property Protection Board and one (Criminal Miscellaneous Applica·
tion No. 12 of 1948). After an examination of the
relevant English authorities and of section 3 of the
Habeas Corpus A<;:t of 1816, this Court came to the
conclusion that, while the Court has power to examine
the truth of the facts set forth in a return to a writ of
habeas corpus, such an examination shall be done in a
summary way by affidav'it· or affirmation.
It has also been contended that the alleged activities
of Bo Yan Naing amount to offences under the penal
law and that lthe 1st respondent, instead of oraering
his detention, sho_uld have instituted criminal proceedings in the Courts. This Court however has no power
to order the 1st respondent to follow any particular
course.
The nature and sco·pe of directions in the nature of
· hab.~(l.S corpus. ~has been C?Xplained by this. Court in the
1948

G~s.e .::.oJr~+

-Nt13.gn_e_tii-.Y·i TIJ..c Su.pcr.inten.dent.-oj th.e]ail at

·I nsein~·. (Cr.h:ninal :.Misct:llane~us : ApPlicati-on >No. 5 ·of
1948) and it is unnecessary to ·repeat what was stateq
therein.
. ..
'The ·1st ·respondent' ·has placed before the Court
the materials upon whi~h ·he came. to the conclusicm
t~~t Bo Yan Naing .was .~c(ing)n ~ manner:J)(ejudicia1
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to the public safety and the maintenance of public order.
It is not contended that the 1st respondent did not in
fact receive the information which he states that he
received. There is nothing except the bare assertion
of the applican~ to suggest that the 1st respondent
was not acting bona fide in passing the .order of
detention. He arrived in good faith at a certain,finding
of fact, and it is not for this Court to say that he should
not have arrived at such a finding.
The application is dismissed.
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SUPREME COURT.

ts.c. ·
1942

Atlg,ll.

KIN MA MA (APPLICANT)
v.
THE CHAIRMAN 1 PUBLIC PROPERTY PRO~
TECTION BOARD, AND ANOTHER (RESPONDENTS).*
Direction in tl>& naturt .~ofhabeal corpua-.Yature of retun~-Power of Court
to exarnint its tr-.tlk--Pubiie Pro~erty p,'Ot~ction Act, ss. 2 (i), (ii), (bj;
Held : Under the English common law the return in a writ of habeas corpus
could not originally be queationed but later by Hab~as Corpus Act of 1816
(56 Geo. ~.C. 100) the rigour wa' mitigated. It gave power to the Judges to
enmine the truth of the facts aet forth in such return by affidavit or affirmation.
The same principle should be applied in Burma. But the Supreme Court
ia is1uing direction in the nature of Jrabeas corPus does not sit a~ a Court of
Appeal agaimt the order of detention. In order to enable lhe Court to see
whether the officer concerned had sufficient grounds of sus pi c:ion, i.e. whether
he acted hone,tly, he must place all the facts and materials on which he acted
before the Court. This must be done by an affidavit as provided by the rules
of Supreme Court.
Definition of Public Property ins. 2 li) of the Act is very wide. It does nqt
hQwever inclt:de all private properties. It means and includes one's own
private property if it i~ intended, either under contract or any Ja.w for the time
being in force, for use by the army, navy and air force in Burma and property
purchased under such a contract fro1n NAAFJ is public property.
R1:.; v. Secr~lary Of Slat~for Home Affairs, (19421 2 lC:.B. 14, followed.

Thein Moung for the applicant.
Chan Htoon (Attorney~General of the Union of
Burma) for the respondents.
The judgment of the Court was delivered ,bY

BA U, C.J .-This is an application for issue of
directions in the nature of a writ of habeas corpus.
The applicant, Kin MaMa, is the senior partner of the
firm of Messrs. Kin Ma Ma and Sons, Nos. 181, 189,
Sule Pagoda Road, Rangoon. Her husba.n d, U Tha
Wirr, is. the Man1ging Director of the said firm. The
*·Criminal Misc. Application No. 12 of 1948.
t Pr~unt : SIR BA U, Chief Jus!lce, E :W.lU)j'G1 ] . , and KYA.W MY! NT,

J.
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firm was appointed as the Canteen Contractor to the
Fighting Forces in Burma under a written contract
dated the 13th January 194S.
The contract (Exhibit A) provides, inier alia" 1. The contractor shall obey all official orders and regula.
tiom for the time being in force, including any orders which may
be issued from time to time.
2. The area in which the contractor s;h;~.ll carry out his trade
shall be that under the direct administrative control of
·O.C. the unit.
3. The contuctor shall provide a shop ;md a restaurant and,
in addition, other shops, dhobies, tailors, shoemakers as required.
4. The contractor shall not charge prices in excess of those
notified in the official price list a copy of which it shall be his
rc1ponsibility to put in all shops and restaurants and which will be
signed by the O.C. unit or his representative.
~
*
*
*
9. The contractor shall have the sole right of supply of all
goods required for officers, non-commissioned officers and men
within the unit lines except such goods as may be purchased under
the orders of the Government by. lhe officer commanding the
unit or other persons on payment indent in accordance with the
Regulations for the Army in Burma, from the BASC and rations
provided in kind by the Government.
No outside hawkers or tradesmen will be allowed m the
unit area.

..

"

In order to enable the contractor to supply the
goods required by the Fighting Forces, the contractor
w<J,s granted permits from time to time to purchase goods
from the NAAFI (Navy, Army and Air Force Institute)
stores taken -over by. Gove.rnment. The goods so
purchased by the contractor were to be sold only to the
personnel of the Fighting Forces and to no others.
This went on,- apparently amicably, from the dat-e,
of the contract up t'ill the 3rd July 194&. On that date
U Tha .Win was arre,sted by U Ba .Tha, Inspector of
Police of the Public Property Protection Police
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Bureau of Investigation, under section 7 (2) of the
Public Property Protection Act, 1947, and since then
KIN MA M...
U Tha \!Vin has been in custody, first in the Barr
v.
THE CHAIRMAN, PUBLIC Street Town Lock-up, and now in Insein Jail.
PROPERTY
Two substantial points are submitted in support of
PRO'l'ECTION
BOARD, A'f(D
the application, namely :
ANOTHER.
(1) that as the goods purchased by the contractor
BA U, C.J.
were purchas~d.with his own money, even though from
the N AAFI. Stores, they were and are not public
property \Vithin the meaning of section 2 (i) of the
Public Property Protection Act, 194 71 and that, therefore, the contractor could do whatever he liked with
his own property ; and
(2) that, even assuming that the goods so
purchased by the contractor with his own money were
and are to be treated as public property, the arresting
officer, U Ba Tha, has not shown any instance where
the contractor has charged for his goods more than the
prices fixed by the Army authorities, or sold them in
the black market.
"Public P roperty" as defined in section 2 (i),
Public Property Protection Act, means any store or
equipment or any other property whatsoever belonging
t~, or ~consigned i.o, or intended for the use of the
army, naval 9r air forces serving in Burma or
belonging to, or consigned to, or intended for the use
of, ·the Government of Burma or any local authority,
or. ap.y Board or Body constituted under any law.
TJ;:i.~= d~finiti~qJP,ps..giv;en i& 59 wide that it even includes
on~s ,QV/IhProperty, i,Li:t .is..i:q~n~ed o~, e~r-.Qiarked for
the .,us~.c9Lthe army, nav.y-:~1;\d··'!Lir·Jprces .of the Union
of .Bu.itntl;· . This, if accepted ..as .correct, is likely to
lead to absurd results in some cases.. Take, for
instance, the ca~e of- a man having spveral bundles of
piece-goods in his. own possession as his own property,
and an army o~cyr coming round and telling him that
1948
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b•.mdl.es of good., are required for use by the a;rr:.y
and t i<tt they must not bt: sold to others. These
bund 1 :·~ of piece-goods would, according to the defi::itioiJ gi·:en above, become public property. Nobody in
that case would have any sense of security- with his
O\Yl1
property. That woulcl even in a way be in
conflid with article 23 of the Constitution, As pointed
out in our judgment passed 1n U Htwe v. U Tun Ohn
and one (Civil Miscdlaneous Application No. 5 oi
1948), the grammatical and ordinary sense of the words
has to be adhered to unle.~s that would lead to some
absurd i;y, in which case the grammatical and ordinary
sense of the words may be modified so as to avoid that
al5surdi ty.
Therefore, havin~ regard to the whole context of
section 2 (i), what public property means is and includes
one\, own property . if it is rntended, either under
contract or any law for the time being in force, for use
by the army, navy and air force in Burma, etc.
Now, what is not in dispute in this case is that the
contractor was the only person given the right to
purchase goods from the NAAFI Stores, and he was
given l.hat right as be was under orders to supply these
goods to the army, navy and air forces of the Union of
Burma ar1d to no others. Th~I:efqre! . t.ilough the goods
purchased from the N AAFI Stores were goods
purclnsed with his own money, they were public
property within the meaning of s~ction 2 (i) of the
Public Property Protection Act. Therefore, if he deaH:
witll these goods in any way contrary to the instructions
given to him by officers of tl;te ar~ed forces, hr~
would be committing a prejudicial act within the
meaning of section 2 (ii) (b) of the Public Property
Protection Act.
That brings us to the second point raised by the
learned counsel- for the applicant.
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In connection therewith, U Ba Thain paragraph 4
of his affidavit states, amongst others-
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" I say that in pursuance of these specific lerrns of contr;;ct,
the military authorities have issued orde~s to U Tha \Vin tb:;tc he
shall sell the goods consigned to him exclusively to the m(:mhers
o£ the Burma Army, Navy and Air Forces. Contrary to the said
orde1·, la\\"fully issued by the milit:-try authorities attaching the
discharge of the trust imposed upon U Tha \Vin under the said
contract, many instances bave been discovered in which U Tha \Vin
has sold the goods received from the Civil Supplies and the
NAAFI Stores at higher prices both to the members of the forces
referred to above, and to the black-marketeers outside .
"

This allegation is traversed by both the applicant
and her assistant, U Sein Maung. In paragraph 10 of
her af11davit the applicant states :
" 10. I say that no pnblic property has ever been consigned

to or received by my husband and I say that all along he has
been dealing with his personal pz·ivate property under the
contract and no stores for the canteen have ever been sold with
profit in black market nor h~ve ever bee~ sold at higher prices
in the canteen."

In thy case of U Sein Maung, he states in paragraph
6 of his affidavit as follows :
"6. I say that if there really were orders issued by the
Military Authorities to the contractors or to the Managing Director,
U Tha Win, in respect of the goods purchased by the contractors,
as alleged by the Inspector of Police, U Ba Tha, in paragraph 4
of his afii.davit, which affidavit, I have already read, U Ba Tha would certainly have produced such orders or a true copy thereof
but he has refrained from doing so."
Tlh~ question is w~ether this ~ourt can and, if so,
whethe-r and how it should examine these disputed facts ..
As pointed out in our judgment passed in U Htwe's
case (Civil Ml.scellaneous Application No. 5 of 1948 ),
the writs as set out in article 25 of the Constitution a.re
borrowed from ~nglish law, and they should, therefore,
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consistently with our Constitution, be used in the same
way as they are used in English law.
The writ of habeas corpus in English la\v is oi :wofold ongin 1 namely, common law and statuh: tl\Y.
The latest statute on the subject is the I-I abed.~ Co:ptts
Act, 1816 !_56 Geo. 3, C. 100). At common hw. the
return could not be disputed. Sir \Villiam Huld;;,wcnh
:in his History of English Law, Volume IX at 119, said''But, in the course of the 18th century, two defects were
disclosed in the existing Ia w. Firstly, the Court had no power lo
examine the truth of any relnrn made by a gaoler. Secondly, the
Act of 1679 did not apply to a detention which was not a detention
on a ~criminal charge
. Attention was called to
these defects, chiefly by the Acts whicb had allowed impre:;sment
fat· mititary service. To some extent also they were\illustratecl by
the existing b:tnkruptcy law and practice ; for we have seen that
that law, by giving incompetent commissioners large powers
to commit bankrupts, provided occasions for issue- writs of habeas
.corPus for their release . It seems to have been the first of these
causes which gave rise to a B1ll which was considered by the House
of)Lords in 1758. The object of the BiH was to extend the ActO£
1679 so as to give the benefit of the writ of habeas corPtts
ad snbjiciendltm as improved by that Act to persons who were
imprisoned otherwise than on a criminal charge. But the Lords
took the opportunity to give the opinion of the Judge.s, not only
on the questions of law as to the issue. of writs of lzab<:as corpus
.a d subjiciendum not falling, wip.rinJ:fle ABt8f_,lq79, but also upou
the question whether a Iuoge, Qefore whom such a writ was
returned, had power to ex~mi~e the truth of the facts stated in the
return.
To some extent, the views of the Judges were in conflict; but
there was a very subst1ntial measure of agreement. It was
agreed by aU that the truth of the return was not examinable by
the Court, because it was a question of fact for a jury to be
ascertained in other proceedings. The Courts, it was said, were
-concerned, not with the truth of the return, but with its sufficiency
in point of law to justify a detention
. To some extent,
however, the Judges had mitigated its-harshness by adopting the
practice of making a rule that a person holding another · in his
-custody shoulq show cause for his detention, and of discharging
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The Legislature stepped in and helped the Judges to
mitigate the rigour of the common law practice by
enacting section 3 of the Habeas Corpus Act of 1816,
which is, inter alia, as follows :
''In all cases provided for by this Act, although the return to
any writ of habws corPus shall be good and sufficient in law, it
shall be lawful for the Justice or Baron before whom such writ
may be rett\rnable to proceed to examine the truth of the facts set
forth in such return by affidavit or by affirmation (in cases \\·here
affirmation is allowed by law) and to determine therein as to justice
shall appertain."

At the end of the section it provides that such an
examination shall be done in a summary way byaffidavit or affirmation.
As our writ, as pointed out above, is derived from
English law, it contains the characteristics of both the·
c ommon law writ and the statute law writ.
As in English law, wh ere in an application for a
writ of habeas corpus for a man who has been imprisoned
under sentence of a criminal Court of comp etent
jurisdiction the r eturn cannot be impugned, so in our
law also we must hold that the return in such a case
cannot be impugned, It is, hov.rever, otherwise in;
other cases. The question theri arises as to what
matters the examination should b e directed to. To
a9$wer this question we cannot do better than quote
th~,,obser.vation. of Lord Green M.R. -in the case of
J"lik?;~?-secr~tqty ofStat~- for Home Affairs (l).this Court
dofl:D.ot''!sit as a · Court' Of appeal. To enable this
Cotitt·="to' see' whethef'· ·the·· officer concerned had
sufficient. grounds for sus'picion, or, in other words,
whether he acted ·honestly, he must place all th~ facts.
(1) (1942) 2 K.B. 14•.
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and materials on which he acted before this Court.
This must be done by mean~ uf <tfEda\·it as proYided
by the rules of our Court. This is the same as in
English law. In the present case, as pointed out
above, the attitude taken up by the applicant is, as the
goods were purchased from NAAFI Stores with their
own money, they could do what they liked with those
goods. That supports the case of the other side.
In these circumstances, we see no ground ·to
interfere. The application is dismissed.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
fJ!'fore U Thein Mauug, C/1ief ill'li<c, and U Sa11

J\IIA MYA SEIN

M<~w · ...

J.

(APPELLANT)

l\IAUNG SO MYINT \TAN)

AND TWO OTHERS

(RESPO.'\DENTSJ.*
APPltcatian for letfers-S. 23,

Pro.1,afe and Admir#stralioll Act-S. 218,
Successiou .4ct-Fiudiugs iu AdliziuislrlliiDt! $Uii-Bimliag t1alnrt.
Held: \Vhere as between rival claimants for letters of administration, tille
of none of the applicants is admitted, the co .;rt must determine the status of
the Applicant before Letters are granted.
il.fc11!11g Ba Ha11. mHl one v. Maung Tnn Y":n, (1934) 12 I~an. 629. referred
to.
Where a widow of a Burman B uddhist made an announcement in a
newspaper concerning divorce, it will be for her to prove that there is no
divorce and her son will have to prove that he has maintained filial relations
with his father till his death a nd therefore entitled to inherit,
The findings of fact in an application for letters of administration will
constitute a bar to subsequent declaratory suit.
M aung Hinat v. Ma Hlay, (1923) I.L.R. 1 I~an. 253, r eferred to.
Jlla Tuk v. Ma Thi, 5 L.B.R. 78, distinguished.

H la Gyaw for the appellant .

. H. Subramattyam for respbJ;J.dents land 2.
•

H.C.
19.J8

'l'.

. -.- >.' . ~:•.-·.:-":

P. {{. Basu for respo.rifferit :No. 3.
U THEIN MAUNG 7 C.J.-We shall in this order deal
with Civil First Appeals Nos. 61, 62 and 63 of 1947 as
they are connected with one another.
All these appeals have arisen out of applications by
Ma Mya Sein, MaChan Mya and Maung So Myint for
letters of administration in respect of the estate of the
"Civil First Appeals :Nos. 61, 62 and 63 of 1947 against the decree of the
District Court of Insein in Civil Suih Nos. 6, 7 and 8 of 1947, dated the
8th September 1947.

Itme 21.
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late Tan Site \Van who died intestate at Taikkyi on or
about the 9th January 1947.
MA MYA
•
SJtrN
Ma Mya Sem claims that she is the sole widow of
MAU~~ So Tan Site \IVan as. Ma Chan Ivlya divorced him by
-¥!tNT (TAN) mutu:1l consent on the 1st June, 1946. She admits that
AND TWO
. . ana. 1\' 1aung E Cho are the sons of
oTHERs.
:Maung So M ymt
u THEIN Tan Site \Nan by Ma Chan Mya but she does not
MAuN«, C.J. admit that Maung So ~iyint is the ora sa son nor does
she admit that Maung So 1viyint and Maung E Cho are
entitled to inherit the estate of Tan Site \Van. Her
application is opposed by Ma Chan Mya, Maung :So
Myint and Maung ECho on the.ground that she was
only a mistress or concubine.
I\·1a Chan Mya has also applied for letters of
administration claiming to be the sole widow 0f Tan
Site Wan and alleging that the advertisement of divorce
which she herself had made in the '.'Sun" was made
t '';through caprice or anger and that it does not in law
effect any divorce." Her application is contested by
Ma Mya Sein and it is supported by Maung So Myint
and Maung E Cho.
Maung So Myint has also applied for lett€rs of
administration on the ground that he is the o1·asa son
of the deceased. He has done so although h e has no
objection to the letters of administration being gnmted
to his mother, Ma Chan Ivlya, with the obvious obj ect
of preventing letters of administration being granted to
Ma Mya Sein.
· The learned District Judge heard all the th ree
applications, which have been turned into regular
sqits, ·together, with the consent of all the parties and
he has come to · the decision on a preliminary issue::
that it is not necessary to·deal with the issues relating
to tQ_e·respective status pf Ma Mya Sein and Ma Cl)an
M;ya inasiiJ~ch as Maung So Myint has been admitted
by both of them to be a son of Tan Site Wan. Having
1948
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come to that finding he has granted letters of administration to Maung So Myint and dismissed the applications of Ma Mya Sein and MaChan Mya. So ?-.Ia :Myet
Stin. who is a party to all the applications bas filed
these appeals making Ma Chan Mya, Maung So I\lyint
ancl I\:laung E Cho parties-respondents thereto.
· The sole question for consideration in these appeals
is whether the learned District Judge was right in
disposing of the applications on the preliminary issue
as he has done. In Maung Ba Han and another v.
111 aung Tun Yin (1) to which the learned District
Judge himself has referred in the course of his
judgment, it has been held that " where as behveen the
rival claimants infer se the claim of none of the
claimants is admitted by the other claimants, the Court
must determine the status of the applicant before
letters of administration are issued to him." Now, the
learned District Judge himself has observed in the
course of his judgment that there is no admission by
Ma Ivlya Sein. that Maung So Myint is an heir to the
estate and that she has has merely conceded that he is
a. son of Tan Site Wan by his divorced wife, Ma Chan
Mya. That being so, this is not a case in which the
claim of Maung So Myint to be an heir is ?dmitted and
the learned District' Judge shou~c;l l};ive proceeded to
determine the respective· ·status- df the rival claimants
in accordance with the said ruling. We cannot agree
with him that "Ma Chan Mya must be deemed to be a
widow. of the deceased unless and until the contrary is
proved." She has admittedly made an announcement
in a vernacular newspaper and it will be for her to
prove that there was no divorce as a matter of fact or
as. a matter of law in spite of her own announcement.
Nor can we agree wi±h him that "she (Ma Mya Sein)
11) {19341 12 Han: 629.
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will further have to establish that Tan So lVIyint who she
has admitted is a son, is not an heir." If there has
been a divorce between Ma Chan Mya and Tan Site
Wan, Maung So Myint will have to prove that in spite
of the divorce between his parents he has maintained
filial relations with his father till his death and thai he
is accordingly entitled to inherit his estate.
The learned Advocate for Maung So Myint has
invited our attention to M a Tok v. Ma Tlzi ( l). The
headnote thereof reads:
" \Vben an application for letters of administration is made
by a person who is by admitted natural relationship entitled

under section 23 of the Probate and Administration Act to make
it, and whom the Court consiclers to be otherwise a proper
person to administer the estate, the Court ought not to allow the
proceedings to become protracted and costly by entering into
disputed points such as questions of adoption of other persons by
the deceased, which questions could be fou~ht over again in
suits for aclmini11tration or for possession of the estate."

However, the ruling relates to the case of an application
by a person who is by admitted natural relationship
entitled urider section 23 of the Probate and Administration Act (now section 218 of the Succession Act) to
make it ; and a person \vbo is entitled to make it
under the said section is a person who according to the
rules for the distribution of the estate, applicable in the
case of the deceased, would be entitled to the whole or
part of the estate. In the present case, Maung So
Myint canhot yet be regarded as such a person for the
relisons which ·we have already stated. Besides, that
c~ase · \v'as decided at a time when, as the authorities
~toqd . · then, the findings of fact a.rrived at on an
~pplication for letters of admir:-istration \vould not
operate ~s res judicata in a subsequent suit for
(1)

5 L.B.R. 78.
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possession of the property or a share of the property
comprised in the estate concerned; and it bas been
held since then in Maung Hmat v. Ma Htay 11) that
such findings will constitute a bar to a subsequent
declaratory suit.
vVe accordingly set aside the judgments and decrees
on all the three applications, which have been converted
into suits as·required by law and allow the appeals of
1\'Ia Mya Sein with costs. Advocate's fee for each
appeal five gold mohurs. Costs in the District Court
shall abide by the final result of the applications
therein. The proceedings will be returned to the
District Court, Insein, to be determined according to
law in the light of the above observations.
U

S AN MAU N G,

J.-I agree.

(1) (1923} I.L.R. 1 Ran. 258.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Thei11 Mmwg. Chief htslict:, aud U Smt ltfawzg, I.

H.C.

L. SHIN YU \APPELLANT)

1948
June 24.

v.

J.

K. BEHARA (RESPONDENT).*

Japanese CurreHC)'

fEt~alzta{i,,II)

.-lei, s. 3, sub-s. 2-APPlicabili/y of-Execution'
of deuce-Rig!Jt of exccztting.

The decree-holder bad obtained a decree for work done by him payable in·
Indian rupees and the decree provided that it must be satisfied by payment
"in whatever may be legal tender in Burma when the payment is made"; upon
a contention that the decree was in respect of money due under a contractual
obligation of th'e description in s. 3 [1) of the Japanese Currency (Evaluation)
Act.
Held: That ior the purpose of execution and appeal a rising out of such .
execu tion, the court was bound by the previous judgment of the High Court
and cannot go beyond the same or reasons therefor.
The Full Bench decision of Ko Mat1.11g Tin v. U Gon Mau (R.L.R. 1947, 149-·
at p. 152) cannot affect actual decree pass.ed in another case prior to the
·decision of the Full Bench. Such decree· will remain binding between parties .
to such suit. Consequl!ntly s. 3 of .the Japanese Currency (Evaluation) Act,.
1947, had no application to the case.

Kyaw Htoon for the appellant.
Maung M aung Latt for the respondent.
U THEIN MAUNG, C.J.- This is an appeal from the ·
order of the 2nd Judge of the Rangoon City Civil
Court in which he held that sub-section (2) of section· 3of the Japanese Currency {Evaluation) Act, J 947, does .
not apply to the' decree which was being executed in
his Court. The said decree was passed by a Bench of
the late High Court of Judicature at Rangoon in Special
Civil First Appeal No. 18 of 1946. The decree was in·
respect of J. •K. Behara's claim for payment of the• Civil.Fi~stAppeal No.l7 of 1948 against the order o f the Second J udge oF
the City Civil Court, Rangoon, in Civil Execution No. 798 of 1947, dated thco
18.th February 19{8.
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balance that was due to him from L. Shin Yu on
account of the work that he had done during the
period of the Japanese occupation in accordance \Yith
a contract which h:1d be~n entered into during the
same period. In the said appeal Sharpe J. observed in
the course of his judgment that the parties must be
taken to have intended that payments required to be
made under the contract should be made in the legal
currency of Burma although at the time of the agreement nothing \:vhatever had been said by either party
.as to the nature of the currency in which payment was
.to be made. Sir Ba U J., who was the other member
·Of the Bench, hoYvever, stated in the course of his
judgment,
we must accept the case as presented by the
"
·plaintiff-appellant and th e case presented by him is that the
work clone by him must be paid for in rupees and the rupees
.<'lccorcling to him was the Indian rupee."

.Besides, Sharpe J. himself ordered that the decree
must be satisfied by payment of the decretal amount
.~,in whatever may be legal tender in Burma when the
.payment is made., And this order is .in consonance
with Sir Ba U's view th;:1t]. K. Behara's case must be
.accepted.
.· ': ·
Sub-secti9n \2) of section 3 of the Japanese Currency
'(Evaluation) Act, 1947, will apply only if the decree
·was in respect of money due· under a contractual
·obligation of the description referred to in sub.section \1.), i.e. only if the contractual obligation could
have been discharged by payment in Japanese currency
:-n otes. The contractual obligation in respect of which
:the decree was passed in the said appeal was not an
·obligation which could have . been discharged by
-payment ·in Japanese currency notes. Sir Ba U
.expressly accepted].
K. 8.e.ha~:a's
c~.s~
that the obllgation
.
,, .
;
'
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was to be discharged by payment in Indian rupee::.,
and Sharpe J., who held that the so-called Jap;mcse
L. S!UN Yu
currency was never leg·ar currency in Burma, also
21,
J.K.
presumed that the obligation was ·to be discharged by
BEHARA.
payment in legal surrency.
U THEIN
The learned Advocate for L. Shin Yuhas contended
lVIAUNG, C.J.
before us that the obligation vvas one which could have
been discharged by payment m Japanese currency ;
but we are bound for the purposes of this appe:d by
the judgments of Sir Ba U and Sharpe JJ., in the said
appeal. \\'e cannot go behind the judgment of Sir
Ba U to see whether]. K. Behara's case was as stated
by him and whether he was right in accepting thai
case. Nor can we go behil)d Sharpe J.'s judgment to
see whether he was justified in presuming that the
parties contemplated payment in legal currency.
The learned Advocate for L. Shin Yu has invited
our attention to the following observation which
Roberts C.J. made in Ko Maung Tin v. U Gon·
Man (1) :
H.C.

1948

'' But, with respect, I cannot follow Sharpe J. in what appear·
to me to be obiter dicta to tbe effect that where nothing is said as
to the nature of the currency in what I may term an occupationperiod contract here, pwment must now be required to be made
in British Burma rupees."

However, we find that Roberts
therein,

C.J.

also observed

": . . unless there is express evidence to the contrary ina particcilar case, when persons in Burma during the Japanese·
occupation referred to sums of money they meant pieces of
paper,issued by the ·Japanese and expressed to be of the value of ·
those sums of money. N o~v, express evidence to the contrary. was to be found in Behara's case, in which as it appears from the
jud~ment of Ba U J., the defendant did not even give evidence
Cl) (1947) Ran: 149 at p. 152.
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on any of the points raisecl in his written statemfnt, and "·herein,
therefore, the Court conic! properly accept the plaintiffs ve:·.::;ion
that payment was to be made in Indian rupees

599
H.C,

1948
L.SHINYU
tl,

The learned Advocate for L. Shin Yu has also
contended that the decision of the Bench has been
overruled by the ruling in Ko Maung Tin ,., U Gon
Man !1). However, he appears to have inferred that
the decision has been overruled from the observations
of Roberts C.J. on Sharpe J.'s presumption only ; and
\Ve find after a careful examination of the ruling that it
does not overrule the actual decision of Sir Ba U and
Sharpe JJ. Besides, as a matter of law, it will not rr!ake
any difference for the purposes of this appeal, even if
the Full Bench purported to overrule the decision of
the Bencb. The decision of the Bench and the decree
granted by it will remain binding on the parties all the
same.
For the above reasons we dismiss the appeal with
costs. Advocate's fee three gold moburs.
U

SAN MAUNG,

J.-I agree.

J.K.
BEHARA.

U THEIN
11-lAUNG, C.J.
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SEI SHENG (APPLICANT)
v.
u THEI:\' tRESPONDENT).*

H.C.
1948
June 30.

Cnion Judiciary dct, JUS, s. 5-CrJfldHio,ls.

\:Vhen the judgment of the Trial Judge is confirmed by the High Court, in
order that an appeal may lie to the Supreme Court there must be two
certificates granted-one to the effect that the amount or the va\ue uf the
•nbject-malter in dispute in the Court of first instance ond still in
dispute on appeal wau and is not less than Rs. 10,000 and the other, tbat
the appeal involves some aubstantial question of law. As the value was
admittedly loss than Hs. 10,000 an appeal does not lie to the Supreme
Court.

Leong for the applicant.

Dr. Ba Han for the respondent.
U THEIN IVIAUNG, C.J .-This is an application for
a certificate under section 5 of the Union Judiciary
Act, 1948. The application is made on the grou nd
that the proposed appeal to the Supreme Court
involves a very substantial qtiestion of law. However,
in order that an appeal may lie to the Supreme Court,
there must be two certificates _granted by this Court,
as the judgment and decree to be appealed from affirm
the decision of the Court immediately below and it has
been admitted that the case does not involve any
question ~s to the validity of any law having regard to
the provisions of the Constitution. Of the two
certificates which are necessary for the purpose, one
must be to the effect that the amount or value of the
* Civil Misc. Application No. 25 of 1948 arising out of Civil First Appeal
No. 49 of 1947 and Civil Regular Suit No. 14 of 1947 of the High Court,
Ranl,!oon.
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subject-matter of the dispute in the Court of first
instance and still in dispute on appeal, was, and is. not
less than Rs. 10,000, or that the judgment, decree or
final order involves, directly or indirectly, some claim
·or question respecting property of the like amount or
value ; and the other certificate must be to the effect
that the appeal involves some substantial question of
Jaw. Now, even though the appeal may involve some
substantial question of law as alleged by the petitioner,
his learned advocate has to admit tbat the amount or
value of the subject-matter of the dispute in the Court
of first instance, and still in dispute on appeal, is less
than Rs. 10,000, and that the judgment and decree do
not, directly or indirectly, involve any claim or
question respecting property of the like amount or
value.
Under these circumstances, an appeal does not lie
to the Supreme Court. So the application is dismissed
with costs. Advocate's fee two gold mohurs.

U

SAN MAUNG 1

J.-1 agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Bc:forc U Theiu Mr~tt• :g . Citief Jus!;a, and U Sau Mmmg, J.

IVIA THAN \APPLICANT)

HC.
1948
July 16.

V.

u

TUN Yii\

AND ONE (RESPONDENTS).'"'

Codt> Qj Ct"''! P 1a<tdw <', (1rd, r -!-.f,
oiltrt,u.>.:n&

(1,

.!e1· 33, Rul.: !2)--Com/if!ou.• for

pauttJ

aPftal.

H (/ri : That there is a difiercnce bet wee!' ~n ~pj'lication ior leaye to sue as
a pauper :~nd an application for leave to appeal as a pauper. \\'hen
ih~ arpe!latc stage is reached a more severe test has to be applied
and it is incumbent on t11e appellant to satisfy the court that the judgment is
erroneous and this after a perusal of the judgment and decree. This is a
necessary safeguard introduced by the Legislature for the benefit of the
litigants.
111a Tlta Diu v. Daw Paw, 4 B.L.J. 55-A.I.R., (1925) Ran. 249;
Tltirupuraucllt Sar,1y.wa R.to v. Soorapaueui Vterayy., ,~ud three olhc:rs,
(19331 I.L.R. 56 Mad. 323 at pp. 326-3 27 ; Chmnamma, In rc (1 929) I.L.f~.
53 'Had. 245; Sakubai, wido7v of VinayakR<~mkrislma v. Ganfaf Ramkrislwa,

(1 904) l.L.R 28 Born. 451 at p. 452, followed and applied.

Tun Sein for the applicant.
The judgment of the Bench was delivered by
U THEIN MAUNG, C.J.-This is an application under
Order 44, Rule 1, of the Code of Civil Procedure for
permi5sion to appeal as a pauper from the judgment
and decree of the 2nd Assistant Judge, Maubin, in
Civil Regular Suit No. 12 of 1947. The plantiffpetitioner claimed in that case that she is entitled to a
half share of the properties which were possessed by
her father, the 1st defendant-respondent U Tun Yin,
at th~ time of his marriage with the 2nd defendantrespondent, Ma Thein Yin, as she is a daughter of
U Tun Yin by his first wife Ma Mai Khin, who died
many years before his remarriage. Her case was that
*Civil Misc. Application No. 39 of 1948-Application for leave to appeal
as a p:~uper under Order 44, read with Order 33, l~ule 2; of the Code of
Civil Procedure.
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the said remarri<tge took place in Ckit;bt:r 1930 U.e.
Tlzadingyut of that year) and that her :-:uit was not
time-barred as she is entiled to the benefit of secti.on 7
of the Courts {Emergency Provisions) ):ct, 1943, as
regards the period beginning with the 8th December
1941 and ending with the 31st .rviarch 1947.
The defendants-respondents pleaded inter alio that
her suit was time-barred inasmuch as the remarriage
took place on the 11th lazan of Kaso11, 1291 B.E.
(the 18th April 192~) and the period of 12 years
expired on the 18th April 1941, i.e. about 8 months
before the said )ict came into force.
T-he learned Assistant Judge has found that the
remarriage did take place on the 18th April 1929 as
alleged by the defendants-respondents and that the suit
i s time-barred. He has come to the said- conclusion
after a careful consideration of the evidence in the
case. Ij:e has given reasons for rejecting the evidence
-of vvitnesses who gave evidence as to the date of the
remarriage from memory. He has also given reasons
for preferring the documentary evidence in the form of
an inscription on a '' Kyizi ", which shows that the
" Kyizi " was donated by the two defendantsrespondents on the Full Moon of f(ason, 1291 B.E.
(the 22n"d AprU 1929), i.~.. ~o,t;u: day~. a,fJt!r their marriage.
Now, the proviso to Order 44, Rule 1, reads:
''Provided H1at the Court shall reject the application tinless,
upon a perusal thereof and of the judgment and decree appealed
from, It sees reason to think that the decree is contrary to law or
to some usage having the force of law, or is otherwise erroneous
or unjust."

With reference to this proviso, Brown J. has observed
in Ma Tha Din v. Daw Paw (1) :
" If th~ judgment and the decree are on the face cf them.
unexceptionable, the application cannot be enterto.ined and it is
'

'

(1) 4 B.L.J. 55-A.i.R. (1925) Ran. 249.
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not open to the appellate Court to consider whether the
judgment is justified by the record. It is only on the payment of
Court-fees that an appellant can claim the full rights of appeal.
He cannot claim the special privileges of Order 44 unless the
conditions of the prm·;so to H.ule 1 are satisfied."

The ruling in Ma Tha Din v. Daw Paw (1) has
been cited \vith approval in Thirupuraneni Narayana
Rao v. Soorap(-uteni l'eerayya and three others (2),
where BeasleyC.J. has observed :
'' \Vhat appears to me to have been overlooked in
Clte111wmma, In re'(3) is the difference between an application for
leave to sue as a pauper and an application £01· leave to appeal as
a pauper.
In the former case, apart from the question of
pauperism, the only t es t applied is whether there is a cause of
action shown ; but when the appellate stage is reached, a more
severe test has to be applied. The defendant has been successful
in the lower Court and he has been put to great cost in successfully
defending the suit and in most cases he has not been 2.ble to
recover one anna from the plaintiff towards hi~ costs. :rherefore
it is that when the paupe1· litigant comes to the appellate Court for
leave to continue the Jitig1tion as a pauper, it is incumbent upon
him to satisfy the Court that the judgment is erroneous This
does not mean a final decision by the Court, but such a decision
as can be given after a perusal of the judgment and the decree."

Jenkins C.J. has also observed in Sakubai, widow of
Vinayak Ramkrishna v. Ganpat Ramkrishna (4.):
"That proviso is a very necessary ·safeguard introduced by
the Legislature for the benefit of litigants who found themselves
opposed by paupers, and in our opinion the Court should be
~~refu{Jo sel! tpat the .proviso is satisfied.,

So, all .that we are concerned \\dth at the present ·
moment is whether, on the face of them, the judgment
and decree are contrary to law or·to some usage having
(1) 4 B.L.]. 55-A.LR. (1925) Ran. 249.
{2) (1933) I.L.R. 56 Mad. 323 at pp.
326-3'Z7.

(3) (1929)J.L.R. 53 Iliad. 245.
(4) (1904) I.L.R. 2& Bom. 451
at ,p. 452.
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the force of law, or are otherwise erroneous or unjust,
1948
and although we have heard the arguments of the
MA THAN
learned advocate for the plaintiff-petitioner at considerv.
TuN YrN
able length, we must say that we are not in a position u.I.!'IOONE.
to say that they are. [Compare Rajendra Prasad
U THEIN
;\!AUNG, C.J •.
Bose v. Gopal Prasad Bose (1 ).]
The application is dismissed accordingly.

[1) (1925} I,L.R. 4 Pat. 67.
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B<fo1·e U Tuu By11 otlld U Arwg Tlw Gy,w•, JJ.

H.C.
1948

June 7.

u

SHWE KYC

AND FOUR OTHERS (APPELLANTS)

zr.
MA TIN

u

(RESPONDENT).*

Limitntio,. Act, s. 5-S:rfficicllf ·'llt!.<e-lg11oranct· of lm1•-Mou~y lendus'
Act, s. 12-Retro,teciH'e cffed-Jfo.-tgagc S~tii-Parlits claim111g
adverst titl~-Ailesf.r/ion.
In a suit on a n1ortgag:e bond for a claim of Hs. ~,0:)0 the Trial COltrt
grantee! a decree. An appeal filed in the Di~trict Court of i\Iyingpn \\'aS
successful, but on second appeal the High Court reversed the decision of
the District Court on the ground that the District Court h<ld no jurisdiction to
entertain the appeal of the value of owr Rs. 5,000. The present appeal was
then filed in the High Court. and even though allowance was :nade for the
time spent in the District Co nrt the appellants were still out of time by about
ten days due to inability to raise u ec e ~sa ry (unds.
Held: That the mistake of t11e appellants' Pleader amounted to s ufficient
cause within the meaning of s. 5, Limitation Act.
Held farther: That though ignorance of law is no excuse the degree of
skill and efficiency displayed by the moffusil bar is a special circumstance
for adoption of a liberal construction when copies of leg al Acts and enactments
were not readily available for easy reference.
The District Court and the Officers of the Court shared the same notion as
to forum of appeal and the pl eader had honestly give11 tbt! advice under
which the appellants acted.

Case law on the point

refe~red

to and discussed.

Ma Hmou and others v. Ma Sltw~ Me, (1892-96) Civil, Vol. 2, U.B.R.
452; Gopat Chat~dra La/liri v. Solomo11,13 Cal. 62; Krishna v. Clurtlrappall,
13 1\Iad. 269~ ; Nga Po An v Nga Nyrrn Bu mul two others, (1907-09) Civir.
Vol. 2, U:B.R., Limitation 2; Ma Mai Gal~ v. Tzm Wiu, (1915-16), VoL 8,
L.B.R. 566; Tin Tit~ Nyo a11d ollurs v. M. AtmgBa Saingalldoue,I Ran.
584; J. N. Surly v. T. S. Chettyar Firm, 4 Ran. 265; Rakhal Chmulra Ghosh
and others v. Ashrl/osh Gosh and others, 17 C.W.N.· 8G7; Kura Mal v.
Ram Nath ana another, 28 AlL 414; Nagitzdas Molilal aud oflters v. Nilaji
Moroba Naik attd ofltt:rs, 48 Born. 442 ; Ambika Ratu"an Majrwrdnr v.
M(Znikg,untt:. Loan Office, Limilt:.d 55 Cal. 798; Glwlam Mohammad v. Usmatl
and ofhtr:s, 14 Lah. 206; Mill1o0 Lal v. Jamna Prasad atld cmotlrer, A.I.R.
{1933) Oudh 523; Kishan Chatzd v. Mohammad Ht~sain, A.l.R. (1942 ) Lah. 94;
Kayambu Pillai and another v. Court of Wards by Collector, Tric/littopoly '
District and others,. A.I.R. {1942) Mad. 170, ref~rred to.

"CiTil First· Appeal No. 5 of 1948 against the decree of the Assistant
Judge's ·court -·of ··Myingyan in Civil. Suit· -No. 16 of 1946, dated 9th
Novembor 1946.
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Held: Where the exect~tinn of a mortgage bonJ i5 a(lmitted it b not
necessary to prodt!Ce the specilic proof of atte~tation a•~c: lhis (act cnuld
b<: proved by the other e\idence.
lri.P.A.K. Firm v. Ma Mya The:i1z and. other.< .

.-U . i~

1">4•:>' Han. 18-l,

referred to.
Act came into f. r.:~ .. n 1st J;tnuary
1947 and it has retrospective effect. 'C\o decree can be ;a3secl for an
amount, which, together with interest paid 1; tn<)r<· than donble the
original sum borrowed.
Parties who claim under a title adversely to both mortgagor and
mortgagee are not proper parties to the mortgage suit.
M.V.A.L. Viswmzaf!Jcw Cltettyar v, Ma Al•c a11d tltrt'C others, 4 Ran. 214,
followed.
Held also: That the

~foney-lenders'

A. N. Basu for the appellants.
Leong for tbe respondent.

U AUNG THA GvAw, J.-The appellants in this case
were sued in the Court of the Assistant Judge,
M yingyan, on a registered mortgage bond alleged to
have been executed by the 1st ;:tppellent U Shwe Kyu
and his deceased wife Daw Gyan Byu on the 23rd
November, 1931. The sum borrowed was said to be
Rs. 1,700 bearing interest at the rate of Rs. 2 per cent
per mensem. The total debt now due after deducting
the sum of Rs. 500 received towards the interest· paid
on three occasions was said to amount to Rs...<Z;O.OO~
Daw Gyan Byu has been: d~~d these ten x,y~ars.
The 2nd to 5th appellants ' whoF are said to be the
-children of the mortgagors have .been impleaded as
party _defendants on the score that they are nm:v in
.possession of the mortgaged lands.
The 1st defendant-appellant contended that the
mortage deed in suit was not executed in accordance
with law, that it was not properly attested, that two of
the latter payments of interest were not in fact made,
·that the suit was barred by limit3:tion 1n consequence, ·
that no consideration was received under the mortgage
:a nd that the debt had otherwise been settled . by
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arrangement made by the plaintiff-respondent's mother
Daw Nge.
The trial Court found that the suit mortgage bond
was duly executed and registered, that consideration
passed under the same, that by reason of the terms of
section 7 of the Courts (Emergency Provisions) Act,
1943 (Burma Act No. XI of 1943), the suit was not
barred by the La\Y of Limitation, that the debt bad not
been liquidated or satisfied, and, holding further that
the Money-lenders' Act was not then in force, no relief
under the same was granted to the defendant-appellants
and a preliminary mortgage decree for the amount
claimed was thus passed in the suit on the 9th
November, 1946.
Onthe8thJanuary, 1947, the appellants, contrary
to the provisions of section 13 {1) (a) of the Courts Act,
1945 (Burma Act No. XIV of 1945), published in the
Government of Burma, Home Department Notification
No. 136, dated the 5th October, 1945, preferred an
appeal in the District Court of Myingyan in Civil
Appeal No. 1 of 1947, instead of in the High Court,
to which the appeal properly lay. The District Court,
apparently unaware of its want of jurisdiction in the
matter, heard and decided th e appeal, setting aside the
judgment and decree of the Court of the Assistant
Judge, on the 24th March, 1947.
The plaintiff-respondent thereupon preferred in the
High Court on the 30th ·May, 1947, Civil Second
Appeal No. 65 of 1947, and on the 14th November, 1947,
succeeded in getting the decision of the nistrict Court
r~yersed on the sole ~round of its lack of jurisdiction
to entertain the appeal from the judgment and decree
of the Court of the Assistant Judge.
The defendclnt-appellants then brought the present
appeal o'n the 16th January, 1948, and by then the
a:ppeal was found to be ba~red by time to the extent of
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H. C.
320 days. The defendant-appellants have now asked
1948
that this inordinate delay in filing their present appeal
be excused under sections 5 and 14 of the Limitation eA:H;';o~~;u
Act on the ground that they were wrongly advised by
oT~Rs
their lawyer to file their first appeal in the District MA TrN u.
Court and that they had by taking the said advice u AuNG TaA
committed a bona fide mistake. Even if due allowance GYAW, J.
be given to the period of time spent in pursuing the
remedy in the wrong Court, the appellants are still out
.of time by about 8 or 10 days, and in regard to this
matter they offered a further excuse that additi"onal
delay was due to their inability to raise the necessary
fu'nds in time to pay for the costs of their present
appe~.
.
Section 5 of the Limitation Act provides that any
appeal or application for a review of judgment or for
leave to appeal, or any other application, etc., may be·
·admitted after the period of limitation prescribed
rherefor, when the appellant or applicant satisfies the
Court that he had sufficient cause for not preferring the
.appeal or making the application within such period.
Section 14 of the _Act provides that in computing the
period of limitation prescribed for any suit, the time
during which the plaintiff has been prost:cuting with
due diligence another civil proceeciing, whether in· a
Court of first instance or in a: 'c otift' df' ~ppeal, against
the defendant, shall be excluded, where the proGeeding
is founded upon the same caus~ of action and is
prosecuted fn good faith in a Court which, from defect
of jurisdiction or other cause of a like nature, is unable
to entertain it.
{,t
The point raised on the appellants' behalf has been·
dealt with in a number of decisions of this and other
Courts in Burma. In Ma Hmon and others v.
Ma Shwe Me (1), the Court of_ the Judicial
(1) (1892-96) Civil, Vol. 2, U.S::R. 452. .
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Commissioner, Upper Burma, following the Indian
cases of Gopa! Chandra Lahiri v. Solomon (1) and
C SHWE KYU
Krishna v. C!zathappan (2} held the view lhat a judicial
AND FoUR
OTHERS
discretion must be e)..ercised in the construction of the
v.
MA TIN U. words ((sufficient CZtuSe .. in section 5 of the Limitation
U AUNG THA Act with reference to the special circumstances of a
GH.w,J
particular case and that though the provisions of this
section must be applied with much circumspection and
caution, they, should be applied without hesitation
where it/ was
shown that delav
~ ·
. was clue to 110 fault
of the appellant's own but to special causes beyond his
control. In Nga Po An v. Nga NyuJZ Bu and h.l'O
others (3) the decision in Krishna v. Chathappn.n (2) w<~s
again quoted with approval to support the dictum that
in the exercise of discretion under section 5 of the
Limitation Act the words " sufficient cause " should
receive a liberal construction so as to advance
substantial justice when no negligence nor inaction nor
want of bona fides is imputable to the appellant. In
ill a Mai Gale v. Tun ·wi11 t4) ft was held that a boria
fide mistake on the part of a pleader might be a
sufficient cause for admitting an appeal after time, but
no mistake was bona fidr: unless made in spite of due
care and· attention. It was found in this case that the
pleader who mis-calculated the value of the suit for
purposes of appeal was wanting in the exercise of due
care and attention and that the mistake he committed
was riot due to tmdvertance as pleaded by him. In the
case of Tin Tin Nyo and others v. M. Aung Ba Saing
and one (5) a Bench of this Court, dealing with the facts
similar to those now dealt with, held that in order that
t8provisio'hs of section 5 of the Limitation Act might
1948

(11 13 Cal.. 62.
(2)

(31 (1907-09) Civil, Vol. 2, U.B.R.,
Limitation 2.
(4) (1915·16) Vol, 8, L.B.R. 566.

13 Mad. 269.

(51 1 "Ran. 584.
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H.C
be invoked in favour of an appellant, it must be found
1948
that the error was one that might easily han: occurred
SH\V,F; l<YU
even if reasonably due care :md att t,, ti.-'il h~.d been u AND
FOUR
OTHERS
exercised by his Advocate. It wa:; (oc:,•d that the
v.
mistake pleaded by the appellant in th<ll case could l\IA TIN U.
only be accounted for by the fact th<l.t no care at all U AUNG THA
was taken. that no consideration was given to the GYAW. J.
question as to the forum in which the appeal lay
and that the very obvious nl.'cessity for considering the
value of the lands, the subject-matter of the appeal, for
purposes of jurisdiction \V?.s entirely neglected. The
same view \Vas adopted by a Full Bench of this Court in
]. N. Surly v. T. S. Chetfyar Firm (l) where it was held
that though a bona fide mistake on the part of a pleader
was sufficient cause for admitting an appeal after time,
no mistake was bona fide unless made in spite of due
care and attention.
A number of Indian decisions have been placed
beiore us in support of the appellants' ~laim that the
mistake on the part of the appellants' pleader in regard
to the forum in which the appeal lay should constitute
a sufficient cause within the terms of section 5 of the
Limitation Act. In Rakhal Chandra Ghosh and others v.
Ashutosh Gosh aud others {2) it was pointed out that it
was neither necessary nor .d~s$~~p~e> :tl1~t any attempt
·should be made to· find preds~IY!i~nd<' eknaustively the
meaning oLthe expression '' ·suJficient cause'' but that
these words should receive a liberal construction so as
to advance substantial justice when no negligence, nor
inaction, nor want of bona fidts was imputable to the
appellant. In this case the particular matter befor.athe
Court was the miscalculation of the period of limitWton
made by a pleader and it was observed that the question
whether 'the miscalculation in question ?id constitute a
sufficient cause in any particular case must be decided

(1) 4 Ran. 2(15.

(2) '17. C.W.N., 807.
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by the Court having regard to all the facts and
circumstances of that case. When a client bona fide
. U SHWE KYU
AND FouR
accepts the advice of counsel as to the proper
oT~~Rs
procedure to adopt in the course of litigation and misled
MA TIN u.
by that advice fails to file an appeal within time, he is
u AuNG THA entitled to the benefit of section 5 of the Limitation
GYAW, J.
Act and should not be visited with the serious
penalty which is involved in the rejection of this appeal :
see Kura Mal v. Ram Nath atld another (1 ). See also
N agindas M otilal and others v. Nilaji Moroba N aik
and others (2), Ambika Ranjm~ Majumdar v.
Manikgun.ge
Loan
Office,
Limited
(3 i
and
Ghulam Mohammad v. Usman and others {4). The
law was again reviewed in the Full Bench case of
Mithoo Lal v. ]am1~a Prasad and another (5) where
again it was stressed that what constituted ''sufficient
cause" could not be laid down by hard and fast rules
but that it must be determined by a reference to all the
circumstanceS\ of each particular case with a view to
securing the furtherance of justice. In order that
mistaken advice given by counsel may be sufficient
cause within the meaning of section 5, such advice
must be given with due care and attention and not
through gross negligence. Filing of an appeal in a
wrong Court through gross carelessness of the counsel
is not a 11 sufficient cause " for present_ing the appeal to
the proper Court after the expiry of the period of
limitation. This dictum is however subject to the
'qualification contained in the observation made by
Srivastava J.,- one of the Judges of the Bench, to the
following effect :
1948

• While on the one hand I am not prepared to lay down that
erroneous advice of a pleader howsoever gross or ~egligent it may
(li 28 All. 414 .
(3) 55 cai. 798.
(:Z) 48 Born. 442.
14) 14 ~ah. 206.
(5) A.I.R. (1933) Oudh 523.
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be, must always and under all circumstances be regarded as a
1948
sufficient cause for extensicn of time ; I am equally not prep?.red to
hold that a litigant acting bo11a fi d~ nt1on
the advice of his U AND
SHWE KYL
•
FOt:fi
counsel should in no circumstances be entitled to the protection
oTHERs
u.
of section 5 if the counsel has in the opinion of the Court acted l'lfA Tu:
U.
negligently even though honestly in giving. the aclvice ."
U

In Kishan Chand v. Mohammad Husain (1) the
appellant on the mistaken advice given by his pleader
who was not conversant with a recent notification filed
an appeal in the wrong Court in good faith. . It was
held that there was sufficient cause \yithin the meaning
of section 5 for excluding the time taken in transmitting
the appeal from the wrong Court to the proper Court.
In Kayambu Pillai and another v. Court of ¥Vards by
Cnllector, Trichinopoly District and others \2) the
dictum given in Krishna v. Chathappan (3) was quoted
with approval to the effect .that the words " sufficient
cause '' in section 5 must be liberally construed so as to
advance substantial justice particularly when no
negligence, nor inaction,' nor \vant of bona fides was
imputable to the applica~t, and it was further observed
that the question of excusing the delay had to be
approached from the point of vi~w of the petitioner's
conp.uct rather tha.n. of the: ad.vantag~ gai~ by the
other side.
- - 'Much of the observations 1~ade in these decisions
obviously run counter to the maxim that ignorance of
la'w is no excuse : ignorantia legis non excusat, but the
degree of skill and efficiency displayed by the mofussil
Bar is deemed to be a special circumstance jus~itying
the a~option of a liberal construction of the wo;ds of
the statute. In this particular case the pleaders in the
out-stations in Burma resumed their practice after 'the
upheaval caused by the invading armies which twice
(lJ A.l.R. (19421

Lah. 94.

m A.:tR. (19421 Mad. 170.

(3) 13 Mad. 269..

.lUNG TIH

GYAW,

J,
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overran the country and from the affidavits filed in
support of the appellants' application there is good
reason to believe tbat copies of local Acts and
enactments were not readily available to the members
of the Bar for easy reference~ The Courts Act, 1945,
introd't1ced substantial changes in the constitution and
jurisdiction of subordinate Courts and the wording of
the relevant section relating to the jurisdiction of
appellate Courts was also materially changed though the
matter of the appellate jurisdiction of the District Court
relating to decree,;:; of the value exceeding Rs. 5,000
has remained
unchanged.
However, in
the
circumstances in which the parties were placed at the
time, the question relating to the proper forum to
which the present appeal lay could well have been a
matter of justifiable' doubt and it cannot therefore be
said that th e appellants' pleader was guilty of gross
negligence when the advice offered by him to the
appellants was that their appeal lay to the District
Court and· not to this Court. The mistaken notion
under which the appellants' pleader acted at the time
was shared by the learned District Judge and the
ministerial officers of this Court. There is thus good
reason to think that the pleader concerned had honestly
given the wrong advice under which the appellants
acted and consequently we are of the view that the
delay in bringing the present appeal was due to
sufficient cause w~thin the meaning of section 5 of the
Limitation Act. We feel further disposed to condone
theJurther delay of s·· or 10 days which had resulted
from the penury to which th e appellants w~re r~duced
by having to have recourse to the wrong Court for the
furtherance of their claim.
As to the merits of this appeal, only two material
points have been urged before this Cou.rt, namely, that
the mortgage bond ·in s.uit was not executed in
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accordance with law and that under section 12 of the
Money-lenders' Act, 1945 (Burma Act No. XXVII of
1945), no decree could be passed for a sum greater than
the principal of the original loan and arrears of interest
which, together with any interest already paid, exceeds
the amount of such principal.
. On the question of due execution and proper
attestation there is sufficient evidence on the record
to establish the fact that both U Shwe Kyu and his
wife Daw Gyan Byu had taken part in the execution of
the bond and its subsequent registration in the
Registration Office. U Shwe Kyu himself has admitted
the execution of the suit mortgage bond and the
-circumstances in which the transaction took place.
U Shw ~ Kyu had a son whose name was U Teikkheindria. According to the defendant Ohn Mya, a son
{)f the first defendant lJ Shwe Kyu, this phongyi wanted
to, go to India and prevailed upon the first defendant to
raise the n ecessary expenses for his Indian trip.
The document in suit was written by him and besides
U Shwe Kyu's signature a cross-mark purporting to be
that of Ma Gyan Byu ~gp~<Its ·lJ.I1d.erthe same. On its
·side margin thetwoatr "·, . . .~e~~~~pfenientionedas
Maung Sein and Chit Po,-bdtfrsdns;oHJi¢-fi!;§i(zpefendantappellant. The p~rties were apparentl)i-()r.i;f t ienaly and
intimate · terms with Daw Nge, tp.e niothe~ of the
respondent from, whom the loan wastak~n. U Shwe Kyu
.admits in his evidence that Ma Gyan Byu and
Maung Sein came along with him to the Registration
Office to get the mortgage bond · registered.
Endorsements relating to this registration bear the
s ignatures and cross-marks purporting to be those of the
-executants and read with the evidence of Maung Ba Kaw
{P .W. 2)'who then worked as a clerk the Registration
Office, there can be no' question that U Shwe Kyu and
.Ma Gyan Byu did execute the suit mortgage bond and

in
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that Maung Sein, their son, was one of the attesting
witnesses for it was Maung Sein who appeared· before
the witness and identified his parents.
_Objection has been taken on the appellants' behalf
that no proof of proper attestation has been furnished
by the plaintiff-respondent in regard to the suit
mortgage bond. On this point the case of lYJ.P.A.K.
Firm v. Ma Mya Thein and others (1) is brought to
our attention. It is there held that \Vhere the execution
of the mortgage bond is admitted it is not necessary to
produce specific proof of the attestation of the
clocumentiand that this fact can be proved by other
evidence ~n the case. In this case in view of the
admissions made by U Shwe Kyu and of the evidence
given by other witnesses relating to the transaction
it was unnecessary for· the plaintiff-respondent to call
any attesting witness to prove the due execution of the
document The effect of the evidence adduced in
favour of the plaintiff-respondent and the admissions
made by the 1st appellant himself clearly establish
the fact that the mortgage bond in suit was properly
executed and attested, and there is no substance in the
objection raised on the appellants' behalf ir1 thi s ·
appeal.
The next objection raised in this appeal relating to
the amount of the mortgage debt to which th e plaintiffrespondent is justly entitled under the provisions of
section 12 of the Money-lenders' Act does not appear
to- admit . of any adequat~ reply. The Money-lenders'
Ad ca~ei~to force on the 1st January, 1947, and , from
th~ wording of the section itself, it has retrospective
effect and ·this Court cannot in the circumstances pass.
a decree in the respondent's favour for more than the
sum which, ·together with the amount of interest
(1) A.I.R. (19-40) Ran. lS't.
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admittedly received by her, totals twice the original
sum borrowed by the 1st appellant. Consequently,
the 1st appellant is liable to repay the sum of Rs. 2,900
only to the plaintiff-respondent under the mortgage bond
in suit.
It is noticed that the decree in this case bas also
been passed against the 2nd to 5th appellants, who, from
the statements made in their written statement, claimed
the mortgaged property as heirs to their grand-mother
l\lla Thaw, the mother of their deceased mother
Daw Gyan Byu, one of the executants of the mortgage
bond. The plaintiff-respondent from the statement
made in paragraph 10 of her plaint appears to have
impleaded these defendants as parties to the suit
merely for the reason that as children of the 1st
defendant-appellant U Shwe Kyu they have been in
actual possession of the mortgaged lands. Under
Order 3+, Rule 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure all
persons having an interest either in the mortgagesecurity or in the right of redemption are liable to be
joined as parties to the mortgage suit. It is clear from
this that parties who are c1aiming under a title adversely
to that of both the
are not
proper parties to the
claims
made by them cannot
same.
This is made clear in the
M. V.A.L.

Viswanathan Chdtyar v. Ma A

others ll).

The 2nd to 5th appellants are not therefore
proper parties to the present mortgage suit and no
mortgage decree can therefore be passed against them.
Accordingly this appeal will be accepted in part and
a preliminary mortgage decree will be passed against
the 1st defendant-appellant in respect of a sum of
Rs. 2,900 only with props>rtionate costs. The suit
(L) 4 Ran: 214.
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against the remaining defendant-appellants will be
dismissed. There will be no order for separate costs
in their favour.
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AND FIVE OTHERS (A PPELLANTS)
'[),

MAUNG BA SHEIN

lfme 8.

(RESPONDENT).*

"Parabaik" Upper Burma R11gistratio1J Regulation, 1897, s. 4-Morlgagt! for
Rs. 200 and Rs. 500 record&d its "Parabaik" admis~ibility.
The concen1u11 of judicial opinion has been to treat mortgage transactions
in "Parabaiks •· as completed mortgaae i11slrumenta and where the
validity of 6\l:;h tranaactions depended upon registration the unregistered
instrument has been held to be inadminible in evidence to prove its tt:rms.
The case law·on the point discusaed.
~ecorded

Quettt-EmPress v. Mt Nan Tlsa, 1. U.B.R. (1892-96) 303 ; Mi Ta v. Ne,a
Sdn, 2 U .B. R. (Civil) (1907-091 Execution-Signing 5 ; In re Chet Po, 7 L.B.R. 77 ;
Ma Sat Pu v.!rfa Sin, 3 U.B.R (1917-20) 258; Mar1n [J Po Ditt v. Mmwg Po
Nyei11, 4 U.B.R. 80; Ma Saw v. MauttC Ba, 5 H:m. o50; Mcttwg Ba. v. Mmmg

Tha Kyu, (1939) Ran. 39, referre.d to and diecuased.

Sein. Bwa (for T. K. Boon) for the appellants.
Dr. Ba H a11 for the respondent.
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J.-;-:-In Civil Suit No. 50 of

1946 of the Court of tA_y
appel1ants sued the
piece of land all~ged
..
possession to the respon
arid his wife
(deceased), for -two
aebts. of Rs. 200 and
Rs. 50 taken in the years
and 1913. The mort.gages alleged were recorded in the " Parabaik ",
Exhibits A and Al and on the strength of this
·documentary evidence and the oral evidence offered
by way of corroboration to the entries found therein,
the usual .mortgage decree was granted in favour of the
• Civil Appeal No. 3 o( 1941! a~ainst the decree of the Appellate Side of
:High Court, Ranioon, i~ Civil Seconq 'Appeal No. 76 of 19~7. dated the
.2oth l'<ovember' 1947.
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appellants. This decree was confirmed, on appeal,
by the District Court of Sagaing. The respondent
preferred his appeal to this Court in Civil Appeal
No. 76 of 1947 ZJnd obtained a reversal of these
decisions. The learned Judge who dealt with this
appeal held the view that the Parabaik" being the
repository of all th:~ terms of the mortgage transactions,
was the oniy evidence that was admissible un~er
section 91 of the Evidence Act and not being registered
under section 4 of the Upper Burma Registration
Regulation, 1897, the said document could not be
legally admitted in evidence and in consequence,
the mortgage in suit was not proved to entitle the
appellants to the decree.
It is now contended in the present appeal that the
" Parabaik" in question is n ot an executed document
and is not in consequence, subject to the requirements
of section 4 of the Upper Burma Registration
Regulation, 1897.
The 11 Parctbaik" in suit purports to record the
mortgage tran saction in the following terms :
(j

U AuNG

THA

GYAW,].

''On the 7th Waning of Kason, 1270 B.E., Ko Thaung Paw
and Ko Lu HJa, residents of Sat-pan-gon Village, say to Ko Po
Lone and wife Ma Saw, residents of Tha-ya-baung Village (thmJ,
' (We) are in need of money to spend. (We) want to mortgage one
set of big and small paddy lands, known as Ta-bet-pyit-cbaung
paddy land(s), situate in Thi-la-pon Kwin, bounded on the east
by chatmg (creek) and on 'the wt:st by U Lu Gale, to which we
h:J.Ve title, for Rs. 200 (Rupees two hund red). Please accept
mortgage.' According to the proposal of the said Ko Thaung
Paw and Ko_Lu Hla, Ko Po Lone and wife Ma Saw count out
and give Rs. 200 (two hundred) into the hands of Ko Thaung
Paw and Ko Lu .Hla. By mutual consent c ngwe-pay-mye-ya'
(usufructuary) mortgage is made of the paddy land without
limiting the period. The witne:;ses are U Po Oh and Mallng Po
Hmi and the w_riter Maung Tun Za.
_
On the 10th Waxing of Nrzyon, .1275 B. E., Ko· Thallng Paw,
owner of the land, says, 'Please give an additional loan of
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Rs. 50 on the previous original mortgage of the paddy land(s},
known as Ta-bet-pyit-chaung paddy land(s).' According to the
said request U Po Lone and wife Ma Saw given an ;,c\ditional
loan of Rs. 50 (fifty) into the hand of U Thaung Paw. The
witness is U Po Hmi and the writer U Chit Su."

It is apparent that the transaction was executed in
a manner which was judicially noticed in the caEe of
Queen-Empress v. Mi Nan Tha (1) where the following
observations occur :
'' Under Burmese law and practice signatures were absolutely
unknown, and it was the fashion to draw up documents (after the
manner noticed in this case). Everyday the Courts admit in
evidence documents in the same form as duly executed instruments, and rightly so."

Transactions similar to the one now under notice
had often in the past come before the Courts but
mostly on the question of their liability to stamp
duty by reason of the fact that they were not signed by
the executanis. [See Mi Ta v. Nga Seitz l2), In re Chet
Po (3), Ma Sat Pu v. Ma Sin (4); Maung Po Din v.
Mau ng Po Nyein (5); Ma Saw v. Maung Ba (6).
In Chef Po's case (3) a Bench of the late Chief
Court of Lower Burma held that an instrument written
on a " Parabaik " but not signed
" ex ecuted " within the
Act, 1899, and need not be
mere fact that such an instrument
within the meaning of the Indian
necessarily imply that th e in
the purposes for which it was
In M aung
Po Din's (5) case a similar view wa~ adopted and it
was further held that '' where a mor:fgage for less than
-:- ',<'f ·.

-~

'

(11 1. u.B.R. (1892-96) 303.
(3) 7 L.B:~. 17.
(2) U.B.R. 2 (Civil) (1907-09)
(4) 3 U.J:l.iR- (1917-20) 258.
Exccutlon·Sii!ning 5.
.(S) 4 u.P:R. 80. .
(6) 5 Ran .. 650.-
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Rs. 100 is effected by delivery of possession an
unregistered document recording the terms of the
mortgage execui:cd after the Registration Act came
into force in Upper Burma is admissible in evidence
to prove the terms of the mortgage and may be the
only admissible evidence of such terms" On this
latter point, the learned Judge observed,
"The unregistered document having been drawn up afte1·
the introciu~tion of the Registration Act did not require registration to be admissible in evidence, as it would have required it if
it had been drawn up while the Registration Regulation contained
the law applicable in the matter in Upper Burma."

This latter dictum is pertinent in tbe consideration
of the matter now in dispute in view of what follows
in Ma Sat Pu's case ( 1) where the learned Judge held
that documents complettd in the Burmese fashion
without being signed were u executed" within the
meaning of section 4 of the Upper Burma Registration Regulation. The practice of documents being
executed on (( parabaiks" or palm leaves is here noticed
as follows :
'' It is true that " parabaiks '' or p 1Im-leaf documents were not
usually signed b!Jt this Court continu:dly accepts and has always
accepted such documents as complete records of the transactions
embodied in them and as excluding oral evidence of those
transactions."

It appears that the same contentions as now set up
on behalf of the appellants were raised in this reported
case for the judgment continues,
"The Registration Regulation, which came into force at the
end of 1897, expressly stated that a document which was required
to be_ registered should not affect any immoveable property
comprised in it or be received as evidence of any transaction
(1) 3 U.B.R.

(1917~20)

:158.
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affecting that property unless it had been registered. U ncler the
H.C.
1948
Local Government's General Department :\ otific<ttion No. 25,
elated the 17th February 1898, which was issued in e:orercise MAU1H< lL\
of the power conferred by section 4 of the Regulation, all non- KYAW AND
FIVE OTHEIIS
testamentary instruments executed on or after the 1st of July
v
189S, and purporting or oper:lting to create, declare, assign, limit MAUNG BA
SHEIN.
or extinguish any right, title, or interest in Immoveable property
were r~quired to be registered.
The question whether U AUNG'ifHA
GYAW, J,
documents which according to Burmese custom \l:ere complete
without signature could be said to be 'executed' was considered
by this Court in Queen-Empress v. Mi Nan Tha (1) and Mi Ta v.
Nga Sein (2), and it was decided that such documents were
' executed ' at any rate within t he meaning of the Stamp Act of
1879. I have not been able to h·ace any published 1·uling in
which the meaning of the word ' executed · 1n section 4 of the
Regulation or in Notifications tmder that section has been
considered, but this Court has always held that such unsigned
documents were compulsorily t·egistrable and were inadmissible
in evidence if unregistered and I see no r eason to b elieve that
th;;~t view is incorrec t."

In Ma Saw v. Maung Ba (1) the contrary v1ew
was found expressed relating to the admissibility of
secondary evidence in respect of the contents of a
formal deed of mortgage, drawn up on an unstamped
palm-leaf not signed by the mortgagor but it appears
from the body of the ruling.in question that the writing
on the palm-leaf \Vel~ . ·
··
ortgage
but was merely a .nofe
·
and it was there further ----·-~"~
transaction had not been
document. within the meaning of ~ection 91
Evidence Act.
In Maung Ba v. Maung Tha Kyu {2) it was held
that a mortgagor who sought to redeem an usufructuary mortgage for loan of less than one hundred
rupees must prove the terms of the contract, and that
m vrew of section 91 of the Evidence Act, it could
(1} 5 Ran. 650.

(2l (1939) Ran. 39.
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only be proved by the document itself, though there
was delivery of possession of the property. If such a
~:~;GA~~ document had not been registered it was inadmissible
FIVE oTHnRs in evidence under section 49 of the Registration Act to
MAuN~ BA prove the transaction. The mortgage sought to be
SHnrN.
redeemed. in this case was made in 1900 for a sum of
u t'::~.YA Rs. 95 and it was pointed out that section
of the
Transfer of Property Act which was assumed to apply
to the case was to be read as supplemental to the
Registration Act, and that owing to the amendment
of the Registration Act in 1929 an unregistered
document was not admissible in evidence to prove the
terms of the mortgage.
Thus, the consensus of judicial opinion in the past
has been to treat mortgage transactions recorded in
'' parabaiks " as completed mortgage instruments and
where the validity of such transactions depended upon
their compliance with the requirements of the law of
registration, the unregistered instrument or '' parabaik "
had been held to be inadmissible in evidence in order
to prove its terms. In the present case the document
in question fails to comply with the requirements of
Notification No. 5, dated the 17th February 1898,
issued by the Local Government under section 4 of the
Upper Burma Registra~ion Regulation No. 2 of 1897
and under section 6 of the said Regulation, the
document cannot be received in evidence of the
mortgage it purported to create. Accordingly, this
appeal fails and will be dismissed with costs.
H.C.
194~

5?

U TuN BYu, J.-I agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL
Nc•orc U Tott Bytt rwd U Aung Tha Gy•<•·. JJ

MA E tLU

,\:::\D ONE (APPELL'l.:\TS)
~·.

TVIA KYI KYI
Budd/nsf

AND ONE {RESPO~DEXTS).'''

Lm<~M,u-riage-Esseutials

of marrtrtRe--Esseutzals of keitti!lla
ariopllon.

Held: That under Burlllese Buddhist Law no ctn.:rtlOny is requin:d in
order to constitute a valid rnarriaJ;e. All that is nect::ssary is the cor. sent o{
both parties. In the case of persons who have been rn:\·iously married it is
nol however usual to ha,·e any entertainment ; but in tlle case of a Burmese
Buddhist couple neither of whom has bt:en previoush nlarried, marriage is
ordinarily accompanied by ceremony attended by neighbours of the couple.
There is, however, no recognized ceremony.

MaE v. Jlfaung Sat~ Da, 3 B.L.R. 8 ; Mi Me v. Mi Shwe Ma, 11910-131
1 U.B.R. 111 (P .C.) ; Ma Hla Mev. Marmg Hla Baw, I.L.R. 8 !~an. 425.
Held: That courts are bound to insist upon strict proof of adoption. The
intention to adopt as an heir is the es6ential c riterion of keiftmta adoption.
vllhile no special formalities are r equired, there must be proof of intention to
adopt an heir by malting such intention public.

The fact that an orphan' niece lived with his childless uncle and for 7 or 8
years uncle and aunt treated her w ith affection and that in an inscription on a
" kyi-~i " donated by the uncle she was described as the daughtt:r and on the
de;ttb of the aunt in the obituary notice her name appeared as daughter are
not sufficient to prove ki!ittima adoption.
It is common knowledge. that thewords" father " and·" mother"," son "
and ·• daughter", are loosely used by · ' '
·

Ma Pwa v. Ma Tltc The a11d seven
Kall v.
Daw At and others, 1 Ran. 102; Ma Than· ·
4 Ran.
557 ; Mautz~ .Sin v. Po Ko, 12 B.L.T. 236 ;
othc•·s, (19411 Ran. 445 ; Ma Ywd's case, 5 u.JO •.tt.;•·.J.:J..l)
(1897 -1901) 2 U.B.R. Civil 66 a t p. 68; Maung
·v . Ma Tlret Pu, 9
B.L.T. 154 ; Tet Tun v. !Ita Chein, 5 L.B.R. 216 at P·. 218; Mattng Ba Thein
v. M a Tlrmz Myi1d and others, I.L.R. 3 Ran. 483, referred to and followed.

P. N. Ghosh for the appellants.
I

P. K. Basu for the respondents.
" Civil First .A.ppeal No. 66 of 1947 arising out of Ci1'il ~aJt ~No 241
of 1940 of the High Court, Rangoon,
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U AUNG THA GYAW, J.-This is an appeal brought
against the judgment and decree passed on the
Original Side of this Court in Civil Regular Suit
No. 241 of 1940, in favour of the 1st respondent
Ma Kyi Kyi (a) Ma Thein Kyi declaring that slf.e is the
surviving wido\:v of one U Ba Lat, deceased, and· is
entitled to the possession of the properties both
moveable and immoveable comprised in his estate.
The plaintiff-respondent's claim was opposed by the
present appellants Ma E Mai (a) Ma E Kyi and~ Maung
Tun E, who are husband and wife and in pos;;ession
of the house property left behind by the deceased with
the contention that the plaintiff was a mere maid-servant
of the deceased and that the 1st appellant being
a keittima adopted daughter of the deceased, was
entitled to the entire estate. Daw Thein, the 3rd
defendant in the suit, was said to have in her
possession the jewellery belonging to the deceased's
estate and she entered her contest in the suit claiming
the entire estate as the surviving sister of the deceased
U Ba Lat and denying the respective status set up by
the plaintiff-respondent and the 1st appellant. On the
evidence adduced by the parties to the suit, the learned
Judge sitting on the Original Side arrived at the
findings that the plaintiff-respondent Ma Kyi Kyi (a)
Ma Thein Kyi was the surviving widow of the deceased
U Ba L~t and that the 1st appellant Ma E Mai (a)
'MaE Kyi was not a keittima adopted daughter of the
deceased, and accordingly granted a decree in the
plaintiff-respond~nt's favour, from which the present
appellants have now appealed., Daw Thein not baving
preferred her appeal, appears in these .proceedings as ·a
pro-forma respondent.
It has been put forward in this Court that" the claim
made by the plaintiff-respondent that she was the
legally ~arried wife of the deceased has not been
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H.C.
sufficiently proved, and that the learned trial Judge has
19{.>
failed to consider fully the effect of both oral and
MAl
documentary evidence produced in support of the MAE
AND ONE
v.
appellant's claim of keittima adoption.
MA KYI KYl
The family history of the deceased U Ba Lat and ANI> ONE.
the facts antecedant to this· litigation are set out U AU!-IG THA
hereunder. His parents U Min Han and Daw Shwe GYA\\', J.
Lon had three children, namely, Daw Thein, the
eldest, U Ba Lat and his brother, C Hla Maung
{deceased), the natural father of the 1st appellant.
Ma E Mai. After Daw Shwe Lon's death, U Min Han
remarried Daw Dwe Hla with whom he had SJX
children who are, however, not interested in the present
dispute, their claims to inheritance having been settled
after the death of their father. U Ba Lat was married
to Daw Shin but the union was not blessed by any
issue. His younger brother U Hla Maung married
Daw Saw Shin by whom he had two children, MaE Mai,
the 1st appellant and· her brother, Maung Tha Noe,
since deceased. · Their mothe,r, Daw Saw Shin, died
when· Ma E Mai was about three or four years of age,
and U Hla Maung subseque,n tly contracted his second
marriage with Da.w Thaung Sh~ye, ,witness
5 for
the appellants (defendant) . . I~.,,~~JifY£t~~we of U Hla
Maung, who died in or ahql};.t :~U!~~~ih1P.~r~_,pad been
litigation between the twq~-J:?..g;r!'4~r$", f-nd th.eir sister
Daw Thein in respect of c~x;t_foiq properties left behind
by their parents. The claims were eventually compromised but not before a considerable degree of illfeeling had been engendered between the parties
concern.ed in the litigation, and right up to the time of
his death, U. Hla Maung .was not on speaking terms
with the deceased U Ba ·Lat. Before his death U Hla ·
Maung h~J:d also brought a suit agains~ his own children
10 set aside a · ·d eed of sale .e xecuted by him in their
favour in respect of some of the properties. In this·
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litigation Daw Thein, his elder sister, acted as the
When
i\IA E MAl
U Hla Maung died during his coverture with Daw
ANO ONE
v.
Thaung
Shwe, the 1st appellant Ma E Mai was 13 or
MA KYl KYI
ANO ONE.
14 years of age and her brother, Maung Tha Noe, a
U AUNG THA couple of years older.
A few months after U H la
GYAW: J.
Maung's death, Daw Thein, the 2nd respondent in this
appeal, Daw Shin, \:r.,ife of U Ba Lat and one Daw E
Kywe, a cousin of Daw' Thein, \Vent and brought away
the 1st appellant Ma E Mai from her step-mother's
place in Macgregor Street to be brought up in U Ba
Lat's household. In May 1933, Da•v Shin died and
within a year of her death, the 1st appellant Ma E Mai
eloped with the 2nd appellant Maung Tun E and went
and lived in the hatter's place at Gyobingauk. In about
February 1934, U Ba Lat is alleged to have married
the plaintiff-respondent Ma Kyi Kyi ta) Ma Thein Kyi.
Some five years later, in September 1939, U Ba Lat
died at his residence at No. 1, lnsein Road, Kamayut.
During his last illness, his elder sister Daw Thein, first
came to his house to look after him, and she was later
joined by Ma E Mai who was sent for from Gyobingauk.
After th.e funeral and the thabeikthoot ceremony which
followed, the plaintiff-respondent vainly appealed to·
the police authorities for protection against the hostile
and inimical conduct of the defendants, which in the
end compelled her to.'leave her husband's place and
initiate judicial pr~ceedings culminating in her present
suit.
It has been conte·nded on behalf of the .appellants
that the plaintiff-respondent Ma Kyi Kyi never attained
the status of
legally married ~ife in U Ba Lq.t's
household. It is pointed out that no · wedding
ceremony worth the name :was publiCly ·h eld ·and that
·the so-called proceedings which was said to have taken
place in the plaintiff-respondent's parents' house by

gum·dian-ad-litem of the minor defendants.

a
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way of a formal ceremony was not attended by any of
1948
the close relatives of U Ba Lat and that none of them
· rnad e b y t h e MAE
M.\1
h as b een ca11 e d to support t h e c1a1m
ANo osE
plaintiff-respondent. These objections are fouri(:r ;·;1_A· K~r Kvr
answered in the plaintid's evidence, but before dealing· ANo osE.
with them the law relating to the manner in which a c At.!NG THA
Burmese Buddhist marriage may be effected might be GYAw. J.
briefly referred to,

" According to Burmese custom::try law, no ceremony is
requisite in order to constitute a valid marria~e. All that is
necess:J.ry is consent on both sides to live together as husband
and wife. If the bride's p::1rents are alive, it is usual for them to
give their consent to the marriage and it is also usual to inform
.r elabves and friends and to have some sort of entertainment, but
this is not necessary in order to make the marriage binding
. . " [See M a E v. M azmg San Da (l ).]
" In the case of persons who have been married before, it is
not, however. usual to have any entertainment." [Mi Me v.
.Mi Shwe Ma (2).]

The need and significance of having a wedding
,cer.emony to bring about the marriage tie b etween the
contracting parties, was commented upon in the case
of Ma Hla Mev. Maung Hla Ba-w \3) in t hese words:
" A mat·riage between Burmese Buddhlsts,' neither of whom
has been previously married, is ordinarily accompanied by a
-ceremony attended by th,e neighbours of the couple. Ther-e is
however no recog nized ceremony, as this is regulated almost
.entirely by the finances and wishes of the parties."

At the time of the alleged marriage U Ba Lat's
mother-in-law Daw D_aung, since deceased, was still
living with him in his house. He was also helped in
the house by Mi Mi, a step-daughter of Daw Thein
and Mi Mi's husband, Lun Maung. Living inside his
(l) 3 B.L.R. 8.

(2) {1910-131 1 U.RR. 111 t?..~.).•
(3) 8 Ran. 425.
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garden at the time was ont·, :\Iaung Sein, a motordriver, a brother of U Myint (P. \i\', 16). Maung Sein
was evidently on friendly and confidential terms \vith
U Ba Lat and through him U Ba Lat proposed his
marriage with the plaintiff to her adoptive parents
U Thein Lwin (P. \V. 2) and Ma Thon (P.W. 3) then
living in U Ohn Ghine Road. This was a proceeding
well in accord with the prevailing custom of the people,
for the plaintiff-respondent \\'as then under 20 years of
age. C Ba Lat was past 50 years of age and as a
widower marrying a young girl perhaps beneath his
station in life, it was not surprising that he did not
throw himself headlong into the commitments, both
social and financial, of a public wedding ceremony.
When he \Vent to demand the hand of the plaintiff, be
was accompanied by Daw Thein' s step-daughter Mi Ivii,
her hu sband Lun Maung and his deceased wife Daw
Shin's step-mother Dav,' Daung besides a few intimate
friends from his locality in Kamayut. The plaintiffs
parents had with them at the time several of their
relatives and intimate friends, of whom two, U Ba Thet
(P.W. 5) and Daw Bwint (P.Vi/. 13) have given their
evidence in Court. After the guests wer e entertained,
the purpose of U Ba Lat's presence in the house was
explained to those present,· the plaintiff was presented
with a set of jewellery to wear and was formally handed
o..ver to U Ba Lat with the· usufl,l accompaniment of
advice and blessings uttered by one U Tha Zant
deceased, and the wed~ing party returned to Kamayut
ip. two motor-cars. On arrival at U Ba Lat's house,_
the guests present at the time were served _with their
mort;J.!ng meal.
This formal qemanci for the plaintiff's hand and the
brief informal marriage ceremony th ~ took place in the
plaintiff;s' parents' house was next followed by the offerof .Min{!,ala Sun in the bridegroom's house a fevv-
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days later, and this fact has been deposed to by the
H.c.
1948
plaintiff and her witness U Ba {P.\V. 11 ). Thus all the
MAl
vvitnesses who were present on these occasions and are MAE
A~D ONF.
v.
still alive have given their support to the plaintiff's
MA KYI Kn
datm lhat :;he was the lawfully wedded wtfe of the AND ONE.
deceased U Ba Lat.
U AUNG THA
It has, however, been objected on the appellant'sl GY.-~.w, J
behalf that the so-called vvedding was a~ _1~~1~ a~_9.
corner affair and that the incident described in the
evidence Of the witnesses is more consistent with the
taking over of the plaintiff as a mistress than as a wife.
The admitted. presence of his quondam mother-in-law
Drl.w D;tun£, his sister's step-'i\aughter Mi Mi and the
latter's husband Lun Maung in U Ba Lat's house at the
time of this marriage would render it highly improbable
that U Ba Lat could have been guilty of such a
deviation of l-iissoCiaTCond.ud as taking a young girl
into the household as a mere mistress. It was also
very unhkely for a couple ot independent, though
comparatively poor, means like U Thein Lwin and
Daw Thon to have agreed to gtve away their dfl.ughter
to l 1 Ba Lat if the prospect offered was short of lawful
wedlock. Nor could it be .easil¥ imagin~d that a
\~ike U B:-t Thet would have been 1tiv'ited to pe
present when this inctdent took plac~ f~f !. No. 150,
U Ohn Ghine Street. The absence of ti>BrlL~t's near
relations at his wedding could mor~.~<~p'ptdp_ri~te!z be
explained by other circumstanc'ds:fhanhis desire to
conceal his guilty and improper conduct from their
knowledge. He was at that time living aloof from
themt and disputes over his inheritance had estranged
him from his elder sister ·Daw Thein, the 2nd· respondent, his only survivi~g close rel~~ior. His younger
brother Hla Maung had long bee~ dead. With his
step-mother Daw Dwe .Hla, 9-e wa~ .not on speaking 'or
visiting t-erms. SO~tract~n~ ·.~ ~ar::i~~e wf{~. -~-

senous

·riupf'?
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girl of seventeen at his advanced age was a matter
about which he could hardly be expected to take his
distant relations into his confi.dence. His wife had
been dead for a year, and the niece he had brought up
in the house had left his protection ; and besides he
had no children of his Jiving with him whose
interest he should protect by entering into illicit
relationship with the object of his passion, a subterf~
sometimes adopted by r~~~---widowers ~e
famtly commitments.
For five-and-half years the plaintiff-respondent lived
with U Ba Lat in the same house at No. l, Insein Road,
Karnayut. Social life was evidently circumscribed by
the natural reluctance of the elderly spouse to parade
about publicly in the company of his very young wife,
and thus the only places they occasionally v isited
together were the Pagoda and the places of amusement
like cinemas ; but in their own house they openly lived
as husband and ---;w~· - and of this fact, witnesses like
Po Thein (P.W. 9) and his father U Myint (P.W. 16}
who were living in the same compound with U Ba Lat
have given their evidence. They have been supported
by the evidence of Ko Sai, the headman of the locality
who had frequent occasions to go and collect land
revenue from U Ba Lat. That the couple received
and entertained guests in their house is deposed to by
U Po Chit (P. W. 6), Head mater of Post-Primary
School, Kyaukmyaung, a friend of the plaintiff whom he
knew when she was a young girl in Moulmein and also
an acquaintance of U Ba Lat of fairly long standing.
The impartiality of this witness cannot be seriously
questioned. The last witness who personally knew the
plaintiff as U Ba Lat's wife is U Tin Maung (P. W. 21 ),
now Assistant Registrar of this Court. This witness is
a son-in-law of Daw Dwe Hla, step-mqther of U Ba Lat
and during the latter's last illness U Ba Lat gave him
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a number of cheques to cash and at U Ba Lat's request,.
1948
he handed over the money to the plaintiff whom.
MAE MAl
U Ba Lat referred to as his wife.
AND ONE
v.
The evidence of Ma Saw Shin (P. W. 10) deserves 1!A KYI
KYI
further consideration as she and her deceased husband AND ONE.
Mr. Joseph had occasion to buy a piece of land from U AtJNG THA
U Ba Lat and had visited him in his house where they GYAW, J.
were introduced to the plaintiff as U Ba Lat's wife.
Thereafter they paid frequent visits to U Ba Lat's
house and met the plaintiff there.
Daw Thein, the 2nd respondent, admits that after
her recoaciliation with her brother U Ba Lat, she
became on terms of affectionate familiarity with the
plaintiff who in view of her age, insisted on addressing
her as (' Ama;: Thein" instead of ' 1 Ma Ma Thein".
Her professed ignorance o£ the exact relalionship
between U Ba Lat and the plaintiff is evidently
explained by her present opposition to the latter's
claim to U Ba Lat's property. Daw Dwe Hla, giving
evidence for Daw Thein, admits that when she had
occasion to visit U Ba Lat's house during his last
illness, she saw the plaintiff and thought that she
was his wife. The ~xchange ()f C9H!X,~~~~~ip,n she heard
between the two over the prcrpos~;..,pledge of some
pieces of jewellery to pay the medi,c~l\~xpenses incurred
during the husband's illness must .have given her
substantial grounds for her correct conjecture regarding
the plaintiff's status in the household.
·
The evid~nce regarding the performance of the
quiet and informal wedding ceremony-·in the plaintiff's
parents' house in the presence of neighbours and
relations and the subsequent cohabitation of the
parties in U Ba Lat's house openly as husban.d and
wife hasJurther been corroborated by the entries found
in the Registers of Electors, Exhibits F and G, about
which U Po Han {P.W. 7), Assessment Inspector of
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the Rangoon Corporation, has given his testimony.
. U Po Han speaks of the manner in which the plaintiff's
MAE MAl
name came first to be substituted in the Register in
AND ONE
v.
In both
l\1A KYr KYr place of U Ba Lat's first wife Daw Shin.
AN.O ONR.
the Registers for 19.34 and 1937, the ple:intiffs name
U AUNG THA appeared along with the name of U Ba Lat.
GYAW, J.,
There is next the evidence ot U Tun Maung, an
Advocate of this Court, rw·w m;;J.rried to the plaintiff,
who speaks of the land acquisition proceedings in the
office of the Collector of Rangoon 111 which U Ba Lat
was a party. During U Ba Lat's illness, the plamtiff
was sent by him as his wife to be examined by
the Collector in the matter. A copy of the notice
(Exhibit V! issued by th e Collector's office confirms
th~s part of th e \Vitness's stor y, as also, the letter,
Exhibit R, sent by the Collector to the Assistant Registrar of this Court in that same connection. U Tun
Maung next speaks of a notice sought to be served
upon U Ba Latin July 193S by the <tppellant MaE Mai
in connection with her application for payment of some
money lying in U Ba Lat's hands as Receiver of her
father's estate. This notice was in fact served upoo
the plaintiff in l: Ba Lat's absence from the house and
the fact of this service was said to have been sworn to
by the process-server a~ weU as by the 2nd appellant
Maung Tun E who witnessed the service. In the
affidavits filed by them in Court, the plaintiff was.
des~ribed by them as the \Vife of U Ba Lat. This
evidence bas been accepted by the learned trial Judge
a_nd no cogent reasons have been advanced in this
Court for its rejechon~ Thus, th~n~ is in . this case
evidence of the formal demand of the plaintiff's hand
from her parents, of the brief and informal ceremony
which acc.ompained the taking of the plaintiff from her ·.
parer1ts' house to that of U Ba Lat, of openly living·
together in l:ti$ place as P,uspand and wife· and of the
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conduct of the parties to eac h other and to strangers ; ~9;:8
which w~Ls consistent only with the fact that th ey were l
'f
.
ff
f
11
tJ
.
MAE MAl
husband and Wl e, and the fin al e ect o a
11s A :;o oNE
evidence in Lhe case leaves no room for doubt that the MA K~; Kvr
plaintiff was the lawfully wedded wife pf the dec~::ascd ANn oNE.
U Ba Lat.
u AuKG THA
GYA\1', J.
The finding of the trial Court on this issue must
accordingly b e uphelt1.
The next question canvassed _jn this appeal
relates to the alleged !?tittiNW adoption of the l st
app ellant Ma E Mai by U Ba Lat and his firs t wife,
Daw Shin. Adoption among l:~ unr;,~ n Buddhists is a
mixed question of fact and law ;:tnd Courts are bound
to insist upon strict proof thereof. [See Ma Pwa v.
M a The The and seVe1'l others 11).. J Accordingly, the
t rial Court has mad~ a n exha usti ve study of the facts
appearing on the recod and with the law applicable
thereto and arrived at the finding to whicb except ion
bas now been tai(en. I'n a matter lik e the present the
function of this Bench, as poin ted out in t he case of
Ma Than YiH v. Ma Than May {2) would appear to
fall within ·certain prescribed limits,
"
. What the apt:ellate Court has to do is to see ( l )
·whether the principles of law applicable ,to the case were appreciated and correctly applied,-(2) .r-..
\Vh~tile/there
evidence upon
whi.:-h •he Court of first ·rn,s tance could fi.nd the facts as it did,
(3) whether any mish.ke o ( fact or of infen:nce ot· any material
oversight has occurred any one of which might reasombly affect
the result, (+) whether the weight of the evidence show~ that the
tt·ial Court (;arne to a right conclusion, bearing in mind that the
Judge who saw and heard the witnesses is in a much better
position to form an estimate of the worth of the testimony than
the appellate Court which has not that advantage."
•

l '"l:},;)

"!''

-

:

,\;.;s

#

The appellaJ;lts in this case pave sought to sho\v
the Jear~ed trial ·Judge had overlooked certain
.
.

tha~

(1) 1

L.B.~.

273.

:21 (19401 Ran, 168.
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material facts bearing on the question in issue and that
in dealing \Vith those other material facts presented in
the case on which its finding is based, it had done so
in a manner, which in the result, prejudiced ihe
appellant's claim. It has been pointed out that each
salient fact has been picked out and considered
disjunctively and isolated from the others with the
unfortunate result that the complete picture, namely
that the degree of proof required in the case, could not
be obtained. It is urged that if all these facts proved
in the appellant's favour were cumulatively considered
and placed against the psychological background
furnished in the previous domestic life of U Ba Lat
and his wife Daw Shin, a finding in the appellant's
favour could well have been passed on the same.
It is an admitted fact that U Ba Lat and Daw Shin
had no children of their own. It is not clear whether
any was born to them and had failed to survive. Daw
Thein, the 2nd respondent, has stated that the childless
couple had at one time adopted a son of the name of
Aung Khin and that this boy died some years before
Daw Shin's death, and before the 1st appellant was
taken to their house. This death of the adopted son,
according to the appellants, had created a void in the
hearts of the elderly couple and a desire to adopt
another child in his place and that as soon as Hla
Maung's death removed the obstacle in their way 1 they
took the first appellant in adoption as their child and
heir. It is said that U Ba Lat and Daw Shin were
well-to-d'o people and kept servants in the house and
were not in need of any extra' hand to help them.
Hla Maung had been on bad terms with U Ba Lat
before his death anc.l. some sentiment stronger than
mere family aff~ction, it is urged, had moved U Ba Lat
to act in the way he did. The death of the adopted
child and their subsequent longjng to bring up ~nother
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in his place is said to constitute the psychological
background which the trial Court is alleged to have
overlooked in appraising the evidence laid before it.
It is not shown in Daw Thein's evidence as to the
particular form in which Aung Khin was adopted by C
Ba L tt and Oa\V Shin.
Several years intervened
between Aung Khin's dt;ath and the taking of the
1st appdlant into U Ba Lat's family. According to Daw
Thein, U Ba Lat had shown no enthusiasm or even
inclination to accept the 1st appellant in his home when
the subject was first broached to him after his brother
Hla Maung's death. Besides, the 1st appellant was
already 13 or 14 years of age and sufficiently mature in
understanding to make her own choice in tbe matter of
her residence in preference to the protection of her stepmother's home. She refused to go and stay with Daw
Thein with whom she had stayed for a year or two
previously, and Daw Thein had complained to her rich
cousin Daw Kyi Kyi about this. Thus, the background,
if any existed at the time when the 1st appellant was
taken into U Ba. Lat's home, would hardly be of. any
consequence to affect the issue of keittima adoption.
The 1st appellant has given her own account 0f the
manner in which she was brought away from the house
of her step-mother Daw Thaung $h~e 'to live in U Ba
Lat's place. Her allegation that •'iJ?)'liw Thein told her
and Daw Thaung Shwe that sile was going w be
adopted by U Ba Lat as his child has not received any
support from either of them. Daw Thein, conscious
of her own interest in the litigation, has chosen to give
her testimony in a CalJtious and guarded manner. She
did n<?t like the idea of the 1st appellant being brought
up by her step-mother Daw Thaung Shwe, and as the
girl refused to come to her, she proposed to Daw Kyi
Kyi, her rich cousin, that U Ba Lat, being childless,
should bri!lg her up. The matter was put to U Ba Lat
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who first demurred but eventually allowed Daw Thein
to do as she pleased. Having obtained his consent,
M~ E M:AJ
Daw Thein, Daw Shin and Daw Thein Kywe, went and
AND ON!t
11.
fetched
the girl to U Ba Lat's house, then in Lanmadaw
1\h KYI KYI
ANDONJt,
quarter in Rangoon. Apart from informing Daw Thaung
U AUNG THA Shwe that the girl was being given an alterpative home,
GYAW,J.
nothing regarding the form of her adoption was disclosed
to her. Daw Thaung Shvve similarly had no knowledge
of this fact either. When brought beiore U Ba Lat the
latter reminded the 1st appellant that she was an
orphan and should live in the house like a good girl.
Daw Thein thereupon pressed upon her brother Ba Lat
to take the girl in adoption as his heir and each time, he
countered with the remark that if she was a good girl
she \:!.rould get (inheritance). It is admitted that when
Daw Thein went to fetch the 1st appellant, she bad
U Ba Lat's wife Daw Shin in her company and this fact
is significant in ~bowing that U Ba Lat and his wife
were both interested in the offer of her new home to the
1st appellant. There is, however, no evidence either
direct or presumptive to support the appellant's
contention that either U Ba Lat or Daw ·Shin ha.d
expressed any intention at the time that she was to be
their daughter and heir.
But as was pointed out in the case of M aung Po
Kan v. Daw At and others (1) this intention to adopt the
appellant as their heir could be expressed by the
adoptive parents at the later period or may be inferred
from a long course of conduct making such intention
public. It is in respect of this aspect of her case that
th0 1st appe11ant has put forwarCi a number of facts
which are more or less ad~iUed on the record.
It appears in the evidence of Daw Thaung Shwe
CO.W. 5) that aft~r the appellant was taken to U Ba .Lat's
194B
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house her name was changed from Ma E Kyi to Ma E
Mai. Burmese parents do sometimes change their
children's names after consulting their astrologers but
in regard to this change of her name, the 1st appellant
has. not o~ her part given any explanation, and it is
difficult to draw the inference that this change of name
was done from the parental concern of the alleged
adoptive parents for the welfare of their adopted child.
It may, however, be pointed out here that in the sale
deed d~xhibit Tl in the execution of which the first
appellant took part in 1931, her name was still
mentioned as Ivia E Kyi (a) Ma Kyi Kyi.
\Vhile living with her alleged adoptive parents, the
1st appellant was invited to the Shirzpyu ceremony
performed
Daw Kyi Kyi's house in Rangoon. She
attended this function as one of the Nayans
(companions or maids of honour required to sit by the
side of the daughters of the house whose ear-boring
ceremony was being performed). She had to wear
the appropriate ceremonial dress as noticed in the
photograph (Exhibit 15). Her a,ttendance at this
function as a , N ayan was of no possible significance
considering that she was the daughter of a first cousin
of Daw Kyi Kyi, the donor of the Ahlu. But stress
is however laid on the fu~tb er fact that after attending
the Shifzpyu ceremony, U Ba Lat ·and Daw Shin took
the 1s t appellant to the photographer's studio and had
their family group photograph taken a_sshown in Exhibit
15. This took place on the_22nd Febru~ry 1927 about
two y~ars after the 1st appellant came to live w~th the
old couple. Taking a group photograph with the 1.st
appellant in . the centre can hardly be described as
conduct expressing the intention to treat her as their
heir. The invitation card (Exhibi! .12) shows an impressive list of charities donated by Daw Kyi Kyi on the
occasion and the incident was worthy of remembrance.
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A photograph was the usual medium by which such
notable social events are recorded. The inclusilln of
MAE MAI
AND ONE
the 1st appellant in the family photograph i-; not
v.
MA KYI KY! mconsistent with the fact that ghe was an orphan niece
AND ONE.
who was being kindly brought up by the old couple.
U AUNG THA
The next fact which is sa~d to have given rise to the
GYAW, J.
presumption of adoption in the 1st appellant's favour is
found in the inscription on a Kyisi which U Ba Lat and
Daw Shin were said to have donated to the local charitable society at K-:tmayut in about the year 1929 or 1930.
The donors' names arc found inscribed there as lJ Ba
Lat, Daw Shin and their daughter Ma E Mai, the
1st appellant. The Kyisi was worth Rs. 20 and the
inclusion of the 1st appellant's name as one of
the donors shows that, if the money was contributed by
U Ba Lat alone, he obviously •vanted the 1st appellant
to share the merit along with him and his wife. This
again is a piece of conduct not inconsistent with the fact
that the 1st appellant was regarded as an orphan niece
rather than an adopted daughter. Such an inscription
unsupported by other evidence of a corroborative nature
cannot give rise to an inference of keittinza adoption.
[See Ma Than Nyun v. Da.w Shwe Thit (1).]
Maung Po Thein (D.W. 7) has given evidence
relating to the circumstances in which this inscription
was made and how the Kyisi passed into the hands of the
2nd appeUant. In view of the unsatisfactory nature of
Po Thein's evidence on another point, i.e. the length of
time which the witness saw the 1st appellant in U Ba
Lat's house, the producti0n of the evidence of the
goldsmith U Po Saing, who made the inscription would
have given re-assurance to the story that the latter
portion of the writing was there on the Kyisi from the
very beginning and ~enuinely represented an admission
1948
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made by U Ba Lat. Even if U Ba Lat had made this
admission, it did not amount to an admission that the
1st appellant was to inherit from him as his keitfillla
child, for an orphan niece living in the house may often
be addressed or referred to as a daughter, a term rather
of affection than an admission or indicia of heirship.
[See Slzwe Khin v. Jltf aung Sin {1). J
The next important admission of the 1st appellant's
status is said to be contained in the obituary notices
published in the Burmese newspapers on the death of
the alleged adoptive mother Davv Shin (Exhibits 8, 9, 10
and 11 ). In these notices or invitations to the funeral,
Da\v Shin was described as the mother of the 1st
appellant, Ma E Mai. These notices were said to have
been drafted by the deceased U Ba Lat himself and were
sent to the press through U Slnve Tun U (D.W. 9)
retired Head Judicial Clerk living in the locality. These
obituary notices also refer to one U Kundinnya, an
upazin, as the son of Daw Shin. This latter statement
about the relationship of U Kundinnya to the deceased
had no basis in fact and was made merely by way of
courtesy as she had borne the expenses of his ordination.
When Daw Shin died, the lstec~PPttU~pt l1ad I.iv~d with
the old couple for nearly eigh,f:,:(' · ·· ·· ..'~p.<iq perhaps
been treated by the~ like a da~~ ., ; . ·.athe reference
made to her in the notices ~f0stich could have only
·meant that she was a member of Daw Shin's household.
A similar inclusion of a claimant's name in the funeral
card was held it). the case of M aung Sin v. Po Ko (2)
as not a reliable proof of keittima status.
The death of Daw Shin was next followed after a
few months by the 1st appellant's elopement with the
2nd appellant, Maung Tun E. After their elopement the couple went and lived in Gyobingauk, and it
(1) 10 L.B.R. 376 at p. 385.

41

(2} 12 B.L.T. 236.
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is alleged that after an interval of seven or eight m·mths.
the 1st appellant alone returned to U Ba Ltt ~md
MAE MAl
effected cl reconciliation with the happy result tkt she
AND 0:-IE
li.
was presented by him with a purse of Rs. 3,000 to ,_:nable
MA KYI KYl
her to return to her husband and invest the muney in
AND ONE.
There i~ no corroboration to her story · . r· this
U AUNG TH,\ trade.
GYAW, J.
visit and of the gift of the money. What b~:cl really
happened, as has been proved in the evidence, i:, that,
after her 1st child \Yas born, she \Vith her bab:,· m her
arms, approached C Ba Lat for assistance and n ~~ding
with a rebuff, she filed an application in Court ,l2;amst
U Ba Lat who then was the receiver of the estate of
his brother, U Hla IVIaung, for payment of her sl12.re in
the sum of money lying in his hands. As a result
of this application U Ba Lat paid her a sum of Rs. 2,5'00.
The last in the array of facts relied on by the appellants as proving their claim is the obituary notice
published after U Ba Lat' s death wherein the 1st
appellant was again described as a daughter of U Ba
Lat and Maung TunE as his son (Exhibits A and 16).
This obituary notice was said to have been inserted in
the papers by U Tha Tun, a ·cousin of U Ba Lat, since
deceased, a fact which has not been satisfactorily proved,
and considering that the parties had by 'then entered
into active contest for succession to V Ba Lat's
estate, it is hardly possible to attach any weight to the
admission contained in these publications.
Thus, all the facts urged in the appellants' behalf
as evidence of U Ba Lat's conduct amounting to his
admission of her superior status, when considered either
singly or cumulatively, do not appear to constitute that
degree of proof of her claim, so strictly necessary in this
ca:se. Of these facts only two, namely, the inscription
on the Kyhi and the funeral notice published after Daw
Shin's death can be said to have any weight, if the
appdlant's evidence is implicitly believed ; but the
H.C.
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Kyisi \Vas produced from the possession of the 2nd
19~8
appellant. There is no reliable proof of the fact that
E 2>1AI
the latter portion of the inscription containing the 1st :IJA
A!':D 0:-<Pv.
appellant's name was present on the Kyisi during U Ba
~IA Kn KYl
Lat's li!e time and that it \vas inscribed at his request AND ONE.
Reasons for not attaching undue weight to the contents U AUNG THA
of the funeral notice have been mentioned. In such GYAW. r.
publications made under stress of family bereavement,
names and relationships are freely stated with little
regard to actual blood connection and from reasons of
common courtesy.
With these several facts displaced from the body of
proof presented in the case on the appellants' behcJf,
there is left a considerable amount of oral testimony
adduced with£a vie-vv to show that there was sufficient
publicity and notoriety of the appellant's status amongst
th e friends and relations of the deceased and in the
locaiity where she spent her adoptive life in the
deceased's househol? in Kamayut.
The first of these witnesses who deposed to this part
of the appellant's case is U Ba U (D.W. 2), according to
whom U~Ba Lat proposed to adopt both the 1st appellant
MaE Mai and her brother Maunk. If~-.Noe?ftertheir
father, ~U Hla Maung's death. ~lt~~~~ff.~t' ih.ade cot.Ild
well have been a new home for; f~~~~fi~h diildren not
necessarily~involving their adbpt1'8ti"'as his own. The
witness has stated that both-the children were taken
i.nto U Ba Lat's home which however was not a fact.
U Pan Cha (D.W. 3) "for the appellants had been to
U Ba Lat' s house on a few occasions and had not only
heard the 1st appellant addressed by the old couple as
" daughter., but was told by U Ba Lat that she was his
daughter. The witness· is one of the hut dwellers of the
neighbourhood and from his own admission he. was not.
on too intimate terms with U Ba Lat and his wife Daw
Shin, having been to their house only on a few occasions.
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in all the twenty years of their acquaintanceship. If
evidence of this nature is adduced in proof of the
MA El MM
AND oNE
publicity of the relationship, it must, as was pointed out
MA ;~ 1 KYI in the case of J.lfa Nyun E1z v. il1a Kyin mtd others (1),
AND oNn.
be evidence of persons who had special means of
u AuNG THA knowledge of this relevant fact.
GYAW, J.
Ma Ma Gyi (D.\V. 4) was married to a cousin of
U Ba Lat. She had been to see him twice only v.:ithin a
space of six years before the latter's death and can thus
hardly be described as a person who could have kno\vn
about the real relationship between the deceased 8.11d
the 1st appellant, nor had she by her own conduct
expressed such knowledge to anybody at any time.
· Po Chet (_D.W. 6) is but another: man of straw
whose evidence was clearly open to a charge of
exaggeration for according to him, he had seen Ma E
Mai, the 1st appellant with U Ba Lat for twenty years.
Maung Po Thein (D.W. 7) who gives evidence of the
Kyisi and the inscription seen on it, is a friend of the
2nd appellant and like Po Chet, makes some exaggerated
estimate of the duration of MaE Mai's stay with U Ba
Lat, with whom he struck an acquaintanceship over
religious matters of common concern in the locality.
Shwe Tun U (D.W. 9) describes himself as a friend
of the police officer Htaik Tin who is the brother-in-law
of the 2nd appellant Maung Tun E. He speaks
of an admission made by U Ba Lat to the effect that the
1st appellant was his adopted heir. Witness also went
and inserted the obituary notices in the newspapers
whe.n Daw Shin died under instructions from U Ba Lat.
The veracity of this witn·e ss is open to doubt for the
reason that he is hazy about the date of the conversation
on which -U Ba Lat is alleged to have made the
admission about the 1st appellanes status. He came
(1) (1941) Ran.

445.
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to know U Ba Lat only after the latter had come to stay
in Kamayut \Vhich event must have taken place sometime in 1927 or thereabouts since Ma E Mai was taken
to his house while he was still living in a rented Aat in
Lanmadaw in 1925. The casual conversation with
U Ba Lat could not have taken place twenty years ago as
alleged by the \Vitness for by then U Ba Lat was still in
his Lanmadaw residence. Witness's further statement
that he knew U Ba Lat, 4, 5, 6 years before this casual
talk would obviQusly be grossly inaccurate. vYitness
also states that some six or seven months after her
elopement MaE Mai came back to her adoptive father
and witness further saw the 2nd appellant Maung
Tun E there some three or four months after he saw
Ma E Mai. It is somewhat strange that this witness
should have paid his casual visits to V Ba Lat on both
these occasions so as to be able to corroborate the
appellants on the point.
Apart from Ma Ma Gyi who had been away vvith
her husband in the district in the seven or eight years
during which Ma E l\hi· had lived \vith U Ba Lat and
Daw Shin, none of the other close relations of
U Ba Lat had been called in support of her claim.
Lady Maung Gyee (D.vV. 1) for the 2nd respondeRt
Daw Thein, is a cousin of the appellant and she:
according to her statement, was never aware of the 1st
appellant's adoption by U Ba Lat as an heir. The
indifference ,to her cause shown b.y her other near
relatio-n s iV.~- matter of some significance. Daw Thein
and Daw Dwe Hla on their own showing \vere rival
clp.imants to the deceased's estate, and they have denied
the first appellant's claim. They have, however,
-explained in what cifcumstances the pl~intiff-respondent
had to leave her husband's house after his funeral.
Daw Thein ·has, however; admitted that anxious for
the 1st appellant's welfare, she had often proposed to
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her brother U Ba Lat that l1e should adopt MaE IvL1i
as his daughter so that she could inherit from him.
U Ba Lat \~ras always ht::it~lnt and contented nimseif
witb the remark that if ~~b f:. was a good girl she \~·ould
get (inheritance) from him. This attitude of his was
understandable, for t he girl was already 13 or 14 years
of age and previous relati nn ship between the families
had not been too friend]~- . Doubts could very \Veil
exist in his mind ~s t o whdher with her character
already formed and her family prejudices developed,
she could ever prove to be dutiful and obedient to br" r
adoptive parents. In the circumstances, a period of
probation seemed necessary and that was what U Ba
Lat prpbably intended to convey to his sister by his
ambiguous remarks. If U Ba Lat's words amounted t o
a promise of adoption, it must be shmvn by reliable
evidence that this promise was duly carried into effect.
Did U Ba Lat then at any subsequent time
make up his mind in the matter ? To this question,
the two facts put forward for the appellants, namely, the
inscription on the Kyisi and the admis.sion made in the
funeral notices do not afford a reliable and sufficient
answer.
As to the degree of weight that can be attached to
tfie evidence relating to the publicity of relationship
claimed in the case, we can do no better than repeat the
observations made by a Bench of this Court in the case
of Ma Nyun Yin v. Ma Kyina11d others (1) (suPra) for
much of the evidence given for the appellants do not
conform to the rule either of relevancy or of
admissibil_ity.
" Evidence of mere rumour or gossip to the effect that an
adoptio~ has taken place or that such and such a person bas no

adopted chil<;l, is not admissible. The opinion of any one who has
s~~cial means of)rnowledge as to the existence· of the relationship
(1)

194~
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of one person to another is a relevant fact only when that opinion
19qs
is exprc:~sed by conduct. (Head Note.)
Se(·.ion 32, clause 5, admits oral evidence of statements by MA E lHAJ
decease:l"persons as to relationship by blood, marriage or adoption,
Axo oNE
v.
provided they had special means of knowledge, and provided the .MA Kvt KYr
statement was made before the question in dispute was raised.
AN"D oNE
But nc section of the Evidence Act admits evidence of the current t; Ar_'NG THA
talk o! :t neighbourhood, for the >ery good reason that a man's
GYAW,J.
neighb:>m·s may be and often are quite misinformed as to
his pri,.·:~te affairs, and that their opinions are purely conjectural,
unless they are derived from some one who has special knowledge
of tb e question at issue. " (P. 463.}

Regarding the alleged references made by the
deceased to the 1st appellant as a daughter in the
hearing of the witnesses, it is hardly necessary to repeat
vvhat has been said of this practice among the Burmese
in kfa Ywet's case (1),
" The words ' father ' ' mother ' ' son ' and ' chug hter ' are
very loosely used by the Burmese. It would be quite natnral
for an old man to refer to a niece who had lived with him for a
long time as his daughter."

As to the evidence of publicity of the relationship
emanating from neighbours, relations and friends the
d·ecision in Ma Gun's case (2) laid down the settled
principle in these words,
" This Court has ,ahvays· proceeded, in; '. cases of-adoption,
upon the clear pcin.ciple that, while fio ~pecial formalities a~:e
required, there mtist be distinct proof of the intention to adopt as

or

heir b~· conduct making such intention public,
at least plain to
the family generally and to friends and neighbours on such a
footing of intimacy as to render it likely that they should be
acquainted with' the truth of the matter. "

None of the witnesses who have come f"o:rward to
support the appellant would appear to be friends_ and
Ill S'L.B.R. 118.

(2) (1897-1901)2 U.B.R. Civill66
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neighbours of the deceased on such terms of mtunac y
as to be in a position to know the truth of her
claim.
There are certain matters brought out in the
evidence of the near relations like Daw Thein and Daw
Thaung Shwe which would appear to explain the
conduct of the parties both before and after the alleged
adoption took place. These have already been referred
to in their place but they deserve to be mentioned again
for further elucidation of the facts tending to conflict
with the allegations made by the appellant. U Hla
Maung's suit brought against his cl1ildren for setting
aside the deed of gift was continued after his death by
his \Vidow Daw Thaung Shn·e, and in this suit
Daw Thein represented the minor defendants as their
guardian-ad-litem and U Ba Lat was appointed
receiver of the estate in dispute. Besides this litigation, Daw Thein herself on her own account sued her
two brothers for her share of inheritance in the
properties left by her parents, and this suit was later
compromised but not before a good deal of mutue1l bad
feeling among them had been created. During the
pendency of U Hla Maung's suit the 1st appellant had
gone and lived with her gua~dian Daw Thein for sometime but after her father's death, she had declined to
go back to her aunt. Above all things, these litigations
would show that the 1st appellant, on. the death of her
father U Hla Maung, was not left in a state of such
destitution as to justify the presumption that when she
was taken to U Ba Lat's house any form of adoption
could have been contemplated. Her change of
residenc~~ould rather appear to be a matter of family
arrangement brought apout to satisfy the wishes and
sentiments of he·r near relations. Kind and considerate
treatment which she later received at the hands of her
uncle and aunt can hardly raise the presumption of
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adoption in any form. [See Shwe Kin and three others
v. M aung Sin (1) supra. J Her independent social status
would also appear to have been admitted and recognized
in the fact that when her aunt Daw Kyi Kyi gave a big
Ahlu, a separate invitation card was sent to her IYhile she
was stiflliving under U Ba Lat's roof.
Other facts which negative both the proof and
presumption of _adoption have also been brought out
in the evidence of the witnesses. One of these was
a sale transaction in which the 1st appellant Ma E l'viai
took part as a joint vendor of a piece of land forming
part of her natural father U Hla lVIaung's estate. In
this document of sale executed in December 1931
(Exhibit T) the Ist appellant is described as the daughter
of U Hl~ Maung in the body of the deed, and the same
description appears in the endorsement of the Registrar
before whom she admitted execution of the documeni:.
She has not been able to give any reasonable explanation of these damaging facts brought out against her.
U Ba Lat was an elderly person and must have read
the contents of lhe deed of sale and the registration
endorsement, and if he had regarded the 1st appellant
as his daughter and heir it 1.vas unlikely that he should
have overlooked -the misdesc:ription of her parentage.
The 1st appella~nt ac1II1ittt:!cUYt-'married_a man of her
choice with complete incl~fl;eteric~ 't~ the feelings and
sentiments of her aUeged:adoJitive parent who then was
passing through the"-:fiiSt difficult year of his widowed
existence. After her elopement she stayed away wit h
her husband in Gyobingauk and no attempt was made
b"y anybody .to restore her to her alleged adoptive father
-so that the latter could arrange a regular wedding ceremony befitting her soctal· status." Nor was any anxiety
-shown by U Ba Lat for her return to her adoptive home.
(1-) 10 L.B.R, 376 at

p.

385.
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If any jewellery was giYen to the 1st appellant to
\Vear during her stay \Vith him, no part of it is alleged lo
!VIA E l\f.At
ANn oNE
have been taken avvay by ':-:r ::,t the time of her elopeMA i{~1 Kyz ment.
The conduct ct" beth parties in the matter
Axn oNE.
renders the existence ,-,f :• relationship of father and
u A~THA daugh.ter extremely improbable.
GYAw,J.
Th(;: 1st appellant's ,:~l;_g:ttion that she effected a
reconciliation with her ~lclODtii.-e father some seven
'
months after her elopemc·'ct ;:nd that she was presented
on the occasion with a purse of Rs. 3,000 has rem<.ined
unsupported by any reiiable evidence. Considering
that she had to make an application in Court \Vith the
help of a pleader to obtain the sum of Rs 2,500 from
U Ba Lat out of the funds held by him as receiver of
her natural father's estate, tbe story told by her is cleariy
unacceptable. In the absence of positive evidence of
adoption the significance of this latter fact is clear.
[See Maung Seik v. Ma Thet Pu (1)]. Besides, there
is no proof whatever that the father and daughter had
exchanged letters or presents at any time before the
former's death. Above all the 1st appellant herself has
admitted that she had no occasion to go and stop with
her adoptive father at any time after her marriage.
Complete estrangement between the lst appellant and
her alleged adoptive father following her elopement with
the 2nd appellant is clearly proved in the evidence
despite her protestalions to the contrary and her further
allegation that during· his last illness U Ba Lat sent for
her both by telegram and by messenger would somewhat
· strain belief a~d can hardly be accepted as having any
basis of truth.
On the· appellant's behalf a belated claim has been
made that if she be not allowed to succeed in her suit
on the basis of her keittima adoption she might be held
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to haw proved her appatittha status. In regard to this
altern l;ive claim the principle of law bearing on the
matter may be briefly stated) " The principle l.md•.:;rlywg the definition of the terms seems to be that an
apt> 1.Lt''za adoption is a compassionate one \Yhich takes
pLtc: ·'' consequence of the child being' destitute with no
on·.:: : ' maintain it, through abandonment by, or ··he
dec~:t3c of, its natural parents or some such similar
cau;;c: .. , [Tel Tun v. Ma Chein (1).] In any ctse
such :m alternative claim does not appear to oe
perm ssible in view of the decision in M aung Ba Thei1~
v. i'vla Than Myirtf and otht'i's \2) \Vhere it \Vas hdd,
" ca~1s:;;s of action on "vbich tlH~ claims lo be a keittima
son .tl1d an appaiitflza son are based being widely
different, the Court of appeal by allowing the amendment
woul d be practically ordering a new suit to be
commenced afresh and that should not b e permitted.''
Thus when all the facts and circumstances brought
out in the evidence on the record are pieced together
and considered in the light of the principles of la\v
appli cable to the same, the effect obtained falls far short
of a proof of claim of . keittima adoption set up by
the app ellants, and· accordingly this appeal fails and
will be dismissed with cost&.

Ill $ L.B .R, 216 at p, 21~

(21 3 Ran. 483,
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
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u \iVA

H.C.
1948

.l!atwg, Cltief Justice.

GYI (APPELLANT)
'f),

Aug.13.

THE UNION OF BVRIVIA (RESPONDENT).'"'
Crimi11a/ Procedure· Codf, ss. 197 ,lf;d .;39-Prosecutian ll·>tder s. 40<), ee,wl
Code-Powu vj rn·i>ivll of the High Cotlrl.
Hdd: It is itJ;lde~irable and impossible to lay down a rigid rule ilS to ,vhen
th" High Court in its Revisional Jurisdiction will interfere with a ,,ending
case : but the High Court will do so only in exceptional cases where there is
no legal evidence to establish a pnma facie case against the accused.
YVhere the Superintendent of Go,•ernment Printing \Vorks sold condemned
machinery at a price mentioned in the Dead Stock Ledger and the value of the
machinery were credited to the Governmenr, and it was not suggested that the
sale was made dishonestly the mere fact that the sale was at an undcr-v,11ue
does not make the Superintendent of th e Printing Wor ks liable for cmninal
breach of trust.

\Vhcn the Court finds that there i ~ no legal evidence of criminal breach of
trust against the accused a de novo trial of the accused owing to the transfer
of the Magistrate should not be allowed, and under these circumstances, the
Court would quash the proceedings .
Khan Bahadur Haja GuJam Shcraze~ v. The Kiug, (1941) R.L.l~. 599

at p. 601.
Martu[i; Ba Yo11 v. Ma Hla Ki11 , A.l.R. (1933) Ran. 297 at p. 298; Hllrt C!zcrm,
v. Girish Chandra Sadhukan, (1911) I.L.R. 38 Cal. 68 ; Abdul IVali v. Emperor,
A.I.R. (1933) Oudh 387 at p. 391, referred and followed.

Dr. Ba Han for the appellant.

L. Choon Foung (Government Advocate) for the
resp.ondent.
U THEIN MAUNG, C.J.-This is an application to
quash- the proceedings against the applicant in Criminal
Regular Trial No.9 of 1948 in the Court of the District·
Magistrate, Rangoon. The applicant, who is Superintendent, Government Printing Press under suspension, ts
"Cr~J;Ilinal Appeal No. SOB of 1948 being " 0.p~al frou1 the order dated the
.
TCV1S10n
~'lth June 1948 passed in Criminal Regular Trial No. 9 of 1948.
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prosecuted in that case with sanction under section 2
of the Sanction for Prosecution (\Var-Time Offen ces)
Act, 1946, and section 1Y7 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure for an offence under section 409 of the
Penal Code in res pect of two printing machines, namely,
printing machines Nos. 8065 and 7492. The case for
the prosecution has been closed and a date has actually
been fixed for hearing as to whether a charge should
be framed or not. However, the learned District
Magistrate who tried the appellant has gone on leave
and his successor in office has decided suo motu to
try the case de novo.
vVith reference to a similar application Mosely J.
observed in Khan Bahadur Hajee Gulam Sherazee v.
The King (1 )," It is undesirable and impossible, of course, to lay down
any rigid rules as to when interference can or should b e made,
but the g uiding principles are quite clear. The High Court will
only interfere in exceptional cases such as where a person is
being harrassecl by an illegal prosecution ; where there is some
manifest and patent injustice apparent o n the face of th e proceedings apd calling for prompt rerlress; where the eYidence on
recod for the prosecution clearly does not 'justify a charge of any
offence (Ba Yo1l v. Ma Hla Kin, Criminal Revision 171B of 1933
of this Court), or where the trial is on the face bf it an abuse of the
process of the Court. It has well been s~d,<Jhat one test of the
exceptional nature of the applicatic:>n is .t hat a bf!.re statement of
the facts without any elaborate arg9pie~t ~hould be sufficient to
convince the High Co';lrt tbat the c.ise is a fit one for its i~ter
ference at an intermediate stage. There are numerous rulidgs to
this effect by dfher• High Courts."

Dunkley J. also observed in Maung Ba Yon v:
Ma Hla Kin (2),

" It has ·been repeatedly laid down that a Court of rev111on
should be most reluctant to interfere in a pending case but where
upon the alleg_e d facts, there is no justification for the ch~~ge

.

(1)

.

(1941) R.L:R. 599 at p. 6o1.

(2) A.l.R. (1933) Ran. 297 at p. 298.
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against the accused, he should not for a moment longer than is
necessary be allo\ved to remain in the position <:>f a J-'Crson
u WA GYI accused of an offence anc\ forced to defend himself ~1-!ainst a
v.
Con~eqnently
THE UNION cha1·ge which there is no legal e\•idence to establish.
, Ol' BURM,\.
if there are any allegati( i l ' of fact to support the charge \\'hicb
has been brought by ib, respondent against the applicant, then 1
U THEIN
MAUNG, C.J, sh<dlnot be justified m :ntedering ; but it is my duty to intt-rfere
and to quash the proceedings oi the M ag1strate if, even \\'ere all
the ailegation set out in tb: complaint and in the exan<m;>.tion
of respondent upon her ,·,~-rnphwt to be prove<i, the' ., ('uld
not substantiate the ch:u·.~e '' hich she has made ag~.'".: the
appltcant.''
1948

In the present case the complainant U Oung Klline
(a) U Bon Khain has merely stated in his First Information Report (Exhibit A), dat ed the 2nd October I 947,
u There are no records that U Wa Gyi, the Superintendent of Government Printing and Stationery Department, has the power to dispose of or sell the Governmenl property." He has not stated the..J;ein that
U Wa Gyi did not, as a matter of fact, have power to
sell , the Government property or that U \iVa Gyi
disposed of the Government property dishonestly. It
was only in his examination-in-chief on the 24th May
1948, i.e. over seven months after the First Information
Report that he stated : " I seized them because they
were sold at an under-value and contrary to Government
insfructions, that is, they should be sold by a public
auction after due advertisement." He has practically
admitted that U \iVa Gyi had authority to sell the
-machines. His complaint ,at the hearing is that
U Wa Gyi sold them at an under-value and contrary
to Government instructions ; but he has not alleged
-even at the hearing that U Wa Gyi did so .dishonestly.
The alleged Government instructions are contained in
Exhibit B which is a copy of Departm~nt of Commerce
and Industry letter dated the 12th October· ·1939, the
, original of which cannot be found by the complainant

1948]
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H.C.
although he has made a search for it. He seized Exhibit
1948
B on the 21st October 1947, from l\1aung San Shetn,
U INA GYI
Stationery Clerk in Insein Jail (P.vV. 9) who had
v.
UNiol-1
received the file containing it from his predecessor-in- THE
OF BURMA.
office U Hla Ba\v Zan (P.\IV. 8); and according to U THEIN
U Hla Baw Zan '' Exhibit B was found in a file in a l'iiAUNG, C.].
rubbish heap." It is admitted that U Wa Gyi was
not the Superintendent, Government Printing and
Stationery, Burma, in 1939 \:vhen instructions as per
Exhibit B were alleged to have been issued and there
is no express allegation of U \Ala Gyi having been aware
of them. The allegation is-implied in.the complainant's
statement, ''It may be that U Vva Gyi himself did not
remember Exhibit B ;'' but this statement must be
read with the statement immediately preceding it
which is "None of them (referring to U Hla who is
acting in U vVa Gyi's place and U Khin Maung, Assistant Superintendent, Government Press (P.W. 10)}
remembered an order like Exhibit B." Besides, apart
from the concession that U Wa Gyi might not have
remembered the insft>uctions (even if they were issued)
there is no allegation of U Wa Gyi having been aware
·of them before the sale or of any circumstance to
show that he must have been aware of them or of his
having sold the machines disho~estly.
.
The
ca.se
,for
the
prosecution
as
stated
by the
/
., ..
·.,. .......
.·.
.
learned qp~~~eilt Advocate is that by virtue of the
instructidn~~~:~~r Exhibit B, an implied legal contract
has been ql~~:§y · U Wa Gyi touching the discharge \
of the trust~~p)liat U Wa Gyi has dishonestly disposed
of the ma~ijes in violation of the implied legal contract.
However, Jne a~legations made by the, complainant
and the evtdence led by him are not. to that effect.
Even if all the allegations set out in the First Information Report and tlie evidence of U Oung Khine were
proved, they woUld not substantiate the charge_ of an
·.

.
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offence under section 409 of the Penal Code. Besides,
the allegation that the machines were sold at an underu WAv. GYI value has not been pro\·ed at all. U Oung Khine has.
THE UNroN stated in his examination-in-chief, "I cannot say the
OF BURMA.
original value of the machines. I cannot also say
r.J~J::,~~.J. their values at the time of the sale." It is true that
he has added " I know that they are worth more than
the price at which the accused has sold them ; " but
he has to admit under cross-examination, ''I have
never effected sale of printing machines. By looking
at the size of the exhibit machines and its (sic ? their)
usefulness, I formed my estimate of them." On the
other hand U On Kin (P.\V. 2), who bought them from
U Wa Gyi, found them in very bad condition and
''did not think the price to be a bargain." U Ba Ohn
Overseer, Government Press (P. W . 7) has stated,
''Those machines that could not be used were classed
as unserviceable machines. The exhibit machines
were of the class. They were very old. When
machines were unserviceable, I had to send a report
to U Wa Gyi through the Overseer~ and Deputy
Superintendent. On receipt of the report, U vVa Gyi,
who was Superintendent ordered the Engineer
U Shwe Gaung to inspect and examine the machines.
The same procedure was followed in connect-ion with
the exhibit machines." Moreover U Oung Khine
has admitted that the machines were sold a.t the prices
mentioned in the Dead Stock Ledger (Exhibit D,
page)73) at their book value and that ''the value of
the machines were all credited to Government."
. u~q.~r\t~e circumstance~ further trial of the applicant on the complaint will not serve any useful purpose.
[Cf. .Hart Cheran v. Girtsh ChandraSadhukan (1).].
Nay, it will certainly be unjust to compel him to
H.C.
1948

(1) (1911} l.L.R. 38 Cal. 68)
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stand further trial thereon. [Cf. M aung Ba Yon v.
Ma Hlo Kin ll)]. In the \vords of vVazir Hasan, C.L
in rl bdul r~Vali v. Empaor (2) ''If I were to allow
these proceedings to continue, I ~.<vould be allo\ving a
farce to be enacted to the great harassment of the
app lie ant."
This is enough to dispose of the application and it
is not necessary for me to go into the question as to
the legal effect of the sanction under section 197 of
the Criminal Procedure Code having been obtainedunlike th~ sanction under the Sanction for Prosecution (vVar-Time Offences) Act, 1946, only after the
learned District Magistrate had taken cognizance o~
tbe case, granted bail to the accused and fixed a date
for hearing.
I accordingly direct that the prosecution be
quashed.

(1) A.I.R. (1933). Ran. 297

.

42

at p. 298.

(2) A. I. R. (1933) Oudh :'187 at p.

l91.
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H.C.
1948

NGA SA\Y SH\iVE (APPELLANT)

June 30.

2'.

THE UNION OF BCRIVIA

(RESPOXDENT).';"

Arm:: Act ~.19 !f) as <Imo;d,d hy Act LXII' of 1947-Aucmzc!y-H:.iw:;;

of 1·ijlc by

btu-ym~

Jt-Pr.:sumptiou.

l'nder s. 19 (JJ of the Arms :\d an offen..:e is punishabk with im, f!>,,nment for three years only while an offence under s. 20 is punishablto wllli ,-,..:, ···ous
Imprisonment up lD seven years. After the amendment by Burma Act LXI\' of
1947 when a person is in possession of a rifle in contravention of s. 14 or s. 15,
he is punishable under s. 19 (j) with transportation for life or with death. rf
he is in possession of the same rifle in such manner that his posses sion may
no• be known to any public servant he is on1y punishable with rigorous
imprisonment up to seven years under s. 20. This a nomaly has been overlooked by the Legislature.
The accused had hidden a rifle by burying it under the earth. He must be
presumed to have inte nded to keep his possession hidden from the knowledge
of a public servant. This case is distinguishable from where the concealment
was under the floor-board of the cattle shed which adjoined the house.

Marmg Hla Scin v. The King, (1947) R.L.R 53, distinguished.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Special Judge's Trial No. 6
of 1948 of the Additional Special Judge lU Hnit) of
Henzada the appellant Saw Shwe was sent up for trial by
the police for an offe~ce punishable under section 19 {/)
-of the Arms Act as amended by the Arms (Temporary
Amendment) Act, 1947, Burma AcfNo. LXIV of 1947.
·On the facts the learned trial Judge came. to the conclusion that the offence committed ·by the appell~mt
was one punishable under section 20 of the Arms Act,
and accordingly convicted him under that section and
.sentenced him to rigorous imprisonment for five years.
T have admitted this appeal only for the purpose of
··considering whether, when·
accused person is seJ;lt'

an

• Crimi;al Appeal No. 403 of 1948 being appeal from the Order of
Additional Sgecial Judge of Henzada, dated 16th March t948, in Special
Judge'a Trial No.6 of 1948.
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up for trial under section 19 (/) of the Arms Act, as
amended by Burma .-\ct No. LXIV of 1947, it is competent for a magistrate to convict him under section 20 of
the Act when the facts appearing in evidence justifies
a conviction under the latter section. Curiously
enough, before section j 9 (f) of the Arms Act was
amended by Burma Act No. LXIV of 1947, an offence
under that section was punishable with imprisonment for
three years only, whereas an offence under section 20
of the Act was and still is punishable with rigorous
imprisonment which may extend to seven years.
After the amendment offences under section 19 (j)
.become punishable \Vith death or transportation for
life, if the arm, ammunition or military store found in
the possession of the accused person is a machine-gun,
bren-gun, tommy-gun, sten-gun or rifle, etc. Now, the
.relevant portions of section 19 (f) of the Arms Act, as
amended, will read as follows :
"19. Whoever commits any of
'(namely) :

the

following

offences

*
(f) has in his possession or under his control any anns,
ammunition or military stores in contrav~ption of
the provisions of s_ection 14 or section 15 ; _ -

*

*

~

. ..

for a term which may extend

*

·..•. rirWiih both :

person commits an offence falling
be punished with death or transporta-

arm, ammunition or military store found in
~~.h

gun,·

person is a machine-gun, bren-gun, tommyrifle, etc."

The ~elevant portion of section 20 reads :
11

20. Whoever does any act mentioned in clause (a), (c), (d)
.or (f) of section.19, in such manner as to indicate an intention
~that such act may not be known to any public servant as defined
in the Penal Code,

H.C.
1948
NGA.SAW
SHWE

v.
THE UNION
Of" BURMA.

U

SAN

l\'fAUNG,

J.
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shall be punhhed with imprisonment for a term which may
extencl to seven yeat·s, etc.''

NGA SA\\'
SHWE

Therefore, an anomalous situation arises, namely,
that, when a person is in possession of a rifle in contravention of the provisions of section 14 or section 15 of
U SAN
the Arms Act, he is punishable under section 19 (/)
MAUNG, J.
with transportation for life or with death, whereas
if a person is in possession of the same rifle in such
manner as to indicate an intention that his possession
may not be known to any public servant as defined in
the Penal Code, he is only punishable with rigorous
imprisonment extending to seven years under section 20
of the Act. This anomaly must have betn o\·erlooked
by the Legislature in enacting the Arms (Te mporary
Amendment) Act, 1947.
On the facts il is clear that the appellant in this
case had hidden a rifle by burying it onder the earth.
He must, therefore, be presumed to have intended to
keep his possessiou hidden from the knowledge of a
public s ervant as defined in the Penal Code. His case
is distinguishable from that of Mau·ng Hla Sein v.
The King (1 ), where the concealment· of a rffie under
the floor~board of the cattle shed which adjoined "the
house was held to be not possession v.1ith an intention
that such P.ossession might not be kno\vn to any public
servant.
The conviction of the appellant under section 20 of
the Arms Act is eoa-ect and the sentence of five years
rigorous impriscinrri'enf calls for no interference; The
appeal is dismissed.
v.

THE UNION
OF BURMA.

(1) (19471 R.L.R. 53.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
B<jore U Sau M,wng, J.

TH.~\.

GYA\V .-\UNG

(APPELLANT)

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPO~DENT).*
Arms Act, s. 19 (.")-Pv:>sessivil of Anus-.1/ealling of-Zt'ide,,ce Ad, s. 27A dmio>ibility.
Field: From mere f11ct that ?. person is able to point out the place where
a fire-ann is hidden thcre is no presumption that he himself hid it there in the
absence of other evid~;nce of nosse~sion.

!Omda Bakh~h v. The Crow11, A.I.R. i L923) Lah. 283 ; Giarz Chand v. EmPeror,
A.I.R. [1933) Lah. 314, referred to.
If a person is able to point o:1t where a fire-arm is hidden it only mtans
that he knows the hiding place, nut that the fire-arm is in !Jis~possession or
under his control.

Under s. 27 of the Evidence Act the portion of the iHfJ nnatbn given by the
accuo<:d which was the immediate or approximate cause of the fact is rrovable.
Naunzng Shzgll v. Empe,·or,28 Cr.L.J. 250: Empc,·or v. C/toklzey, A.l.R. (1937
All. 497 ; Sukhan v. Tile Crow11, 10 Lah. 283 ; Pulztkuri Ko/<~yya artd others v,
Krug-Emperor, (1947) 74 I.A. 65, referred to and followed.
The statement to the Police by th e accused to the effect that the revolver
was hidden by him was made either at the time when the revolver was actually
pointed out or after the revolver was l)Oi-;rted out. Such a statement is
inadmissible in evidence under s. 162, l:r.P.C.
.
Tll.z Nge Gyi aud one v. Tht King, (1946) Han. L.R. 229.
In a Criminal Case onus is upon the prosecution to prove its qse beyond
reasonable doubt an~ not for the accutied to prove his innocence.
U Dhamapala v. Kin~~Empr:ror, 14 Ran. 666.

Ba Shun (Goy:<;rnment Advocate) forthe respondent.
- ~-

-:·-_;.J_ { ~ _j

.

U SAN MAuNii:ff •.-. The
Gyaw Aupg
has been convicted, under sec
of the Arms Act
by the Special Jud~~ .(U Pha
) of Akyab for
the possession of a revolver and .$~ 1J;"Ounds - of sten-gun
cartridges and sentenced to tra~p,ortation for life as
the offence took place after the Arms (Temporary
• Criminal Appeal No. 509 of 1948 from the ·order of Special Jud~e~ of
Akyab, dated the 7th Apri!l94S in Spc:dal Tci;;U;l~o; 16 of 1948.
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Amendment) Act, 1947 (Burma Act No. LXIV of 1947)
bad come into force in Arakan Division.
The prosecution case in brief is ~s follows :
On the 8th of February 1948, the appellant
Tha Gyaw Aung and fire others were arrested bv the
Special Police Reserves of Ag1lidawma outpost ~nder
the command of Tun Aung Gyaw (P.\N. 4), vvho had
the rank of a Sub-Inspector of Police. vVhen examined
by Tun Aung Gya,v, the appellant revealed the existence
of a hidden revolver, \Yhich he apparently undertook
to produce. \Vhen the police party from l\!Iyohaung
arrived some members of that party and members of
Special Police Reserves proceeded to Pyade which was
reached at about 3 p.m. Then, while the regular
police remained outside the village the Special Police
Reserves led by the appellant Tha Gyaw Aung \\'ent
through the village to the north ·where the village
cemetery was situated.
On arrival at the village cemetery, Tha Gyaw Aung
pointed out a hush and with his own hands uncovered
the portion where a revolver lay hidden. Then, as
Tha Gyaw Aung was about to pick it up, he was told
not to do so and the revolver was actually picked up
by Kym~r Aung (P.vV. 2), Head Constable of the Special
Police Reserves. The revolver was found to be loaded
\vith six sten-gun cartridges which had been adapted
for use in it by the simple process of covering th e'
grooves thereon with threads. The revolver and
cartridges were later handed over to the Head Con.stable
Sein Kyaw Aung (P.W. 1} of Myohaung Police and the
appellant was sent up fer trial under section 19 (f) of
the Arms Act as amended after the requisite sanction
for his prosecution had been obtained from the District
Magistrate.
· Kyaw Aung {P.W. 2)~ ;Iiied~ ..to exaggerate the
prosecution case by saying tkat · when Tha Gyaw Aung
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pointed out the bush in the cemetery all the members
of the search party made a search inside the bush in
Yain and that the actual spot where the revolver lay
hidden was found only when Tha Gyaw Aung was
nnde to point it out. He is not supported on this
point by other searchers including I\hung Saw ~P.W. 3 ).
Ho\;:ever, the discrepancy is immaterial as it must- be
held as established that the actual spot v:here th<;>
revolver Jay hidden in the bush was in fact pointed out
by the C!ppellant.
The appellant's defence was that the revolver
belonged
to one Kya\v
U (a
lieutenant of
U Pyinnyathiha) who was then absconding and that 11e
knew the exact spot where it was hidden because he
happened to see Kyaw U hiding it there. He gave
evidence on behalf of his O\Vn d efence and also cited
one \vitness Hla Tha Tun, who was also supposed to be
present at the time the revoh·er was hidden b~' Kya\\. U.
According to the appellant, the revolver was hidden
inside the bush of a t!Jinbmr) tree near a dani garden
and the particular bush where it was actually found was
connected with other bushes, whereas according to
Hla Tha Tun, it was hidden under a h eap of rubbish
consisting of old dani leaves. The defence story was,
however, rejected by the learned trial Judge on the
ground that the appellant and his witness contradicted
each other on many points especially as regards the
spot where· the revolver was hidden.
.
The learnefr. trial Judge then held that on the
evidence on record the appellant must be deemed to be
in possession of the exhibit revolver and cartridges and
that he sho1.,1ld, therefore, be convicted of the offence
under section i 9 (f) of the Arms Act, with which he
had qeen charged.
'
,
From the mere fact that a person is able to point
out the place where· fire~arm is concealed, it cahnot be
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presumed that he himself must have hidden it there.
See [{huda Bakhslz v. The Crown (1) where it was held
THA GYA\V
AU:-;G
that in the absence of any other evidence of possession
v.
by the petitioner it cannot be presumed that b·~·cause
THE U;>;JuN
·oF BVR)JA,
he knew where the rifle was, he had concealed it
U SAN
himself. See also the case of Gian Chand v. Enrperor (2)
i\IAL'l\G, J.
where the accused led the police to a cattle shed near
the house in \vhich he was living with his father and
brother and pointed out the place where a revolver was
lying, it was held that the mere kno\:vledge of the fact
that the revolver was lying there without proof that the
place was in the exclusive possession .of the accused
was not sufficient to hold the accused guilty under
section 19 if) of the Arms Act.
If a person is able to point out the spot \vhere
fire-arm is hidden, it only means that he knmvs its
-biding place. Something more is necessary to en :lble
the Court to presume that the fire-arm is in his
possession or under his control.
_
In the case of Naurang Singh v. Em.peror (3) where
a revolver was found in a well which the accused had
E.<:?i~-t~~ out to the police as --being--the pl<i.ce in 'l.vhich
he had thrown the \Veapon, it was held that where an
article, the possession of which is forbidden by the
Arms Act, has bee·n discovered by reason of information
given by an accused person, the conviction based upon
that evidence is legally sound. That decisjon ·was
followed by a Bench of Allahabad High. Court in
Emperor v. Chokhey (4) \\'here an accused \vhile in
police custody made a statement that he had himself
buried a gun at a certain place:-and--a --gu-r;--w-as
subsequently· found at that place, it was held that the
statement of the accused was admissible in evidence
19-lt\

(1) A.I..R. {1923) La h . 283.

l?J A.I.R. (1933) Lah. 314.

(3) 28 Cr.L.J. 250.
(4} A.I.R (1937) All. 497.
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under section 27 of the Evidence Act and that although
the gun was found hidden in the railway premises
within the railway fencing, \Yhich was accessible to the
public, no member of the public could have ordinarily
got at the gun inasmuch as it was concealed from
view 1 \Vhereas the accused could have access to it at
opportune moments and hence in the eye of the law
he must be deemed to be in posse.ssion and control of
the gun.
However, in these cases, in addition to the fact that
the fire-arm was found concealed at the SflOt pointed out
by the accused, there is the fact that the accused before
taking the police to the spot where it was hidden, had
stated
tb<~t he himself had concealed it there.
Such a
______....-:- ~- -statement of course is admissible in evidence. See the
case of Suldzau v. The Crown. l1) where a Full Bench
of seven Judges of the Lahore High Court held that
under section 27 of the Evidence Act the portion of
the information given by the .accused which was the
immediate or proximate cause of the fact is provable
and ffiat wnen the accusensays that he bac1 hidden
a certain -article at a certain spot and that article is
sub~equently discovered af"that spot, the statement of
the accused to the effect that he had hidden it there is
admissible in evidence. This decision of the Lahore
High -CoYrf is ·approved by the Privy Council in
Pulukuri Kotayj'a and others v. Ki"ng-Em-Peror (2) where
infoni1a tion su.pplied by a person in custody that
''I will produce'\a knif~- concealed in the l:oof of my
house" \vas held to be admissible in evidence if the
information leads to the discovery of the fact that a
knife was· ·concealed in the house of the informant to
his-knowledge.
- Unfortunately in· the case now under consideration,
there is .n·o evidence· on record to show that the
(1) tO Lah. 283._

(2) (1947) 74 I. A. 65.
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appellant had stated to the police that he himself had
hidden the revolver and cartridges in a bush near the
THA. GYAW
cemetery
of Pyade and that it was in consequence of
AUNG
v.
the information thLlS received from the appellant that
THE UNION
the revolver and cartridges \:<.'ere subsequently found at
OF BURMA.
the place indicated by him. According to the
u SAN
MAUNG, J.
Sub-Inspector of Police Tun Aung Gyaw (P.\i\'. <4) of
the Special Police Reserves \vhat the appellant merely
stated to him was that there was a revolver in existence.
No doubt, where -Kyav.~ Aung (P .V.J. 2) -\~as c1 assexamined by }he pleader for the appellant he statedH.C.

ej948

"The accused did not say that the revolver pointed out by
him was the revolver hidden by Kyaw U and he saw him hiding
it there. He howeyer said that it was the r evolver hiclC:en by
him.''

As Kyaw Aung is prone to exaggerate the
prosecution case, his statement on this point must be
treated with great caution. Besides, the statement
alleged to have b een made by the appellant to the
-effect that the revolver was hidden by him is not su ch
.a statement as is admissible under section. 27 of the
Evidence Act as it is not one leading to the finding of
·the revolver and cartridges in the bush. From the
-context it is clear that it was a statement made by the
.appellant either at the time he actually pcfinted out the
··r~volver or after the r~volver had ,-l;>ee~ pointed out by
him. Such a statement is inadmissible in evidence
vide Tha Nge Gyi at~d one v. The King (1) where it was
.held that where persons in police custody pointed out
-objects to a magistrate or searcher, the statements
which accompanied the <;liscovery of such objects are
not admissible in evidence in view of section 162 of
-.the Criminal Procedure Code.
(lJ (1946J Ran. 229,

19'-i-8]
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The appellant's defence that he was able to point
out the place because he saw Kyaw U hiding the
exhibit revolver and cartridges there may or may not
be true. However in a criminal case the onus is upon
the prosecution to prove its case beyond reasonable
doubt and not for the accused to prove his innocence.
See U Dhamapala v. f{ing-Em.peror (1). Therefore
unless the prosecution bas adduced sufficient evidence
to justify a presumption that an accused person has in
his possesswn or under his control arms and
ammuntions in contravention of sections 14 and 15 of
the Arms Act a conviction under section 19 (f) of the
.--\rms Act cannot be allowed to stand.
In the result the appeal succeeds. The conviction
of the appellant un~r section 19 {j) of the Arms Act
and the sentence of transportation for life are set aside
and the appellant is acquitted and released so far as
this case is concerned.

(1) 14 Ran. 666.
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CIVIL REVISION.
Bcf,•rc U A;mg Tlta Gynw, f.

H.C.

1948
]flttC

A. S. A. MAJID (alias) KO LU

(APPLICAKT)

v.

] 8.

P. A. L. ALAMELU ACHI (RESPONDENT).*
Code of Cl'vil Prcccdrtrr. s. 115-R.-viHou of lu.terlowfory Orders-Wilt ,; 1;.-sOrda 18, Rtt/,; li-U,ca!llllg of 7t'ii1tt'S~c~-Prod1tcf10rl of ccrltfitd cvpy
ll1tder s. 74, E!'icfoiiC, Act-If pr,'v[.
Held: The High Court l'as jurisdiction under s. 115 of Code of Cidl
Procedure to revise an Interlocutory Order passed by a Subordinate Court
from which no appeal lies to the High Court, only when an irremediahle
itljury will be done. Under Orcler 18. Rule 17. of the Code of Civil Proced\Jte
the Court may, at any stage of a snit. recall ;my witnesses wh o had been
examined and may pnt such questions as the Court thinks fit.

This iurisdiction of the T!ial Court is of a discretionary character and the
Higl1 Court will not exercise its r evisional powers unless the Order is not
suppor ted by considerations of justice or b}' any provision of law or unless
there will be a failure of justice if the matter is not put right.

Moltamul Chootoo a:td olltet·s v. Abdul Hamid Kltau and olltcrs, I.L.R 11
Han. 36 ; Ani11dra v. Pr,wutllw :\!alit, 55 Cal. 748 ; Sycd Sndeq Rcr:a v.
Na wab Balutdm· of Mttrsltitlb,Jd. 34 C.,V N 578 ; !udub.Jla Dasst ,., L akslm11
Nnraya11 G<mguly a11d otlt crs, 38 C.\V.N. 11-16.
The deposition of a witness taken in court of Jaw forms part of the record of
"acts of an •>fficial tribunal" under s. 74 of the Evidence Act, and may be
proved b y produc tion of certified copy. But mere production ot a certified
copy, with o ut the proof of the ident ity of the person making the deposition,
is not sufficient proof.
Chandreshwar Prasad Naraitt Siuglt v. BisltcSh'l.oar Pratap Narai11 S111gll,
I.L.R. 5 Pat. 777 at p. 793 ; Brajaballay Gl:osc v. Akkoy Bagid a11d others,
JO C.W.N. 254.

Kyaw

Tho~mg

for the applicant.

S. N. Sastry for the respondent.

U AUNG THA GY.AW, J.-In this application in
revision the applicant A. S. A. Majid (a} Ko Lu seeks
interference with an interlocutory order passed by the
. • Civil Revision No. 17 .of 19<1.8 against the o~der !)f the As,sistant Judge:s
Court of Yametllin in Civil Regll)a; S,uit No. 9 of 1947, dated the lOth
February 1948.
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Assistant Judge, Yamcthin, in his Civil Regutar Suit
1948
No.9 of 1947 rejecting the applicant's petition a:->kitlg
A. S. A.
the Court to recall the agent of the plaintiff in the suit
MAJID
(alias)
for the purpose of f urthcr cross-examination. It is
KoLu
V•
contended in supp· ·rt ,,f the present arplication that
P. A. L.
the lc::arned As~1~bnt Judt,;t' had failed to exercise ALAMELU
A CHI
jurisdiction vested in him by law ; and that in
AUNG THA
consequence irrepa r~tble inJury i~ likely to result to the U GYAW;
J.
applicant.
The suit before the CN!ri of the A.ssistant Judge is
for recovery of a substantial sum of Rs. 4,150 alleged
to be due on h,·. ~·n.. missory notes executed by the
applic:tnt. To tt:is ..:iaim the applicant set up a plea of
full :-::ttisfaction pmducing in Court a ciocument
alleged to be a receipl granted by the respondent
Chinnaya Chettiar, acting as the agent of the plainliff
money lending fum of P. A. L. Alamelu Achi. The
applicant adduced his evidence in the first instance
followed by the examination of Chinnaya Chettiar and
his witnesses oo the same date. After tbe conclusion
of the hearing, a date was given for hearing of the
arguments of the respective counsels. On the said
date: i .e. 28th January 1948, the applicant applied for
calling certain judicial records of the Court of the
Subordinate Judge, Yamethin, so that copies could be
obtained therefrom and filed in the present suit.
On the date next fixed, certified copies of depositions
and pleadings made by the re~pondent in two previous
suits, being Civil Regular Suit Nos. 31/47 and 79/47' of
the Court of the Subordinate Judge, Yamethin, were
p ermitted to b e filed. An application was then filed
for recalling the respondent' s agent Chinnaya Chettiar
for further cross-examination respecting his previous
depositions and pleadings. The learned Assistant
Judge without assigning any reason..whatsoever recorded
an order disallowing the application.·
43
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This Coun has jurisdiction under section 115 of the
Code of Civil Procedure to revise an interlocutory
order passed by a subordinate Court from which no
appeal lies to the High Court [see Mohamd Chodoo
and others \'. Abdul Hamid Khan and aliter:: ·J)].
But this Court will, however, interfere only \Yhen
irremediable injury will be done, and miscarria~e of
justice will ensue if the Court held its hand. (Sul>ta.)
Now under Order 18 1 Rule 17, of the Code of Civil
Procedure the Cvurt of the Assistant Judge, Yamethin,
may at any stage of the suit recall any witness who had
been examined and may (subject to the La1.v of
Evidence for the time being in force) put such questions
to him as the Court thinks fit. The jurisdiction Yested
in the Court is clearly of a discretionary character, J. nd
ordinarily this Court could not exercise its revisional
powers unless the order complained of is not supported
by any consideration of justice, or by any provision of
law, or unless irreparable injury will ensue t o the
applicant, or that there will be a failure of justice
if the matter is not put right. [See Anindra v.
Pranzatha Nath (2), Syed Sadeq Reza v. 1Vawab
Bahadr-tr of Mtwshidabad (3) and Indubala D<;ssi v.
LakshmiNarayan Ganguly and others (4).]
In the present case, the discretion of the Court was
appealed to for the purpose of cross-examining the
respondent's agent \\·ith.a view to discredit him in the
explanation he bad made in Court regardin g his
absence from Burma on the date on which he was
alleged to have granted- the r.e ceipt upon which the
whole defence to the suit rested. It is, horvever,
difficult to see how the absen"c e
the respond en t's
explanation relating to certain depositions and pleadings
he had made in .,previous litigations ~ould cause

or

(1) I.L.R. 11 Ran. 36.
(2) 55 Cal. '/ 18.

(3} 34 C.W.N. 578.
· (4) 3~ C.W.N.1146.
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irremediable injury to the applicant's defence especially
\\·hen the Court's attention has already been in vited to
their existe nce in the form of certified copies. T he
Court is at liberty to d r;ny from them its inferences
either favourable or unfa\·ourable to the respondent.
As matters stand it cannot be said that the Court's
exercise of discretionary jurisdiction vested in it would
give rise to any of the mischiefs set out in th e reported
decisions to \Yhich reference has already be en made.
It would have been more proper however if in rejecting
the applicant's petition, the Court below had given the
reasons therefor.
It is further complained that the certified copies of
the depositions and pleadings haye not b een properly
admitted in evidence. This is a matter on which the
trial Court will have to make up its mind, as from the
Diary Order passed on th e lOth February 1948 it does
n ot appear that any attempt was made to get them so
admitted. The deposition of a witness taken in a
Court of law forms part of the record of " the acts of an
official tribunal" within the meaning of section 74 of
the Evidence Act and it may be proved by the
production of a certified copy. [See CJuwdreshwar
Prasad Narahz St.nglz v. Bishes!Jwar Pratap Narain
Singh (1}. J Such production however does not amount
to a sufficient proof, for evidence must be further
. adduced to prove the identity of the person making the
deposition. [See Brajaballay Chose v. Aklzoy Bagid
a'Jd others (2).]
However on the merits this application fails and \~'ill
be dismissed. Advocate's fees five gold mohurs.

:

;

(I) l.L.R. 5 Pat.

777 at p. 793.

_.,_

{2) 30 C .W .N. 254.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Bc:jore U Auug Tlla Gym<•, f.

B.C.
194tl
JulyS

P.R.V.S.P. CHETTYAR FIRM

(APPELLANT)

v.

u

KYI MIN A:.ID FIVE OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).'':'

Evider;cc Act, s. 63 {5). s. 63 {ci-Lost document-Nec<·s,i!y {or proaf of excctJiiou
ami at festal io 11.

Held: vVhen execution was denied it is incumbent io have satisfactory

proof of execution including attest<ttion and registration oi the document, even
though the document was lost as a result of robbery at the time of evacnation,
S. 68 of the Evidence Act is clear on the point and the loss or destruction of
the document does not dispense with the mode of proof.
R.M.A.R.M. C/tcltyar Firm v. U Hfaw, 11 Ran. 26; Kar mwila!< v. Gmlar,
82 LC. 396; Jadmwlh Mitra 1' . l sar Jlt,r 111td ofllei'S, 178 !.('. 19S, refer:-t:d to.
A decree could not be passed on the basis of entries in t he account books
alone, and they do not establish th at the transaction did take place as alleg ed.
There must be evidence to corroborate the entries such as the evidence of the
document or persons present at the transaction.

Ramgobitsd Prasari v. Gulnb Chm1d Salw, I.L.R. 20 Pat. 273,fo11owed.
Even if the entries in the account books are relevant .under ·s. 32 (2) of
the Evidence Act the Court is not bound to believe the same \\'ithout
corroboration.
Rampyarubai v. Balaji Shridhar, l.L.R. 28 Born. 294, rE:feiTed to.

BJzattacharyya for the appellant.
Kyaw Zan U for the respondents.
U AuNG THA GYAW, J.-The appellant P.R.V.S.P.
Chettyar: Firm of Zigon claimed a _mortgage decree
against .the respondents in respect. of a sum of
Rs. 4,17 9-4 alleged to be due on a registered mortgage
bond executed by the 1st respondent and his deceased '
wife, Daw Nyein on the 10th April 1941. The
*Civil Second Appeal No.40 o£1948 against the. decree oflhe District Court
· of"Thnrrawaddy .in Civil 1St App~a No. 16 of 1947, d;~ted the 31st January 1948.
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H.c.
respondents denied the execution of the bond and the
1948
existence of the debt claimed by the appellant. The
P.l~.V.S.P.
registered mortgage bond was said to have been lost in CHETTYAR
FIRM
the possession of Chokaligam Chettyar, an agent of the
':!.
KYI MIN
appellant firm in 19+2, when he lost his lift: somevvhere uA:'-:!J
FIVE
oTHERS.
in Arakan in about i\Iarch 1942 while he \•.ras fleeing
from the Japanese invaders. Secondary evidence of C At::--:GTHA
the contents of the said document was offered for the GYAW, J.
appellant in proof of its claim. On the evidence
produced before him, the learned Assistant Judge came
to the conclusion that the respondent U Kyi :Min, and
his deceased wife, Daw Nyein, did execute a registered
mortgage bond in fa\'our of the appellant firm and that
this registered mo1 tgage bond \Vas lost from the
possession of the firm's ~gent, Chokalingam Chettyar,
in about i\hrch 1942 and accordingly granted ihe
appellant;;.. preliminary mo rtgage decree for the amount
claimed with the usual costs. The repondents'
appealed to the District Court which set aside the
judgment and decree of the lower Court and dismissed
the appellant's suit with costs on the ground that
although the appellant firm had succeeded in proving
the loss of the original registered mortgage bond, to
entitle the firm ~o use .secondary evidence of its
contents, they had failed to prove due execution and
attestation of the docufu~nt··to be entitled to the decree
asked for.
' "1'.j:i1 LThe appellant has ' rro\~.
c .,#fart.J-~th)! plea that in
the circumstances arising~(>. «i" : ·t~e:War in Burma-, the
claim in suit should be allow! <fHb. the strength of the
entries found in the firm's bdo}CS1I~f accounts produced
as evidence in ·the case. It i:{ ~so contended that due
execution and attestation of the registered mortgage
bond in suit need not be proved in the case of lost
documents and that if any such proof is required in
this particular case, the ev_idence given by the appellant
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in that regard should have been found sufficient to
entitle him to the decree asked for.
P.R.V.S.P.
Regarding the loss and destruction of the mortgage
CHETTY.l.R
F1R!\-i
bond in suit both the lower Courts came to a concurrent
v.
There is sufficient
U Kn Mtx finding in the appellant's favour.
AND FIVE
evidence
on
the
record
in
proof
of the fact that
oTHERS.
documents belonging to the appellant firm were lost in
U AUNG THA
GYAW, J.
about March 1942 in the possession of Chokalingam
Chettyar, its agent; when he was robbed and murdered
on his way to India. Under section 63 (5) of the
Evidence Act secondary evidence of a document in
snit must mean and include oral accounts of the
contents of the document given by some person who
has himself seen it. The lower Appellate Court
app€ars to have examined the appellant's evidence on
this point with some care ahd it rightly came to the
conclusion that the evidence so adduced in the
appellant's behalf does not satisfy the requirements of
law contained in section 63 (5) read with section 63 (c)
of the Evidence Act. Arumu 1 the present agent of
the plaintiff firm 1 was said to have been present at the
time the said mortgage bond was executed by the
respondents in the firm's qffice in Zigon ; but it does
not appear from his evidence that he had acquainted
himself with the contents of the document in question.
The extracts from the account books can hardly be
r egarded as any evidence of this fact when the witness
did not say definitely in his evidence that these entries
were made by him. The next witness relied upon by
t_he appellant is U Kyaw Hoe (P.W. 1) 1 the alleged
writer of the mortgage bond. This witness, however,
cannol possibly remember the fact that he ·had himself
written the mortga,ge bond in ·suit for the appellant
firm six years ago. In this state of the evidence it was
hardly possible for the lower .Appellate Court to arrive
at any finding in tlle appellarlt's favour. The 'lower
H C.

1941)
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H.C.
Appellate Court next relies on the case of R.M.A.R.M.
1948
Cheffyar Firm v. U Htaw (1) in respect of its view that
P.R\'.S.P
in the face of the respondents' denial of execution, CBEl'TYAR
FiRM
it \V:ts incumbent upon the appellant to adduce
v.
KYI .MIX
satisL:ctory proof of the f<tct that the mortgage bond in UA1\'"D
FIVE
OTHERS.
suit was registered, signed by the mortgagors, and
attested by at least two witnesses. Though the terms U Au:-;G THA
of section 6~ of the Evidence Act is clear on the point, G"YAW, J.
it is urged on the appellant's behalf that in the case of
lost documents the Court need not insist upon this
manner of proof. No authority has been cited for this
proposition. On the other band, the contrary view was
taken in the cases of Karimullah v. Gudar (2) and
]adzmath Mitra v.lsar ]ha and others (3) where it was
stated that the loss or destruction of the document may
necessitate tbe givi"' g of secondary evidence to prove
its contents but that if it is a document req uirecl by th e
la n- to be registered, so long as an attesting witness is
available, he must be called. The appellant in the
present case did make an attempt to prove proper
attestation by calling one, Lachamanam Chettyar in the
latter stages of the bearing of the suit. The lower
Appellate Court has given good and sound reasons for
not believing him. This witne~s and the appellant's
agent Arumu have given q~~B.icting account? of the
Gircumstances in which Lach:~anam came to offer his
testimony in Court as .an .<;l,ij:es~ing witness of the ·
mortgage bond in sy,it•. ·\¥av,n_g Tin said to be the
second attesting ~\j~e$S has not been called and no
explanation ha.s ,b,.~~n given as to whether he was
avail<}-ble or not.
Regardi_ng the ei).tries said to have been found
in two of the appellant's account books, the lower
Appellate Court has drawn attention to the unsatisfactory
(2) 82 I .C. 396.

(1} 11 Ran. 26.

(3) 178 I.C. 198.
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manner in which their production has been explained
by the appellant's Agent, Arumu. Owing to conflict
P.R.V.S.P.
of evidence on the point the question whether
CHI<nTYAR
FIRM
Chokalingam
Chettyar took the original account books
V.
U KY! i\lrN with him in his flight to India remained a matter of
AXD FIVE
OTHERS.
doubt. However, the claim of the <\ppellant either for
U AUNG THA a mortgage decree or for a money decree cannot be
GYAw, J.
based on tbes;:; entries alone. Even ifthey are accepted
as having been made in the ordinary course of business
it does not appear in the evidence of Arumu that these
entries in the account books produced by him ·were
in his handwriting. Mere proof of the correctness of
the entries in the account books would not be suff11.:ient
to establish the fact that the tnnsaction in sui(dicl take
place as alleged. There must be some evidenc·:: t<;>
corroborate these entries and such corroboration can
best be afforded by the evidence of the person who
wrote the account books and in whose presence the
transaction took place. [See Ratngobind Prasad v.
. Gulab Chand Sahu (1).] The appellant has not also
adduced any evidence to justify th e acceptance of the
entries in the account books under section 32, clause (2)
of the Evidence Act; but even if such proof be given
to render the accounts relevant under section 32 (2) of
the Evidence Act, the Court is. not bound to believe
th e same ·w ithout corroboration-a matter on \vhich
it must exercise its own judicial discretion. [See
Rarnpyarabai v. Balaji Shridhar (2).]
Although the Court may take notice of the abnormal
circumstances arising out of the war ·in a particular
case, in the absence of any special 1egislatiol'l, the
ordinary provision of law laid down in the Evidence
Act cannot be ignored or relaxed. The appellant's suit
was ri-ghtly dismissed by the lower Appellate Court.
This appeal fails and will be dismissed with costs.
1948

(1) I.L.R 20 Pat. 273.

(2) I .L.R.-28 Bom. 294.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Bct,,re U Auug Til a Gy.rw, 1.

J.

1\f. CHAPIA (APPELLANT)

v.
M. HASSAN SHIRAZEE

H.C.

1948

July 14.

(RESPONm:NT).'*'

Japauc~·,;

Curl'eucy (E;·allidiiou) Act, 1947, s. 3-House-,·eul rncurrcd duri11g
Japanese oaupatiou-Pr.-.l;',lr coutract to pay 1ll0Htlrly rod-lV!relher s. 3
appticablc

An '.:aregistcred docume:1t wa~ executed prio,· to the Jaf'anese occupation
v~·oviding for oc:upaliOil for five years but on payment of monthly rent as it
fell due, The •'ocumenl being unregistered could not affect the ri~ht of

parties. The claim for rent clue between July 1944 and February 19·+5 did net
amount to a <:ontractual obligation entered prior to Japanese occup<llion
The parties must be deemed to have agreed that each month's rent would
become p ayable at the end of the month. It is a sepuate debt which for the
period m suit, vzz. July 1944 to February 194 5 could have been satisfied by
p:1yment in Japanese C urrency N0tes. Accordingly the party is liabl e to pay
only in terms of s . 3 of the Japanese Currency (E\·aluation) Act, 1947.

R. K. Roy for the appellant.
N. R. Burjorjee for t~1e respondent.
U .-\UNG THA GYAw, J.-The only question which
arises for decision in this appeal is whether the debt
sued for as being gg~
house-rent falls within the
ambit of section
Currency \Evaluation)
Act, L947.
provides,
" ~otwit
eel in any oH1er law for
the time being
any debt had been incurred or
contract ual obllga·tio<n
into during the period of the
Japanese occupation;} ·,,J.viuch could have been discharged by
payment in Japanese currency ·notes, and if any such debt or
contractual obligation, or any part thereof remained unsatisfied
or undischarged at the time of the British M.ilitary r e-occupation
*Civil Second Appeal No. 36 of 1948 a~ainst the decree of the R esident's
Court of Southern Shan States in Civil Appeal No. 3 of 11)47-48, dated
the lOth FebJ:uary 1948:
·
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of the area where such debt or contractti'al obligation was incurred
or entered into, the said debt or obligation, or such part thereof,
as shall have remained unsatisfied or undischarged as afores1icl,
shall be satisfied or discharged by payment in legal currency notes
or coins, etc."

194~

J.

l\L C!·JAPIA
'(..'

.III. HASSAN
SuwAZEE.

u

Am-wTHA
GYAW,

J.

[1948

It is contended on the appellant's behalf that the
debt sought to be reco-rered by the respondent as being
due to him as house-rent had been incurred during the
period of the Japanese occupation and that it was a
debt which could have been discharged by payment in
Japanese currency notes and that this debt had
remained unsatisfied at the time of the British Military
re-occupation of the area where it had been incurred.
For the respondent, the plea is advanced that by reason
of tbe existence of the document, Exhibit C, the
payment of a monthly rent for the premises occupied by
the appellant was in fact a contractual obligation
en tered into by him before the period of the Japanese
occupation and that the provisions of section 3 of the
Japanese Currency (Evaluation) Act, 19-1-7, cannot be
invoked in support of the appellant's contention . This
unregistered agreement, Exhibit C, was entered into
on the 2~th of April 1940 between the respondent
Shirazee and one Chunilal, described in the evidence
as the father-in-law of the appellant. The agreement
provides for the continuance of the occupation of the
premises by the tenant Mr. Chunilal for a period of fi ve
years but_the monthly r~nt was intended to be paid by
the occupant every month as it fell due. Being
unregistered, this agreement cannot-affect the rights of
the parties in this case in relation to the premises in
question, and it cannot, therefore, be held that the debt
now sued for, viz. arrears of house-rent due between
July 1944 and February 1945, amounted to a contractual
. obligation incurred by the appellant previous to· the
Japanese occupation. In regard to the payment of

1948]
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house-rent, the parties must be deemed to have agreed
that the same would not accrue due until the expiry of
each month's tenancy ; each month's house-rent would
be m the natnre of a separate debt incurred by the
appdlant during each month of his tenancy. And
btt\\·een July 19.J.4 and February 1945 these separate
debts could have been satisfied by the appellant by
payment in Japanese currency notes. These debts
remained unsatisfied and' for the purposes of this case,
it does not appear to be necessary to enquire into the
circumstances arising out of the war which had led to
the accumulation of these debts. Accordingly, the
amount sued for \vould appear to be covered by the
pro\·ision of law contained in section 3 of the Act
abovenamecl and the respondent cannot therefore
receive a, sum more than what has b ee n deposited in
Court by the appellant, i.e. Rs. 312-8-0.
Accordingly, this appeal is allowed and the judgment
and decree of the lower Courts will be modified to
the extent indicated above with proportionate; costs
throughout.
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Before U Bo Gyz, J.

H.C.
1948

ESOOF ISI\L-\IL ATTIA

{PLAINTIFF}

v.
YACOOB AHMED l\lAlVISA (DEFENDr\NT).>K'
c,,;drm:! Ari-Wlt,f! er mere wac/ion al!tcttnls
''
r-alifi, atia•;-S, 70, Con(r:lcf Act- TV!r, Uu. ,o•11jcusalivn ca11 be claimer! for

Ra/ificatio;r-5. 198,

offic;ou' inle1:fere1JC<'.
There conlrl be no vand

r~tifici1tion

\vhcn the

kn~)\Viedg~

of f;1tts is

deJeclive. Acquiescence in an act whik in pro._!r::'s nlay amount to coascnt
but not mere inaction after the ad !1as been com;,leled. Ratification is a n <lCL
more active than acquiescence. Mere inaction , ·n the part of the defendant
\Vhere he is under no duly to act cannot an1onnt r .., ratitlcati\ .n
SlJyl,ilal \". Ran;eswan Basu, 33 l.C. 273, foHowec\

llnaathorized
com· ersion.

<~ssumpti on

of powers of the true owner amo ·,nt > to

Pol loci' on Tort, 14th Edn., p. 134 and p. 286, followed.
S. 70 ought not to be so read as to justify the off1cious interference of OHe
man with the affairs or property of another or impose obligations in respect
of J;ervices which the person soug ht to be charged did not wish to have
rendered.
]>.~,,tlw v. Balwanlmo. (!9031 27 Bam. 390; Suraj Ba/w v. Haslmzi Begam,
11918) 40 All. 555, followed.

Cfzan Htoon (Attorney-General of the Union of
Burma) (with S. B. Chakravarti) for the plaintiff.

Dr. BaHan (with Dazvoodjec) for th e defendant.
U Bo GYI, J.-Tbis suit has been instituted in
forma pauperis by Esoof Ismail Attia against
Yacoob Ahmed Mamsa, the husband of his step-sister,
for recovery of Rs. 25,000 for services rendered ·during
the Japanese occupation, on the basis of the promise
alleged to . have been made by the latter to pay
remuneration both before and after the occupat[on
period, or, in the alternative, on the principles of
• Civil Regular No. 40 of 1947.

BURMA LA'VV REPORTS .
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quantum meruzt. The facts of the case, so far as they
are not seriously in dispute, are that when Rangoon was
bombed for the first time in December 1942 the
plaintiff, the defendant, the first defence witness
Mohamed Hussein Baber Mamsa who is a cousin of
the defendant, together with some of their relations and
friends, went and lived in a school building- at No. 161,
Kyaikkasan Road . On the 18th February 1942, '"'hen
the danger of Japan ese occupation of Rangoon became
imminent, the defendant blocked the entrances to his
hardware shop at -:\o. 73, 26th Street, Rangoon, -vvith
brick \yallip g and on the 19th February left for his
native olace in India where he had sent his wife 'and
family earlier. On the 23rd or 24th February when
general evacuation of Rangoon was ordered, the
plaintiff and Mohamed Hussein Baber Mamsa, who
will hereinafter be called Baber Mamsa for short, went
and stayed at Paungde and about the end of April,
after Rangoon had been occupied, they returned and
put up at the old place. The defendant's shop was
found intact but some shops in the same street had
been looted. A permit to carry on business in th e
d efendant' s shop, Exhibit E, was obtained from the
Hiraoka Commission on the 9th May 1942. Shortly
aftenvards, Baber Mamsa called in masons and a
locksmith and had the brick walling pulled down and
the locks bro]fen. . He and the plaintiff then did
business toget~~r in the shop. The def~ndant's old
durwan, Bakd,~i (D.W. 2), was taken on · ·again.
Apparently, Baber Mamsa managed the shop during
this period .arnf a few months later troubles. arose.
The defendant's step-nephews, I. M. Mamsa and
D ~rwood Mamsa, it is said, tried to oust the plaintiff
and Baber Mamsa from the shop, ·and therefore the
help of E: I. G. Mohamed {he will hereinafter be· called
Gora for short) was sought. Gor.a and the defendant
~

.
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have married sisters, and Gora together with his father
and his uncle has been one of the biggest dealers in
EsooF
in Rangoon. Gora appointed Ya'.:::~ob
I~MA!L ATT!-\ hard1.vare
v.
Usoof
Aboo
(D.\V. -+) as accountant and salesman at
YACOOB
AHMED
the defendant's shop on or about the 2nd December
~JA\!SA
1942. Gora was a busy man and could not devote all
l' Bo GH ].
his time to defendant's shop,,but he checked the
accounts of the shop and the sabries were paid out to
the employees of the shop, if not by him, at any rate in
consultation with him. In 1945 \Yhen Burma was
re-occupied by the Allied Forces and communications
wen restored between Burma and India· there was
correspondence between the defendant in India on
the one hand and the plaintiff, Gora and Baber Mamsa
on the other, and rupees one lakh in British money
was remitted to the defendant as representing the sale
proceeds of his shop. The defendant on his part sent
four powers-of-attorney, Exhibits A, B, C and D,
granted to those three persons jointly at their reyuest
but, whether ,by accident or by design is not clear, the
documents could not be used by the recipients because
they had not been stamped. The defendant arrived
back in Rangoon on the 9th January 1946 and h aving
got back his shop and received the accounls of the
business, had the powers-of-attorney stamped. The
defendant then dispensed with the services of Baber
Ivlamsa as no longer necessary but kept the plaintiff
on till about May 1946 when the plaintiff· left
his service.
The plaintiff claims that but for his efforts all the
goods in defendant's sho,p would have been looted
either by the Japanese or hooligans and also that at
grave risk of life he converted the sale proceeds which
'Were in Japan:ese ~otes into J:?r"itish, currency ; and
alleging that the defendant on the 18th February 1942
had ent~sted th.e business of the shop. to him with a
1948
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pron1ise nf remunention and that thereafter in
2\Iarch 1946 defend;1ni promised to pay 2.) per cent <·f
the realizations and. further, that in any event tl:_c
defendant ratified his ads, plaintiff prays for a decret.;
in the sum of Rs. 2 :',000.
The defendant t.k:nic:; all the material allegations
of th~ plaintiff, and the following Issues have
been fixed : ( 1) Did the defendant ask the plaintiff to look
after his properties and carry on his business during
his absence promising to pay a fair and reasonable
remuneration?
(2) Did the plaintiff look after and carry on the
defendant's properties and business as alleged in
the plaint ?
(3) Did the defendant a fterwards ratify what had
been done by the plaintiff on his behalf ?
(4) Did the defendant promise to pay tbe plain tiff
25 per cent of tbe money realized as alleged in
paragraph 7 of th e plaint ?
(5) Under \vhat , circumstances did the plaintiff
take charge of and carry on the defendant's business
and properties ?
,
(6) To what remuneration, if any 1 is the plaintiff
'
entitled for his services ?
[The learned Judge then discussed evidence and
answered the 1st and 4th issues in the negative. On
issues Nos. 2 and 5 the learned Judge held thflt the
plaintiff acted as an employee but he found that the
plaintiff sent to the defendant one ~akh of rupees.]
I now come to th e third issue whether the defendant
ratified what the plaintiff purported to have done on
his behalf. Naturally, the defer1dant while in India
could not have known what was going on in his shop

61)7
H.C
.1'1-1~

EsuuF
~~~1.-\lL ATT!A
V.

YACOOH

AHMEO
?•1.-HI>A.

l1 Bo Gvl,

J
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in Burma. Consequently, the facts that while in India
he received rupees one lakh remitted to him from
EsooF
and that in his letters to the plaintiff
I SMA! L ATT!A Burma
t'.
(Exhibits
H, J, K and L) he asked the plaintiff to look
YAcooa
AIU!ED
after his business in Burma and even offered his services
MA~ISA.
cannot be taken as a valid ratification by the defendant
U Bo GVI, J.
of \vhat the plaintiff had done during the occupation.
Section 198 of the Contract Act is clear on the point.
It says :
H.C.
1948

"No valid ratification can be made by a person wi10sc
knowledge of the facts of the case is materially defective.''

It is contended that the defendant's sending four
powers-of-attorney from India is an important factor
to be taken into consideration in considering whether
the defendant ratified the plaintiffs conduct of
his business. It appears from the evidence, however,
that Gora, Baber Mamsa and the plaintiff wrote to the
defendant asking for power-of-attorney informing him
that they cou~d do nothing without such document
with respect to the defendant's properties in Burma.
The defendant appears to be a shrewd man. He sent
four powers-of-attorney granted not to any single
person, but to those three men jointly; and none of
the powers-of-attorney was stamped, with the result that
although · the documents were sent no use could be
made of them in Burma. Fu.rthermore, it is clear
from the evidence of both the plaintiff and the
defendant that the powers-of-attorney were granted for
the p,rimary purpose of collecting rents from tenants
and, if necessary, suing them for recovery of rents. It
is admitted that on the defendant's return although the
plaintiff was kept on he was not allowed to manage the
defendant's shop but had to look after the repairs of
houses in which the defendant is interested and also
attend to suits against the tenants in Courts. It is
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H:,: .
impossible t0 hold in the circumstances that by granting
1Y-i~
the powers-of-attorney the defendant ratified the acts of
EsooF
the plaintiff during his absence in India.
)SI!.UL .-\ f";p.
One very important factor to be taken mt.o considera- YAI....-."' 00.
AH~iED
tion is tlle fac~ tll<tt for the period from 1viay 1942 to \!A\!:.;?..
·December 1942 although thcrL: were S:i.les m the
defenJant's shop no account of the ~:des was kept.
The plain tiff admits this. In these circumstances it
must be held that since the defendant's knowledge of
the facts of the case is materially defe~tive, under
section 198 of the Contract Act, no valid r<;ltification
can be made by him.
It is argued on the plaintiff's behalf that although
the plaintiff and Gora asked the defendant to check
th-e accounts the defendant did not check them and
that therefore the defendant must be deemed to have
ratified the plaintiff's acts. The defendant denies that
he was ever asked to check the accounts. He says
that he noticed false entries in the accounts but that
he took no action because the plaintiff is a pauper and
he does not wish to create .bad blood between two of
them. Admittedly the plaintiff is a pauper, and it seems
probable that the defendant does not wish to throw
good money after bad in trying to recover damages
from the plaintiff. The defendant has not taken any
action either against the plaintiff or against any one
who has bought his goods from the plaintiff. In these
circumstances; I am of opinion that the defendant is
entitled to remain quiet ; and where there is no duty to
speak, I do not think tha1 mere silence is tantamount to
ratification. In the case of Shyamlal v. Rarneswari
Basu (1} it has been. held that acquiescence in an act
· while it is in progress may amount to consent but not
mere inaction after th~ act has been completed.

It) 23 C.L.J. 82.
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Ratification is an act more active than acquiescence
and in the circumstance of the case I am unable to
.EsoOF
IsMAIL A'M'IA hold that mere inaction on the defendant's part, where
V.
he is under no duty to act, amounts to ratification. I
YACOOB
AHMED
accordingly answer the issue in the negative.
1\JAl!SA..
As regards the last and sixth issue as to the
U Bo GYI, J.
remuneration to which the plaintiff may be entitled,
reliance is placed on section 70 of the Contract Act
which is as follows :
'' \Vhere a person lawfully does anything for another
person, or . de_livers anything to him, not intending to do so
~ratuitously, and such other person enjoys the benefit thereof, the
latter· is bound to make compensation to the former in respect of,
or to restore, the thing so done or delivered."

The first question that arises for consideration is
therefore whether in running the defendant's shop
during the occupation tJle plaintiff was doing a lawful
act. Since I have held that the plaintiff had received
no permission from the defendant to carry on the
latter's business, his act in doing so amounted prima
facie to conversion. The plaintiff evidently treated the
defendant's goods as his own. In Pollock's Law of
Torts, 14th. Edition, it is observed at page 286:
"The grievance is the unauthorized assumption of the powers
of the true owner. Actu1Jly dealing with another's goods as
owner, for however short a time and however limited a purpose,
is therefore conversion ; . .
"

and the learned author goes on to say that it is
immaterial \Vhether such an act was done with the
intention of benefiting the true owner. It is
contended that this proposition is subject to certain
general exceptions one of which is described in
Pollock's Torts as ''Works of Necessity" such as
putting out a fire. But on page 134 of the treatise
appears this passage,
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"
. The test of justification seems to be the
actual presem;e of imminent danger and a reasonably apparent
necessity of taking-such action as was taken.
It seems that on the same principle a stranger may justify
interfering with the goods of a lately deceased person so far, but
only so far, as required for the protection of the estate or for
other purposes of immediate necessity."

In view of these propositions of law 1 am unable to hold
that even if the plaintiff thought it necessary to protect
the defendant's gqods, I do r10t think that he was
_justified in selling them off. The plaintiff could have
removed the goods to Madha's soap factory compound
at Kamayut on the outskirts of the town or to No. 161,
Kyaikkasan Road, but he did not do so. The goods
were not subject to speedy and natural decay. I hold,
for the above reasons, that in selling off the defendant's
goods the plaintiff was not acting lavdully. Again,
section 70 of the Contract Act seems to contemplate
cases where a person does anything for another
\;vithout receiving any present remuneration for his
servrces. This seems clear from the words n not
intending to do so gratuitously". ·Here, however; the
plaintiff, as I have held, drew salaries every month from
the shop. ·Yet again the defendant had blocked up the
entrances to his shop and had not asked anyone to look
after it. Rightly or wrongly, he had thought that by
so doing his goods would be fully protected. In
these circumstances the action of the plaintiff and
Baber Mamsa in breaking open the shop and selling
off the goods was mere officious interference. It has
been he1d in Nathu v. Balwantrao (1) and Suraj Bahu
v. Hashmi Begam (2) that:
"The section ought not to be so read as to justify the
?fficious interference of one man with the affairs or property of
{1) (1903) 27 Born. 390, 393.

(2) (191~) 40 All. 555.
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another, or to impose obligation~ in respect of sen•ices wL '' h 'he
person sought to be charged did not wish to have rendere\'."

H,C
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U Bo GYT,

For all these reasons I hold that the plaintiff is not
entitled to remuneration under section 70 of the
Contract Act.
The plaintiff's suit is accordingly dismissed with
J.
costs. Under Order XXXIII, Rule 7, of the Civil
Procedure Code, the plaintiff is directed to pay the
court·fees which would have been paid by him if he
had not been permitted to sue as a pauper.·
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Before U Bo Gyi, 1.

A. P. ALAGU PILLAY (PLAINTIFF)
v.
A. P.ARAMKUNDRAM PILLAY AND EIGHT

H.C.
194g
July 21

OTHERS

(DEF~NDANTS).*.
H i11rl1t Law-Mitakshara School-Adoptio~£-Proof oj-PritJciples ,~pplicable
Se/j-ilcquirtd properties- Will- Validit}! of-Aiiwation-Ltgal necessity
-Immorality;_Burdl1l· of proof.
Evidence in support of adoption must be ~ufficient to satisfy the very grave
and serious onus that rests upon a.ny person who aeeio::s to displace the natural
succession by alleging adoption.
The phylical act of giving and recc:iving is _a,bs,ol~Itely nec~ss:~.ry to the
validity of adoption. It is the essence of adoptioil u~d~r the :Hi'~du La,v, and
the Law does not accept any substitute. Mere expression of consent or the
execution of a deed of adoption, though registered but not accompanied by an
;tCtual delivery of the boy doe3 not operate as a valid adoption.
When there is a lapse of period of years between the adoption and its being
question~d an allowance must be made for absence of .evidence.
The fact, that the alleged a.dopted son's brother never heardI of it during the
adoptive father's lifetime, that the adoptive father treated. both hia brother's
son and the alleged adopted son exactly alik~ as they helpecl him in the
management of his business aud that during the adoptive father's lifetime the
son neve; claimed that right and the adopted son's name was not mentioned
such in ti1e deceased's Will is consistent only with the view that there was
no adoption.

as

Mulla's Hindu Law, ss. 5t2 and 489, fo!l'owed.
Property inherit~d by . a-:.Hint;lu from other :relatives . is his separate
property.
, . . _~
!\.full a's Hindu Law,
223, referred to.
As agai~st a'i6~·~Jji hlienation by a fath~r can be sustained if it is (or
.antecedent debt,lhafis, antecedent in fact as well as in time: But that debt
must be truly independent and nol part of the transaction.

s.

A tra.nsf~r ouU:ight in satisfaction of a mortgage c;lebt is a transfer for
ant ecedent.debt. · •

Th(< burd.en of proof is upon the sons to prove the immorality or" the debt.
It is not discharged by showing that the father _Jive¢!, an extravagant and
.immoral life. There must be a direct connection between the deb~ and the
immorality set up by the sons.

Brij N'a.rairi v M angla Pt'asad, L.R. 51 I.A. 12?, ·applied and followed.·

~ciTil Re~~:titar No. ·:l:2~ of 1938.
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Natt>re and character of father's deht should be examined with reference to
the time when it originated.

A. P. ALAGU

lf.£111raj alias Babz1 Lal attd others \'. l(ilam C/tand and of lzers, I.L.R. (1943]·
All.127, foJlowed.

PILLAT

"'·

A. PAR.AMKUNDNAM

P.ft.LAY
A!lD' .l!:IGJIT

OTHERS.

Bu GY1,

J.

Subramanyam for the plaintiff.
K. R. Venkatram for defendants 4 (n:) and 4lb).
] a.ffer for defendant No. 1.

C Bo GYi, J .-This suit was originally brought in
forma pauperisby A. P. Alagu Pillay again~t his parents
A. Paramkundram Pillay and Papathi Ammal who are
the first and second defendants respectively, his sister
Veeramma Kali Ia) Papa who is the third defendant,
and certain transferees of properties from the first
defendant, for a declaration that the transfers to these
transferees did not bind his interest in Lhe said
properties and inter alia for partition and separa,t~ ·
possession of his share. The suit was original~~>
instituted in 1938 and, I am told, was dismissed for
default and then restored to file before the evacuation~
The original record was lost during the war and the
case has been reconstructed. A. P. Alagu Pillay died'''
after the re-occupation, and his son Andiappan (a)
Ponnusawmy, a child three years old, has been brought
on the record as his legal representative. The child
has been shown to be a pauper and since th e learned
advocate Mr. Venkataram for the fourth defendants, who·
;ue the only contesting defendants in the suit, has not
objected to the child's continuing with the suit, I have
allowed the child to continue the suit in . forma
pa~peris,.

The decision in this suit turns upon the life and
activities of the first defendant, and, therefore, a brief .
biogr~phy of tP.is qefen9,ant would not b e out of place.:
It is· common grqund tQ.at tQis defe~dant and his wifC'
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.and family as well as his alleged adoptive father
1948
A. Andiappa Pillay (a) Mudalia Pillay hav~ at all
A. P.AUGU
material times been subject to the Mitakshara school of
PlLLAY
'II.
Hindu Law. A. Andiappa Pillay, it appears, came A. PARAMover to Burma over four decades ago and apparently KUNDR..I.M
PILLAY
E!QHT
from small beginnings rose to be maistry and labour .AND
OTHE:RS.
contractor at the Arracan Rice Mill at Dawbong across
the Pazundaung Creek and amassed a fortune. He had U BoGY!, J.
two wives, Ramayi and Ankalamma, and had by them
M uthu-amrnal and Muthu Irulayee respectively, both
daughters. It is said that when the first defendant was
three years old Andiappa Pillay adopted him as his son
and brought him up in his home, and when he came of
age married him to the second defendant. It is in
evidence that Andiappa Pillay and the first defendant's
fath er were c ousins abou t twice removed. Andia ppa
Pillay brought over from India his brother's son Muthu
Irulappa Pillay, and while the first defendant helped
Andiappa Pillay in the labour contra ct business at the
mill, Irulappa Pillay spent most of his time in the districts
looking after Andiappa Pillay's paddy lands. In 1913
Andiappa Pillay died leaving a vVill, vide Exhibit A, by
which he bequeathed the bulk of his es tate to th e first
defendant, Muthu Irulappa Pillay, Muthu-ammal, and
tviuthu Irulayee. T bt i1rst defendant anr\ Muthu
Irulappa Pillay jointly applied for and rece~ved L etters
oi Admin istration to Andiappa Pillay's estate with the
Will annexed, and while they were administering the
estate, Muthu Irulappa Pillay died and his brother
Mahalingam Pillay came over from India. Muthu
Irulayee also was dead, and the estate was divided
among the first defendant, Muthu Irulappa's widow, .
and Muthu-ammal by a partition deed, vide Exhibit L
on ·the 1st Octob_er 1916. Certain lands forming part
: of the estate were at that time under litigation and some
outstandings remained to .be colle.cted, and these were'
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divided under an award, vide Exhibit G, dated the
30th April 1918, of a panchayat. After the partiLion
A, P. ALAGU
these three persons enjoyed their re~pective shares
PtLLAY
fl.
separately.
A. PARAMKU.t'IDRAM
The first defendant was superseded in' the con tract
PILLAY
ANO EIGHT
business by another contractor and he lived on the
OTHERS.
rentals of the paddy lands that had fallen to his share.
U Bo GYI, }.
In 1918 he secured a contract for supply of labour to
the Joseph Heap & Sons' Rice Mill at Dawbon ctnd
raised a loan of Rs. 20,000 on his properties, od of
which he deposited Rs. 3,000 with the mill and
advanced the balanceRs. 17,000 to coolies. Business
was slack for some months and when the Chettyars
from whom he had borrowed the money pressed for
repayment he mortgaged the properties to S.KR.S. L.
Firm and paid off the first mortgage. That \Y~ts in
1919. In the following year the mill was bought by
the Japan Cotton Trading Company and t he first
defendant's business at the mill flourished so that .he
could clear the mortgage debt towards the end'o£'1920;
The ~gutract business continued to ftouris·h and with
the proceeds of the business and the proceeds of his
rental paddy he made purchases of lands and buildings
up to 1929. This year is important. About that time
depression had set in as a result, it is said, of the first
World War and many land owners, big and small,
were ruined.
In 1931 the first defendant started
keeping a mistress, Papathi, whose husband had died,
and he kept her in a room of his house at No. 21,
G Street, Singapore Quarter, Pazundaung. He he1d in
1926 purchased a valuable house in 51st Street and was
living. there with his wife and family.
·
Previous to the year 1932, so far as the evidence
shows, the first defendant was not in debt. Then on
the 2ist October l~H2 he borrowed Rs: 3,000 on a pronote and also
2,000 on another pro-note (Exhibits V
1948

Rs.
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and \iV) from R.M.A.R.A.R.R.M. Chettyat Firm and
the next day he borrowed Rs. 20,000 from the same
firm mortgaging his house in 51st Street and paddy
lands measuring 610 odd acres by a registered deed
(Exhibit 1). The fourth defendants are the receivers
of the estate of the proprietor of the said firm. The
first defendant with the proceeds of the mortgage
discharged the pro-note for Rs. 2,000. Thereafter he
apparently took further loans from ihe same Chettyar
firm and also from others On the 2nd July 1933 he
borrowed Rs. 5,000 on a pro-note from the Chettyar
firm. He '.vas paying interest regularly on the mortgage
as well as on the other loans till the year 1934. In that
year the Japan Cotton Trading Company's mil1 closed
down and there was no more business for the first
defendant. It app~:ars thai he becam;:; unable to meet
his debts cts they fd l due, and in 1936 the Chettyar
firm filed a suit on the pro-note dated the 2nd July 1933
and besides having the first defendant's house in
51st Street attached in execution of the decree
launched insolvency proceedings against him. A
compromise was effected, as a result of which on the
12th February 1937 the first defendant made an
outright transfer of the equity of redemption in the
mortgaged properties to the Chettyar firm for
Rs. 26,500 m<~de up of Rs. 23,4j-7 being principal and
interest then due on the mortgage and a further sum of
Rs. 3,053 in part satisfaction of the decretal debt
aforesaid, undertaking to pay the balance sum ·of
Hs. 2,807 under the decree. The first defendant had
also transferred his other properties · and these
properties are now in the possession of the fifth to
ninth defendants. The result was that of the properties
received from Andiappa and further accretions the
first deftmdant has with him now only some property
in India.

H.C.
1948
A. P. ALAGU
PlLLAY

v.
A. "ARAMKU:-IORAM
PH.LAY
A);DE!GRT
OTF!ERS.

U Bo GYI,
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The plaintiff's case is that after Andiappa Pillay's
death
A. P. Alagu Pillay, his sister Veeramma Kali and
A. P. AL.l.GU
PILLAY
their parents formed a coparcenary governed by the
v.
Mitakshara
Law and that with the nucleus of the
A. PARAM·
KUNDRA.M
property inherited by the first defendant from his
PILLAY
ANP IIIGE.T
adoptive
father Andiappa Pillay the first defendant as
OTHERS,
karla of the joint family acquired other properties. It
U BO GYI, J.
is averred that the first defendant transferred the
nucleus and accretions in the circumstances mentioned
above in his individual capacity and not for legal
necessity or the benefit of the family and that he
utilized the money borrowed by him for illegal
or immoral purposes.
The first defendant had not at the time made
common cause with the plaintiff. He denied having
been adopted by Andiappa Pillay according to Hindu
Law and said that he and Muthu Irulappa Pillay were
not adopted but merely brought up by Andiappa
Pillay. He denied that he had inherited any
of the properties mentioned in the plaint and
also denied that there was any coparcenary
property. He claimed to be the absolute owner
of the said properties. He said that the mortgage
in . favour of the R.M.A.R:A.R.R.M. Firm v.:as
executed for securing -a debt incurred in the course
of hi s busine~s as labour contractor and that he made·
the outright transfer to ·the firm in satisfaction of the
money due on the mortgage and of hi~ other debts.
He averred that no part of the consideration for the
transfers · made by him was utilized for illegal or
immoral purposes. The defence of the Chettyar firm
was on much -the same lines as that of the first
defendant, · and the firm raised an additional defence
that if the plaintiff was entitled to ~ny relief the
properties in their possession should be allotted to the.:
first defendant.
1948
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On the pleadings the following issues were framed :

(1) Is the first defendant an adopted son of
A. Andiappa Pillay alzas Mudalia Pillay ?
l 2) \Y ere the properties mentioned in par <1graph 2
of the plaint inherited by the first defendant from
A. t.\.ndiappa Pillay ?
(3) If so, are they the joint family properties of
the plaintiff and the first defendant ?
(4) Whether tbe other properties mentioned in
paragraph 4 of the plaint were acquired \Vith the income
of the joint family properties and added to the joint
family properties?
\ '-) Are the transfers mentioned in paragraphs 5 l.O
9 of the plaint not binding on the plaintiff on the
ground that the transfers were not for legal necessity
and for the benefit of the join~ family or because the
consideration for any of them was utilized for illegal or
im~noral purposes ?
(6) To what relief, if any, is the plaintiff entitled,
and if so, subject to what equities?
The .first issue as to whether Andiappa Pillay
adopted the first defendant is in my opinion one
of the crucial issues in thi s suit; for if the adoption is
not proved, the bottom will be knocked out of the
plaintiff's case. Mulla io section 512 of his Principles
of Hindu Law says that the ev:dence in support of an
adoption must be sufficient to satisfy the very grave and
serious onus that rests upon any person who seeks to
displace the natural succession by alleging an adoption~
but that when there is a lapse of a period of years
between the adoption an<;! its being questioned, every
allowance for the absence of evidence to prove such
fact m"Qs.t l;>e favourably entertained. In considering
th~ e""~?:i<;l.enc;e in this case,_ therefore, these principles.
Will be borne in mind. Now1 the first defendant gives
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his age as over fifty-nine and it is alleged that he \\as
adopted when he was three years old. His uterine
A.P.ALAGU
brother V. K. Subramanyam Thevar is fifty-three years
P!LLAY
v.
A. PARAM- of age and was born after the date of the alleged
KUNDRAM
adoption. The only direct evidence on the issue is t11at
PlLLAY
AND EIGHT
of V. E. IVIuthu Swamy Thevar. He gives his age as
OTHERS.
eighty-five and his occupation as Fish Contractor. My
U Bo GYI, J.
impression of him might be wrong, but he has struck
me as being rather too active for a man of eighty-five
years. He speaks to having witnessed the ceremony
of adoption at Andiappa Pillay's house in Singapore
Quarter, Pazundaung, when the first defendant's father
Arunarcham Pillay gave the boy in adoption by pouring
turmeric water into Andiappa Pillay's hands. He says
that he does not now see t lv~ priest who officiated at
the ceremony and that <1;ll the elders who were present
at the ceremony are dead. A very unsatisfactory
feature regarding this witness is the mystery surrounding the circumstances in which he was discovered by
the plaintiff. .-\s mentioned before, he is tbe only
person in th e case who has given direct evidence
regarding the adoption ; and he states that he has not
told anyone-not even plaintiff Alagu Pillay or Alagu
Pillay's agent V. K. Subramanyam Thevar-about the
adoption. I gave him a chance to explain why he was
cited as a witness and asked him whether anyQne bad
approached him with a request to give evidence e1bout
· the adopt1on. He replied that no on e had done so.
Finally, he said that it was only when he received the
summons that he knew he would have to give evidence
in the case. In these circumstances I am· unable to
accept this witn ess's evidence unless it is in consonan~e
with probabilities. The circumstances of the case,
however, ·militate against the probability of his story
being true.· In the first· place, it is admitted both
by the first defendant and · hi·s · . uterine brother
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V. K. Subramanyarn Tlwv~:r thZl,t there was no c~ocumcnt
execEted before Andiappa Pillay's deatl1 in wl;ich tl,t
flrst defendant was mcntior:ed ;:.s Andiappa Pilb.y's
adopted son. On the c.::ntr;. ry, in 1908 and ag;jn in
1910 before lea·ring for India on business, Andiapp;t
Pilby ;sranted a power -of- ,'ftC'f;H:y to the first defendant
and .M. Thiroomalay l\h•vi hC'( ' l'ill:ty. 1ide Exhibits F
allcl F-1, in which the names of their father:~ \verc not
mentioned. This circumstance by itself may not be
conclusive. But then in the Will solemnly executed
by Andiappa Pillay, vide Exhibit A, neither Muthu
Irulappa Pillay nor the first defendant was acknowledged
b; Andiappa Pillay as his adopted son. It cannot be
said that the testator had failed to mention this as the
result of an oversight, because he mentioned the name
of his own father in the WilL It is contended that the
first defendant and Muthu Irulappa Pillay were
described in the \Vill as Andiappa Pillay's male heirs.
But in view of the circmnstance that his two daughters
also were described in the document as his heirs, the
inference that reasonably flov.;s from the contents of the
Will is that the first defendant is not Andiappa Pillay's
adopted son. In Hindu La\v the son inherits his
father's estate to the exclusion of every other member
of the family, and I believe this legal position is
well-known arnong Hindus. It follows therefore that
since A.ndiappa Pillay mentioned as his heirs his
daughters ~~ho \Vould have had . me{ely a ... right to
maintenance and marriage expenses if he had a son,
neither the first defendant nor Muthu Irulappa Pillay
\vho were jointly mentioned with the daughters had
been recognized by Andiappa Pillay as his adopted
son., There i s another circumstance that seems to go a
long way to . disprove the story of tlte adoption.
V. K. Subramanyam Thevar is the first defendant's
uteriPe brother and six years junior to him in age.
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l1:e was managing the first defendant's business
at the mill for some years and he was living in the
A. P. ALAGU
Pll.LAY
same part of the city, Pazundaung, with Andiappa
V•
Pillay and the first defendant. He must therefore have
A. PARAMKUNORAM
known the first defend;mt more intimately than most
PILLAY
AND E!GI;i'l'
other people ; and if the first defendant had been
OTHERS.
adopted by Andiappa Pillay, this \:Vitness must have
U·Bo GYI, J.
been one of the first persons to hear about the adoption.
Yet, when he was questioned about his knowledge of
the adoption, he made the follo\ving very dame1ging
admission :
1948

Q. \Vhen did you come \O bo\\- first of lhe adoption of
1st defendant by Andiappa Pillay ?
A. Only when Andiappa Pilhy died I came to know about
this adoption.

It seems clear from the above that before Andiappa

Pillay's death no one, not even the 1st defendant's
O\X.'n half-brother and manager of his business, had
heard that the lst defendant had been ado~ ted by
Andiappa Pillay. This in my view clinches the case
against the story of the adoption and is an eye-opener
to witness V. E. Muthu Swamy Tbevar's inability to
explain how he had been "discovered" and at the same
time shows this witness's evidence io be unreliable.
This witness had told no one about the adoption ; c:md
no one hag approached him to give testimon,y evid,enfu_
because no one l)ad heard about the adoption. Never- ·
theless, for reasons best known to those running the
plaintiff's case, this person has figured as- the most
·important witness in the suit.
Capital is sought to be made out of a statement said
to have been made by Ramayi, Andiappa Pillay's
widow, in her affidavit; vide Exhibit D-2, filed .in the
.Letters of Administration proceedings, that the 1st
defendant and Mut}1u frulappa Pillay had been adopted
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by her and Andiappa Pill.ay. In this connection, the
1948
1st defendant's evidence is interesting. Both he and
Muthu lrulappa Pillay described themselves in the A ~~t~~~Gu
application for Letters of Administration and their A. ?:-HAMsupporting affidavits (Exhibits B-D-1) as Andiappa KUNoRA~r
PILLAY
Pillay's adopted sons. The 1st defendant dues not AND EIGHT
know that Andiappa Pillay had adopted Muthu Irulappa
oTHERS.
Pillay. In point of fact, no one knows about it. u Bo GYr, J.
When the 1st defendant was asked why in these
circumstances he swore in his affidavit that he and
Muthu Irulappa Pillay v,rere Andiappa Pillay's adopted
sons; he replied his lawyer drafted the affidavit and
he did not know about this . matter. If the 1st
defendant did not known about the material contents
of his affidavit, a jMtiori Ramayi, apparentl_x _?-n_
-ign?_l9P,L...:w..oma-n, would not have kno·;;·aJ)out-- the
material contents of her affidavit.
The 1st defendant has made a noteworthy admission
that Andiappa Pillay had treated him and Muthu
Irulappa Pillay exactly alike and as members of his
family. He was related to both of them, and they ·each
in their respective spheres helped him in the management of his business and estate. Andiappa Pillay
shortly 'before his death bequeathed the bulk of his
estate to these two young men an.d his small daughters
in equal shares. It is not shown that Irulappa Pillay
had been adopted bY'Andiappa Pillay; and in all the
above circumstances it is highly improbable that the
1st defendant was aclopt~d by the gentleman.
There is also the 1st defendant's admission that it
was only after Andiappa Pillay'~ death that he and
M uthu Irulappa Pillay described. themselves for the
first time as Andiappa Pillay's adopted sons. In the last
analysis, therefore, the 1st defendant never claimed
before Andiappa Pillay' s death
have been adopted
by Andiappa Pillay ; _Andiappa Pillay on his part never

to
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a\.:kn,nvlcdged him a~; <1n ~v.:opted son ; and nu one. not
ercn his own half-brc'J~er, kne\Y him to havv bcf.n
A. t;L~~,:c;u adopted E>y Ancliapp-: l'illay.
Now, it is \H;il-Lnc\Ytl
'til<it
in
a
Hindu
farTil·_.
the
sen,
whether n<th.ll~,l <·r
A. PARA~iKUNIJRAM
adopted, occupies a unJ ;ue position. He is the kirPnLAY
A:-;o EIGHT
app~n·cnt of the famtl~-- ;,nd :tfter his father's death 1vc
01'HERS.
f
.
ha:~ to perform ceremonies
or the salvation of Ins
u Bo Gvr,J. father's soul. Yet, AndiappJ. Pillay in one of the most
solemn moments of ill~ life, i.e. at the time he was'
m<ddng his Will, and <.J1 the occasion· vrhen he would
have acknowledged Li:; relationship to the 1st
defendant, did not acknowledge the 1st defendar\ ~1s
his adopted son. The \Vill, in my opinion, throws a
revealing light on Andhppa Pillay's attitude tow;ncls
the 1st ddendant, \Vho on his part when the document
was read over to him by Andiappa Pilla;' raised no
protest whatever. He _did not even ask Andiappa
Pillay why he had not been mentioned in the Will as an
adopted son. He apparently accepted the position.
Andiappa Pillay who was a self-made man had a mind
of his own. He refused to be; trammelled by conventions and leaving a pittance for his widow bequeathed
the bulk of his estate to his two relatives who bad
rendered services to him and to his two daughters in
equal shares. The evidence , read as a whole, is
consistent with this view rather than with the view that
the 1st defendant is the adopted son of Andiappa
Pillay.
Now, Mulla in section 489 of his Principles of
Hindu Law states : ((Giving and receiving.-(1) The
physical act of giving and receiving is absolutely
necessary to the validity of an adoption. This is so not
only in the case of the twice born classes, but also in
the case of Sudras. It is of the essence of adoption,
and the law does not accept any substitute for it.
Mere expression of consent; o~ the execution of a deed
H.C.
19-18
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of adoption, though registered, but not accompained
by an actual delivery of the boy, does not operatin.: as
a valid adoption. To constitute giving and taking in
adoption all that is necessary is that there should be
some overt act to signify the delivery of the boy from
one family to another.'' Here, no doubt, the adoption
is alleged to have· taken place about half a century ago
and consequently direct evidence as to the ceremony
would be meagre. But at the same time it must be
remembered that it is the plaintiff who has come
forward with his story of adoption and this is not a case
·where his adoption is attacked by another claiming
property in his hands.
For all the above reasons I find that the adoption
has not been proved and answer the first issue accordl;mgly. It follows from this that Andiappa Pillay's
properties which were admittedly self-acquired
properties were taken by the 1st defendant not as
ancestral property but as his own separate property.
Ivlulla in section 223 (3) of }J.is treatise says:
" Property inherited from collaterals-P,·op~rty i11herited from
females.-Excluding the doubtful case of property inherited fwm
a maternal grandfather, it may be said that the only property that
can be called ancestral property is property inherited by a person
from his father, father's father , or father's father's father.
Property inherited by a person from any other relation is his
separ.1te properly, and his male issue do not take any interest in it
by birth . Thus property inherited by a person from collaterals,
such a:s a brother, uncle, etc., or property inherited by him from
a femaie, e.g. his mother, is his separate property."

It seems clear therefore that the plaintiff did not by

birth acquire any interest in the property bequeathed
by Andiappa Pillay to the 1st defendant. There is
nothing to show that the plaintiff contributed anything
tow~rds the acquisition of property by the ls.t defendant,
who, moreover, in his written statement has claimed

45
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all the suit properties as his own absolute prc_:pcr ;.-,
Furthermore, '' 1:\ copcv·cenary is pure.!~; a creaLErc ' f
A. P. ALAGt'
iav;
; it cannot be cre;,tcd by act of parties, :::a.v•; in sc
PILLAY
tar that by adoption a stranger may be introduced as a
A. PARAMmember thereof." [M uHa's treatise, section 214 ; see
KUNDRAM
PILI.AY
sections
222 and 223 ( l) also.] I find that the p1ail1ti 1
AND EIGHT
OTHERs.
did not acquire any interest in the suit properties and
U Bo GYJ, J. that he and the 1st defendant had no coparceuary
property, and I answer the second and third issues in
this sense.
In view of the above findings, it is unnecessary to
come to a decisio.n on the remaining issues. Since,
however, arguments have been addressed to me at
great length ·on the legal issues, 1 shall proceed to
discuss them.
Assuming that the suit properties were a coparc,¥nary, the 1st defendant would be more than a mere
manager of the coparcenary estate. It is not necessary
therefore that when he borrowed money legal necessity
must be proved in order that the interests of the other
coparceners may be bound'. It is common ground that
the 1st defendant borrowed Rs. 20,000 on the mortage
deed, Exhibit 1, and a further sum of Rs. 5,000 on a
pro-note from · R.M.A.R.A.R.R.M. Firm and that
subsequently he transferred most of his properties to
the·firm in discharge of the mortgage debt and partial
discharge of the decree obtained on the pro-note. It
has been ruled by the Privy Council in Brij Narain v.
Mangla Prasad. (1). that "antecedent debt means
~ntecedent in fact as well as in time, that is to say, that
the debLmust be truly independent and not part of the
.t ransaction impeached". Here the debts due on the
·' · .
·arid the pro-note must -be . held to be
to the outright transfer both in fact and in
H.C.
194o

"·

(1) L.R. 511. A. 129.
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It is conteudec1 th;1.t :;i:Ke the mortgal',e elf bt
which \Vas for a pre ·.en i cCHblclerahon was nJt <tn
antect:dent cl ebt ;md Ut(: ' :vf:,: .age was therefore \·;:'iO
under the Hindu L<l' ..J i< follo·ws that the Otli.r.~o:b;
h<!nsfer mack m com:ide; .1tion ·.If the discharge cf rhc

mortg<tge is ab~o void. I do n' ,, think that the ruling
of the Privy Council should be interpreted in thi;;,
vvay. Their Lordships have nol mentioned'' debi.s "or
"transactions " and each transaction, the mortgage as
well as the sale in this cEse, must be considered
separately and it must be ascertained whether the debt
was antecedent to the particular transaCtion at the
moment under consideration. \See also Mulla's comments at page 373 of his tre~:tise in section 295.) I
hold therefore that the sale as per Exhibit 2 was for
antecedent debts.
It is not contended that th e debts were contracted
for illegal purposes, and the next question that falls for
delermination therefore is whether they were contracted
for immoral purposes. It is said that the 1st defendant
was addicted to drink, that he used to frequent the
races, and that he kept a mistress. There is no evidence
to show that the 1st qefendant used to {drink
intoxicating liquor. He admits that he used to go. to
the races. But on his own showing he first v.·ent:~to
the races after he had executed the mortgage deed.
He says that he used to spend about Rs. ·500 aimonth
on his mistress and her people. According to him he
had a banking acc_ount •and used to draw money from
the bank and pay it to his mistress and his banking
account~book would show how much he had spent on
her. SummGnses and notice!;) issued to him~by the
Court in the cases above ment~oned as well 1as the
discharged pro-notes have been tendered in evidence
at -:the hearii1g. The lst defendant says that these
documents as well as his other do~uments we:re -left at
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his house in Singapore Quarter when he evacuated
Rangoon and that on his return he found his house
A. P. AuGU
burnt down. V. K. Subramanyam Thevar professes
PILLAY
'II,
to
have obtained those notices and summonses and
A. PAIIJ.Jd·
KUNDRAW
discharged pro-notes from the lst defendant's house.
PlLLAY
AND ElGHT
It is significant that the other documents belonging to
OTHERS.
the 1st defendant, such as the banking account-book,
U Bo GYI, J.
have not been produced. It appears from the 1st
defendant's evidence itself that at the time he took the
loans on pro-notes and the loan on the mortgage on
two successive days he was in need of money to pay
advances to his tenants. He had no cash with him at
the time, and he and his wife admit that advances were
usually made to the tenants during the harvest.
Although he has stated that he made no fresh advances
to the coolies, he admits in the course of his evidence
that he used to make advances to the coolies about the
beginning of each working season. The fact that he
borrowed Rs. 5,000 on the 21st October 1932 altho
it~had been arranged that he should borrow Rs. 20
on the follmving day, is significant. He must
been in urgent need of money to pay out
He had not started going to the races then
extremely unlikely that he would _have
syms of money to his mistress, and in any
not suggested that he paid out big sums of
her. In these circumstances, the evidence
agent of the firm, Arunachalam Chettyar, that'
the 1st defendant actually paying out advances out
the loans to some of his coolies is credible. For all
above reasons, I am of opinion that the· ·debts
contracted in the course of the 1st ·aerertaa.n
business. Furthermore, there is the evidence of
V. K. Subramanyam Thevar that in 1932 the 1st
defendant's income from the labour contract busineSs
was about R~. 12,000 per annum. The 1st defendant
1948
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could very well have supported his mistress out of
that income. Now, a mere general charge of immorality
is not enough, and it must be shown that there is ::-ome
connection between the debts and the immorality.
In Mulla's treatise the following passage occurs at
page 371 :
"The burden which lies upon the sons to prove the
immorality of the debt is not discharged by showing that the
father lived an extravagant or immoral life ; there must be a
direct connection between the debt and the immorality set up by
the sons."

It has also been held in H emraj alias Babu Lal and

others v. Khem Chand and others (1) that 11 Examination
of the nature and character of the father's debt should
be made with reference to the time ·w hen it originated
and if it appears that at its inception the debt was not
tainted with immorality of any kind then it must be
held to be binding on the son." For all these reasons,
I hold that, assuming. that the properties transferred by
Exhibit 1 belonged to the joint Hindu family of the
plaintiff and the 1st defendant, the plaintiff's interest
therein was bound by the sale and I answer the 5th
issue accordingly.
No arguments have been addressed regarding the
validity of the transfers made in favour of the 5th to
9th defendants and in view of my finding that the
plaintiff was not a coparcener with the 1st defendant
I shall not go into the validity of the transfers to these
defendants.
In the result, the suit is dismissed. with costs. The
plaintiff b¥ his legal representative will pay the court-fee
on the plaint which he would have had to pay if he
had not been allowed to sue as a pauper.
. (l)' I.L.R. (1943) All. 7'27.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Thaung Stitz, J.

H.C.
1948

IVIAUNG BA THI ?\YO

AND OTHERS {APPELLANTS)

v.

Junr. 1.

MAUNG SAN NYU?-;'

AND OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).*

Buddhist Law-Keittima

arioptJOII-Ap•tit.ha-DifferetJC~.

Held :That distinction between l!eitlmJa and aPatitha adoption is a fine

one and lies solely in the Intention of the adoptive parent. If the child was
taken with intent that it shall inherit from the adoptive parent then the
adoption is lteittima and it is this intention lha.t must be given publicity.
Apatitha child is one adopted casually without the intenticm e:.:press~cl that
the child shall inherit.

Ma Than Nyun v. Daw Shwc Thit, l,L.R. 14 Ran. 557, followed
lrlmmg Gyi arrd oue v. Maung Awtg Pyu, l .L .H. 2 Ran. 661, referred lO·

Yan A u11g for the appell8nts m 14/1948 and
respondent in 166/1947.
Ba Nytmf for the respondents m 14/1948
appellant in 166/1947.
U THAUNG SEIN, J.-Civil Second Appeals N
of 1947 and No. 14 of 1948, which have
the same suit, namely, Civil Hegular No. 3
the Subordinate Judge, Tavoy, have b
together, and the present judgment
those cases.
In the above suit the plaintiffs Maung San N-yu'n ..
and Ivla Tl1aung Sein, who are husband and wife, sued
Maung Ba Tbi Nyo and
Aye Kyi \husband and
wife Hor ·a declaration of their title to a certain piece
of land.in Tavoy town and for possession of the same.
Their ·case was that they lthe plaintiffs) had bought
the suit land from six persons who were the legal
representaUves and heirs of one· Daw Sein Nu, the

Ma

·~i~U Second Appeal No. t66 of 1947 Cross
C1~1l

the

Second ApDaal No. 14 of 1948.

;;>.ppeals . against the

District Court of Tavoy in Appeal

6th November, 1947.

No.

15 ol 19.47,

deuree

of

dated the
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H.C.
original owner. The defendants had, however, built a
1948
house on the land and were in occupation and refused
:'lfAUNG BA
to quit in spite of notices served on them.
THr i':Yo
The suit was hotly contested by the defendants, ASD v.OT!!ERS
SAN
1.vho claimed that Ma Aye Kyi (2nd defendant) was a MAU~G
NYUN
keittirna ~aughter of Daw Sein Nu and hence sole heir AND OTHERS.
to her estate to the exclusion of all other heirs.
u THAt:NG
SEIN, J.
The learned Subordinate Judge framed three issues
which I do not propose to reiterate, and the suit went
to trial. The most important issue in the case \Vas
whether the defendant Ma Aye Kyi was, in fact, the
keitfima daughter of Daw Sein Nu. Evidence was led
by both sides, and when the hearing of the witnesses
had been condaded, the defendants applied for
permission to amend their written statement so as to
put in an alternative claim as an apatitha child. The
learned Subordmat e Judge granted the necessary
permission, and it is interesting to note that there was
no objection to the proposed amendment by the
plaintiffs. Finally, the learned Subordinate Judge
found that the defendant Ma Aye Kyi was, in fact the
keiWma adopted daughter of Daw Sein Nu and, as
such, her sole heir. The suit was then dismissed as
the sir.: persons who transferred the suit land h ad 110
right, title or interest in it.
An appeal was filed in the District Court of Tavoy
against the decree of the learned Subordinate Judge,
and the learned District Judge hdd that Ma Aye Kyi
had failed to prove keit tinta adoption and that she was
merely an apatitha child. It is settled law that an
apatitha child is only entitled to a /half. share in· the
estate ot her adopted parents and that the remaining
half share must fall to the other heirs. The learned
District Judge accordingly set aside the decree of the
trial Court and granted- a decree to the plaintiffs as
prayed tor in respect of a half share in the suit land

BURMA LA \V REPORTS.
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and for possession of the same. Both the plaintiffs
and defendants have now come up in second apealthe plaintiffs asserting that the learned District Judge
was wrong in holding that there was any adoption of
Ma Aye Kyi by Daw Sein Nu and that Ma Aye Kyi is
not an apatitha child. The defend~nt Ma Aye Kyi, on
the other hand7 'claims that she is a keittima child and
not an apatitha child as found by the learned District
Judge.
The main gr,ounds put forward by the learned
counsel appeari~!g, for the original plaintiffs is thatt on
the evidence led at the trial, the lower Courts ought to
have held that Ma Aye Kyi failed to prove any adoption
of herself by Daw Sein Nu. The defendants, however~
assert that there was clear evidence of keittima adoption.
Both the lower Courts have held that there was at
least an adoption of Ma Aye Kyi by Daw Sein Nu,
though, of course, they do not agree on the exact
nature of the adoption . This concurrent finding of
fact, that is to say, of the adoption of Ma Aye Kyi~
must be accepted. The only question that remains is
whether Ma Aye Kyi was a keittima
an apatitha
child.
Now, the distinction betwee n a keittima and an
apatitha child is a fine one and lies solely in the
intention of the adoptive parents. In Ma Than Nyun
v. Daw Shwe Thit ( 1) the distinction between a keittirna
and apatitha child has been explained as follows :

or

. '' The intention of the person who takes the child of another
in adoption that the child shall inherit from the adoptive parent
is the principal requisite of keittima adoption, and it is this
intention that must be given publicity.

..

*

11

*

An ap~liiha child is. cine· who has been adopted casually and
'!ithout any- intention expressed on the part of the adoptive
!1) I.L.R. 14 Ran. 557.
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parent that the child shall inherit. The intention for ms the
dividing line between a ke1ttima child an d an npatJtka ..;hild ; in
other respects their po!ition is the same."
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MA.UNG BA

TH! NYo

Applying these principles to the present case, the AND v.OTHERS
SAN
questions that arise are whether there was any intention MAUJ(G
J{Y UN
on the part of Daw Sein Nu that Ma Aye Kyi should AND OTHEJ:.S.
inheri;: her estate to the exclusion of other relatives, U THA UNG
and whether there was public notoriety of this intention. ' SKIN, J.
The learned Subordinate Judge has discussed the
evidence led in great detail and held that Daw Sein Nu
had adopted Ma Aye Kyi with the consent of her
par~nts and lived for 20 years with her as her adoptive
mother. During that period Daw Sein N u had usually
addressed her as '' thami" (daughter), allowed her to
manage the house and. sent her on a religious pilgrimage with other friends. The learned Subordinate
Judge was impressed by the veracity of the witnesses
cited by Ma Aye Kyi and remarked : u Theirs is a
simple story to tell and they told it plainly." He
went on to say 11 Studied as a whole the story has a
ring of truth." Some of the witnesses cited by
Ma Aye Kyi are admittedly her close relatives.
The learned District Judge, however, refused to
accept the testimony of these witnesses on the
ground that they '' are either under obligations to or
relations of Ma Aye Kyi ". Perhaps, the learned
District Judge has overlooked the fact that, in weighing
the evidence of witnesses, the trial· Court is always. in
a far better position than the appellate Court. Th e
trial Court has the advantage of seeing and noting on
the demeanour of the witnesses, whereas the appellate
Court merely reads the evidence as recorded. As a
general rule therefore, findings of fact by trial Courts
dep.endent on the oral evidence of witnesses should
normall-y be a.cc~p.t~d. . The le3:fned S~bor4in~te Judge,
who saw and heard the witnesses
the p·r esent case,

in
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hns given good reasons for believing them, and 1 see
no reason why his findings should have been upset by
the learned District Judge.
There are, ho\:r;'ever, t\yo factors pointed by the
learned District Judge vdi.ich were not discussed in
the judgment of the trial Court: ln the first place, it
appears that, at the time of Da\:V Se{h Nu's death, she
_left a boat and this was sold by one: Mau~g Kywe Phyu,
her nephew. According to the learne-d District Judge,
this would clearly go to show that Ma Aye Kyi was
not the adopted daughter, as, if she were, no such sale
could have taken place except by herself. The answer
to this is that, as pointed out by the learned counsel
for the defendants, the boal was apparently sold
during an unsettled period and · perhaps Ma Aye Kyi
did not feel inclined to interfere with Maung Kyv,·e
Phyu.
Next, the learned District Judge has referred to an
ahlu given by Daw Sein Nu to which hundred guests
\Vere invited. It appears that invitation cards were
issued for the occasion, and Ma Aye Kyi has referred
to that ahlu in the following words :
'' Daw Sein Nu personally performed the dedication
ceremony. She did not declare then that I was her adopted
daughter."

The cerem_ony in 9. uestion was one relating to the
offering of honey to some pongyis, and I am at a loss
to know why it should have been necessary for.
Da\v ·sein Nu to have announced then that Ma Aye Kyi
was her adopted child. As regards· the invitation
cards,. the learned District Judge has held _that they
were not issued in the joint name_s o'f Daw Sein Nu
and Ma Aye Kyi. No_copies of·the cards in question
were filed as an Exhibit, and none of the witnesses
were specifically questioned on this ·matter.

.194-8]
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On the whole, I am of the opinion- that the learned
1948
Subordinate Judge was correct in holding that
M.4UNG BA
Ma Aye Kyi was the keittin-z.a adopted d aughter o f Tlir NYo
Daw Sein Nu and, as such, her sole heir. Th e suit "')(0 v.oTHans
lands were the property of Daw Sein Nu and Ma Aye MAUNG SAs
'
NYUZ..
Kyi alone was legally entitled to dispose of them. J.No oTHERs.
The six persons who transferred the suit lands to the u TaAu.liG
-plaintiffs were not legally entitled to do so, and, as
SatN, J.
such, could confer no title in the property. The
learned District Judge therefore erred in holding
that Ma Aye Kyi was only an apatitha c hild of
Daw Sein Nu.
Before finally disposing of this appeal I sh ould li ke
to point out that the learned counsel for the plaintiffs
has also argued that th e tri8.l Court should not h ave
allowed an amendm..:nt of the writt en statement by the
derendants by means nf which they were able to put in
an alternative claim as an apatitha child. According
to the learned cou nsel, the plaintiffs were deprived of
their right to meet the defendants' additional claim.
As a matter of fact, no objections were raised by the
plaintiffs at the time when the amendment was allowed
by the trial Court. It has been laid down in Maung Gyi
and one v. Maung Aung Pyu (1) that a Court may, under
suitable circumstances, permit a written statement to
be amended so as to mak ~ the defence also into an
alt~rnative one of apatitka adoption. There can be no
doubt that the present suit was a fit case in which such
an amendment should have been allowed and was,
in fact, allowed by the learned Subordinate Judge,
Tavoy.
Accordingly, Civil Second Appeal No. 166 o.f 1947 .
is allowed al)d the decree of the lower appellate Court
is set aside and the plaintiffs' suit is dismissed with
costs in all Courts:
(1) I.f..R. 2 Ran-•. 661.

'
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Civil Second Appeal No. 14 of 1948 is dismis5ed.
There will be no costs in this case as I have already
allowed costs in Civil Second Appeal No. 166 of 1947.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Tltaung Seitt, ].

MAUNG ·Pu

(APPELLANT)

v.

u THA

HPYE

AND FOUR OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).*

New question of law-When can be raiied-Burmese Buddhtsl Law--GUtImmoveable Property.
Held : A Burman B uddhiiit cannot claim immoveable property by way of
giit except by a registered instrument.
Lim Charlie at•d auolher v. The Official Receiv~tr, I.L. R. 12 Ran. :238, referred.
to and fqllowed.
I,n Second Appeal a new point of l~w which would affect the plaintiff's
right to institute the suit can be raised foi: fiiat time.
Matw.g Satt Ytt: and o1ze v. Mmtng San Pt, I.L.R. 4. Ran. 500. followed.

B. W. Bg

T~m

for the appellant.

Win Maung for the respondent.

U THAUNG

SElN,

J.-The 1st respondent-plaintiff

U Tha· Hpye sued the appellant Maung Pu and the

remaining respondents in the Court of the Subordinate
Judge, Myingyan, for possession of a certain piece of
land.
'
In the plaint it was allt:ged that the suit lands were
originally owned by Daw Kyoke,, the mother of the
plaintiff, who died about five years before the filing of
the suit 1 and that the lands ip. question devolved on the
plaintiff by way of inheritance. Some time before her
death Daw Kyoke created a usufructuary mortgage in
respect of the
suit and with the respondent
U Ya Gyaw who in turn s.ub-mortgaged it to the
respondent Ma Pwa Nyun. The plaintiff went on to say
that .he redeemed the mortgage from U Ya Gyaw in or
*Civil Second Appeal No. 31 of 1948 against the decree of the Dietrict
Court of M yingyan. in Civil Appeal No. 24 of 1~7, dated the 20th December 1947.
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about November 19-l~; and the sub-mortgage: was exhnguished an( he therf~fr·rt claimed that he was -~ ntitlecl
U
to possc~~si0n of t h::- 1:md.
'nfortunate1~- for the ;Jaintiff the suit land i: in the exclusive possession of the
appellanl 1'- ',mn · P:, '.vho ass·erts that he bought it
during the Jap<ti, ;:~< occupation of Burm.a for the smn
of Rs. 1,500 in Jap<mese currency from th~ respondents
Ma Aye Shin and rvL~ Thein who art- ~aiel to be the
original owners
the land by means of an ·,:megistered
deed o£ sale.
The suit was c~_>ntested by the appellant alent as
the remaining respondent-defendants filed admissions .
supporting the plaintiff's claim.
The issues between the appellant and the plaintiff
therefore \\'(:re (1) whether the plaintiff is the owner of
the suit land 1 and (2) if so, whether he is entitled to
possession of it as against the appellant (defendant)
Maung Pu.
The learned Subordinate Judge held that the plaintiff is not the owner of the la1_1d in question and that it
belongs to the appellant \Vho had bought it from the
original owner, and the suit was accordingly dismissed.
On appeal to the District Court of Myingyan, the
learned District Judge disagreed with the finding of
the lower trial Court and held that Daw Kyoke W<~s the
original owner of the lands and that the plaintiff had
it1herited them on her death. The decree of the trial
Court was accordingly set aside and a decree for
possession as prayed for by the plaintiff was passed.
The defendant-appellant Maung Pu has now come up
to_ the High Court on 2nd appeal to have the decree of
the lower appellate Court set aside.
The main grounds urged by the learned counsei for
the appellant are that the plaintiff failed to prove
exclusive ownership of the land in question and that on
his own shc>wing he is at best a co-owner along with
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two o'.her brother~~ who were not ma rle p:11t~.~s tn the
suit z~nd hence the suit must be dismissed.
.
Now, the plaintiff in hi~; plaint claimed [ f, at d '~· -.uit
land \vas inherited by him from his mother. I-lo;x.:;ver,
in his evidence in the trial Court he stated, " Parti ti.on
of n1y parents' estate had been made before the dZ!ath
of my mother. That is, ?,bout 4 years before her death.
Partition was made orally." Apparently the plaintiH
meant that he received the lands hy way of gift when
he refers to., Partiti9n of the estate". According to
Burmese Buddhist Law partition qf an estate between
a parent and children can only take place under the

folloYving circumstances : ( 1) An aw-asa child may
claim partition of his or herq u~rtershare,if a son on the
death of his father, or i{a did.ighter'otithe cdeath of her
mother; (2} On the remarriage of the :aurviving parent
the children of a former· marriage are entitled to claim
partition of the' estate. In the case under consideration
there is nothing ·on the rec.ord to suggest that the
plaintiff was an aurasa child and in addition his mother
Daw Kyoke does not appear to have contracted a second
mar.riage. There was thus no occasion or r eason for the
so -called partition of Daw Kyoke's estate. In all
probability the plaintiff meant to say that t-he lands
were gifted to him orally by his mother. If this be so,
that gift was clearly invalid ; vide Lim Charlie and
another .v. The Official Receiver (1), which lays down
that " a Burman Buddhist cannot claim immoveable
property by way of gift except by a registered instrument
in accordance with the provisions of section 123 of the
Transfer of Property Act.''
'The plaintiff cannot possibly rely on the so-called
11
partition of the estate" to prove his title to the lands.
On the plaintiff's own showing ·it appears that besides
(1) l.L.R. 12 Ran. 238.
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himself two other brothers sunived Daw Kyoke. If the
suit lands were the property of his mother, then the
plaintiff is only a co-owner with his bro\hers. That
being so, the question that arises is whether the plaintiff
could obtain possession of the lands without impleading
his brothers as parties to the suit ? In this connection
I should like to mention that this point was not raised
by the appellant either in the trial Court or in thelower
appellate Court and it has been raised for the first time
in second appeaL That such a plea may be raised in
second appeal is laid down in Maimg San Ya and one
v. Maung San Pa (1) in the following terms:
" A question of law which would affect the plaintiff's right to
institute the suit could be raised for the first time in second
appeal."

If th~ brothers of the appellant are necessary and
indispensable parties to the suit, then the plaintiff's
suit must necessarily fail as he has not applied for
amendment of the plaint so as to implead them. The
question is whether the brothers ot the appellant are
persons who ought to have been joined as parties to the
suit. If the plaintiff's suit could have been decreed
without the brothers being on the record as parties, then
tmder Order 1, Rule 9 of the Code of Civil Procedure,
the suit should not be del eated by reason of non-joinder
of parties. But in the present case the plaintiff is not
the sole owner of the land· and he is not entitled to
exClusive possession as against his brothers and, hence,
all the brothers are necessary parties to the suit. In
this connection, I would refer to the following note at
page 512 of Mulla's Civil Procedure Code, 11th edition,
under Order 1, Rule 9:
" Similarly, a suit by executors, trustees, co-owners of
property or partners for the recovery of property in

im~oveabl~

(ll I.L.R. 4
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which they are jointly interested will not lie unless all the p;;rties
interested are joined. If such a suit is filed by some only oi the
parties interested, the Court will allow an amendment and join
the absent parties as co-plaintiffs. But, if the plaintiff in spite ci
objection raised persists in the suit without joining tl}e absent
parties, the suit will be dismissed."

In the present suit the plaintiff alone seeks to get
possession of the lands and applying the above principles I would hold that in the absence of his brothers
no decree could be passed in his favour for possession
of the suit lands. The plaintiff's suit must therefore
stand dismissed.
The appeal is accordingly ,a,!low,~.\1~;. ,,mp~w·. ;;gecree of
the lower appellate Cour~is..~.<?H.~?,~!~gz:~~£!;i;~~\''~!aintiff's
suit will stand di$1Ili~$.~P,; ;~tli,;1.~q~~~··iiii•~~ij';;@,(j'g~t$~:./ .
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Eefnrt U Tflattni Seiu, 1.

H.C.

MAUNG THIT MAUNG

1948
Jum 21-.

(APPELLANT)

v.
MAUNG TIN

AND THREE OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).

Nateriat alteration ofreceipi-Effect of-Test whether the documwt is tllejvundntion of the claim or merely tvidwce,
Held: Where a document which is the foundation of the obligation of the
defendant is materially altered by the plaintiff, his suit slwuld be dismissed.
But where the document materially altered is marely a piece of evidence and
plaintiff can prove his claitn without reference to the altered document, the
claim 111a.y be decreed.
Natlw Lal aud others v. Mt. Gomti Kuar and others, (1940) A.T.R. 160;
Gour Chandra Das v. Prasanna KtHnar Chatldra, 33 Cal. 812; Tapir am v .
. .Jugalkisltore aud atlofher, (1926) A.I.R Nag. 209, referredJo and discussed.
The test is whether the orij:(inat consideration has merged in the do,cument.

JVf. Zakaria for the appellant.

S.

Choung Po and

Thein M azmg

for

the

respondent~.
i

u· THAUNG SEINr J.-On the 27th October 1944,
that is to say, during the period of the Japanese military
occupation of Burma, the plaintiff-appellant Maung
Thit Maung sued the respondents Maung Tin and Ko Po
Hlaing [(deceased) and represented by his heirs and
legal representatives-respondents Nos. 2, 3 and 4] in
tl1 e then Sub divisional Court of Maubin for the recovery
of 750 baskets Jof paddy or their value. Accordipg to the
plaint ·the plaintiff-appellant had lent the .respo~1dents
.Maung Tin and Ko Po Hlaing a sum of Rs. 270 on the
9th of De~ember· 1941 on the express understanding
that it would be repaid by means of 300 baskets of
paddy. In addition, the plaintiff-appellant was alleged
• Ci-vil Second Appe;~.l No.2. of 1948. against the d~cree of the District
Court of Maubin in Civil Appeal No. 4 of 1947, dated the 2'2nd September 1947.
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to have rented out to the same individuals a house and
1948
10 head of cattle on a fixed rental oLJ50 baskets of
MAUNG THIT
paddy a year. The respondent Maupg Tin and
MA.UNG
fJ.
Maung Po Hlaing failed to repay the original loan of MA.UNG
T!N
Rs. 270 or the paddy or the rent agreed upon and A.ND
OTHERS.
retained possession of the house and cattle and were
U THAUNQ
thus liable to pay the plaintiff-appellant 750 baskets df S'~tiN', J.
paddy or their value.
The suit was contested by the respondents who
admitted the receipt of Rs. 70 only out of the ·alleged
loan of Rs. 270 and pleaded, infer alia, that the receipt
or acknowledgment signed for that loan had been
materially altered by the addition of the figure " 2 " in
front of '' 70 " and wa.s thus void and unenforcible.
They also averred that the ppsse;S"~ion of the house in
question was not on a re}ntaJ l~a~is but under an agreement to repurchase the same. As regards the cattle it
was asserted that these had died a long while ago.
The suit in question was pending at the time of the
Japanese retreat in 1945 and was continued and finally
decided by the learned Assistant Judge of Maubin in
February 1947 only. The learned Assistant Judge has
found that there had been fraudulent and material
alteration in the acknowledgment or receipt for the loan
by the addition of the figure " 2·" in front of " 70 " ~nd
hence that receipt was void. As regards the house and
cattle it has b~en held that the plaintiff-appellant failed
i.o prove that he had rented them out as alleged by him.
In the result the p~aintiff-appellant's suit was dismissed.
An appeal was filed before the District Court of
Matibin and the learned District Judge agreed with all
the findings ot,. the trial Court and accordingly dismissed
the appeal. So far as the findings of fact are concerned
the plaintiff-appellant has made no attempt whatsoever
to challenge them in second appeal. The present
appeal turns mainly on a question of law, namely,
TH~E
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whether the receipt or acknovvledgment filed by the
plaintiff-appellant was the basis of his claim or whether
it was merely a piece of evidence and if it were merdy
an item of evidence whether the plaintiff-appellant
should not be granted a decree for the sum of Rs. 70
which was admitted by the respondents. The learned
District Judge relied on two rulings :-Na!hu La! and
others v. Mt. Gomti [(uar a11d others \1) and Gour
Chandra Das v. Prasanna Kmnar Chand1·a (2) for the
view that the material and fraudulent alteration in the
receipt or acknowledgment dated the 9th December
1941 (filed as Exhibit A in the trial record) rendered
it void and hence the plaintiff-appellant's claim was
bound to fail: These rulings are no doubt good
authority for the view that material alterations in a
document v,rithout the consent of the party affected and
so as to alter the character of the document render it
void and that no suit can be brought on such a document.
However~ the learned District Judge overlooked the fact
that the suit under consideration was not based solely
on the receipt dated the 9th December 1941 (Exhibit A).
It is clear from the pleadings and the evidence led at
the trial that the suit was one on the original consideration and the receipt (Exhibit A) was only an item of
evidence to prove the claim. It was open to the
plaintiff~appellant to have proved his claim without
referring_to the receipt {Exhibit A) and hence it matters
little whether that receipt was void or not. In this
connection I would refer to the ruling in Tapiram v.
]ugalkishore and another (3) the headnote of which
reads as follows :
"The rule that there is no right of action on a document
which has b~en materially altered after execution and without the
privity of the party to be affected by it, and that no decree ~hould
(1} (1940) A.I.R. 160.
(2) 33 Cal. 812.
(3) (1926) A.I.R. Nag. 209.
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be passed in a suil brought on such a document despite :he fact
that consideration for the document has been admitted hy the
defendant has nO application where the ooligation to be enforced
does not arise under the alte1·ed instrument and the instrument is

produced merely as a piece of evidence in proof of the obligation."

This ruling discusses in great detail the law on the
subject of the effect of material alterations in documents
and a large number of rulings \vere referred to
therein. The crucial test in the case under consideratio·n is whether the original consideration has merged in
the receipt dated the 9th December 1941 (Exhibit A).
If it has merged then, the suit must fail as the receipt
in question is void and \vill ha.v~ to be left out of all
consideratipn. But I n·eed!hatdiy'point out' that there
\;~.ras _ no st!ch merger in the present case and the receipt
dated the 9th December 1941 {Exhibit A) was merely
an acknowledgment of a certain sum of mon ey. Under
the circumstances, the plaintiff-appellant was at least
entitled to a decree for the amount admitted by the
respondents, namely, Rs. 70. This appeal is accordingly
allowed. The judgments and decrees of both the lower
Courts are set aside and -instead there will be a decree
for the plaintiff-appellant for the sum of Rs. 70 with
proportionate costs in all Gourtf>.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
B&jore U Thm111g Sein, J,

H. C.
1948
July 15

MA CHO

AND ONE

(APPELLANTS)

v.
THAKIN ANT GYI

(RESPONDENT).*

Suit t~r damages for ·wrongful rtsc a1;d rccupa/iati-S.

~2, sp~cific

Relief Act.

H cld : There il no rule that as soon as plaintiff's title to property is
challenged the plaintiff must also pray for declaration of title. It is sufficient

that he proves that he is the owner of the property and entitled to possession.
M. ['. Sayed Mohamed v. K. S. Ebrahi111 Das and Otre, (1947) R.L.R. 9~.
referred to.

Tun Sein fo r the appellants.
Yan Aung and T¥in M amzg for the respondent.

U THAUNG SEIN, J.-The plaintiff-respondent
Thakin Ant Gyi
sued the appellant-defendants
Ma Cho , and Ma Mya in the Court of the 1st
Subordinate Judge, Pakokku, for recovery of Rs. 180r
being damages and compensation for the wrongful use
and occupation of a house belonging to the plantiffrespondent. iThe appellant-defendants contested the
suit and pleaded that the house in question had b een
transferred to them by the plantiff-respondent in
exchange for their own house and hence the question
of payment of damages or compensation did not arise.
The learned. Subordinate Judge held that there had
been an exchange of houses as alleged by the
appellant-defendants but that, as the transaction had
not beenregistered, ±here was no valid transfer of title
in the disputed house.
However, the learned
Subordinate Judge went on to say that the appella:ntde~endants were not trespassers on the property and
*Civil Second Appeal No. 41 of 1948 against the decree of the l•t Assistant
Judge's Court of Pakokku in CiYil Allpeal No 2 of 19.48, dated the 19 th January
1948.
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that no notice to quit bad been served on them and they
were therefore not liable to pay any damage or
compensation in respect of the house. The plaintiffrespondent's suit was accordingly dismissed.
An appeal was filed before the 1st Assistant Judge
of Pakokku ( U Pu) who has been invested viith
appellate jurisdiction under section 13 (1) (a) of the
Courts Act, 19.45 (Burma Act No. XIV of 1945). Ti1e
learned Assistant Judge allowed the appeal and decreed
the plaintiff-respondent's suit on the following gr"ounds.
He has pointed out that the exchange of houses
betweer:. the parties was invalid owing to la~k of
registration and as such the owpe:rsi}ip. in the house
under consideration rem<J.!ne& ·~~itb the plaintiffrespondent. Then again, if was sfres~ed thaf n'o tice to
quit was served on the defendant-appellants who
admitted receipt of it and they had failed to comply
with it and were thus bound to pay damages and
compensation as claimed by the plaintiff-respondent.
The defendants have now come up on second
appeal to . the High Court against the decree of the
1st Assistant Judge, Pakokku, and the main ground put
forward by the learned counsel for the defendantappellants is that on the pleadings the suit was in fact
one for a declaration of the phlintiff-responden't's title to
the house but has been purposely disguised as a suit for
damages and compensation for wrongful use and
occupation. The learned counsel has argued that the
plaintiff-re$pondent cannot succeed in his suit without
praying for a d eclaration of title. My attention was
drawn to }.1. P. Sayed Mohamed v. K. S. Eb1'ahim Vas
.and one (1) where it was held as follows:
"In deciding the court fees payable for a plaint the Court
should look to the matter as a whole case and find out what in

-----

(1) (19471 R.L.l<. 98.
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for. It is the real nature of the relief
garb it is clothed in. Suit in substance for
converted into a suit for declaration \\·ith
adding a prayer for declaration."

"TfHKIN ANT

GYI.

U THAU:\'G
· SElN,J.

The learned counsel has laid great emphasis on the
portion which says that it is the real nature of the relief
that matters, wh~.tever ga~b it is clothed in, or in other
words thatt~~,,~ltitrnust be examined as a whole to
discc:wer i~:·t'f~~'~ature. According to him, the suit
under consicferation was in fact one for declaration of
the plaintiff-respondent's title with consequential
relief-namely, recovery of damages and compensation
for wrongful use and occupation of the house-and as
the plaintiff-respondent failed to pray for a declaration
the suit must be dismissed.
Now, in considering the claim for damages and
compensation for wrongful use and occupation i_t was
necessary to go into the question of the plaintiffrespondent's ownership in the property as the defendantappellants had also set up their own title to it. But
there is no enactment or ruling which lays down that as
soon as the plaintiff's title in respect of a house or land
is challenged in a suit for ejectment, cpmpensation or
mesne profits, the plaintiff must also pray for declaration
of his title. On the other hand, it is open to a person
whose title ·to an immoveable property has been
challenged to file a suit for declaration of his title. But
if he is able to seek further consequential relief and
omits to do so his suit is bound to fail, vide section 42
of the Specific Relief Act. In other words; a suit for a
bare declaration does not lie if the plaintiff is able to
seek consequential relief also. The converse of this
proposition . does not, of course, hold, viz. that
where · the plaintiff sues for a certain relief based on
his title to certain· property and his title is disputed,
then- he shall not succeed unless he also prays for a

BURMA LAW REPORTS.
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declaration of title.
The learned counsel's arguments
are based on this converse proposition and he is not
able to cite any authority on the point. Section 42 of
the Specific Relief Act does not make it imperative
for a plaintiff to sue for a declaration whenever his title
is challenged.
In the present case, in order that the plaintiffrespondent might succeed in the suit he must first
prove that he is the owner of the property and entitled
to possession of it. This does not mean that he must
also pray for a declaration of his title to the property.
The plaintiff-respondent was admittedly the original
owner of the house in question and his title in the property has not passed to the defendant-appellants by the
invalid exchange of houses. The defendant-appellants
had n o legal right to be in possession of the property as
.against the plaintiff-respondent and hence they are
liable to pay damages for wrongful use and occupation
of it.
This appeal fails and is accordingly dismissed with
·costs.

4
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CIVIL REVISION.
Before U Thauug Seit~. J.

H.C.
1948
Aug. 2.

ABDUL {APPLICANT)
'l.J ..

Q. H. AGNA (RESPONDENT).*
Burma Mt~uicipal Act, s. 14J-L.mrag:: fces-rV{Iell cau be collected-Taxing
sla!uie-Bmefit ofdot&bt.
Held : Under s. 141, ;..runicipal Act, " Municipal Com1nittee may charge
fees for • * • * lairage" only where there is "use or occupation" of
the lair. \Vhere there was no use or occupation of the lair as in the present
case no fees can be levied. S. 141 of the Municipal Act must be collstrned
strictly and no taxes can be imposed except by words which are clear and the
benefit of the doubt is the right of the subje~t.

The Executive Engineer, Mandalay v. The Maymyo Mrmicipality, I.L.R.
13 Ran. 758, followed and applied.
The mere fact that the 'Municipal Committee had issued a licence to collect
such fees cannot create ;my liability to 1pay the same.
·

K. R. Venlwiram for the appellant.
U THAUNG SEIN, J.-The respondent Q. H. Agna is
a Cattle Slaughter-house licensee of the Moulmein
Municipality for the period 1st October 1947 to 30t!J:
September 1948 and according to the licence issued to
him he is entitled to collect slaughtering fees and
lairage fees in respect of cattle slaughtered at the
Munisipal Slaughter-house. The present applicant
Abdul is a butcher who slaughtered a number of
animals at the sla~ghter-house in question and he has
paid to the respondent slaughter fees in respect of those
animals. But he refused' to pay the lairage fees on the
ground that no lair had in fact been provided and the
animals slaughtered by him had not been kept in the
lair for observation prior to the sla~ghter. It appears
• Civil Revision No. 40 of 1948 against the decree of the Small Causes
Court of Moulmein in Civil Suit 'No.8 of 1948, dated the 26th.March 1948.
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that under the bye-laws of the Moulmein Municipality
no animalshould be slaughtered unless it has been kept
under observation in the lair for at least four days.
While in the lair the animals were to be fed and tended
by the Municipal Committee or with the permission of
the Committee, by the owner of the animals. The feeding
charge for each animal while in the lair was fixed at
eight annas per day. It is this lairage fee which the
responden-t as a licensee of the Moulmein Municipal
Committee was empowered to collect from those who
brought animals for slaughter.
It appears that the bye-law in question has been a
"dead letter" for some time past and that animals had
been slaughtered without any observation in the lair.
The respondent claimed that he was ·entitled to lairage
fees as laid down in his licence whether the animals
were kept in the lair or not and accordingly sued the
applicant in the Small Cause Court of Moulme in for
the recovery of Rs. 126 for la,ira~e fees in respect of
the animals slaughtered by the latter. The learned
Judge of the Small Cause Court has held that though
the animals had not, in fact, been kept in the lair, yet
the respondent's licence clearly mentioned that he was
entitled to collect sucl;l fees and decreed the suit.
Now, lairage fees are charged for expenses incurred
in feeding or tending animals while they are in the lair.
The Municipal Committee are no doubt entitled to levy
such fees under section 141 of the Municipal Act which
runs as ~allows :
'
" 141. The committee may charge rents or fees for the use or
. occupation of any municipal slaughter-house or any shed, standing,
pen, lairage or other building or space therein."

But,- I would stress .that the · Municipal A<(t permits
the levy of such fees only ·where there is " use or
occupation" ot the lair.' Where there has b~en no use
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or occupation of the lair as in the present case, I fail to
see how they coulu levy such fees. It is clearly laid
down in the E.recutn•e Engineer, 111andala;- v. Tlze
Maymyo Municipality {1} that:
"No tax can he imposed except by words which are clear
and the benellt of the doubt is the right of the subject."

In my opinion section 141 of the Municipal Act must be
construed strictly and it is clear that where-there has
been no use or occupation of a lair then, no fees could
be leviable. The ]earned trial Judge was apparently
under the impression that the licence issued by a Municipal Committee cannot be questioned by any other
person. If that be so then Municipal Committees
could issue licences for the collection of any fees or
taxes which they deem fit. I feel certain that no one
would assert that Municipal Committees possess such
wide and unlimited powers of taxation. In issuing the
licence to collect certain fees, the Municipal Committee
does not guarantee its validity and the applicant was
thus entitled to question it.
In the present case there was no use or occupation
of the lair by the animals slaughtered by the applicant
and no expenses were incurred by the respondent in
respect of ·them. The applicant cannot be compelkd
to pay such charges merely because the Municipal
Committee had is~ued a licence to collect it. On the
whole the learned trial Judge erred in decreeing
the respondent's suit and the application for revision
is accordingly allowed.
The judgment and decree of the Small Cause Court
of Moulmein is h ereby set aside and 'the respondent's
suit shall stand dismissed with costs in all C<:>urts.

{l) I. L.R. 13 Ran. 758.
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SUPREME COURT.

u

MYA (APPLICANT)

t S.C.
1948

v.

u

TUN OHN

fnly Z3.

AND ONE ~RESPONDENTS).~;.

Writ of certiorari-Dismissal of an Eugi11Ur by the Corporation of Ra11goon
1111dcr s. 34 of/he Ci/y of Rangoon Mttnicipat Act wlt.elhcr Judicial or quasijudiciaZ-T¥/tether writ of certiorari the Proper remedy.
Held: That tbe dismissal of an E,gineer by the Administrator of the
Corporation was not a judicial act for which the writ of certiorari could be
issued. If the dismis>al be wrongful the remedy of the party is by a suit for
damages.
A. E. Madari v. U Tun 0/m a11d Oil&, (1948) Bur. L.R. 541, followed.

Dr. Thein for the applicant.
Kya~

Din for the respondents.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by
E MAUNG, J.-The remedies originally sought on
behalf of the applicant in these proceedings were
for directions in the nature of, certiorari and
mandamus. The applicant's case shortly is that the
1st respondent U Tun Ohn's action in dispensing with
his services as an Assistant Engineer (Buildings) in
the City of Rangoon Municipal Corporation was one
not made in due course of law and further that
U Tun Ohn had no authority to act as the Administrator and on behalf of the City of Rangoon Municipal
Corporation. He prayed therefore, in the first instance,
that the proceedings ending with his services being
dispensed with be quashed in exercise of the powers of
cediorari and also for the issue of directions in the
nature of mandamus requiring the 1St respondent to
• Civil Misc. AtJplication No. 7 of 1948.
t Preseut: .SIR BA U, Cttief Justice of the Union of Burma, E MAUNG,
and KYAW MYINT, J,, of the Supreme·; court.

J.,
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permit him to return to duty as an Assistant Engineer
in the City of Rangoon Municipal Corporation.
U MY&
The application also mentions casuaJly relief by way
W.
U Tt!M 0HK
of
prohibition,
but that was obviously the result of a
AWl) ONE.
rnisappreciation of what directions in the n~ture of
E 1lAUIIICO, J.
prohibition mean. This branch of the application was,
however, never pressed either at the hearing in
chambers or before the Court.
The applita.t~on in respect of directions in the
nature of nzandamu.s was reh;xsed by the Judge in
Chambers under Order XXI, Rule 2 of the Rules of
this Court. Section 45 of the Specific Relief Act
provides a sufficient remedy which the applicant could
have sought instead of applying to this Court for
directions in the nature of mandamus. Accordingly,
at the hearing before the Court the only relief sought
was for directions in the nature of certiorari.
The facts necessary for the determination of this
application are not in dispute. The applicant was a
permanent servant of the City of Rangoon Municipal
Corporation, being an Assistant Engineer at the time
his services were dispensed with by the 1st respondent.
It is also not in dispute that prior to dispensing with
the services of the applicant n'? departmental enquiry
had been held into the charges of carelessness and
negligence in the discharge of . his duties by the
applicant. It is on these facts that the applicant claims
that he is entitled to relief by way of directions in the
nature of certiorari.
The case put before the Court on behalf of the
applicant by his learned counsel is, firstly, that
U Tun Ohn is not in law the Administrator of the City
of Rangoon Municipal Corporation and that therefore
he cannot act on behalf of the said {~orporation in
determining the services of the applicant. ·Secondly,
it was said on his behalf that, if U Tun Ohn was
S.C.

1948
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lawfully appointed an Administrator and therefore
capable of acting on behalf of the City of Rangoon
Municipal Corporation he was bound in law to hold
.a departmental enquiry before finding the applicant
guilty of c.ar'e~essness or negligence in the discharge, of
his duties. Under the second branch of his case,
U Thein for the ~pplicant claims that U Tun Ohn must
be deemed to be acting in a quasi-judicial capacity and
that therefore he would be amenable to the jurisdiction
of this Co1,1rt exercising its powers of certiorari.
In claiming that U Tun Ohn was not at the relevant
date the lawful Administrator of the City of Rangoon
Municipal Corporation the learn~d counsel for the
applicant relies on section 2Z2 l1) of the Constitution.
It was contended by him that the Municipal Corporation
of the City of Ra.ngoon (Suspension) Act, 1943, ceased
to be an u e ltisting law" within the meaning of the
Constitution, and that therefore U Tun Ohn, since the
4th Jat1uary 1948 at any rate, could not continue to act
a s . Administrator and on behalf of the City of Rangoon
Municipal Corporation. A similar contention was
raised in Civil Miscellaneous Application No. 5 of 1948
U Hiwe ta) A. E. Madari v. U 1un Ohn and ont (1) but
w:a.s rejected by this Court. For reasons given in that
case it must be held that U Tun'Ohn, who·was prior to
the 4th January 1948, duly ,appointed tne Administrator
of the City of Rangoon Municipal Corporation, remains
to this date the lawful holder of that office.
The next point that arise.s for consideration. is
whether U Tun Ohn, in dispensing with the services of
the applicant, can be said to be acting in a quasi-judicial
capacity so .as to attract the exer~ise of certiorari by
this Court. · In Civil Miscellaneous Application No. 5
of 11)48, referred to above, the question when a person
or a body of persons can be said -to act in a judicial or
(1) {1948) Bur. L·.R." 541.
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quasi-judicial capacity has been considered at length
aild it is not necessary here to go into the matter again.
U MYA
It would, for the purposes of the present case, be
V.
UTu:-;: Om;
sufficient
to say that the applicant was a municipal
AND ONE.
officer who under section 34 of the City of Rangoon
E MAUNG, J.
Municipal Act could be ''suspended or dismissed
for any breach of depart,mental rules or
discipline or for carelessness, incompetence, neglect of
duty or whether misconduct, by the authority by whom
such officer or servant is appointed.'' The power of
dismissal under section 34 appears to be absolute
though it is true certain rules have been made by the
Government under the provisions of section 235 (vi) ~c)
of the Act. It is very difficult to see how U Tun Ohn
as Administrator of the City of Rangoon Municipal
Corporation dismissing a municipal servant for what he
considers to be the latter's carelessness or negligence
differs in any way from the same · U Tun Ohn in his
personal capacity dismissing a private servant for a
similar ground. In either case it is true that if he was
not justified in summarily dismissing the servant, he
would lay himself open to a suit for damages. To that
extent no doubt the employer, whether he be a public
servant or a private citizen, is bound to act according
to the law ; but we fail to see that the duty of the
employer to act ~ccording to the law extends further
than this.
In any case 1 if the applicant's claim on the merits
are substantiated he has a complete remedy for wrongful dismissal against either the 1st respondent or the.
2nd respondent or possibly against both. That remedy
would be more substantial than any r·emedy by way of
1948

certiorari.
The application stands dismissed and the rule nisi
will stand discharged.. The applicant will pay the costs
of this application. Advocate's fee five gold mbhurs.
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SUPREME COURT.

AH N Y\:VE (APPLICANT)

v.
COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, RANGOON

t S.C.
l94S

AND

ANOTHER (RESPONDENTS).*
Writ of certiorari-')elention under s. 5A (!) fbl of tile Public Order
Preservation Act-Order of det entian should ;be in writing-Confirmatioll
of a verbal ordJr if ~ttfjicicnt-Rctunr of ResPoude11t.
Held: The order of detention under the Public Order Preservation Act
should be in writing. Detention in pursuance of a verbal order is invalid.
The mere passing of an order in writing confirming the verbal order as to
detention ·iS in effective.
"' Eo San Li1~ v. Commissioner of Police mzd one, (1948! Bur. L.R. 372,
followed.
The return of the officer in support of detention should s tate the nature of
the unlawful activities or the nature of acts prejudicial to public safetv and
maintenance of public order, on which the officer had reason to believe that
the appl.icant was guilty.
The Supreme Court will not substitute its own discretion for the discretion
invested on an officer under the Statute,

Applicant in person.
Chan Tun Aung (Assistant Attorney-General) for
the respondent.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by
E MAUNG, J .-At the hearing of the application
made before us by one Ah N ywe on the 26th July
1948 we , directed the release of her husband
Kan Nyunt who had been detained first in the
Tharrawaddy Jail, later in the Irisein Central Jail
and finally in Rangoon Central Jail, sinc.e the
12th December 1947 under the orders of the Commissioner of Police, Rangoon, purporting to have acted in
*Criminal M.iac. Application No. 13 of 1948.

t Present: SIR BA U, Chief Justice of the Union of Bunna, E llf.AUNG,
and KYAW MY!NT, J., ofthe Supreme Court.

47

J.

July 27.
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exer~ise of his powers under section SA (1) (b) of the
Pubhc Order \Preservation) Act, 1947. We now

proceed to give our reasons for the order we then
made.
PoLicE,
K N
t
·l
RANGooN
~n yun ' Wit 1 three other persons, was sent up
AN~;~ER. for tnal before the Eastern Subdivisional Magistrate
Rangoon, in Criminal Regular Trial No. 324 of 1947
E MAUNG J
th
· on e 31st October 1947. On 13th NovembeF 1947
the learned Magistrate directed Kan Nyunt tD be
releMeci on bail in the sum of Rs. 1,000 with twm·
:sureties each 611 an application being made. Therec:ufter
Kan Nyunt appeared before the learned Magistrate: om
·three occasions on bail. The last time he appeared on
·bail was on the 10th December 194i. Of these thr.ee:
~ppearances only one was partly effective as far as the
proceeding of the trial was concerned. When the case
was called again on the 22nd December 1947 Kan Nyun'lt
was absent and the diary entry states: "He is
supposed to be detained under section 5, P.O.P.A. lby
Obo P .S.
Issue production for 3rd Januaa;y
1948." On the date fixed for production Kan Nyunt
was again absent and the diary entry states : '' l ..O.
says that he is detained under section 5, P.O.P. Ad.
Issue production warrant through D.C.P." It is aJ:so
to be noticed that on that date none of the prosecution
witnesse~ appeared before.the Court. On 14th January
1948 the production order appears to have been
ignored for the diary entry for that date states that
Kan Nyunt was absent an.d further production warrant
was directed to be issued.
This last production order appears to have proved
effective for on the 20th January 1.948 Kan Nyunt was
present in custody before the Court. The witnesses
however were absent and the case had to be posted for
hearing to the 28th January 1948. On thi~ date two
prosecution witnesses presented themselves :and were
v.

CoM~UsSIONER OF

1
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·examined. At the next hearing four more prosecution
witnesses appeared and were examined. On three
further adjournments three more prosecution wit!l.~ss.es
were examined, with the result that by the.ll!th :M,~kch
1948 ten prosecution witnesses out of sixteen had been
examined. The attendance of the remaining prosecution witnesses has proved difficult to obtain and four
-adjournments for this purpose proved abortive. Then
-on the 29th April 19 ~8 the investigating police officer
was ex:amined and as a result the Court directed the
1ssue of summo:1s to Station Writer Maung Par of Obo
Police Station to be examined as . a witness. On the
·date fixed for Maung Par's examination, Maung Par did
not attend; neither was Kan Nyunt produced before
the Court. Kan Nyunt was also not produced bdore
the Court on two further adjournments. Maung Par
ultimately appeared before the Court on the 15th June
1948 when he r equested leave to refer to the General
Diary and the police registers before giving evidence.
The diary entry of that date specifically mentions :
"He is warned to appear on 23rd June 1948. 1 ' On the
latter date Maung Par failed to appear and, as far as
i:he records show, he has f~iled to appear up to the
9th July 1948 in spite o£ two subsequent issues of
summonses to him .
.It is in this state of affairs that Kan Nyunt's wife
Ah N ywe filed the application to this Court for directions in the nature of habeas corpus. In reply to her
application the Commissioner of Police, Rangoon, and
the Superintendent of Rangoon Central Jail have filed
their affidavits justifying the detention of Kan Nyunt.
, In paragraph 3 of the affidavit of the Commissioner
of Police he states :
" I say that I received credible information that Kan Nyunt
bas been acting in a manner prejudicial to the public safety and
maintenance of public order, and that it wa s necei sary that he

S.C.
194i
AH NYW!!:

v
COMMISSIONER OF

PoLleE,
R.AICGOON

AND
ANOTHER.

E MAt!NG,

J.
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should be detained under the provision of the Public Order
{Preservation) Act, 1947."

All NY\VE

v.

He amplifies this statement in paragraph 4 of the
affidavit anq states :

Co~rr.us

stoNER OF
POLICE,

RANGOON
AN~

ANOTHER,

"I

say

that

I

received

several

reports

concerning

Kan Nyunt's unlawfnl activities from the Police Station Officer,

E MAUNG,

J. Qb o, an d b avmg
',
' th at h'1s detention
.
reasonabJ e grounos
is
absoluteiy necessary, I directed Kan Nyunt's detention by a verbal
order on the 12th December, 1947."

We do not desire to make the path of officers
entrusted with the preservation of public order and
ranquillity difficult but the liberty of the citizen and
nis fundamental right not to be deprived of his personal
liberty save in accordance witb law are matters of great
import. Whilst we tlo not wish to fetter the lawful
exercise of discretion by such officers of powers
invested in them by an act of the Legislature, it is, on
the other hand, the duty of this Court to see that the
infringement of a fundamental right of the citizen by
them is in due process of law.
This case can be disposed of shortly on the decision
given by us in Bo San Litt v. Commissioner of Police
and one (1.) and we do not wish therefore to go
further into the other aspects of it than to say that we
do not consider a vague return as in paragraphs 3 and 4
of the affidavit of the Commissioner of Police, above
reproduced, a sufficient ·return to justify the'!detention.
It appears to us that whilst it would not be right for us
to ·s ubstitute our discretion for lhe discretion invested
in the Commissioner of Police under the Public Order
(Prese~vation) Act, 1947, we are entitled to!be informed
of the nature of the "unlawful activities " of which the
(1) (1948) Bur. L.R. 372.
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Commissioner of Police considered that he had reasonable grounds to believe Kan Nyunt guilty of. \'A/ e also
feel that we are entitled to be told what Kan Xyunt had
been doing when he was said to have 1 ' been act~ng
in a manner prejudicial to the public safetyj._q.g
maintenance of public order. "
<
As we have already said, this case is concluded by
our decision in Bo San Lin v. Cornmissivne1' of Police
and one (1 ). The affidavit of the Commissioner of Police
discloses the following facts: Kan Nyunt was taken
into custody by the Police Station Officer, Obo Police
Station, on the 12th December 1947 under the verbal
·or Jers of the Commissioner . of Police and was
sent to the Tharrawaddy Jail for detention ; on the
29th December 194-7 the Commissioner of Police for
the first time issued an order in writing directing the
·detention of K:m Nyunt a~1d the order of detention
directed that cc Kan Nyunt, son of U Myint, No. 40,
Hteedan, Obo Police Station, be detained in Tbarrawaddy Jail until further orders with effect from the
12th December 1947."
On the 9th July 1948,
apparently in view of our decision in Bo San Lin's
-case1 the Commissioner of Police purported to issue a
further order in writing, the operative part of yvhich
reads: "Now, therefore. I hereby , confirm the said
verbal order of detention", referring to the verbal order
made by him on the 12th December 1947. It is to be
lloticed that in this order Kan Nyunt was directed to be
detained in Insein Jail though it appears from the
affidavit of the Superintendent of the Rangoon Jail that
since 4th June l948 Kan Nyunt had been in Rangoon
Central Jail.
Following our decision in fJo San Lin's case we
hold that the original arrest of Kan Nyunt on the
(1) (l948) Bur. L.R. 372.
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E MAU:<G, J,

[194&

12th December 1947 was illegal, that the subsequent
order of detention of the 29th December 1947 would
not legalise the detention of Kan N yun t ; and that what
purported to be a confirmation of the original illegal
order by an order in writing on the 9th July 1948 is.
inoperative.
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SUPREME COURT.
MAUNG OHN KYAING

t S.C.
1948

(APPELLANT)

v.
THE

Aug. 1.

UNION

OF THE GOVERNMENT
BURMA (RESPONDENT).*

OF

[On appeal from the High Court by Special Leave.]
Union Jitdiciary Act, s. 22-S. 434, Code of Criminal Procedure-Rcservatilm
of point of law-Whether em' be made after cowuictton Mtd sentetzce.
Held: That

under s. 434, Code

of Criminal Procedure, read

with

s. 22, Union Judiciary Act, the point or points arising in the course of
lrial mav be noticed in course of trial or almost immediately after th<! trial is
over or even sometimes after the trial is over. The Presiding Judge, either of
his own motion or at the instance of a party after the trial is over, may make
a reference under s. 434 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, even thot1gh
he did not reserve any point or points of. law for reference at the time of
passing the sentence.
Rex v. BrDWtl, L.R. {1890) 24 Q.B.D. 357, followed.

Qrzeen-E111p ress v. Durga Ch aran, I.L.R. 7 All. 672; Qucw-EmPress v. C. P.
Fox, I.L.R. 10 Bam. 176 ; I ll re Ktmh a mmad H a ;i, I.L. R. 46 Mad. 382 ;
Ki"g-EmPeror v. Nga Tin Gy i, ! L.R. 4 :Ran. 48ll, referr ed to.

B. W. Ba Tun for the appellant.
San Sein (Government Advocate) for the respondent.
The judgment of the Court-was- tkli..v.eJ:.ed by

BA u, C.J.- The point that arises in this appeal
for decision isu whether a refer:ence under section 434 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure can be _made
by the Presiding Judge, either on his own
motion or at the instance of a party, after
the trial is over if the Judge did not reserve
for reference any point or points of law at
the time he passed the sentence.''
• Criminal Appeal No .1 of 1948.

t

Preset~!: S!R BA U, .Chief Justice of the Union of Burma, E MAUNG,

and KYAW

MYINT,

J., of the Supreme Court.

J.,
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The appeai is by special leave filed against an order
passed by Mr. Justice Aung Tha Gyaw in Criminal
Miscellaneous Application No. 9 of 1948 of the High
Court.
The appellant was tried by Mr. Justice Aung Tha
Gyaw, with Jury, at the Third Criminal Session Trial,
under section 302 of the Penal Code. He was,
however, found guilty under section 304 of the Penal
Code and sentenced to suffer seven year's rigorous
imprisonment. He filed an appeal against the conviction and sentence on the Appellate Side of the High
Court, but his appeal was rejected on the grotmd tbat
there was no right of appeal in cases tried by a Judge
of tl'le High Court in exercise of criminal original
jurisdiction ; whereupon be filed an application under
section 22 of the Union Judiciary Act read with
section 434 of the Code of Criminai Procedure. Tbe
application was reject~d by Mr. Justice Aung Tha Gyaw
on the ground that, since he had not reserved any
point or points of law arising in the course of the trial,
section 22 of the Union Judiciary Act did not apply.
The learned Judge did not, however, deal with the
question of the applicability or otherwise of section 434
of the Code of Criminal Procedure. Section 22 of
the Union Judiciary Act lS only an enabling section.
It says :
"Subject to the pt·ov1s1ons contained in the Code of
Criminal Procedure, there shall be no appeal to the High Court
from any sentence or orcler p;tssed or made in any criminal lrial
before the Court of original criminal jurisctiction, which may be
constituted by one or more Judges of the High Court:
Provided that any such Court may reserve any point or ~oints
of la\v for the opinion of the High Ccurt."

It does not. provide what is to happen after a reference
has been rriaqe. It must therefore be read with
section 434, Criminal Procedure Code.

1948]
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Section 434 is in the following terms :

745
s.c

1948
i.\'lAUNG OHN

" 434. (IJ vVhen any person has, in a trial before a Judge
KYA!NG
v.
·of the High Court acting in the exercise of its original criminal
THE UNION
jurisdiction, been convicted of an offence. the Judge, if he; thinks
OF THE
fit, may reserve and refer for the decision of a Court cousisti4g Gi>VERN!.!ENT
OF BURMA.
of two or more Judges of such Court any question of law whichl}~s
arisen in the course of the trial of such person, and the deter- BA U, C.J.
mination of which would affect the event of the trial.
(2) If the Judge reserves any such question, the person
convicted shall, pending the decision thereon, be remanded to
jail, or, if the Judge thinks i1t, be admitted to bail, and the High
Court shall In v.:: power to review the case or such part of it as
may be necessary, and finally determine such question, and
thereuoon to alter the sentence passed by the Court of original
jurisdiction, and to pass such judgment or order as the High
.Court thinks fit."

Now, }Vhat is to be observed in sub-section tl) is
·the use i.-b£ the language "When any person has
* * * been convicted of an offence 1 the Judge, if
he thinks fit, may reserve and refer * ':;- * any
question of law * * oX, ,
What is meant by the word " convicted '' is not
defined in the Code. But the meaning is clear ; it
denotes the finding of guilty as distinct from acquittal
or discharge on a finding of not guilty.: But this
word '' convicted " is riot used in section 305 of the
Code. What is used there is the word "judgment."
Under the said section, if the Jury are unanimous in
their opinion, or when as many as six are of one opinion,
and the Judge agrees with 1hem 1 the Judge shall give
judgment in accordance with such opinion. The word
''judgment'' as used therein, like the word ''convicted"
is not defined. But having regard to the.provi~ions of
sections 366 and 367 of the Code, the wo.rd ''judgment"
means a decision in a trial which decides a case finally,
so far as the Court trying the case is concerned~ and
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terminating in either a conviction or acquittal of the
accused.
MAUNG 0HN
KYA1:-~G
Bearing in mind the meaning of these two terms
iJ.
,,
• t d"
THE UNxoN
conv1c
e
an d JU d gmen t II as exp1aJ. ne d a b ove, 1'f
Go~~:.;:ENT we refer to section 434 (1), we shall find what it really
oF BuRMA.
means. It means that, if the Jury are unanimous in
BA u, c.J.
their opinion, or as many as six are of one opinion, and
if the Judge agrees with them; the Judge must convict
the accused and sentence him according to law, and
thereafter he can reserve a question or questions of
law which have arisen in the course of the trial and
refer such question or questions for the decision of a
Court consisting of two or more Judges.
Now, \vhat is to be noticed is that reference can be
made only after the trial is over and that no time is
fixed within which such a reference is to be made.
Sub-section (2), however, contemplates a reservation
and a reference being made almost immediately after
the conclusion of the trial, because thereunder the
Judge can postpone the passing of sentence on the
accused and he can even release him on bail during
the pendency of the reference.
Section 434, therefore, deals with two classes of
cases :
{1} where a point or points arising in the course of
the trial is noticed some time after the trial
is over, and
(2) where such a point or points is noticed either
in the course of the trial or almost immediately after, the trial is over.
This is as it should be ; otherwise no innocent man
will have any kind of redress since he has no right of
appeal and the trial Court has no right to review its
own judgment.
Several High Courts in India in dealing with
section 369, Criminal Procedure Code, before its
1948
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amendment in 1923 pointed out that the exclusion of
1948
the judgment of the High Court from the purview of
MAUKG OWN
section 369 could not be read as conferring upon the
KYA!NG
High Court any such power, and that the Legislature THE UNlON
in thus excluding High Court from the purvie\V of the OF THE
GovERNMENT
said section had in mind section 434, Criminal OF BURMA,
Procedure Code, see Queen-Empress v. Durga Charmz B., U, C.J.
(1), Queen-Empress v. C. P. Fox (2), In re Kunhommad
1).

Haji (3).
There is no case either in Burma or India
where the point now under discussion has been directly
dealt with ; but one case in Burma, King-E1nperor v.
Nga Tin Gyi (4), which has been brought to our notice
by the learned Advocate for the appellant in a way
supports our view.
There is also one English case where the same view
as ours was held, and the case is the case of Rex V•
Brown (5). The case was dealt with under 11 and
12 Viet. c. 78 (Crown cases Act, 1848), section 1 of
which is in material particularl? the same as section 434
of the Code of Criminal Procedure. It states, inter
alia, as follows ;
., When any person shall have been convicted of any
treason, felony, or misdemeanor, b~fore any court of oyer and
terminer or gaol delivery, * * * the jud~e or commissioner
• * * before whom the case shall have been tried, may, in
his * * * discretion, reserve any question of law which shall
have arisen on, the trial for the consideration of the justices of
either bench and barons of the exchequer ; and thereupon shall
have authority to respite execution of the judgment on such
conviction, or postpone the judgment, until such question shall
have been considered and decided * * *"

Relying on this section, Lord Coleridge C.J.
referred the above case for d6cision by a Bench of the
(1) I.L.R. 7 All. 672 at p . 674.
{3) I.L.R. 46 :VIad. 382.
{2) I._L.R. 10 Born. 176 at. p. 180.
(4) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 488.
{5) L.R. (1890) 24 Q.E.D. 357.
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In stating his case, the learned Chief

KYA!NG

v.
'THE UNION
OF 11IE
•GOVERNMENT
OF BURMA.

Bt. U, C.J.

"The prisoner was convicted before me upon his own
confession at the last assizes for the county of Essex~ on an
indictment charging him with an attempt to commit unm.tural
offences with domestic fowls. ,. * *
On his confession I sentenced him to twelve months'
imprisonment with hard labour. Aftenyards I was informed that
the Court of Criminal Appeal in an unreported case had
unanimously held th'lt a duck was not an animal within 24 and 25
Viet. c. 100, s. 61.
If I had been aware of that decision it would have been my
duty to defer to it, whatever my own opinion on the matter might
be. In the present case, however, there exists a conviction
which, if the case of Reg v. Dodd (unreported) is to be followed,
must be quashed. I request "the opinion of the Court of
Criminal Appeal whether it should be afnrmed or quashed * * "

In delivering the judgment of the Court) the learned
Chief Justice, who himself presided over the Court, said:
"In Reg v. Clark (1) the prisoner pleaded guilty, but the
evidence on the depositions did not make out any offence. The
deci6on was that of a strong Court, which seems to have held
that because he pleaded guilty, and pleaded guilty to that which,
if he had known it, was not an offence, and not supported by any
evidence of an offence, nevedheless he must be take1i to have
known the law, and! his plea of guilty estopped him from afterwards disputing the conviction. Cockburn C.}., delivered a very
short judgment, s::~ying : 'In this case we have no jurisdiction. It
was not a question arising on the trial, for the man pleaded guilty,
.and he must be taken to know the hw. The power to state a
case for the consideeation of this c;ourt only applies to questions
of law which arise at the trial.'
If it is intended by that judgment that because a man .pleads
,guilty, * * * that he is absolutely concluded for ever after
from taking any point upon it, and that the judge who tries him
cannot state a case for the opinion of this Court, we respectfully
differ from that· view, * * *
(1) L.R. 1 C.C.R 54.
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We are of opinion, first, that we haYe jurisdiction to
entertain this case, and, secondly, th1t upon the facts, ::tnd clearly
upon the general law, the boy was properly convicted upon his
own confession ·of an atlempt to commit an unnatural offence.

* • *"
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For all these reasons, we answer the question
propounded in the affirmative, and we set aside the
order passed by Mr. Justice Aung Tha Gyaw in
Criminal Miscellaneous Application No. 9 of 1948 of the
High Court. We remit the cas<'; to the learned Judge
for disposal of the application filed by the appellant m
the light of the above observations.
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SUPREME COURT.

t

CHAS. R. covVIE & co. (APPLICANTs)

S.C.
1948

Aug. 27.

v.
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION OF
BURMA (RESPONDENTS).*
Direction in the nature cf i\!andamus-Wlten granted -A11other cffedive
remedy al!ai!ab!e-Right of a party to War Risk InstlrtliJCe tmder the fVar
Risk f,zsttraucc Rules made under Dejellce of Burma Act-~Vhetfte r right
u11der coutr,rct or sfattltory right-Effective remedy of the applicant
by suit.
Held: It is settled law that if a specific remedy exists at law and remedy is
not less convenient, beneficial or effective, the writ of ma11danms or direction
in the nature of the writ of nza1zdamus, which cannot be claimed by applicants
~x debtto justice, will not be granted.

Tile Queen v. Commissiotu:r of ltzlatzd Rcvt~tue, L.R. (1884) 12 Q.B.D. 46l ;
Tile Qnc&11 v. Charity Conmlissi011erS of Englmrd & Wales, L.R. (1897)
1 Q.B.D. 407; Re.>: v. Dymock, L.R. (1915) 1 ICB. 147, followed.
l>fmzik C!zattd Mahala
p, 924, dissented from.

T,

Tlti! Corporation of Calcutta, I.L.R. 48 C<tl. 916 at

The nature of the writ of mandamus is explained in Murray
Ran. L.R. 83.

Y.

Wellington.

(193~)

·whether the right of the applicant for compensation under War Risk
Insurance Rules made under the Defence of Burma Act, arises ex cot~lractu rfr by
oper:~tion of the Statutory Rules, the principle to be applied is the same that
:;i person shall not take advantage of his own failure or own wrong.
Rainey v. The Burma Fire &
referred to.

Maritt~

J,,sura1lcc Co., Ltd., I.L.R 3 Ran. 383,

Raymoud v. Miuton, 1L.R. {1866) 1 Exch. 244, followed.
As the applicant claims that the Board of War Risk Ins urance is still in
existence he h:ts ;m effective cemedy by way of a suit for compensation and
therefore is$ue of direction in the nature of m..~tzdamfls cannot be ordered.

Kyaw Din for the applicants.

Chan Htoon (Attorney~ General) for the respondents.
• Civil Mise, Application Xo. 37 of 1948.

t Presettt-:;,:SIR BA U, Chief Justice of th e Union o f Burma, E M.AUNG,
and KYAW MYit<T, J., of the Supreme Court.

J.,
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The judgment of the Court was deli vered 'by
E MAuNG, J.-The applicants seek td'·{· f1ave
directions in the nature of mandamus issued lo the
respondents "to carry out the provisions of th~ hi~·
as contained in Rule 24 of the War Risks (Goods)
Insurance Rules, 1941, by constituting a Board of
Management of the War Risks (Goods) Insurance
Scheme.
The War Risks {Goods) Insurance Rules, 1941,
were promulgated on the 20th December 1941, by the
Governor of Burma exercising powers vested in him by
section 2 of the Defence of Burma Act, 1940. Under
these Rules it was made compulsory for certain persons
to insure their goods with the Board of Management of
the War Risks tGoods) Insurance Scheme, and by
Rule 24 t1) was constituted the Board of Management
" which shall under that name be a corporation sole
with perpetual succession and a common seal and
which may sue and be sued under that nallJ.e." '
Under Rule 24 {2) the Governor was empowered to
appoint from time to time a Chairman and such number
of other members not exceeding seven in the exercise
of his individual judgment, and· in exercise of that
power and by Notification No. 306 of the 20th December 1941 the Governor appointed the first Chairman
and six other II_lembers to the Board.
For the purposes of this application it may be
assumed that the applicants, who had been carrying on
business at Rangoon, in pursuance of the Rules became
participants in the Insurance Scheme and paid all the
premiums due under the said Scheme up to the end of
March 1942.
On the 20th Febniary 1942, when Rangoon was
threatened with enemy occupation, the applicants
evacuated from Rangoon and later, on there-occupation

S.C.
1948
CHAS.

R. COW!E

& Co.

"'·

THE
GOY:&RN~!EST

OF THE
UNWX OF
BURllA.
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S.C.

of Burma by the lawful Government, they gave nolice
in writing to the Board of loss of or damage to goods
CHAS.
insured by them under the Scheme and made a claim
R. CoWIE
& Co.
for payment of compensation. It is averred on behalf
v.
THE
of the applicants-and for the purposes of this
GOVERNJdl!:NT OF THE application, may be assumed-that the claim in writing
UNION OF
was made on the _47th May 1947. It may also be
BURMA.
assumed that the claim "\vas duly registered by the
E l\IAUNG, J.
Board which afterwards examined on the 5th July 1947
a witness called by the applicants in support of their
claim. The enquiry was then adjourned, and it may
again be assumed for the purposes of the present
application that on the 24th September 1947 the
applicants were told on behalf of the Board that under
orders from the Government the meetings of the Board
had been temporarily suspended and that the hearing
of the claims for which notice had already been
issued would not therefore take place on the dates
intimated but that revised dates of hearing would be
communicated to the applicants by the Board on receipt
of further orders from the Government.
On the 5th May 1948 a notice was issued under the
authority of the Ministry of Finance and Revenue in
the following terms:
1948

" The pubiic is hereby informed that with the expiry of the
Defence of Burma Act, 1940, the Board of Management of the War
Risks (Goods) Insurance Scheme, constituted under Rule 24 of the
War Risks (Goods) Insurance Rules, 1941, has ceased to exist
with effect from the 31st July 1947~ the date on which the said
Act ex:p4-ed. ''

It is in these circumstances that the applicants
sought the assistance of this Court
way of directions
in the nature of mandamus to be issued to the
respondents.

"'y

BURMA LAW REPORTS.
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The n<~.ture of the prerogative writ of m.andamus
has been considered in some detail in 1lf.urray v.
T¥ellington (1). Accordingly all tha.t need be said here
is that it is a writ whereby the Court empowered to
i::;sue ii., directs the person to whom it is address'~d
to perform some public or quasi-public legal duty
which he has refustd to perferm and the performance
of which cannot be enforced by any other adequate
legal remedy. • It is settled and not open to dispute
thd.t if specific remedy exists at law and 1hat
remedy is not less convenient, beneficial or effective
the writ of mandamus or directions in the nature of
m.andamus, which cannot be claime-1 by the applicants
ex debito ju.stice, will not be granted.
In Manick Chand Mahala v. The Corporation of
Calcutta and one (2) a single Judge of the Calcutta
High Court, it is true, said that "specific and adequate
remedy" refers not to a general right of suit which
must, unless expressly barred, always exist, but to some
specific remedy expressly given by a particular Act.
For tbis propo;;ition the . learned Judge gives no
authority whatsoever, and so far as the learned Judge
may be taken to have said that the existence of the
right of suit would not bar the remedy by way of
mandamus there is a long line of aullioritj.~}'consistently
against him.
>; ;<.~,
In Queen v.The Cotmnissiontrs .of Inland Revenue (3),
Brett M.R. said: " Where there is no specific remedy
by which justice can be done, . the Court will grant a
mandan'lUs, but where there is a specific remedy by
which the subject will get" justice by a judicial decision
of the Courts, then it is . within the reason of the rule
that if there is such a remedy a m.andamus ought not to
issue." The learned Master of the Rolls made it clear
(1) (1938) R;m. 83.

{:1) l.L,R. 48 Cal. 916 at p. 924.
f3) L.R. (1884J 12 Q.B.l>. 61"-
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th~t for a remedy to be ~;pecific within the meanm< of
that rule it would be enough if the remedy w; JS a
Cl-!AS.
remedy in law which ihe petitioner is entitled to cbim
R. Cowm
& Co.
as of right. Bowen L.J. agreed with Brett J\LR. that
"·
6~ THE
a petition of right is such a reme:ly thJ.t the possibility
·. GovERNMENT OF THE of it would exclude mmzdamus.
U~XON OF
In Queen v. Charity Commissioners for England &
BUR?.lA.
Wales p) \Vrighf and Bruce J.J. taking the vie\v that
E MAUNG, J,
the applicant could have sought his rem~dy \vithin the
ordinary j-:..E·isdiction of the Courts, either by way of an
action for an injunction or by way of an application for
a declaration of a right which could be claimed, refused
to grant the writ of mandanws.
In Rex v. Dym ook (2} Darling J. said: "Ther e is
another ground on which the application fails, namely
that mandantus is not the only remedy open to the
applicant. If he is entitled to the office of sexton as a
freehold for life he can bring an action to recover the
fe es."
It has been strenuously claimed on behalf of the
applicants that section 4 of the Defence of Burma
.(Repealing) Act, 1947, operates to keep alive, in spite
of the expiry of the Defence of Burma Act, 1940, the
Rules relating to the War Risks (Goods) Insurance
Scheme and that consequently the claim made by the
Ministry of Finance and Revenue that the Board has
ceased to exist with effectfrom the 31st July 1947 is in
law incorrect. It has also been claimed on behalf of the
applicants that the power under Rule 24 (2) to appoint
a Chai:vman ·and members to the Board from time to
time imposes a duty and that this duty can and should
be enforced by directions in the nature of mandarnus.
It must -then be first cc;:msidered in this case whether
there is available to the applicants an alternative specific
remedy such as·woril~ .e4clude 't.he issue of directions in
S.C.

1948

(1) LR. (1891) l.Q;B, 407.

(2) fi1915) 1 K.B. 147.
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~.c.
the nature of mandamus. In considering this point it
i948
must be borne in mind that at the rno' of the applicants'
CHAG.
case lies the claim that the Board of Management of the !;'. Cowm
& Co.
War Risks (Goods) Insurance Schtme has not,} as
'D.
THE
claimed on behalf of the Government of the Union of GovERNBurma, ceased to exist with effect from the 31st July ~·!ENT OF THE
T]NJOK o~·
1947 and that the body corporate under that name and
BURMA.
title continues its existence to this day.
E :O!AUNG, J.
It is deaf therefore that, assuming the applicants'
·contention that the Rules persist and the Board remains
in existence to this day to be correct in law, the
discretionary remedy by way of directions in the nature
of ntandamus will have to be withheld if the
applicants .can have an effective alternative remedy
at law.
On behalf of the applicants it is then said that the
right to compensation for loss or damage to goods
insured under the Scheme cannot arise out of contractual
relations between the Board and the applicants but
that the right accrued under and was treaceable
exclusively to the statutory Rules made under section 2
-of the Defence of Burma Act, 1Y40. It may be so, but
the truth of the status theory of the origin of the right
·of compensation of the insurer under the Scheme is not
so obvious. A contract ha~ be~n defined in section 2,
·clause (h) of the Contract Act a.s an agreement
enforceable by law, and in claus,~J.a\ (b) and (g) of the
same section are defined "propOtS?J ", '• promise " and
.,, agreement". Is it possible t0 s~y tbat the relationship,
arising out of the acceptamce of ·the obligation for
1insurance under Rule 17 ( 1) of the. War Risks (.Goods)
:Insurance Rules, 1941, is not a c.ontr.act? Moreove·r
.the operation of sections 14 and 25 {2~ ·of the Contract
Act cannot be .ignored in this connection. However,
.'"for reasons which w.ill become apparent later, this point
.:does .not need to be ft,f.r.th.~r: conSidered.
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The right to compensation whether ex contractu or
as the creation of the Rules is admittedly dependent on
R~~~~IE the conditions precedent specified in Rule 19 ( 1) being
& ;~complied \Vith. It is said on behalf of the applicants,
THE
and mav be assumed for the purposes of this application,
GovERN•
MENT oF THE that th~se conditions precedent have all been complied
UNION OF
'th
BVRMA.
Wl
•
It
is next said on behalf of the applicants that there
E MAUNG, J,
is another condition precedent in Rule 1<J (2) (d) on the
fulfilment of which their right of suit to enforce their
claim to compensation is dependant. It was said that
this condition precedent requires for its fulfilment an
Act on the part of the Board and that the act was one
which the Board was under a duty to perform and that
the Board could not perform that act except through
the human agencies of a Chairman and such number of
members as the President of the t!nion is empowered
and under a duty to appoint.
It would appear as if this part of the case would
make it necessary for the Court to t~.<.ljudicate on the
question whether the Rules p ersist and the Board
remains in existence, as claimed by the applicants, or
not. A little reflection, however, would show that
this necessity does not arise. It is not clear that
Rule 19 (2) (d) enunciates a condition precedent to the
accrual of a right of suit. A similar provision appearing
in policies of insurance had formed the subject of
consideration in Rainey v. The Burma Fire and Marine
Insurance Co., Ltd. (1) where it has been said that the
provision merely provides for the barri.r:tg of a right
which has already accrued. However, it is not
necessary to pursue this matter further.
It is immaterial whether Rule 19 (2) (d) enunciates
a condition precedent or not ; neither ·is it material
whether the condition precedent, if it is one, anses
(1) 3 Ran. 383;
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.ex contractu or by the operation of the statutory Rules.
Assuming everything in favour of the applicants, it
must be remembered that the principle which finds
form in sections 53 and 67 of the Contract Act is one of
·universal application and is in substance true nbfonly
of the Common law but of natural justice and therefore
,of all civilized law.
As applied to contractual relations, the promisee
who neglects or refuses to· afford the promisor
reasonable facilities for the performance of his promise
thereby excuses the non-performance by the promisor,
and the promisor who is prevented from performing his
promise is, in spite of his non-performance, entitled to
·compensation fmm the promiseefor the loss sustained
.in consequence of the non-performance of the contract.
In relations other than ex conlractu the principle is
clear that a man shall not take advantage of his O\Vn
wrong. No man can complain of an impossibility for
which he and he alone has been responsible; Nullus
-commodum capere note:,! de injuria sua pr~pria. As
Pollock C. B. with robust commonsense said in
Raymond v. Minton (1), "It is evident that the master
cannot be liable for not teaching the apprentice if the
.apprentice will not be taught." No man can be called
upon to perform an impossibility and if the impossibility
arises out of the defendant's own act the nonperformance of the conditions thus brought about
dearly cannot be taken advantage of by the defendant.
It follows therefore that if, as claimed on behalf of
the applicants, the Rules persist and the Board remains
in existence,_they would have a complete and effectual
remedy at law by way of a suit for compensation in the
.appropriate Court. On the other hand if, as claimed on
behalf of the respondents, the Rules are no longer in
~

(1) {1866) L.R. 1 Exch; 244.
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force and the Board has ceased to exist, the applicants
clearly cannot seek to have the Chairman and other
members appointed to a defunct Board. In eit11er
contingency the applicants have not established a case
for the issue by this Court of directions in the nature of

ntandamus.
Th e appr·1cat·ron · V(l
· ·11 t heref ore stan d d.lSmlsse
· d with
BuRMA,
E M'AuN"G, J. costs. Adyocat~~&·I~es ten gold mohurs.
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u

PIT

t S.C.
194S

(APPLICANT)

t'.

s,pt. 1.

THEGON VILLAGE AGRICULTURAL
COMMITTEE AND TWO OTHERS (RESPONDENTS).*
Direction in the nature of writ of <;ertiorari-Disposal of TcnatlCY Act, 1948 as
amended by Act XII of 1948-Village Agricul-tural Committee constituted
xmderfhe Act-QuMi-judicial body-Amenable to the juri~dicfion of the
Supreme Court if t1te acts of the Committee: are in e.~cess of its jurisdictiotz
or against 1satural justice.
Hdd: Village Agricultural Committees <;onstituted under the Tenancy
Disposal Act, 1948 as amended by Act XII of 1948 are quasi-judicial bodies
am~na:.Je to the jnrisdiction of the Supreme Court in the exercise of its powers
to issue directions in the nature of certiJrart.
U Hf1oc v. U Tun 0/m and one, (1948) Bur. L.T< .. 541. followed.
As statutory bodies exercising quasi-judicial functions, the Village
Agricultural Committees cannot act in excess of their powers or contrary to the
provisions of the Act and rules. These Committees mllst also act according to
rule~ of natural justice which require inter alin that:
(1) a person c:,annot be judge of his own acts and can not judge a matter
in which he is interested,
(2) the judg es must act in go od faith and ~ive an opportunity to parties of
being heard and stating their own case and view point.
If any of these rules and princip les are violated by the Committees the
Supreme Court will qtJash the proceedings by issue of directions in Ihe nature
of certiorari.

Dr. U Thein for the appellant..

Chan Htoon. (:Attorhey-Gerie~1Jfor the respondents.
The judgmeFlt ?f the Court was delivered by
KYAW
MYINT,
J. -In this appli.c ation the
proceedings of the 1st respondent Committee are
sought to be· quashed in exercis.e. by this Court of its
powers to issue dir.e<::tions in the natur.e: of certiorari.
• Civil Misc. Applicafion No..18 of 19'18•.
t Prt:senl: Sm B.t. U, Chief Instke of the Un·i0n·of Btirdta, E

and KYAw MY!NT, J., o( tbe: S11w;eme; 0.oort. .

MA.UNG,

i.,
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The Disposal of Tenancies Act, 1948, as amended
by Amending Act No. XII of 1948, empowers the
U PIT
President to provide for regulating or controlling the
TREGON
lease of any agricultural land by any person or class of
VILLAGE
AGRI·
persons
holding ~uch land to any tenants or class of
CULTURAL
COMMITTEE tenants.
The Act, however, was made expressly not
AND TWO
applicable to any agricultural land or lands not
OTHERS.
exceeding 50 acres in area and "in the possession of
!CYAW
MYINT, J.
a person who is engaged in tbe cultivation of the same
land with his own hands as his principal means of
subsistence". In exercise of the pO\vers vested in the
President by section 5 of the Act, the Disposal of
Tenancies Rules, 1948, were made and under Rule 2
thereof it was presocribed that a Village Agricultural
Committee shall be constituted in each village tract in
such manner as the Government may direct. To such
committees were entrusted the functions of regulating
or controlling the leases of agricultural lands falling
within their respective areas.
These committees are therefore statutory bodies
invested with the power to determine the rights of
claimants to leases of agricultural land within their
areas and are under a duty in exercising that power
to act in accordance with the terms of the Act and the
Rules made thereunder. Accordingly, they come
within the reason of the rule enunciated by this Court
in U Htwe v. UTunOhn (1) and would be quasi-judicial
bodies amenable to the jurisdiction of this Court in
exercise of its powers to issue directions in the natur~
of certiorari.
It is clear that as statutory bodies exercising quasijudicial functions these committees cannot act in excess
of the powers which are vested in them by the statutory
authority under which they are created. Nor can they
ac,t contrary to the provisions of the statute or rules.
1948

"'

ll) (1948) Bur. L.R 541.
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In addition to this limitf:l.tion on their powers there
is also another limitation within which these committees
as quasi-judicial bodies must act. In all their
proceedings they must comply with the requirements
of rules of "natural justice". What, then, are rules of
~'natural justice"?
It is a rule of universal application and therefore
Df natural justice that no man can be a judge in his own
cause. A person who has an interest in the matter
arising for decision cannot constitute himself a judge
at the hearing. Natural justice also require$ that those
entrusted with the power of adjudi.cating upon any
-dispute must act in good faith and give the parties
an opportunity of being heard and stating their case
:and their view-point.
In the absence of any specific statutory provision
to the contrary applicable to the proceedings of a
quasi-judicial body, it is entitled to obtain information
in any way it considers suitable, provided that those
who are parties to the controversy before it are given a
fair opportunity to correct or contradict any relevant
:statement or view to the1r prejudice.
In the case now before us the applicant had
admittedly been .a tenant of the land described in
paragraph 2 of his appli~ation for some years. The
1st respondent Committee has Withdrawn this land
from the· applicant and h.:as~d it · to the 2nd and
3rd respondents.
Under Rule 7 of the Disposal of Tenancies Rules,
194~, a tenant who is in occupation of agricultural land
which h e cultivated in the agricultural season, 1947-48
shall be permitted to continue to cultivate such
agricultural land for the agricultural season, 1948-49.
The only restriction on the rights thus given to such a
tenant is imposed by Rule 10 (2L_.which empowers the
Village Agricultural Committee ~o withdraw ·such land
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or any portion thereof from the occupation of such
tenant where there is'sufficient ground to believe that
he would be unable to cultivate it.
In their order the 1st respondent Committee state
somewhat vaguely that the applicant has only hvo men
for the purpose of cultivating the land. The applicant
in his affidavit.states'that the 1st respondent Committee
made no enqU,ify, and "gave him no opportunity of
representing hisbise.. This allegation is not denied by
the 1st respondent Committee.
The applicant also states that the 2nd respondent
Maung Tun Lwin is a son of U E Maung, who appears,
to be the Secretary of the Committee. This allegation
is not denied and in fact U Toe Lone, the VicePresident of the Committee, merely states that the
instructions issued by the Government do not prohibit
the allotment of land to any relatives of the members of
the Committee.
The fact that the 1st respondent Committee failed to.
hold an enquiry as to whether the applicant would be
able to cultivate the land and the fact that one of the
members of the Committee was at least indirectly
interested in obtaining the lease for his son are, in our
opinion, sufficient grounds for holding that the order
complained of is contrary to law.
We order that the rule nisi in this case be made:
absolute and tha:t the order of the 1st respondent
Committee be quashed.· The respondents will pay the
costs of the application to the, applicant. Advocate's,
fee five gold mohurs.
,.
We s~ul::l adtHhat we have al>So heard the rJearned
advocates; representing the varieus parties in the series.
of cases relating ~o Village Agricultural Committees on
the following-question :
,
"Whetbe~, having regard to th.e 'provisions of the,
Coustitution, the Tenancy Standard Rent Act; 1947, as
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amended by Act No. XIII of 1948, and the Disposal of
Tenancy Act and Rules made thereunder , are valid?"
We have not however found it necessary in this case: to
decide the question.
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SUPREME COURT.

t

S.C.
1948

Sept."'22.

MAUNG HLA GYAW (APPLICANT)
v.
THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, RANGOON
AND ONE { RESPONDEN1 s).

*

Ptlblic Order [Prcstrvatio,l] Act, 1947, s. SA-Preventive Justice-N,,ture
of-Riglzts t111d d:tfies of the courts .wd e.dmt of enqtlir:y they ~uould
/told i11 an aPPlication for direction in tile nature of habe:~s corpus.

Held: Preventive justice which consists in restraining a man from
committing a crime which he may commit but has not yet cummittecl or from
doing some act injurious to the members of the community which ht.: may do
but has not yet done, is common to all sj'stems of jurisprudence : and as
preventive justice proceeds upon the principle that a person should be restraiued
from doing ~omething which, if free and unfettered, it is reasonably probable
that he would do, it must" in all c ases necessarily proceed to some extent on
anticipation as distinct from proof.

Commissioner c.f Police acting under s. 5A of the Pubiic Order
{Preservation) Act, 1947, cannot be required to act on such materials only as
would be suffici<m t for conviction at a cr iminal trial but his power to detain
under the Act is not absolute . Supreme Court can enquire into the legality or
sufficiency of any decision of a judicial or quasi-judicial body dealing with the
liberty of •ubjeds.
In proceedings in the nature of ltabeas corpus the Supreme Court does not
exerciBe appellate jurisdiction. Its function is simply to see whether the
authority detaining a person hal or has not acted within the limits of its power.
For this purpose it must examine the competency of the authority and also
consider whether it had before it such m:~terials as would justify in law to
arrive at the conclusion it did, and court may for the purpose of satisfying itself
require to be informed of the nature of the m·atcrials on which the authority
purported to act. The Court can enquire. even into the bo1;a fides of the
aut.lwrity and genuineness of the order ih;eli.

Rc.>: v. s,cri/Rry of State j6r Home Affairs, [1942) 2 K.B. 14 at p. 22,
followed.
Though the original order of detention is le~al in its inception the court can
ccnsider whether because of events subsequently supervening the continuance
{)f the detention is legal or ~able.
Where the authorities ;u-e entrusted with the power to direct detention
under the Actfor an indefinite-it may be for a prolonged--period, of a citizen,
the duty of the authorities is to lift 10ch materials as are before thern with
-care .,.nd to form .a definite opinion before they takt: action.
*Criminal Misc. .Application No. 19 of 19-48.

t

Presetct : SIR BA U, Chief Justice of the Union of Burma, E
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Azmg Min for the applicant.
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Chan Htoot·l tAttorney-General) for the respondents.

liAUKQ HLA
GYAW
11.

The judgment of the Court was delivered by

THE CO~f
~USS!OXER

OF

PoLICE,

E MAUNG, j.-This application for directions in
the nature of habeas corpus raises directly some points
not covered by previous decisions of this Court.
The priscner whose release is sought in these
proceedings was taken into custody on the 20th July 1947
and has since been detained at the Jail Annex, Insein.
This detention is sought to be justified on behalf of the
respondents as baving been made under section SA of
the Public Order {Preservation) Act, 1947. In the
return made to the summons to show cause on behalf
of the Commissioner of Police, it js said that the
Commissioner of Police, who had been authorized
under section 7 of the Public Order (Preservation) Act
to exercise powers under section 5A of the Act, had
received credible information that the prisoner had
been acting in a manner prejudicial to public safety
and the maintenance of public order and that the
Commissioner of Police was satisfied that it was
necessary that the prisoner shout~#PJt"4-~t~~ned under
the provisions of section SA of th'~'rj\<;h·: ' The return
proceeds to recite four of the unl~~ffi~!f~etivities which
the prisoner was alleged to have beeD.f~~gaged
in.
..
:. . · ..,.;

The return was traversed on beh.Uf of the prisoner
in several respects. The order of detention in writing,
a copy of which was filed with the r~turn made by the
respondents, has been challenged as not being in
existence on the 20th July 194 7 and it was claimed that
the warrant of detention purporting to bear that date is
a recent fabrication coming into existence only in
July 1948. This' is a very grave allegation; if true, it
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would justify the immediate release of the prisoner.
But we are satisfied that there is no substance in this
allegation. Apart from the inherent improvability of
senior and responsible officers like the Commis·>ioner
of Police and the Superintendent of Jail being parties
to such fabrication, the learned Assistant AttorneyGeneral who appears for the respondent has on definite
instructions repudiated the corr~ctness of the allegation
made on behalf of the prisoner in this respect.
The detention of the prisoner in this case is under
the Public Order (Preservation) Act, 1947. Section SA,
which is the relevant provision of the Act, i11t er alia
enables the President of the Union and other officers
empowered by him to direct the detention of any
particular person if the President or such officer is
satisfied that '' \vith a view to preventing him from
acting in a manner prejudicial to the public safety and
the ~aintenance of public order it is necessary so to
·do. " The detention is not for any specified period and
it may be indefinite and prolonged in duration.
Preventive justice which consists in restraining
a man from committing a crime which he may commit
~but has not yet committed or from doing some act
injurious to the members of the community which
he may do but has not yet done, is common to all
·systems of jurisprudence ; and as preventive justice
proceeds upon the principle that a person should be
restrained from doing something which, if free and
unfettered, it is reasonably probable that he would_ do,
1t must iri all cases necessarily proceed to some extent
on anticipation as distinct. fr-om proof. It follows,
ihe,.-efore, that it cannot be required of the Commissioner
--of Police when acting tinder section SA of the Public
<Order ·(Preservation) Ad: 1 that he must act on suc'h
mat!';!rials only as would be sufficient for conviction at a
'
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criminal trial. On tl:e other hand, hi..; po\ver to clct:;.in
a person under the Act is not absolute. \:Vhate\ (·:· ~hL:
legal position under a similar enactment may l.--:
elsewhere, it cannot within the Union be :>a1J that
administrative plenary discretion is vested in the oi11ccr
empowered under the Act and that it is for him without
question to decide whether he has reasonable grounds
and to act accordingly. No legislative provisions in
the Union can validly exclude this Court from enquiring
into the legality or the sufficiency of any decision of a
judicial or quasi-judicial body.
Even in Re~: v. Secretm~y of State for Home
Affairs (1), which reaches the high , water mark in
upholding the doctrine of State necessity, Lord Greene
M.R. has said :
''It is clear that there may be many matters into which the
court can and will inquire under the section if occasion arises, for
ex~mple, the bo11a fides of the Secretary of State, the genuineness
of the detention order itself, and the identity of the applicant
with the person referred to in the order. Similary, if, for
example, a regulation e!llpowered the Home ~ecretary to detain
any person who was in fact an alien, the court could inquire into
the nationality of the applicant, since, if it transpired that he was
not in fact an alien, his detention would be ultra vires."

The qualifying words "for example" make it clear that
the Master o( Rolls even in this case did not intend the
list of matters open to examination by the Court to be
exhaustive.
As we have already said before in Daw Rhf.n Tee v.
U Chan Tha and one (2) this Court is not exercising
appellate jurisdi.ction in proceedings in the nature of
habeas corpus. Its functions are generally to see
whether the authority which has directed the detention
of a person has. or has not acted within the limits of
its powers·. For this purpose; it must examine the
(1) (1942) 2 K.B. 14 .at p. 22.

{2) Criminal Mise, Application No. 14 of 1948.
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competency of that authority to make tbe order
complained of. It can also consider whether the
MAUNG HLA
authority had before it such materials as would in la\v
GYAW
v.
justify
it to arrive at the conclusion it did i in doing so
THE CoMMISSIONER OF the Court will bear in mind that action under the Public
POLlCE,
Order l Preservation) Act is one in the nature of
RANGOON
AND ONE,
administration of preventive justice and that, as has
E MAUNG, J. already been said before, action under the Act has
necessarily to be to some extent on anticipation as
distinct from proof. The Court may for the purpose of
satisfying itself that the authority, whose action has been
challenged, had materials before it to arrive at its
conclusion, require to be informed of the nature of
such materials.
In answer to some of the allegations in tbe return
made by the Commissioner of Police it is said on behalf
of the prisoner that whatever may have been the
position on the 20th July 1947 when the prisoner
was ta,ken into custody and his detention ordered,
. circumstances have since changed and that by the
4th August 1948 when the application for direction in
the nature of habeas corpus was filed in this Court, the
continued detention of the prisoner on the grounds
alleged could no longer be justified. These q.llegations
and counter allegations give rise to the question if,
assuming the detention to be legal in its inception, the
Court can consider in these proceeding::; whether
because of events subsequently supervening the continuance of the detention is legal or justifiable. On
princip~e, it is clear that the Court must have that power.
In an application for directions in the,nature of habeas
corpus the return must state not merely the cause of the
caption or the original arrest but also the cause of
detention at the date the return is made. If by the
time the return is made, either because ·of lapse of time
or because of events supervening, the continued
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detention becomes illegal, there Can be no doubt that
194::!
in spite of the legality of the original arrest and detention
"lACNG HLA
in its inception, the Court has the power and is under
GYAw
v.
a cl uty to direct the release of the prisoner.
THE CoMFrom what has been said earlier in this judgment, mssro:-<.ERoF
POLlCE,
it is clear that the formal legality of the original arrest RANGooN
and detention in this case cannot be questioned. AND oxE.
There was an order in writing made on the day the E MAuNa. J.
prisoner was taken into custody and that order in
writing was made by a person competent to make it.
All the formal requisites of such an order are present.
Coming to the merits of the case, the arrest and
detention were sought to be justified on the allegations
\a) that the prisoner together with other persons, who
also had been taken into custody about the same time
as the prisoner, had been engaged in a murder plot
resulting in what is known as the State Assassination
wherein sever:ll Ministers of the Government of Burma
and others were murdered on the 19th July 1947 ;
(b) that the prisoner was directly and indirectly con cerned in the loss of arms and ammunition from the Base
Ordnance Depot, Botataung, in or about the month of
Jrily.1947; (c) that the prisoner and two others, who
also have been detained under the Public Order
(Presenration) Act, were foqnd :()l:l, ;~P~- 9.thc~J:gly 1947 in
a jeep in ·which were foundc ~hr '" ,g~¥~;;y~;th ammunition-the ·revolver and aminit11.., : :i;;ITr,).t::J;M~ing.covered
by any license under the Arms ·1\~$~;~\~~g}astly -(d) that
the prisoner is" closely con.nect~:1~th BoYan Naing
and other ex-Burma Defence Afl#y members (ye-baw
haung ahpwe) who are actively ~collecting arms and
ammunition to subvert the Goveminent established by
law."
· ··· · .
.
.
Applying the principles already enunciated -relating
to the administration of preventive justice and the
functions' ·oL the ·; Court in casdi·!wh'ere the detentiori
49
'
~
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was lawful in its inception though supervening events
made no longer justified the continuance of the
.t.{AUNG HLA
GYAw
detention, it appears to us that the allegations reL1ting
THE ~oMto the State Assassination and the finding of a revolver
uissroNERoF and ammunition in a jeep assuming they justified the
PoucE,
'
RANGOoN
original arrest, would not justify the continued
ANn ONE.
detention of the prisoner. It would be well if attention
E MAuNG, J. is drawn to the fact that the Public Order ~Preservation)
Act is not intended to punish a person by indefinite
and prolonged detention for a crime he has committed ;
it is intended to prevent the commission of a crime
endangering public safety and public order. For the
revolver and ammunition found in the jeep the prisoner
had been sent up for trial under section 19 (f) of the
Arms Act and, whether it was for lack of evidence or
for technical reasons, that criminal trial had come to an
end on the lOth March 1948 with an order of
discharge. The allegation of the prisoner's complicity
in the loss· of arms and ammunition at the Base
Ordnance Depot in or about July 1947 may, prima
facie, be a good return justifying detention but the
Cominissioner of Police either because the materials
before him were not sufficient for hi'11 to form an
opinion one way or the other or because he had not
attempted to .come to a definite conclusion, has been
content in the return to allege that the prisoner was
" directly or indirectly concerned in tke loss, etc." In
the events that follow in this case, tr.is is not a matter
of importance but we feel we cannot too strongly
impr.e,~~ 2f:l. ,·!l;lpsv who are entrusted with powers to
dirett:~.~~~fi~ 1f<w~n: -IDdefinit..e-. it may be for a
prolongt#i:?;~peno(I~:.,'of.~..ciqz~q. ~that it is .their duty to
sift such mat6rials as are before them with care and to
form defi,uite,_qpiQ.i~ ;b~for~ .th~y take action.
Tih-e . l_a~t :;gro~l)d:- .stated in justificatiori of the
deteption of t.h e · priso.ner, :ho.weyer, appears to be

a
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·sufficient for the dismissal of the application. The
allegation made by the l:ommissioner of Police that
the prisoner was closely connected with Bo Y:m :\" aing
.and other ex-Burma Defence Army members h~~s not
been and cannot be seriously challenged. The
admitted incident of the 6th July 1947 when the
.prisoner Maung Lun Bye was f~mnd in the comparw of
Bo Yan Naing in a jeep wherein were also a revoln::r
and ammunition not covered by any license, is sufficient
proof, if need be, of the close association hetween
the two. In Tinsa Maw v. The Commissioner of
Police and one (1) we have upheld the detention of
· Bo Yan Naing under section SA of the Public Order
l(Prcservation) Act. Given the close association
behveen BoYan l"!aing and ~hung Lun Bye aud given
.also the engagement of Bo Yan Naing in subversive
-activities, it cannot· possibly be said that the order of
·detention, which _is a measure of preventive justice,
is made other than in anticipation in good faith
.by the Commissioner of Police of the likelihood of
Maung Lun Bye's participation in these activities of
tBo Yan N aing and his colleagues.
The aprlication for directions in the nature of
,Jwbe.as corpus must stand dismissed.

(1) Criminal Misc .• Application No. 15 of 1948 of this Court. .
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MA

1948

AYE

KYI

(APPLICANT)

v.

Oct. 6.

COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, RANGOON
AND ONE (RESPONDENT~) . .;<'
Order i11 the rwture of habeas corpus-Ddc·1ttion tinder Pttblic Order
(Preservation) Ad-.4rrcst in /nsciu aud subseqtlet:t order by the
Commissioner of Police, Ra11goou, for dctctltiou •IL'hctlter ille!fal.
Held: Under Notification No. 519 the power of the Commissioner of Police.
Rangoon, to order detention under s. SA of the Acl is limited to resident:; of
Hangoon or the activities must be within the Town of Rangoon.
When a p,erson was not a resident in the Town of Hangoon or his activities
do not constitute a menace to public safety or public order in the Town of
Rangoon, tile Comnlissioner of Police, Rangoon, has n o jurisdiction to order
detention. If ~uch a person is arrested in Insein District and later
brought to Rangoon, the Commissioner of Police cannot order his d etention.
A verbal order of detention cannot later be ~on firm<;d by a written order of
detention. Such orders are illegal.
b'o San Lin v. Commissiouer of Police, (1948) B;tr., L.I~. 372, followed.

When a person has been tried for an offence in a court of justice and is
acquitted he cannot be arrested on suspicion of cornmittin g the same offence
under Public O~der (Pres ervation) Act. It would be an abuse oi the provisions.
ofthe Act.

Applicant in person.
Chan Tun Atmg {Assistant . Attorney-General) for
the respondents.
The judgment of the Court was delivered by

E MAUNG, J.-We are satisfied that the order
of detention made by the Commissioner of Police
m this case cannot be supported. The applicant's
* Criminal Misc. Application No. 31 of 1948.
t Present : SIR BA U, Chief J'ustice of the Union of Burma, E MAUNG, J .•
and KYA\\T MYI.N'l:,

J., of the Supreme Court., ·.. ·
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.husband Maung San I\!ya, who admittedly is a
permanent resident of Thamaing, in Insein District.
was taken into custody on the 19th February 1948, by
~olice officers and brought over to Kamayut Police
Station which is within the jurisdiction of the Rangoon
Town Police. It is quite apparent from the record
that immediately after he arrived at the police-station
at Kamayut, the Commissioner of Police made a verbal
order directing his detention under section SA of
the Public Order (Preservation) Act, 1947. This
verbal order was followed, seven days later, by an order
.in \Vriting which directed that .Maung Sail Mya, son of
U Po lVlyint, be detained in Insein Central Jail until
~further orders with effect from the 19th February 1948.
We find, however, that the man was detained in the
Town Lock-up.till the 8th March 1948, when he was
.taken to the Insein Jail. No explanation for this delay
in despatching lviaung San Mya to Insein Jail has been
placed before us by the Assistant Attorney-General
who appears on behalf of the Commissioner of
!Police.
The Commissioner of Police in taking actiontunder
-section SA of the Public Order {Preservation) Act is
.exercising powers which have been delegated to l1im
,b y the President under section 7 .of the Act. His
.authority under this delegation is limited. By-Notification No. 519 of the Home Department, dated the
4th June 1947, the Commissioner of Police was
.authorized to exercise powe1;s under section SA of the
Act within his jurisdiction. His jurisdiction e_xtends
Qnly to the Town of Rangoon. To give him jurisdiction
t<> take acti~n against a person, either that person must;
in our opinion, be resident within ~he Town of ~angoon,
or that "'his.-· activities
qonstitute
to
. ' . . ' which
..
..
.
. a .menace
'
·publj~ safety "or public. order :must_h~ye been car.r:i.ed on
within-· the.. Town Q{- · ~Q.goon. --lq. -this--case it is clear
.
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from the return made by the Commissioner of Police
that neither condition is fulfilled.
MA AYJ>. l{YI
In the first place it h;:.s been suggested on behalf of
v.
Cmnnsthe Commissioner of Police by the learned Assistant
siONER OF
POLICE,
Attorney-General that :\Jaung San Mya having been
RANGOON
AND ONE.
brought in custody to a police-station within the
E .MAUNG, J. Rangoon Town jurisdiction, the Commissioner of Police
was justified in taking action under section SA of the
Public Order (Preservation) Act. \Ve cannot understand how by bringing a person from outside his jurisdiction under arrest, the Commissioner of Police can give
himself jurisdiction to act under the Act. It is, in our
opinion, an unjustifiable extension of his jurisdiction.
Further, the return does not state that the acti\·ities
which are ascribed to Maung San Mya were carried on.
\vithin the Town of Rangoon ; it is \:.aguely said in
clause (i) of the return that Maung San Mya and others:
\vere engaged in unlawful activities which resulted in
the theft or misappropriation of civil supplies goods.
v;rhile in transit from Rangoon to the districts. It is
clear from this return that the Commissioner of
Police has noi been able to make up his mind where:
the los;;, if any, took place. In other word'>, he acted
on mere suspicion that somewhere within the Union;.
either at !<angoon or elsewhere,_, civil supplies goods·
have been lost, and that Maung San Mya, a person whohas been ordered to be detained, had something todo with the ·loss. This suspicion, in our opinion, is
not enough to justify the Commissioner of Police to act
in the manner he did. \:Ve have held repeatedly in
cases under the Public Order (Preservation) Act that
the authority who acts under, section 5 or section SA
of the Act has to act in a judicial manner.
In Eo Sml Lin. v. Com1nissioner of Police (1) we have
already considered ~he. effeCt of a verbal ..order of
1948

(1) (19481 Bu,,

L.R. 372.
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detention follo\vecl later by a written order of detention,
and we have there laid down that the original order as
well as the subsequent order of detention \\·oald not in
any way legalize the detention of a person. That
decision in itself would be sufficient to justify our
directing the release of Maung San Mya in this
case.
It is not necessary for us to go deeply into the
further question whether on the merits the detention of
Maung San Mya was justified or not. The return states
that Maung San Mya, if left at liberty, would be a menace
to civil supplies goods. This is not what section SA of
the Public Order \Preservation) Act is intended for.
Tnat section speaks of a person whose activities are
detrimental to public safety or public order. Further,
the materials before us appear to suggest in the
detention of Maung San Mya's persecution in respect of
an alleged offence for which the authorities had n.ot been
able to convict him before a Court of competent jurisdiction. Maung San Mya and others were arrested for
alleged offences under sections 409, 414 and 411 of the
Penal Code in respect of civil supplies goods valued at
Rs. 16,329. They were sent up for trial before
Mr. Justice Thaung Sein of the High Court and a Jury,
in Criminal Sessions ·Trial No. 2 of 1948. The accused
were all acquitted, and the verdict or the Jury in each
case was unanimous. Moreover1 as it appears from the
summing-up of the learned Judge, even the approver
could not say anything a~ainst Maung San Mya.
Following this acquittal on the unanimous verdict of
c' not guilty" by the Jury on the 6th February 1948,
Maung San Mya was again arrested on the
19th February 1948, and, as is clear {rom the return,
his arrest was sought to be justified for the same
offence. This, in . our opinion, is an abuse of the
provisions of the Act.
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We direct that Maung San Mya, who is at present
before us to-day on bail, be released. The bail bond
which has been entered into on his behalf will be
cancelled.
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MA KYIN HNIN

ts.c.

{APPLICANT)

1948

v.

Oct. 13.

THE COMMISSIONER OF POLICE, RANGOON
AND ONE (RESPONDENTS).*
Order in the 11aturc of writ of habeas corpus-Deteution nuder s. SA (il (b)
of i11C Public Order (P1 cservafiou) Act, 1947.
Held: If a .m:m is suspected of habituallv committing or abetting the
commission of dacoity or prutecting or harbouring dacoits he cannot be detained
under Public Order (Preservation! Act, 1947. Chapter VIU of the Crimin<~l
Procedure Code provided ample machinery for dealing with such a person· .
It is an abuse of the Public Order Preservation Ad, 1947, to employ its
summary provisions where action under. Chapter VIII of the Criminal
Procedure Code should be taken.

Ba Than for the appli cant.
Chan Tun ' Azmg ~Assistant Attorney-General) for

the respondents.
The judgment of the Court was d elivered by
E MAUNG, J.-On the 22nd September 1948, we
directed the release of Maung Maung, the applicant's
husband, and stated that we would- give our reasons
later. We now proceed to do so.
_
The applicant's husBand Maung Maung was d~tained
under the orders of the Commissioner of Police,
Rangoon, on the 1Oth July 1948, in purported exercise
of the · powers under section SAU) {b) of the Public
Order (Preservation) Act, 1947. rt_is sought to justify
the detention of Maung Maung o.n· the ground that he
was acting i~ a ~anner prejudicial to the public safety
and maint~I?anqe of public\ ord~r.
"Criminal Misc. Appli~tion. No~

..

.

28 of. . f948.
.'
..
.
Chief Justice- of the' Union of Burma, E
MYiNT, :h of the Supreu1e Court. '
'
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It appears tl1at on the lOth July 1948, ~hung I\1aung
\Vas arrested by the Pabeidan Police on suspicion in
MA KYlN
with an offence under section 395 of the
connection
HNIN
v.
No prosecution, however, in regard to
THE CoM~!Is Penal ·code.
SIONER OF
that
offence
has
been launched; apparently because
PoLICE,
RAl'iGOON
the police had not been able to obtain sufficient
AND ONE.
materials on which to base a criminal prosecution.
E MAUNG, J.
From the affidavits of the applicant and that of
U Tin Maung, the Inspector of Police who initiated the
proceedings resulting in Maung Maung being directed
to be detained by the Commissioner of Police under
the Public Order (Preservation) Act, it appears that on
the 24th ]uly 1948, Maung Maung was formally released
in relation to the charge under section 395 of the
Penal Code and re-arrested under section 5 {ii) of the
Public Order (Preservation) Act by U Tin 11-laung.
From the affidavit of U Tin Maung read together
with the affidavit of the Commissioner of Folic~, we are
satisfied that no good ground exists for a"ction being
taken against Maung Maung under section 5 or section
SA of the Public Order (Preservation) Act. It is said
in justification of the detention of Maung Maung that
whilst a village headman in Myaungmya District he
actively associated with some known criminals and that
he left his village without the permission of the Deputy
Commissioner, Myaungmya. It is also said that having
come to Rangoon he has been organizing a dacoit gang
and that he was suspected to be the brain behind the
dacoity in Pabeidan Police jurisdiction involving the
loss of gold and jewellery to the value of Rs. so,ooo~
It was also claimed that an accused person arrested bythe Lfinmadaw Police admitted to the police that the
pistol used by him W?S supplied by Maung Maung.
The Criminal Procedure Code in Chapter VIII has.
proviqed ample .I?achinery for dealing. with,a person
who habitually· commits or abets the commission of
1948
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dacoity or protects or harbours dacoits. lt is, in our
opinion, an abuse of the Public Order l Preservation)
Act to employ its summary provisions in cases where
the Code of Criminal Procedure has already made
ample provision with due safeguards both for the
police and the person against whom action is to be
taken.
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L

FULL BENCH (APPELLATE CRIMINAL).
Before U Thein 1\1armg. Clucf J"stice, U Tun Byu aud U San Marmg, JJ.

H.C.

1948

THE UNION OF BURIVIA

(COMPLAINAN1)

Aug. 18.

i\L-\UNG

~YU

N tAccusED).*

Penal Code, ss. 29<J, 300, ns amended by tire Pe11al Code A.I!lclldirrg
.-1 cl, 1947 -Cnusi11g iltjury wlticft is likely to wusc death-If mtil·det·.
Held : \\'here a person caused the death of another person, by causing an
injury which was likely to cause death(al the offence, in the absence of any circumstance which makes the
act one of culpable homicide not amounting to murder, is murder if
it can be deduced from a consideration of the whole facts of the
case that the '' offender caused the death by doing an act with ihe
intention of causing death or with the intent ion of causing bocH!y
injury as in fad is suflicient in the ordinary course of nature to cause
death ;
(b) the offence is one of voluntarily causing grievous hurl unde r s.
325 or 326 of the Penal Code :tccording to the nature of the weapon
used if it can be deduced from a con~ideration of the whole facts of
the case that the offender intended only to cause bodily injury which
was likely to cause death, as ss. 299 and 300 rof the Penal Code as
amended do not refer to such intention like the old ~ections ;
(c) the oHence is not one under s. 304A of the Penal Code if the bodily

injury was caused with criminal intention to cause it, as an act
done with s uch intention cannot be a rash or negligent act ;
ld] the offence is one under s. 304A of the Penal Code if the bodily
injury was caused by a r ash or negligent act r.c., without any
criminal intent but with the knowledge that it was likely to cause
death ; and
{e) the offence is one unde r s. 299 or s . 300 of the Penal Code
even thou![h the bodilv injury was caused by a r ash or negligent
act if the offender knew that the act was so imminently dangerous
that it must in all probability cause such bodily injury as is likely to
cause death and the. court finds under s. 300A lc) of the Code
that his intention was to cause death or bodily injury as in. fact is
sufficient to cause death.

Sein Klto v. The King, Criminal Appeal No. 1312 of 1947, overruled.
Shwe Ein v. King-Emperor, (1905-06) J,Il L.B.R. 122 at p. 123 ; Nga Na
BAn v. Ki11g-Emperor, t1904-Q6) 1 U.B.R.l'enal Code 33; Empre~s of India v.

· ~ Criminal Reference No. 47 of 1948, being reference made by U
MAUNG, J., in Criminal Appeal No. '37.5 of 1948.

SAN
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ldu Beg, ( 1881) I.L.R. 3 All. 776 ;~.t pp. 779 and 7&0 ; W. H. Su:ttft v. Emperor,
(1926) I.L.i:<. 53 Cal. 333 at p. 338: Suk.rroo v. Em#ror, 11::187) l.L.R 14 caL 566;
Kyaw We v. King-Emperor, 4 L .B.R. 311 at pp. 313 :;tnd 31-4; p,, Tu;: v. KingEmperor, 4 L.B.R. 306; The KiH[I. v. Aurrg Nyun, (19-+0J Rm . ..;.;1 IF.B.):
Abor .4/zmed v. The King, (1937) I<an. 393; Sllwe Hla L' "· Kiug-lom Pcror.
3 L.B.K 122; Po Siu v. Kmg-Empcror, 5 L.B.R. 80; Ap.rJu "· I'itrg-Em;~en>r,
ll~an. 285 ; Munila/'3 case, A.ll~. (1943) All. 853 ; lemtit;gs a11d one v. Kells,
(1940) A.C. 206, referred to.

U THEIN l\llAUNG, C.J.-The question which has
been referred to us is as follows :
" If ?- person causes the death of another person
by causing an injury which is likely to cause death,
is the offence murder as is defined in section 300
of the Penal Code in the absence of any of the
extenuating circumstances enumerated in section 299
of the Penal Code ? If not, under what section of
th e Penal Code is su ch an offence punishable ?"

Now section 300 of the Penal Cod e as am ended
by the Penal Code Amendment Act, 1947, provides:
'' \Vhoever, in the absence of any circumstance which
makes the act one of culpable homicide not amounting to murder,
causes death by doing an act with the i&ter,tion of causing death,
or with the intention '0£ causing bodily injury as in fact is sufficient
in the ordinary comse of nature to cause death, commits the
offence of nmrder. "

And section 299 thereof as amended by- the same
Amendment Act sets out the circ'Utnstances which
make the act one of culpable. :fi:Q'fili~ide not amounting to murder. .The section$'¥~· amended do not
contain any reference to knowledge or to bodily injury
which is likely to cause death:
So far .as knowledge is concerned the Legislature
a ppears to have adopted the ·view that where an act
has been don e in pursuance of an intention to do
bodily h<~.rm to another,· the case must be decided
according to the intention which must · be-attributed
,. ~ · .":(
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to the offender in doing the act although in the
majority of cases the question of intention is merely
the question of kno\vlcdge and in making an inference
as to his intention, the knowledge which must be
attributed to him must usually be a matter for

consideration.
In this connection it must be noted that Fox J.
observed in Shr.ve Ein v. King-Emperor {1) [which
has been followed in Nga Na Bon v. King-Emperor
(2)]
" The finding, however, appears to me to be inappropriate
to a case like the present in which death has been caused by an
act done in tbe intentional causing of bodily injury to a particular
individnal.
In such a c1se the question to be considered is with whC!t
intention did the accused commit the act. His knowledge of the
probable results of his act must almost necessarily be a nntter to
be considered also, since knowledge and intention are usually
·closely bound up together. Where the act has been clone in
pursuance of an intention to do bodily harm to another, the case
must, in my opinion, be decided according to the intention which
must be attributed to the ?ffender in doing the act, a_nd the words
and clause of section 299 and section 300 of the Indian Penal
Code, which deal with \now! edge, have n& direct application to
:such a case."

He also observed at pp. 125 and 126 ibid :
'' In the absence of an expression of his intention by the
.accused previous to or after or at the time of committing the act,
his intention can only be inferred from the act itself and the
:Circumstances under which it was done. In making an inference
as to the accused's intention, the knowledge which must be attri·
buted to. him must usually be a matter ~or consideration. As
.Mr. Mayne says \n paragrap'l 201 of his Criminal Law of India :
' 'I ntention is sometimes a presumption of law : sometimes it is a mere fact to be proved like any other
rfact. A man js assumed to intend the natural or
(J.) (1905~1906) 3 L.B.R. 122

;at p. 123.

(2) (1904-1906) I U.B.R. Penal
Code 33, '
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necessarv conseqt;ences of his own ::ct, a;-c] in lbe
majority of cases the quf.~tion of intention is :!Jcrely
the question of knowledge. If I strike;, r:En on
the head with a loaded club. I am asS11med ~o know
that the act wil! pr'"lbably cause death, and if that
result follows, I am assumed to have intended that
it should follow.'

Thus in a case like the present in which death has been
<:aused by intentional bodily injury inflicted by the accused on the
dece1sed, the question o£ what knowledge must be attributed to
the accused comes in as a means of arriving at his intention when
he committed the act which caused the de01.th. and for that
purpose) and not for the purpose of decidin~ whether the case
falls within the 4th clause of section 300 or the last part of
section 304 must the question be considered."

'Cf section 300A (c) of the Penal Code which reads
" 300A.

*

In sections 299 and 300 :

*

*

(c) the offender's knowledge that an act is so
imminently dangerous that it must in all
probability cause death, or such bodily
injury as is likely to cause death, is a
relevant factor in provif'g the nature of
his intention."
The 'Jegal effect of omis~ioil ;t.q ~ef~r .• ~o bod,ily
injury likely to cause death is riof:i~o··~l~h The old
sections have been amended by insertihn'Of the words
" as in fact is " between the words " h9.d ily injwy "
/ and the words " sufficient in the orc:linary course
of nature " ; but " such bodily injury as in fact is
sufficient in the ordina.ry course of nature to cause
death " cannot in all cases, include bodily injury likely
to cause death~
The distinction between bodily injury likely to
cause .death and bodily injury .(as in .fact is) sufficient
in the ordin~y co.urse of nature to cause ,d eath is fine
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and I agree with my brother U San Maung J. that
circumstances may indicate the intention \Yas to cause
death or such bodily injury as in fact was sufficient to
cause death although the bodily injury actually caused
was merely likely to cause death. However, there
must be cases in Yrhich circumstances do not indicate
such intention and the bodily injury is only likely to
cause death.
In Sein Klzo v. Tlze King ( 1) a Bench of the late
High Court of Judicature at Rangoon convicted
under section 304A of the Penal Code a man who
stabbed another in tbe chest " as he must be deemed
to have acted with the kno\:vledg<..: that the injury
would be likely to lead to death."
Now section 304A pmvides :
u Whoever causes the death of any person by doing any
rash or negligent act not punishable as culpable homicide or
murder shall be punished with imprisonment of either description
for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with
both : provided that, if the act is done with the knowledge that it
is likely to cause death, the term of imprisonment may extend to
ten years."

The first part of the section which is th e principal
enactm·ent relates to causi~g death by rash and negligent act-which is not punishable as culpable
homicide or murder, e.g. under section 29Y or section
300 read with section 300A (c).
So '' the act n
mentioned in · the second part of the section which
is in the form of a proviso, must also be a rash and
negligent act. With reference to the section, as it
stood before·· the amendment, Straight I. observed
in the Empress of India v. ldu Beg· (2) :
. " Sectipn 304A does not say every unjustifiable or
inexcusable ~ct of killing not 'hereinbefore mentioned shall be
Ill Criminal Appeal, No, 1312"'
l6f 1947•..

(2) '(181311 I.L. R 3 All. 776 at
pp. 779. and,. 780~
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punbllahle under the provisions of this se,tiOIJ, but it ~pecilically
and 111 terms limits itself to those rash or negligent ace~ which
cause death but fall short of culpable tlomicide of eithe:· descrip·
tion. According to English law, offences of this kind ,,·odd
come within the calegory of m1nslaughterfbbut the author:> of our
Penal Code appear to have thought it more convenient to give
them a separate status m a section to themselves, with a natTO\\ er
range of punishme::t proportioned to t h eir culpability. It appears
to me impossible to hold tint case:> of direct violence, wilfully
inflicted, can be regarded as either rash or negligent acts * * ""
Although I do not pretend for a moment to exhaust the category
of cases that fall within section 304.-\, I may remark tint criminal
rashness is hazarding a dangerous or wanton act with the
knowledge that it 1S so, and that it may cause injury, but withC'ut
intention to cause injury, or knowledf-':e· that it will probably be
ca~1secl.
The criminality ties in running the risk of do in~ such an
act with recklessness or indifference as to the consequences.
Criminal negligence is the gross and culpable neglect or failure to
exercise that reasonable and proper care and precauticn to guard
again::.t injury either to the pu bl:c generally or to an incliviclnal in
particular-, which, having regard to all the circumstances ou t of
\Yhich the chat·ge bas arisen, it was the imperative duty of the
accused person to have adopted."

[Cf. Cuming J- in fV. H. Smith v. Emperor (1).]
The same may still be said of the n ew seetion 304-A
in spite of the insertion of the proviso, Rash acts can
be said to b e intentional or deliberate only the sense
that ~he risk of causing injury is run deliberately or
intentionally and not in the sense· tha,t they are don~
with i..he deliberate object or intention of causing injury
to any particular individual. [Cf. Sukaroo v Empress
(2).] So the proviso is not applicable tc" cases of
direct violence.l wilfully inflicted ", i.e. to cases of
causing bodily injury with the criminal intention to
cause such injury, e.g. by deliberately stabbing or'
cutting a man with a·knife.-ii>. It app~ies only to cases of
hazarding dangerous or wanton act~ with the knowledge

in

(ll (1926) [.L.R. 53 Cal. 333 at p. 338.
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tha1 they are so or .v•:ith recklessness or indifference as
to the consequences-but wi1.hout any criminal
intention to cause bodily· injury to any part1cular
individual.
.
For the above reasons we cannot follow the ruling
in Sein Kho v. Thr: King (1) and we would ans·wer
the questions under reference .1n the abstract, i.e.
vvithout considering the facts of th~ particular case as
follmvs :
\rVhere a person caused the death of another
person by causing an injury \\'hich vvas likeiy to cause
death(a) the offence, in the absence of any circumstance which makes the act one of
culpable homicide not amounting to
murder, is murder "if it can be deduced
from a consideration of the whole facts
of the case that the offender caused the
death by doing an act with the intention
of causing death or with the intention of
causing bodily injury as in fact is
si1fficient in the ordinary course of nature
to cause death ; see Kyaw We v.
King-Emperor ( 2 J in which Hartnoll J.
observed :
Intention cannot in my opinion be correctly
inferred merely ·from a consideration of the
injuries inflicted- the results of the act-though
in many cases the nature of the injuries forms a
val~ble piece of evidence in deducing it ; but
it must also be deduced from a consideralion
of the whole facts of the case:"

SeeS,also Fo Tu v. King-Emperor (3).
(b) ·the offence is one of ~oluntarily causing
· grievous hurt· under section 325 or 326
(2) 4 L.B.R. 311 at pp. 313
and 314.
(3) 4 L.B.R. 306.

{1) Criminal Appeal No. 1312
of 1947.
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~ections 299 and 300 of the Penal Code
as amended do not refer to such intention like the old sections [Cf. Empress
of India v. Idu Beg (1)] ;
\c) the offence is not one under section 304A
of the Penal Code if the bodily injury
was c<1.used with criminal inten'.1on to
cause it, as an act done with such intention cannot be a rash or negligent act ;
{ell the offence is one under section 304A of
the Penal Code if the bodily injury was
caused by a rash or negligent act, i.e.
without any criminal intent but with the
knowledge, that it was likely to cause
death; and
(e) the offence is one under section 299 or
section 300 -of the Penal Code even
though the bodily injury ~yas caused by a
rash .or negligent act if tfi~ qff~nder knew
that the a~t was so iml!i~tieutly dangerous that it must in all probability cause
such bodily injury as ·J.s likely to cause
·death and the Court finds _under section
300A (c) of the Code that his intention
was to cause death or bbdily injury as infact is sufficient to cause death. (Cf th'e
olct section 300 Fourthly and Illustration
(d) thereto.)
--

J

•

(ll (1881) I.L.R 3 AlL 776 at pp. 779 and 780.
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U TuN B vu, j .-I agree.
U SAN MAUNG, J.-In a case before me \\"hich
occurred after the 1st of August 1947, a person caused
the death of another by deliberately cutting him on the
back witl1 a dah thus causing an injury likdy to cause
death ; anJ the question which I have referred for the
deci.sion of a Bench or a Full Bench, according as my
Lord the Chief Justice may direct, is as follows :
" If a person causes the death of another by causing dl1
injn:·v which is likely to c"luse death, is the offence murder as
defined in section 300 of the l?enal Code in the absence Qf any of
the extenuating circut:-~sta nce:; enumerated in section 299 of the
Penal Code? If not, under what section o"f the Penal Code is
such an offence punis hable ? "
I

The sections referred to in the question propounded,
are sections of the Penal Code as substituted by the
Penal Code (Amendment) Act, 194 7, Burma Act,
No. XXXIII of 1947, by :which the law relating to
culpab~e homicide was amended with effect from the
l st August 1947. The law as · it stood before the
_amendment came into force bas been fully explained
in the judgment of Roberts C.J. in The King v.
Aung Nyun (1) where it was pointed out that the
second clause of section 299 (old) refers to intention
apart from knowl edge, and that i:he offence of culpable
homicide by doing an act by which the death is caused
with the intention of causing such bodily injury as is
likely to cause death can exist independently of
section 30.0 (old) of the Penal Code and is punishable
under the first part of section 304 {old) of the Penal
Cod~.

Under the law, as now amended, the definition of
the offence of murder appears in section ~00 (new) of
(1) (1940) Ran. 441 (F.B.).
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}JYU:-<.
or with the intention of causing bodily injury as in fact is :'t:t11de nt
l1 SA1'
in the ordinary course of nature to cause death, con.mib the
liiAUNG,J.
offence of murder."

The italicized is mine.
The cir<;umstances which make the act, one of
culpable homicide not amounting to murder are those
which are set out in Clauses lA), (B), (CJ, (D) and (E)
·of section 299 l new) of the Penal Code \Vhich enacts
that where any of these ·circumstances are present, the
offence committed is culpable homicide not amounting
t'"' murder.
In so far as is relevant for the purpose of this
reference, a comparison of the old section 300 of the
.Penal Code and the new section 300 shows that
culpable homicide is murder under both the old and
·the new section 300 if death is caused by doing an act
with the intention of causing death. Therefore, those
acts which were held to be murder because they fell
within the meaning of the first clause of secti(m 300
(old) of the Penal Code will still be murder as d~fined
'in section 300 (new) 6£ the Penal Code. Now, as
·observed by Hartnoll J. in I(yaw.Wey. King-Em}Jeror (1)
the intention of a person cannot. be . correctly inferr~d
merely from a consideration of the injuries inflictedthe result of tl1e act-though. in many cases the nature
of the injuries forms a valuable piece of evider:ce in
deducing it; but it must also be deduced from a
·consideration of the 7f..'}wle facts of the case. So also, i~
the case of Po Tu _v. King-Empe1·or (2) where the
accused cut another person on_ the head with a heavy
(ll 4 .L.B.R. 3l1 at p. 313.

(2l 4 L.B.R. 306.
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chopper, slicing (•H a bit of the frontal bone and cutting
the brain anrl thr.: victim died from the effect of th<:;
injury, it was held that thcugh the mt:dical evidence
showed that the \\ OLmd \vas not certain, all.!lough likely
to cause death, that the accused's intention must be
inferred not mer:::ly from the actt1<tl consequences of his
act, but from tbe <lCt itself: and as the natural
consequence of ,;n ad of the kind in question would be
death, the acet:s,:d mu~t be presumed to l1ave intended
to cause death. ln this case, there \Yas a difierence oi
opinic·n between Orm<·lld J. \'\'ho held iha' the off(once
committed by the accused \Vas culpable l1omicidc not
amounting to murder punishable under the first p.:trt of
section 304 of the Penal Code because the accused's
intention must be gathered:solely from the facts of his
act as disclosed in the medical evidence, and Hartnoll 1 J.
who held that the offence commihed by tbe accused
\vas murder because the intention of the accused must
be gauged not only from the result of his act, btit also
from th e other facts of the case. On a reference being
m ade to Irwin , O.C.J., the learn ed Officiating Chief
Justice, made the following remarks 'Which appear to
me to be most apposite :
"l do not think it is necessary to dissent from the propos ition that in this particular case the ac.::usecl's intention must be
gatherer! solely from the one aqt of cutting, but I cannot agree
th1t it must be gathered solely from the effects of that act as.
·disclosed in the ineclical evidence. Such an inference necessarily
implies that the accused inter1ded to cut a slice off his grandfather's hea.d· of the precise size that he did in fact cut off,.
_with.cut varying a bair's breadth one way or the other. Nat one
man in a million, is capable of ·d oing that. Suppose the accused
h ad taken the chopper with both hands a nd struck with sufficient
force tp cleave the sktill from forehead to chin, but had missed
his · aim and only slightly grazed the forehead, \Vould it be
possible to avoid the infere~ce that he intended to cause death ?.
Or suppose a man fires a bullet at .another. misses his he;~rt by an.
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inch o·· two, ancl pierces the: 1u ,1g. A bu\1,· : '" c nn'- t Lt. ugll a
h1ng, 1 believe, is not necessaril\ htal, but 1; i ~h· c.::-c 1 put it
did prove fatal, I have no doubt that tLt- ,·n:n_- \\·onld be
murclrr.
in the p1·esen: case tlwn I would mir.; the .:u.:cused's
intentbn from his act, bL1t not ~olcly from the .;on;,<:,p.:tnces of
that act. 1 think it is a matter of common knowlec!ge that the
result of cutting a man on the he~.ct wit:; .t heavy cbopp;;T is
gener:dly death, anrl the appell:mt must bt" held to have known
that ~hatis the natural consequence of snch :1il ac•; and he mnst
theref•>re be presumed to have intended to cause death."

In my opinion, the lavv hJ..<.: been cmTc.ctly laid down in
Po Ta v. Kin..:!,- Emperor :, 1) which h lS not yet been
overruled since it was made 40 years ago. Therefore,
when a person causes the death of an,1ther by causing
an injury, which according to the mtdica! evidence, is
only likely to cause.· death, the offence may be murder as
defined in section 300 (new ) of the Penal Cadet 'if the

other circumstance appearing in evidence shows that
there was intention on the part of the person causing the
injury to cause the death of the .other.
One of these circumstances is indicated in Clause (b)
of section 300 A of the Penal Code which provides that
where death is caused by bodity injury, the offender's
knowledge of H-ie weakness or infirmity of the per~on
on whom the bodily injury is inflicted is a relevant
factor in proving the nature of his inten~ion. This~
clause may be compared with the second clause of
section 300 ~old) of the Penal Code and Illustration (b)
thereto.
The next question which arises for consideration is
" What offence is' committed by a person who causes
the death of an9ther by causing an injury which _is
likely to cause death, if the circumstances appearing l.n
evidence do ·not show that there is int~ntion on the
(1) 4

L .B.I~ .

306.
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part ot the person causing the injury to cause the death
of the other ? "
Now, on a comparison of the thrrcl clause of
section 300 ~old of the Penal Code and the new
section 300 it is clear that a radical change in the lmv
has taken place regarding the presumption to be drawn
when the res11lt of an act of a-person is the causing of
death of another by causing an injury as in fact, is
sllfncient in the ordinary course of nature to cause
death. According to the law as it stood before Burma
Act XXXII I of 1947 came into force; though an injury
caused by a person to another may, in fact, be sufficient
in the ordinary course of nature to cause death,. it is
not murder un~ess it was also intended that the injury
should be sufficient in tbe ordinary course of nature
to cause death. Such an intention is ordinarily
presumed it tf.e injury is inflicted on a vibl part of
the body. However, where the accused in an altercation smote the deceased with great force on the leg
above the an~le with his dah with such force that be
cut through the bones and the arteries and as a result
the man died four days later, it was held that though
the accused did in fact inHic~ an injury sufficient in
the ordinary course of nature to cause death, the
intention to cause such injury could not be imputed to
him, and tpat he should be convicted under the first
·part of section 304 of the Penal Code. So in that
case although the injury caused was in fact sufficient
in the ordinary course of nature to cause death the
accused was held to have caused the death by doing an
act with th<1 intention of causing such bodily injury as
is likely to c~use death within the meaning of the
se·cond clause of section 299 (old) of the Penal Code.
Se~ Abor Ahmed v. The King (1 ).
(1) (1937) Ran. 393.
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with a view to simplify, as far as is possible, the
deduction to be drawn from the proved facts, when une
ll SA~
of the facts proved is that an accused person has Z\]AUXG J.
caused an injury which is, in fact, sufficient 111 the
ordinary course of nature to cause death, regard being
had to the medical evidence in the case. \\Then this
fact is on record, the offence is prima facie murder
whatever may be the other circumstances appearing in
the case, namely, the number of blo\vs given, the
nature of the weapon used, and the part of the body on
which the injury or injuries have been inflicted.
In cases where death is caused medical witnesses
are vi'Ont to classify tbe injury received by the deceased
person under one or other of the follovving categories :
(1) Necessarily
fatal,
$"
(2) S_ufficient in the ordinary c;ourse of nature to
cause death,
.
(3) Likely to cause death.
There can be no difficulty where the injury is classified
as necessarily fatal because an intention to cause death
can, in the generaljty of cases, be presumeq, on the
maxim that a man is presumed by law to intend the
ordinary and natural as well as necessary consequences
of his act. The difficulty that 1....-.:ill arise is in regard to
injuri es which the medical officer classified under the
second or third category. As pointed out in Shwe Hla U ·
v. King-Em.peror (1) between the degree of bodily
injury intended as expressed by the words " such
bodily injury ~sis likely-to cause death" in section 299
{old) of. the Penal Code and by the words "podily
1

(1) 3 L.B.R. 12-2.
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InJury sufficient in the ordinary course of n;:ture to
cause death " in ~ection 300 (old) of the Penal Code, is
fine, though appreci:tble, and depends upon the degree
of probability of de:-l'Lh n:sulting from the <tct. See aiso
Po Sin v. [(in:z-Entferor (1) and Apalu \'. f{ia'ZgEmperor {2). So. v:here the medical. officer makes a
distinction b-_~\'.u.r. an injury sufficient in the ordinary
cour:>e of nature t,_-. c:mst: death and an -injury likely to
cause death, :~n;n care 'xill have tf• bt exercised to
exam1ne him C<lrefully as to hi~ rettson fnr the
classibcatio11, a;:, if the injury is bek~ ~o be, jn i<tct,
sufficient in the: ordinary course of nature to cause
death, the offence is prima fade murder as denned in
section 300 tnew) of the Penal Code.
Assuming that the inJury caused is 111 fact only
likely to cause deat h and the circums tances from \Yhich
an intention to cause death may be inferred are absent,
wbat offence wi ll the person causing th e injury have
cornU} itted after th e law relating to culpable homicide
has been amended bv Burma Act XXXIII of 1947? In
this connection, our atten tion has been drawn to the
case of Sein TOw v. The· King (3; where the accused
Sein Kho caused the death of one Nyi Aung by
stabbi'ng him with a spear and causing an injury which
was held to be likely to cause death, and it was held by
a Bench of the late High Court of Judicature at
Rangoon that the conviction should be one .under
section 304A of ihe Penal Code as substituted by
section 7 of th e Burma Act XXXIII of 1947. This
section reads as follows :
•

J

" Whoev:er causes the de1.th of any person by doin? any
rash or negligent act not punishable_ as culpable homicide or
murder slnq be punished with imprisonment of either descriptio n
for a term whicb m ay exten:l to two years. or with fine, ..or with
{I) 5 L .B.R. 80.

121 1 Ran. 285.
·

(3) Criminal Appeal No. 1312 of 1947.
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both; provided that, if the act <s clone \Yith tl ; _ -;: C.Y·<." ~:..:<; th.it it
is likely to cause death, th. tenn of imp1·isor:n..:
1: . .·. ·.·xterd to
ten years."
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I have carefully read the judgment jL ,")t:!J, J.'h,.i'':'J. c::ase·
and \Yith · great respect I must sa) Lkt tL;.· Ieatn-~¢.
Judges who de.cided that case had app<~l-ct,tly oHrlook~d
the:: iact that as the offence took place un tln 4th Ivbrch
1947 1 before Burma Act I\o. XXXIII of 1947 came into
force. the reference to section 304A of jlJe Penal Code
as m~;erted by section 7 of the afo~·r::s~id Act was
trrelevant and thr-t se;n Kbo sh•P.:id h<we been
convlcted under the fir~t part of s~ction 304 of the
Penal Code, vide the ru hng in the cas~ of The King v.
Aunr;· Nyu11 (1). Furthermore, the learned Judges'
observation that since th e injury caused by the accused
was merely likdy to cause d eath the offence would be
one falling w1thin part 2 of section 304 of the Penal
Code, if the matter fell to be clet~rmined under the old
law , is incorrect. There is ample authority for the
vie•v that the offence punishable under the second part
of section 304 of the Penal Code, is culpable homicide
und·::r the circumstances mentioned in the last part of
section 29ct (old) of the Pe.nal Code, that is to say
where death is caused by doing an act ~:vith the
knowledge that it is likely , t9 .. ,Ca1Jse death.
In
Shwe Ein v. King-Emperor(2)
oJ?served, ''where
the act has been done in pursuanc~qf an intention to do
bodily harm to another the case mu~t,.in my opinion. be
decided according to the intention v.rhich must be
a,ttributed to the offender in doing the act, and theo
words and clause of section 299- and section 300 of the
Indian Penal Code, which deal with knowledge have
no direct application to such a case." See also the
case of Munilal (3) where it was I{eld that the second

F(;iJ.·

(2) 3 L.B.R. at p. 122.
I(Jl A.I.R. (1943) All, a.t p. 853.

(1, (1940) Ran. 441 (F.B,).

..
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part of section 304 of the Penal Code is to be read \Yith
the last few words of section 299 and has no reference
T!·IE Uxrox
to section 300 or to the exceptions therein.
OF BuR~IA
!1.
Apparently, it is the mistaken assumption that the
MAUNG
;'\JYL'N.
offence would be one falling within the second part of
U SAN
section 304 of the Penal Code under the ?ld law, which
liL-\UNG, J.
has led the learned Judges in Seiu lOw's case to assume
that it would fall within the second part of
section 304A of the Penal Code as substituted by
Burma Act No. XXXIli of 1947. No reason has been
given why the act done by the accused Sein Kho who
had stabbed the deceased Nyi Aung on the chest with
a spear thus causing an injury likely to cause death
should be re,~arded as a rash or negligent act done
with the kr,owledge of its iikelihood to car.se death
within the meaning of section 304A (_new) of the Penal
Code and th(; proviso thereto. In my opinion, such
an act as \.Vas done by the accused Sein Kho cannot
possibly be regarded as a rash and negligent act
within the meaning of that section.
under the old law the causing of death by rash
and negligent act was punishable under section 304A
which reads ;
H.C.
19-l~

"\Vboever causes the de1th of any person by doirg any
ra<;b or negligent act not amou11ting to culpable homicide shall be
punished with imprisonment of either description for _., te1·m
which may extend to two ye:<rs, or wit!~ fii1e, or with both."

Undoubtedly, this section \vas not in existence
wben
the Indi'an Penal Code was enacted in 1860
0
and was only · inserted therein by· Act No. XXVIII
of 1870. -. However, offences reqmnng proof of
rashness or negligence a"'s- an essential ingredient, for
th e commission thereof wete in the Indian Penal Code
a:s it was originally enacted in 1860·, for example,
secti0n 279 of the Penal Code punishes rash driving

1948J
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or riding on a public way, section 200 of the Penal
Code punishes rash navigation of vessel, section 284
punishes rash and negligent conduct \vith respect to
poisonous substance, section 285 punishes rasb and
negligent conduct with respect to fire or combustible
matter, etc. Now, the following commentary to
section 2i9 which appears under the heading "So rash
or negligent as to endanger human life, or to be likely
to cause hurt or injury to any other person " in Ratanlal
and Thakore's Law of Crimes, Sixteenth Edition,
seems to be apposite:
'' A rash act is primarily an over-hasty act and is thus
opposed to a deliberate act, but it abp includes an act which
though it may be .;aid t o be deliberate, is yet clone without due
deliberation and caution. The most formally scientiJ1c analysis
of negligence is th<~t of Austin. He draws a distinction bet,,·een
negligence, h eedlessness, and r::1shness, which, though closely
allied, 'are broadly d istinguished by differences.'
In cases of N egligenc~. the party performs not a n act to
.which he. is obiigecl. He breaks a positive duty.
In c1ses of Heedlessness or Rashness, tl~e party does an act
from which he is bound to forbear. H e breaks a negative dutv.
' In cases of Negli~ence, he aovert,; not to the act, which .it
is his cllily to do.
·In cases of H eecllessness, he adverts not to c07;sequeTrccs of
the act which he does.
1n cases of Rashness, he adverts to those consequences of
the act; but, by ·reason of some assurniJ~iqn , which he examlf!es
insufficimtly he concludes that those cc nseq:ae nces \vill not follo\v
the act in the instance before him.
'Negligence.' has been defined to be the breach of a duty
caused by the omission to do something which a reasonable man,
guided by tho,pe considerations which ordinarily regulate the
conduct of human affairs, would do, or doing something which a
prudent and reasonable man would not do.''

Viewed in the light of these observations when a
person deliberately attacks another· with a dah or with
. a spear and causes his death by causing an injury
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which is likely to cause death, the offence can hardly
be one coming within the ambit of section 304A Cne\v)
THE [J;:.;:roN
of the Penal Code. Perhaps, it may be argued that the
OF BURMA
proviso to section 30+A should not-be cons~rued \Yith
:\L\U~G
l\'YUN.
reference to the main provision therein. However, as
held by the Hou;;e of Lonis in]ennitt.RS and an.ot!tc'r v.
USA::<:
!llAUNG J
Kelly (1), there is no rule that the first or enacting
part of an act i:; to be construed \Vithout reference to
the proviso and the proper course is to apply the
bro?.d general rule of construction which is tbat a
section or enactment must be construed as a \vbole,
each portion throwing light if need be on the rest.
The true principle undoubtedly is, that the sound
interpretation and meaning of the statute, on a view ·of
the enacting clause, saving clause, and proviso, taken
and construed together, is to prevail. Maxwell on
Interpretation of Statutes, at page 165 of the Ninth
Edition.
·
Therefore,. in my opinion, when a person causes
the death, of another by Cilusing an injury which is
likely to cause death, if the circumstances appearing in
evidence do not show an intention to cause deathr he
should be convicted under section 325 or: under
sectiol} 326 of the Penal Code as the case may be,
regard being had to the nature of the weapon or means
used in causing the injury. As observed by Fox J. in.
Shw£ Ein v. Kin~-Emperor (2}:
H.C.

1948.

1).

1

''There are cases in which, althoufh an offender has
·actually caused d~ath as a cooseqnence of bodily injury inflicted
by him, he has bee:Q. held liable for only one or other of the
minor offences of grievous hurt or hurt."

Myanswer to the question propounded wiH, therefore,

be in the sense indicated above.
I also agree to !he answers proposed by my Lor d.
(1) (1940) A.C.206.

(2) 3 L.B.R. at p. 1'lZ.
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APPELLATE CIVIL
Bcfor! U Thew ,\{Mmg, Chtej Ju.<t tcc am/ L'

.M. E. 0. KHAN

s,,, Jf . u ::~. f .

tAPPELLA S T )

v.

H.C.
19-ts
July 1 .

M. H. ISMAIL

(RESPONDENT). *

Failure <>j tlu Respondent to fa kt cr·oss-objectiou under tJrdc'l' XLI, Rrtlc! 22 of
:he: Cod' of Civil Procedure agawst the ord~r tt11dcr .,ppcol-1/s l egal efftcl
-S. 143 of th'e Codt·- ll'lidl;tt tmu gran.hd by a drcru: ,,., an ord!r ltavi11g
Ute force of a decree cottld b< culanJed,

'.1 he !~angoon City Ci·,il Court pa~sed •m ejectmen t o,·der ; but th<::n:afte r
under the the provisions oi s. 14 (3) oi the Urb;m !<.en! Control Ad, as
substituted by Act XXVI of 19~7, passed an order that i1 ihc PI e~ent appellant
deposited a sum of money hy a particular date the decree will b<! uue xccntable
so long as the app~:llant paid the monthly rent by a pa:·tict:!ar date. 1he
appellant appealed apinst the orrler , but the respondent :lid not take any
cross-objection against the order appeaied again st and the appeal was
dismissed.
Held : That the appellant could not at that stage que~tion the propriety or
\'alidity of the order in the trial court in an appeal against an order for noncompliance of the order modifying, the order of ejectment.
Provision under s. 148 of the Code of Civil Procedure giYing power to
the court to e.dond the time doCii not apply where time is allowed for doing
:an act by a decree or an order, havin~ the force of a decree.

Httkam Chand aud others v. H avat and others, {1912) Punjab r~ecord, Vol.
·47, 343 ICivil Judgments 99); Dharmaraja Ayyar and one v. K. G. Srinivasa
ltludaliar and four others, LL.R. 39 Mad. 876; Masit:huddi,:v. Ram Kislsw aud
· one, A.I.R. (1928) OusJh
Kshelra Mol:an Ghosh atJd one v. Gour Mohan
K.tpali, 147 Indian Cases 1025, followed.

3a ;

Kyaw Htoon for the appellant.
U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Civil Regular No.1176·of 1946
·of the Rangoon City Civil Court the respondent M. H.
'Ismail sued the appellant M. E. 0. Khan for his ejectment in respect of two rooms in h_ouse No. 190-292,
Mogul Street, Rangoon, and a decree for ejectment was
• Cl-iil Misc. Appeal No.7 of 1~48 against the order of the City Civil Court,

:'Rangoon, in Civil Exeqution No. 815 of 1947, c1ated the 19th Febraary 1948.
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passed on the 20th December .1 CJ46, by the then Chief
Judge of the City Civil Court (U Myint Thein). On
!\J.E. 0.
the 8th August 1947, his successor llVIr. Rajagopaul),
KHA~
v.
acting under the powers conferred upon the Court by
M. H. IsMAIL
sub-section (3) of section 14 of the Urban Rent Control
u SAN
Act, 1946, as substituted by Burma Act No. XXVI of
!I!AUNG, J.
1947, altered the order, dated the 20th December i 94q,
in the following terms :
H.C.

1948

"On the J/D p1ying to the D/H or depositing in Court
within tend 1ys from the date of this order the sum of Rs. 800 s:-tid
to be due by wav of rent for the period February to I\-hy !946
and tht:; costs of the suit in C.R. 1176 of 1946 the order for
ejectment passed on 20th December 1946 shall stand unexecutable
for so long as the J/D continues to pay regularly in advance by the
5th of each month the rent clue for the use of the suit rooms, the
rent to,commence from the chte on which occupation is restored
to him by virtue of this order."

The judgment-debtor mentioned in the above order is
the appellant M. E. 0. Khan and the decree-holder the
respondent M. H. Ismail. On an appeal being preferred
to this Court against the order of the Chief Judge of
the City Civil Court, dated the 8th August 1947, by
M. H. Ismail who felt aggrieved thereby, the appeal
was dismissed and the order of the Chief Judge of the
City Civil Court confi.med by a Bench, of which we
were members. No cross-objection was taken by
M. E. 0 . Khan against the manner in ·which the order
for his ejectment was altered in the manner set out
?-bove. In the meantime the appellant M. E. 0. Khan
made a default in respect of the rent payable for .
December 1947. Accordingly, on the 13th December
1947, ?on application was made by the .respondent
M. H. Ismail for the execulion of the decree for
ejectment. On a notice being issued to the appellant,
a written objection was file4 on his behalf on the
2nd January 1948. Therein, the appeUant explain ed
~
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H.C.
;that his failure to deposit the rent on the clue date was
1948
because he had been in police custody since
E. 0 .
.November 1947, that therefore he should be given a :\I.K!lAN
chance to pay the rent due for the months of :.r. H.v.Is~rAH•.
December and January 1948, by the 20th January 19+~,
U SAN
and that upon this payment being made, the execution :\I_H:NG, J.
proc::edings against him be closed. The appellant's
·objection was overruled by the learned Chief Judge of
·the City Civil Court by a diary order, dated the
2nd January 1948, which reads :

" It is clear from the objections filed that the rent for
Tiecembei- has not been paid as requin'cl by the or 1er of the 8th of
.August 1947 _ It is understood that the decision in Civil Regulm.N o. 1176 of 1946 is now the subject matter of an appeal, but no
:stay of ~x<:cution has been applied for or obtained from th e
.High Court.
In the circumstances, in vie\Y of the admitted default the
·decree-holder is entitled to have his de~ree executed.
The application is granted.''

A warrant for ejectment returnable on the
.2nd F~bruary 1948, was then is~ued. In the mean time the appellant filed another application fo:
permis~ion to contim,t.e payiog into ..Court the rents as
·ordered , on HJ.-e 8th August .1947., and to rec~ll the
ejed!Jlent warrant. This applicatiol) was objected to by
the respondent and on the ,19th February 1948, the
ao.ppUcatioi:t was dismissed by the learned Chief Judge
of the City Civjl Court (U Si Bn}. The present appe::)..l
.by M. E. 0. Khan is against the order of U Si Bu, dated
the 19th February 1948.
The first contentiqn raised by the learned Ad vocate
·for the appellant i_s that the Chief Jtidge of the City Civil
~court should have granted to the appellant en,largement
ot hm~ J9J th~ paylJle:nt of th.~ r~nt d11~ ~-!Jd !ha.t b.e was
'Wrong in. making an -prder tha.t the ~xecutio;o ~hould
;proc~ed. In s~ppG>r.t ,of hi~· cootention the learned
5-1
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Advocate relies upon section 148 of the Civil Procedure·
Code, which enacts that where any period is fixed or
:'>I.E. 0.
granted by the Court for the doing ot any act prescribed
KHAN
or
allowed by this Code, the Court may, in its discreM. H. !SMAlL
tion, from time to time, enlarge such period, even
U SAN
though
the period originally fixed or granted may have
MAUNG, J.
expired. However, there is ample authority for the
proposition that this section does not apply where time
is allowed for doing an act by a decree in a suit. In the
ease of Hulwm Chat1d and others v. Hayat aud others
(1) it was held by learned Chief Judge of the Chief Court
of Punjab that the general provisions of section 148 of the
Civil Procedure Code, 1908, relate only to proceedings
antecedent to the passing of a final decree and are not
intended to give a Court power to alter the terms of a
decree already passed, that the period fixed in a decree
for the payment of a certain sum of money consequently cannot be extended under .this section, that
the Court passing the decre·e was june/us officio as an
original Court and that the general rule is that no
executing Court can vary a decree except by consent of
parties. In Dlzatmm-aia Ayyar mtd anofhe1- v.
[{. G. Srinivasa·Mudaliar and foui· others (2) a Bench
of the Mc.idras High Court held that section 148 of the·
Civil Procedure Code does not enable a Court to
extend time for doing acts allowed by a decree.
Similarly, in Maslahuddin v. Ram Kishen and another
(3). a Bench of Chief Court of Oudh held that the
jurisdiction with which a Court is invested by the
provisions .of section 148 of the Civil Procedure Code
in the 'matter .of enlargement of time is restricted to
cases where time ·for doing an act is fixed by the
Court, o~herwise th,an by its decree in a suit. In
H.C.
1948

~1.

(1) (1912), Punjab Record, Vol. 47,
p. 343 (Civil Judgment's 99}.

{2) 39 Mad. '876.
_
· (3) A.I.R. (1929!, Oudh p. 32.
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H.C.
Ks/Jetra Mohan G!tosr; and anotlze1' , .. G~··ur Mohan
1948
ll) a Bench of the Calcutta High Court held
l\1. E. 0.
that where the Court makes an order 1n a decree th2-t
KHAN
unle::;s certain payment be made witi1in a rix.ed date, M.H v..IS~IAJL.
the case would stand dismissed, it is not open to the .U SAN
Court to vacate the order and extend time for payme_nt. l\IAU:>G, J.
Therefore, the learned Cbief Judge of the City Civil
Comi (Mr. Rajagopaul) had no other option than to pass
the order vvhich he dicl on the 2nd January 1948, that
the application for execution be granted, ~~,nd his
successor (U Si Bu h1d no olher option than to pass
the order dated the 19th February 19+8, dismissing the
appellant's application to recall the ejectment warrant
and to allow the appellant to continne paying into
Court the rents as ordered on the 8th .-\ugust 19+7·.
A further contention raised by the learned Advocate
for the appellant is that the order of the learned Chief
Judg:e of the City Civil Court dated the Sth August
1947, in which he altered the order dated the 20th
December 1947, in the manner already set out abon.~, is
bad in law as it is tantamount to making a perpetual
order for ejectment of the appellant. However, it is
not open to the appellant at this stage to question the
validity ofthe order dated the 8th August 1947. If he
had any objection to the form or to the s~bstance of
that order he should have filed a cross..:.objection when
the respondent M. H. Ismail filed the. app,.eal which was
dealt with by this Court in Civil Miscellaneous Appeal
No. 47 of 1947.
In the result the appeal fails and must be dismissed.
As the learned Advocate for the respondent has not
appeared before us to argue this appeal, we shall make
no order as to costs.
Kap~di

U THEIN MAUNG; C.J.-I agree.
(1} 147 Indian Cases 1025.
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CIVIL REFERENCE.
Bejo1·e U Thein Mau11g, Chief Justice cmd U Smz Matttt/!, f.

H.C.
,1.948

Jtlly, 26.

A. M. H. YEZDI AND' ONE (CLAitvlANTS)

v.
THE UNION OF BURMA

(RESPONDENT).*

RequisitJOmng (CI.tiws and Compwsation) Order. 1947, Clause 13-fVI:ctlzer
defective or ultra vires-Loss of profits- H"IJ<;t/ze,· a part of losstmder Rule
96 {11, D<feuce of Burma Rules.
A restaurant business and the premises were requisitioned. The owner
claimed !hat conditions or f:lcts beyond those referred to in Rules 7, 8 and 9
made under the requisitioning· !Claims and Compensation) Order, l<J47 should
be taken into consideration and in the alternative th<t t the ~aid Rules are ultra
vires as they restricted the right to compensation.

Held: That the maxim ex{wessio unuis est e.t·clusio alterius is applicable to
the interpretation of the said Clauses and regard shall be had only to the
conditions prescribed.
Held further': That the Claimants are entitled only to such compensation as
may be fixe d under the Rules and Orders ahd it must be r egarded as fair.
Loss of profits is only notional loss a nd the Claimants were not entitled to it.

In re Au ArbitJ·ation belweeu the Londo11, Tilbztry and Soutlteru Railway
Co. attd The 1'rustccs of tlzc Go<l•cr's Walk Schools, ( l~90) L.R. :24 Q.ll. D 326) ;
N~cas tle BrC'lveries. Ltd. v • The King, (1920) L.R. I.K.B. 854, distinguished.
ltl re Atz Arbitration between the Mersey Docks atzd Harbour Board aud
The Lords Commissiomrs of t h e Admiralty, (1920), L.R . 3 ILB. 223 ; Tl1e
.Marpessa (1906) Pro. 14, 33, affirmed in ibid 95, applied.

E. C. V. Fo.ucar for the claimants.
Chat1. Tun Aung (Assistant Attorney-General) for
the respondent.

•

U THEIN MAUNG, C.J.-The following questions have
been referred to us under Clause 13 of the Requisitioning (Claims. and Compensation) Order, 1947 :
1. \:Yhere ·a requisition of a restaurant busines:> together with
its premises ·has been made, is ~. notional loss of profits resulting
from such requisition a part of the ''loss'' contemplated by
Rule 96 (1) of the Defe.nc~ of Burma·Rules?
.
.. CiYil Reference No.~ .of l94S Jn(l9e by th~ C!lief Judg e of Rangoon City
Civil Court under Clause 13 of the R.equisitioning (Claims and Compensation)
{)rder, 1947.
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Z. ls tbc Requi~itinning (Chim3 and Com,~e:l.S:ltionl Order,
1947, defective or ul'ra v1res for the reasons given in the
abovementioned statement of the case ?

The claimants' case is that hotel and restaurant
business was being actively conducted by them in the
building known as No. 384, Dalhousie Street, Rangoon,
when the said building was requisitioned together with
all fixtures, fittings, furniture and other things therein
under Rule 76 of the Defence of Burma Rules and that
the closure of their business resulting from the requisition and their consequent failure to earn any profits are
essentially a part of the loss sustained by them.
The respondents contend that the claimants had
closed down· the business before the building was
requisition~d. that there accordingly was no loss- of
business and that in any casE>< the claimants are not
entitled to compensation for notional loss of profits.
However, for the purpose of thisrefeTence it has been
agreed between the claimants and the respondents that
it may be assumed that the claimants were carrying on
the business there at the time of the requisition.
Now compensation must" be assessed and paid in
accordance with Rule 96 of the Defence of Burma
Rules which reads :
~

96. (1) Whenever in pursuance of art,_,-6£ Ritles 49, 66, 7Z, 76,
78, 79, 80 and 89.<\·, any property is remot~·~ ·destroyedt rendered
useless, used, requisitioned or acquired bYi"Ot' thenvise placed at
the disposal or under the control of th'e Governm·t and the
circumstanced are not such as to render the provisions of section
1Z of the act applicable, the owner of suCh property shall 1?e paid
such compensation for any lo·ss he may tra.ve sustairu::d as a result
of such removal1 desttuction, renderin~. ugel~ss,· use requisitioning,
acquisition, disposal or control. as may be fix'ed in accordance
with the provisions of this rule.
(2) In default of ag.re·ement. between Government and the
owner of th~· property, the Goverl'lor shall by general or special
order specity the authority or pel-son thro'Ugh: which or whom any
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claim for compensation tmder sub-rule ! 1) shall be submitted and
the authonty or perwn by \\·hich or ,,·hom any such claim shall be
acljudgecl ;:mel awarded.
A.M.H.
'Y.E:tDI AND
(3) The Governor may fnrther by general or speciai order
ONE
v.
prescribe the conditions to which the authoritv or rerson
THE UNION
responsible for adjugding or aw1rdin~: claims for compensation
OF BURMA.
shall haye rega1·d when d~terminin.~ tne <imount of comrensation
U THEIN
payable, and may gi\'C such ~"<lHJiemt:ntary orders as to the
MAUNG, C.J,
assessment and p:1yment o£ compePsa:ior. ·:s may appear to him to
be necessary or expedient.
H.C.

1948

According to sub-rule (1) the claimants are entitled
only to "such compensation for any .loss " they m<r.y
have sustained as a result of the requisitioning '~as may
be fixed in accordance with this Rule '', i.e. as may be
fixed in accordance with sub-rule (2) and the Governor's
orders under sub-rule (3) ; and the Hequisitioning
(Claims and Compensation) Order, 1947, is an order
made by the Governor in exercise of the pov.·ers
conferred by Rule 96. So they are entitled .only to such
compensation as may be fixed in accorpance with the
said -Order.
The following are the provisions of the said Order
which are relevant -to the ·questions under reference :
"7. In determining the amount of compen~ation payable as
a result of the operation of an order made under Rules 49, 66, 76,
78, 79 and 80 of the rules, as the casP. m:ty be, rer;;ard ~ lnll be
·had to any expenses -incurred, or services rendered, by such
owner in complying with such order."
"8. In deterrnining the amount of compe usation. i·egard
shall also be hadCI) in the case of immovable property;
(a) to the monthly r~nt which but for any appreciati~n
of Vfilue due to any emergency might reasonably
be expected to be payable by a tenant in occupation of the property durin2 the period of requisition under a lease. gra~ted immediately before
tpe beginning of the period whereby the tenant
undertook. to bear any rates, taxes or cess
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payable in respect of the property and the cost of
repairs and other expenses. if <~.ny, necessary to
maintain the propedy in tht ~tate to comm::md
such rent and which, in the absence of other
indications, may be deemed to be the 194-1
assessment for rates."
"9. In determining the compensation payable in respect of
·any movable properly. regard shall also be hacl{a) to the sum which but for any appreciation of value
due to a<.y emer-gency might reasonably be expected
to be payabale for the hire of the property during
the period of requisition under a contract entered
into immediately before the beginning of the period
uf requisition for the use of the property in the same
manner and subject to the o.ame conditions as it is
used " ;

Tlie learned Advocate for the claimants has conten·.ded that the said pro~isions do not preclude other
·co nditions or facts being taken into consideration by
the authority or person re~ponsible for adjudging or
..awarding claims for compensation and in the alternative
il:hat they must he ultra vires if they do so inasmuch as
-they restrict the right to compensation which is given
-by sub-rule ( 1) of Rule 96.
With refere.n ce to the first contentipn he relies on
·-the phrase " regard shal~ also ·be had " which appears
in both Clause 8 and Clause 9 of the Order. However,
vve are of the opinion. that the·word "aJso " has been
.inserted in the said clauses as they are to be read
;together with Clause 7, i.e. as _t)1ey prescribe further
,conditions to which regard shall be had in connection
with the respective cases. Besides, the Order hp.s been
·made .by the Governor in exercise of his power under
sub-rule ( 3) to prescribe conditions to which regard
::shall be had; and prescription of such conditions will
··be meaningless if in spite thereof the authority or
.(perso~ responsible for adju,dgiQ.g or awarding claims
Aor compensation can or must have regard to other
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U THEIN
MAUNG, C.J.
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conditions as \Veil. So \Ve are of the opinion that the
maxim expressio unuis est e.xclusio alterim is applicable
to the interpretation· of the said clauses.
\i\Tith ref ere nee to his contention in the alteran ti ve
he has invited our attention to. In re An Arbitration
between the London, TilbUty aud Southern Railzc.iay Co.
and The Trustees of the Go1.vu's Walk ScJwols (1).
However, that \Vas a case under section 16 of the
Railway Clauses Act, 1845,_ which provided" the
company shall make full satisfaction to all parties.
interested for all damage", and Lord Esher M.R ..
observed in the course of his judgment therein (at
p. 331}.
"The ratio decidendi is this-if you can bring the case witllin
the statut~, then the \v·o rds 'full sati'sfaction for ali damages,'·
at'e to give not only that whi'ch 1would be lega:l damage in an
action but compensatiori for all the daniages which· the property
has in fact suffered."

He has invited our attefition to Ntwca-stle Breweries.
Ltd. v. The King (2} afsu. However, that is a case it1
whrch a part of Regulatiof1 2B of the Defence of the
Realm Regulations made under section 1 of the ·
Defe:nce af the Realm Consolidation Act, 1914, is held
to be uUttt ?-'ire~ as ' · it d~prives the ownet of his.
statutory right to the fair thtl':tk~t value '' of the g<Yods .
aequired. (Seep. 86'5 of the ruling.) In the present
case the-elarmants·ate entitled otily to such coinpensation,
as· may be fixed under the Rule ; the Order, which has
been made tindet the Rule by the same authority, must
be deemed to be a part of the Rule ; arid th'e Order
provides for payn~~nt of ~·t:ra·t may be .regarded a& fair·
rent.
Tl'ie learned Advocate fot the claimants .has riot
been able to cite any ruling to show tha:t competlsati'on
for notional loss 0f pt0f1t hE\ls· ~vet been· awarded. oib
.. .

(!)

•

-

" '-

•

• .- . . . . . .

"C'"

(1896) i..R. 2-t Q.E.D. 326.

•

... -

.Ho.'

.- . - - - · · • ·

...

·-· ·.~·=·
'~"""'-

(i) (i920) L.R. I.ILB.
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the otli.er hand there is the ruling I u rc An Arbitration·
betzuem the tllt:rsey Doc!?s and Harbour Board and
the Lords Con-zmissioners of the Adllliralty (1 ). In
that case a barge, which was being constructed for the
Board, \Vas requisitioned by the Admiralty when it
was nearing completion ; and it was found as a matter
of fact that it could not be replaced in less than three
years. And yet it was held'' that the Board were not entitled to any compensation for
the loss of the services of the barge during the abovementioned period of three years, the damage rhereby
caused being too remote."

Moreover, The Earl of Reading C.J.
the course of his judgment therein-··

ob~erved

in

" I think however that the principle applicable to cases of
this kind is well settled, and I am satisfied that it would exclude
compensation for loss of the· services of the barge. In none of
the numerous c 1ses in \Vhich the Court has had to assess thecompensltion to be paid to a person who has been deprived of
his property by a Government requisition has it ever been held
that such dam1.ges could be reeovereci as are menfioned in the
third question put to us by the arbitrator.''

Avory J. agreed and only a:d.ded a quotation from
The Marpessa (2), whid~ reads ;
" This tribunal, in assessing . .
damages, may say
as a jury woul_d do, 'We must act wit11 some reasonabie certainty,
and you, the plaintiffs are re~onably compensated by being
awarded a sum which we are fairly satislleci yon may have lost,
but we cannot follow you into mere speculation'."

Both of the questions under reference are answered
in the negative. The claimants must bear the costs of
this reference. Advoca~'s fee· ten gold mohurs.

(1) !19201 L. R. 3 K.B. t:f3.

(2) (1906) Lit

P'. 14, 33, affirmed iif iiNd. 95.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before U Thelll Mauug, Clue! Jus/icc. and U Sarr Mauug, J.

H.C.
1948

EU HPE

YAI~ AXD ONE

lAPPELLANTS)

'.

Aug~ 18.

TEH LU PE

\RESPO:\DENT).*

Evi,l,tlce Act, s. 63 (5)-S,·condary e:·ideiiC< -Sid 10tt .-1 cl. s. 2 [Ill d11ly st,,,nfcdN~w point in appeal-TVI!tll termissible.

A suit upon two promissorv notes said to ha\·e been lost b,- fin: after
Japanese invasion was first dismissed by the Trial Comt but the High Comt
remanded the case for e\·idence, and for decision ;~nd a decree was passed.
Upon appeal it was contended(! ) that the evidence of the plaintiff a nd one U Ba Pe was not admissible

· a s 11econdary evidence;
(21 that tbe promissory notes we re not le ga ll y execu ted as the originals
were p~yable to bearer,
(31 that the promissory notes were not duly stam ped since postage stamp
o{ Re. t was affixed on each of the promisso;-y notes and therefore
secondary evidence was inadmissible and that leave sho,lcl be
granted to raise this point on appeal.
Httd: The learned Judges who remanded the case hatl decided !hat the
evidence of the plaintiff and~his witr~esse$ amounted t0 an aclrnission and that
it was not nece~sary for the promioee and the witnesses to read the whole of
the p romissory notes them5elves.
A!a 11ft arrd o11e v. J(allturd~r Ammal, 5 Ran. 18; [{.alerd ltGr A mwal v. Ma Mi
and one, l .L.R. 11924) 2 Ran. 400, distinguished.

field further: Tnat secondary e\•iden'ie hwin~ been actn1itted, that
admission cannot be called in question under s. 36 of the Stamp Act.
Matwg Po Htoo a ud threeolhcrs v. Ma MaGyi a -rd DJIG, I.L.R. (1926) 4 Ran .
363, referred to and followed.
The Coart .~f ap,,eal should not allow a new line attack of Which the party
a ffecte d had no notice during tbe hearing of the suit.

Nat/1u Piraji Narwadi \', Umcdmal Gadumal, l.L.R. [1909) 33 Born. 35 ;
Srtenmtly Dassee -.. Rar1u L..lttJJtttollCC, 12 Moores Indian Appeal, s. 470 ;
Ga]ap,rti Radllr k.r v. Vasudeva Santa Singaro, (1891-92) L.R. 19 LA. 179 at
p. 183.
.
I

No 'plaintiff should lose his money because of a technical error in the
execution of ;~. promissory note and if neceos;,ry leave should be granted to
amend, h~sing the claim on the original cause of action.
" Civil First Appeal No. 24 of 1948 <tgainst the decree of the Qistrict Court of
Ta\·oy
in Ci~il Regular Suit NC'!. 1 of 1946, dated the 4th .March .~~-18.
....
'
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Krisltmr Prasad Sindft arrd one v.lofa Aye at.d ,t :.(,s, [193(-37) LL.K 14
, .• Ro>luw N:M.rJ. !.:"r,!m Ch>tll<r ~~Co. , '1934)

Ran. 38:1 : Maun.<' Cl:it a11d 011e
I. L.R 12 Ran. :oo, referred to.

A plaintiff can rtCOI'er on the origin·11 c:o·tshlcr.lti Jn if the: cl,.i:n is set out

in the plaint as a cause of action.
Ram Rrtglmbhir J.al aud other, , .. Tire Urtilccl l?tjiucries (Hun;; T). l.td ..
(1931)I.L.R 9 Ran 56 at p. 63; Maung Po Cll~irr v. C.R.VY.JT Otcityar

Firm, A. I.E (19;5) Ran. 282, referre<i to an<l folln\\'ed.
The object (If the Stamp Act and the Stamp Rules is to get revenue ;mel to
prevent evasion of liability therefrom and not to create pitfaiis ;wd in this case
the basic rcqnirement that the promissory notes must bear adhe~ive stamp~ of
not le;;s than the proper amount, has been fulfilled.
Rad/za Bai \'. Nathu Ram, (L89ll l.L.R. 13 All. 66 at p. 73 ; B<1nk of
Madras v. S1tbbarayalu aud D11e, (1891) l.L.I..:. 14 Mad. 32 at p. 35, applied.

The award of interest iro ,, 1he date of the decree is discretionary and tile
High Court
not as a rule interfere with such orders but in this case the
District Judge had not considered the question of subsequent intertst at all.

,,-m

Sortrcndra Mo/tmt v. Hari Prasad, 52 LA. (418), applied.

K. R. Venkatran1 for the appellants.

T. Wan Hock Jor th e respondent.
U THEIN MAUNG, C. J.-This is an appeal from a
decree fot recovery with cost~ of the amounts d ue on two
pro.missory notes in which the plaiQtiff-respondent has
filed a cross-objection claiming fprther interest and costs.
The plaintiff:..respondent's , case is that the
d efendan~s-appellants, who are husband and wife,
jointly borrowed from him the total sum of Rs. 10,000
in December 1941 and that they jointly executed two
on-demand promissory notes fot~ Rs. 5,000 each with
interest at on e per cent per .mensem in his favour. He
is unable to produce the promissory notes .~s h e has
los t them in the fire which destroyed not only his hous.e
but hundreds of other houses in Tavoy at ·the time of
the Japanese invasion _thereof, i.e. in the mon1h of
January 1942. The defendants have not made any
payment toward~ the cl.e bt d).ie on the ty,lo promissory
.note;; although he .has made de;mands for ~ayment and

H.C.
1948
[,U HPE YAR
A~ll

OXE

v.
TEH LU PE.
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they have not even replied to his lawyer's notice for
payment elated the 28th of November 1946 (Exhibit A).
Eu HPE YAR
AND oNE
The appellants' defence is that although they took a
'TEn ~u PE. loan of Rs. 10,000 executing two promissory notes of
u TaErN Rs. 5,000 each in December 1941, the loan was taken
MAuNG, c.J. not from the plaintiff-respondent alone but from him
and his wife Daw E Mya and the promissory notes
were ·accordingly executed in favour of the plaintiffrespondent and Daw E Mya, that the rates of interest
mentioned in the promissory notes were only hvelve
ami'as per cent per mensem and not one per cent per
tnensem, that they have repaid the loan in full by two·
cheques for Rs. 8,000 each (drawn on the Chinese
Overseas Bank) on the 2nd of January 1942, that they
have got the promissory notes back from the plaintiffrespondent on such payment and that the promissory
notes which have been produced by them and which
have since been marked as E:)!:hibi:ts 1 and 2 are the
promissory notes on which the said notes weretaken.
It is c·o mmon ground that the f>r'cHtrissory notes were·
wri~ten up- by the Znd appellant Ma Kyin Hla in a.
book of promissory· note forrtis with innet foils in·
the presence of the 1st appellant, the respondent and
two witnesses namely U Ba Pe (P.W. 1} and
U Sein Gaung, since deceas·e d, that the appellants.
executed the promissory riotes in the presence of
the respondent and the 1wo. v.-itnesses and th:.i!t the two.
witnesses signed on the inner foils of the promissory
notes as witnesses.
The Iearn.e:d District Judge, who heard all the
evidence in the case, dismissed thg suit hoMing th~t
neither the respondent m::>r his wi.tfiess U Ba Pe coul4
he said to ha:Ve seen the twO prO'ffllSSOFY fiO'tes Within.
the meatiJ.ing of sedicit-t 6J C5) of the Evidettc·e. Act, and
that there ac~ordingly was no evidence which w~
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admissible as secondary evidence of the contents
thereof.
The plaintiff-respondent then appealed to the then
High Court of Judicature at l<angoon and a Bench
thereof remanded the case to the District Court for the
trial of the following issues :
(1) Did the defendants, or either, and which
of them, execute the promissory notes sued on, or either,
and which of the::m ?
( 2) If so, what has become of that note or
those notes ?
(3) \Vhat sum or sums, if any, have been repaid
by the defendants, or either of them, to the plaintiff on
account of the said notes, or either of them, and on
what dates?
(4) To \vhat, if any, relief is the plaintiff entitled?

.In the course of the order of remand, the learned
Judges observed :
'' 'I he learned District Judge ~V'ts impressed by the decision
of their Lordships of the Pt·ivy Council in Ma 1rli and another v.
Kallander Ammal (1) that decision is, of course, binding on us and
is obviously in acorclance with general principles-\vhere it was
held that or;;l evidence of the contents of a document is
admissible as secondary evidens~e'only if the witness himself read
the document. Of cou·rse, it is true that if the witness only heard
1
a thi1·d person reading wh:;1t he (the third party) said was the
docu:;nent aloud that evidence infringes the hearsay rule, but
the learned District Judge overlooked tbe fact th::~t, according
to his story. the plaintff in the present case took the docu.m ents
aw3.y with him and presumably saw with his own eyes what
their co~tents were. It would be a strange thing if he had been
content having advanced, as he says, Rs. 10,0001 to take
with him two pieces of p:l.per and never to satisfy
himself that they were· not, for instance, blank pieces of
paper. Apa_rt from that, the learned District Jndge has, in my
opinion, been misled by .the decision on which he relied bec;cuse
in the {>resent case; th~ person who, according to the plaintiff,
ll)

·s Ran.

18, ·
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re~cl the clocmnents aloud was actually one of the defendants
herself One of the persons who heard the 1·eading aloud
Eu HPE YAR and might have been expected to protest if he did not a§..(n':E' \\·itb
ANDv.oNE
the document which it was proposed be should execute was the
TEH Lu PE other defendant, and therefore, in my opinion the evidence
u THEJS
given by the plain tiff c n th::, <;t:bject was admissible on another
MAul'G, C.J. grou;lcl, namely that if tr.<e-and, of COL<r$e, I express no 0pinion
:ts to ito.; trutb or cthen,ise-l'n'. i£ u· .e it oil)\\·ed that titerr, had
i.Jeen 'an <I cimis:,icm. expre%ly by one defendant ami i:11 pJieclly b,· the
otl1e1· oi t:1e contents of the documc~nt \\'hit:h, according tc' the
plaintir'r ne has lost.''

H.C.
1948

(Sec Civil First Appeal No. 41 of 19+7 in the High
Court of Judicature at Rangoon.)
After the said order of remand, the par!.it.:s filed
a joint application in the District Court pra),ing LiJat the
evidence already recorded might be used .for final
disposal of the case and they have not adduced any
further evidence at all.
·The learned Distric.t Judge, who, by the way, is ·not
the same District Judge as the on'e who dismissed the
suit, as we have stated above, has decided <lll the issues
in favour of the plaintiff-respondent and granted him
a clycree.
The decree, however, is only for recovery of the
principal sum of Rs. 10,000 wi!h costs ; and costs,
inculding the court-fee for the plaint, bave been
calculated on Rs. 10,000 only. He has disallowed all
interests under s'ection 3 of the Accrual of Interest
(War-Time Adjustment) Act, 1947.
· So, the defendants-appellants have appealed from
the entire decree, and the plaintiff-respondent has filed
a cross-objection claiining that he is entitled to further
interest and more. costs.
In .view of the appellants' defence the question as to
whether the promissory notes have been lost by the
responden~ in the fire, as alleged by him, is bound up
with the question as to whether the promissory notes

(
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produced by the appellants, namely Exhibits 1 and 2,
are the very promissory notes which were executed
when the loans were taken ; and this question is again
bound up with the question as to whether the amounts
due on the pmmissory notes have been paid in full as
alleged by the appellants. Ho\,·ever, to avoid
confusion, we must deal with the said questions one by
one.
The appellants admit that there \vas a great fire
in Tavoy at the time of the Japanese i:n~1asion thereof
and that the plaintiff's bouse as \Yell as theirs \Yere burnt
clown.. However, they contend that tile respondent
must have removed the promissory notes from Tavoy to
other places to which be had admittedly remove·d other
properties. As the learned District Judge has rightly
pointed out the respondent, who bad no previous
experience of a great \..\'ar, might have thought e that
it \vas safer to keep his properties in t\'l.'o or three
different places instead of keeping them all together in
one place. Besides, Maung Tbi (P.vv·. 2) has given
eyidence of his having found three iron safes, which
had been forc_ed opent and seen papers littered about the
house of the respondent shortly after it had been
destroyed by fire. U Ba Pe (P,W. 1) has also
corroboratedI the evidence of the respondent, stating that
.
the. latter informed him of the loss in the fire of the two
promissory notes and other valuable documents as well
as some cash and gold about ten days after the Japanese
invasion, i.e. ab?ut ten days after the i}re.
The appellants have also contented that the respon dent did not lose the promissory notes in the fire as he has
returned them to the first appellant on the 2nd January
1942, i.e. before the fire, when the latter gave him two
cheques for Rs. 8,000 each. However, there only the
evidence of the first appellant to show that the amounts
d1-1e on the ' two promissory notes had been paid by·

is
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cheques. Before the hearing of the suit the respondent
made an application for particulars \Yitb reference
E~~;~N~AR to the cheques, but the appellants refused. to give them.
v.
The second appellant does not know anvthing
about the
TEH Lu PE.
•
cheques, and the first appellant has stated thai one
u THEIN
I~
E ng Company and that the ot 11er
MAUNG, c.J. cl teque was from <..ean
cheque was from Q. Han Choon of Tavoy. According
to him, the first cheque ·was brought to him by his
nephew Shin Ngar and the second cheque \Vas brought
:to him by Ah Choon ; but neither Shin Ngar nor
Ah Choon nor any representative of Lami Co., which is
alleged fo have instructed Q. Han Choon to give
'him the second cheque, bas given evidence in the case.
Ong Kar Hyouk (P.\V. 1) has given evidence about his
having paid Rs. 13,000 to the first appellant in the name
of \{ean Eng Co. just before the Japanese invasion
of Tavoy. HO\vever, he made the following contra·dictory 5tatements :
H.C.

1948

·" J made a cheque for a sum of Rs. 13,000 payable to
Khay Seng Company, Tavoy (i.e. the first appellant). I cannot
'say as I do not remember now whether I gave two cheques or o~e
·cheque for that amount.
*
*
The amount written in the cheque was written of my own acco rd.
Eu Hpe Yar (the first appellant} did not tell me for what amount
:the cheque is to be \vritten ; neither did he tell me in hO\v many
-cheques the amount of Rs. 13,000 was to be m:tde payable.''

Besides, he cannot say whether the cheque for the
amount of Rs. 13,000 has been cashed or not. It would
appear from the evidence of this witness that the first
appellant .got from Kean Eng Co. a cheque not for
Rs. 8,000 only as alleged by him1 but for Rs. 13,000.
The firs~ appellant has not alleged in his evidence that
although the total amount due to him was Rs. 13,000 he
:a sked the ~itness to give him that amount in two
chequesJ one of which was for -Rs~ 8,{)00, only.'

BURMA LAvV REPORTS.
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Apart from the fact that there is no s?..tisfactory
evidence of the first appellant having got t\'·o cheque~
for I~s. H,OOO each as alleged by him, the all.::~ati ·n that
l1e made oYer the cheques for l.(s. 16,000 in alL \':ben
the amount due on ibe promissory note \\·as Rs. 10,075·
only, does not at all sound convincing. He did 11•}t
even get a receipt for tht.: sum of Rs. 5,925 which was
to be returned to him as surplus by the respondenl
Besides, both the appellants have admitted that abou.
8 days before the loan of Rs. 1.0,000 was taken by them
on the promissory notes the second appellant had
pledged some gold ornaments with the respondent's \Yife
Daw Aye Mya for Rs. 3,000 with interest at ten annas per
cent per mensem. The sum of Rs. 5,925 which the
first appellant is alleged to have paid in excess of the
amount due on the promissory notes was more than
sufficient for redemption of the pledged articles,
and yet f be first appellant did not ask for return
of the pledged articles at the time of the alleged
payment.
Within a few months after the reoccupation of Tavoy
by the British, C. Su Tha (P,W. 5) went and asked the
appellants to redeem the pledged articles and pay the
money cJ.ue on the promissory notes at the instance of
tbe respondent for Daw Aye . :&-;1ya. They did not
tell him then that they had r:epaid the loans on the hvo
promissory notes, that .. there, in fact, was an
overpayment by two ' cheques, that the sum of
Rs. 5,925 was still due to them on account
of such overpayment, and that the debt due
on the pledge of the said articles could be set
off against that amount. On the other hand, they
admittedly went carrying cash with them to redeem the
'said articles about a month after the witness had spoken
to them on behalf of Daw Aye Mya. The appellants,
went to redeem the said articles on four different.
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occasions after the wilness had spoken to
and the first appellant has sta(ed:

[1948
them ;

Eu HPE

YAH
AND ONE

" On all the four occasions that I went to Teh Lu Pe's house
for
redemption
of the pledged gold as well as to have a talk about
TEH Lu PE.
the lean of Rs. 10,000 t<1ken from him, I did not on any of those
U THEIN
MATJNG,C.J. occasion tell Teh Lu Pe thall had the two discharged promissory
notes with me, and that I bad already repaid the loan. I did not
tell him about that, because I thought the only way by which
1 could get b~ck tbe balance sum of Rs. 5,925 from Teh J;..u Pe is
if he files a suit against me for the loan d Rs. 10,000.
*
*
·when we went to the plaintiff's house to redeem the pledged gold
we took cash with us for redemption of our pledged gold."
v.

The second appellant has also stated :
"When we went to Teh Lu Pe ::1nd Daw Aye Mya to redeem
our pledged gold from them, we took money with us for
redemption of our gold.
*
*
*
*
I did not tell Teh Lu Pe or his wife Daw Aye Mya to set off the
principal of Rs. 3,000 and interest due on our p ledged gold from
the amount of Rs. 5,925 which we were t o get back from
Teh Lu Pe, because I had in mind that we would get back
that amount of Rs. 5,925 if Teh Lu Pe files a suit against us for the
loan of Rs. 10,000."

The reason they have assigned for their silence about
their having repaid the amounts due on the two
prom~ssory notes and about there being a sum of
Rs. 5,925 to be refunded to them is not at all convincing;
.and although th.e respondent has filed a suit on the two
promissory notes, they have neither filed a cross suit'nor
made a cross claim for recovery of the said sum of
Rs. 5,925 at all. They have also admitted that they have
not shown the promissory notes, Exhibits 1 and 2, to
any one except their lawyer before they where actually
produced in Court in the course of the first appellant's
evidence in chief on the 1st April 1947. They did not
reply to the notice of demand. ~y the learned advocate
·for the respondent (Exhibit A), and they actually refused
to let him inspe~t Exhibits 1 and 2 and opposed
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the respondent's application for permission to inspect
them.
Under these circumstances, we are of opinion that
the learned District Judge is right in holding that the
amounts due on the promissory notes have not been
repaid as alleged or at all and that the promissory
notes executed by the appellants have not been returned
by the respondent to the first appellants.
The respondent's case that the loans were taken
from him alone and that the promissory notes were
executed only in his iavour-and not in favour of his
wife Daw Aye Mya and himself-is supported not only
by Daw Aye Mya but also by U Ba Pe, and the first
appellant has stated " I gave Rs. 3 each to U Sein Gaung
and Maung Ba Pe for being ·present as witnesses." The
respondent and Daw Aye Mya have also explained that
the former used to lend out money on mortgages and
promissory notes and that the latter used to lend money
on pledges of moveables such as jewellery ; and their
explanation is supported to a certain extent by the fact
that the second appellant herself pledged her gold with
Daw Aye Mya alone.
For the above reasons we are of the opinion that the
learned District Judge is right in holding that ExHibits
1 and 2 in favour of the respondentand .Daw Aye Mya.
are not the promissory notes, which were executed by
the appellants at the time of th.e loan, and that the,
promissory notes, which were executed then, have
really been lost.
It has been contended by the learned Advocate for
the appellants on the authority of Ma Mi and another
v. Kallender Ammal (1) confirming the decree of the
High Court of Judi~ature at Rangoon in Kalenther
A1nmal v. Ma Mi and one {2) that even if the pro·
missory'llotes have been lost the learned district Judge
(1)

5 Ran.

18.

('21 (1924) {.L.R. 2 Ran. 400.·
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erred in admitting the evidence of the respondent and
U Ba Pe as secondary evidence of the contents thereot
Eu HPE YAH under section 63 (5\ of the Evidence Act inasmuch a~
AND JNE
::1.
they had not seen :i.e. had not read) them. How~~vc:,
TEH Lu PE.
the le,1rnecl Judge::-; who remanded the case for trial hav(:"
U THEIN
?IIAUNG, C.J, gi·;en reasons for d:stinguishing those rulings and fer
holding that the evidence is :J.dmissiblt as good seconc':ary e\·idencc of the content:-: of the promissory note,; m
the case of their loss having btr-n proved: and vve are in
entir,_. agreement \Yith them. This is a c<tse in which
promissory notes were filled up in a bcok of printed
forms with inner foils by one of the joint promisor:; :,~
tbe time of the loans in the presence of the promisee,
the other joint promisor and two \-vitnesses who \Vere
present on special invitation to witness the loan and the
execution of the promissory notes and who actually had
to sign the inner foil as witnesses. It was not necessary
for the promisee and the witnesses to read the whole of
the promissory notes which admiltedly were in the usual
printed form. It \Vas quite sufficient for them to see how
the blanks as to the date, the amount, the names of the
promisors and the rate of interest were filled up; a glance
or two at each promissory note would have been enouah
b
to check the: said entries (see Exhibits l and 2); and we
cannot believe that the respondent, who was lending out
as much as Rs. 10,000 did not take the trouble to check
the entries or that the witnesses, who signed in the inner~
foils, did not actually see the entries. Kalenther Atmnal
v. Ma M~ and one ll) was a case in which the writer of
the document was not called as a witness and the
witnesses' accounts of the contents _of the document
were " obviously derived from another source than see~
ing it." [See pages 402 and 405 of (1924) I.L.R. 2 Ran.]
Besides, as has been observed in the said order of remand
H.C.
1948

~

(1)

(1924) I.L.R. 2 Ran. 400.
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the evidence of the respondent and lJ Ba Pe is admissible to show that there was an admissi·:m, expressly by
one defendant and impliedly by the other, of the
contents of the promissory notes. (See section 22 of the
·Evidence Act.) In this connection ·we are of the opinion
that the learned District Judge is right in holding on the
evidence of the respondent and U Ba Pe-and on probabilities-that the second. appellant did read out the
promissory notes in the presence and hearing of the
respondent, the first appellant and the witnesses before
they were signed. For the above reasons we are of the
opinion thai. the learned District Judge is right in
admitting the evidence of the respondent and U Ba Pe
as good secondry evidence of the contents of the
promis1;lory notes.
The learned Advocate for the appellants has also
-contended that the promissory notes were not valid as
they were payable to bearer. It is not the appellants'
case that they 1vere payable to bearer. On raising this
objection the learned Advocate is taking advantage of
the respondent having stated under lengthy crossexamination " The usual term in the promissory note for
the borrower of money is for the borrower to promise to
pay the lender or the bearer of that promissory nole.
As far as I remember both those two promissory notes
·contained that clause." However, it is,common ground
that the promissory notes were written in a book of
printed forms and such forms usually are of promissory
notes payable .to order like Exhibits 1 and 2 ; and the
:actual Burmese words used by the respondent in the
said statement have not be.en recorded ; and we are not
satisfied that the Paper Currency Act has in fact been
.infringed or that the said statement amounts to an
admission of its infringement.
Ultimately the learned Advocate for the appellants
wishes to argue (1} 'that 'the promissory notes ~vere not

H.C.
1948
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Q)f]!:

v
TEH Lr; P.E.

C
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"duly stamped" according to the definition in section

1948
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P:E.

Y 'b~w
1\f-Aul\"e, cJ.

z·

lll) o{ the Stamp Act since the respondent has stated

"A postage stamp of Re. 1 was affixed on each of the
promissory notes " and Rule 16 of the Burma Stamp
Rules, 1940, provides that n the adhesive stamps used
to denQ.te d!mty shall be the requisite number of stamps
of the value of four ann~ts or two annas or one anna or
half anna". (2) that the promissory notes themselves
must be held to be inadmissable in evidence under
Proviso (a) to section 35 of the Stamp Act, and ( 3) that
secondary evidence. of the contents of the promissory
notes is therefore inadmissible.
However these questions were not raised in the
District Court. The respondent made the said state-·
menton the 29th November 1946, and if the questions
had been raised before the 31st March 1947, the
respondent could have amended the plaint, if
amendment·· was necessary at all, so as to base tbecause of action on lhe original consideration for·
the promissory notes. Even if the questions had·
been raised in the District Court after the 31st March
1947, and after the said order of remand, which was
passed on the basis of the promissory notes having been
duly stamped, the respondent could have been allowed.
to amend the plaint, if necessary, for the said purpose in
accordance with the ruling in Krislnr.a Prasad Singh and·
another v. Ma Aye and others (1 ), wherein Dunkley J.
observed:
" It would be monstrous, to my mind, that the plaintiff
should lose his money merely because of a technical error in the
execution of the promissory no.te, which is r;o more than a
conditional payment and not a discharge of the debt. (Marmg Chit
Mtd another v. Roslzan N.M.A. Kareem Oomer & Co. (2)1."

Moreover, the said questions have not been raised in
the memorandum of Appeal. There -is a reference in
{I] !1936-3{) I.L.R. 14 Ran. 383~

(2) (19341 I.L.R. 12 Ran SOD.
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ground of Appeal No. 3 (v) 1 b) to the allegation by the
1948
respondent that on the promissory notes for Rs. 5,000
Eu HPR YAFeach, postage stamp of Re. 1 each was affixed, but the AND ONE
context show that the object nf the reference thereto is TEH Lu PE.
not to show that the promi'ssory notes were not duly c TME!)1
stamped but to show that the allegation is improbable as :\L-lOfG, C.j.
the respondent is an experienced money-lender and that
the promissory notes were really stamped as alleged by
the appellants with a four annas stamp each in c:.ccordance \:vith the Stamp Act and th.e Stamp Rules.
Under these circumstances the learned Advocate for
the respondent has submitted l1) that secondary
evidence having in fact been admitted, that admission
cannot be called in qi.1estion now on the ground that
the promissory notes were not duly stamped, (2)
that leave under Order 41, Rule 2, of the Code of Civil
Procedure might not be granted to the appellant to urge
the said grounds of objection, (3) · that in the case of
such leave being granted, he might be allowed to amend
the plaint and claim a decree on the origimil consideration even at this stage, if we are of the opinion that
such amendment is necessary and (4) that amendment
of the plaint is really unnecessary as it discloses a cause
of action on the original consideration on which the
responde!J.t can succeed independently of the promissory notes.
With reference to his first submission if has been
held in Maung Po Hloo and three ·V. MaMa Gyi and
one (1) that section 35 of the Stamp Act, read with the
provisions of the Evidence Act, renders inadmissible
in evidence both the original instrument, if not duly ·
stamped, as well as secondary evidence of its contents.
But urtder section 36, when either the orjginal
instrument itself or secondary evidence of its contents
has in fact been admitted, that admission may not be
'!),

(1) (1926) I.L.R. 4 Ran. 363.

~UR1VIA

824
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Eu HPE YAR
l!.ND ONE
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U . THE!N
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called in question in tbe same suit, on the ground that
the instrument was not duly stamped. The learned
Advocate for the appellants relies on the ruling in the
Ra.fah of Bobbili v. iiW)!,anti Chi11.a Sitarasami Garu
(1) ; but that is a case in ·which the question under
section 36 does not arise as secondary evidence bas
never been admitted.
\Vith reierence to his second ~ubmission, a Bench
of the Bombay High Court has hdd in N athu P2ra)1
Jl1ancadi '.'. Cmednwl Gadu;nal l2) :
'

"A litigating pariy can only succee.-1 secundum alhgafa el
probata, and the Courts sbould check the tendency of defeated
litigants to evade their defeat by devising a new case which \\"aS
never set up wlwn it should have been set up.
A Conrt of appe{l is not justified in exposing a party after he
has obtained his decree to the brunt of a new attack of which he
had never had notice during the hearing of the suit."

Their Lordships of the Privy Council also have
observed in Sreem.ufty Dosse v. Ranee Lalunm.onee (3),
cited with approval in Gaiapati Rad!zika v. Vasudeva
Santa SiYlgaro {4) :
"Their Lordships cannot but feel that it would be most
mischievous to permit parties who had had their case upon one
view of it fairly tried, to come before this Bo:ucl and to seek to
have the appeal determined upop grounds which have never
been considered, or taken, or tried in the Court belmv. It is
obvious that if they wished to make . the case \\:hich they now
make they would, by their answer, have put the case in the
alternative."
·

His third submission is in accordance with the
ruling in Krishna Prasad Singh and another v. Ma Aye
and others (5) and Dunkley J.'s observations therein
which have already been quoted. .
(1} (1899) L.R. 26 I.A. 262.
12) {1909) I.L.R. 33 Born. 35.

· (3) 12 Moore's Indian A;::pe:lls, 470.
(4) (1891-92) L.R. 19 LA. 179 atp. 183.
(5) (1936-37) I.L.R. 14 Ran. 383.
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His fourth submission is supported by the rulim~ in
Ram Ragubhi1· Lal and others v. The Uuited Rdin~·ties
{Burma ) Li1nited ( 1 ) , which has been follom::d in
Maung Po Chein v. C.R. V.Il. V. Clzettyar .l<-inl; 2~.
Accordim[~ to the said ruling " where a promisf,or·_-.
note is inadmissible in evidence, as being not (1-t-,ly
stamped, the plaintiff can still recover on the origmal
consideration~ if set out in tbe plaint as a canse of
action." In the course of his judgment lherein, Carr J.
observed:
'' I h·tve no doubt that the plaint w·.ls orig:maLy J.ra\\"11 <1:;
one in :, s~:it on a pro-note, bnt its sufikicncy as '! plaint on the
original consideration seems to me to depend on whether it
discloses a cause of action on which the plaintiff can succeed
ioclepenclenlly of the pro-note. And in my opinion it satisfies
this te~t, though it w ,Jtli \ lnve sim p iitir-:d matk :·s imd it b: en
amended . Jf we omit from tile tJl ain t all re L::n::nces, direct ot·
~nclirect, to the pro miss·)l'!' no k, we still have a clear state•nent
that there is still owing to the plain tiff the sum of two lacs of
rupees on account of the sale price of tbe refinery, and that is
I think a sufficient disclosure of a cause of aclion for the relief
claimed.''

In the present case the very first paragraph of the
plaint discloses a caus e of action on the original
consideration. It reads :
C

-·'··?·· ·. -~.::{·-~ :·::<->-'~i;~;~+-/~y~S-<':, ::•. ~_.-_~=-~ . : ::.:_ ;

'That, at Tavoy, in the month. ·o~.-~'-~.cember 1941, the
defendants abovenamed jointly bofr6we<f~ii;iil~ same day a total
sum of Rs. 10,000 in two sums of Rs. S,OOiJ. ~ach from the plaintiff
and in consideration thereof, they hav~<jiiititiy executed on the
·very dav two on-demand notes of Rs. 5,000 each, with interest
payabl; ~~- e~ch of them at the rale of Re. 1 per cent per
mensem in favour ot the plaintiff."

'Besides the appellants have stated in paragraph 2 of
their written state~ent that tl).ey executed the
promissory notes "as collateral security for two loans."
(1) (1931) I.L R. 9 Han. 56 at p, 63:

(2) A.I.R. 1935 Ran. 282.
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So \Ve hold that it is not open to the appellants to
raise the said. objections ai. this stage and that if it
Bu lilPE Y .AR
AND 0:-IE
were still open to them to do so 7 a decree on the
'IJ.
TICH Lu PE. original consideration would, in the interests of Justice,
have to be granted to the respondent.
U THEIN
MAUNG, C.J.
At the same time \ve are also of the opinion that
the pro-notes \Vere not invalid merely because they
were stamped \vith one rupee postage stamps instead of
four-anna postage stamps and that the learned District.
Judge was right in passing a decree upon them, i.e. in
acting upon them within the meaning of section 35 of
the Stamp Act. The greater includes the less and the
basic requirement that they must bear adhesive stamps
of not less than the proper amount has been fulfilled.
The object of the Stamp Act and the Stamp Rulec:; is
to get revenue and to prevent evasion of liability
therefore and not to create pitfalls. Straight J. has
observed in Radha Bai v. N athu Rant (1) :
" Now it is, I believe, a golden rule of all Judges who have
to administer the laws relating to stamps and cognate matters
that the provisions of such laws a1·e to be construed strictly, and
whenever there is any ambiguity or doubt, in favour of the
subject. Consequently, following such rule and believing it to
be a sound and .just rule, 1 shall not hold that this document is
an unstampecl document unless I find anything in the GovernorGeneral's rules which places it beyo nd all doubt that this is so.''

Mahmood J. also cited t.herein t.he following ·passage
from a judgment of Sir Michael Westropp :
''The imposition of such excessive and minute details
\vould be pitfalls to the umi:ary and would,· by frequently
invalidating documents, press harshly upon the illiterate classes,
and overthrow thousaqds of honest transactions without
producing any such adv-mtageous results, in the form of revenue
to the State, as would compensate it for the disconbmt which
would be occasioned. The Legislature has avoided such
(1) (1891) I.L.R. 13 All. 66 at p, 73,
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stringent details, and it seems to us to have satisfied itself by
194~
legislating again~t defacement of the impressed stamp, and
against such a mode of pendiu~ the document as would 'lchnit of Eu H"PR YA
AND ONE
that stamp being used for nr applied to any other instrument."
v.
TE1! Lu PI

The respondent has explained that the promissory
notes \vere stamped with Re. 1 stamps to be on the
safe side. He probably did not know the exact
amount of stamp duty for a pmmissory not for
Rs. 5,000 as the rates of stamp duty for .Promissory
notes had been varied from tim.; to time, and it will be
absolutely unjust to punish him by the invalidation of
the promissory notes for having paid more revenue
than was really necessary. In the words of Edge C.J.
in Radha Bai v. Nathu Ram (1) " such a prohibition
as is contended for in this case must be specifically
enacted, if any such prohibition is inte nded." (Cf.
Bank of Madras v. Subbarayalu and anothe1' \2),
wherein Best J. observed :
" To justify the exclusion from evidence of a document
like A (which is admittedly executed on an impressed sheet of
the proper value) on the ground that the stamp bears the \Yorcl
hundi, there must be a distinct and positive rule against the
employment of such paper for the purpose and not merely a
dubious inference as to the intention 'of the framers of the rules."

.

And there is no express prohibition in Rule 16 of the
Sfamp Rules of adhesive stamps of higher denominations being used. The Rule probably did not mention
stamps of higher deno~ination than four annas, as
four annas was the maximum stamp duty for promissory
notes, when it was made.
The appeal fails and must be dismissed with costs.
As , regards the cross-objection, the plaintiffrespondent, who has waived intei·est from December
fl) (1891) I.L.R. 13 All. 66 at p. 73

(2) [1891) I.L.R. 14 Mat!. 32 at p. 35.

U THEIN
MAt'NG,

c.
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1941 to the 31st January 1.942 even before the Accrual
of Interest {War-Time Adjustment) Act, 1947, was
!dl"E YAR
A:-<n oNE
enacted and who has been deprived of all interest
TEH t'u PE. from the 8th December 1941 to the 31st :March 1947,
slJOuld in fairness have been awarded interest at the
C THEIN
'MAuNG. c.J. contract
rate from the lsi: April 1947 up to the
8th M;"",rch 19i·8, which is the date of the decree under
section 34 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Be should al5o have been awarded interest at the
Conrt :·~J.te of 6 per cent per annum on the aggregate of
the decretal amount from the date of the decree up to
the date of realization under the same section of the
Code. It is true that the award of interest under the
said section is discretionary and that this Court \vill
not, as a rule, interfere with a lower Court's order
refusing to order such interest io be paid [Cf. Sourendra
Mohan v. Hm-i Prasad (1)]. However, in this case
the learned District Judge does not appear to have
con<::idered the question of awarding interest under the
section at all.
The respondent is entitled to the costs of Civil
First Appeal No. 41 of 1947 in the Hig h Court of
Judicature at Rangoon, i.e. the appeal in which the
order of remand was passed. The order therein
expressly stated " tl1e costs of the abottive hearing (in
the District Court) and proceedings before us should
abide the event of the new trial ; and the learned
·District Judge has obviously overlooked it.
The respondent is also entitled to the full amount
of the Court Fees that he has paid on his plaint before
the Accrual of Interest (War-Time Adjustment) Act,
1947 came into force. He had to pay Court Fees on
interest also in accordance with the law as it stood then,
and it is but fair that the defendants-appellants, who get
(1) 52 I.A.418.
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the benefit of the Act l1aving been ena~__·t.::ci subsequently, should be made to bear the full Co urt Fcc as part
of the costs.
So we allow the cross-objection ht :o:, . ,. rder t hat
the decree of the D1strict Court bt ;:;.mended
accordingly and dismiss the appeal with -:o:-ts.

C

SAN MAONG,

J.-I agree.
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APPELLATE CIVIL.
Before V Thew Mauug. Cllief Jm/ia ,md U Sew 1l!Mwg, J

H.C.
1948
A11g. 24.

ABDUL RAZAK
v.

(APPELLANT)

U PAW TUN .·\UNG & Co.

(RESPONDENTS).*

Appeal n11der s. 20 of Ill~ Uuco'' JudlCtilrj ..Jct-Ord<r XLJ, Rule 22, Civil
Proce.!ure Code-Cn•ss-;.'/;jeclio!!-ll'!t etlc.r ca11 be {lt:d-Pledge ofjewellery
with co~<lt·ad that ,,_(l ~ r.: paiod 11 will be trn:cleemablc-Ss. 176 ,md Ii7
of the Contract Act-Sale by 1/ce pledgee after the perJOd--ConversioiiMcasurc of damage, whether lo be determined at i he dale of flee conv.:rsicn or at tlze date of the suit.
H etd : Under Order XLI, Rule 22 of the Code of Civil Procedure crossobjection can be filed in an appeal under s. 20 of the Union Judiciary
Act, 1948 (Corresponding to letters patent appeal).
Ab!:lakh Bakslt Siuglc a11d others v. Thakur Prasad,.wd o/lzcrs, 11943)
I.L.R. 18 Luck. 256; Abhilaklti v. Sada Na11d, (1931) I.L.R. 53 All. 535 IF.B.) :
Sabit1·i 1'/!a,~rtrai u v. Sat-i, (1921) I.L.R. 48 Cal. 481 ; Sem Dass v. LakltaJc•
and auoilter, (1940) R.L.f<. 393; ilf. D. Veukatasa•u Clzet!y and oue v .
Mathichmtd G1tlabclcaud, (1926) I.L.R, 49 Ma<l. 291, followed.
Lala KltazaHchi Shah v. H aji Niaz Ali, A.I.R. (19401 Lah 438 at p. 441 ;
Mir Glmlam Hussaitz Sahib v. Ayesha Bibi ,md twcl:'e ol/;ers, I.L R. (1941) lVIad.
775 IF. B.), referred to.

Even thoug h a pledger agrees that he will have no right of redemption
after a certain period still his right of redemption continues under ss. 176
and 177 oi the Contract Act. The pledger cannot contract himself out of his
statutory right given b y ss. 176 and 177 oi {the Contract Act and if the
pledgee sells the pledged articles without due 1~otice as provi jed in the act, he
is guilty of conversion.

The Co..<Jperative Hind11sthan Da11k, Limited v. S'.lrtmdranafhDe, (19321
I.L.R. 59 Cal. 667 at p. 668, followed.
Tlte B.l.S.N. CornpattY, Limited v Alibhaz Mahomcd, (1919-20) 10 L.B.R.
292 (F.B.) ; Fztt Ch011g v. Matmg Po Clio, 11929) I.L.R. 7 Ran. 339; The
Bombay Steam Navigatio1z Compa1zy, Limited v. Vusudev Baburao Kamat,
(1928) I.L.R 52 Born. 37; Lakhaji Dollaji & Co. v. lBoorttgu Mallades
Rajanna and 011e, A.l.R. (1939) Bom. 101 ; Brij Coomaree v. Salama11d~r Fire
I11surance, Company, (1905) I.L.R. 32 Cal. 816 at p. 823, referred to.
Dwarika v. Bagawati, A.I.R. (1939) Ran. 413 at p. 414, dissented from.
Mt:asure of damages .in a su1t for conversion of pledged goods made bona
fide is the market value of the goods sold at the time of conversion and not at
the time of the institution of the suit.
"Special Civil Appeal No.4 of 1948 under ~. 20 of the Union Judiciary
.Act against the judgment and d.:cree of U THAUNG S.!!;!N, j. in Civil 2nd
Appeal No.129 of 1947 reported in (19~8) Bur. L.R. 182.
•
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S.L. Ramc~suMmy Chetlinr atzd one v. M.S.A.P.L. Palc~mappa Cheltior,
H
1948
A.I.R. ( l930) Mad. 364 ; Alliance Bat~k of Simla Iitt Ligtttdatio11) v. Glwmandi
La/jaini Lal, (1927) I.L.R. 8 Lah. 373; Bllimji N. Da/,;i 1·. Bomt-11y Tt-ust
ABDUL
CorPoration, Limited, A.!.R. (19301 Bom. 306 ; Shiuaprasad Singlt v .
RAZAl{
Pra)•ag k11mari De bee, ( 1934) I.L.R, 59 Cal. 711 at pp. 738 and 739: Jfolilal •:.
tl.
PAWTl7N
Lakslumchattd, A.l.R. (1943) Nag. 163; Sollvway and one v. JlicL 11 ug/tlm,
(1938) A.C.!247; Brierly.,·. Kendall, (1>3521 117 E.R. 1540; J olm sot& '"·St ear, A v NG & Co.
{1863\ 143 E.R. 812; Owners of SteamshiP Celia v. Owmrs of Sleawsl~tP
· Vollumo, 11921) A.C. 544 (House of Lords) ; Owners of Dredger Leisbosc/1 , ••
Ownet·s of Steamship Edtson, (1933) A.C. 449 (House of Lords) · SS. Cclirz v .
SS. Vollumo, 11921) 2 A.C. 544 at pp. 562 to 564, followed.

u

L.mis Dreuftl & Co. v. Fir>{l of Ghandamai & Co., (1919) 52 I.C. 878 ;
Bansidllar v. Satlt Lal, l 0 Alt. 133 ; ]Ita Me Shi11 v. Rm.Rm. N. Chetfyar
Firm, A.l.R. (1933) IRan. 76 ; Grceuing v. Will<ittson, (1825-29) R.K 790;
Rosenthal v. Aldt!'lole & Sons Lid., (1946) K.B. 374, distinguished.
Douald v. Sncklmg, (1866) L.R. 1 Q.B.D. 585 ; Wilkmson v. Tfr:rity .
(1871) L.R. 6 C.P. 206 : Bta.man v. A.B.T.S., Limited, {1948) 64 T.L.R. 285
at p. 287 : CtaytOtz v. Le Roy, 27 T.L.R. 479 11911! 2 K.B. 1031 ; Sachs v·
Miklos, (1947) 64 T.L.R. 181 ; Fratecc v. Gaudet, (lll71) L.R. 6 Q.B.D. 199'
referred to.

Tun Sein for the appellant.

P. K. Basu for the respondents.
U THEIN -MAUNG, C.J.-This is an appeal under
section 20 of the Union Judiciary Act, 1948, in which
cross-objections have been filed by the respondent.
The facts are as follows. The appellant filed a suit
for redemption of gold
·
of
their value alleging that he
.gold
a loan of
ornaments to the
Rs. 950 with interest at a~nasjen per cent per mensem
.on the 17th January 1941, and that the respondent
has failed to all~ redemption .and to deliver
the gold ornaments inspite of repeated demands
therefor.
The respondent's de(ence was that the appellant
had lost his title to the gold or'n aments as '' under the
terms of the pledge _{Ex. A a11d Ex. 1) the plaintiff was
to redeem the gold by the end of Tagu, 1302 B.E.
(circa. April1941) failing which he was to lose his title
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to the said gold in favour of the defendant " and '' the
plaintiff failed to turn up to redeem the gold within
~:~~~
the stipulated time."
u PA~ TuN~ The Court of First instance decreed the suit as the
AuNG & Co. respondent was found to have sold the gold ornaments
u THE-IN on the 14th September 1942 without having given
MAUNG, C.J. notice to the appellant of his intention to do so as
required by section 176 of the Contract Act and
directed the respondent to pay Rs. 2)47-S as compensation at (' the present market value of gold " minus what
was due on the pledge at the date of the sale if the gold
ornaments could not be returned.
The Court of First Appeal confirmed the decree.
However, the Court of Second Appeal modified the
decree by reducing the amount of compensation to
Rs. 308-14 on the basis of the market value of gold on
the date of conversion, i.e. on the 14th September
1942.
The appellant n ow contends that be is entitled to
compensation on the basis of the market value on the
date of the judgri1ent of Court of First Instance and
the respondent has filed cross-objections claiming that
the snit should have been dimissed.
We shall consider the cross-objections first as the
appeal must fail if the cross-objections prevail. The
learn ed Advocate for the appellant has contended that
no cross-objection can be filed in an appeq.l under
section 20 of the Union Judiciary Act, 1948; and he
has invited our attention to Abhlakh Baks~ Singh and
others v. Thakur Prasad and ot~ers (1) :an.a:Abhilakhi v.
Sada Nand {2).
However A. B. Singh's case (1) is one in which·
c~oss-objections were filed by a person who had no right
H.C.
1948

(11 (19431 I.L.R 18 Luck. 256.

(21 (1931) I.L.R 53 All. 535 (F.B.).
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of appeal under any law whatsoever and the Court
observed :
'' vVhere the la.w confers no nght upon a p:~rty to file an
appeal, it follows that. he is precluded from filing cross-objections
to the appeJl."

Abhilakhi v. Sada Nand (1) is a case in which it was
held that '' while the procedure of the Civil Procedure
Code does apply to the hearing of Letters Patent
appeals and to the consequent decrees, the jurisdiction
in the exercise of which the judgments are made is
derived from the Letters Patent and not from the
Code " and that no application lies for review of .a
judgment passed in an appeal under clause 10 of the
Letters Patent. However, that was a case which the
Court decided on the special wording of section 114 of
the Code of Civil Procedure that an appeal from the
judgment in a Letters Patent appeal was not an appeal
allowed " By the Code.'' Banerji and Bennet JJ.
actually observed in the course of their judgment :
" If we were to hold that seclion 114 would allow reviews
of judgments passed in exercise of jurisdiction derived from other
Jaws, t b en the section would fail to attain its object."

There is no question of the interpretatiqn:oLsectioil114
of the Code in the present case just as there was no
question of the interpretation of Order 41 of the Code
in that case , (Seep. 551 Ib'id.)
On the other hand under section 121 of the Code
the Rules in the First Schedule (including Order 41j
have effect as if enacted in the body of the Code ·
.
'
under section 117 ·the provisions of the Code apply to
the High Court ; they remain so applicable except in
so far as they are inconsistent with or contrary to the
Appellate
.
. Side Rules of Procedure (Civil)· (seep. 489
llJ (l9o1) I.L.R. 53 All. 535 ·~F.B.}.

53
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H.C.

of the Rules and Orders applying to the High Court of
Judicature at Rangoon) and Order 41, Rule 22 is not
AllDUL
inconsistent with any such rule ; so far as Order 41 is
RAZAK
v.
U PAW TUN concerned Rule 35 is the only rule of it which has been
AUNG& Co.
made inapf.Jlicable to:·the High Court in the exercise of
U THEIN
its appellate jurisdiction by Order 49 ; Their L ordships
MAUNG, C.J.
of the Privy Council have held in Sabil1'i Thakurain v.
Savi (1) that Order 41, Rule 10 applies to a Letters
Patent Appeal ; and the;-High Court of Judicature at
I-<angoon has applied Order 41, Rule 33 to a Letters
Patent Appeal in Sein Dass v. Laldwjee and
another (2).
A Full Bend1 of;the Madras High Court has held
in M.D. Venkatasam Chctt.y and another v. Malhichand Gulc1:hcha1~d (3) that the provisions of Order 41,
Rule 22 do apply to appeals from the Original Side of a
High Court and that cross-objections may be filed
therein.
Dalip Singh, J. observed in Lala Khazanchi Shah
.v. Haji Niaz Ali' (4) "The matter might be different in
the case of a second appeal, for a Letters Patent Appeal
in such a case is only' permissible with the certificate
of the Judge who heard the case in single Bench."
However, a~ has been held in Mir Ghulam Hussain
Sahib v. Ayesha Bibi and twelve others (5) " Where a
single Judge of the High Court grants a certificate
under clause 15 o( the Letters Patent h·e can only
declare that the case is a fit one for appeal. He has
_no power to limit the certificate to certain points only.''
The case having been certified to be a fit one for
appeal, the appellate Court has jurisdiction over and
seisin of the whole of it. No further certi'fi.cate 1s
ne~essary to give the appellate Court jurisdiction to
1948

(I) {1921)_I.L.R. 4S CaL 481.

• (:iJ (1940) R.L.R. 693. -

(3) l1921l) I.L.R. 49 Mad. 291.
14) A.I.R. 1940 Lah. 438 at p. 441.

(5) I.L.R. (194ll Mad. 775 (F.B.)

BURMA LAW REPORTS.
deal v.rith such questions as may be raised in crossobjections ; and the requirement to file cross-objections
within the prescribed period is only a matter, of
procedure. Besides Order 41, Rule 22 unlike
section 114 of the Code does not contain anything to
show that cross-objection can be filed only in appeals
which are allowed by the Code. So the mere fact that
the appellate Court derives jurisdiction to hear an
appeal from the Letters Patent and not from the Code
cannot make any difference.
We accordingly hold that Order 41, Rule 22 applies
also to a Letters Patent Appeal which is only permissible with the certificate of the Judge ; and as an appeal
under section 20 of the Union Judiciary Act, 1948 -is of
,the same nature as such a Letters Patent Appeal vve
hold that Order 41, Rule 22 applies to it also and that
cross-objections can be filed in it.
The most important cross-objection is " that the
respondent had right to sell the property as they
did because the transaction was not a pledge in the
ordinary sense but was a conditional sale " ; and with
reference to this objection vve are in entire agreement
with the learned Judge who has observed in the course
of his judgment :
'' TI:e question whether the transaction was -"a pledge or a
conditional sale.depends mainly on the construction to be put ·on
Exhibit A. At the outset I would say that this document is very
vaguely worded and reads as 'follows : ' If the goods are not
redeemed by Tagu (April) 1302 B.E U Paw 'J;'un . Aung and
Company will take the same. There will be no right to object to
anything.' The document does not read as if it were a sale
deed, and as far as I can see from the evidence on record the
parties did no.t regard it as anythin~ more than a document of
pledge ."

It has been contended that the transaction is not an
,ordinary pledge but one in which the pledgor has
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contracted himself out of his statutory rights under
sections 176 and 177 of the Contract Act. How ever
the CalctHta High Court has held in The Co-operative
Hindustlta11 Bank, Ltd. v. Surendranath De {1) :

" Section 176 of the Contract Act, unlike some other
sections,
e.g., sections 163, 171 and 174, does not contain a
C.J.
saving clause in respect of special contracts contrary to its express
terms. The section gives the pawnee the right to sell only as an
alternative to the ri~ht to have his remedy by suit. Besides.
section 177 gives the pawnor a right to redeem even after the
stipulated time for payment and bef01·e the sale.
.
In view of the wording of section 176 as compared with the
wordin~s of the other sections of the Contract Act referred to
and also in view of the right, which section 177 gives to thepawnor, an'ct in order that the-provisions of that section may not
made nu~atory, the proper interpretation to put on section 176
is that notwithstanding any contract to the contrary notice has to
be given, which, in the words of the section, should be a
reasona ble notice of the sale."

U '.rHEIN
MAUNG,

be

The learned Advocate for the Respondent has
invited o'ur attention to The B.l.S.N. Co., Ltd. v.
Alibhai Mahomed (2), Fut 'Choti'g v. .N!aung Po Cho (3) ,
The Bombay Steam Navigation. Co" Ltd. v. Vasudev
Baburao Kiunat (4), and Lakhafi Dollaji & Co. v.
Boorugu Mahadeo Rajanna and another (5). But
these are authorities only for the view that section 152
of .the Contract Act enables a bailee to contract out of
his liability under section 151 thereof. Twomey C.J.
actually observed in the case of The B.I.S.N. Co., Ltd.
v~ Alibhai Mahomed (2} :
'' It is not. clearly deducible from the terms of section 152
that a bailee may only make a special contract increasing his
responsibility, and that he cannot make a special contract
-reducing it. This is a proposition curtailing the ordinary right of
(l) :(1932) I.L.R. 59 Cal. 667 at p. 668. (3) (1929) I :L.R. 7Ran. 339.
(2) (1919·20) 10 L.B.R. 292 {F.B.l.
(4) (192d) I.L.R. 52 Born. 37.
·
15) A.l .R. (1939) Born.101.

19<t8]
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freedom of .contract, and we must hesitate to give effect to such a
l?roposition on the strength of a me1;e inference and in ti1e
absence of express enactment.''

837
H.C.
1948
AHDUL

RAZAK

In the case of section 176 of the Contract Act there
is no provision whatsoever under which the pledgor
can contract himself out of his right thereunder ; and
as Maclean C.J. has pointed out in Brij Coomaree v.
Salamander Fir.; Insurat~ce Company (1) :
'' There is nothing to prevent traders from making any
contract they like, so long as the incidents of that contract are not
inconsistent with the provisions of the Contract Act. But, if you
find in a contract certain terms from which, when they exist, the
Legislature says that certain consequences shall ensue, these
consequences must en~ue ; otherwise, it is difficult to see what
object there can be in codifying the law upon the question."

It is true that Mackney
Bagawati (2} :

J.

has held in Dwarika v.

" The principle of avoiding clog on the equity of redemp·tion does not apply to pledges .and hence parties can by special
.agreement introduce a claus e into the agreerp.ent that on failure
to redeem within a certain time, the property pledged would
become the property of the pled~~~·"

But his Lordship dec_id~g
Teference whatsoever to se ·
·Contract Act, i.e. without
pledgor could contract himself
·under and ·inspite of the following
from Story
on Bailments which he himself has. quoted (at p. 416
-of the Report) :
•
" If a clause

i~

inserted in ttl e original . contract, providing

that, if the ternis of the contract are not strictly fulfilled at the
·time and in the mode prescribed, the pledge shall be irredeemable, it will not be of any avail.
For
Jaw deems
.
....
.. .the common
·,
(1) [lQ!>S) .L.L . B. ~~.Cal. 816
at p. 823.

l21 ,/d.~. (19)91 .~an. ~13
~tp.-4H.

V.
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such a stipulation unconscionable and YClcl, upon the ground of
public policy, as tending to the oppression of debtcrs. The
Roman law treated a similar stipulation (called in that l:>w ll x
commissoria) in the same manner, holding it to be a mere
nullity."

So we Iwld that the transaction is an ordinary
pledge, that the pledgor cannot contract himself out of
rights under sections 176 and 177 of the Contract Act,
and that the respondent is liable in damages to the
appellant for haviDg sold the pledged articles \vithout
notice of the sale.
To turn now to the main appeal as to the measure
of damages, C. Kameswara Hao has stated at page 1081
of his book on the Law of Damages and Compensation :
'' So, where the pled~ee of chattels with a •power of sale,
which can only be exercised under certain conditions, sells the
chattels without perforrring the conditions, he is no doubt g uilty
of conversion, but the measure of damages is the value of the
chattels at the time o£ conversion less the amount for which they
were pledged. The sale by the pledgee, though unauthorized,
does not put an end to the pledge, so as to entitle the pledgor to
have return of the goods pledged, for in such cases, the pledgor's
right of possession will not, iPso facto, revert so as to enable him
to sue for conversion.
An action for breach of contract of pledge will, however, lie
in such a case, but the damages will not be th e full value of the
goods, but only the damage done to the pledgor's interest."

Illustration {3) to section 10 of the Specific· Relief
Act reads:
"(b) A pledges certain jewels to B to, secure a loan.
B disposes of them before he is entitled to do so. A, without
having paid or tendered the amount of the loan, sues B for

possession of the jewels. The suit should be dismissed, as A is.
not entitled to their possession, whatever right he may have to
secure their safe custody."· [See Douald ~- Sucklitzg (1).]
tl) {1866) L.R. 1 Q.B. 585.

BURMA LAW REPORTS.
It has also been held in S, L. Rat1UlS7i'a11t)' Chc!ty and
anotha v. M.S.A.P.L. Palamappa Chet!iar (1) U1at
where the pledgee is guilty of an unauthorized
conversion, the pledgor is entitled to his pmperty back
or its fqll value but only on payment c•f the debt. s.)
the appellant bas been rightly held to be entitied only
to the excess of the value of the gold ornaments over
the amount due to the respondent in respect of (1) u-Je
debt and (2) extraordinary expenses incurred by the
respondent for their preservation under section 175 of
the Contract Act.
The real bone. of contention bebnen the parties
is as to whether compensation for con\'ersion of the
gold ornaments should be assessed with reference
to the market value of gold at the time of conversion
or to the market value of gold at the date of the
institution of the suit. The difference is considerable
as the market rate at the time of convertion was
only Rs. 60 per tical whereas the market rate at the
date of the institution of the suit was as much as
Rs. 160 per tical.
There is a fair consensus of opinion among the
Indian High. Courts that the measure of damages for
conversion is the marke~ value of the goods at the date
.of conversion. See Alliatz..~ f1~-~l;: o£.$!mla in Liquidation v. Ghmnandi Lal I aini:. f1diA(~) ~ ' J31zi1~tji N. Dalal
v. Bonzbay Trust Co rpora~1,ftti'/:i1fiited (3) , Shivaprasad
Singh v. Prayagku1nari ilebee· (4) and lvlotilal v.
Lakshmichand. 5): Of these the first and last cases
are ~lirect authorities on the question under discussion
as they relate to conversion of ,pledged articles by sale
without .notice to pledgor.

ft) A.I.R. (1930) Mac\. 364.

12) (1927) I.L.R. 8 La h. 373.

{3) A.I.R. (1930) Born. 306.

(4) l1934) I.L.R. 61 Cal. ill
at pp. 738-739.
(5) ·A.I.R. (1943) Nag. 163.
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The only Indian ruling \Vhich has been cited as
·authority for the contrary view is Loujs Drevfus & Cv.
AllDUL
v. Firm of Chandamal & Co. (I). That, however, was
RAZAII:
v.
fraudulent conversion and the Bench
U PAW TuH a case of
AUNG & Co. observed in the course of its judgment :
H. C.

1948

U THEIN
MAUNG, C.J.

"In actions of contraci, as a rule, the motives or conduct
of the defendant are not to be t1ken illtO account in assessing
damages whereas in actions of tort which affect property, the
conduct of the defendant may be so taken into account (Halsbury's
Laws of England, Volume X, Articles 593 a-nd 598 at pages
323, 325).

*
There is also, as pointed out in the"judgment of the Court below,
reason to believe that appellants actually re:llized more than the
amount for which they have been made liable, and if the sale
price had been disclosed, the Court might have held this to be a
p;·oper measure of damages, Cf. Bmlsi dltar v. San Lal (2)."

Even as regards con version, which formed a part of a
fraudulent system of business, their Lordships of the
Privy Council have held in Solloway and another v.
111 cLau.ghlin (3) the measure of damages was the
value of the (converted) shares at the ,date of their
conversion (less the value of shares received by the
plaintiff at the time he received them).
Incidentally, in the present case the learned Judge
has found as a matter of fact that ({ the sale of the
pledged jewellery in September 1942 was probably
under the bona fide belief that the ownership in them
h:1d passed to the appellant (now .respondent} ''; and
we are of the same opinion.
The learned Advocate for 6e appellant has relied
on Ma Me Shh~ v. R.lv.l.R.M.N. Chettyar Firm (4\ as
an authority for the contr·a ry view. That was a case
(1) (1919) 52 I.C. 878.
(2) 10 A.133.

(3) (1938) A.C. ;247.
(4) A.I ..R. {1933) Ran 76

1948]
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in which the creditor, with whom certain jewels had
been deposited as collateral security for hvo promissory
notes 1 sold the jewels without proper notice to the
creditor and filed a suit on the promissory notes 1 and
the judgment therein appears to have been pa~sed by
consent as the Bench did not discuss the law on the
assessment of damages and merely stated (at p. 79):
" I understand that it is agreed by the parties that thal being
so the respondents are entitled to claim the amount due on the
promissory notes after deducting what is a reasonable value for
the jewellery deposited. The valuP. must be taken as the v1lue
at the date of s~it, th1t is 20th ]une 1930."

In ~ngland also there was a fair consensus of
opinion that the measure of damages for conversion
is the mart{et' value of the goods at the time of the
con version. [See Brierly v. Kendall {1; ; ] ohuson
v. S!Par t2) ; Owners of Steamship Celia v. Owners of
Stearnship Volturno (3) and Solloway and another v.
McLaughlin (4) (Privy Council) ; and Cf. Owne,-s of
Dredger Liesbosclt v. Owners of Steamship Edison (5).]
Lord Wrenbury put it so succinctly in S.S. Celio:;
v. S.S. Volturno {6J that we must quote at some
considerable length from his Lordship's judgment
therein. :
"Assume that a judge is sitting in Julytp tr,y an action for
damages for a tort committed on the preceding;January L Let
m e express the judgment in the form of a de<:;l:li-ation, followed
by au adjudication upon it. The judgment shQ~ld; I think, be as
follows : Declare that on ]anuary 1 the ph intiff suffe1·ed by
r eason of the defendant's tort a loss of 300,000 lire. Declar~ that
on Janmry 1 th~ equivalent sum in British currency was (say)
7,500 lire. Adjudge that the phintiff recover against the
defendant 7,500 li re. There is no difference of principle arising
from the fact tb1t the loss is of lire as di11tinguished from (say)
(1)' (la52.) 117 E.R: 1540.

(1863) 143 E.R. a12.
{3) (1921) A.c: 544 (House
of Lordsl.
(2)

(41 (1938) A.C. 2~7.
(5) (1933) A.9. 449 (House of Lords).
(6) (1921, 2 A.C. 544 at pp. 562
to 564.
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cows. If the plaintiff bad been d 1maged by the ·d efendant
torlionsly depriving him of three CO\\S the judgment would be :
Declm·e that on January 1 the plaintiff suffered by tbe defend.1nt's
to:·t a loss of three co\vs. Declare that o-n Janum·y ] the plaintiff
\vould have been entitled to go inlo the market and buy three
similar cows and charge the defendant with the price. Decbr~·
that the cost would have been ISO lire. Adjudge that the plaintiff
recover from the defendant 150 lire. It would be nihil ad re111
to say that in Jnly ~imilar cows would have cost in the market
300 lire. The defendant is not bound to supply tbe plaintiff with
cows. He ts liable to pa~· 11im damabes for having, on Jamnry 1,
depri 1 eel him of cows. The plaintiff may be going out of hrming
and mny not want cows, or, when judgment is f!;iven, he may have
enough already. The plaintiff is not b ...,und to iake cows and the
defendant is not bound to supply the;~;. The defendant is liable
to pay the plaintiff damages, that is to say, money to some amount
for -the loss of the cows : the only qoestion is, how mucb ? Till:
answer ts, sue-h su m as represents the 111cwkel value "at the date of
the lo; ·t of the .rJ.oods of whiclt t!ze plaintiff was tortiously depri,_,ed.

The argument to the contrary is that the defendant is bound
by a pecuniary payment to put the plaintiff in a position as good
as that in which he stood b efore the tort \Vas committed. That
is true, but it is necessary to add the consideration of which we
have recently heard so much, in the form of a fourth dimensionnamely, that of time. The defendant is bound to make such
pecuniary payment as would put the plaintiff at the date of the
tort in as good a position as he would have· been in had there
been no tod. If the date take,n be that no~ of the tort but of the
judgment, it is giving the plaintiff not damages for the tor t,. but
damages also for the postponeme~t of the payment of those
damages until the date of the judgment. If such later damages
can be reeovered, as. under circumstar.ce~ they may be if the
defendant improperly postpones payment, ·they would be
recovered in the form of interest. They would b e damages not
for .t he original tort, but for another and a subseq uent wrongful
act.''
'

Abbott C.J; did hold in Greening v·. Tflilkitzson (1)
" In trover,' the jury are not limited to find as damages th e
mere value of the
property. at the time of the conversion, lmt they
.
ll) (1825-29) RR. 790.
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mny ii:1d as damages the valne at a subsequent time.
discr::tion.''
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But Clerk and Lindsell have staLed tn
Torts, Tenth (1947) Edition :
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'' In actions of trover and conversim,, wheno the V<'.h1·~ haofit,c· ::a:ecl it must be taken as it stood nt the time of the •.-:rf'·'';::it:
act .The Arpad (1934), p. 189] * * * * There coe~ ilot
appe:tr to be any reported case in which Grccm11R v. v.·,/!; :mo1'
(1) has been either questioned or followed. but it has been
freq<•ently laid down, and tb e rule nov: appr·ars 1o bc.•
esto.hiishecl, that the proper measure of damages is the
.,market value of the goods: o.t the time of the conversion."

Winfield has also stated at page 363 of his Text Book
on the Law of Tort, Third (1946) Edition :
" On principle , it seem:o better to select the mcment of com·e r-

sion as the punctum temporis for assessing damages, for the
opposite rule would introduce an undesirable element of
sp':'clll?. tive profit or loss to lhe parties in an action of this kind''

However, the rule cannot be said to be established
111 England as the Court of Appeal has decided in
Ros6nfhal v. Alderton at1d Sons, Litnifed (2), "In an
action of detinue, the value of the goods to be paid by
the defend;mt to the plainti:ff in the event of the
defendant failing to return _tb~i~S2RSl~:, t8 the plaintiff
must be assessed as at the ,. dal'
(§?ic'Qf',,,the
verdict or
,.
:r. ,
judgment in his favour and notat;;,t ha:foUhe defendant's
refusal to return the goods, a~~Jthe. same principle
applies· whether the defendant has >converted the goods
by selling them or has refused to-return them for some
other reason. " That was a case in which the plaintiff,
who had .by arrangement with the defendants left
certain goods on the defendants' .premises, demanded
the return of_ the goods and; on the defendants' refusal
. to comply, b_rought -~~ a~~~?_n.ag~inst them claiming the
~ ~,~ -:t'"}~-~~~X'>..'t?\:~;:. -:~

(1) (1825-29) R.R. 790.

-~

f2) (1946) I<.B, 374.

u

THE1N
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return of the goods and, in the alternative, payment to
him of their value and damages for their retention ;
ABDUL
and the Court observed in the course of its judgment,
RAZAK
v.
11
In an action of detinue the value of the goods
U PAW TUM
AUNG & Co.
claimed but not returned, ought, in our judgment, to
U THEIN
be assessed as at the date of the judgi?ent or verdict
MAUl'IG, C.J.
the defendant's failure to return the
goods after that d_a te U.e. the date of the refusal of the
plaintiff' s demand) becomes and continues to be wrong.
The judgment was on the basis of detinue being a
continuing wrong ; but the Court has added after
referring to UTilkinson v. Verity (1) a case of detinue
with misconduct "in fraud of the 9argain ":
1948

" But the bailor c<m, in such cil·cumstances elect to sue in
detinue (at any rate where he was not aware of the conversion at
the time), and there is no reason why the val11e of the gocds in
bet converted should be assessed on a different basis from the
value of the goods which the b1ilee has not converted but which
for some other reasons he fails to re-deliver."

However, in Beaman v. A.R. T.S., Limited {2) Denning
has pointed out the essential difference be.tween the
cause of ac'tion in conversion and the cause of action
in wrongful detention as follows :

J.

"I attempt no precis; definition,_ but, broadly speakinf.! the
cause of action in conversion is bJ.sed on an unequivocal act of·
ownership by the defendant over the goods of the plaintiff
without any authority or right in that iJeha!£. .The act must be
an unequivocal act of ownership, that is, a.n ~c.t such as acquiring,
dealing with, or disposing of the goods, wh~ch is consistent only
with th~ rights of an owner as distinct from the equivocal <:.cts of
oue who is entrusted with the Cu!?tody of handling of carriage of
goods; A demand and refusal is not, therefore, ·itself a conversion, but it may be evidence of a prior conversion. The cause of
action in wrongful detention is based on a wrongful withholding
of the .phintiff's goods. It depends on the d.efJ=ndant's being in
(I) (1871) L.R. 6 C.P. 206.

(21 (1948) 64 T.L.J.?. 2.85 at p. 287.
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possession of the plaintiff's goods. If such a defendant without
1948
any right so to do withholds the goods from the plaintiff after
ABUlli,
the plnintiff has demanded their return, he is, for such time as h~
HAZAK
so withholds them, guilty of wrongful detention : see Uayto11 v.
v.
Le Ro'' et Fils (1). This is the tort o£ \\'hich a bailee or linc!er U PAW TUN
AUXG & Co.
is guilty who is in possession of the goods and fails to deliver
U THEIN
them up within a reasonable time after demand, though it may
MAU:-;Gl, C.J,
also, in the case of a bailee, he a breach of contract. If the
bailee or finder subsequently disposes of the goods, he is guilty of
conversion, bul tlze wrotzgful dctc:ttlrott thetl comc:s to atl tnd (Hid is

swallowed uP in the conversion."

Denning

J.

has also made the following observations
on Rose11.!hal v. Alderton and Sons, Limited (2) in the
course o(.the same judgment :
"But when does the cause of action accure in such cases as
the present? In my opinion it accrues at the date of the original
conversion or the initial withholding of the goods. A recent
decision of the Court of Appeal holds that the damages in such
cases are ~o be assessed at the date of the judgment or verdict in
the plaintiff's favou\·: see Rosemlhal v: Aldertotr and Sons Limited
(2}, but that does not mean that the cause of action accrued at
that time. The observations of the Lord Chief Justice in Sachs
v. Miklos (3) considerably limit the scope of Rostnlhal v. Aldc:rton
and Sons Limited (Supra) and, should. prices hereafter fall, the
Cour<s will probably .. be . !a~~cl> ~th:.!;;'!P~.<i·~~~\ .i:'.f re~onciling
Rose11thal v. A'lderton 'atid So#i;l:iimifid':~(S1,1pra);wttb. ·the settled
rule that datilages, whether in contract di tdrt,·are to be assessed
as at the date of the accrual of the cause of action, and that
subsequent fluctuations upwards 01· downwards in rates of
exchange or commodity prices before or durin)."! legal proceedin2s
are in·elevant: see the decision of the Houae of Lords in
SS. Ce!ill (Owners of) v. SS. Voltttrtlo (Owners of) (4), particularly the speech of Lord Buckmaster (at pages. 970 and 548 of
the respective reports) of Lord Sumner (at page 556) and of
Lord \Vrenbury (at page 563), and the long line of cases of
buyers -..yho sued sellers for conversion of or for failure to
deliver goods bargained and sold, such as France v. Gaudet (5),
(1) 27 T.L.R. 479 (1911) 2 K.B. 1031. (3) (1947) 64 T.L.R, 1!!1.
(2) 11946) ·K.B. 374.
(it) (1921l 2 A.C, 544 at pp. 562 to 564,
(5) (1871) "L.R. 6 Q.B. 199.
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where tl1r· damages were always asses;;ed <!s at the date of tilL·
breach." [\Ve have already (]U0ted the speech oi Lc,rcl
vVrenbnrv in SS. Celia v. ss. voltui'JlO (J) at some COllSicleLthk
length.]

U

PAW TUN
i\UNG & Co.

U

In Sachs v. Miklos (2) which has been referred to
by Denning J., the action \vas one for detinue and
C.J.
conversion against an ordinary bailee and the case was
remanded by the Lord Chief Justice to determine
whether the plaintiff knew or ought to have known
that the cldendant intend~d to sell the goods and if he
neither knev,r nor ought to have known that his gcods
would be sold whether he found out, only on the date
of the suit that bis goods had been sold. At the
same time the Lord Chief Justice observed, '' the
measure of damages is the same in conversion as it is
ip detinue, where the fads are only that the defendant
has the goods in his possession and could hand t.bem
over but. \:v ould not" (p. 183); and as we have stated
above Denning J. said in Beam.an v. A.R.T.S., Limited
{3), " If the bailee or finder subsequently disposes of
the goods, he is guilty of conversion, but the wrongful
.detention then comes to an end and is swallowed up in
the conversion. "
The authority of the ruling in Rosenthal v. Alderto~z
.and Sons, Limited (4) has been shaken considerably by
the observation in the two subsequent rulings.
Besides, in the present case the respondent is not an
-ordinary bailee who " has the goods in his possession
and could hand them over but would not " but a
pledgee who has actually sold the goods about four and
a half years before the institution of the suit in good
faith believing that he had become the full owner
thereof in accordance with the terms of the agreement
-of pledge Ex. A and Ex. 1 ; ·and as has been pointed

THEIN
J\IIAUNG,

(11 (19211 2 A.C. 544 at pp. 562 to 564. (3) !1948) 64 T.L.R. 285 at p. 287.
(2) (1947) 64 T.L.R. 1.81.
(4) (1946) K.B. 374.
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out in the Alia11ce Bank of Silllla in Liqwdation v.
1948
Ghamandi Lal I aini Lal (1) the r[ghts of a pledl-;ee
AUIJUL
are higher than those of an ordinary bailee. On the
RJ!.ZAK
v.
other hand the appellant is a pledgor wbo failed to l" PAW
TUN
redeem the pledged articles in March or April J '}-l-2, AC:-.:G & Co.
in accordance \vith the terms of the said agreeme!lt UTHE11'
.\!AU:-;G, C.J.
and who has filed the suit for redemption of the
pledged articles or for recovery of their value OJlh on
the 31st :March 1947, taking advantage (I) of the
Accrual of Interest~ \Var-Time Adjustment) Act, 1947,
according to which he cannot be required to pay
inter~st up to the date of the suit and (2) also of the
abnormal rise in the price of gold after the termination
of the war. He did not file the suit earlier although
according to his own eviden ce-in-chi ef he was informed
by the respon den t's age nt above th e end of April1944,
that he had lost his rig ht of redemption .
Under these circumstances, we choose to follow
the rulings of the House of Lords, the Privy Council,
the Indian High Courts and the opinion of the learned
Authors which we have set out above in preferen ce to
the ruling of the ·court of Appeal in Rosmthal v.
Alderton and So·ns, Limited (2) ; and we uphold the
decision of the learned Judge th~·f~:jt~~~r' 'the circum- 1
s tances of th.e case, damages for .t~~~~~#t'ersion of the
pledged articles must be assess~Cl·+:wtth referenc e to
their market value at the date of conversion.
The remaining grounds of appeal'*a~d c ross-objections
have not been pressed by the learned Advocat~ and
we find that they are really unsustainable.
The appeal and the cross-objections are dis missed;
and the' decree under appeal is confirmed. No order
as to the costs of the appeal and the cross-objections.

l

U

~AN MAUNG,

J.-. I agree.

(1) (1927) I.L.R. 8 Lab. 373.

'

(21 (1946) K.B, 374.
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APPELLATE CRIMINAL.
Before
H.C.
1948

·v Sau

Jfaw;g aud U ThauTJg Seitt, JJ.

THAN KHE ta) \VAI TUN PRU (a) KRAUNG SHAY
(APPELLANT)

ltwe 9.

z·.

THE UNION OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).*
Appeal agai11st cotwiction uudct· s. 302 (2), PeJJal Code-Whether cau be
CQntJCtt&d to orJc tmder s. 302 (1) of the Pmal Code-Ss. 423 artd 43G,
Crimit~al Proudur~ Code.
The question• arose whether

iil

appeal

ag:~inst

conviction under s. 302 (21

of the · Penal Code the finding can be altered to one under s. 302 (1)
which would be tanbmou~t to a finding of a more serious offence.

Held: That the court is competent to do 50. Case law on the'pnilJt
considered.
U Saw atsd others v. T/1c Utrioll of Burma, (1948) Bur. L.R. 217;
Ott Shwc (a) Kalaw v. Ki11.g-Emperor, 1 Ran . 436 ; Sarda Prasad v. Emper<Jr,

A.l.R. {1937\ All. 240; Bawa Singh v. TIL; Cmum, I.L.R. 23 Lab. 129;
A.T.RJ(T948)!::;:;t;~74: considered.
. _
. .

Rauj!Ja aud c11e v. Emperor,

Ba Shun
respondent.

{Government

~Advocate)

for

the

U SAN MAUNG, J.-In Criminal Regular Trial No. 21
of 1948 of the Special Judge (U Pha Tha Htaw) of
Akyab, the appellant Than Khe was convicted under
sub-section 2 of section 302 of the Penal Code as
amended by the Penal Code (Amendment) Act, 1947
(Burma Act No. XXXIII of 1947) and was sentenced to.
10 yeats' ·rig~rous iiD:prisonment. As the alleged took
place on the_20th of February 1947 1 before Burma Act.
No. XXXIII of 1947 came into force, the appellant
should have been convicted under section 302 of the
Penal ·code if the offence committed by him w~s in
• Criminal Appeal No. 692 of 1948, from the Order of Special Judge ,
Akyab,,in Special Trial No, 21 of 1948, dated the 9th June 1948.
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fact murder.
Accordingly the appellant has been
i948
called upon to show cause \Yhy his conviction :>hould
THA~ KHE(a)
not be- altered to one under section 302 of the Penal WAITUN
PRu {a)
Code and as the offence punishable under that section KRAUNG
SHAY
is punishable only with death or transportation for life
..
he bas also been called upon to show cause why his THE UNION
OF BURMA.
sentence should not be enhanced in revision. See
u SAN
Criminal Revision No. 185 (A) of 1G48 of this Court.
i\IAUNG, J.
The facts of the case are simple and in my opimon
the evidence on record leaves no room for any
possible doubt that it was the appellant Than K11e wbo
had caused the death of the deceased Nga Krwin ...\ung
by cutting him with a dah. Kga Krwin Aung lived
with his wife Sein Mra U (P.'AT. 7) on the outskirts of
Hteik\vabyin village near the village t;;.nk. At about
8 a.m. on the day of occurrence, N ga N yein ( P. W. 1 )
"\Vent to Nga Krwin Aung's falin to take delivery of the
paddy due to him as cattle hire. Then, \Vhile he and
one Kbwe Dee Aun g were measuring out the paddy,
the appeilant Than Khe arrived and asked Nga Krwin
Aung \\'hether he would be going to Leikma the
following morning. On Nga Krwin Aung's replying in
the affirmative, the appellant told him that h e \\'Oulcl
accompany Nga Krwin Aung~ The appellant then
started splitting bamboo at a spot about a bamboo
length away from where Nga Nyein. was measuring out
the paddy. After he had l!la<,ie three Jmees the
appellant suddenly came and Cl!t Nga Kn.vin Aung
who at that moment was in the ~ct of bending and
putting the paddy from the heap into the measuring
basket. The· blow fell on the base of the h ead above
the nape of the neck and Nga Krwin Aung dropped
into a sitting position and at the same time tried to
stench the blood which flew out of the wound. :In the
, meantime the appellimt rari away towards the ·east
taking the dah with him.
54
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Sein Mra U (P. \iV. 7) was actually cooking rin! near
the place where the pactdy was being measured :~t 1 he
THANKHEia)
·
L}
•
'd t t OOK
1
· ]<
\\'Ar Tu:-:
ttme
t 1e mc1 en
p 1ace. Sh e 11appene d 1.0 roo
towards her husban d and saw him in a sitting ro~·tnre
PRu (al
K RAU!'/G
SHAY
,1t the place where he was mt::asuring paddy.
H:; \\·as
THE u~wN covered wi th blood.
She shouted out to him as to who
OF BURMA.
had cut him and he r ht:sb<tnd told her that he ..r::s cut
U SAN
by \Vai Tun Pru. Neither Nga Kyein nor Khm: I >ee
.i\fAUNG,J.
A.un g \\·ere near l1er husband at that time. Sh: :hen
went to t he Yillage outpost and reported to !··:. ~td ~
cons table San Tun U (P. \IV. 2) that her husb;u:c ! :!d
heen cut by Wai Tun Pru. Vi/hen the Head~co ns t ahle
came back 'Nith her, her husband \Vas still ali\·t but
he was unable to speak very coherently. Her husb;md
died in the afternoon and his body was taken to the
hospital by Wai Htu and others. It should be noted
that vVai Tun Pru is one of the aliases of the. appella nt
Than Khe. San Tun U {P.W. 2), who was then outpost
officer-in-charge of Hteikwabyin police outpost said
that . when Sein Mra U came and reported to him
that her husband· was cut by Than Khe (alias)
':IVai Tun Pru, he at once went to her house and
there found Nga Krwin Aung lying under the small
hut at a talin on the north of his house with an
injury at the base of the head. Nga l{rwin Aung
was able to speak though with great difficulty and
his statement which was recorded by San Tun U
was signed by N ga Krwin Aung. himself. In that
statement- (Ex. A) it is. mentioned that the assailant
was \\'ai Tun Pru ({].lias.) Than Khe. Nga, Krwin Aung
died about half an hour later and San Tun U then went
in search of the appellant Than Khe whose permanent
.residence was Hteikwabyin village. The appellant was
no.t• to be found and· was apparently absconding.
According-to the medical evidence Nga·Krwin Aung
received a dah cut wound 6~' x.l" at the· back of the·

1948]
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head just below the occipital protuberance cutting the
1948
brain underneath and the brain itself was cut to the
l
. , THAN
KHE(ai
extent of 3'' x l/'o,, x l" d eep. Th e ~h·
L lC zness ot tne
WAr TuN
skull was normal and the injury was necessanly fat<ll. r~:~~c~b
See ttye statement of Dr. Bhattercherjee {P.vV. 3).
,~~~v.
The appellant who was charged tmder sectior 302 rhE c~1oN
of the Penal Code pleaded not guilty and offerrecl to ' RuHMA.
give evidence on behalf of his own defence ''vhich vvas i\J.~~~~~J.
an alibi. The appellant denied his visit to Nga Krwin
Aung's talin that morning and stated that he went out
to a nearby jungle called Linmrindaung to collect fuel
and that he was arrested there by 6 .f'yaukkyas and
abducted to their headquarters. It ~·as only in I\i arch
1948, that he succeeded in escaping from them and
came back to Htei-kwabyin. \Nhen he reached home
h e learnt that those who had joined Pyaukkyas s hould
surrender and he therefore surrendered himself to the
Burma Rifles at Thayettabin. The app ellant cited 7
witnesses in support of his d efence but as p ointed out
by the learned Special Judge none of them could really
substantiate his defence. Kyaw Hla Pru (D.W. 2)
and Pan Aung (D. W. 3) could say nothing useful to
him. Ma Shan Bon ·(D.W. 4) <l.n~ Tun Kra Aung
(D.W. 5) who were the neighbQlJ.!§<P f. Nga Krwin
Aung were away from home <1f"Jh~ time of the
occurreriGe and therefore could not say what happened
then. Hla Tun Pru. (D.W.-6), bcA.ther-in-law of the
appellant said that the appellant disappeared from his
house during the Lazok of Tabodwe before Nga Krwin
Aung met his death. However, it is only natural that
Hla Tun Pru.would try and save his own brother-in-law
at any cost. Bar Loon Sein (D.W. 8) admitted that
before he. went to Kyauktaw one day b efore the
murder of Nga Krwin Aung the appellant was at
Hteii{:wabyin ·ami- that when- he returned to. Hteikwa-·
hyin from Kyauktaw, the day. after the incident, the

852
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police were on the look out for the appellant in
His
connection with Nga Krwin Aung's murder.
THA"- KHE (a)
evidence, therefore, tends to support the prosecution
V.'At TUN
PRU (a)
rather
than the defence.
KRAUNG
SHAY
Therefore in view of the evidence of the eye witness
THE ~NtoN
Nga ~yein and the evidence of Sein Mra U and San
OF BURMA·
· •
Tun u regar d ing t h.e d enunc1ahon
made by the
M~J~:,J. 1 deceased Nga J{rwin Aung and the fact that the
·
' appellant absconded from Hteikwabyin village after the
incident took place, the appellant has been rightly held
to be the assailant of Nga Krwin Aung.
The question which now arises for determination is
whether in appeal against the conviction under
section 302 (2) of the Penal Code, the finding can be
altered to one under section 302 of t.he Penal Code as
it stood before Burma Act No. XXXIII .of 1947 came
into force. In the case of U Saw and others v.
The Union of Burma (1) where the appellants were
convited under section 302 ( 1) (b) of the Penal Code
by the Special Crimes . T'fibunal, a Special Bench of
this Court altered in appeal the finding to on·e under
section 302 of tbe Penal C•)de as the offence "'·as.
committed before Burma Act No. XXXIII of 1947
came into force. ' However, in the case now under
consideration, the appellant was convicted under
section 302 {2) of the Penal Code which is a lesser
offence than one punishable under se.ction 302 (1) of
tl;le Penal Code, being only punishable with transportation for life or rigorous imprisonment for a term which
may extend to ten years, whereas an offe11:ce under
section 302 (1) is punishab~.e with death. An alteration
of the finding from one under section 302 (2) of the
Penal Code to one under section 302 of the Penal Code
as it stood before Burma Act No. XXXIII oC1947 came
into force would therefore be tantamount to alteration
H.C.
1948

I

11) (1948) Bur. L.R 217.
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of the finding from a lesser to a more serious cffence.
1948
However, in the case of On Shwe (a) Kalaw v. KmgKHE(a)
E;nperor (1) a Bench of the late High Court of Judicature THAN
\VAr TUN
PRU (a]
at Rangoon held that where there is an appeal by a
KRAUNG
prisoner from a conviction under section 304 of the
SHAY.
Penal Code (he having been committed to stand his THE :v.UNION
trial under section 302 of the Penal Code), and in OF BURMA.
U ::;AN
addition, the High Court takes seizin of the case under
MAUXG, J.
its revisional jurisdiction, the conviction for ihe lesser
offence under section 304 of the Penal Code can be
converted into one under section 302 of the Penal
·Code, and the sentence can be enhanced as:~£,9X.diogly-
under the combined provisions of sections 421 and 439
of the Criminal Procedure Code. In Sarda Prasad v.
Emperor (2) the Allahabad Hig~ Court has taken a
different view and has laid down that where the Court
below has either acquitt ed an accused ..:..::E.~~~~~Y , ~r, J?f
n ecessary implication, then unTessThere is an appeal
from the acquittal the finding cannot be converted into
one of conviction. The matter ,has been elaboratedly
discussed by a Full Bench of Lahore High Court in
Bawa Singh v. The Croz£m (3) where the question
referred to the Full Bench was whether in the absence
of an appeal by the
. t it is within
the powers of ttt.e High
....... an order of
nzofo or on the
acquittal und,e r .?ection
application of the comp~ai
the combined
effect of sections 42 3 and 439
'Code and I would respectfully .
the reasoning ·of
Dalip Singh J. who held that the ruling in the case of
·On Shwe v. Ki1ig-Emperor {1) was correct. The most
recent case on the subject is Ranjha a11d another v .
.Em,peror (4) which followed the case of Bawa Sin{!.h v.
:The Crown (3). Therefore following the rulin-g m
(1) 1 Ran. 436.
(2) A.I.R. (1937) All. 240.

(3) 23 I.L.R. Lah. 129.
(4) A.I.R. (1948) Lab. 74.
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THA:-1 KHE Ia)
WAl TUN
PI~l' (a}

l{RAU;>;G
SHAY

v.
THE UXION
OF BURMA,

U SAN
MAUNG,

J.

[1948

Olm Shwe v. King-Emperor (1) I \Vould hold that in
this appeal it is competent for this Court to alter
conviction of the appellant under section 302 (2) of the
Penal Code to one under section 302 of the Penal
Code as it stood bef~re Burma Act No. XXXJ.II of
1947 came into force. The conviction of the appellant
Than Khe (a) vVai Tun Pru will accordingly be altered
to one under section 362 of the Penal Code and his
appeal otherwise dismissed.

l'

THAUNG SEIN,

j.-l agree.

(1) 1 Ran. 436.
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1\.PL.ST. MUTHAY A CHETTJ:,); .R (APPLICANT)
v.
Rm.A.Rrn.

CI-IETTYAR FIRM AND ONE
\RESPONDENTS).

*

AmC?idu:C!Jt of piecrdin?,-Order .t, Rule 17, Code of Civil Procedurch·rw•l of limitation c\Pir·ed~ .•.jme•;dmeut wlttn permissib/c-Princif>tc~
o~PplJcable.

A plaint filed on the l::l.st day of limitation wae sought to be amended afteT
the period of the expiry of limitation by substituting alleg<!lion of pa)·ment (u
the gran<! son of the pl;;intiff in place llf allegation of payment to plaintiff 2nd
by adding that lhe person receiving payment had no right to recch·e on behalf
of the plaintiff. The trial court dismissed the application for amendment of
the plaint.
Ht'ld: That though the powers of amendment under Order 6, R1le 17 of the
Code of Civil Procedure ought to be liberally exercised, one cause of action
caonot be substituted for another.
P.M. Clteltyar Firm v. Ma Shwe Pou and two others, 5 Ran. 115, considered.
Ma Shwe Myat v. Mmmg i\I(J Hna1111g, I.L.R. 48 Cal. 832 at p. 835, applied.
The introduction of a new matter which would deprive the defendant of the
benefit of the statutory defence of limitation cannot be permitted and it is
a setll~d rule of practice that such amendments are· not admiosible.
Byas!J Clumdra Roy v. Ajodhynaih Deb a11d others, 10 I~a.n. 74 at p. 75:
Weldou \",Neal, (1887) 19 Q.B.D.394. referred .to and followed.
It is only in exceptional cases where
his money for technical error that
.
appe<~r that any objection was raised to'
Siug/r aud OtiC v. Ma Aye atsd others, U

is/11/a Prast1d

Tt1n I for the applicant.
C. A. Soorma for the respondent:

U TuN BYu, J.-This is an application to revise the
order of the Second Judge of the Rangoon City Civil
Court, dated the 24th November 1947, refusing to
• Civil. Revision No. 12 of 1948 against tire ocder of the 2nd Judge of the
City Coutt, Rangoon, in C.R. No. 924 of 1947.~ated 24-th November 1947.
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N.PL.ST.
iiiUTHAYA
CHETf!AR
'11.

1 <)'f8]

8llow the
plainti:ff-applicCJnt N.PL.ST. Muthaya
Che:tyar to amend his plz.int filed in Civil Regular
No. 924 of 1947. The relevant paragraphs of tbe

plaint are as follmvs :

Rm.A.Rm.
CmnTYAR
FIRM
AND ONE.

U TuN
BYU,

J.

"2. That the "tim h:ts nn: been repaid in moneY or currency
of legal tender. but the plaintiff was given by the said Ganapathi
agent of the Jst defendant Rs. :?,31.;-1.'-6 in Japanese currency
which had no value and \\·a~ l'•Ot a leg1l tender on the 1: th of
A p;·il 1945 and the plaintiff was, obliged to return the said

rro;1ote.
3. Plaintiff submits that tht" Japanese currency being no legal
tender had no value, the plaintiff was deprived of the said
pronate for no consideration and is entitled to sue the defendants
on the original consideration \Yhich was p1icl to the elden clants
in British money of value which was a legal tender.

-+. Plaintiff therefore bases his suit on the original C(lnsidc ration for nlue paid in cash of legal tender, and claims '\ sum
of J~s. 2,CJ28-2-0 as per particulars given below. . . "
It might be mentioned that the promissory note was
said to be executed on the 23rd July 1941 It \Vill
be observed from paragraph 2 of the plaint that the
plaintiff in effect stated that he had himself received
the sum of Rs. 2,315 -13-6 in Japanese currency which
had been paid in oh behalf of the first defendant.
· Paragraphs 3 and 4 of the plaint also show what
the real issue which the plaintiff raised was. The
question which would arise in accordance v.:ith the
plaint was \:vhether payment in Japanese currency
would constitute a valid discharge for the amount
due on the promissory note \'Vhich was executed on
the 23rd July 1941, ·and .that appears to be the real
point for consideration. The plaint \:vas filed on the
31st. March 1947, and the application. to amend the
plaint was mane on the 23rd September 1947, after
the written. statement had beeQ. filed. It is proposed
to substitute paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of the plaint by
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the following paragraphs in the proposed amended
plaint :
'' 2. That the sum has not been repaid to the plaintiff rut a
sum of I<s. 2.315-13-6 was paid in Japanese currency t( one
Muthaya, grancbon cf the plaintiff, \Yho wa~ a school-boy of che
age of J 9 years and had no po\\·er uf authority to recei\'e the
same on behalf of the plaintiff to the knowledge of the defendants,
or to return the pronate to the defendants.
3. That the money being paid to an unauthorized pe1·son
the defendants have not discharged the payment of the amount
which was actully clue to the plaintiff and not the said Muthaya.
4. The plaintiff bases his suit on the original consideration
for value paid in cash as he has been deprived of the promissory
note illegally through a person \Yho is not an authorb:ed ~,gent or
~ttollney of the plaintiff, and claims a sum of Rs. 2.028-2-0 ?.s per
p?.rticulars given below. .
"

There can be no doubt that paragraphs 2, 3 and
4 of the proposed amended plaint introduced new
matter~ which were not contained in the original
plaint and that they set out a new issue between the
parties. The proposed new paragraph 2 of the plaint
implied that th e plaintiff had not received tbe sum
of Rs. 2,315.,-13-6 in Jfipanese currency from the
defendentst which is inconsistent with paragraph 2 of
the original plaint. It is . difficult to accept the
suggestion that the plaintiff did.-not know all the facts
and circumstances surrounding the case when the
plaint was filed on the -31st March 1947, which was
nearly two years after the British reoccupation of
Burma. It is clear that the proposed amendments
sought to· raise a new issue which did not arise in the
original plaint, and it is also clear that the new ·issue
\Vhich is sought to raise in the proposed amended
plaint is not an issue which incidentally arises or is
connected with the issue raised in the original plaint.
It is however contended on behalf of the plaintiff
that the. power to allow the amendment of a plaint
I
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under Rule 17 of Order VI of the Code of Civil Procedure ought to be liberally exercised, and the C<r e or
P.ili. Chettyar Finn v. Jfn Shwe Port ond !?.co olhtrs
(1) was cited to shovv cha·c the plaint ought t: 1 be
aDowed to be amended unless the amendm~::nt is
intended to set up a distmctly inconsistent C<tse ;,.vith
the case set out in tbe ori;:~in:1l plaint. In P.ivf. Chetfya;Finn's case (1) the plaintiff appears to have based his
case in the original plaint on an ordinary registered
mortgage but in the amended plaint he hm,·ever
alleged that the money was lent on the security nf an
equitable mortgage. There it was observed that the
primary relief which was sought was for repavment
of the money lent with interest, and it was accordingly
considered that the claim as set up in the amended
plaint was not clearly inconsistent with the claim set
out in the original plaint.
In the present case under
consideration the question of the loan is not disputed 1
and the real issue which arises under the original
plaint is quite different from the issue which arose in
the case of P.M. Chettyar Fitm (1).
The observation of Lord Buckmaster in the case of
Ma Shwe Myat v Maung Mo Hnau11g (2) appears to be
appropriate and it is as follows :
'' All rules of Court are nothing but pr:ovisions intended to
secure the .proper administration of justice and it i'S therefore
essential tha,t they should be made to serve and be subprdinate to
that purpose, so that full powers of amendment must be enjoyed
and should always be liberally exercised, but none !he less no·
power has yet been given to enable one distinct cause of action to
be substituted for another, nor to change, by means of
amendment, the subject-matter of the suit."

It appears to ~e that if the amendments which have
been proposed by the plaintiff had been allowed 1 it
could properly be said that the plaintiff was setti:ng up
(1)

S Ran. 115.

(2) I.L R. o4ll Cal. 8.32 at i'· 835.

BURMA--LAW REPORTS.
, n i:: consistent case wiih \vhat he had sc:t up m the
origir :tl plaint in that the plaintiff atttmpted imf)li ~dly
tllrou;;:h the proposed ~me::ndments to deny that he bad
received the sum of Rs. 2,315-13-6 in }<1p:mese CU\Tcncy
from the first defendant, aml thus 1t could be :;,~1c:l that
the pr~posed amendments of the plair!tiff come \Vi thin
the wiscbief indicated in the !zJter pc·riion d the
observation made by Lord Buckmaster as quoted
above.
In !he case of Byasli ChcndnJ Roy v. Ajodhyrwlh
Deb and others (1) Cunliffe J. observed as follows:
"The plaintiff does not · ctuaily seek '.' set up a new cause
of action, but he does seek to intmcluce fresh matter l!lto his
plaint which it is admitted on both sides would cleprh·e the
defenchnts of the bene11t of their statutory defence set up by
Yirtne of the Limitation Act.
The question at issue was decided many years ago in
Engbncl by the Court of Appeal, notably in the case of vTTeldon v.
Neal (:?). Lord Esher in that case said : ' \Ve must act on the
settled rule of practice, which is that amendments are not
admissible when they prejudice the rights of the opposite party
as existing at the date of such amendments.' And on the
particubr facts of that case Lord Lindley said : 'I do not think
it would be just to the defendant to allow these amendments, the
effect of which wbuld be to deprive him q£ his defence under the
Statute of Li~itations.' " .'

The above quptations apply appropriately to what
is proposed to be done in the present case.
If the
plaintiff jn the present case is to withdraw his suit with
leave to file a fresh suit against the defendants, the
fresh suit would have been barred in that it would be
filed a considerable time after the period of limitation
'in favour of the defendants had lapsed. It seems to be
clear that a Court will not ordinarily allow an
amendment of the plaint where the effect of allowing
(ll 10 Ran. 74 :at p.

7S.

(2l (1887) 19 Q.B.D. 394.
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th:; amendment would be to deprive the plaintiff of
some legal right which had accrued to him by lapse of
time, and that, if any amendment is allowf:d in that
circumstance, it would be only in very exceplional
cases.
The case of Krish11a Prasad Sil?f'.h and anofl!er v.
Ma A;te and oUw's (1) \ras an exceptional case, and it
was obviously a case where the plaintiff ought not to
have been deprived of his money for a mere technical
error in the execution of a promissory note upon which
his case was originally founded. In Krishna Pras£zd
Singfz's case {1) it also does not appear that any objection
was raised to the amenclrnen t of the P,lain
t. In the
\
present case there does not appear to be any
exceptional circumstance by which th e Court might be
influenced to allov,.· the plaint to be amended after the
period of limitation, in which the promissory note
could have been sued, had expired.
In the circumstanc~;;s the>: order of the Second Judge
of the Rangoon Gity Civil Court. dated the 24th
November 1947, pass~d in Civil Regular No. 294 of
1947, must be considered to be correct. The application is accordingly dismissed with costs. Advocate's
fee three gold moburs.

ill ( ;936-37) 14 Ran. 383.
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CRIMINAL REVISION.
BejOI"C

u s""

.1/utlllt, J.

MA THEIN YIN (APPLICANT)
v.
MA KYIN SHEIN (RESPONDF.NT).*
Crrmmal

Procedure Code, s. 261.-Trial by bettch - t11vested with uco11d
class powers-APPeal /its to Dis/net JJ!agislrate-Wirel/1e,. 1·e~·isiou
competeHI-S. 431.} (5), Crimiti,rl Procedun: Cod<·.

H dd; Every bench of :\lagi~trates invested with the powers of a Magistrate
of the ;:,econd Class can tr~· summarily under s, 261, Criminal Procedure Code
but the decision is! subject to appeal to the District Magistrate under s. 407 11).
Criminal'Procedure Code.
Qtuen-Empnss v, Narayattasa1f!Y, I.L.l\. 9 Mad. 36. referred to.

As the applicant filed revision before the learned Sessions Judge it could
not be entertained at the instance of a party who could have appealed. In the
present case s. 439 (5), Criminal Procedure Code is clearly in the way o( the
applicant,· :lS the reference is not on a report by the Sessions Judgt or a
District '.\iagistrate.
!(wg-Eu:peror v. !ltfulsamy, 1 L.B.R. 20Y, distinguished.

Ba Shun (Government Advocate) for the respondent.

U SAN MAUNG, J.-This is a recommendation by
the learned Sessions Judg¢ ' ot
~~.~in that the.
conviction of the applicant
ln''kYin, under
sectim) 278 .of the Penal Cod~ 'a
k· .s entence of
fine of Rs. 8 or seven days' impris~Uhlent passed upon
her by a Bench of Honorary M-agistrates at Yegyi in
Criminal Re&ular Trial No. 4 of 1948 be set aside.
The Honorary Magistrates at Yegyi were invested with
powers of a magistrate of the third class but when
they sit as a Bench, the Bench is invested with tll.e
· powers of a magistrate of the second class. See
Rule 3 of the Rules and Orders for regulating ~he

Ml

~Criminal Revision No. 92 (B) of 1948 being review o1 order of Honorary
Magistrates of Yegyi, elated the 18th May 1948, passed in Criminal Regular
Trial No.4 of 1948.
·
·

H.C.
1948
Att!<. 18.
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powers and procedure of Benches of Ma~istrates
reproduced in paragr;oph 380 of the Courts r,J:<nual.
Every Bench invested ._,:ith the po\vers of a Magistrate
of the second class i~. tmpowered to try surnm;:: ;·ily the
offences mentioned 1n section 261 of the Ccc~t of
Criminal Procedure. S(l: Rule 7 of the afcrcsaid
rules. However, whetl!el· the Bench invested 'Xilh, the
second class pow·ers t ries a case summarily ( >r in a
regubr way its decision is subject to appeal \o th e
District Magistr<tte under section 407 . 1) of tl ~ ·- ('nde
ot Criminal Pro<;edure. See Queen-Empress v. Ncmyanasami (1 ). Instead of appealing again-~1 the
conviction and sentence before the District Magis1uk,
Bassein, the applicant has filed an application for
revision before the learned Sessions Judge who has
apparently overlooked the provisions of sub-section 5
of section 439 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. It
reads:
" Where under this Code an appeal lies and no appeal is
brought, no proceedings by way of revision s hall be entertained
at the instance of t he party who could have appealed."

No doubt, in the case of King-Emperor v. Af;pulsamy (2)~ it was held that sub-section {5) of section 439,
Criminal Procedure Code, does not debar the Chief
Court from dealing with a case on revision reported by
the Sessions Judge or District Magistrate of his own
motion and rrot on the applicati·on of the accused who
could have appealed but did not do so.' However, in
the present case, section 439 (5) of the Criminal
Procedure Code is clearly in the way. The application
for revision should have been dismissed by the learned
Sessions J.udge. His recommendation cannot therefore
be acc·epted, an-d· l direct that the _ pro:ceedings be
.r eturned to him.
(t) l.L.R. 9 Mad. 36.

(2) 2 L.B .R. 209.
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CRIMINAL REVrSION.
Bt:fon U .-l1111g T!ta (;ya·w . .J.

MAUNG ANT B\VE

AND ONE (APPUC.\NTS \

v.
THE UNION 'OF BURMA (RESPONDENT).*~
Cnmmal Procedure Code, s. 256 (1) a.Jd (2j-No•J-compliatJc,-Effecl of.

Held: The right to r,;call pro~ecntion witnesses is gi.vcn b\ sedint> 256 (1),
Criminal Proeedu1e Code and the right to eh·~ evic!enc:c: ,,n :,js 'wn behalf is
provided for in the seconro p:~rt of the section. The terms ··f these Slob·
se~tlons are in their nature and wording mandatory in character
:im failure
on the part of the trying Magistrate· to comply with th~se prcwision~ must be
regarded as vitiating the trial irrespective of whether any failure of justice is
occasioned thereby
,l!ariura Mulhu Va1111iat1 a11d six others, I.L.R. 45 Mad. 820, applied.

U AuNG THA GYAW, J.-The two applicants were
charged and convicted under secticm 427 of the Penal
Code and were each sentenced to pay a fine of Rs. 30
with the option of three weeks' rigorous imprisonrnent in default.
The learned trying Magistrate conducted the trial
summarily as provided 'in Ch11pt~rXX.II of the Code.
A perusal ·of the "tri~ . recc;>f~ sllQo~~,matJhere was no
.compliance with the provi~~J;~':3i~':.~.ection·
256 of the
_.. , ._ .
·Code and the ·learned' 'Se~~i()#s Jl.ldge (Magwe} has
accordingly recommended that the convictions and
sentences passed upon the applicants be quashed.
The learned Sessions Jtidge' s recommendations
must be unreservedly accepted. In the trial of warrant
cases by Magistr-ates either ordinarily or summarily,
the procedure provided in Chapter XXII of the Code .
must be strictly observed and the tr.ial record must
clearly show this c;ompliance with the law.
.1'

•

•· ..· '-

::

.:- _:_,ff.-!-:~;;~-~:j!;-:'//,i-:>-=·'-:e';~_~:

• CrimiuaLRevi.sion. No..IZ?J3 of 1948 heing.· review of order of Head~
--qJlar!ers Magistrate, M.inbu, dated the 8th June 1948; passed in Criminal
-Summary Trial No. 28 ofl948.

.H.C.
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In the present case there is no record of the fact
that either section 256, sub-section {1) or sub-section {2}
MAUNG ANT
has been duly complied witli. The terms of both these
BwE ANn
ONE
sub-sections
are both ; n their nature and in their
v
THE UNION \Vording_ mandatory in character and any failure on the
OF BURMA.
part of the trying :Magistrate to comply with these
U AUNG THA
provisions must be regar¢ed as vitiating the trial
GYAW, J.
irrespective of the question as to \vbether any failure of
justice had in fact occasioned thereby. Under the first
part of the section after the accused has claimed
to be tried he shall be required to state forthwith
whether he wishes to cross-examine any, and if so,
which of the witnesses for the prosecution whose
evidence has been taken. The accused shall then be
called upon to enter upon his defence. Then under
the second part of the section the accused shall be
asked whether he desired to give evidence on his own
behalf and the Magistrate shall warn him in the manner
required by sub-section (l) of section 342 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure.
The right to recall prosecution v,:itnesses provided
in the first part of the section ,and the right to give
evidence on his own behalf provided in the second part
of the section are statu tory rights which cannot be
hghtly denied to an accused person. In fact, there is
no provision in the Code by which an accused person
can be deemed to have waived or forfeited his right
and as the Code now stands as amended it is the
bounden duty of all Magistrates to see that accused
persons are given the opportunity to exerci_se these
rights. Failure to observe the requirements of these
two sub-sections must be regarded as an illegality
which vitiates .the whole trial. Failure to re-examine
an 'accused person after the further cross-examination
· .nf prosecution witnesses has been regarded as an
illegality having the same consequen¢e to the trial.
H.C.
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[.Madura Muthu Vamdan and six others (1)]. Failure
to give an accused person an opportunity of explaining
the evidence against him in the manner aUowed to him
by law would appear to be an illegality of equal
importance. \
Accordingly the conviction and sentences passed
upon the two applicants will be set aside and they shall
be set at liberty so far as this case is concerned. The
fines, if paid by them, will be refunded.

ss

(1) I.L.R, 45 Mad, 820, ~··
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ORIGINAL CIVIL.
Rfore U Eo Gyi, J.

H.C.

U ZAGARA (PJ.-AINT!FF)

1948

.&Pt. 7.

'l,

u

SANDAWBATHA

(DEFENDANT).*

Burmcs' Budd/11si Law-Sanghika p,·opcrt:y-Burma Lml'S Act, s. 13,
tlattsc (1)-Rulf's of Vinaya and Transfer CJ/ ProPerty Act-Successiou
to kyaungdike-Rig/d o.f posscssio11, control ami mmu~ gem cut.
H~ld: Buddhist Priest-hood is a religious institution and devolution of a
pongyi kyau11g is a question of religious usage within the meaning of
s. 13 (1) of Burma Laws Act.
In this matter the rules of the Dhammatflats are applicable to the laity and
the rules of the l'illaya govern the clergy.
The rules of the J!i11aya in respect of a gift have however bcP.n altered by
s. 123, Transfer of Property Act. The Civil Courts under s . 226 of the
Constitution are bollnd to administer justice according to Jaw, canon as well
as lay.
Sllurc To11 v. Ttw Liu, 9 L. B.R. 220 at p. 242; A.R.L.P. F1rm \', U Po
Kyaitzfl and one, (19391 Ran. L .R. 311 ; U Zayanta v. U Nnga, 9 L .B.H. 258
U Pa11dnwzm v. U Sand:ma and 011c, LL.R. 2 I~an. 131 at p. 142, followed.
U Pi1znya v. Mnu11g Lmc1, I.L.R. 7 Ran. 677, not followed.
•Where the gift of a kyatm~d.ikc is invalid for want of a registered deed it
must be considered to be Saughika property. un the death of the presiding
monk it is the duty and the privilege of the Sangha to elect a successor to the
deceased-presiding mouk and a monk does not automatically become the
auccessor of the presiding monk by reason of age and seniority. But where
the senior 1~1onk is tacitly acknowledged by the monks of a Sanghika
Kyarmgdikc he becorn<:~ the presiding monl;; with powers of control and
management.· But where the authority of seniormost monk is not acknowledged either expressly or tacitly the presiding monk must be elected by the
monks of kYmmgdi ke or the majority of them.
,
u Tlmse~tta y. U Emdawutzlha, (19401 Ran. L.R. 97 at p; 102, followed.
Apart -froiD the presiding monk none of the Sa11gha living in a Sat1gldka
kyazmgdikt is entitltd to possession, control and management.
u ZawtiPala v. U T!latdama, A.I.R. (1939) Ran. 21, followed,

Hla Tun Pru for the .plaintiff.

Kltoo, for the defendant.
*Civil Regular No. 23 of 1947 of' the High Court, Rangoon.
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U Bo GYI, J.-This suit is between two Buddhist
monks and concerns religious property. The plaintiff
U Zagara claiming to be the poggalilw owner and/or
the presiding or seniormonk of the West Peinnegon
Kyaungdike sues to evict the defendant U Sandawbatha
from the premises of the Kyaungdike on tbe ground, it
is said, of the latter having committed a serious breach
of monastic discipline in that he on or about the 16th
October 1947 pulled down a dilapidated kyaung within
the kyaun.gdike and constructed a new kym.mg on the
old site in spite of a lawyer's notice forbidding him so
to do and in open defiance of the plaintiff's authority.
The defendant admits having done so, but denies the
plaintiff to be the poggalika owner or presiding monk
of the kyaungdike. In paragraph 10 of his written
statement he claims to have received the dilapidated
kyaung together with the Lower Tavoy kyaung nearby
from their poggalika owner U Thagaya in reversion but
he admits that the sites of those kyaungs " form part
of the Peinnegon Kyaungdike, which site was the
poggalika property of the late U Eindawun, a Burmese
Buddhist monk." He denies the plaintiff to have any
cause of action against him.
There are four principal kyat~~~>' in the suit
kyaungdike: the Daung kyaung S~~.§!~ting· ·of two
buildings one qf \Vhich is known as m s i:pucca building,
the Poppa kyaung, the Upper Tavo?J:i;ikyaung, and tbe
Lower Tavoy kyaunf! which comprises the dilapidated
kyaun{!. abovementioi1ed and the ~~in kyaung which is
occupied by .the defendant. The plaintiff's case is that
the suit kyaungdike together with three other kyaungdikes belong to the late U Eindawun {also spoken of
as U Eind(!.wuntha), who on the eve of his departure
for Thayetmyo during the Japanese occupation orally
gave all the four kyaung,dikes to a lay devotee of his,
D~w Sint1 who op hearin~ of 4is 4eath ~ifted thy

H.C.
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kyaungdi!?es to the plaintiff in the same manner in the
presence of monks and laymen. Alternatively, he
U ZAGARA
v.
claims to be the presiding monk of the suit kyaungdike
0 ~::~:.w- or, at any rate, the seniormost monic. That the
-G
plaintiff is the seniormost monk of the suit kyaungdike
U B 0 Yl 1
is not denied by the defendant. They both appear to
have started living there some twenty years ago, the
plaintiff as U Eindawuntha's invitee living at the
Daung kyaung and the defendant on his part as
U Thagaya's donee of the Lower Tavoy kyaung, and
they have lived in their respective kyaungs ever since.
The plaintiff and his witnesses speak to the suit
kyaungdike being U Eindawuntha's poggalika property
but most of the Sayadaws who say so do not appear to
have directed their minds to the question whether the
site of the kyaungdike together with the buildings
thereon or the site alone was poggalika property.
U Thippa (P. W. 9) who is the grandson of the alleged
original owner U Withokda on .his mother's side and
also of U Eindawuntha on· his father's side states that
he knows the site of the suit kyaungdike to be
U Eindawunthaw's grant but does not know who owns
the buildings thereon. Indeed, the plaintiff himself
does not know to whom the buildings of the Lower
Tavoy kyaung actually belong. There is,. too, the
record of the Rangoon Development Trust, vide
,E;xhibit D, which admittedly is in respect of the suit
kyaungdike, which shows one U Nya Neinda to be in
possession under Government. In any case, however,
the defendant, as mentioned earlier, has admitted that
the .site of the kyaungdike was U Eindawuntha's
poggalika .property. The issues have been fixed, and
evidence led, on the basis of the pleadings and the
defendant cannot now go back on his own admission.
The site, at any rate, of the kyaungdike must for the
· pqrposes of the suit be deemed to be U Eindawuntha~
1

•
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poggalika property. The plaintiff, howe\'er, has failed
to show that the two buildings of the Lc)wer Tavoy
kyaun.g belonged to U Eindawuntha.

The substantial questions raised in this case are
embodied in the first issue whicb is whether the
plaintiff is poggu/ika owner or Sayadmt• (prtsicling
monk) or seniormonk of the suit kyaungdike. Since a
cpnsiderabie portion of the Vinaya is still unexplored
territory to secular Courts I have admitted oral
evidence as to the alleged gift by U Eindawuntha to
Daw Sint and by her in turn to the plaintiff in case a
text of the Vinaya might be discovered of such potency
as to override the imperative requirements of the
Registration Act. No such text has however been
brought to my notice:
Now, the Buddhist priesthood is undoubtedly a
religious institution and the question of the devolution
of a pongyi kyaung is a question, if not of inheritance,
at least of religious usage. Section 13 (1) of the Burma
Laws Act, so far as material to the present suit, is :
'' Where in any suit or other proceeding in Burma it is
necessary for the Court to decide any question regarding
succession, ~nheritance, marriage or caste, or any religious usage
or institution(a) The Buddhist law in ~i_where the parties are
.
Buddhists
~;_;~,t~"

'. ' "

shall form the rule of decision, ex&pt in so far as such law has
by enactment been altered or ~botislied, or is opposed to any
custom having the force o~ law.''

The question is whether the rules of Vinaya·
are part of
.
the Buddhist Law within the meaning of section 13 of
the Burma Laws Act. In Sh;we Ton v. Tun Li11 (1) it
was held by a Bench of five judges : " The Vinaya and
its commentaries form part of the Buddhist Law and
where the devolution (of the property of a pon}!,yi is
\

(1) 9 L.B.R. 220 at p. 242.
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concerned it seems ri.~ht that this branch of the law
should govern the decision.
" Divergent
U ZAGM?A
•
d
'lJ.
vte\vs were expresse on this question in U Pyinna v.
u BATHA.
s,\Nn;,w- J11aun!! Law (1).
But tlll' view expressed in Shwe Ton's
'-"
case {2) was confirmed hv a five judge Full Bench of
TlBoG"Yl,J. h l
LJ'
·
•
U Po Kyaing
t e ate r tgh Court In A.R.L.P. Firm v.
and another {3 ).. It seems that, so far as concerns
matters mentioned in section 13 of the Burma Laws
Act, the Buddhist Law governing them consists inter
alia of the rules of the Dhmmnathats applicable to the
laity and the rules of the Vinaya governing the clergy.
If these sets of rul~s have not been promulgated by
sovereign authority, they are in any event rules of
Customary Law in their respective spheres.
The next question is whether the rules of Vinaya as
part of the Buddhist Law have in any respect been
altered by an enactment. Section 129 of the Transfer
of Property Act, as it stood before its amendment, ran:
Nothing in this Chapter relates to gifts of moveable
property made in contemplation of death, or shall be
deemed to affect any rule of Muhammedan law, or,
save as provided by section one hundred and twentyw
three, any rule of Hindu or Buddhist Law." In this
secti~n, as amended by the Amending Act XX of 1929,
the words ''or, save as provided by section 123, any
rule of Hindu or Buddhist Law" have been omitted.
Mulla. in his commentary on the section says: "The
reference to Buddhist Law has been omitted as it was
considered that the chapter was consistent with
Buddhist Law." I must hold therefore that the rules of
the Vinaya in respect of gifts have been altered by
section 123 of the Tninsfer of Property Act. In
U Zayanta v. U Naga (4) it was held that Buddhist
religious gifts are not excepted from the operation of
H.C

1941>

I(

(I

I

{lJ I.L.R. 7 Ran. 677.

(2) 9 L.B.R. 220 at p. 242.

(3) (1939) R.L.R. 311.
(4) 9 L.B.R. 258,
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section 123 of the Transfer of Prop..:rty .-\ct. Later on,
in U Pm1.dawun v. U Sandima a1'!d one ( 1) Lcntaigne J.
observed :

87
.H.C.

1948
U ZAGARA
Tl,

U

S.~NDAW

BATHA.
" I :am satisfied that, if sections 123 and 129 oi the T1·ansfer
of Property Act, 1882, are read together, section 123 must be U Bo GYI,J
construed as enumer4l.ting the formalities requisite for the making
of va.Iid gifts by Hindus and Buddhists, provided that the gifts
ue otherwise valid under the personal law applicable to the
donor."

I may here mention also that if the question of the
validity of a gift of a llyaung by apongyi to a laywoman
or vice versa is not a matter of religious usage or
institution, then a fortiori the provisions of section 123
of the Transfer of Property Act would operate fully and
effectively without being under any sort of cloud.
Now, no text of the Vinaya overriding section 123
of the Transfer of Property Act has been brought to my
notice, but, on the other hand, the Vinaya, as shown
above, has been modified by mod~rn legislative
enactment in so far as religious gifts are concemed.
The eccle::.iastical authorit~es may consider themselves
amenable to the Vinaya.on!Y:, ..!?g~ .~h9 c;iyii Courts are
under section 226 of fhg \(;6ri~fitt1ti6n bound to
administer justice according t~··· y~~' 2~'non as well as
lay. IQ point of fact, the President of the Maha
Sangha Aphwe, Sayadaw · U Khemasara himself
recognizes that religious gifts of kyaungs are compulsorily registrable. I must hold therefore that tl;le
alleged gifts of the kyaungdikcs to and· by Daw Sint
were invalid.
Such being the legal position, the evidence of
U Ba Tha~ (P.W. 2) and others who speak to the gift
of the suit kyaungdike · and · other . kyaungdikes by
U Eindawuntha to Daw Sint as also the evidence
(1) I.L.R. Ran. 2, 131 at p. 142.
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of U Khemasara (P.vV. 4) and the other reverend
Sayada'WS who speak to tl:e gifts of the said llyaungdikes
by Daw Sint to the pbintifJ would be inadmissible
.under section 91 of the Evidence Act. Since the
evidence is inadmissible, I shall not go into the question
of its credibility.
Nmv, it has been held in U Thi!a v. U Arseinna (1)
that, according to the opinion of the Thathanabain.g,
the poggalilw ovvner of a kyauugdike has a right to
surrender to the donor of the kyaungdike the power to
appoint on his death his poggalika successor to the
kyau11gdike. But Daw Sint had not donated the
kyaungdikes and when I asked U Hla Tun Pru, the
learned Advocate for the plaintiff, during argument as
to the exact nature of the plaintiff's case, he replied :
"My case is that U Eindawuntha made an outright
gift of the kyaungdikes to Daw Sint who in· her
turn made an outright gift of the same to plaintiff."
Evidence thatr has been led is to the £arne effect.
Consequently, this is not a case where delegation of
power by a poggalika owner of a kyaw1g to his donor
to appoint his successor is either alleged or proved.
It is argued as a last resort that in the event· of the
gifts being held invalid for want of registration, it
should be held that, as religious property was involved,
Daw Sint 'became the trustee of the property. But
there was · no . declaration of a trust in this case ; and
a trust o{ immoveable property must under section 5 of
~he Trusts Act be registered.
For all the above reasons I hold that the plaintiff is
not. the poggalika owner of the suit kyaungdike.
Inasmuch as the gifts have been held invalid, the
suit kyaungdike must be consjdered to be Srmghika
property of the kind known
11{ata Sanghika. In

as

{1).(1938) R.L.R.·67l!.
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S!rtM Ton's cas.:> (1) cited ahove it was obsen·ed: "The
gent.:ral rule to bf drawn from the Vind)'(' (:lee
lvlahm·ag;ga, Volume 8, Cbapter 27, section 5 ': is that
rehgious property belonging to a Bzkkhu or Ralzan
passes on his death to the Sangha." The re\ erencl
SrryadaN.S examined on either side in this suit are in no
two minds about this. The question that arises in
these circumstances is whether the pJaintiff can be
reg<~rded as the presiding monk ot the suit l~vaungdike
the whole of which may for the purpose in hand be
deeme-d to be Sanghika property although there is
evidence tending to show that tbe Lower Tavoy kyaung
buildings are poggalika property. Sayadaw U Khemasara states that even if U Eindawuntha had not gifted
the kyaungdike, the plaintiff as the seniormost monk
could control the kyaungdike, election or no election;
but the Sayadaw concedes thaL in case the plaintiff's
management is not submitted to, an election mighi. be
held of the presiding monic Sayadaw U Arloka and
L' Kusala (P.vVs. 5 and 6) give their vievi'S .in much the
same vem . Savadaw U Dhamathara (P.vV. 7) begins
by saying that, when the h
dies, generally s .....................
of the kyau
to the
;:::,·:;;,;,ci,;;·r'·,·. ·_ ,,,,r~··
monk is elec'f~a as presiding m~nk by the Sangha. of a
sa,zg!iika kyizungdike, his authority must be submitted
to; but he need not be submitted to, if 1he has not
been so elected." · In re-examination, however, the
Sayadaw veers round to his. former opin\on. On the
other hand, Sayadm.t• U Pyinnawuntha (D.W. 3) is
positive that in the case of Mata San.ghika property it
is only the monk duly elected by the monks 0f the
kyaungdike wb o can become presiding monk ; and the
Sayadaw has at my request forwarded through
(1) 9 L.B.R. 220 at p. 242
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defendant's advocate tex:uai authorities in support
of his viev.; which .:uthonties have been set out in
tJ ZAG~-!..RA
Annexure IV.
l' .
USAt-:!11\\ReacliiJg the views of the Sayada·ws together, they
llATi!A.
seem to resolve themselves into this : if the monks of
U Bo GYI, J. a Sanglzika
kyalmgdil<e taciily acknov.,ledge the
authority of a monk, ~enerally the seniormost monk of
the kyau~tgdike, such monk becomes the presiding
monk with powers of control and ~11anagement.
Sayadazo U Khemasara instances the vVeluwun, Salin
and Normal kyaungdikes, all Sanghika, where he says,
on the death of the presiding monk the seniormost
surviving monk stepped into his shoes. The Sayadaw
does not mention \Vhether any objection had been
raised regarding the right of succession : probably in
those kyaungdzkes the monks tacitly acknowledged the
authority of the senionnost monk as their head. But,
on the other b<,ncl) if the authority of the seniormost
monk is not acknowledged either expressly or impliedly,
the presiding monk must be elected by the monks of
the kyauHgdikc: or the majority of them. It was
observed in U Thuseitta v. U Eindm.vuntha (1) that it
was the privilege and duty of the Sangha to elect the
presiding monk of a Sanghika kya!-tngdike. This is as
it should be ; for if the seniormost monk happened to
be coo old and infirm and ignorant to discharge the
duties of management a~d control it would be unreasonable to require the other moriks, however learned
and however capable) t9 submit to his authority. To
take an extreme case, if the seniormost monk is in his
dotage, should -the other monks in the kyaungdike
submit to his authority ? I suppose not. It would
seem to iollow, therefore, that a monk does not
automatically succeed to the headship of a Smzghika
ky(l-ungdike by reason only of his age and seniority.
H.C

194,-.(

(1) <!940) R.L.R. 97 at p. 102.
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No text of the Vinaya has been cited w prove the
contrary. There must be tacit or express cur;sent of
the majority of the Sangha residing in the kyaw1,£!,ctike
to such succession. Such consent is all that matters,
election or tacit acknowledgment being m>:::rely an
outward manifestation and evidence of consent. After
all, as Sayadaw U Khemasara says, nowadays people
throughout Burma, ecclesiastical or lay, must be
governed by methods of democracy. In fact, the
Buddhist. Brotherhood is a democratic institution
and there is a saying, n o.Jro'Jso'): ot~~GOJ~:f l:lw~OJ'JII"
which is the Burmese equivalent of vox populi vox dei.
On the facts oi the case, therefore, I must bold that the
plaintiff is not the presiding monk of the suit kyaungdike. Admittedly, he has not been elected as such and
the presiding monks of the other kyaun{!,s in the
kymmgdike refuse to acknowledge his authority.
Although some Sayada'ze.Js not belonging to the
suit kyaungdil~e recognize the pl<J,intiff as the west
Peinnegon Sayadaw, \he resident monks of the said
taik who are the electorate do not acknowledge him as
such 1 and the plaintiff states that after U Eindawuntha's
death the relations between him and the other 1llOnks
continued as before and no one either acknowledged
or repudiated his authority,.
It is pressed on me that sine~ the defendant was
present at the feeding of the monks where Daw Sint
gift~d the kyaungdike it must be held that he consented
to the plaintiff assuming the role of the head of the
taik. The plaintiff states that at the time of the gift
there wert six monks in the ky,aungdike. Of ·them,
U Ba Thaw says, U Ariya, U Pyinnaza\vta, U Thondara
4nd defendant attended th~ hmction. All these monks
denied having witnessed any gift at the function, ~nd
there i's no evid.er:tce that they st;:!.yeq on after the
feeding.
Possibly, tl1ey vy~re a~ong those who
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according to l ) Aindriya, left the function after the
feeding was over. (i ran!ed for argument's sake that
u Z~G\IlA they ·witnessed tl: e gift and raised no objection, no
v.
C' SA~ llAW·
estoppal can be pleaded against them as there can be
,ljATHA
no estoppal against an :-\ct of Legislature ; and, furtheru DO GYI, J.
more, they had not been asked to a:Uend an election
meeting and could have ignored the oral gift.
It is further cvntendecl that granting that the
plaintiff is not either the poggalika owner or presiding
monk of the kyaTtnJ!.dilu, nevertheless as the senior
n1onk he has a right to object to defendant's demolishing the old kyaung and erecting a new kyaung in its
place and in 't he event of defendant's recalcitrance to
evict him from the kyaungdike. Sayadaw U Khemasara in his evidence and nis advice (Annexure I)
supports this view. The plaintiff as one of the resident
monks may have a right to object; but the question
whether he can evict the defendant is not free from
difficulty. No tetxual authority has been cited in
support of the ·view that a resident monk who is not
the presiding monk of a Sangl1ika kyaungdike can alone
evict a r·~calcitrant monk from the kyaungdike. On the
contrary, it has been held in U Zawtipala v. U Thatdama (1) that apart from the presiding inonk none of
·the Sangha living in a Sattghika kyaun{!,dike is entitled
to possession, control and management. If the case
were to be decided according to justice, equity and
good conscience as required under sub-sectipn (3) of
sectiop 13 of t~e .Burma Laws Act, the result would be
the same ·: for ·no co-owner of property can oust the
other co~owner from the property, each being equally
entitled to possession.
Now, since the plaintiff· has failed .t o establish his
·lO(.US slmtdi to. bring the present SUit J need not try the
H.C.

194-

(1) A.l R. (1939) Ran. 2L
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remaining issues. Before parting with the case,
H.C.
1948
I cannot help remarking that if this dispute were
adjudicated on by ecclesiastical authorities, the result u ZAGARA
v.
might be different, the learned Sayadaws on both sides u ANvAwTr
BATHA..
being agreed that under the v maya U Eindawuntha
could make a valid gift of the kyaungdike (assuming it u Bo GYI, J.
to be his poggalika property) to Daw Sint,, who in her
turn could validly gift it to the plaintiff. But modern
law impinges on the rules of an ancient civilization
and the Civil Courts have to have regard to both.
In the result, the suit is dismissed. Both parties
being Buddhist monks, there will be no order as to
costs.

G.~.B.c.P.O.-No. 25,

H.C R_., 22·8-49-1,650-II.
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PLEA OF

ADVOCATE EN!WLLED BY SUPREME COURT
ADVOCATE'S ADMISSION RULES. 1930-Rul~ 5 (11-Advocate enrolled
by Supreme Co.urt-Witetller &ltroLment valid. No 11otice to Bar

Coutlcii-Ejfect. Applicant was enrolled by the Supreme Court.
He applied under Advocates' Admission Rules, 1930. The Bar
Council was not functioning then, and no notice was possible to
them, bnl th~ admission of advocates was considered by the
Hon'ble Judges. Held: That the Supreme Court was a duly
constituted Court exercising the functions and powers of the
High Court including enrolment of advocates. Til(; King v.
ft[auttg Hmitt and three others, (1946) R.L.R. 1. foiiowed and
applied. Everything possible seemed to have been done in
conforming to the rules governing admission of advocates, and
applications were carefully considered by the Hon'ble Judges of
the Supreme Court. Compliance with the statutory requisite to
give a notice to the Bar Council would not be possible and the
Court could do nothing except dispense with the performance of
what is impossible. Maxwell on Interpretation of Statutes,
9th Edn. , p. 387, referred to. Held further: That orders made
by the Supreme Court are followed in all respects and have the
same effect as if they had been made by the High Court of
Judicature at Hangoon. Criminal Reference -No. 2 of 1947,
referred to. The present Court, the successor of the Supreme
Court, has no power of sitting in judgment over' the official act
of the said Court.
·IN THE MATTER OF U KHIN MAUNG

504
278.

AGE~CY

AGRICULTURAL DEBTS MoRATORIUM ACT
1

(BURMA AcT

XXIV

OF

1947)-ss. 2 (b) and 3-S. 2 (b) wlten applicable-$. 3 wlzett

appiicabl e to pending cases. Held : S. 3 of the Act does not
·apply to pending snits. In pending suit. the plaintiff seeks to
have . defendant's liability declared. Before he can reap the
fruits of that decree he must apply for execution. It is at that
stage that s. 2, clause (b), comes into play and it w~:mld then be for
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the defendants to claim that the decree could not be enforced
and it musl be kept under suspension.
R.M M.R.M. CHETTYAR FIRM 'IJ • .MAUNG KYAW HTU AND
101

ONE

PLEADlKG-Order 6, Rule 17, Codt of Civil Procedure
-Period of limitati01~ e~pired-Amendmeut when permissiblePrittciples applicable. A plaint filed on the last day oi limitation
was sought to be amended after the period of the expiry of
limitation by substituting.a!legation of payment to the grandson
of the plaintiff in place of allegation of payment to plaintiff and
by adding that the person receiving payment had no right to
receive on behalf of the plaintiff. The trial Conrt dismissed
the application fo.r amendment of the· plaint. Held : That
through the P•Jwers of ame~dment under (Jrder 6, Rule 17 of
the Code of Civil Procedure ought to be liberally exercised,
one cause of action cannot be substituted for another. P.N.
Chettyar Firm v. Ma Shtue POl& and l~vo otlzus, 5 Ran. 115,
considered. Ma Shwe Myat v. Matmg 11Jo Hmmng, I.L.R. 48 Cal.
832 and 835, applied. The introduction of a new matter
which would deprive the defendant of the benefit of the
statutory defence of limitation cannot be permitted and it
is a settled n1le of practice that such amendments are uot
admissible. Byash Cha11dra Roy v. Ajodhynatlz Peb c111d others,
10 R~m. 74 and 75; We/dots v. Ntal, {18871 19 Q.B.D 394,
referred to and fot!owed. Jt is only in_ exceptional cases where
plaintiff ought not to be deprived of his money for technical
error that amendments can be allowed and it does not appear
that" any objection w:~s raised to the amendment in Krishna
Prasad Singh atzd 011e v. 11/4 Aye mtd others, (1936-37) 14 Ran.
383.
N.PL.ST. l\1UTHAYA CHETTYAR v, Rm.A.Rm. CHETTYAH

AMENDMENT OF

35.>

FIRM AND ONE
coNVICTION -UNDER S. 30Z
can be converted to cue ut~der s.

(2) PENAL CoDEWhether
302 (11 of tile Pe11al
Code-S~. 4'23 atld 439, Crimmal Procedure Code. The question
arose whether in appeal against conviction: under s. 30:f'(2) of
the Penal Code the-finding can be alt~ed to one ur:tder s. 302 (1}
which would be tantamount to. a ,finding of
more serious
offmce. Held : That the Courf · ~S :competent to do so. Case
law on the point considc~ed. U $czw.and others v. The Utziat~
of Burma, (19481 ·B L.R: .217. ; 0~~< S~twe (a) Ka!aw v. KingEmperor, 1 Ran. 436 ;.S,lrda P~as(ld v. Emperor, A.I.R. {1937)
All. 240; Bawa Singh ·v~ The C1J?Wfi, l ,L.R. 23 Lah. 129.; Ra1rjlla
(ltld orte v. fuEperor, A.I.R. (194S) Lab. 74, considered.
THAN KHE (a) ·WAI TUN PRU (a) KRAUNG SHJ.Y v. THE

APPEAL AGAlNST

a

UNioN OF BUI~MA
APPEAL.

CONSIDERATION IN

20 OF THE UNION JUDICIARY ACT-Order XL!,
Rule 22, Civil Procedtil't Code-Cross-objectioii~Whetllu catt be
filed-Pledge of it'l!-:tllery with Co/f/ract that after· a period
it will be rcdumable-Ss. -176 and 177 of the· Contract. ActSale by tire pledgee after the :Period-CouversiotJ-Meast~re of
·damages whether .to be det~rmined .al tJ;e dale of flu C01Jvcrsion or at tlte date of the sutt. Held: Under Order XLI, 'Rule
:22 of the Code of Civil Procedure, cross-objection can be filed
· ·in an apJ!eal under s. 20 of the Union, Judiciary Act, 1948.
(Corresponding to letters patent appeal). Abhlakh Baksll Sint~l&
and otlters v. Thakt~r Prasad a11d ot~urs, -{1943) l.L.R. 18

A!'PKAL UNDER S.

3

.
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Luck, 256; Abllilak/li v. Sada Nand, 119311 I.L,R. 33 All.
533 (F B) ; Sabitri Tlrakurain v. Savi, (1921) I.L.R. 48 Cal.
481 ; Sti11 Dass v. Lakhajee and at~otlter, 11940) R.L.R. 393 ;
Jl.D. Vwkatasam Chctty atzd one v. Matllicltmtd Gulabcltand
(1926) I.L.R. 49 Mad. 291, followed, L •. la J{lzaza11chi Shah v:
Haji Niat Ali, A.I.R. 11940) Lah •. 438 at p. 441 ; Jl!ir G!wlam
1Ju>$ai1t Sahib v. Ay~slta Bibi.aud twelve others, I.L.R (1941)
~Mad. 775 {F.B.J, referred to. Even though a pledger agrees
cthat he will have no right of redemption after a certain period
still his ri:~ht of redemption continues under ss. 176 and 177 of
.the Contract Act. The p!edge cannot contract himself out of
his statutory right g:iven by ss. 176 and 177 of the Contract Act
.and if the pledgee sell the pledged articles without due
-notice as provided in the act, he is guilty of conversion.
The .Co-operative Hindus/han Bank, Limit ,a. v. Sur~tlrauatl! De,
{1932) I.L.R, 59 Cal. 667 at p. 668, followed. Tile B.I.S.N. Co.,
r.tri. v. Alib!Jai Maltomed, (1919-20) 10 L.B.R. 292 [F.B.•; Fut
Chong v. Matmg Po Cho, (1929) I.L.R. 7 Ran. 339; The
Bombr.y Steam Navigation Company, Limited v. Vasudev Baburao
-~amat, (1928) I.L.R. 52 Bam. 37 ; LakJ:aji Dollaji & Co.
v. Boorugu Ma!Jadco Rajatma at,d one, A I.l~. (1939) Bam. 101 ;
Bri; Coomaree v, Salamauder Fire lnsUra11Ce Co., (1905) LL.R.
32 Cal 816 at p. 823, referred to. Dwarilla v. Bagatvati,
A.l.R. 11939) Ran. 413 at p. 4 14, dissented from. Measure of
.dmnages in a su it for conversion of pledged goods made ho11a
fido is the market value of the goods sold at lhe time of conversion and not at the time of the institution of th e Sllit. S.l.. Rama;wamy Chetlinr mzd one v. M.S.A.P.L. Palaniappa.Clzeltiar, A,I.R.
H930) Mad. 364; Allimzce Ba11k of Simla l/11 Liquidation) v.
:;1iama11di Latjaiizi La/, (1927) I.L.R. 8 Lah 373 ; Blzimji,N. Dal<ll
" ··Bombay Trust Corporatiou, Limited, A.I.R. (1930) Bam. 306 ;
.Shivaprasad Singh v. Pra.v agkumari Debee, (1934) I.L.R. 59
Cal. 7ll at pp. 738-739; Motilal v. Lam.hmiclrand, A.I.R. (1943)
Nag. 163; Sollowy mtd one v. Me Laughtiu, {1938) A.C. 247 ;
Briuly v. Kwdall, (1852) 117 E .R. 1540; Johwon v,''Stear, ('1863)
143 E.R. 812; Owners of Steamship Celiav. Owm:rsof Steamship Voltumo, (1921) A.C. 544 (rlouse of Lords); Owuers of
Dredger Leisbosch v. Owners of Steamship Ediso1~, (1933) A.C.
449 (House of Lords) ; S .S. Celia v. S.S. Volturno, (1921) 2 A.C.
544 at pp. 562 to 564, followed. Louis Dryfus & Co. v.
Firm of Ghandamal & Co., (1919) 52 I C. 878 i Bansidhar
v. Sq.nl Lal, 10 All. 133 ; llfa Me Shin v. R M.R.M.N. Chett:yar
Firm, A..I.R. (1933) Ran. 76; GreeniM; v. Wilki-nson, {1825-291
R.R: 790; Rosenthal v . Alder!o~t & Sons, Ltd., {1946} K B. 37,4,
distinguished. Donald v. Suckliug, (18661 L.R. ..1 Q.B.D. 585 ;
Wilkinson v. Verity, (1871) L.R. 6 C.P. 206; Btaiiial! v. A B T S.
Lid., 11948t64 T.L.R. 285 at p . 287; Claytott v. Le Roy, 2 T.L.R.
479 (1911) 2 K_.B. 1031; Saclts v. Miklos, [1947) 64 T,L.R.181;
Fr~~tsce v. Gaudet, (187i) L.R. 6 Q .B.D. t96, referred to.
ABDUL RAZA.K v. lJ PAw Ttl~ AuNG & Co.
APPELLAT!!: COURT. 'PdW ER OF
OF RECElVER-G'rotlttds.;_Ap.plicat ion · for ·interim
dismissed--Subsequeut appoitdme1if of receiverWIIl'hcr discretion properly exercised /lCCOrdittg to gutdirlg
pritzciples-Powus of Appellate Court. H eld : That in an application for appointment of a receiver -the court has to consider
whether ·speci al-interference with the possession of a defendant
i~ requiTed, there being a well-founded fear that the property in
<I{Uestion will be dissipated or that irreparable mischief may be

APPOINTMENT

rneiver
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done unless the Court gives its protection. B~11uy Krishna
Mukherjee ami others v. Sat is Clzandra Gi1·i a11d others, I.L.R 55
CaL 720 !P.C.l, followed Power conferred by the Code on
court for appointment of receiver "Should be exercised with
greatest care and caution. Violent and \Vholesale charges by
plaintiff of w:~ste and malversaticn by the defendant in possession

is not tumcient, unless facts averred and established show that
there has been an abuse or dmger of abuse by the defendant ilt
possession. S.B. Devi awl another v. B. N. Rai a11d mwtlter,
I.L. R. 5 All. 556, followed. Held furl her : That an order for
appointment of a receiver is discretionary, and the discretion
is that of the court in which the suit itself is pending. But
where the trial Court did not exercise its di~cretion in accordance with legal principles the court of appeal can exercise its
discretion in the matter. Benoy Krislzua Mukl:erj~e <md others v.
Satis Cha11dra Gfl'i aud otlter-s, LL.R. 55 Cal 720 (P.C.\, applied
and followed. 'Where application for ad i11lt:1 im receiver is
dismissed and no new I acts or circumstances are brought forward
for appointment of a receiver, the court will nor disturb person
_rightly in possession unles• there is an equitable ground for
interference Mere fact that person in possession is poor is not
adequatereason for appointing a receiver. Muhammad Aslmri
v. Nisar H11sain, I.L.R. 43 AIL 311 at p. 313, referred to.
DAW SEIN YIN

v.

u

ON KHlN

ss. 32, 33. Held: ln view of ss, 32 and 33
of the Act no suit lies on·any groun~ whatsoever for a decision
upon the validity of an award or to set it aside, The procedure
'laid clown in the Act must be followed.
DAW TOKE AND ONE v . MAU:<:G Po CHA AND OTHERS

487

ARB!'I'RATlON AC'l', 1944,

.~RBITRATION GLAUSE IN CONTRACT
ARBITRATOR.

47

527
527

FUNCTIONS OF

AcT, s. 19 (f)-Sam:tiou filed durmg tlie . course- of trialEvideuce previously recorded if a4mis$ib[e-;;S. 29, Arms .ActProceedings instituted: meaning. Ma~!lg ~a.n. Tin_ \Y_:l~..J?und in
possession of a hand-grenade on 6th Octob{r·19~7_ :md ,was sent
up for trial under s. 20, Arms Act, , 1;!{§>"¥,:~gi~tP!le . after
recording evidence felt that a prima_facit:l~P·M upder ,s.19 [/),
Arms Act had been made out. He. adjourned the {le,a_riog and
tl'!e sanction was produced from the Dist~((~ ?{agistrate later.
A charge under s . 19 (fl was frame<l. and _tlie· aecus'ed pleaded
guilty. He was convected and an appeal tp t_he Sessions-Judge
was dismissed : but the proceedings were sub1,11itted to the High
Court. Held : Thal the proceedings were instituted when 'the
police d rew up a charge sheet and senl n~e accusec:I for trial.
S. 29, Arms Ad forbids institution ex:cept with sanction of the
District Magistrate. As no such sanction was obtained before the
accused was sent up the· proceedings were v.oid. The defect is
not cured by filing the sanction later. In re .Po Chcin, Magunia,
Po Aung v. King-EmPeror, 8 L.B.R. ~52, foUowed. /(aka v._/(iug·
Emperor, 4 L.B.R. 247, not followed. Tl_le proceedings are
therefore e!ltirely without jurisdiction and invalid. The evidenca
recorde'd prior to the.filing of the sanction «Ou!d not therefore be
used subsequently.
:1 ..
THE UNION OF BURM,-\ V-. SAN T!N ...
>
ARMs AcT, .s. 19 (.fJ As AM.ENrmo BY AcT Lxni oF- 1947-tt11oma~y
Hidint •! rifle by burvittg it-Presnmptiqn. U):lder s. 19 (f} of
the Arms Act an offence
puni~hablc. with imprisonmf"nt for
three years only while an offence under s. 2_0 is punishable with

ARMS

is
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rigorous imprisonment up to seven years, After the amendment
by Burma A.ct LXIV of 1947 when a person is in possession of a
rille in contravention of s. 14 or s. 15, he is punishable under
s. 19 {/J with transportation for life or with death. If he is in
possession of the same rill<" in such manner that his possession
may not be known to any 1mblic servant he is only punishable
with rigorous imprisonment up to seven years under s. ti!O. This
anomaly ha$ been overlooked by the Legislature. The accused
had hidden a rille by burying it under the earth. He IUUSt be
pre1umed to have intended ·to keep his 11ossession hidden from
the knowledge of a public servant. This case is distinguishable
from where the concealment was under the lloor-bourd of the
cattle shed which adjoined the house. i\farrng Hla Sein v. The
Kit~g. (1947) R.L R 53,
NGA SAW SHWE

v.

658

TnE UNION OF BURMA

ARMS AcT, s. 19 (f)-Po$session of Arm1-U~atti1zg of-Et•id~~tce Act,

s. 27-Admi.<s'ibilit:y. · Held : From mere fact that a person is
able to point out the place where a fire-ann is hidden there is no
presumption that be himself hid il there in the absence of other
evidence of po5session. Klmda Bak!tsh v. The Crow1z, A I.R.
(1923) Lab. 283; Gian Chand v. EmPeror, A.I.R. (l933i Lab. 314,
r eferred to. If a person is able to point out wlwre a fire-arm is
hidden it only 'means that he knows the hiding place, not that
the fire-arm is in his possession or under his contr~l. · Under
s. 27 of the Evidence Act tbe portion of the i_nformation given bv
the accused which was the imm~diate or approximate cause
the fact is provable. Naztrm:g Sitzgh v. Emperor, 28 Cr.L,J, 250;
Emp~ror v. Clwklley, A.I.R. (1937} All. 49i' ; Sukllata v. The
Crown, 10 Lah. 283; Pulukuri Kolaj·ya attd others v. King-·
Emperor, (1947) 74 LA. 65, referred to and followed. The
~tatement to the Police by the accused to the etfect that the
revolver was hidden by him was made either at the time when
the ·revolver was actually· pointed out or after the revolver was
pointed out. Such a statement is inadmissible in evidence under
s. 162, Cr.P.C. Tha Nge Gyi mrd one v. Tit~: Kint, (1946)
Ran. 229. In a Criminal Case onua is upon the prosecution to
prove its case beyond reasonable doubt- and not for the accused
to prove his innocence. U Dhamapala v. Kittg-Emper·or,
14 Ran. 666.
T.HA GYAW AU.NG v . THE UNION OF I3URMA

of

ARM$ AcT, ss. 19
ARl!l ACT, s.
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199
138

AltREST
ATTACHING CREDIT.(\R NOT l!ADE PA'RTY
ATTACHl!ENT

OF

665
175

), 29

JUMQVABL.E

PROPERTY-Order for

sale

UlldCr

Rule 64 of Order 21-Effect ofatlaclttrtmt-Subsequwt mortgage
sttit-Attaching ·creditor ttof made .party.c-P r1rclcase i7z 11/ollt:y
decree--Suit for declaration that • preli11linMY'trrortgage tiecr·ce
frauduletd-Properties sold under mortgage· deere~ dt~ring tit~
pmdency of tliat suif~Lisyendens-S. 52, ·Tra·tzsfer of Property
Act-How lo11~ lis pendens contin11CS. Held:· Attachment
{ufJaccompanied by any order for sale) creates a charg~ ~ver the
property in the general sense of the word but not m lis legal
_se.ns<." ; such general charge does not ·~eate an~ interest. _in the
attached property in favour of the ·attachmg'credrtor. BatJtt Lal
Marwari v. Tlt.akur Prasad Marwari, I.L;R.U·Pat.157 ; Mayne
·on Hindu Law (9th -Edn.), p. 450, follow~d. Bmtsi Koer - v.
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SlJeo Pros/tad Si11gll, 11879) L.R. 6 LA. 88.. explained. Moti Lall
v. Karralt-t1l-di11, (I 279) L.R 24 I.A. 170 ; Ragl!-UJratlr Das v.

Smrder Das Khetri, (1914) L.R. 41 I.A. 251 ; Gummidelli
Aualllap:XdmarwbltaS1riamy v. Official ·Receiver, (1933) L. R. 60
I. A. 167 ; Krisfutlsawrlly Mudaliar v. Official Assig11ee. LL. R 26
Mad. 673; Frederick. Peacock v. Madan GoPal, I.L.R 29 Cal. 428
(F.B.), referred to. Such attachine- creditor is not a necessary
party in a mortgage suit under Order 34, Rule 1, of the Code of
Civil Procedure. BaiJtt Lal Marwnri v, Thakur Prasntl Manvari,
I.L.R 18 Pat. 157 ; SrtbramatJia v. Sitmamal, I.L.R. 53 Mad,
881 (F.B.) ; Mahauath Singh v. Aria11das, A.I R. (1936) Nag. 209,
followed. Held by Chief Justice : Principle of lis pendens
applies to involuntary sales. Purchaser under a !ale execution
of money decree is affected by the doctrine of lis pendens if he
purch~sed during the pendency of a mortgage suit.
His
subsequent ~uit to cleclare the preliminary mortgage decree as
fraudulent which is later dismissed does not keep alive the right
of lis Ptndeus for his benefit.
DAW KYU A:-ID ONE v. A.S.P.L.V.R. RAMASWA~!Y CHETTI.-\R
Atetpa

PROPERTY OF A PREVIOUSLY ~!ARRIED PARTY

Autre foi acquit-S. 403 of the Code of Criminal ProcedureOffettce uuder s 19 (f), Arms Act-AcquittalforWattl of sanction
tmder .s. 29~WIIelh~r it bars a Sllbseqtt.etzt Prosecution witlt
smzctiott of the DistriGt .Magistrate. 'Held: Tr1at where an
:~.c::used person was. acquitted in a. triat for an offence under
s 19 (fl of Arms .\ct, on Lhe ground of the absence of sanction of
the District Magi~trate, s. 403 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
does not. bar a snbsequeot prosecution with the.sanction of the
District Magistrate for the same offence, as the Court was not
acting as a Court of competent jurisdiction when he took
cognizance 'll the time of the first trial with sanctio.n. San Baw ,
ami ol/re1s v. Tfte Crowu, 1 L.B.R. 340 (F.B·.) ; Tile Crowrt v. R4m
Ralr.ha, I.L.R. 20 Lah. 373; B. B. Mitra:s Code of Criminal
Procedure, lOth Edn. p 1273, followed.
MAUNG CHil' Po AND oNE v. THE UNION OF BUR ~IA
BAR CoUNCIL,

No

NOTICE TO

138
1

liS

504

BUDDHIST. LAW;_AdoptiOtJ-Prooj-DOctlmeut admitl~dly sigtud by
1111f ltral parents of the Child -ItS admissibility- Cm~cdlatiDIJ .Of

a«opliotJ. Held: That where kittima adoption . is established,
kittima adoiJted child for
eloping with and marrying ·a penon whom the adoptive parents
do not approve, In any>cM·e. one. of the adoptive p;;arents alone
cannot cancelthe adoption! M a 'K Yin St in ·v. M aunr,·KYit& H t a in-,
(1~0) R.L.R. 783,•· followed. ' Held Per BA U, ·I•~ Where an
unregistered deed of adoptioo.is proved to have been •igned by,the
natur:tl parents of the adopted child but the alleged signaturea of
;;~.doptive parents are not proved to have been m~de, ,a t that tirnc,
the document;is 1till adrni,sible for ;a collateral purpose,.viz. for
proving ·the reliability and h:uthv.orthinesa, of witnesses :to prove
a cour.$e of conduct .and notoriety of the re,lation•hip of the
adopted: child· with the·. adoptive- parents. · -Pprbati Charat~
Mrilllterj/.e v. A . N.Bisattacharjee, l.L.R. 5.3 Cal. 418, followec,i..
Per E"MAUKG, J.-The 'd ocument of ;adoption having been proved
to have· been executed in presence of aev;eral persons; would be
aufficient to establish !eittima •tatus of the girl a~opted. Ma J,lu
v. U Nyun, l.L.R. 12 Ran. 634-, followed. _
<~.doptive parents cannot disown the

)!A. Pu .V• D4,W AYE ·1\fYA. AND OTHERS
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mutual conswt-Otte of lite parftes
Previously married-The other not previously married-Atetpa
property of the former-if divisible. Held by lite Full Be11ch:
That on divorce by mutual consent bt!tween a Burmese Buddhist
coup1e, one of whom was previously married and the other had
not been so married, the atetpa property of the party previously
married, shnu)d be divided on the principle of uissaya and
nissita ,provided that no property had been acquired by the
couple after their marri01ge. M.a E Ny1.m v. Maung Tok Pya,
2 U.B.R. (1897-1900 (Civ.) 39; Ma Ngwe Hmt v. Mattng Po
Hmu, 11 L.B.R. 52, followed. C T.P.V. Cl:etty Finn v. ilia T!ra
Hlairrg, I,L.I~. 3 Ran. 322 ; Marmg Hme v. llia Sei11, 9 L.B.R.
19~; N A.V.R. Chettyar Firm v. llfatmg Tha11. Daing, I.L.R.
9 Ran. 524 at p. 539; West Ham Union v. Edmor1ton Uttiott ,
L.R. {1\108) A.C. 6: Stonrbridge Union v. Droilwich U~tioN,
L.R. 6 Q.B. 769, 7i4 ; Ma Dun Mai v. Manng San Trm, (19381
RL.R.229; U Sin v. MaMa Lay, (1941\ R.L.R. 14, referred to.
Per E MAUXG, J.-The rule should not be extended to a divorce
which is not in fact by mutual consent but which for the purposes
for partition on divorce is J;ly a legal fiction deemed to have been
as if by mutual consen t.
MAU ti:G SAN BWINT AND ONE v. MA THAN SEIN

BUDDHIST LAw-Divorce by

1

of Po.t·ents wlte1J divorced-Does twf
mainlflin filial rdationsllip with oueof its partmfs- Wllelh"er loses
ils riglrt of w.heritanceoj that parent's pareut. Held by tile Full
Bettch: That a child who after th e divorce of its parents who are
Burmese Buddhists, neither lives with , ur maintains filial
relationship with one of its parents does n )t 'ose its ri g ht of
inheritance to the property of that parent's paren• anrl it is not
necessary th:lt filial relationship petween itself and its pArent
should b e resumed before it can inherit from the grandparent.
Mi T/laif~ v. Mi Trt, (1872-921 S.J.Lci~. 184 ; Ma Slt~ue Ge v.
Nga Latl atld one, (Hi72-921 S.J.L B. 2<J6; Ma Pon and others
v. Mat~ng Po C/tatt and others, {1897-1901) 2 U.fl.R. 116 ;. lola
Sein Nyo v. Ma l{ywe, [1892-96) 2 U.B R. 159.; Jlautzg P(ln v.
Ma Hnyi, (1897-190!) 2 U.B.R. 104 : -Ntr Yi v. Ma Gale,
5 L.B.R. 133 ; Ma E il!e v 11/armg Po Mya, 11 B.L.R. 316 ;
Ma Hta Kin v. Mauug Chit Po aud others, 11910) 3 B.LT 10Q :
llfi Nw> v. Mi N.vttn Tha, (1904-06) 2 U.B R., Buddhist Law of
inheritance, p. 15 ; J,e ltfarttJg v. lila Kwc, (1919) 10 L.B.R. 107;
Marmg Dwe and otlu:rs v. Khoo -Hartng Shein aud Of/rers, (1920)
I.L.R. 3 Ran. .29 ; Maung Hmat- and others v. Ma Po Zon,
(1893-1900) P.l.L B 469 at p. 470; Maun g Po Tim Daw v.
Matmg Po Than, (19231 I.L.R. 1 Ran. 316 (F.B.) ; U Se.in v.
lila Bokand others, 11933) I.L.R. H' Ran. lS~f; .lt!a!wg Paik v.
1\Jaung Tlza Shun and another, (1940)· R.L.R. 28, referred to.

BUDDHIST LAw-Grandcltild

!IIA Tinm~ Nu

.u:

MA, PWA THIT

A~D

ONE

126

BUDDHIST LAw..,-Keiltilria adoptiots-Apati.tha-Diffemzce.

Held:
That distinction bel\veen keittima a'nd ap;r/itha adoption is a
fine one' and lies solely in the intention of the adoptiYe parent.
If the child was taket:nvith-in!ent that it shall inhetit from the
adoptive parent" then the· adoption is keittima :and it is this
intention that must be given pub! icily. A pafitha child is one.
adopted casually without the intention expressed that the child
shallinherit. llfa.TitanNytmv.VawShwe [hit, I.LR. 14 Ran.
557, follow'ed. llfa.' Gyl attd one· v. }Jfau1Jf Aimg Pyu, I.L.R.
2 Ran. 661, referred to.
·
MAUNG RA THr NYo

v.

MAUNG ·SA~ NYUN·
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of ma,·r,n;;e-Essculials of
keittima adopiious. H cld: That under Burmese Buddhist Law no
ceremony is required in order to constitute a valid marriage. All
that is necessary is the consent of both parties In the case
of persons who have been previously married it is not however
usual to ha,·e any entertainment; but in tho case of a Runnese
Buddhist couple ueither o! whom has been prev1ously married,
marriage is ordinarily accompanied by ceremony attended
by neighbours of the couple.
There is, however, no
recognized ceremony. Ma E v. Ma1111/!, San Da, 3 B.L.H. 8 ;
Ni life v. Mt Shw~ Ma, (1910--13f 1 U.B.H. 111 !P.C.};
Ma Hla Me v. Mattng Hla Baw, l.L.R 8 Ran . 425.
Held: That courts are bound to insist upon strict proof of
adoption. The intention to adopt as an heir is tl1e essential
criterion of keittima adoption. \:Vhilc no spe..:ial formaliti~» are
required, there mt,s! be proof of intention to adopt an heir by
making such intention pt;blic. The fact that an orphan niece
lived with his childless uncle and for seven or eight years uncle
and aunt treated her with affection and that in an ins..:ription on a
" kyi-si" d<Jnated by the uncle she was described as ihe daughter
and on the death of the aunt in the obituary notice her name
appemed as daughter are not sufficient to prove keittima
adoption. It is common knowledge that th e words" father"
and "mother,"" son " and "daughter." are loosely used by
the Burmese. ill a Pwa v. Ma The The and seven others, 1 L.B.R.
273 ; Ilfarmg Po Kan v. Daw At a11d otlrcrs, 1 Ran. 102 ; Ma Than
Ny1111 v. Daw Shwe Thit, 14 Han. 557 ; Matrtrg Sin v. Po J{o, 12
B.L.T. 236 ; Ma Nyun Yin v. llfa l{yiu a11d others, (1941 )
Han. 445; Ma Ywel's case, 5 L.B.R, 118]; Ma Gun's case.
(1897-1901) 2 U.B.R Civil 66 2.! p. 68; Mcrung Seil< v , Ma Thet
Pu, 9 B.LT. 1511; Tel T11n v. Ma Cfteitt, 5 L.B .R. 216 at p. :?18;
Mattng Ba Tlu;in v. Ma Thmz 111)-int aud ot!Jc1·s, J.L R. 3 -Han.
483, r eferred to and followed,

BUDOHIST

LAW-ilfal'riagc-Es~enlials

1\L"- E l\!At AND ONE.V. M'.~ I{YI KYI AND ONE

BupoH!ST LAw-New question iJf Lau;-:-;-Wht~' can be mised--Gift
-Immoveable Properly. Held: A Burman Buddhist cannot
c laim immoveable properly by 'way of gift excei)t by a reg.istered
instrumea1t. Lim Charlie and anolltcr v. The Official Recdver
I.L.R 12 Ran. 238, referred to and followed. In 2nd Appeal
a new point of law which would affect the plaintiff's right· to
institute the suit can be raised for first time. Natmg Sa11 Ya
aml olle v. Mamrg Sail Pe, I.L.R 4 Ran. 500, followed.
MAUNG Pu v. U THA HPYE
.,.

Naissya AND Nissila
BUDDHIST LAw-Sang·hika J>roperty-n'unna Laws Act ,s.13 cltuiS( (1)
-Rules of Vinaya a11d Tr<m~fer of ProPerty Act-Successioa
to kyaungdike-Right of possession, coulrol atid mimagement.
Held: Buddhist Priesthood Is a religious institution an d
devolution of a pougyi l•ymmg is ;;. question nf, religious usage
within the meanil}g of s. 13 11} of Burma Laws Act. In this
!lla!ter the rules of the D!Jammatl!ats are applicable to the
laity and the rules of the Vi11aya J!:overn the clergy, The rules
of the Vinaya in respect of a gift have however been
altered by s. 123, Transfer of Property Act. The Civil Courts
. uncier . .s. 226 oL. the Con.s titution are bonnd to administer
.justice according to law, c.anon as 'l"ell as lay. Slrwe ~otz_ v.
Tun Lin, 9 L.B.R 220 at p. 242; A.R.~.P.Firrn v. U Po Rya.mg
a11d one, (1939) Ran. L.R. 311, U Zayanta y. U Nagn, 9 L,j3.~ .
258 ; & Pandawutz v. U Satzdi11ta and one, LL,R. 2 Ran. at
BUDDHIST LAW,

62).
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p. 142, followed. U Pyi1111Ya v.lofazmg Law, I.L.R. 7 Rau. 677,
not followed. Where the gift of a kyaungdike is im·alid for
waul of a regi~tered deed it must be considered to be Sa11ghika
property. On the death of the presiding monk it is the duty
and the privilege of the Sauglra to elect a successor to the
deceased-presiding monk and a monl.: does not automatically
become the successor of the presiding mo1ik by reason of age
and seniority. But where th~;; senior monk is tacitly acknowledged by the monks of a Sas~gllik:1 Ky.wllgdi!t~ he becomes
the presiding monk with powers ol control a,nd management.
But where the authority of senior most monk is not acknow·ledged either expressly or tacitly the presiding monk must be
elected by the monks of kyamrgdi k~ or the majority of thc;m.
U Tilusdtta v. U Eimla,wttlltlta, (1940) Ran. L,R. 97 at p. 102,
iollowed. Apart from the presiding monk IIone of the Sang!Ja
living in:~. Saughiha k_vungdike is entitled to pos>ession, control
and man~gemenL U ZawtiPafa v. U Thatdama, A.I.R. (1939),
Ran. 21 , foll•Jwect.
u ZA.GARA v u S.o~.NDAWilATHA
DIRECTlON GIVF.N IN JUOG~!ENT

BURDEN OF PROOF.
BURMA LAWS ACT,

866

172

866

s.lJ (1)

13URMA MUNICIPAL AcT, s . 14!-Lairage fees--Wizen cau be collecledT'!ring statute-Benefit of do~tbl. Held: Under s.l41, Municipal

Act, "Municipal Committee may charge fee s for *
•
" "
lairage" only where there is " use or occupation " of the lair.
':Vhere there was no use or occup:dion of the lair as in !he present
case no fees can be levied S. 14l of the Municipal Act must be
construed strictly and no taxes can be imposed except by words
which are clear and the benefit of the aoubt is the right of the
subject. The Executive Engineer, l'rfatJdal,Jy v . Tlte Maymyo
MtmiciPality, l.L.R .. 13 Ran. 758, fo llowed and applied. The mere
fa ct that the Municipal Committee had is~ued a licence to collect
such fees cannot create any liability to pay the sam!.
ABDUL v. Q, H. AGNA
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US-Revision of Juterlocuft>rv 0rdersJ1T/1Ctllies-0rder 18, Rule 17 -R"alliug of wi/Hesscs-Produclioll
of cedifu:d copy under s. 74, Evidwa Act-f) proof. Held :
The High Court has jurisdiction under s. 115 of Code of Civil
Procedure to revise an Interlocutory Order passed by a Subordinate Court from which no appeal lies to the High Court, only
when an irremediable injury will be done. Under Order 18,
Rule li of the Coc'e of Civil Procedure the Court may, at any
stage of a suit, recall any witnesses .who had been examined and
may put such questions <ts the Court think; fit. This jurisdiction
of the Trial Court is of a discretionary character and the High
Court will not exercisf; its revisional powers unless the Order is
not supported by considerations of justice or by any provision of
law or unless there will be a failure of justice if the matter is not
put right. Mohamed Clrootoo mJd others v. Abdt~l Hamid Khan
and others, I.L.R. 11 I~an. 36; Anindm. v. Pramatha Nath,
55 Cal. 748; Syed Sadeq Reza v. Nawab Bahadurof Mrwshidabai.,
34 C.W.N. 578; ltzdubaln Da~si v. Lakshmi Narayarz Ga11guty
aud others, 3~ C.W.N. 1146. The deposition of a witness taken
in Court of Jaw forms part of the record of ''acts of an official
tribunal "under s. 74 of the Evidence Act, and may be proved by
production of certified copy. But mere production of a certified
copy, without the proof of the identity of the person making the
deposition, is not sufficient proof. Clraudreshwar Prasad Naraiu
Sinr;ll v. Bisheshwar Prata.p Narain Sitrgh, l.L R. 5 Pat. 777 at
p. 793 ; Brajaballay Gllose v, A <!toy Bagid and othe~·s, 30 C.W.N .
. 254.

CODE OF CIVIL Plll>CEDURE, s.
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115-Dir·ectiou in thejrldgnrent reiard·
iuf! burdw of proof-Successor tivme direction to the colltr<~ry11lt~rfereuce itt Revisiou. Held: That where the judgment and
decree of the Court gave dir.ection s regarding procedure and
burden of proof, and there was no appeat.against the decree, the
successor of the Judge, had no jurisdiction fo alter the !direction
regarding the burden of proof. \Vhere a lower Court has failed
to take into consideration some material proposition of taw or
some material ' fact in evidence, it bas acted iilegally in the
exercise of its jurisdiction and its decillion may be revised by the
High Court. Ftrt Cho11g v Marmg Po Clio, (1929) l.L.R. 7 Ran.
339, followed. The High Court wiU not interfere in· revision_
against an Interlocutory Order unless sr,me grave .injusticec or
hardship would result fr 0 m a failure to c!o sq.,. L;, P.,.R.,Chetty-::r
Firm v. R. K. Banuerji, (1931) I.L.R. 9-~J.QJ1_ 7~;foll~wed.

CODE OF CIVIL P RoCEDURE, S.
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Cool! OF CIVIL .PRO~;Ef>UR£.. 0RO~R 2, RULE 2-SUITS FOR MESNE
PROFIT~1f~S~cP!~It.l suit for poss~ssiou- Whetlzer barr~d by
o,·de,· 2, Rule 2, Code of Civil Procedure-Cause. of action for
posseSsiQil a11d,for mCSIIf, Profits c"n~idered-Urb,w Rent Omtrol
Act, or4cr rmder-Wht:flter Controller ca~: review or cancel.
Plaintiff-appellant .•sued for mesne profits and· ob~ined decrc1:s
against .the 1st def~ndant·respondent. After the passing of the
·decree the 1st defendant-respond~nt applied to t~e Controller of
Rents and made the house owner.:~. party only bu~ did not make
the plaintiff, a party al\lc;l o_btained an ordei:·from the Controller of
Rents for, occup~tiqn, under ·s.. 12 of the,Urban Rent Control 'Act:
When the plaintiff-~PP.ellant bec;ame aware of · the ~rder he
applied to the controller of Rents and asked for vacatiP-g of the
Qrdcr apd th'e order wa. vacated. Plaintiff-appellant then filed
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a suit for possession. The defendants·respondents contended
that-[1} the suit was barred under Order 2, Eule 2 of the Code of
Civil Procedure :~s the rights to mesne profits rested on the same
c;~.use of action as for possession and (2) that the first order of the
Controller of Rents was final and he had no jurisdiction to review
his earlier order. Held: That suit for possession and suit for
mesne profits do not arise out of the same cause of action.
Causes of action of two suits are different and therefore the suit
was not barred under Order 2, Rule 2 of the Code of Civil
Procedure. In a suit for possession the plaintiff.appelJant need
only to prove possession within 12 years and defendants
occupation without right. For mesne profits he has in addition
to prove the duration of the disposses~ion, its termination anrl the
amount ht; is entitled to as damages. So far as Burma is
concerned this question has been settied in D. I(. Dubash Kader
,md t1~0 others v. T. K. Fakeer ltleera, (1910} 3 R.L.T. 56 at p. 59,
and the same cannot be deemed to have been overruled by
the Privy Council case, A.I.R. 11931} P.C. 221. The case law
on the point reviewed and considered. Moreover the case of
D. K. Dubasil Kader a11d two of hers v .• T. K. Fakur Meera was
decided in 1910 and has been followed for about 40 yearstherefore in any case the principle ~tare decisis should apply.
Ma Myaing aud one v. Maut~g Po Chit atzd three others, (1926)
I.L.R. 4 Ran. 103 : Lalessor Babtti v. J anki Bibi, (I 892) I.L.R.
19 Cal. 615; Pomzammal v. Rmuamirda lycr, (1915) I .L.R. 38
.Mad. 829; R. tl. Agarwale v. L. G. Bhadbfmnji, 26 Born. L R.
288; R.K.Pujari v. S.S. Pujari, '(1935)l.L.R. 59 Bom. 454 at
p. 456 ; C. L. Si1tgh v. C. D. Si1zgh, (1931) LL.R. 10 Pat. 329 at
p, 331; R.l(. Siugh and others v. N.C. A hir, (1931} I.L.R. 53 All.
951 a t pp. 956-7; Saghir Hasau v. Tayab Hasatz, (1940) All. 781
at p. 782 ; Chatmappa Girimczllappa v Baf1alkot Battk, [1943)
Born. 43 at p. 53; Naba Kwuar v. Radhashyam. (1931) A.l.R.
(P.C.) 229 ; N,<eindrabala Dasi and another v. Dinanatlt Mallish
andanotlter, (1924) l.LR 51 Ca1.279; T.Rawiahv.M. Thathiah
and attother. A.I R. (19371 Mad. 849 ; V. Pillai and others v.
T. Atnmal, [1940) 2 M.L.J 42 referred to. Held further: That
the first order of the Controller of Rents was final and could not.
be questioned except under proviso to s. 12 (2} and s. 13 (1) of the
Act. He had no power to cancel his order in the present case
and his subsequent order was a nullity.
KUPPARAKUTTI ADAMM EERA V. EsOOF (a) S.M. MOHAMED
ESOOF AND ONE
CIVJL PROCEDURE COT)E, ORDER 2, RULE 2 AND S. 2-Res judicntaCondi/ious to be satisfied-First svif jor rent..:_secoud for title
.~rgaittst
tenant and other ,~ersons-.W/Iellter suit barred.
Appellant-plaintiff claimed to be adoptive daughter of Driw Than
in Civil Regular No.9 of 1944 of the Additional Court, I\Iandala.v.
Her claim as adopted daughter was upheld and she was declared
one of the !).~irs. In CJvil Regular No.4 of 1945_of the Assistant
Judge.· Mandalay, 'sh!! sued ~or r~nt alleging that respondents 1
and Z wer,e her tenants. This was dismissed. She later filed
Civil Regular No.. 27 of 1946 of . the 2nd Assistant Judge,
Mandalay, for possession of those la nds, and she impleaded the
alleged tenants and two .others. Respondents 1 and 2 contended
that the s4it was barred as res judicafa but the suit was decreed ;
the District Court reversed the decision of trial Court on appeal.
On seconp appeal help that the only question that need have been
gone into in the first suit was whether respoi.J.dents 1 and 2 were
tenant$. The fir~t suit was.only for rent and the second for title.
'l'he parti~s were ~lso different. To constitute res judicata five
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conditions must be satisfied : (t) The matter directly and
substantially in issue in the subsequent suit or i$sue must be the
same matter which was directly a11d substan/i..zl/y u; is,;ue either
actually or construclil'ely in fne former snit. (2; The fc)rmer suit
must have been a ~uit between the same Par/J(:; or bctwee11
parties twder wl1om they or tllty of /hem claim. (3) The parties as
aforesaid must have litigated rmde~· the same lille in the former
suit. (4) The Court which decided the former snit must have
been a court compclt~~f to try the srtbseqrwzt suit or the suit in
which such issue is subseq.timtly rai5ed. tS) The matter direclly
;;..nd snbstantially in issue in the s:tbseq·1ent suit must have been
heard and finally decided by the Court in the first suit. Mulla's
Civil Procedure Code, lOth Edn., p. 40, followed. Held: That in
a suit for rent, the question of title wa-; not directly and
substantially in issue either ~ctually or co:tstructively. In the
subsequent suit based on title the question of title could not be
held to be res judi;ala. Further as the parties were different
there cannot be any res judicata. Dwarkanalh Roy v. Ram
Cha11d Aiclt a11d others, 26 Cal. 428, followed and applied.
34-3

MA KHIN V. MA PU AND TWO OTHERS
CODE OF CIVIL PRoCEDURE, ORDER

6,

RULE
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- -- -- - - - - - - , ORDER 21, RULE 1, 0RD1'R 34, RULFS 3
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- - , ORDER

4 (a)

454

2!, RULES 97. AND 98

2

192

- - - - - - , ORDER

39, RULES 1
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41, RULE 22
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41 , RULE 27
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CODE OF CiVIL PROCEDURE, ORDERS 44 AND 33, RULE (2)-Collditions

for Ct~fertaiuing pat~ Per appeal. Held: That there is a ,difference
between an application for leave to sue as a JXIuper and an
application for leave to appeal as a pauper. "When the appellate
stage is reached a mon! severe test has ·tq be applied andi~ is
incumbent on the appellal_lHO satisfy the cp!_!rfthat the .ju<lgment
is erroneous and this aftet; a_ perul$liJ 9ft, · .· · · . ,. ,l?,~~d:~e;:;~~e.
This is a necessary safeg u?.rd intr(}(iu~.
~hLegtslature - for
the benefit of the litigants._ .J,Ja ·fl!fti ~
_p;w,•,Ppw, 4 B.L.J.
55 A.I.R. (1925) Ran. 249 ;· TMI;TfP~ .. . .. arayiua Rao v.
Soorapanmi Veerayyi atltl flsrce,,oti!&T$, {1, _33)-.,I.L.R 56 !'>lad. 32.\
at pp, 326 and 327; Chemr~mma.-',l"~ _~e,-{J,I,?W} -i.L.l~ 53 J\Iad. 245;
Sakubai widow of Vi11ayak Rtz.IJikri~fm~ V:- GarrP<~l Ramkds.'wa,
(1904) I.L.R 28 Born. 451rat P•'i\52, followed and applied.
I

MA

THAN 21., . u'.Tl;·~ •tiN. AND

•

~ ~

ONE •••
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35
C~DE OF CRllltNAL.. PROCEDURE, s. 144-No meirtion of material fact s
. iu ord.er-lnvalidity -Silccession of temporary orders-If can be
impo~cd-Objoct of-s. 144 -Priucipl es for exercise of dim·ctiotr by
Magis(ra/es. ·On the 24th January 1948 th e District i\.f:lgistr_ate
passed' ·a n ex-p-1rte ·-order prohibiting applicanl~ from opemng
"B" Block of th~ Sooratee Bara Bazaar.. The ocder was silent
as to the material facts-of the case ouwhicli it was b:J,sed, namely,
the dispute between the Bazaar Company and the !-lazaar Unity
Council. Held: That an order under s. 144 of the C•Jde of
Criminal Procedure w here· no mention has been made of the
n1aledal ficts of the ·case is 1n~a)id. -.The mere fact that the order
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is drawn up in the form provided in the Schedule to the Criminal
Procedure Code does not amount to a sufficient c:tcuse for noncompliance with this requirement of law and ~uch defect is fatal
to its validity. A1111g Bala v. District Mag1strafe, 11939} Ran. 294,
followed and applied. Held further: That the conditions set out
in s. 144 (2), Criminal Procedure Code, for the makin!'( of an
order ex-PMt e are (1) in case of emergency and {2) when the
circumstances do not admit of g!;tfiug respondents served with
notice. Ncith"'r of these conditions existed in the present case.
Held/111'{1ter: That it was not in consonance with the spirit of
the section to impose a restriction of indefinite duration by
!tlCCes~ive temporary orders. Govinda Chd/i and dglrt others v.
P(rumal Cltctti t111d a11otlter, 38 Mad. 489; F. E. Cllri~ticm v.
Carter, (1939) AJ.H. Pat. 512, referred to, The order under s.144
is Ol. necessary tncroachment on personal liberty for preventive
purt-oses. The duty of the Magistrate is not to deprive a man of
his lawful riRhts but to restrain illegal interference with the same.
The action ~hould be taken again~t potential b.w breakers ;~nd
not a~inst peaceful citizens. R.E. 8.'011~ v. Ki,~g-EmPeror,·
A.J.R.(192~) P:~t. 767; Kkaze•s Clza11d v. Tltt Cru:vn,A I.R (19271
Lah.430,app!ied.
·
THE DIRECTORS OF THE SooRATEE BAR.J,. BAZAAR COMP.'•NY,
LIMITED '/J. T HE UNION OF BUR~rA

365

164, 364-AdmtSsibi/?ty of
confessr'ou. Held: \Vhete a confession has been recorded by a
2nd Class Magistrate who has not bet."n empowered by the
GoveJTI\(\ent to record confessions, such confession is not
admissible in e1•idence. The Magistrate cannot give oral
evidence of the confession Nazir Ahmad v . .The·lCini[-Emperor,
(19361 L.R. 63 LA. 372; Tlte King v. Saw Miu, A.I.R, (1939} Ran.
219, foliowed. Po Dwc mzd , tiLers v. T!u Emptror, A.LR. (1934)
Ran. 78, deemed to be overruled by the P.rivy Council.
TUN KHA AND oTHERS v,. THE KlKG ...

'19

Co.D'E
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CRrMlNAL PROCEDURE, SS.

Ceo~ oF CRIMINAL PRocEDURE, ss. 190 (1) (a) (c), 235 {lJ-Cognimnce

of offencuwder joitldtr of clrarges-Ss. 302 atrd 323 of Penal Codr.
H eJd: That when case is sent for trial under 3. 302 of Penal

Code and the Special Judge after hearing the evidence frames
charges under ss. 302 and 323 of the Penal Code, he takes
cognizance of the offence punishable under s. 323 and under
a. 190 (1} (a) ·and not !90 (l) (c) of the Code of Criminal Procedure
and therefore s .. 191 of the Code doe5 not come into operaliQn .
.Abdul RalllllaJ~ "·King-Emperor, l.L.R. 5 Ran. 53 (P.C.); Baldeo
Prasad v. Kitig-Emperor, I.L.R. 12 Pat, 758, followed. Under
•· 235 (1) of the Code of Crirnin;~l Procedure joinder of two
charges under ss. 302 and 323 of t11e Pen01l Code is justified
becau~e' both lhe offence!! arose out of serieS of acts so connected
together as to form part of the same transaction,
MAUNa NYEIN l\fAusG AND ONE v. THE UNION oF BuRWA
CoDE oF CRIMiNAL PROCEDURE, s.

l'iO {1) )b)

439-Pt'OSUU.tiOil u11der
.s: 40~, Penal Code-Power of rt'vision of the High Court.
H cia: It iw undesirable and impossible to lay down 01 rigid ru1P, as
to when the High Court in its Revisional Jurisdiction will
interfere with a pending case ; but the High Court will do-10
only in exceptional cases wjlere there is no lei1:al evidence to
establish- a prima facie case against the accused. Where the
Superintendent of Government Printing Works 10ld condemned
m2.chinery at a price mentioned in the Dead Stock Ledger and
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the value of the machinery were credited to tile Go\crnment ;md
it was not suggested that the sale was made dtshune;tly the ~ere
fact that the sa'e was at an under-value docs not malce the
Superintendent of the Printing Works liable ior criminal breach
of trust. \Vhen the Court .finds that there is no lc«al evidence of
criminal breach of trust against the accu.sed a de ,7zcY<~o trial of the
accused owing to the transfer of the Magistrate should not be
allowed, an? under the1e circumstances, the Court wo:ild quash
the proceedmgs. Khan Bahadur Ha}ec Gr1/am Slrerazce v. The
K1_1zg, 11911) RL.R. 599 at p. 601. Mmmg Ba l'o11 v. /If a Hl<.~
Km, A.I.R (1933) Ran. 297 at p. 2:18; Hart Chet<lll v. Girish
Cha11dra Sadlwkan, 11911) l.L.R 38 Cal. 68; Abdul Wali v.
Emperor, ·A .I.R. (1933) Oudh .387 at p, 391, referred and
followed.
U WA GYI v. THE Ul'II0:-1 OF BOR~IA

652

ConE OF CRIMINAL PRo.;EDUllE• S. 256 (1) A'>:D (2)-.Voii-COmp!Ja1lC~
Effecl of, Held: The right tu recall prosecution witnesses is
gh·en by s. 256 fll, Criminal Procedure Code and the right to give
evidence on his own behalf is provided for in the second lJart of
the section. The terms of these sub-sections are in their nature
and wording mand.ttory in character, Any failure on the part of
the trying Magistrate to comply with these provision~ must be
regarded as vitiating the trial irrespective of whether any failllrc
of justice is occasioned thereby. Madura Mrdlt JTamtian a11d
si.-.:otleer~, I.L.R. 45 Mad. 820 applied.
M.AUNG ANT BWE AND ONE v, THE UNION OY BURUA

863

261-Trial by bench mves/cd With
seco11d class powers-Appeal lies to District MagistrateWhether rt'llisioll comj>de11t-S. 439 (S), Crimi1tal PI'Ocedrwe Code.
Held : Every bench of Magistrates invested with the powers

CODE OF CRtMIN..I.L PROCEDURE, s.

of a Magjstnte of the second class can try summarily under
s. 261, Criminal Procedure Code but the decision is subject
lo appeal to the District Magistrate under s. 407 (L), Criminal
Procedure Code. QueetJ-Empressv.Naray..masami,I.L.R. 9.Mad.
36, referred to. As the applicant filed revision before the learned
Sessions Judge it cvuld not been entertained at the instance of a
p;uty who could have appealed. In the present cases. 439 (5J,
Criminal Procedure Code is clearly in the way of the applicant
as the -reference is not on a report by the Sessions Judge or a
District ·Magistrate. King-Emj>eror v. Appulsamy, 1 L.B.R.
209, distinguished.
, MA THEIN YIN v. MA KYIN SHErN
CODE OF CRHUNAL PROCEDURE, S,

434

7-43

- - - -- - - - - - - , ss, 423 and 439
- - - -- - ; - -- - - , s. 439 (5)

----------------,s.476

CoD~ OF cCltUflNA,L PRoCEDURE. ss ~88\ 4!\9 . .Hela :'.An order for
pay~ent of maJ,ntenance remains vahd and enforceable until it is
car~ce!Jed or. modified according · to Jaw.
Mere subs equent
cOh!lbitation does not necessarily revoke the order though it would
.be autom~tically suspended for the period of cohabitation. If, the
mari:iage between the parties Is dissolved by virtue of desertion,
<ll1 the dissolution of marriage, the wife is Mt entitled to
maintenance. Pearey Lal v. Naraitti, 58 AU. 379; Kana gamma!
v. Pand.ara. Nadar, I.L.R. 50 Mad. 663; Shah Abullyas v.
Ulfaf Bibi, I.L.R. 19 All. 50, followed.

. U TIIEIN v. MA KHiN NYUNT
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490-Effcct Of I'C-IIIliOII of husband
and unft upon Ml 01 der for mniuteuattce. ~\wife had an order for
maintenance: subsequently there was a re-union of the husband
:1nd wife. The wife asked for execution ot the order for
maintenance up to re-union. Held: That she WAS entitled to the
same. The orcler f·>r rn;,inienance may remain in suspemion for
the period during which they live together and duri1•g such period
the husband may apply to ha,·e the order cancelled under s. 488 (5)
or 489, Criminal Procedure Cede. Judgment of Doyle, J, in
8 Han. ~60 is doubted. Kanagammal v. Pm1dam N<1dar, J.L.R.
50 1\f:lcl. b63; Pe.n·ey Lat v. Narai11i, 58 All. 379; Coelho v.
Coelho, ;19~7) :-o:ag. 230, followed.

CODf: OF CmMtNAL

PIWCEDURE, S,

!IJAUl\G HLA BAW (PHAW(v. 11'1A OH ZA

366, 367 AXD 537-Jt~dgment
wnttcn after sen/e11ce p._ssed-Whether s1tch deject cured ty
s. 537. Held: That though ss. 366 and ~67 require that
judgments in every criminal trial of original juris~ic:tion should
be pronounced in open Court and signed am! elated at the time of
pronouncing it yet the omission to write a judgment before
sentence is pronounced does not vitiate the conviction and is an
irr egularity co\e: ed by s. 537 and is curable unless it bas
occasioned a failu~e- o£ justice. Quem-Empress v. Hargobind
Singh mul others, 14 All. 242, not followed. Tilak Chandra
So1rkar and others v. Basagomoff, 23 Cal. 502; Ala Muhammad
v. EmPet·or, 25 Cr.L.J. 70~, followed. Judges and magi strates
should comply with the express provision of ss. 266 and··-367 :.>f
the Code. Failure to obey such provision s is deprecated.
SAN KYI A~D ONE v. THE UNION OF BURMA

71

CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, SS.

519

CoDE OF CRlMINAL PROC ~Duim, s. 523 o:-Amending Act adding a

protJiso- Power of Police Officer to delivery to M~Y Person. Hdd:
That addition of proviso to s. 523 (1) has altered the law.
In respect of a light or portable aTticle the police have no power
to mal;:e any disposition, but when (:attle, paddy or lice, boat or
other bulky articles are concerned, subject to the review by the
Magistrate, the police may at any time before the termination of
the trial, dispose of the property in the way provided in the
pro\'iso. The Court ond the police should in each case consider
who was in apparent lawful possesfion ol the goods at one
particular moment. -It may vary according to the circumstances
of the case. This does not mean .that the goods should be
.delivered to a thief or a dacoit because he was last in posses~ion,
P.R.V.N. Vnliappa Chetty v . S. Joseph, '2 B.L.J. 85; "Ln:nni'Chand Rajmal v. Gopikisan Balnitilmtld, 60 Bern. 1l33, referred to.
CHANNA SAMMA V. SANKARAYA

CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, S.

537

190 (1) (b) of Code of Crimiut~l
Procedttre-RePort of a nott- cognizable ojjmce by a Police OfjicerSs. 11 (a) a11d 11 lb) a11d 15 .of Suppressio1l of Brothels Acl.
Held: That after the amendment of the ·Code of Criminal
Procedure in 1923, a m.1gistrate under s. 190 (bl of the Code
c.~n take cognizance of an offence upon a report in writing of
such facts made by any Police OffiCer whether tbe facts conditnte
a cGgriizable or non-cognizable off~nce. Bhairab Chandra Baru"'
v. Emperor, 46 CaL 807; The Public Prosecutor v. Ratnav1l11
Chetty, l.L.R. 49 Mad. 525, · followed. Under s. 15 of the
Suppression of Brothels Act only a Police Sta~ion Officer or
. Qfficer higher than a Sub-In~pector was ~ntiUed to enter a
brothel for ascertaining whether an offence under s. 11 has be~n

COGNIZANCE OF- AN OFFENCE-S.
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committed. In tile present case the entry was by a St~b·ln~pector
but such ilkgal entry does not vitiate the proceedings if the
Magistrate takes cognizance under the report ol the Police.
Emperor v. Clrandri Bawoo, 26 Bom. L.R. l 22;;, dissented
from. klatmg San Myin v. King-EmPeror, I.L.R 7 Ran. 771 ·
Chwa Hum Htive v. King-Emperor, I.L.R 11 Ran. 107;
Amtg Kim Sem v, The King, (1941) Ran. 552, followed.
S. 11 (a) of the Suppression of Brothels Act penalizes a person
who keeps or manages or assists in the management of a
brothel-as the report does not make any such allegations aud
the report simply sllggests prostitution by some women, no
offence under the Act is disclosed.
~1A 1\lYA SErx v. THE KrxG
CO~!M0)-1 INTENTIOX

91
334
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COMPENSATION FRO)! OWNER FOR REPAIRS

159

CoMPEl\SATION.
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325
40

MEANING OF

COMPENSATION FOH US"E AND OCCUPATION
COMPLAINT FOR ACTION UNDER S.

476,

C!UMINAL PIWCEDUHE CODE

132
49

CONDONATION OF OFFENCE
CONFESSION.

ADMISSIBILITY OF

is 1:0 longer admissible itz
vie·w of the B1tnna Act 28 of 1940. The decision in Maung San
1\:!yin v. King-Emperor, I.L.R. 7 Ra11. 771, is no longer law.

CONFESSION BEFORE AN EXCISE OFFICER

DAW SAN YI AND ONE

v. THE

UNION OF.BUlmA

195
310

CONFESSION OF 1>. CO-ACCUSED

Act, s. 30-S. .J2 (3), Admissibility of-Murder
comm1tted t1~ effecting safe retreat if in f:he Ci>1tr3e of daC£Jity-

CoNFESSION- Evidence

Held: That the confession of. an accuSed person who
is dead implicating himself and · an, accomplice in a crime is
admissible under s. 32 (3) of the Evidence.Act;and.is hot excluded
bv illustration (b) to s. 30. :eut -wh·ere th.e alleged confession
does not expose the confessor toa criminal. prosecution though it
may contain "admission of a gravity incriminating fad or even
a conclusively incriminatin~ fact", it is not a confession. Nga Po
YitJ v. King-Emperor, (1904-06)1 U.B.R. 3 (Ev.), referred to and
Paknla Narayana SWami v. Emperor, A.I.R. (1939) P.C. 47 at
p. 52, followed. ·H#d·:, That where murder is committed in the
course ofeffei:tmg.:a safe retreatit is committed in the course of
the dacoity~ . Tli'aNge"Gyi at1d Nga, Mya v. The JCf,Jg, i1946l R.L.R.
229, refeired:to' and follow:ect. Sentence of appellant Maung Pay
who was only 17 years old at the time of the commission of the
offence and played a very minor part by keeping watch, was
reduced' from death to ten years rigorous imprisonment.
Hla San·v. The King, (1941) R.L.R. 595, followed.

Sentetzces.

MAUNG SHIN AND TWO OTHERS

v. THE UNlON

OF BURMA

425

13

249

----~-------------,5.25

214

CoNSTITUTION OF BURMA, S.

CoNSTlTUT~QN OF BURMI>., s.

225 (3) - Ciaim against Govemmentfor

v.alue of plaintiff's proPerties-Li~etzce gives the option to
pttrc/lase by Governot~ent-CIIc.rge taken to properties since
1st January 1946-Frustration of contract· by war-Contract
Act, s. 56-Sale of Goods Act, ss. 7 and 8-PrinciPles embodied in
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Cottlract Act, s. 70-Applicable-Aualogy /1·om co/,vtrsiouArbilration clause i11 cotllrtcc!, if applicable. The Rangoon
Telephone Company, Limited, was operating telephone and
telegraph undertakings in l~angoon and Mouhnein before war
under a lkence. Under claU$c 8 of the licence Government could
buy the Company out, if the right was exercised at the end of
4oth year, and by a letter dated 4th March 1940 Government
exercised the option to purchase as on 31st !\'larch 1943. 'War
broke out and part of the property was demolished under the
denial scheme. The remaining properties were taken over on
1st January 1946. The Company claimed R~. 24,91,490-2·6 as
the value under the contract or as damages. Government
contended that they were liable only for what was taken over.
l!eld: That frustration is the premature determination of an
agreement lawfully entered into between parties owing to
circumstances so fundamental as to be regarded by the Jaw both
as strikinl! at the root of the agreement and as entirely bt:yond
what was contemplated by the parties when they entered into the
agreement. Thia principle is embodied in s. 56 of Contract Act.
The contract of purchase in this case was frustrated on account of
the war. Cricklewood Property mzd l11vestme11t Trust, Limited v.
I,eightou·~ lwvestmwt Trtt·sf , Limited, (1945) A.C. 221 at p. 228 ;
Fibrosa SPol/ra. Akeyj,w v. Fairbairn La~uson Combe Barboztt·,
Limited, (1943) A.C. 32 at p . 40; Hirji Mulji atzd othez·s v.
Cheong Ytte Steams/lip ComPauy, Limited, {1926) A.C. 497;
MetrojJolii!liJ Water Board v. Dick, Kerr & Co., (1918) A C. !19 ;
The Pelepa/l case, { 1944) 170 L.T. 338 ; Baily v. de Crespigny,
L.R. 4 Q.B. 180; Mohamed Ismail a11d others v. The King, (1946)
H. L.R. 468, applied and followed. Held further: Under the
Sale of Goods Act, ss. 7 and 8, if the goods after agreement
become darna,ged, the agreement is avoided. Barrow, Laue, ami
Ballard, Limited v. Phillip Phillips [" Co., L.R. (1929) 1 K.B. 574,
applied. The contract is indivisible and when the pro:perties
were damaged through the fault of neither party, the contract
could not be enforced. There was no absoltite implied promise
to pay full value as on 31st March 1943. l/eld/ttrtlzer : The
principles of quantum 111eruit embodied in s. 70 of the Contract
Act come into play. Secretary of State v. G. T. Sarin & Co,, 11
Lah . 375: Zulai11g v. Ytlmetlzitz District Comtcil, I.L.R.10 Ran.
522. If the suit wer.e in tort the measure of damages would
ordinarily be the value of the undertakings at the date of
conversion. The Company is entitled to be paid the value of the
assets in fact taken on 1st January 1946. The principle of such
valuation had been mentioned in the Third Schedule to the licence
which was almost precisely the same as paragraph 1152,
sub-paragraph 2, of Halsbury's Laws of England, 2nd Edn.
Vol. XII. Held further: As the contract w,1s brought to
;~n end by frustration, the clause relating to arbitration also came
to an end. Ifi!}i Mulji's c;~.se, (1926) A.C. 497, referred to.
RA~GOON TELEPHOSE COMPAXY, LIMITED. v. THE UNION
OF EURMA
CONSTITUTION 01' BURl! A, SS.

25, 133, 150 AND 222 (1)- Writs of
·· cert1orari ana prohibition-Nat1treof such writs-Both deol with
.. qutstions of Jtm'sdi,tion-Tht principles of ·which a11d circmtlstatzcts 'Utzder ·1Yhich diredians in the 11atttre of these writs will
bt grantedirt Bt,rma-City of Rtmgoon Mtttticipal Act, ss. 25; 79
a11.4 80-M~nicipal CorPoration of the City of Rattgoon {Suspension)
· .A.ct,1943,scopeof-;Theprincip:es Ott which tlte.:Provisions of written constitttti_otnpW be laid down. Held: That the writ of prohibition is a judicial process issued out of a Court of superior
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jurisdiction and directed to an inferior Court from usurping a
jurisdiction with which it is not legally in·,-estcd or to compef
Courts entrusted with judicial duties to keep within the limits of
their jurisdiction. The writ of cert ivrwi is a writ issued by
superior Court in the exercise of its superintendinJ! power
over inferior jurisdiction and it requires judges or officers of
such jurisdiction to certify or send proceedings before Hlem to the
superior Court for the purpose of examin;1tion as to their legality
or given nlOre satisfactory effect to them. [Short and Mellor's
(2nd Edn.) "Order and Practice of the Crown Of-fice,'' p. 252,
followed.] The word •· Court" for the purpose of these writs
will not only include civil and criminal Courts and ecclesiastical
maritime or mi!itrary Courts but also includes person or tribun:ill
which are not Courts of }llStice in the strict sense of tile term,
wHenever su<h persor. or the tribunal has legal authority to
determine questions affecting rights of the subjects and the
duty to acl judicially. Rex v. Electricity Commissio11ers, L.R.
(1924) 1 K.B. 171 at p. 205 : Tile King v. Legislal zvt Committee
of the Church Assembly, (1927) 1 ICB. 411 at p. 415 ; Tlze King v.
North T>Vorecestershire Assessment Committee, (1929) 2 K.B. 397 at
p. 406; Erringto1~ attd others v. Jlliltistcr of Health, (1934)
1 IC.B. 249 at p. 266; Rex v. Boycott aud others, (1939) 2 KB.
651 at p. 659, followed. The Kitlg v. The London County
Cormcil, (1931) 2 K.B. 215 at p. 243, the view .of Lord Justice
Scrutton, disting uished. S. 150 of the Constitution should be·
read as· a proviso to s. 133 and therefore in Burn1a a person or
a body of persons may exercise limited powers o! judicial nature
even though such person or body of per~ons is not a judge or a
Court. When a person or a body of persons tnr st) having legal·
authority (s econdly) to determine q~e:;tions affecting the rights of
subjects (thirdly) having the duty to act according to law and' ·
(fourthly) act in excess of his or their legal authority, those writs
will be issued. This is the principle on which Supreme Court
will issue directions in the nature of writs of prohibition and
certiorari. Sections of the Constitution should not be interpreted
in a narrow and te::chnical manner but should oil all occasions beinterpreted in a large, liberal and comprehensive spirit.
Constructions most beneficial to the widesti>oSs.ib.le Jamplitude of
its powers shoqld be adopted. The Constitution though written
should be interpreted in such a way as will be subject to develop- .
ment through usage and convention. Grey v. Pearson, (1!!57)
6 H.L.C. 106; Henrie/ta Mttir Edwards and otlters \'. Aftonu:y~
·Ge!'tTal for Canada and others, L.R. (1929) A.C. 124 at pp. 136·
and 137 ; St. Catherine's Milli1zg a11d Lumber Company v. Tile
Queen, L.R. J1881) 14 A.C. 46 atp. 50; Brophy v. Attorney·Gtmeml~
of Manitoba, L R. (1895) A,C. 202 at p. 216 ; British Coal CorPorntiou v. The · King, L.R. 11935) A.C. 500 at p. 518; James v ..
Commonwealtlt of Australia, L.R. t1936) A.C. 578 at p. 614,
followed.· The term" existing law" .ins. 222 (I) of the Constitution,
emb!'aces any law, Ordinance, Order, bye-law, rule or regulation
passed or made before the commencement of the Constitution by
any Legislature, authority or person having power for wb:ill now ·
forms the Union of. Burma to make such law, Ordinance, Order._
bye-Jaw, rule or _regulation and not inconsistent with the Constitution~ Preamble of Municipal Corporation of the City of
Rangoon (Suspension) Act, 1943, cannot, according to well-settled
rule of interpretation, restrict· or extend the enacting part of the
Act when the language :md the object and scope of the·
Ad are not open to doubt, and therefore the Act is still operative·
and the appointment of the 1st respondent according to theprovisions of the Act continues, When the Corporation produce~
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a budget it will be presumed under s. 114 (e} of the Evidence Act
that official acls have been properly done and that copy of the
budget has been submitted to the Government under s. 73 {1) (3).
Under ss. 79 and 83 of the City of Rangoon Mt:nicipal Act the
.Admini$trator who now represents the Corporation has legal
:authority to determine any question affecting the rights of the
. subjects and he has power to impo3e t<txes on all the citizens of
Rangoon. The Administrator has to act judicially, i.e. according
to law. According to s. 80 he can fix general, lightin~ and
conservancy taxes at his own discretion and as,rcgards \Valer-tax
he cao fix it at such reasonable rate as would cover the expenses
incurred in connection with the supply of water to the City of
Rangoon. The exercise of power by the Administrator is not
~dministrative or mechanical but of a judicial nature. But if he
-exercise~ his discretion in a bona fide manner not influenced by
extraneous or irrelevant considerations, and not arbitrarily
or illegally the Supreme Court will not interfere. As the Administrator in fixing these rates of taxation has not .acted illegally
or arbitrarily his decision cannot be questioned. Tl1e l(i1tg v.
. Bo(lrd of Educatiou, L.R. (1910) 2 K.B. 165 at p. 178, referred to.

U

HTWE (aj A.

E.

MADARI

v. 'U

TUN OHN A.ND ONE

CONTRACTS OF AGhNCY ...

CoNTRACT-Whctlzer comPleted -Formal contract i11 writing coulcmplated-Whether a cor?rlilion precedcut-Rules guidmg determination-Deposit-Whether benefit · giveu or received uuder
contract- Contract A,l, 5, 64-Forfeiture of deposit-Terms and
conditious for-S. 2S of U11ion Judiciary Act-S. 98 of the Code of
qvil Proccdttrc. Appellant deposited on 25th November 1941
a sum of Rs. 3,750 being half the value of 750 tons of molasses at
Rs. 10 a ton to be supplied during 1941·42 stason and got a
receipt. In the previous season, a similar receipt was followed
by a written contract fixing inter alia, term9 and conditions of
delivery. The appellant Slled for. recovery of the deposit,
c laiming (1) that there was no completed contract, (a) as the
terms regarding delivery had not been fixed and (b) that the
parties contemplated a written contract as a condition precedent
and (21 the amount of deposit, 50 per cent of the total, could uot
be forfeited without proof of actual damage as it amounted to a
penalty. As regards the second point U Tun Byu and U Aung Tha
. Gyaw, JJ., agreed and Held: A deposit is not a benefit given or
received under the contract and a stipulation for forfeiture in o.:ase
of default is not by ·way of penalty. Natesa Aiyar v. Appavu
PadayacM, 38 Mad. 178, referred to. For the buyer to recov'l'.r
<leposit, it must be shown that seller. was in default. Mohamed
Rabibbula v. Molramed Shaft, 41 All. 324; Grr&ml Das Sirlany v.
Luchmi Cf,and ]/zawar, 57 Cal. 107; Piari Lal and others v.
Nina Mal Bal Kf~l!en Das, 50 All. 82, relied on and applied.
Muralidhar Chatterji v. I11ternational Film ComPatiY, Limited,
I.L.R (1943) 2 Cal. 213 (PC.), distinguished. Per Chief Justzce:
Terms of the proviso to s. ?8 of the Union Judiciary Act are wider
than that of s. 98 of the Code of Civil Procedur~ under which only
difference on a point -of law can be r~ferred to a 3rd Judge but
under the Union Judiciary Act not only points of law but also
other points can be feferred. As reg·ards the first point two
learned Judges differed and the matter was referred to the Chief
. Justice who, agreeing with U Aung Tha Gyaw,J., F[eld: That the
terms as to time and mode of delivery c •uld hardly be of
importance when the parties had 1he whole season before them
and delivery could be made according to their convenience and
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tbe parties did not consider it so important. It is a question of
construction whether execution of a contract is a condition or
term of the bargain or a mere expression of the desire of the
parties as to the manner in which the transaction already agreed
will. go through. Shaukar/al Narayandas .llrmdcule '· New
Mofussil Compauy, Li•uited Uu Liquidatiou), 73 l.A. 98 at p. 107;
Harichand ltlalldtm·am v. Govi1zd Lu,'l;mall Gokhale, 50 I.A. 25,
relied on.
D. K. PAREKH v. THE BURMA SUGAR CoMPA:-IY, LB!lTED
CoN'fRAC'r AcT, s~.
CONTRACT ACT,

56, 70

257

527

s. 64

257

ss. 70, 168-C.A.S. (BJ Officer insf rnc/iug a rice miller
to repafl' boats bdmging to rtllknv.i!ll owners-rVhelher t'ice
miller entillod to rttwer s. 70, to compensation from t!1e ow11er.
Held: That there are three essential ingreclients for application
of s. 70 of Contract Act : (i) the person claiming compensation
must have lawfully d·)ne something for another person ; (ii) he
did not intend to do so gratuitously; and (iii I such other person
enjoys the benefit thereof. In ascertaining wh ether anylhing
has been lawfully done, it should be found out whether the" person
so acting held such a position to the other as either directly to
create or by implication reasonably to jHstify the inference that
by the act done for the other person he was entitled to look for
compensation for it to the 'person for whom it is done.
PuJr)abl:ai v. Bhagwandas Kisatldas, I. L.R. 53 Bam. 309, followed.
S. 168 of the Contract Act applies to a finder of lost goods.
The section has r:o ;~pp1ication to a person who was handed
over a boat by a Government officer who had found the boat,
SEI S liENG CQMP.ANY 1/. u THEIN

CoNTRACT AcT,

159

CoNTRACT ACT, SS. 70 A:-ID 198--Ratification-Mer~ itwctiOII 110t
ratificafion-~Vhellter compensation catz be claiiJled for officious

i11fufcrena. There c'>uld be no valid ratification when the
knowledge of facts is defective. Acquiescence in an act while in
progress may amounl to consent but not mere inaction after the
act h.as been complet~d. ~ati~f~tioi_J, i,ll :t<l! a~ more <~,ttive !]:,an
acqmescence. Mere m acbon on tbe arfpffbe defendant where
he is under no duty to·
'C • pJf:.~-~~t to ratification.
S/tyamlal v.
Rameswari · B.
··· '3~i: I.C.
273, followed.
Unauthorized assumption of PQW
~- true owner amounts to
conversion. Pollock on .:t!).rl, ·1. . .,. do.: p. 134 and p. 286,
followed. S. 70 oug~ ~<?(to'bs:. ~9·,read as· to jus!ify the· officious
interference of one,·man willi.the: affairs or property of another
or impose oblig~t!o~.:fu
of services which t.he p er~on
sought to. be cl~ii!gt;.ii}l!d not wish to !~ave rendered. Nnthn v.
Bahva1~!r.do, {~9(!3)''2_Z,'B.om. 390; SuraJ Balm v. Has!;Jui Begam,
(1918) 40 AU;555, followed.
684
Es;o~ '!SMAlL ATTIA v. YACOoB AHMED MASMA
... 182, 830
CONTRACT Af:::r, SS. 176 AND 177

act

respect

s. 215

830

CO!'o.'VERSION

CoRROSORATlON OF STATEMENT MADE B:Y AN. ACCOMPLICE
CONVICTiuN.
CoURTS.

148

ALTERATION OF

RtGHTS AND DUTIES OP'
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74
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CRIMINAL OFFENCE A\:D CIVIL WRONG.

61

DISTINCTION

83(}

CROSS OBJECTION
DAMAGES.
DEATH.

... 182, 830

MEASURE oF
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LIKELY TO CAUSE

DEED G£Vl1'G POWER Tll ~IOIUGAGEE TO ll!'Y

148-

ACT-Defett.:c oj Burma Rules-Rule~ 89A aud
96-Req~tisiliou ztndcr-Defencc of Brlrmcr (Repealiug) Act (Act IT'
of 1947)-Rcquisilioni11g (Claims and Compcusatiou) Order, 1947ParagraPhs 6, 7 mrd 13-Meaning of compcmaliou in clause
(d), paragraph 2-Arbitrator-Fntlclions of-Rcq~tisi/ion-Order
i11 writing- Whether essential. The applicant claimed comp<"l1Sation for his motor-car seized on 22nd January 1942 by a Police
Sergeant without granting a receipt. Applicant claimed before
the Collector, Rangoon, that this was a requisition under S9A,
Defence of Burma Rules. The Cc•llector o{ ·Rangoon forwarded
it to the Registrar, City Civil Court, Hangoon, Ior subn'lission to
the Arbitrator in accordance with the Requisitioning (Claims and
Compensation) Order, 1947, who referred two qne~tions to the
High Court : (I) Whether the application was mainlainabl e
before the "arbitrator" under paragraph 6 of the Claims anrl
Compensation Order, 1947, as the car was not requisitioned by the
Governor by order in writing as required by sub-s. (1) of s. 2 of
the Requisitioning (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1947 (Burma Act
No. XXXVIII of 1947). (2) Whether the application was
maintainable b efore the "arbitrator'' under paragraph 6 of the
Claims <1nd Compensation Order, 1947, in view of the fact that
Rule 89A of the Defence of Burma Rules does not appear in
paragraph 7 ofthe said Order. Held: WiU1 r eference to the
second question the answer was in the affirmative. The
Hequisitioning (Claims and Compensation) Order, 1947, wa7 made
by the Governor under the powers, conferred by Rule 96 of
Defence of Burma Rules read with s. 5, Defence of Burma
(Repealing) Act, 1947. Compensation 0 clause (d) of paragraph 2
of that Order is compensation pa:(<lble under Rule 96 which
authorizes payment of compensation under Rule 89A. Therefore
though Rule S9A is mentioned either in paragraph 4 or 7 of the
Order yet claim for compensation under Rule 89A of the
Defance of Burma Rules is not excluded fromJhe operation of
paragraph 6 of the Order. Held: With refe!'ence to the first
question, that Requisitioning (Emergency Provisions) Act !Burma
Act XXXVIII of 1947), is not applicable at all. The case is
governed by Rule 89A :tnd Rule 96 of the Defence of Burma
Rules. As the aHeged requisition was not by an order in writing
as required l1:Y Rule 89A the claim for compensation before
"arbitrator" under paragraph 6 ofthe Order,is not maintainable.
ABDUL GHAFOOR ABDUL SHAKOOR v. THE UNION OF

DEFENCE OF BUR)fA

44!

BURMA

DEFENC~ OF BURMA RULES, 89A AND 96
- --

----(REPEALING)

DENIAL SCHil ME-Suit

Ac:r

for valne of goods destroyed against His

Brila11nic Majesty's iurisdictiott .. Ss. 9 atsd 86, Code of Civil
·Proccdttr-Intensatiollal Law. The plaintiff filed. a suit for
Rs.lS,OOO value of goods said to have been destroyed under the
denial scheme. The 1st defendant was.His Britannic Majesty.
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vVritten intimation was sent to the British Ambassador, who
declined to accept it on the ground that no suit lies in Burma
court against His Britannic Majesty. The plaintiff contended
that a suit lay under ss. 9 and 86 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Held: That there is no provision in the Code which permits
institution of a suit against a Foreign State. S. 86 provides that
in certain circumstances and subject to the consent of the
authorities concerned snits may be instituted against a Sovereign.
As a rul~ Foreign States cannot be sued here unl~ss they
voluntarily submit to the jurisdiction.· This flows from the fact
that all States are equal before International Law and no State can
consequently claim jurisdiction over another. Such a State .ueed
not come forward and assert its right. The Court ilself should
take notice of the fact that it has no jurisdiction. Oppenheim's
International Law, 6th Edn., Vol. I, p. 239, cited. Mighell v.
Sultan of Iolzore, L.R. {1894) 1 Q.B. l49 at p. 162, applied. Cnse
against the 1st defendant dismissed.
U KYAW DIN V. HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM AND ANOTHER
DEFENCE oF BURMA RULES, RULY.

96 (1)

804

DEFENCE OF BuRMA ACT AND RULES, RULE
DF.POSlT OF JAPANESE CURRENCY NaTES.

DEPOSIT.

97

ITS EFFECTS

FoRFEITURE

DETENTION.
-

ORDER

OF

- - - UNDER PUBLIC ORDER (PRESERVATION) ACT

DIRECT!ON.

524

CONTRARY TO ]UDGMENT

278

454

257
73
737
172

certiorari-Disposal ofTeuancy
Act, 1948, as .rmwded by Act Xll of- 1948-Village Atriw!tttral
Committee consfilttfed 1mder the Act-Quasi-judicial bodyAmetzal>le to tlte ittrisdiction of UttSttj>reme Court if the acts of
the Committee are in e.~cess of its junsdidion or agai11st natural
j,,stice. Held: Village: Agricul~l ·; Committee constituted
under the Tenancy DisposaL~ct, -19fl8, af!.~fii.ended by Act XII of
194 8 are quasi. judicial bodies.amw,able to the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court in the exerc~~~e..9,\!l;i,powers to issue directions
in the nature of urti,orari. U Hmie _v. U Tun , Olin mtd one,
(1948) Bur. L.R. 54, followed. : .As · statutory bodies exercising
quasi-judicial functions, . U1~ . ViJ,Iage Agricult11ral Committees
cannot act in excess of .th,e ir pow~rs or contra ry to the provisions
of the Act and rul~. These Committees must also act according
to rules of natural justice which require inle.r alia that(1} a person cannot b e judge of his own a<;t or cannot judge
. a matter in which he is interested,
(2) the judges must act in good faith and give an opportunity
to parties of being h eard and stating their own case
and view point.
,
If :any of these rules and principles are violated by the Comwittees
the Supreme Court will quash the proceedings,by issue of directions in the nature of certiorari.
_
.

DIRECTION iN THE NATURE OF WRIT OF

'1/. TH!!:GON VlLLAGE AG~ICUL'I'URAL COMMITTEE AND
TWO OTHERS

759

·DIRECTION IN THE NA~URE OF certiorari-ORDER UNDER PUBLIC
0ROER PnESERVATION A CT · ...
... ·

737

.U PIT
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DIRECTION IN THE NATURE OF Ct:!Yliomri-DOES NOT LIE
.AN ORDER OF DISMISSAL OF A MUNICIPAL ENGINEER

AGAINST

733

U\ THE NATURE OF habeas corpus-Dcluztioa Wider
s. SA (1) (b} of the Public Order (Prese1'Vafio11) Act, 1947. Held:
If a man is suspected of habitually committing or abetting the
commission of dacoity or protecting or harbouring dacoits l1e
cannot be detained under Public Order Preservation Act, 1947,
Chapter VIII of the Criminal ! rocedure Code provided ample
machinery for dealing with such a person. It is an abuse of the
Public Order (Preservation) Act, 1947, to employ its sum~nary
provisions where action under Chapter VIII of the Cri~ninal
Procedure Code should betaken.

DIRECTION

MA KYIN HNIN V. THE COMMISSIONER OF POL!CI, AND ONE

777

DIRECTION IN THE NATURE o~·

habeas corjms-Defellftott 1111der Public
Order (Preservation) Act-Arrest in 11tseitt a11d subsequerd order
by the Commissioner· of Police, RcwgoJu, for detent to, 111heilter
illegal. Held : Under Notification No. 519 the power of the
Comm1ssioner of Police, Rangoon, to order detenlinn under s. SA
of the Act is limited to residents of Rangoon or the activities must
be within the Town of Rangoon. When a person was not a
resident in the Town of Rangoon or his activities do not constitute
a menace to public safety or public order in the Town of l~angoon,
the Commissioner of Po lie ~ , Rangoon, has no jurisdiction to order
detention. -If such a tJerson is arrested in Insein District and
later brought to Rangoon, the Commissioner of Police cannot
order his detention. A ver.bal order of deten·i m cannot later be
confirmed by a written order or detenticm. Such orders are
illegaL Bo San Lin v. Commissioner of Police, 19481 Bur. L.R.
372, followed. 'When a person has been tried fur an r·ffence in a
Court of Justice and is acquitted he cannot be arrested on suspicion
of committing the same offence under Public Order (Pre~ervationl
Act. It would be an abuse of the provisions of the. Act.
MA

AYE KYI v. THE Co~m.!SSIONER OF Por.rCE, RANGOON
AND ONE •••

habeas corpus-Nature mzd ~cop~
Powcrsof Supreme Court-Public ProPerly Pr·otcction Act. 1947S. 7 (:<!), (3), (51-" Officer" atttlzorized fo arrest ~vitltout warrantWile/her Pttblic Properly Protectiott Committee is an office,-Nature of arrcst-lfpowerto anest can be delegated-Argummls
as to abmrd conscqucuccs-How Jar aPPlicablc-Rcf,ort by office,·
under s. 7 12) condztion p,·ecedetzt to action by President 111tder
s. 7 (3). The writ of habeas corpu s is an ancit:nt Common Law
writ used as the normal procedure for protecting the liberty
of the s ubject agafnst unlawlul arrests and detainments. It
enables the immediate determination ofthe right to the applicant's
freedom . It is not a pror:eeding in a suit but :1 s ummary
application by the per~on detained. The effor ts of the Court are
invariably directed to prevent evasion and delay, The exercise of
this check, whole and unimpaired but shorn of a11tiquated
technicalities, has been entrusted to the Supreme Court by the
Constitution of the Union. Grcehe v. Secretary of State fol' Home
Affairs, (1942) A. C. 284 at pp. 301-3 ; Secretary of State for Hvme
Affairs· v, O'Briett, (1923) A.C: 603 at p. 609, referr~d to. Under
s. 7 !2}. Public Property Protection Act, 1 9~7. by Notification 131,
dated 31st December 1947 ,the Governor purported to a ntborize the
Public Property. Protection Committee to arr~t without warrant,
persons comin'g under s. 7 (2) of th!<'Act suspected of having
committed prejudicial acts. An order signed by l:he Chairman of
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the Committee was delivered to an Inspector of Police, who
arrested applicant on 18th February 194!1. On 1st lllarch 1948
an order purporting to be under s. 7 (3) authenticated bv a
Dep~ty Secretary to Government, directed detention of applicant
for SIX months from 18th February 1948. On an application for a
writ of hab~,,s corpus. 8 eld . Authority under s. 7 !2J cannot be
invested in a Conunittee and the Committee is not an officer who
can arrest. The act of arrest is a pHysical ad and a Committee
of several persons cannot touch or arrest. The officer has to
entertain a suspicion and a Committee cannot do so. Gene~al
Clauses Act, s. 2 {44), referred to. Cecil Gray v. The CanfomtJCtll
Committee of Pooua, 34 Bom. 583 ; VishtJOtt~al v. Court of ~Vards.
(1926) Sind 76; Tewari v. Dep11ty ComllllSSiotrer, LucktiOW,
14 Luck. 351 ; hmail Mohamed Flajee v. Tlu Kiug, [1941) Ran.
536, distinguished. Heldfutlter : The exercise of the power of
arrest cannot be delegated. There is no provisirm in s. 'J 12) to
have the arrest effected through another, as .in ss. 56 and 65 of
Crimin.tl Pro<.:edute Code. Further this deprives the person
affected of an opportunity to satisfy the officer concerned. The
question of administrative inconvenience involved in re.quiring_
hi.!!;ll officers to arrest• personally cannot ontweight the liberty of
the subject. Ba mard v. Gorman, (1941) A.C. 37 at pp. 383•4,
relied on. The duty of J11ogcs is only to take the words as they
stand, give its natural mean ing a nd appropriate construction, but
not cure loopholes in a statute. H dd also : The receipt of a
report from the officer arresting is a condition to the exercise of
the powers of the Governor under. s. 7 (5}. As there was no
report in this case, th e further ortlcr is invalid and not in
accordance with law. Ki11g EmPeror v. Des/rpande, 73 I.A. 144,
applied From the order it appears that U Thet Tin was
satisfied and not the President. The Law contemplates that the
President should be satisfied. Greater precision of language
shOllld be exerdsed in drafting documents of gre:~t i•o•portance
involving interference with fundamental rights.
"G.

N.

BANERJl

v. THE

SUPER!NTENDENT,

lNSFIN
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ANNEXE, lNSElN

Ma,datnrls:....,.Whe:n gra1lfed-d11oflrtr
effccl-ive remedy available-Right ,'QJ a ,, party to War Ris!:
bJSIIToiJCC rmder tile War Risk ln~u':4:(Jcc Rule .:made u11der

DIRECTION IN THE "NATUHF. OF

Dcje1rce of Bu rma

Act~Whd"~TJ-~.z:ighf . under . contracl or

statutory rigllt-Effecfit·e remedy cflfr~ 'afl>lf~!tt by sur/. Held:
It is settled law that if a specl.fil)'femedy · exists at law and
remedy i s not less c,onvenient. ~~; 01" effective, the writ of
ma11damrrs or directjQn· , in 'ille'.#atiife of the writ of nrmtdanws,
which wn.not be c;l~pj~ h}; ~[l~lii::ant 11.1: debito j~tsticc, will not

be grante~, Z:he, pu~"o:v. Co!nnri~siorrcr of I11,Zaud Rev~tt!te, L.R.,
(t884) 12 Q.RD: ,~,6l; The Q.ucc11 v. Chanty Comnumotursof
Englarui,a:nf!·;,WaJ.~,;t.R. {1897) l.Q.B D. 407 ; Re.~·. v. Dymock,
L.R. l.L9.t?) t ·~.B- 147, followed; Mamk Chm1d ltfahata v. The
Corpar'4tr!Hf,()f f(fllcutta, I.L.R. 48 Cal. 916 at p. 924, di:sent~d
from,, .'I"qe Dil;ture of the writ of ma1Jda11ws is explt~t_ned m·
Murrfi'Y v.,,Wellingto", [1938) R.L.R. 83. Whether the right
of th.e ~pplicant for compensation ,,nder War Risk Insurance·
Rules m~de under the Defence of Burma Act, · arises e.'<-contraCfrt
or by operation of the Statutory Rules, the princi.plc to be applied
is tlie same that a person shall nol take advantage l>f his own·
failure
own wropg,- Rai11e v. Tlu Ilurma Fire and Mari11e
Insurance Co:, Ltd., l.L.R. 3 Ran. 383, referred to. Raymottd v
},fi11fot~, L.R.i1866) llExch: 2H, (ollowed, As t~e applicant claims
that the Board o l \Vat Risk Insurance is still in existence he has.

or
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an effective remedy by way of a suit for compensation and
therefore issue of direction in the nature of mauda1m1s cannot
be ordered.
CHAS R. CoWIE AND Co. V. THE GoVERNMENT Ol' THR
750

UNION OF BURMA

365

DISCHETION OF COURT •••
---- •

PRINCH'LES FOl~ EXERCISE OF

WHE'fHER
GUIDING I'RDlC!l'l.ES

pnoPEI{LY

E;;EJ:CISED

365
ACCORDING

TO

487

256

.DrSCRDUXATlOX OF FACT
.DISPOS.U Of' TENANCY ACT,

1948 ...

DISMISSAL OF AN ENGINEER BY THE CORPORATION OF RANGOON

759

733

DJVORCE-Commufticl!/iott of vc11-ercal disease- Whether Proof of bOth
legal cr1wlty aud adttlt~ry-Wh~ther should l>e dolle:._knowittgly,
~oilfnlly
or redl~ssly- Condouation of o!fence-Sttbseque1Lt
adultery-Re-vival ofo/feltcc. Held: That mere communication
.of venereal disease by husband to wife is prima facie sufficient

·evidence both of adultery and legal cruelty. Burden shifts to the
:husb:md to rebut the inference. It is not necessary that s_!Jch
·communication should be done knowingly, wilfully or recklessly.
.Ed11a Hardles5 v. Harold Riclwrd Hardiess, I.L.R. 55 AIL
134; Brow1liug v. Brow11ing, L.R. (1911) [P.D.) 161, followed.
Communication of venereal disease may be condoned by wife ;
but subsequent adultery bas the effect- of reviving the former
cmelty which has been condoned. l>!a Ou v. llfauug Auug Bwa,
14 B.L.R. 173. followed.
MRs. R. JoUBERT BwA v. MR. J ouBER'T BWA
DOCUMENTS.

UNSTAMPED

132
353

EJECTMENT SUIT

304

Ejusdem {!.cneris

103

EVIDENCE ACT, S. 27

665

EVIDENCE ACT, ss. 30, 32 (3)

425

co-accused-llfea11i1tg of
the words ''may be taken it1to cousideratiiotl. '' Held: That
confession of a co-accuse(! is not specific evidence in the sense
that ronviction on that confession alone cannot stand. If there
is other relevat!t evidence tending to prove the guilt of the accused.·
the confession of a co-accused may be taken into consideration
along with the said evidence as lending assurance to it. If there
-is no other evidence or if the other ·evidence is insufficient to
establish a prima fa cie' case against the accused the confession of
the co-accused must be exclud~d altogether and cannot be bken
into consideration. The confession of a co-accused cannot be
added to supplement evidence otherwise insufficient and in no
case can it be u sed to fill gaps in the prosecution evidence. The
·confession of a co-accused is therefore not on the same footing as
the testimony of an approver which .is substantial evide~ce and on
which alone conviction can be made under s. 133 of the Evidence
.Act. Emperor v. Lalit lrloftatt Chuck~rbulty attd others, LL.R. 38

EviDENCE AcT, ss. 30, 133-Confession of a
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Cal. 599 at p. 587 ; Matmg M:ya mt.d another v. Tlte l\mg, (1938)
R.L.R. 30, followed. Under Special Jucl~e (Third Amendment]
Act (Burma Act LXVII of 1947) s. 3 (3) a Special Judge can act on
the evidence recorded by his predecessor or predecessors.
l{HA\\' TAW AND ONE 'U. THE UNION OF BUR)IA

...

s. 32 (2)
- - - - - , s. 32 (3)
EVIDENCE AC1', s. 63 (5)-Secoudary evide11ce-Stamp Act, s. 2 (11)

EV1DENCE ACT,

duly stampcri-New poiut it1 appeal-When penuissible. A suit
upon two promissory notes said to have been lost by fire after
Japanese invasion was first dismissed by the trial Court but the
High Court remanded the case for evidence, and for decision
and ;( decree was passed. Upon appeal it was contendedIll that the evidence of the plaintiff and one U 13a Pe was
not admissil)le as secondary evidence,
(2) that the promtssory notes were not legally executed as
the originals were payable to bearer,
Pl that the promissary notes were not duly st;~.mped since
postage stamp of Re. 1 was anixed on each of the
promissory notes and therefore secondary evidence was
inadmissible and that leave should be granted to raise
this point on appeal.
Held : The learned Judges who remanded the cas: had decided
that the evidence of the plaintiff and his witnesses amounted to
.an ;~.dmission and that it was not necessary for the promisee and
the witnesses to read the whole of the promissory notes themselves. Ma Mi and one v. l(allaJui,er Ammal, 5 Ran, 18 ; IS:alc1d ller
Am mal v. Ma Mi and one, I.L.R. (1924) 2 Ran, 400, distinguished ;Hcld further : That secondary evidence having been admitted
that admission cannot be called in question under s. 3() of the
.stamp Act. Maung Po Htoo and three others v. Ma li{a Gyi and
.one, I .L.R. (19261 4 Ran. 363, referred to and followed. The
Court of appe;~l should not allow. a new)i~e:~~tack of which the
party affected had liO notice · duti(.lg th~:JieaHng of the suit.
Nathu Piraji Jllanuadt' v. Vnteilitlitl,''GaduiJt!fl, LL.R !1909)
33 Born. 35; Sreemtttty-Dosseev.>R.a1t(e 'Lfdum1101tee, 12 Moores
Indian appeals 470 ; Gaiafdt,~ ; Radlii~J . Vasudeva Sarrta
Si11garo, (1891-92) L.R t9 I:A. 119'a,tp:,183. No plaintiff should
lose his money because of a techtiicil error in the execution of a
promissory note and if necessarJ>: l~ve should be granted to
amend, basing the claim on the original cause of·action. Krishna
Prasad Siugil and o1i~ v. Ma Aye and others, (1936-37) l.L.R.
14 Han. 383; Marwg 'Chit and otte v. Rosltan N.ll.A. Kareem
Coomer & Co., (1934} I L.R. 12 Ran 500, referred to. A
plaintiff can recover on the original consideration if the claim is
s et out in· the plaint as a cause of action. Ram Ruglzubir I.al'
a11d others v, The United Refineries (Burma), Ltd., (1931) i,L.R.
9 Han. 56 at p. 63; Mauug Po Cllein v. C.R.V.V.V. Cl1etlyar Firm,
A.I.R. (1935) Ran. 282, referred to and followed. The object
of the Stamp Act and the Stamp Rules is to get revenue and to
prevent evasion of liability therefrom and not to create pitfalls
and .in this case fue basic requirement that the promissory notes
tnust bear adhesive stamps of not less than· the proper amount,
has been fulfilled, Radha Bai v, Natltn Ram, (1891) I.L.R.
13 All .. ~6 at p. 73 ; Batzk of Madras v. Sttbbaray.1lu' atzd ~me,
(Ul91) J.L.R. 14 Mad. 32 at p. 35 applied. The award of
interest from the da~e of decree is discretionary ·and the High
Court will not as a rule interfere with such orders but in this
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case the District Judge had not considered lhe question of sub·
sequent interest at all. Sourendra Mohau v. Hari Prasad, 52 I.A.
418, applied.
EU HPE YAR A~D ONE tl. TEH LU PE

810

Ac-r, s. 63 (5), s. 63 (c)-Lost dowment-Necessity for Pt·ooj
of e:>:~crtlion a11d attestation. Held: When execution was denied
it is incumbent to have satisfactary proof of execution including
attestation and registration of the document even though the
document was lost as a result of robbery at the time of
evacuation. S. 68 of the Evidence Act is clear on the point and
the loss or destruction of the document does not dispense with the
mode of proof. R.ld.A,R.M. Cheltyar Firm v. U Htaw, 11
Han. 26; ICarimrtllah v. Gttdar, 82 l.C. 396 ; Jadutz.afh Mitra v.
Tsar Jha aud others, 178 I. C. 198, referred to. A decree could not
be pJssed on the basis of eutries in the account books alone, and
they do not establish that the transaction did take place as alleged,
There must be evidence to corroborate the entries such as the
evidence of the document or person present at the transactirm.
Ramgobi11d Prasad v. Gtdab Chand Sahu, I.L.R. 20 Pat. 273,
lollowcd. Even if the entries in the account books llre relevant
under s. 32 i2! of the Evidence Act the Col!rt is not bound to
believe the same without corrobora(ion. Rampyarabai v. Balaj,
Sllridhar, I.L.R. 28 Bom. 294, referred to.
P.R.V.S.P. C!IETTYAR FIRM v, U KYI MIN AND FIVE

EVIDENCE

674

OTHERS

74

672

- - - - - , s. 91

509

EVIDENCE ACT, S.

EVlDENCE PREVIOUSLY RECORDED

339

EXECUTION BY ORDER FOR MAINTENANCE

108

EXECUTION SALE

402

F AILURE OF THE

RESPO;-ID&NT

TO TAKE

CROSS-OBJECTION UNDER

OR!JF.R XLI, H.ULES22 OFTHE CoDEul>CIVILPRoCIWUHEAGAINST
THE ORDER UNDER APPEAL-lfs legal effect-S. 148 ojtfle CodeWhether litm: gra~zled by a deere~ or an order ltavitzg tltc force of
a decree could be enlarged. The Rangoon City Civil Court
passed an ejectment order ; but thereafter under the provisions of
5. 14 (3) of the Urban Rent Control Act, as substituted by
.Act XXVI of 1947 passed an 01der that if the present appellant
deposited a sum of rnoney by a particular date the r;lecree will be
unexecu~ahle so long as the appellant paid the monthly r<mt by a
particular date. The appellant appealed against the order, but
the respondent did not like any cross-objection against :he order
apl'lealed against and the appeJl was dismissed. Held : Tha.t the
appellant,co~ld not qyestion the propriety or validity of the order
either, in' the trial couri or in an appeal against an order for noncompliance of the order modifying the order of ejectment.
Proyision under s. 148 of the Code of Civil Procedure giving
power to the court to extend the time does not apply where time
is al.lowed for doing an act by a decree or, an or'der having the
force. of a decree. H,ukamChatid and o/hus v. Havat and ol/1ers,
(19121 ; PunjaJ.> Record; Vol.· 47,. 343 {Civil Judgment .99) ;
Dha.rmaraja Jlyya.r... and one v •. K. G. Srinivasa Mu!latiar at1d
four others, I.L,R 39 Mad.,87.6; 'Maslahuddin v. Ram KrislJe11
a,~d one, A.I.R. (192sr Oudh.32 ; K>hetra Mo{latl Ghosh an.d 011e
v. Gour Mohatl Kupau; 147 Indian Cases 1025, followed
M.E.Q, KHAN 1) • .M. H. lS!olAIL
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3H

FILIAL RELATioNSHIP

126

FINAL DECREE !'OR REDEMPTION NOT DRAWN UP BY COURT-0Ytier 21,
Rule 1-01·der 34, Rule 4 (2) a11d (31 of Code of CtVil 1-'roccdurc--

Deposit of laPatJCSc Currency Notes-Its effect-Whether drscharges dccrce-APP~al filed-Leav~ tv file Wrilteu Statement O~J
aPP;;al-Considerations goveming. A mortgage by d~::vosit of
title deeds was effected in favour of the appellants by the
respondent's predecessor in 1941. After the death of the
mortgagor the respondents as executors sent a crossed cheque
on the Burma State Bank on 20th August 1944 which was not
accepted. A suit was filed on 31st January 1945 in the City
Court and the sum of Rs 35,250 in Japan~se currency was paid
inlo Court. On 23rd April 1945 the.Court passed a judgment for
final decree for redemption but no decree was drawn up. The
defendant filed an appeal for permission to amend the '.\~ritten
statement slating that the appellant could not then raise the
issue that he was entitled to receive in British currency only.
Held 011 appeal perU THElN MAUNG, C.J.-Thc fact lhatthefinal
decree was not drawn up does .not make any difference. Under
Order XX, Rule 7, of the Code of Civil Procedure, the decree
shall bear the date on which the judgment was pronounced and
" an act of the Cm1rt shall prejudice no man '' is a well-known
legal maxim. Broom's Legal Maxims, lOth Edn., p. 73; Turner v.
London aud Sotlfh- Western Railway Comp ltiY, L R. (1873-4),
VoL XVII, Equity cases, .561 at pp. 566-9, referred to .
Order XXXIV, Rule 4 (21 and (3), Code of Civil Procedure, shows
that preliminary decree shall merely declare that on payment
plaintiff can obtain a final decree. The Co~1rt could take judicial
nutice of the necessary amount having already been paid and
pass a final decree. Tllta Iron and Steel Compa ·,y, Umitcd v.
Baidyanalh Laik, (1923), l.L.R. 2 Pat. 754; Laxmi1z arayan
Ga~tcsdas v. Ghasiram Dulclt~md Palliwal, A.l.R. (19391 Nag
191 ; Moham ed Rahim/nlla v. Jsmil Allarakllia. 51 I,A. 236,
co nsi :lered. Order XXl, !<nle (1), is, not a pplicabl e to cases Of
mortgage decrees. Ambi (a) Subramanianz p,1tfar v_ P. A. V.
Sride,,i,_ A.I.R. [1924) Mad. 102, referred to. The. Japanese socalled currency was never lawful cur,rency in Burma. Mmmg
Sei11 KM v . lllaUILg Hla Ditt, Civil 2nd Appeal No. 3 of 1947;
Ko 1./,aung Ttn atzd eight others v. U GDI& li!an. Civil I{efer<:nce
No. 5 of 1947 11947) R L.R. 149 ; J. K. Be/tara, v. Lee Shein Yu,
Special C.ivillst Appeal :No. Hl of 1946 ; U Sein Wa v U Ba Tflitt,
Civil 1st Appeal No. 23 of 1947 ; U Ba Srm nrtdO!t: v. U Hoke
Wan a11d one, Civil 2nd Ap>)eal No. 37 of 1947 ; U Pe Sllein v.
S.R.M.A.R. Rama11atha1t Chctlyar. Civillst Appeal No.3 of 1948,
referred to and considered. Ac,ceptance of a payment by qourl
and the discharge resulting therefrom are subject to the right of
appeal by the opposite party and till the 1ight of appeal has become
barred or the decree confirmed on appeal the payment cannot be
said to have·been finally accepted. The real delencc in the case .
that the defendant was entitled to payment in British currency '
could not. be raised ~uri_ng the Japanese occupation and
amendment of the wrilten statement is necessary to enable the
real question· in issue between the partie$ to be decicicd. Final
decr-ee· set aside. Held Per U SAN MAUNG, J.-l'he question
whethet'-'}apanese Military notes were lawful currency in Burma
is no~.res integra. The contrary has .been decided in Mamzg Sein
Kllo,., v. J,fautlg fll(l Pi1l, Civil :Znd "J\ppeal JS"o. 3 of 1947 ;
Ko ]tlaung Tin arzd dght others v. U GOIJ Man, Civil Reference
No. 5 of 1947 ; McNair's Le~al Effect of, War, 2nd Edn.; p, 337 ;
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Jack Tlzorrington v. William B. Smith aud H. lo!tn ElarlleY
S.C.S. 8 \Vall 1-14, referred to. If tl!¢ question was res itttegrd
it was entirely beyond the competence of ~he Japanese Mi!itarv
A\lthorlties under Article 43 of Hague Hegulations to issue Burm;;_
Monetary Arrangements Ordinance, 1942, equaling their currency
to the lawful currency of the country. The right of the appellant
was a right to be repaid in lawful money and the order of the City
Court purporting to direct satisf1!dion of that liability in currency
which was not lawful cannot be upheld in appeal. U Ba San's
case, Civil Reference No. 5 of 1907, relied on. The Hague
Regulations must be treated by the Courts in Burma as part of the
Municipal Law. King v. Nnzmg Hmitt and three otlleriS, [1946)
R,L.R. 1, referred to. The payment had not been acc~pted in the
tern.s of the Japanese Currency (Evaluation) Act, 1947, s. 4.
\Vhat is contemplated by s. 4 is the voluntary acceptance of a
payment by the cre&itor, not appropriation by an order of the
Judge. No question of acceptance of payment by anybody
would arise in the case of a payment into Court under Order 34
Rule 4, sub-rule 3, of the Code. of Civil Procedure. Th~
Legislature ·has not extended the application of s. 4 of the
Japanese Currency (Eval uation) Act, 1947, to decrees. U Pe Shein
v . S.R.M.A.R. Ramanatlwtz Clzeftyar, Civil 1st Appeal No.3 of
1948, distinguished.
DR. T. CHAN TAlK v. ARI FF MOOSAJI DoaPLY AXD ON'E
FORFEITURE OF DEPOSIT

FRUSTRATION OF r.ONTRACT BY WAR
GENERAL CLAUSES AcT, S.
GoVERNMENT OF BuR~fA

2 (29)

(T!::MPORARY)

192
PROVISIONS AcT,

1945

217

GRA~DCHH.D OF PARENTS WREN DIVORCED

Habeas corpus
-

-

-

-

-

- \VRI TS-\VHEN ISSUED

126

199
... 562,571,
574

LAw-Mitakshara School-Adoption-Proof of-PrmcipJes
applicable-Self acquired properties-Will-Validity of-Alieuation·-Legalnecessity-Immorality-Bttrden of Proof. Evidence
in support of adoption must te sufficient to satisfy the very grave
and serious onus that rests upon any person who seeks to displace
the natural succession by <>lleging adoption. The physical act of
giving and receiving is a bsolutely necessary to the validity of
adoption. It is the ~ssence of adoption under the Hindu Law,
and the Law does not accept any substitute. Mere expreEsion of
consent or the execution of a deed of adoption, though registered
but not accompanied by an actual delivery of the boy does not
operate as a valid adoption. When there is a lapse of period of
years between the adoption and its being questioned an allowance
must be made for absence of evidence. The fact that the alleged
adopted son's brother never heard· of it during the adoptive
father's lifetime, that the adoptive father treated both his brother's
son and the alleged adopted son· exactly alike as they helped him
in the management of his busines5 and that during the adoptive
father's lifetime the son never claim(:d that right and the adopted
son's nam e was not mentioned as such in the deceased's \Vill is .
consistent only with the . view that there was no adoption.
1\!ulla's Hindu Law, ss. 512 and 489, followed, Property inherited
by a Hindu for other relatives is his separate property. Mulla's

HINDU

454
257
527
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Hindu Law, s. Z23, referred to. As against a son an alienation
by a father can be sustained if it is for antecedent debt that is
antecedent in fact as well as in time. But that debt must be
truly independent and not part of the transaction. A transfer
outright in satisfaction of a mortgage debt is a transfer for
ante<:edent d<:bt. The burden of p_roof is upon the sons to prove
the nnmorahty o_f the debt. It IS not discharged by showing
that the fath<!r hved an extravagant and immoral life. There
must be a direct connection between the debt and the immorality
set up by the sons. Brij Ncrrain v. JllMlgla Prasad, L.R .51
I. A. 129, applied and foi!owed.
A. P. ALAGU PILLAY
ILLEGAL ARREST.

v.

A. PARA)!I.:UNDHA~l P!l.L.I.Y

SUBSEQUENT ORDf'R IN WRITING

\\'HETllhll

693
CAN

372

VALIDATE PREVJOTJS

IMMOVABLE PROPERTY.

DEPINITl0:-1 OF

lMPIHSONMENT IN DEFAULT OF FINE
INDIVIDUaL CoNSIDERATION.
INHERITANCE.

NECESSITY FOR

RIGHT OF

INTE NT I ON WHETHER ESS~NTIAL INGllEDIENT UNDEH CLAUSE 4 TO S. 300,
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property to third party-Paym~tlt of rentTV/tether a defence against rightful o~:mer. The appellants,

lNTEHMEDDLER-RMtit1g

2nd respondent and 3rd respondent and one Tanner w ere sued
ior compensatior, for use and occupation of a house. The 3rd
respondent had taken possession o! the same and ld it out to
appellants and 2nd respondent. The trial Court bad decreed the
claim against all. On appeal it was contended that the appellants
were not liable for the period that rent was paid to the 3rd respondent. . Held: Rejecting such claim that such a plea cannot
be set up against the rightful owner. Upon the admission that
the property was !;~.ken from an unauthorized person the occ11pants
are liable to pay standard rent.
c ~·- .. .
C. AH FO:NG AND ONE'II.EPHRAUJS<iLOll:ON~ND OTHERS
325
INTERNATIONAL Law
••• 470,524
INTERPRETATION OF PROVISION OF WRITTEN CONSTITUTION'
jAPANESE CURHENCY

NoTES. DEPosiT

OF
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s. 3, SUB-S. 2-APPliccrbility
of-Executi'<U& of.decree-Ilig ht of executing. The decree-holder

JAPANESE GORRENCY {EVALUATION) ACT,

had obtaineda '"deci-ee for work done by him· payable in Indian
rupees arid ·m~. decree provided thott it must be satisfied by
payment" in .whatever may be legal tender in Burma when the
payment is made"; upon a contention that the decree was in
respect of money due under a contractual . obligation of _the
description in s. ·3 {1) of the Japanese Currency {Evaluahon}
Act. Held: That for the purpose of execution· and appeal arising
out of such execution, the court was bound by the previous
iudgment of the High Court and cannot go beyond the same or
reasons· therefor•. The Full Bench decision of Ko 11lmmg Tin v.
L. Gon Man [R.L.R. (1947i 149 at p. 152]; cannot affect aclual
decree passed in another case prior to the decision of the Full
Bench. 1 Such decree will remain binding between pfirties to
such suit. C<Jnsequently s. 3 of the Japanese Currency
(Evaluation} Act, 1947, had no application to the case.
L. SHIN YU v. J, K. BEHARA.
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jAPA~ESE CUHRENCY (EVALUATION)

1947, S. 3-House relit
inwrrnl duriHg Japmuse occupatiou-Pu-war couiract to pay
tllOJJ!Itly rwt- Wllell~er s. 3 qpplicuble. An unregistered document
was executed prior to the Japanese occupation providing fo1 occupation for live years bt,t on payment of monthly rent as it fell due.
The document being unregistered could not determine the right of
J,'arlies. The claim for rent due between July 19~4 and February
1945 did not amonnt to a contractual obligation {ntered prior to
Japanese cccupation. The parties must be deemed to have agreed
that each month's rent would become payable at the end of the
mcnth. It is a separate debt which for the period in suit, viz.
July 194-l to Febroiiry 1945 cot1ld'bave been satisfied by payment
in Japanese Currency Notes. Accordingly the party is liable to
pay onlv in terms of s. 3 of the Japanese Currency (Evaluation)
Act, 1947.
J, M. CHAPIA V. M. HASSAN SHIRAZEE ...
ACT,

JUDICIAL OR QUASI-JUDICIAL ACT

681
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JuDGMENT oF AP?ELtATE CoURT-Conte11is of-Ord~r

XLI, Rule 31,
Code of Civil Proccdure-Requisif~s. The District Judge on appeal
stated that he had gone through the judgment a nd the evidence
of the witnesses and agreed that there was real substa nce in
the claim of th e p lainti ff ang confirmed the decree of the trial
Cou rt. Hdd: That lhe judgment did not give any reasons for
coming to the conclusion . Under Order XLI, Rule 31, the
judgment of the appellate Court should state (1) the points for
determination, 12) the decision thereon and (3) the r easons for
the decision. The judgment did not comply with fbese conditions and was not jndgment as contemplated by the Code of Civil
Procedure. Ma S aw at1d others v. Ma Bwi1t Byz~, I.L.R. 6 Ra11. 66 ;
Dharat11 D as y. Sltaukar Ahir, LL.R. 53 All. 528 ; Sitarama
Sast niltt and otlrersv. Suryat~arayauaSasttttlu, I.L.R. 22 Mad.12 ;
Sohawan a11d mrother v. Babu Nat~d, I.L.R. 9 All. 29, followed.
MAU:!\ G MYAING V, U Po AUNG
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13-Pleader struck off tlte Rolls for
appeariu g iu drunken condition iu Court-APPlication for
reiustatemen in tire roll-Prmcipl~ aPPlicable. Held :That the
High Court has inherent power to reinstate a legal practitioner if
it is satisfied that the delinquent has reformed his character and
has for sufficiently long period acted in such a way that he can
be entrustfd notwithstanding his previous delinquency, with affairs
of clients and admitted to an honourable profession without the
profession suffering degradation. But where there is no
repentance or regret for his. past conduct and the evidence of his
good conduct after his dismissal from practice, is meagre, · he
should not be reinstated. l11 re Abiruddi11 Ahmed; 38 Cal. 3{)9 ;
Itt the matter of Jiathtlfa Prasad, .1 Pat. 684; Ilfoltammad Yusuf
Httsaitt Kltim v. EmPeror, A.l.R. t1934) Oudh. 140; lt1 re Pykc,
34 L.J. Q.B. 220.
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AcT, s. 5-':irrfficien/ C<lfl.se-Ignorance of law-Moncy-

leude,·s' Act, s. 12-Retraspeclive effcd-Mor/ gage suit-Parties
claiming adverse title-Attestation. In a suit on a mortgage
bond for a claim of Rs. 7,000 the Trial Court granted a decree.
An appeal filed in the Di~trict Court of Myingyan was successful,
but on 2nd appeal the High Court reversed the dcci~ion of the
District Conrt on the ground that the District Cm1rt had no
jurisdiction to entertain the appeal of the value of ov.;r l~s. 5,000.
The present appe~l was then filed in the High Conrt, and even
though allowance was made for the time spent in the District
Conit the appellants were still out of time by about ten days clue
to inability to raise necessary funds. Held: That the mistake of
the appellants' Pleader amounted to sufficient cause within the
meaning of s 5, Limitation Act. Held fur/Iter : That though
ignorance of law is no excuse the degree of skill and efficiency
displayed by the moffusil bar is a special circumstance for
adoption of a liberal construction when copies of legal Acts and
enactments were not readily available for easy reference. The
District Court and the Officers of the Court shared the same notion
as to forum of appeal and the pleader had honestly given the
advice under which the appellants acted.. Case law on the -point
referred to :md discussed. llfa Hmon and others v. Ma Shwe Me,
(189Z-96) Civil, VoL Z, U.B.R. 45Z; Gopal Chandra Lahlri v.
Solornott, 1::1 Cal. 62 ; Krislt11a v. ChafilappMt, 13 Mad. 269 ;
Nga Po A1t v, Nga Nyun Btt aud two olllcrs, 11907-09) Civil,
Vol. 2, li.B.R., Limitation 2; llfa Mai Gale v. Ttm Win, (1915-16),
Vol. 8, L.B.R. 566; Tin Tw Nyo and others v. M. Atmg Ba Saing
and one, 1 Ran. 584; J N. SM~'V v. T. S. Chelf
Fzrm, 4 Ran.
· 265 ; Rakhal
Ghosh ,111d
Gosll and
ol/ters, 17
·
AIL
414;
Prasad aud
v. Mohallmzad
aud a11oiher v.

District c.wi others,
: Where the exl!cution
necessary to produce the
fact could be proved by the
..
llfa Nya Thtirz a11d others,
A.I.R (1
Ran_ 184, referred to. Held also: That the Money·
lenders' Act came into force on 1st January 19'l7 and it has
retrospective effect. No decree can be passed for an amount
which, together with interest paid is more than double the
ori2:inal sum borrowed. Parties' who claim under a title :ildversely
to both mor!gagor ;;tnd mortgagee are not proper parties to the
mortgage suit. !11. V. A .L. Viswanaiha11 Chetlyar v. M.a Aye atzd
three others, 4 Ral}. 214, followed.
U SHWE KYU AND FOUR OTHERS V . MA TIN U

'AcT. s. 28-Wiuther extinguishes rigfzts or ba,-s r~medies
to regain :Pos~ess{on after Court sale aml. dclivery-.Specific Relief
Act s 42-Wltether co-owner should sue for passessioa -E."xecufion
sal~Wilefher third parties' rig/Its af!ccfr.d-Burmese Buddlu'sl
Law-Nissaya and Nissita~ In execution of a money decree
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obtained by the appellant again~! the husband of the 1st respondent, property in disvute which belonged to the couple was
sold by court on th~ 30th July 1930 and purchased by appellanl
and he obtained possession through court. At the time of the
!ale the Full Bench decision of lila Paitzg v. Na,.,g Si1we Hf:att
and others, l.L.R 5 Ran. 478, determined the rights of Burmese
Buddhist husband and wife. According to that decision an
execution sale against husband conveyed wife's interest as welL
This decision was later overruled by the Special Bench decision
of N.A.V.R. Cltetlyar Firm v. Mau1zg Than Dai11t, I L.R. 9 Han,
524, and the dfect of that decision was to restore the old law
under which execution salr in a decree against the husband did
not convey wife's interest. The appellant remained in possession
of the disputed properties till evacuation. After evacuation the
respondents got into posse~sion. After the British re·occupation,
when the appellant tried to regain pos>ension, the respondents
filed a suit for declaration of title over the whole property ancl
obtained a decree for 11/12th share. This decision was set aside
by the District Court but in second appeal trial Coun's decision
was restored. In further ap{:eal under s. 31 of the Union Judiciny
Act it was contcnded-(a) that no s uit for declaration having been
filed within six years of the court sale, a _suit unqer s, ~2,
Specific Relief Act, was barred, (b) as the plaintiff could l1ave
claimed further relief, the suit for bare declaration was not
maintainable, (c) tl·at the entire property had passed by reason
of the ruling in lila Paing's case, (dJ that in any case, the share
granted by the trial Court was not correct and that the claim
could be only for one-l1alf as the property brought to the marriage
by the wife had changed character and been sold and the price
had been employed in. money-lending. H cld : That though
x>laintiff-respondent's right to sue for a declaratory decree_ before
the war had been time barred yet title in the property was not
extinguished and when the plaintiff-respondent regained posses·
sion within 12 years there was a fresh cause of action for a
declaratory decree when the defendant displlted her title.
Rajah of Ve11katagiri v. Isakapali Sttbbiah and others. (1903}
I.L.H. Z6 Mad. 410, refe,:red to. The relief by way of partition
is not a consequential relief. A suit for declar;dion of title alone
Jies without a claim for partition. Joy Narayan s,n Ukil v.
Srikanllla Roy, 26 C.W.N. 206, followed. Held fm·l/Ier: That
as the wife was not a party to the aucli<:>n sale her rights cannot
be affected and the ruling in A bdttl Aziz 1{/um Sahib v.
Appayasami Naiker and others, (1904) L.R. 31 I.A. 1, has not the
effect of affecting the rights of third parties, Held further: That
though the wife's payin had changed character, it will not
make any difference in the application of the principle of
Nissaya and Nissila. May Oung's Buddhi::.l Law, p. 60, referred
to. The children of the marriage had no interest during the
parent's lifetime and the decree-holder's share was accordingly
held to be one-third and not one-twelfth.
A.L.M. CHETTYAR FIRM v. l\TA SlNT AND THREE OTHERS...
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obligation 0! the defendant is materially altered by the plaintiit,
his suit should be dismissed. But where the document materially
altered is merely a piece of evidence and plaintiff can prove his
claim without referenc·e to the altered document, the claim may
be decreed, Naffm Lal and others v. Mt. Gomt, f{ttar and
others, (1940) A.l.R. 160; Gottr C/Janclra Das v. Pmsanna Kumar
C/J(111d1·a, 33 Cal. 812 ; Tapiram v. ]Hgalkishore (!lid auotlur,
(1926) A.I.R. Nag. 29, referred to ~tnd discussed. The test is
whether the original consideration has mergecl in the document.
MAUNG TH!T MAUNG ·~. MAU1\G Ti1\ AXD THREI! oTHI>RS

"M.A.Y BE TAKEN 11\TO CONS!DERATIO:".''

MEAN!1\G OF

7zz
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1945, s. 2 (6)-C(~rryhr.g o1t the bmiuess ojtltouej•lender-·Plca uot 1·aised in wnllcu .<falemwt or at f/1e lime of
framing of issues-BHt raised in argume1ti-Cousideration of iu
appeal. Held: That ii there are facts either admitted or proved
beyond controversy, a new plea could be entertained on appeal.
Conncctiwt Fi1·c InsttrM1ce Comj>auy v. [(awinagh, (1892) A.C. 473
at p. 480, followed•. llf. E .Moola Sons , Limited (Itt Liqttidctlrot~) v.
Burjorjce, (1932) LL.R. 10 Ran. 242 (P.C.) at p. 255; P,zpa Ammal
v. Pmtcltavamam Am mal a11d ofltcrs, (1936-37) I.L.R. 14 I~an. 738
at p. 742, referred to. Heldfurlher: Tbal under s. 2, claus~ 6, of
the Money-lenders' Act, money-lender means a person \Vho carries
on the business of advancing loans· as defined in the Act. A
person who lends money on two or three occasions a year to his
friends while doing some other business cannot he regarded as a
money-lender.
...
·

MoNEY·LENDEns' ACT,

l3JSWAS NATH RM V. KASH! NATH RAI

449

AcT, 1945-S.13,clause (al-Whelher final mortgace
decree for sale could be re-opened 111tdcr-lt~ltrcst after
8l1t Ueccmber 1941-Whether s. 3, Accrual of Interest .(\Var-Time
Adjustment) Act, 1947, applies to deci:e!!$. Held: That. Sritish
subjects in India did not become alien eneffiies.of t11e people in
Burma when Burma was ·occupled.J?flh'
riheiie. 'I':.E.R~lf.

Mo1\EY-LENDERs'

·u.M.K: S)16.W~:·
·r, , Mt.SI'"Bnr.
L.R. 278, followea. S. 13 (!l} of the. M'o1
ers' Act, 1945,
provides that. in an appeal ·~H~~!{
'~hl' decree in
u mortgage smt whether filed b&ore.ooilterthe. commencement
of the Act the court may ·re_.;o_~~t§'e'if.illf.l~tlon ; in so doing
the court can re-open Ute pre)Illll~ ' decree also. Rum/aBose, Srimali v. Rai M.im#fi;i,f}ia: Nti'tf: 'Bost and others,
L .R i2l.A. 156~ .foll~~~d\#F~~pli~'a. Held fur/her: That in
respect of the two transactions, dated 30th October 1929 ,and
12th beceinba'i9so,':w'liich .tiad been settled on 14th June· 1936·
and theap~eJ!iffit:¥gr~ed b'p~y in annual instalments, it would
not be· fair to•re'open the same as appellant cannot be allo\ved
to benefif:bY,i:ils.o\viJ. wrong .. In re-opening the transaction, the
. Ac~iiPf,~teiest ,War.Time Adjustment) Act, 1947; could "not
be !XIO&i\fe'i:ed as disallowing in~erest after 8th Deceniber\1941,
as :P.te 's;Ud ·'Act ·docs 'apply to a decree. Bauk of'Cltet{i11ad,
U11Jile4 v, Chu~lt Bu1~·"Hock, Civil Misc. No. 69 of i947, follow,ed.
Krishnan C!tetty~r v.

'#S't •" ,.

Ko 'SAN'MYA AND ONE v. A.R.S.A, FIRM
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'MURDER COMMITTED IN EFFE<.:TlNG SAFE Ill'TRF.AT IF lX THE COURSE
OF iJACOlTY
NEW PO!XT IN APPEAL

Nissaya

.NOTICE

AXD

Nissita

To Ql'lT

'0BSTilVC:T!OO: BY A THIRD PERSON
OcCUPATioN OF BURMA BY JAPANESE-Effect On cout mcts oj agencyDecision of SuPrewt Court drtring occuP<~Iiot~-Dtf eucc of B11n11a
Act ·mzd R;tlc-Rrtle. <}7-Et~glis/L Common Law if applicablcDocftit~e of stare decisis-Declaration of war by Burma 011

Gt·,at Britaht-Its legal cffut. Held: Agency of an agent in
Burma of a principal residing in India did not terminate when
Burma \lias occupied by the Japa nese and the agent remained in
'{>ecupied Burma though the communication b<:tween the principal
.and the agent became impossible. Held: That such question is
to be decided in accordance wHh the Municipal Law of Burma
and not by International Law.
Condition of Burma under
Japane$e occupation was peculiar and there is no Common Law
authority on the point. The Municipal Law of Burma is in
CO!JSOn~nce with the American decisions ijl Kershaw v. Kelse~•,
1100 Ma ss 5611 and ·Witliams v. Paine, !169 U.S. 55). Held:
That the courts were alwa~·s reluctant to upset decisions whith
have been accepted by the public as the basis of their transactions
for a length l)f time and the ruling of the Supreme Court in Civil
Heference No. Z of 1943 should not be disturbed and should be
followed. Held: That during the Japanese occupation Burma
did not attain the necessary s1atus to declare WflT on Great
Britain. Therefore the <!lleged declaration of war by the then
Burmese Government could have no le![al effect. A.S,N.S.·Fh-m
by their dtlly constit11fed agency l(arcappaya Pillay v. M"tmg Po
Kllirz and Ma Thatt1tg Kywai, Civil Reference No.2 of 1943 of the
Supreme Court of occupied Burma. followed. U Sa11 Wa v.
U Ba Thi11, Civil Reference No.2 of 1947, referred to. R.M.M.R.M.
Perichiappa Chettiar v. [{o Kyaw Than, Civil 1st Appeal No. 34
of 1947, folfowed. Sovfracld's case, (1943) A.C. :i.03; Frdz v .
Slover, 22 S.C. Wall, 98 ; Chem Abbfleo11g v ll1 apacarm Mollamed
Rowther and r.iglzt others, (1946) Mad. 768; Daimler Company,
Limited v. Corrtincutal Tyre and Rttbbet Company (Great Brita ill)
Limited, (1916) , 2 A.C. 307 ; Wagllela RajsattJi v. Sllekh
ltfar;ludi11, 14 I.A. 89; Thomas Bear & Sons (ludral, Ltd. v.
Prayag NaraitJ, 67 I.A. 212; Tingley v. Multer, (1917) L.R. 2
Ch. 144; Ma M}a v. Ma Thein, I.L.R. {1926) Ran. 3 13 (F.B.l;
Lodt1v)•k Johannis De Jager v. Tlte Attomcy-Gweral of Natal,
{1907.J A C. 326; Tile Kitrg v . ./Jfauug Hmm a11d tllrce others,
(1946l Ran. 1, ·referred to. PerU. SAN MAUNG, J.-Sir Frederick
Poll·ock's observations " Laws of every nation are detern1ined by
their histodcal condition not only as to details but as to structure"
sl10uld be applied .to the 'Special conditions in Burma during
occupation. The agent in .Bur~a could very well look after the
interest of his principal in India without supplying the Japanese
with sinews of w'ar. The· growth of English Common Law on
the subject is not based on exp·erience of enemy occupation of
English territory. Pay~nent to the ~gent would rather tend to
increase the sinews of war:. to the British and the Courts in Burma
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during o~cupalion h;we followed the decision of the Surreme
Court of :'>Iassachusetts. The qu~slion is notre,; ia/egra ~nd the
prin<;i pie of stare decisis must apply.
V.E.R.M. KIHSHNA CH£TTIAR v." M,;VI.K. Sl'BfliYA CHETT!Af{
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SUCCESSION OF TEMPORARY

ORDER FOR EJECniENT <(J~DER s. 17 OF 1'!-l 1i

RANGooN CiTY Crvrr,
Cou1n AcT-E.wcution of tbc order-Obstruction by a third
perS01J-Witctltet· Order 21, Rule 97, aptlies. Held by tlte Full
.Bcnc'z : Tl1at when a landlord has obtained an order of ejectment
against his tenant under s. 17 of the Rangoon City Civil Court
Act and jo course of the execution of the said order is obstructed
by a third person who is not a party to the proceedings under
s. 17, the landlord can avail himself of the provision of
Order }L'(l, Rule 97, of the Code of Civil Procedure and obtain
an order under Rule 98 if the fac(s W<mld justify such a course.
In view of ss. 36 and 141 of the Code and s. 23 of the Rangoon
City Civil Court Act and Rule 3 of the Rangoon City Civil Court
(I~ecovery of Possession and Distress) Rules, the word" decree"
in Rules 97 and 90 of the Order XXJ of the Code includes an
"order". D. H. Atchia €· Co. v. M. E. Jeewa, \1924) 3 B.L.J.
263; Baggiammal v. Appadurai Gramany, 6 I..C. 7Z2; Mal1omed
Ghousc Sahib v. Shaik Mohid een Sahib, A.I.R. (1924) Mad. 74;
Naraymw Jy.Jtzgarv. Desika Clzariar, 11933) I.L.R. 57 Mad. 35;
Mer.·dit/l \',S<mjibari Dasi, 11915} I.L.R. 42 Cal. 313; f(ilacluwd
Devdumd & Co., Ltd. v. Ajudhia Prasad Sukhanancl & Co. and
others, 59 Born. 10, referred to.
BADU SAGARMAL Tl!IRF.WAI.A v. G. M. LATIMOU~

LAND-Structure ott tlte land-(J,ws of proof regarding
oumersllip oj-Dzfferettce between En{;lish Law a11d law in India
aud Burma-Burdeu of proof h: ~jec/m~ut suit-Stamp Act,
s. 36-Unsfamped documetzls admitted by trial Court-Effect.
The respondent was the owner of H~lding No.2. On the land
.was a building occupied by appellants. The respondent sued for
possession of the house and land. The appellants asserted that
th.e house belonged to them but that they were tenants of the
land. The Subordinate Judge held under s . 110 of the Evidence
Act, as the appellants were in possession, the burden of proving
title lay Of\ lhe plaintiff. Trial Judge admitted in evidence,
Exhibits 2 and4, two unstamped documents referring to an agreement-to pay rent and a receipt for rent. On appeal the Distrid
Judge placed the bnrden of proving ownership of the house on
the defendant and he rejected Exhibits 2 and 4 as inadmissible in
eyidence and held that the clefel)dants had not discharged the.
bLJrden which Jay on them. \Vhen the defendant in pussession 1
of a house on a land belonging to the plaintiff wl1ich the lde(endant claims he has taken on rent and built the house, the
District Judge erred in placing burden of proving the title of the
bou10e on· the defendant. In England no 8oubt the owner of the
land-would be-the owner of whatever is affixed to the soil on the
principle 9f" Q11icqt1id Platzfaftlr solo_sola credit" but in India
and Burma this principle ·does not apply. Tltakaor Clmnder
PoramaJ:ick qnd others v. Ramdlzotte Buttacharjee, 6 W.R. 228
(F.B.l ; Narayatl Das !(hcttry v. Jatiudra Natlz Ray Chowd!Lur>t
and others, f.L.R. 54 Cal. 669 (P.C.) and Vallabhdas Naranji v.
Development Officer, Batu!-ra, 53 Bam. 589_ (P.C.), followed,
Held ft~rther: That 11nder ~. 36 of the Stamp Act if documents
insufficiently stamped are admitted in evidence in trial Court such

OWNER OF
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admission coulo not be cllailenged in appeal. l'cclda Vcnkatta
Reddi and anot/ic1· v. I1 i/ta H11ssain Setti, I.L.R. 57 Mad. 779 ;
l'enkatakris1t11a Reddi v. Halclla Rcddi, LL.R 57 i\facl. 783
referred to. A sale deed though unregistered was admissible i1~
evidence to prove the nature of the possession of the house
though it may confer no title.
NAZlll KHA:-.1 A~D ONE

v.

353-

MA MALAY

Parabaik, MoRTGAGE BY
"Parabaik" JPPI:R BURMA REGISTRATION REGULATION, 1897, s. 4Mortgage fo1· Rs. ZOO aml l?s. 500 recorded i/1 "Parabaik." The
concensus of h dicial opinion has been to treat mortga.re
transactions recorded in ·' Parabaiks ·• as complete<.! mortgage
instruments and where the validity of such transactions depended
upon registration the unregistered instrument has been held to be
inadmissible in evidence to prove its terms. The case law on
the point discussed. Queen-EmPress v. Mi Nan Tha, 1 U.B.R.
(1892-961303; Mi Ta.~t. Ng,1 Stiu, 2 U.B.R. (Civil) (1907-091
E xecution-Signing 5 ; In re Cltct Po, 7 L.H.R. 77 : M a Sat ht v.
Nc, Sin, 3 U.B.R . (1917-201 258 ; Mlmng Po Din v. Mauug
Po Nyem, 4 U.B.r~. 80; lola Suw v. Maung Ba, 5 Ran, 650;
Mmmg Ba v. Maung Tlla K}·u, (1930) Ran. 39, referred to and
discussed.
l\1AUNG BA KYAW A:-lD FiVE OTHEHS

v.

619·

619•

iiAUNG BA SHEIN

C9DE s. 64-lmPrisoumwt ir1 defautt of fim- S. 35, Criminal
Procedurt Code-Powtr oi cou1·t to direct sentences to run
.:oncurrwt ly. The accused was !qund. gl!!ltY of th~'ee se parate
offences under s. 409, Penal Code. He was sentenced in respect
of each offence to undergo one and a half years' rigorous
imprisonment ;lnd tp pay a fine of R s. 150 or six months'
imprisonment .\n .default. TI1e , Magistrate dil:ecled the sentences
of impljsonment inclu~ling one in lieu of fine to run concurrently.
- Held: That this is clearly opposed to s. 64, Penal Code. The
additional sentence must be in exceps of any other imprisonment.
Under s. 35, Criminal Procedure Code, the Criminal Court is not
compete-n t to, direct that such sentences shouid run concurrently.
Kanda Muopau (a) GoPtrl Naicker, I.L.R, (~937) M;;td, 362;
Kittg-Emperorv. SubrMSesltarao, A.l.R (1926) llom. 62, follow~d ;
Ebrahim v. l(j1Jg-EmPtror, Cr.L.J. Vol. XXXII (1931) 637 ;
The Crown v. Chanan- Sing It, I.L.R., Vol. XXI, Lah. (1940) 143,
referred to.
THE UNION OF BURMA v. AYE MAUNG

PENAL

ConE, s . 193-S. .476 of Cr(>~linal Procedttrc Cod~Prittciptes
•which complaint shpu_ld .be filed. Held~ Where th.ere has been
inordinate Q.elay in making application for action 1,1nder s. 476 of
the Criminat·Procedure C:ode the Co.urt sl}.ould not entertain such
an application. JCornplaint should :not be filed unless -U1ere is
a reasonable probatility of. conviction. Mmmg Shwe Plr.e anf{
jive others v. Ma Me Hnzoke, I.L.R. 3 Ran. 48 ; R~himadulla Sahib
Emperor, I.L.R. 31.Mad.140; B~:gu Singh· v. Emperor, I.'L.R.
34 Cal. 551 ; .Bahadu.r v. Eradafttllah Mallick, l.L. R. 37
Cal. 642, followed.. Jadu Na11dan Singh v. EmPf.rf{r, I.L.R.
37 C~l- 250, referred to.
·
...J)~
HWE EYE HAl~ AND ONE V. THE KING
...
.
,..
PENAL CoDE, . SS. 299 AND '300 ~S AM:B.NDED .BY TI:!B PENAL ponE
A~rENDING ACT, 1947-Causing t11jury which is likely to CaiiSt:
deatl•-lf murder. Helrj.: Where a person caused the death of
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person, by causing an injury which was likely lo cause

dealh(a) the offence, in the absence of any circumstance which
makes the act one of culpable homicide not amvunting
to murder, is murder if it can be deduced from a
consideration ol the whole facts of the case that the
offender ca11Sed the death· by doing an act with the
intention of causinl! death or with the intention of
causing bodily injury ;15 in fact is sufficient in the
ordinary course or nall.re to cause death ;
ib) the offence is one oE ~·0tuntarily causing grie\'Ous hurt
under s. 325 or 326 of the Penal Code according
to the nature of ~he weapon used if it can be deduced
from a consideration of the whole facts of the case that
the offender intended only to cause bodily injury which
was !ikelv to 'd.lise death, as ss. 299 and 300 .of
the Penal Code' as an1ended do not refer to such
intention IIJ;:c::' the old section ~
(.:} the offence 1s iiol ·o'ne under s. 304A of the Penal
Code if ' the bodily injury· was caused with criminal
intention to C;\USe it, as an act done with snch intention·
cannot be a rash or nc~ligent act ;
\d) the offence ''is one under s. 304A of the Penal Code
if the bodiiy injury was caused by a rash or negligent
act, i:e; \Vith out any criminal intent but with the
knowledge lhat it was likely to cause death; and
(~) the offence is one under s . 299 or s . 300 of the Penal Code
even though the bodily injury was caused by a rash
or hegligen_t act if the offender kn~\v that the act was_
so imminently dangerous that it must in all probability
cause su'c h bodily 1 injury as is likely to cause death
and the court finds mider s. 300 (c\ of the Code that
his intentio11 w;~s to cat1se death or bodily injury as
in fact is ~li fficieilt to cause deaih.'
'
.

·I

.·'

'

.

Seir1 Klro v. Til~ King, Criminal Appeal ~o.1312 of 1947, overruled ; S/,we Ei1~ v. Ki•II!· EmPeror. (1905-061 3 L:B.R. 122 at
p. 123 ; Nga Na Harz v. ~i,~g-~mt~rQr,, .VCf.!>1::TP6l ~.P~J3.R P cena!
Code 33; EmPress of lttilia v.~ldr~· Beg, {188'1) I.I:..R;3 AU: 776'at
pp. 779 and 780; W. If., Smitlt :V• PEmPer~r, ···(1926) '· I:L.R. 53
Cal. 333 at p. 338 ; Srtkaroo v. Emperor, {1887} 1.[..~, ~~ -Cal. 561);
l(ywe We v. [{ili/!,~Emperor;·'4 L.&;R., '311. at pp:· '31S· )and 3fif ;
Po Tttn v. Kiug .Empc~r;,4- ~~·R· 3Q§ ;-;:f,l~ !{iup, v. Aung Nyzm,
(1940) Ran. 441 (f'.B.)·;,'AWt'ilflinca-:.t~~Tht'Kitlg, (1937r Ran. 393 ;
Shwc Hla lj ~ . King-En.i'tf:{#, 33 kB_R. 122; Po Sin v. King Emperor, :> L.B, ~. ~0 ;/4.'Mlll:,., v;· Kt,ttf!,-l?_mpervr, 1 · Ran. 285. ;
ftluui/,il's ca~e -A~1,~{.~~r,;AU. 853; Jt:mtings a11d on,; v. Kelly,

(1940) A.C::lZ06;<ref~i4:lo; ·
·
TJI&U.Nto){ on:BuR&rA v. MAUNG NYUN
...:; ~ ~;- · ~ -t"-''~···IJ
,._

.

PE~AL CODE, S. :311~· (2)
PENAL CODE,

ss. 30Q, 302-Difference between t/te first three clatHes

of s. 300 and 4th clapse- Iutetztion 111/lt:tller essential i1~gredietzt
under. clause 4;' Beld : That intention is mentioned· as ·:an
essential ingredient in the first three clauses of s. 300, Penal Code,
but not under clause.4; If a person 'does a: rash or reckless act
without any excuse ·and he knows that the acl is so immil:enty
dangerous to human life that in all probability it would cause
death then the act comes within this clause. The. view is made
quite plain by illustration (d) to s. 300, Penal Code. -Helilfuriltcr:
That cbnviction should have been under clause .3 of s . 300

780
848
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and not clause 4. Slr7VC Em v. [(iug-Empuor, 3 L. B.l~. 122 :
Nga Na Ba11 v. Klllg-EmPeror, Vol. 1 (Cr.) (1904-06i U.B.R. 33;
/llauind1·n Lal Das v. Tire Emperor, 41 Cal. 1187, followed.
MAUNG PE

v. THE

Kl~G

36

302 READ W!TH S. 34-CommDII itlt&lllion 11ecessary
iufereltcc-Alteratrou of sente11ce ou appcnl. Held by llzc Bcucft:
Essence of joint liability under s. 34 of the Penal Code is the
existence of a common intention leading to doing of a criminal
act in furtherance of such intention. Sucll inference of common
intention should not be reached unless it is a necessary inference.
" Necesarv inference '' tn\JSt mean the only reasonable inference
possible, nut merely the probable inference ; from the mere fact
that the accused were all 'lrmed it cannot be said that the only
necessary inference was that they intended to kill as well as rob
passengers. Mah/,ubShah v. [(in/!,-Emperor, 72 I.A. i"48, applied.
King-Emperor v. Nga. At111g Tlteitz nmlauctlzcr, 13 Ran. 210(F.B.),
referred to. Barcdra l(umat· Gho~h v. Emperor, 52 CaL 197 (P.C.)
referred to. H c!d /1lrt he1·: Though com·iction under s. 302 read
with. s. 34 could not stand the accused could be convicted undt'r
s. 394, l.>enal Code, as jointly concerned in •commitlin~ robbery
in which hurt was caused by fell ow robbers. The accused cou ld
have been ;ceparately charged under ss. 323, 392 and 394. It
would be permissible to alter th~ offence to one u;1der ,o_ 39 -l of
the l'enal Co ce and }he appellnte Court may after th ' charge
or finding. Lnla Ojha v . Quetu-EmPress, 20 Cal. 863, fd lowed.
Conviction alter ed into one nuder s. 394 of the Penal C..ode and
accused sente uced for transportation for I Ie. ·Held pu C/11({
Justice : The true test for alteration of conviction is whclh er
the facts are such as to give the accused notic· of offence for
which he is going to be convicted though not chargt·d and that
the accused is not prejudiced by the mere absence of a :;pecific
charge. M.ehcrSheiklt a.ndotller-sv. Emperor, A.I.R. (1931) Cal.
414, applied. Walltt v . The Crown, {19:!3) I.L.R. . -+ Lah. 373,
d istinguished. Begu v. King.F.mperor, (1925) l.L.R. 6 Lah . 226
(P.C.), referr~d to.
MAUNG MYINT V: THE UNION Ol' BURMA
PENAL CoDE, s. 304, RIGHT OF PRIVATE DEFENCE

379
661

-- -- - - ' ss. 302, 3:Z3

179

PENAL CODE, s.

'l?~o.JoS'fs~ ~-~-~~m:> 06u5~S 89- c;6l04g~~ ~®~C9S§c:l! r:v."
w~:ooGoo:>~mSSD4'J:(>)~{;{(>)~:>t\3JC 9~1!§6:~(>)~?o.Jt§02oSG§:

G'[~Q~I

GJOro~®

<?~~E::ot§1 ' SS~&J~'ffOi?O:Jt§ roo~® G'[t~~

~Co.J~~CG~.,S~~~S::nE§A 0!6)C~m(>)?&G8:§oS~~ G~')CCijlGQ'JC

~c::t~~ll oe~tl; ~~~~ 'l~Of~l i'J"~joS~'J ~01 ~rbp:::Dt§·

GQ.,f.GOO'JC:::r.2~~ ot6'[C~!"D6j'J& g~:§oSc§~~~~~
"l~ot~w:>~oS;?~~o·u ~H}o.Jt§ll

oe9rz

t~~l

G~Sm~: ..( o~:) ~~ §t§GOO')C~ §~~:>~6_9oo:>S
PENAL CODE, S. 30~A

!2)-Joinl attack wilh st.icks-Mullt'll figlttRi glzt of Private defence- No cMnnzo1~ itttention- Carlse mzd itzjury
likely to cause death-Real offence canzmiUed. The appellants
had jointly assaalted with· ~ticks one R who died a!l a result of
the injuries received. Only ~ne of such . injuri es was a fatal
wound and there was no evidence as to who struck the fatal blow.
There had been a fight between.the deceased and -the appellants.
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They were convicted under s. 304A [2) of the Penal Cod e £or
doing a ra;h act with knowledge that il was likely to cause dc::ath.
The lower Court found that there was no common intention to
c:1use the death of R. Held : That the conviction under s. 304A (2)
was not snstainable as it could not be said that t ho~e who did
not strike the fatal blow contemplated such a blow by others and
they were not guilty under s. 302. Gouridas .\'amaS1tdm v.
Emperor, 36 C:~l. 659, applied. Sulaiman v. Tltc Kin g, (1941) I~ a n.
258, followed. The common intention was to C.'luse grievous
hurt and the accused was guilty under s. 324, Penal Code.
MAU)\G SEJ~ AND ONE

v. THE UNION

OF BURMA

334

CooE, ss. 366. 366A-" Seduce to illint in/ ercourse ",
meaningof-IVItetller cow.iiction under s. 366 of Po wl Cod e ca11
be alterw i11to o11e 1t11dc.r s. 7 of Suppressirm of Broth::/s Act.
Held: \Vhere" girl below the age of 18 years was living a life of
prostitution in a brothel and she was induced, without any force
or decei t, b:-· the appellant to leave the brothel and live with h im
as his concubine he could not be con\'icted under ss. 366 and 366A
of lhe Penal Code. Hddfnrthc·r: "Seduced to illicit int• rcourse •·
is something different from "seduction'' in its popular sense.
It means induced to surrender or abandon a c•mdition of purity
from unlawful sexual intercourse. Where the girl ''as alreadv
living a life of 11'ostitution, she could not be said to have been
seduced to illicit Intercourse. Shalteb Ali v. EmPeror, I.L.R. 60
. Cal. 1457; Emperor v B.aijnatlt, 54 All. 756; Nura v, Emperor,
35 Cr.L.J. 1386, follo'w ed. Ki11g-Em#ror v. Nga Ni Ta,
(1902-0311 U.R.R. (Penal Code} 15; King-Emperor v. Nga Ngc,
11904-Q6) 1 U.B.R. {Cr.l 17; Cronm v. Clta11 Mya, 1 L.B.R. 297,
dissented from. Bahadttr v. Tit~ Empress, (1!!81) P.R. (Cr.) 7,
referred lo. Held /11rtlter: S. 7 of Brothels Act was the p roper
section but the conviction could not be altered into one under that
section as. this is a special law and s. 237, Criminal Procedure
Code, is not applicable.
.

PENAL

TUN KYAING

v.

THE KING

74·

P~AL CQDE, s. 395-:-S. 32 t3) .of tlte Evidcu~ Ac;t-Admissibility
of staleiu e r~ts made a.s agaimt otlter accrtsed,-Necessi/y of

corrobo.ration of mnt,;rial particulars of sucl:' sf'afemmt. Hdd:
That the said incriminating statement made by a person who
was .one of the dacoits \~a.s not adr;n~ssiple under s. 32 (1) of
the Evidence Act against another inasmuch as it did not relate
to the c:1use of his death or to anv of the circu mstances of the
transaction which resulted in his death. Under s. 32 {3) o l the
Evide.qce Act it could not be admitted in this case on the groui1d
that he must have kuown that he was dying and exposure to a
criminal prosec:Ution ·'for the dacoity cannot unde,· the <:ircumstances ,be t'aken·s~r~ously. At any rate, he 01ttst be tr~ajed to b.e
an, acco.n;~plic~ 'a nd his statement required corroboration on so me
material particulars so as to satisfy the Court of its truth in so
far as - it · implie<!-tes the appellant. Nga Te amt others v.
Killg-Emperor, 7 L.B.lt 33, followed. Hari Ram v. T:he Crown,
(193-t). f.L.R; 15 Lah. 693, applied.
~HWE DI AUNG

I'J.

THE KING

behvem a Civil wro11g a11d
tindal of a boat in the employ7
- ment, ·of . Port · Lighterage Deparb~ent? wa~ entrusted with a
1,000 bags of ' rice on 27th November 1946 to b.e loaded OJl
S.S .." Sta·g en ". On 29th November 1946 the appellant loaded the
rice bags·and when loading was over 12 bags w~re found short.

PENAL . CCIDE. S. 408--Distittctiou
. {:rimi•~·il offer:ct:. Appellant, a
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He \\"::tS convicted of criminal breach of tn,st iu resrect of the
12 bags and sentenced to six months' ri~<)rous imprisonment.
Hclrl: That there was nothing to show that the shortage was due
to dishonest misappropriation or conversion by the appellant.
Every breach of trust c-ase gives rise to a suit for damage but
it is only when there is evidence of a ment:!.l act of fradulent
•misappropriation that an Off<'nce . under ss. 408 and 409 can
:ari~e. I{a11haiyn Lall v. Emperor. 38 Cr.L.J 491, followed .
.Hcldftwlher; !\!ere failure to c;l.eliver the full qu;•ntity of goods
is insufficient to prove dishonest misappropriation or conversion.
Rm1zay.? and ut/Iers v. 1'/te Crown, 1 Cr.L.J. 908, applied.
So11a Meah \". [{i11g-EmPeror, {1924) I L.R., 11 Ran. 476,
distinguished.
B. RAJANA v. THE KrNG
'PEXAI.l"ODJ>, s.4l4-Applicatiou.of the doctrine of ejusdem generis rule.
Held: Thatin!-1_redients of an offence under s.414 of Penal Code are
"concealing" or "disposing of" or" making away with., properties which the offender knows or ha5 reason to believe lo be stolen.
lt is not one of the ingredients of the offence that the ptFson who
·deals with stolen property sboul:l deal :n such a way that it
becomes impossible to identify it or use it as evidence. Amar
Nat/1 v. Emperor, 36 Cr.r,.r. 1459 ; Nga Ymt v. Emperor,
(1910-13) 1 U.B.R. 8,clis$eutedfrom The rule of ejusdem genc1·is
lms no application in the interpretation of~. 414 of Penal Coce.
That rule applies when the words of gener:tl meaning are followed
by words uf more particular meaning. Here concealing,
-disposing of or making away with c;mnot constitute a genus.
Disposing may be a genus of which " concealing" forms a
species, but "concealing" is not a species of "making away

61

with".
F. M. }ONES AND ONE v. THE I{ING

103

:PE1'101!\G SG!TS AND AGRICULTUKAL MORATORIU ~f ACT
'PLEA NOT RAISED IN
FRAMING OF ISSUES

101

WIUTTEN STATEMENT OR AT THE T IM E OF

'PLEA DE!~

449
... 249, 217.

PLEADER STRUCK OFF THE ROLLS FOR APPEAI~IN'G IN DRU?:>IKEN CONDITION I N COURT
.
.?LEDGE OF JEWELLERY
iPLEDGE OF JEWELLEl~Y FOR LOAN-SS.

176 and 177, Coufract. ActWhether sliprtlation that Pledge would become ir·redeemable,
valid-Sal~ by pledgee without no/ice to the pledgor, co_nversionMta$rtre of damages-Val11e at the date of the cowuersiotillccrual of Interest t ~Var-Time Adjt~stment) Act-Whether aPPlies
ito 5dtlcd tJ·ausact.ions. Held: The .rights of pledgor and
pledgee are gov<;>rned by ss. 176 and 177 o{ the Contract Act.·
Pledgee has no right to foreclose, and hi_s remedy, is either
·to sell the pledged article or to file a suit and retnm pledged
article as collateral seGurity. The stipulation in the contractJ
of pledge-that if the pledgor does not redeem by a particular :
.dafe the pledge wili be irredeemaple is void, and the right
of pledgcq-. to redeem tlie pledged article snbsists. 1£ the
plegee sells the pledged articles without notice as provided
nnde~ ss. 176 and 177 of the Act it amounts to conversion eve,n
though there was contract that after a particular date the pledge
will become irredeemable. Tl1e C..D·oPerative Hindustan Battk,
Limited v,S1~re.1xdra11aih De, 59 Cal. 667, f<;>llowed. Dwar:1~a v.
.Bagawati, A.l.R . il939) Ran. 413, dissented from. The general

a
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measure of damages in case of conversion is in general the value
of the goods at \he time of conversion. Rat.•nl;ll's L:J.w of Torts
(10th Edn.', p. 30.5; lyer's Law of Torts, t1932 Edn.), p. 140;
Coovcrji Umerscy v. Mawji Vaglrii '·'"d anotller, A.I.I~. (1937)
Bolll. 26. followed. il-Ia Me Shill v. R.M.R.M.i:\1• Cftettyar Fin11,
A.I.R. 119331 Ran. 76 at p. 79, distinguished. The Accrual of
Interest tWar-time Adjustment) Act, 1947 !Burma Act XI of
1947). applies only to outstanding debts and not to settled transactions that are settlea''6etore tfie Act came into force. ··
U PAW TuN AUNG & Co. v. ABDUL RAZAK
PoLICE ACT --Ss. 43 (a\ mtd 43 [d)-Protest a.gain~t an order of revcrsion-W!Jethc1· offence under s. 43 (d\-AI>sence- .from duty for
strike-Offetlcc under s. 43 la)-Scntc•lcc. Held: f'rotest for an
order of reversion to the Headquarters Assistant is not an offence
under s. 43 (d) of the Poli,·e Act. That section pen.alizes violation
of duty or wilful breach of any rule or order. That rule or ordel'
should relate to the du.ties of a police officer in discharge of his
functions, not a private protest against an order of reversion. li
a police officer absents himself from duty without leave, by joining a strike, he is gtiilty of offence under s. 43 (a) of the Police
Act. But where out ot 72 strikers only four were selected and
sent up for trial and others equally guilty were not prosecuted
at all, nomini;~! punishment shonld·meet the end of justice,
MAUNG IL\.N NYUNT
PoSSESSION.

Powm<

o;'

v. TilE

KING

WHETHER CO-OWNER COULD SUE FOR

PoLrc~

Or'FICER To DELIVER PROrERTY

PREVENTIVE JUSTICE -

PROOF.

0;>lUS OF

•...

1947-S. 5 (a) a11d {b)-S, 9 (1).f>owcr of Court -Wh ether i11valid, telcPhotle message b:;
Commiss,oner of Pol~ce to Police SfatiV!l Offi~e,· to arrest if an

PUBLIC ORDER (PRESERVATlONl ACT,

order-Subsequp1t ord.~r in urriti~rgwhc([~er c4_11 validate previous
illr:gal arrest-Ord~r (.1}tt~IJ,erati1tg 71 per~om-Neccssity fqr
ittdivJdual conszderalioJi.' 'H(.ld.: ()) T1l,at if t~¢ ,orc,l~r!i ~ad.e,,py
U1e C!)mmissioiler of Police under s. 5 (a) 'avd (b) ·of' 'E'u'hFc
Order (Pres'ervationl . Act, 1947; were invalid 'll.nd· nbt' i,I'\
accordance with the requirements of tj1e Act they were not' rriacie
in exercise of a power conferred by the Act. Ktilg-'E,ppf<TOI,' v.
Vimtal1ai D&filrPa,?td~, 73 LA: 144 at ·I,),. 1~5, ,r;eferred to.· 'B.Y
Article 25 of' the Constitution the iighrcp;tferred · on a <;ilizen is
indefeasible and none of' the co(llinl?'encies Conletupla.cd by
sub-~. 3 of Article 25 arose an~ the pi:6visions of s. 9 of Public
Order CPn:servatil\n) Act, 1917, if if purports to exclude tlie
jurisdiction of We Supreme Court, is vo}d as being repugnant
to the Arti<;le 2~. of !he' Constitution. In a prpceeding under
Article 25 .;>f the Constitution in spite of s. 9 (1) of Public Order
(Preservatiob) J1.ct, 1947, it is competent for the Si1preme Court
to consider \vhelher the action taken bv the Commissfoner of
Police is 'Iegal or not ; (2) That though the Commissioner of
Police miglit have had good and suffident grounds for. 'what he
did, law ~¢quires that he1 should proceed in · a certain manner.
Unless ttJe procedure adopted was in accordance with law
the detention would be ille~al. The orjier conte[llplato:d ~Y s.' 5
(al and (b) 11}\)St Q~ one in wiiling and in this case, at' the' outset
there was no such order and ·consequently the arrest and
dete~tiO:n were illei!:al. · Held !1wther: The jurisdiction Q£ tlie
Co~iS.sif?I,J:er of P,olice. under s. 5 (a) of the Act ar~se oniy o~
his ~flilll( s.~ti~fied · of certain circumstances and the order i'n
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the case dated 30th June 1948 mentions "I hereby direct
• . . . . detention with effect from " previous dates.
Postfaclo dt:!ention under s. 5 (a) of the Act is cl e<~rly illegal.
A single order in respect of 71 persons arrested at diflerent places
on different dates deprecated.

Ex-

Bo SAN

LIN V. THE COMli!ISSlONER OF PoLICE AND ONE

PUBLIC 0ROER \PRESERVATION)

372

AcT, 1947 ( -\CT XVI OF i-947), AS
of Court

AMENDE.t> BY Ac~ XXVIII OF 1947-"-8. 5:1 (1) (bj-Power
to exa 111i11e til~ uturu. Held: The Court has power to

examine
the truth of thefacts set forth in a return for habeas corp11S but such
an examination shall be done in a ~ummary way by affidavit or
affirmation. KilL Ma Ma v. Tile Cllarrmai11, Public Property
Profec!Jon Board and om (Criminal Misc. Application No. 12 of
1948), followed. \Vhere the adivitie~ of the person detained as
set forth in the writ amounts to evid<:uce nnder the Penal law
the Snpreme Court has uo power to order the officer lo
prosecute him under the Penal law and not to detain !Jitn under
the Public Order (Preservation) Act. Bare as~ertion by applicant
suggesting that the Commissioner of Police is not acting in good
faith is insufficient to prove that fact especially when he has
arrh-ed at a c_ertain finding of fact on the materials before him.
'.fi:O:SA MAW NAING
.RANGOON

'//.

THE CO)!MlSSIONEil

OF

.POLiCE,

ACT, 1947, ·s . 5A-Prevwfive justiceNature of-Rigltts aud dttfifs of I lie courts ar~d e.t·tcnt of inquiry
they 11JOIIld hold in all applicatroufor direction in !he 11ature of
habeas cc.rpt1s. Held : Pre·,oenti\'e jLtstice whiah consists in

PUBLIC ORDER {PRES ERVATION)

restraining a man from romtnitting a crime which he may
commit but ha~ not yet committed or from doing some act
injurious to the members of the c_ommunity which .he may do
but has not yet done, is 'JOmmon to all systems of jurisprndence;
and as preventive justice proceer.s ut:on the principle that a
person should be restrained from doing something which, if free
and unfettered, it is reasonably probable that he would do, it
must in all cases necessarily proceed to some t"xtent on ;tntici pa~
tinn al distinct from pmof. Commissioner of Police acting under
s. 5A of the Public Order (Preservation) Act, 1947; cannot
be required to act on such materials only as \./-auld be sufficient
for conviction at a criminal trjal but his power to detain nuder
the Act is not absolute. Supreme Court can enquire into the
legality or sufficiency of any decision of a judicial or ·quasijudicial b<Jdy dealing with the liberty of subjects. In proceedings
in ihe nature of habeas corPus the Supreme Cour t does not
exercise appellate jurisdiction. Its function is simply lo l;ee
whether the authority detaining a person has or has not acted
within the limits Qf its power. For this purpose it must examine
the competency of the authority and also consider whether it had
before it such materials as would justify in l01.w to arrive at the
conclusion it did, and conrt may for the purpose of satisfying
itsP.If require to be informed of the natnre oJ the materials· on
which the authorlty purported to acl, The Court can enquire
even fnto the borza. fidts of the authority and genuineness..of the
order itself. Re.v :v. $ecrciary of-State for llome Affairs, (t942>
2 K.B. 14. at p. 22, followed. Though the· original order of
detention is legal in its inception the court can consider whether
because of events subsequently superve"ning the continuance of
the detention is leg!l] or justifiable. The authorities entrusted
with the power to direct detention under the Act. {Or an indefinite
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-it may uc for a prolonged-period, of a citizen, the duty of the
authorities is to shj[l such m;lteri<tls as are before them with care
and to form a definite opinion before they take action.
MAUNG HLA GYAW'II. THE COMMISSIONEI~ OF l:OL.!CE AND 01\E
PUBLIC PROPERTY PIWTECTION ACT,

1947,

S.

7 (2), (3], (5) ...

i64

199

ss. 2 (i), {ii), (b).-Directiotz
in the uatw·c of habeas corpus-Nature of rcluru-Powcr of
Court to cXMIIitte its lrui!J-Hcld: Under the English common
law the return in a \Vrit of lzabcas cortms could not originally
be questioned bu't later by Habeas Corpt~s Act of 1816 156 Geo. 3
C. 100) the rigour was mitigated. It gave power to the Judges
to examine the truth of the facts set forth in s•·ch return by
affidavit or affirmation. The ~ame principle should be applied in
Burma. But the Supreme Court in issuing direction in the
nature o[ ftal·eas corpus doe5 not •it as a Court of Appeal agamst
the order or detention. In order to enable the Court to see,
whether the officer conce~ned had sufficient grounds of suspicion,
i.e., whether e acted honestly, he must place all lhe facts and
materials on which he acted before the Court. This n:ust he
done by a11 affidavit as provided by the rules of Supreme Court.
Pefinition of Public Property ins. 2 li) of the Act is very wide.
It does not however include all private properties. It means and
includes one's own private property if it is intended, either under
o:onlract or any law for the time being in force, for u-;e by the
army, navy and air force in Burma and property purchased. under
such a contract from NAFFI is public property., Rc.v v.
Secretary of State for Home Affairs, (1942) 2 K. B. 14, followed.

PUBLIC

PROPERTY

KIN

PIIO'fECTION

ACT,

l\:IA MA
'II.
THE CHAIRMAN,
PROTECTION BoARD AND ANO~HEH

PUBLIC

PROPERTY

(iiJ (b) AND i -Prejudicial
Act-When complttc- vVhcthcr 1S51'C or procuriug tile tssuc· of
import lictmce by illegal tllc,m$ whellter H-Su~piciott-Naturc of.
Held : That lhe words " prejudical act " in s. 2 iii (b) of the
Act indudes issue and procuring. of licence qy, illc;gal !neans
because it would be clearly .an,acl,diteiSttrpt inQi,r,e etlyconnecled
with or rela~ing to, any w,ila:#.ur~acti~fy paj$9'if,for·, its ?bject
!h~ smugglmg of ;my .P}O~~rty 1p. '.~~I1Jl,a• ~J.l. ~ntra.\"entton of
1mport or e':p >rt orders f-nd ,r,tile§. ~1-lly .~,~e un.d:r. U1e Imports
and E"=portti [Temporary} Ac!,~9{7,.-,>
(!r'.s.7,13) 1t IS not necessary that the order of comii!iliJien ·· '· . ., .sc:t out li:e nature of
suspicion entertained by. the.oruc:;e . .··ug the arrest apd thfft.!·
fore redundant referem;:e. to Ui,e,)litiii:e···of the suspicion in the
order of commitment. cinnot oe f~(al to Its validity. The dividing
line between a compieted JprejUdical act and a prejudical act
in tbe course of coq~.mi~jon is, thin, and in 'some cases it is
difl1cull to disso(;iate them. E.Yen though the officer makin~ the
arrest has not been able to make up his mind as lo whether
the pers~n to .b.e arre5ted has actually commilkd .a prejudical
act or still in the course or committing that ad, he would still
lu.ve"" the ' right to make the arrest. The right of appeal is not.
ioheu:nt in the. .11ature of things, it j~ a rh:ht which has to be
given by express enachnent. The .Supreme Court in issuing
directions in the nature of habeas corpus does not exercise au
app:Ilat~ juz:isdidion. "I(.. in arresting or directing th_e detention of·a. ci(izen the authority concen:ed was acting within its
Jawi.ul. powers, the Supreme C<;>urt cannot interfere and the
Supreme .Court cannot go into the question ()f ftlct when the
Legislature has made that authority the judge of facts. The

PUBLiC PRoPF.I{TY PRuTECTION ACT, SS. 2
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Supreme Court in proceedings fur directions in the nature of
habeas corPus will accept its findings of iacts unless they are
\"iliaicd in law. Suspicion is something much \veakcr than proof
and all that is required of the oHicer in entertaining a suspici<m is that it mu.§J be in gcod faith and a thing shall be deemed
to have been clone in govd faith where it is in fact done
honestly, whether it is done negligently or not. If be has acted
honestly then the Court wilt not interfere unless the suspicion
was entertained irrationally which would in itself not be
conclusive of absence of honesty of motive. King.EtJlfteror v.
Dcslzpam/c all(/ one, (19~6) · 73 LA. 144: Ki11g v. Bethel,
84 E.R. 494 at p. 495, referred to.
DAw KHIN TEE v. U CHAN THA AND ONE
PROPERTiES SOLD UNDER ~£0RTGAGF.
ANOTHER SUIT

DECREE

138

98

PRoTEST AGAINST OlWER OF Rl\:VERS!O:-\
RANGOON CITY CIVIl. COURT

Acl',

S.

562

DURING PENDENCY OF

17

l(ElNSTATEME:\T IN THE ROT.r. OF PLE:AUEH.>.

113
PlH~ClPLES APPL!CA BLE

30
343

1947

<!41

RENT SUIT
REQUISITIONING (CLAD!S AND COMPENSATIO N) ORDER,

.

REQl'ISITJONING (~LAmS AND COMPENSATION) QRDER, 1947, CLAUSE

13Whetller dej.-clive or ultra vires-Loss of projifs-WIIether a Part
of loss umler Rule G6 11), Defcucc of Burma Rules. A Restaurant
business and the premises were requisitione d. Tba owner
claimed that conditions or facts beyond those referred to in · Rules
7, 8 and 9 made under the Requisitioning (Claims and Comp ensation) Order, 1947, ~hould be t:>.ken into conoideration and in the
alternative that the said Rulc;s are 111tra vires as they restricted
the right to compensation. If elcl : Th;tt the maxim o:jJressio
rmuistest e.~clusio t~Uerius is applicable to the interpretation of
the said clauses and re~ard shall be hac only to tbe conditions
prescribed. Hcldfllrllter: That the Claimants are entitled only
to such wmpensation as n1ay be fixed under the Rules and
Orders and it must be regarded as fair. Loss of profits 1s only
national loss and the Claimants were not entitled to it. !11 re At~
Arbllraliort bchocen tlte London, Tilbury and Sordlt~ru J?.ailway
Compauy mrd The Tms/e~s of the Gower's Walk Scftools, (11>90)
L.R.'24 Q.B.D. 326; Newcastle Breweries, Limited v. The Kfug,
(1920) L.R. 1 K.R. 854, di stinguished. [11 n. A11 Arlntr<l/ion
between The Merscy Docks imd Htlrbour Board a11d Th.1 Lords
Commissiolicrs of lite Admiralty, !1920) L.H. 3 ICB . 22J; The
Marpessa, (19061 Pro. 14, 33, affirmed in ibid 95, applied.
A. M. H. YEZDI ANO ONE

Res judicata.
RESELL.

'U.

THE UNION OF BUllMA

CoNDITIONS To BE SATISFIED

MEANING OF .: .

R:Ji:VlVAL" OF

i\ATURE OF

OFFENCE

343
14
214

RESIDUA-RY PRO\'!SIONS

RETHOSPECTION,

804

...

RIGHT OF P~rVATE DEFltNCE

loug exisis-Existiug rigllt-Error
of judgment . When the deceased struck the appeUant with a '
wooden yoke pin and the latter wrenched it 1from -his hand and
both , were"~truggling :m<l the appellan~- gave a blo\\i on the head

RIG.HT OF PRIVATE DEFENCE-How

304
132
334
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of the deceased with it as a resttlt of which the other man died.
Held : That as parties were strugg!inl!-right of private defence
was not gone and he must have inflicted the blow not only on
).(rave and sudden provocation but also in exercise of the right of
priYate defence. It is not possible for a per~on ttnder such
circumstances to weigh what tnaximum amount of force is
necessary to keep within that right. The, sentence was therefore
reduced to one of one year's rigorous imprisonment. Tlze Ki11g v.
Hla Mmmg, (19461 R.L.R. 50 at p. 55; Blmt Nalh Dave v. Killg·
Emperor, 13 C.vV.N. 1180 ; Rcrtlhey and o/lzers ,._ Empci'Or,
24 Cr.L.J. 735: QJtetlt v. Fm:za Jlccah, (1866) 6 W.H. [Cr.) 89;
QuC~II V. Sh,li1Jk;;rSh:{!.,llSM) i vV.R. (Cr.) 34, {allowed.
66

TuN KYAlNG 't'- THE ·K!:-<G

n&~t'x_ : 'o}i:

Rlrn,

immovable property
7.oilhm thc,t~:.~,iuinp. of Rules 97 a11d 9S of Order 21 of the Code of
Ci't1il Prqccdure-Tize definitiotJ of i111movable property in General
Clarrscs .A.ct, ~- 2, ~ub-s. (29). Held : That there is no definition of
immovabl~ prorerty in the Civil Procedure Code. S. 2, sub-s. (29),
of the General Clauses Act defines immovable property as
including " lands, benefits to arise out of lands and things
attached to the earth or permanently fastened to anything
attached to the earth." 'l11e right to drain off rain water in an
easement and is not immovable property within the meaning of
Order 21, Rules 97 and 98, of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Ma11galadas. v. Jewattram ,md others, I.L.H.. 23 Bam. 6'13.
l\"IAUNG i.V!oE THl v. MA GYI TAUK

RIGHT To

RIGHTFUL OWNER,

WATER-TVIzdhcr

325

DEFENCE AGAINST

148

RULE5 OF INTERPRETATION

SALE 8 Y PLI>DGEE -.,,._

192

... 182, 830

•.•

- - UNDER RULE (14 OF 01WER 21

182
527
138

SANCTION FlLI:.D DURING THE COURSE !)F l'RlAL

339-

SANC1"ION I-"O:R PROSECUTION GIVEN AFTER ACQUITTAL

175

Sangllika

866

SALE.

PoWER OF

SALE OF GOODS ACT, ss.'/' AND 8

PROPERTY

810

SECONDARY EVIDENCE
SEDUCED TO Il•i.i(?i:T INTERCOURSE.

SENTENCE.

MEANING OF

74

379-

ALTERATION ON APPEAL

SPECIAL·C~~~;'(TRIBU~-AL)

Ac-T,

1947 (BURMA ACT Llll

OF

1947),

:wHETHim tlllra vires-Govemmcn.t of Burm.1- (Temporary) Provisions Act, 1945, )/olificat(ol~ No. 94-Proclamations o£ House of
Col!lmOtl~ a rul House of Lord s~Op po1 t uuily of a cc11 sed be d;fwdcd
by" pllader ''-5. 340 Cri11tinal Proce4ure Codc-Cortfcssions of
accuse~A(l»Iissibility o{-S. 24, Evidc11ce Ad-Delay i11 recordiT!g ~confessiott-Recording ,of confessions not iu ope•1 court Qr
conrJ(zours-Effect of cqnt r,avc11t ion of rules-Value oj con!essio115
as evidence-Corroboration nnd admissibility agail'st co.acwse.-l
-S. 1.14 '(b) - Evidence Ad;_Exainilla{iims of nccuscd .mzdcr
s. 342 (~j-Criminal _Procedure Code as nmwded by Burma
Act Xllloj.,J945-Wilether can be taken into consideration ttnder
s. 30, Evidence Act-Burma Ac~ XXXI!lof 1947, crimes ,c ommitted before the Act came i11to force , . The accused were tried by a
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Special Tribunal unde! Burma Act LIII of 1947 and convicted
under s. 302 (1) (b) of the Penal Code as amended by Burma
A::t XXXIII of 1947 and sentenced to death in connection with
the shooting in the Col!ndl l~oom of the Secre;tariat of the
G:l\'ernor's Executive Council presided 0ver by its Deputy
Chairman resulting in the instantaneou$ death- of five Ministers,
a Deputy Secretary, the death of two other Councillors later and
of the Personal Body Guard of one Minister. Held : Under s. 1
of the Government of Burma \Tcmp:>ury) Provisions Act, 1945,
published in the Government of Burma, Home Department Noli·
fication No. 94, dated 24th July 1945, any proclamation made
after the passing of that Act v:uying the previous proclamation of
the lOth of December 1942 under s. 139 (3) of the Government of
Burma Art, 1935, shall continue in force, unless revoked, till
9lh December 1948 if resolutions in that behalf are from time to
time passed· by both the Houses of Parliament. The House of
Commons on the 2nd of April1947 approved the proclamation of
the Governor of B~rma and tbe House of Lords also on the 15th
of April 1947 approved the Continuance of the same. Therefore
the proclamation issued by the Governor must be deemed to be
still in force and the Governor must be deemed to have all the
powers vested in the Legislature of Burma. Held : By the
establishment of a new court, the Governor did not assume to
himself the powers vested in the High Court and he was entitled
to appoint a Special Tribunal as the Legislative Assembly in •
Burma conld establish a new or collateral court and the fact that
the High Coui-t was at that time l1olding its criminal sessions was
irrelev:mt. Clritlraml>aram v. T/tc King-EmP~ror, (1947) R.L.R. 66
(P.C.). applied and followed. S. 340 of the Criminal .Procedure
Code provides that an accused before a criminal Court may of
right be defended by a pleader. Where accused was defended by
a pleader since the beginning of the Trial and later a King's
Counsel appeared \vho was given the opportunity to recall
prosecution \Vitnesses and he recalled some of the witnes~es for
the prosecution for further cross-examination anct did not recall
others, the accused can have -,no grievance and the section has'
been complied with. The words " appears to the Court" in
s. 24 of Evidence Act is something less than positive proof that
the confession is not voluntary. The King v. Hla Maung, (1946)
Ran. 102 ; The [(i11{'. v. San Myint, (1939) Ran. 97, referred to.
The fact that to avoid publicity and ensure the safety of the life
of the confessing accused, the Magistrate recorded the confession a-nd. had each accused brought before hin1 at 6 a.m.
in the Senate Hall of the Law Courts Building and not
in open Court after giving sufficient time for reflection does
!]Ot amount to any infringement of the rules framed by the
High Court in Notific:ttion No.6, General, dated 19th September
1946. The rule refers that a confession ·should ordinarily
be recorded in .court and during court hours. In exceptional
circumstances the rule may be relaxed and there was no
delibe~ate infringeme:ot.
A contravention of the rules though
to be deprecated did not render the confession inadmissible
EmPeror v.: Panchkowri Duft, I.L.R. 52 CaL 6i, referred to and
followed. The confessions are sufficient evidence against the
confessing accused if the court is satisfied of their truth ; as
against the other co~accused corroboration is required in material
particulars acting or tending to connect each of the accused
with the offence, The King v: Nga Myo, (1938) Ran. 190 (F B.),
followed. If by extraneous evidence or matters appearing on
the record it is established tliat the. confessinf!: accused are not
in' collusion, the cumulative effect may ·be sufficient to remove
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tile Prima facie presumption of the individual unworthiness
of credit. S. 114, Evidence Act, illustration {b). referred to.
Statements made by the accused on examination under s. 342 (2),
Criminal Procedure Code, as amended by Bunua Act XIII of
.i 945 after the accused had been called upon to enter the defence,
cannot be taken into consideration even if it confesses partly or
wholly his guilt, nnder s. 30 of the E\'idence Act against the
other accused persons. lift. Sumitra v. Kittg-EmPeror, A.I.R.
( l940l N;~g, 287, and the COtses mentioned therein, relied upon.
As regards evidence given on oath by an ac::used person under
s. 342 !l), Criminal Procedure Code, a~ ;~mended, it may be used
against the co-accBsed. The weight to be .:.!iven to such
e\idence wiil de11end on the circumstances of each case. The
admissions under s . .34-2 (Zi, Criminal Procedure Cede, as
amended, ;"tre hr\,ve-{er valuable as showing consistency. As the
a.:t w;ts ·:om:;1itted before 1st August 1947 on which date the
Burma ~-Ct XX-x'In.of 1947 came info' force, the con\'iction
should be under s. 302 and s. 3-l or 109 of the Penal Code as the
case may be. 'Shmc Hla U v. 7'hc King, (19-H) Ran. 58, referred
to and compared. There was no circumstance under which the
accused could get a lesser -sentence and in any case the question
whether mercy should he exten,d~d to any one of lhe appellants
is a matter with which this Court is not con cerned. Aung Hla v.
/(i1lg-Empcror , 9 Ran. 433, r eferred to.
U SA.IV AND NmE OTHERS

'V. THE

UNION OF BURMA

s. 42-Suit for damages for wrongful usc a11d
occupation. Held : There is no rule that as soon as plaintiff's
title to property is challenged the plaintiff must also pray for
declaration of title. It is sufficient that he proves that he is the
owner of the property and entitled to possession. M. l', Sayed
Molzamed v. /[. S. Ebralzinz Das and one, (1947) R.L.R. 98,
referred to.
MA C!lo AND oNE v. 'l'HAKIN ANT GYI

217

SP:;CIFIC RELIEF A c T,

726

SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT, S. 42.~When .a,. plaintiff lost _possession of a
property under a decrp~ <tg~tst h~ husband and her ri~ht of

suit for · declaration ' bad b6come' ·time• barred, yet, whe'n she
regained possession, befor~hthe ·expiry of 12 years she acquired
a fresh right to sue .for 9eelaration.
A.L.M'~ CffETTYAR FIRM V . MA 'SIN'r AND .T!lREE OTHERS
'-~~.' ~-:.- ~
· - ,:-

STAMP

402

'

ACT, s;: 2 {it1

- -- -.-· ;~)~
Stare Dll:Cisis . 'J •
STATUTORY R;~HT-INFRINGE~fENT

810

353
278

750-98

STIPULATION IN PLEDGE FORFEITING RIGHT OF REDEMPTION AFTER A
' .SPECIFIED Tn.£1!.-WHETRER VALID
182,830
.STRUtE.

_4BSENCE FROM DUTY DUE TO

ACT, s. 23~Application for . letlers- Proba!f:
and
Admitlislrat£on Act, s. 218-Findiugs i~Z Admi1tis!ratio1~ s:titBind_itiJl 11atzae. Held: ·Where as between rival claimants for
letters bf administration title of none or the applicants is admitted,
the court must detert1Jine the status ofthe applicant before lett~rs
are granted •. llfau~1g Ba Han and ouc v. ]',f(l!ll/g Tu'lt Yin,
(1934) 12 Ran. 629, r~ferred to. _Where a widow of a Burman
Buddhist· made: an announcement in a newspaper concerning

SUCCESSION
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98
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divorce, it will be for her to prove that there is no divorce and her
son will have tn prove that he has maintained filial relations with
his father till his death and therefore entitled to inherit. The
findings of fact in an application for letters of administration will
constitute a bar to subsequent declaratory suit. ilfauug Hmal v.
],[,, Htay, (t923) I.L.R.l Ran. 258, ref<:rred to. Ma Tokv. Ma Tlzi,
5 L.B.R. 78, distinguished.
MA MYA SEJN v . .VlAUNG So MYll'iT (TA:--1) AND TWo O'fHERS
SucCESSioN ACT, ss. 229. 230-Granf of ldter< of adminisfrafiou
7<•ith_out issuittft special citation to the e.tewlor-HTfrctlter validEffect of gwnt of letfe,·s-O,·der XLI, Rule 27, of lite Code of
Ci<~il Prorcd11rc. Held:. Renunciation by an executor can be
made prior to the institution of proceedings for letters. Under
s. 229 of the St.ccession Ad a duty is cast on an applicant for
letters of administration tn prove satisfactorily that the executor
has already renounced. \Vbcn the fact o~ renunciation by
executor has not been proved the court has no power to grant
letters of administration unless special citation calling upon the
executor to accept or reuounce his ex•~cutorsbip bas been issued
to him. Service of general citation is not sufficient. Renunciation
of executorship may be made orally before a Judge or by
a writing signee! by the executor. It is not necessary or expedient
in an application fo r a probate or letters of administration to
consider any issue relating to the title of the testator to, or his
power to dispose of, any property. Grant of probate ·or letters
of administration doe~ not confer on the grantee any title to the
proper!y over which the lestatrix had no right to dispose of. It
only perfects the representative title of the e"l(ecutor or administrator lo the property which belonged to the testat:Jr and over
which he had th" disposing power. Bclrary Lal Sandym· v.
Juggoilfo!Jau Gossam, l.L.R.4Cal. 1, followed. Htlrl furll~cr:
The scope of Order 41, Rule 27 \1) (c), of the Code of Civil Procedure is limited and it is for the court to decide whether such
evidence as ill applied to be admitted is necessary to enable the
court to pronounce its judgment and whether there is substantial
cause for admitting it at that Slf!,J::e.
1. J. DUCKWORTH v. MISS J1!I. DUcKWORTH (a) :VIA KHIN THI
SucC!iSSION ACT, s. 298-Burmcse Buddltisf-Represeutalioll ofDiscrdion of Court to refuse. Ma Ohn Nu applied for Letters to
the estate of her aunt, . a Bormese Bnddhi)lt, who died on
5th August 1926. She claimed as kittima adopted daughter.
The application was refused on the ground of delay and as
she would still have to sue for possession. Held 011 appeal :
That representation for Burmese Buddhist is not compulsory
under the Succession Act. Observations of .E Maung, J., in
Jlfarmg Sein v. U Po Tok_e a11d others (Civil l ~t Appeal No .. 28 of
·1946 of the Hi·gh Court, Rangoon), referred ' to. Held further :
That under s. 298 nf the Succession Act where the deceased was
a Buddhist the Court. has a discretion to,refuse letters. ·Tlle
;~pplication in this case was made twenty years after the death of
Daw Kyin and ten years after the applicant's marriage and the
appl~cant had ,not ex~lained the delay.
MA OliN Nu 'II. M"' NYUN
'SuccESSION TO

165:

329'

866

Kyauttgdike

SUIT FO~ POSSESSION .ALLEGING lNVALID ~·!ORTGAGE IN FAVOUR Of
DEFRNDANTs-S. 91, f;vidence A.d -How far a bar to oral e:~idwcc
.:....:.Plea. of a tiverse 'possessio1~ .bY 01e defendant-Wltet her ~ttsfai,

abl~r.ir;tJl}lj~lainti~-respondent ~llegeti. that de£end,;tnt-ap:pe111'1~t

was m possession of a land

591

und~r

a mortgage from plamhlf s
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~randparent Daw Yu. The said mortgage was not registered,
The properties were admittedly in defendant's possession fvr
fifteen years before the suit. Cvns.:qnently the burden rested on
the plaintiff to show how the said properly passed into defendant's
possession. In proof of the mortgage ora) evidence was led
an<lobjection was raised that such evidence was inadmissible.
Held : That lbe factum of possession under an invalid mortgage
could be proved orally. S. 91 of the Evidence Act did not sta11d
in the way of such evidence. The plea of adverse possession,
therefore, whicl~ rested on this was not sustainable. Ma.tmg
Sin a11d another v. ll1n~t11a So Min, 8 Ran. 556; U Thct Pan
rmd another v. llla Plw Saing, (1937) Ran. 442, referred to. Ma
[(yi v. Ma Tho1r, 13 Ran. 27+, followed.
MAUNG TuN lv!IN

v. l\1.\.

TIN NYDN AND THHEE OTHERS

compe/mt without mort gage deedS. 59 of Trausfer of Pt·operly Act-Abortive mortgage-Swt on
title-When lies.
Plai~tiff-respondent sued for recovery and
possession of a piece of land on tlfe sttength of title on payment
of Rs. 800 and defendant-appeHan~ contended that the original
owners mortgaged the land usufructorily to plaintiff and her
husband and that after the c\e;1.th of her husband the plaintiffrespondent sold it to the appellants-defendants. Plaintiff-respondent's suit was decreed in both the lower Courts. On second appea·l
it was contended that the suit was really one for redemption and
as such was not maintainable. Held: Though a suit for redemption cannot lie in the absence of a valid deed of mortgage, as
a mortgage for Rs. 100 or upwardis can be ef{e.;ted only by a
registered instrument under s. 59 of the Transfer of Property
Act, this did not prevent a person who made an abortive modgage from s uin~ for possession relying on title. U Tltet Pa11
m1d a11other v.llta Plm Saing, (1937J R.L.R. 442: llfazmg Lt' Pe
a11d others v. J11mmg San Mya, (19391 R.L.R. 645 ; Mattttg Daw
Na and a1Jother v. Mmmg fVa Ma1mg and others, (1941) R.L.R.
706. The prayer in the plaint for recovery on paytnent of Rs. 800
should be read in the light of other circumstances of the case ;
as the defendant claimed title as vendee, the plaintiff must be
allowed to state how the land went isl_W defendcnt's possession.
This claim of adverse titlt distinguis't'l"ed the case from the case
of Matmg Daw Na,)znd (mot Iter v. '!lfattng W(~ lilarwg a11d others,
\1941) R.L.R. 708.;\"J£a Kyi v.ltla Thon aud mzothcJ·, 13 Ran. 274,
referred to.
._, ····:"
MA-UNG HLA GYAW AND ONE v. DAW CHIT

509

SUIT FOR REDEMPTION-T·Vhethc1·

499

SUIT ON TITLE

499

SIJIT FOR TITLE

343

SUPREME COURT.

JURISDICTION OF

733

POWERS OF

199
278

DURING OCCUPATION
SUPPRESSION OF BROTHELS ACT, SS.

TEMPOUARY H>HUNCTION.

11 (a), 11 tb), 15

PRINCIPLES

134.

TE~I.fORARY_ INJUNgJ.,pN-0-i!Ur:_39j Rules 1 atzd 2 of the Code of Civil
~incitle DtJ mliiddtmporary injrmctiorl is granted-

Proof-of title l/ 1iecess."ary• . Held: That if a party tnakes out a
prima. facie cas'e, i.e. a cas'e of a clear colour of title as distin·
gnlsot:a from proof of real title,''he is enbtled to a temporary
injunction if other condlttons are satisfied. U1tivcrsities of

6

.

91

.
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Oxford and Cambridge v. Ricl1ardson, 31 E.R., Chancery, 1260,
followed. Spotliswoode '"· Cl,rrkc, 41 E.R., Chancery, 901,
referred to. Held: That in order to obtaiuJ.enlllQL~n:lJliunction
restraining the use of a trade mar~ or lablef the plaintiff musc:illOW th?t the case is of some nrgen~1iatlie has a clear cowur
of title and the granting oi injunction will not cause irr~a1ra6!e"
d?image tn the defendant if it be later prove(\ that the de endant"
lias a riglir.·-cop1iigeron Copyright, 7th Ecln., p. 156, followed.
SAYA U NYO ZElNT ''· SAYA SHEIN
THIRD PARTY To RENTING

321

'fH!E GRAl<TED BY :\ DECREh OR
TITLE.

134

Of~DJm

799

52

134
138

• s. 59

499

PROOF OF-IF NECESSARY

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, S.

AcT, S, 69-PO<t•cr of Sale-Deed, ftiving
power to mortgagee" to buy 111 , or 1·escind or vary tile Co11t ract
of Sale a11d to 1·esell without being re~ponsiblc for any loss··11lem~iugs of 7l10rds" buy h~ "and " resell ''-Power of mortfagee
to btty on his owrz account-If 7'alid-Mortga.gee wizen sclli11g
mortga~e.d proPerty under a power of sale if au age11t - S. 215,
Co~tlract Act-Rules intupretatioo of legal downzcnts. Held:
That s. 69 (3) (4) of Transfer of Property Act does not authorize
the mortgagee exercising power of sale to purchase the property
for himself. The expression" buy in" has acquired a definite
meaning and means" to buy back for the owner at :>.n auction. "
This expression in effect empowers the mortgagee at whose
instan.;e the auction is held to take the property out of auction, if
adequate -price is not obtained. The word '' resell " does not
imply a previous" effective sale." It is consistent with sale in
outward appe;trance by which a mortgagee apparently purchases
to save the property from being sold at a low pric.e. These
expressions do not a uthorize the mortgagee to buy the J?roperty
either directly or indirectly on his own acc<mnt. Ilb~lra; Vi rji v.
Nainmal Pratapchand, I.L.R. (1942) l3om. 83 at pp. 92-3 ;
Doumes v. Grazebrook, (1817) '" 36 E.R. 77 at p. SO; National
Baukof Att>fralia v. Tfte Urzited Hatul-irz;Hand and Bauk
of Hope Company, (187 8-79) 4 A.C. 391 ; Md.tti1zsotz v. Cloves,
{1882) 21 Ch.D. 857 ; Hodsm v. Deans, (1903) 2 Cb.D . 647,
followed. Held fm·ther : That the mortgagee in exercising the
powc:r of sale acts in his own right and not as the agent of the
mortgagor and s. 215 of Contract Act has no application in
a purchase by mortgagee in the exercise of his power of sale.
Acfttttlta Naidu v. Oakley Bowden & Co., LL.R. '15 Mad. 1005,
referred to. Heldfurtlter: That one who reads a legal document,
whether public or private, should not be prompted to ascribe,
should not, without nece~sity or some sound reason , impute to
its language tautology or superfluity, and should be rather at the
outset inclined to suppose each word intended to have some
effect, or be of some use. Difcher v. De11ison, (1856) 11 M -:~ore
(P.C.) 325 at p. 337, followed.
TAN BYAN SENG v. ELLERMANS ARRAcAN RICE AND TRADING

THANSFER OF PROPEHTY

COMPANY, ,LUtiTED AND oNE

'TEANSFER oF J;'RoPERTY AcT, s. 106
'TRANSFER ,OF.1f'ROPFRTY" ACT, S •.l08;

~ 148

499
CLAUSES (o)

AND

(p), CONTRA·

VENTION'·OJ!-Urban Rent Cont,o~ ACl, 1946 . s. 11 [c) - Notice .Jo
·quit 1mdcr s. 106, Tra11sjcr of Property Act. The plaintiff~lst
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respondent granted le:;tse of a piece of Janel and a d,-y dock tn
remain in force till repair of a motor launch is con1pktcd.
The defendants-appellants gave back possession of the drv dock
but not of the piece of !.tnd on which they put up a permanent
building, pullin~ clown the hut which was there. In a suit for
ejectment ihe defencla:1ts-appel1ants claimed there were separate
leases ior the land and the clock and that the ctefendaPh-appei!ants
put up the building with plaintiff-1st respmtdent'~ permission.
The trial Court held that the plaintiff-! st respondent was not
entitled to eject the clefendant·appellant but onlY to get the
permanent structnre demolished. Held on appeal; That under
s. 11 (a) of the Urban ~~ent Control Act the obligations of the
tenancy implied tj:.,-rein under s. lOS, clauses (ol and {p), of \he
Tr<lnsfer of Proper!\· Act had been broken by the tenants and the
lease had been li!Tminated in accorchnce with law under s. 111 (/t)
of the Transfer of Property Act and the plaintiff-1st respo:1ndent was
entitled to eject the 1-ppellant and 2nd respondent. Decree Hlade
for ejectment and for ,-emoval of the permanent structure.
K. Sillgh v. Holasi and others, A.I.R. (1914) All. 285, referred to.
MAU:-;:G KHlN MAUNG v. DAW HLA YIN AND ON'-'

UNION Jt;DIClARY ACT, ~S.

5 (a), 6-P1·i1Jciplts involved in

481
861

TRIAL BY BENCH INVESTED W1TH SECOND CLASS POWEHS

grantbi[;-

S. 13 of the Co11st itution Act-Setting up SPecial Crimes Tribmtal
if am0111rts to discrimi1zation-Fiudi11gs of fact iule1/ert"d with.
Applic;mts were tried by a Special Crimes Tribunal, Rangoon,
constituted under the Special Crimes Tribunal Act, 1947. The
convictions were confirmed by the High Court. In the application
for special leave it was contended (1) That great prejudice had
been suffered because the applicant No. 2 was deprived of his
right to be defended by a pleader of his choice ; (2) That hy the
Special C;-imesTribunal Act, 1947, the Governor could not fake
away the inhe.rent right of trial by jury ; (3) That confessions
by certain accused which were admitted were not voluntary and
relevant ; (4} That the effect of s. 13 of the Constitution was to
deprive the Tribunal of its powers. Held: That many ofthe rules
laid down by the Privy Council on applications for special leave
to appeal in criminal matters are rules of wisdom and should
ordinarily act
· · idance to the Supreme Court in applications
under s. 6oft
ion Judiciary Act. An exhaustive definition of
such limits wou
e futile but if the application rr.ises questir>ns
of great and general importance which are ·likely to occur often
or to prevent wrong precedents !or the future, the Supreme
Court could interfere by way of appeal bv special leave· in
matters as.defined in Reg v. Bertrand, L.R. 1 P.C. 520; Moltindar
Si11gh v. lli11/!-Emperor, !--R. 59 I.A 233; Shea Swamp v. [(ingEmpcror, LJ.~. 61 LA. 398 ; Nazir Alm•ad v. Ki11}1.-Entpevor, L.R
63 LA. 373 and~ala.Faraya11a Swamy v. Kinp_-EmP<'ror, LL.R.
18 Pat. 238 (P.C.J . ref~r1:-ed .to. Held further: That a pleader is
defined in s. 4 (r) -o.fl't~ Code of Criminal Procedure and a
Kir.g·s Counsel from Eri:t!la~d when granted permission to appear
cotites witltin the definition of the word, ""pleader". Prior to
gpnJing of such permission he was not a pleader and the a ccused
w~s not deprived of any right he had in law. Held also: That
tnal by jl1ry allowed bv th e Criminal Procedure Code is a right
that can be taken away by an Act of the Burma Legislature.
Held. cJlso: ·whether confessions are voluntary and relevant
depe·nd on determinations of faclq, and the~e are questions on
which the trial. Court, as also th~ High Court on appeal are fully
cC>mpetent to , decide and •it was not for the Supreme Court to
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consider such questions. The decision of the Privy Council in
Sutton Y. The lOng, L.R. (1933) A.C. 3~8 at p. 360, followed.
Held also: That the trial cnncluded on 30th December 1947
and the operation of the Constitution was fron1 4th January 1948,
a completed trial cannot be in1a!idated c.v-Post facto on the
alleged ground that the setting up of such a tribunal amounted
to any ciiscrimination and therefore prohibited by the
Constitntion.

'tJ

SAW

AND

FOUR OTHERS

v.

THE

U;:.;ION

OF BUR)!A

249

JUDICIARY ACT, 1948, S. 5-Conditi01lS, When the jocgment of
the Trial Judge is confirmed by the High Court. in order tflat an
appeal may lie to the Supreme Court there must b_~_two certificates
granted-one to the effect that the amount or the value of the
subject-matter in dispute in the Col!rt of first instance and still in
dispute on appeal was and is not less than Rs. l 0,000 and the
other, that the appeal involves some substantial question of law.
As the value was admitted less than Rs. 10,000 an appe al 'does
not lie to the Supreme Court.

UNION

SEI SHENG v . U THEIN

600

]UDICIAl{Y AcT , S. 6-Residuary fn-OviSiOtzs-Hiflm cau be
ttsed-Constitution Act, s. ZS. Applicant applied under s. 6 of
the Union Judiciary Act for special leave to appeal from an order
of tile High Court under s. 491 of the Criminal Procedure Cod.e.
Held: That there is an effective remedy in s . 25 of the Constitution whereby the Supreme Court could issue directions in the
nature of habeas col'pns. S. 6, Union Judiciary Act, provides for
cases which do not come within the purview of s . 5. It is a
residuary provision enacted with the sole intention that no
subject of the Union shall go without redress from the Supreme
Court if he has a genuine grievance ; but where there is an
effective remedy provided in s. 25 of the Constitution for issue
of directions in the nature of habeas corpus, the application for
special leave will be refused. The provi~ion in s. 25 of tl!e
Constitution is only an adaptation of the English Common Law
practice in Eslmgbayi l!:le.lw v. Officer administering the Government of Nigeria a11d another, !1928) A.C. 459.
iVIA MAR MAR v. P.S.O,, AHLONE AND oTHER~.

UNION

214

JUDICIARY ACT, s. 22-S. 434, Code Of GrimA..::.. t roccdurcRcservatiOil of poiut of law-Whether can be made afitr convictiou
ntld sentence. Held; That under s. 434, Code of Criminal Procedure, read with s. 22, Union Judiciary Act, the point or points arising
in the course of trial may be noticed in course of trial or almost
immediately after the trial is over or even sometimes aiter the
trial is over. The Presiding Judge, either of his own motion or at
the instance of a party after the trial is over, may make a r efer ence
under s. 434 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, e•1en though he
did not r e -;erve any point or point s of law for reference at the time
of passing.tlle sentence. R~ v. Brown, I..R. (1890} 24 Q.B.D. 357,
followed. Qttctll-Empress v. Durga Charan, I.L.R. 7 All. 672;
Queett-EmPress, v. C. P. Fox, l.L.R. 10 Born. 176; b1 re
Kmrllammcd Eiaji, I.L.R. 46 l\fad. 382 ; Kiug-Emperoi· v. Nga Tin
Gyi, I.L.R. 4 Ran. 'ISS, referred to.

UNIO.N
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. OF BURMA

UNION

JUDICIARY ACT,

S.
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Ul<BA:-1 RENT CoN'rlWL ACT,$. 14 (3)-S.Jl ta), Urbau Rwi C011lr1tl Act
-Re;l nJspecti-.•e llalnreof- Coudii io11s to be wtisfted-Sttbs{antial
CtJmplimzce if Stlf/ici&1tl. On 20th December 1946 the Chief Judge
of the Rangoon City Civil Court !>"'assed a decree for ejectment of
respondent. On !lth August 1947 the orde; was altered. On
apJ:l~;;al it was contended that an order for execution had been
passed on 14tll February 1~47, that it must be deemed to have
been executed_;md therefore it could not b~ altered or rescinded
after an order fur execution anci that subst:m\i;d compliance with
the requirements of s. 11 G>{ the Urban Rent Control Act was
sqfficicnt as decided in J. L. CJzowdlwry Rro5. v, Sit Taih
Tong Society where mere order for execution of decree for
ejectment has been passed but the temw1 bad not been actually
ejected and the rooms had not yet been delivered, reiief could be
given to the tenant under s. 14 {31 of the Urban Rent Control Act.
Further that it is not permis~ible for the landlord under s. 14 (31
to introduce new matters to supplement tho5e alrea<ily oo record,
as it will amount to ailowin~ the landlo ·c1 to substitute a fresh
cause ol action. A.s no notice of demand by registered post had
hcen sent, an order for e jectment under s. 11 could not llave
been passed. !':>. 11 of the Ad as amended must be deemed to
be in force at the time of the decree or order for ejecbment.
M H. ISMAIL v. M. E 0. KHAN
fRBA.N RENT OoN'rHOL ACT.

0Rll>li:R U~OER

304
48~

- -- -- - - - - , 1946, s. 1l (c)

48l
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,i!O'y1iOYar~GE Dl<CI,n: FOR SAl-E
"\VmTS OF C!r~, ; "•
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COULD BE RE-Of>EN'£ll

NATURe GF SUCH WRIT;>

. ~)A
Ordtr(PteservatJOn ~::"'1f:. ~mde' ~- 5A {1) (b) of tltt Public
C<mfi.rtua.t!on of <1 vt~cfe~et of det~11Uou slto11ld be it11Vr8ti1Jg0
Held : The or~er ·'ting-(j[.!Sttfficrent-Ret ztm of Res pendent.
·Act snould be 1n wll
assiJ\er the Public Ord~r Preservation
is invalid. The mer~ PdetenUo.in purs<':tnce ?~a verbal order
0
the verba\ . r?er a~J Police and o1.1_)rder m wrttmg confirming
Tlte Cottltlr!SStOnf ofiicer in suppffedive. Bo Sat~ Li1~ v.
Tha return
t~e unlawful ;~.ctiviffi.. B.L.R. 372, followed.
the nat~re 0 . ~rc safety and mai'nl.etentiE>n should state
prejudi_cla\ to p~c;r had reason to l>elie~ ·nature of acts
on whtch the
Court wil\ not subsi~>q£ public llTder
guilty. !he ~upr_cnl:sted on an officer under pplicant was
for the dtscrelton tnV
, R
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remedy. Held: 'fhat the dismissal oi an E·nJ(ineet" by the Adllllinistrator of the Corporation wns not a judicial act for which t-he wdt
of ce Yfiora,·i could be issued. If the dismissal be wrongful the
remedy of the party is by a suit for d<llll~tges. A. E . .Madal"i v.
U Ttw Olm Mrd on~ . (1948. B.L.R, p. 541, folioweci.
U MYA 'II. U TUN 0HN AND l>NE
WRITTJ!:N S'J'ATEMJ;NT.

LEAVE TO AMEND-IN APPEAL

~.C.t>'.O.-No. 21, H.C.R., 13-7-50-l-~
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